Purpose: To ensure trade is conducted consistent with American values, to ensure resiliency in critical supply chains, to improve transparency and administration of trade programs and oversight and accountability of trade agencies, and to promote American competitiveness.


S. 1260

To establish a new Directorate for Technology and Innovation in the National Science Foundation, to establish a regional technology hub program, to require a strategy and report on economic security, science, research, innovation, manufacturing, and job creation, to establish a critical supply chain resiliency program, and for other purposes.

Referred to the Committee on __________________________ and ordered to be printed

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

Amendment intended to be proposed by __________________________ to the amendment (No. ______) proposed by __________________________

Viz:

1 At the end, add the following:

2 DIVISION G—TRADE ACT OF 2021

3 SEC. 70001. SHORT TITLE; TABLE OF CONTENTS.
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Sec. 74230.  L-Cysteine.
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Sec. 74232.  Lubricant additive.
Sec. 74233.  Sodium benzenesulfinate.
Sec. 74234.  Thio-ether based co-stabilizer for plastics.
Sec. 74235.  L-Cysteine hydrate hydrochloride.
Sec. 74236.  Dimercaprol.
Sec. 74237.  Monoammonium salt of glyphosate.
Sec. 74238.  THPC.
Sec. 74239.  Flame retardant for textiles.
Sec. 74240.  Glyphosate.
Sec. 74241.  Ethephon.
Sec. 74242.  Benzene phosphinic acid.
Sec. 74243.  HEDP.
Sec. 74244.  Trimethylchlorosilane.
Sec. 74245.  Chloro-(chloromethyl)-dimethylsilane.
Sec. 74246.  Silicone for electronics cleaners.
Sec. 74247.  Silicon carrier fluid for active lotions, creams.
Sec. 74248.  Vinyltrimethoxysilane.
Sec. 74249.  n-Octyltriethoxysilane.
Sec. 74250.  Dimethylbis(s-butylamino)silane.
Sec. 74251.  Aqueous solution of potassium methyl siliconate.
Sec. 74252.  Oetyltrimethoxysilane.
Sec. 74253.  Oetyltriethoxysilane.
Sec. 74254.  Amino-propyl-triethoxysilane.
Sec. 74255.  Methyltris(see-butylamino)silane.
Sec. 74256.  Methyltris(methylketoximino)silane (MOS).
Sec. 74257.  Heptamethyltrisiloxane.
Sec. 74258.  Tetramethyldisiloxane.
Sec. 74259.  Dimethyhcilorosilane.
Sec. 74260.  Dichloromethylsilane.
Sec. 74261.  Tris(TFP)-methyllyelo-trisiloxane DR.
Sec. 74262.  Tetravinyltetramethyleyelotetrasiloxane.
Sec. 74263.  Divinyltetramethydisiloxane.
Sec. 74264.  Input for plant protection agent.
Sec. 74265.  Strawberry furanone.
Sec. 74266.  Enamectin benzoate.
Sec. 74267.  Gibberellic acid.
Sec. 74268. Rose oxide.
Sec. 74269. Vinylene carbonate.
Sec. 74270. Kasugamycin technical.
Sec. 74271. 2H-Cyclododeca[b]pyran.
Sec. 74272. Bixafen.
Sec. 74273. Fluxapyroxad.
Sec. 74274. 3,5 Dimethylpyrazole.
Sec. 74275. Pyraclonil.
Sec. 74276. Imidazolidinyl urea.
Sec. 74277. Allantoin.
Sec. 74278. Emulsifiable concentrate of Imazalil fungicide.
Sec. 74279. Technical cyazofamid fungicide.
Sec. 74280. Imazalil sulfate.
Sec. 74281. 1,2-Dimethylimidazole.
Sec. 74282. 2-Methylimidazole flakes.
Sec. 74283. Diazolidinyl urea.
Sec. 74284. 1-(2-Aminoethyl)imidazolidin-2-one (AEEU).
Sec. 74285. Zinc pyrithione.
Sec. 74286. Technical Pyriflumone fungicide.
Sec. 74287. Picoxystrobin.
Sec. 74288. Triclopyr BEE.
Sec. 74289. Imazapyr.
Sec. 74290. Tetramiliprole.
Sec. 74291. Cyantraniliprole.
Sec. 74292. Chlorantraniliprole.
Sec. 74293. Chlorpyrifos.
Sec. 74294. Technical Cyleaniliprole insecticide.
Sec. 74295. Regorafenib.
Sec. 74296. N-Butyl-TAD.
Sec. 74297. Hindered amine light stabilizer and phenolic antioxidant.
Sec. 74298. 4-Hydroxy-TEMPO.
Sec. 74299. 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-4-ol (TMP).
Sec. 74300. 5-Bromo-2-(3-chloropyridin-2-yl)pyrazole-3-carboxylic acid.
Sec. 74301. 2-Chloro-5-(trifluoromethyl)pyridine.
Sec. 74302. Picarbutrox.
Sec. 74303. 5-amino-3-(trifluoromethyl) picolinonitrile (T3630).
Sec. 74304. Dextromethorphan hydrobromide.
Sec. 74305. Ipflufenoquin.
Sec. 74306. THQ.
Sec. 74307. Pyrithiobac sodium.
Sec. 74308. Larotrectinib sulfate.
Sec. 74309. Ibrutinib.
Sec. 74310. Orthosulfamuron.
Sec. 74311. 5-Bromopyrimidine.
Sec. 74312. Butylthion.
Sec. 74313. P-1062.
Sec. 74314. Carfentraznone Technical.
Sec. 74315. UV absorber 928.
Sec. 74316. UV absorber for industrial coatings.
Sec. 74317. Uniconazole-P.
Sec. 74318. VeMMAE.
Sec. 74319. UVA 360.
Sec. 74320. Trofinetide.
Sec. 74321. Flurazole.
Sec. 74322. Oxathiapiprolin.
Sec. 74323. Certain antimicrobial.
Sec. 74324. Rubber accelerator.
Sec. 74325. 2-Amino benzothiazole.
Sec. 74326. Technical Isofetamid fungicide.
Sec. 74327. Clomazone Technical.
Sec. 74328. NEM salt.
Sec. 74329. AMTC wet cake.
Sec. 74330. Photoinitiator 369.
Sec. 74331. Isatoic anhydride.
Sec. 74332. Oclacitinib maleate.
Sec. 74333. Thienearbazone-methyl.
Sec. 74334. Penoxsulam technical herbicide.
Sec. 74335. Ethyl 2-sulfamoylbenzoate.
Sec. 74336. Purified steviol glycoside, rebaudioside A.
Sec. 74337. Glucosylated steviol glycosides.
Sec. 74338. Hydroxypropyl gamma cyclodextrin.
Sec. 74339. Hydroxypropylated beta cyclodextrin.
Sec. 74340. Methyl beta cyclodextrin.
Sec. 74341. 2'-Fucosyllactose.
Sec. 74342. Ascorbyl glucoside.
Sec. 74343. Dimethylamine borane (DMAB).
Sec. 74344. Elderberry extract concentrate.
Sec. 74345. Mixtures of Disperse Yellow FD11843 and acetic acid.
Sec. 74346. Mixtures of several disperse dyes.
Sec. 74347. Mixtures of 4 disperse blue dyes.
Sec. 74348. Mixtures of 4 dyes.
Sec. 74349. Disperse Yellow 241.
Sec. 74350. Disperse Blue 54.
Sec. 74351. Disperse Orange.
Sec. 74352. Disperse Blue 60.
Sec. 74353. Disperse Blue 56.
Sec. 74354. Acid Violet 48.
Sec. 74355. Acid Blue 280.
Sec. 74356. Acid Brown 282.
Sec. 74357. Acid Red 131.
Sec. 74358. Acid Red 249.
Sec. 74359. Acid Yellow 236.
Sec. 74360. Acid Red 407.
Sec. 74361. Acid Yellow 220.
Sec. 74362. Acid Yellow 232.
Sec. 74363. Acid Yellow 235.
Sec. 74364. Acid Yellow 151.
Sec. 74365. Acid Red 43.
Sec. 74366. Acid Red 33.
Sec. 74367. Acid Black 52.
Sec. 74368. Acid Black 2.
Sec. 74369. Acid Green 25.
Sec. 74370. Basic Brown 23.
Sec. 74371. Basic Violet 11:1 rhodamine dye.
Sec. 74377. Basic Yellow 37.
Sec. 74378. Basic Violet 3.
Sec. 74379. Direct Orange 118.
Sec. 74380. Direct Blue 86.
Sec. 74381. Direct Blue 199.
Sec. 74382. Direct Black 168.
Sec. 74383. Direct Red 227.
Sec. 74384. Direct Yellow 107.
Sec. 74386. Direct Yellow 11.
Sec. 74387. Direct Orange 15.
Sec. 74388. Direct Brown 44.
Sec. 74389. Direct Red 81.
Sec. 74390. Direct Yellow 142.
Sec. 74391. Direct Red 80.
Sec. 74392. Direct Red 16.
Sec. 74393. Direct Red 254.
Sec. 74394. Colorant.
Sec. 74395. Direct Yellow 34.
Sec. 74396. Vat Orange 2 dye powder.
Sec. 74397. Vat Violet 13 dye.
Sec. 74398. Vat Brown 3 dye.
Sec. 74399. Vat Red 10 dye powder.
Sec. 74400. Vat Brown 57 dye.
Sec. 74401. Vat Red 31 dye powder.
Sec. 74402. Dye mixtures of Vat Brown 3 and Vat Black 27.
Sec. 74403. Vat Red 13.
Sec. 74404. Vat Yellow 2 dye powder.
Sec. 74405. Vat Yellow 33 dye.
Sec. 74406. Vat Green 1 dye.
Sec. 74407. Vat Green 3.
Sec. 74408. Vat Blue 6 dye.
Sec. 74409. Vat Blue 20 dye.
Sec. 74410. Vat Violet 1.
Sec. 74411. Vat Brown 1 dye.
Sec. 74412. Vat Black 16 dye.
Sec. 74413. Vat Black 25.
Sec. 74414. Vat Black 27.
Sec. 74415. Reactive Yellow 145.
Sec. 74416. Reactive Red 195.
Sec. 74417. Reactive Blue 49.
Sec. 74418. Reactive Blue 72.
Sec. 74419. Reactive Yellow 95 powder.
Sec. 74420. Reactive Red 245.
Sec. 74421. Reactive Brown 11.
Sec. 74422. Mixtures of Reactive Black 5 (Na) (FKP), Reactive Scarlet F01–0439, and Reactive Orange 131.
Sec. 74423. Reactive Yellow F98–0159.
Sec. 74424. Dye mixtures of Reactive Orange 131 and Reactive Scarlet F07–0522.
Sec. 74425. Reactive Black 31.
Sec. 74426. Reactive Red 120.
Sec. 74427. Reactive Blue 5.
Sec. 74429. Reactive Orange 12.
Sec. 74430. Pigment Red 177.
Sec. 74431. Pigment Yellow 110.
Sec. 74432. Pigment Yellow 147.
Sec. 74433. Pigment Orange 64.
Sec. 74434. Pigment Blue 29.
Sec. 74435. Pigment Violet 15.
Sec. 74436. Pigment Blue 14.
Sec. 74437. Solvent Blue 97.
Sec. 74438. Solvent Green 5.
Sec. 74439. Solvent Yellow 98.
Sec. 74440. Solvent Green 7.
Sec. 74441. Solvent Red 195.
Sec. 74442. Solvent Orange 115.
Sec. 74443. Specialty dyes.
Sec. 74444. Solvent Green 3.
Sec. 74445. Solvent Blue 36.
Sec. 74446. Mixtures of Solvent Green 3.
Sec. 74447. Solvent Red 52.
Sec. 74448. Solvent Red 149.
Sec. 74449. Solvent Red 207.
Sec. 74450. Solvent Violet 14.
Sec. 74451. Solvent Yellow 179.
Sec. 74452. Solvent Yellow 131.
Sec. 74453. Hogen Blue XB-20.
Sec. 74454. Solvent Yellow 104.
Sec. 74455. Combination of Fluorescent Brighteners 367 and 371.
Sec. 74456. Fluorescent Brightener CBS-X.
Sec. 74457. Optical Brightener SWN.
Sec. 74458. C.I. Fluorescent Brightener 199:1.
Sec. 74459. Fluorescent Brightener 368.
Sec. 74460. 1,4-Bis(2-cyanostyryl)benzene.
Sec. 74461. Certain manufacturing inputs.
Sec. 74462. Cerium sulfide pigments.
Sec. 74463. Matte pearlescent pigments.
Sec. 74464. Angle-dependent interference pigments.
Sec. 74465. Inorganic Lumilux.
Sec. 74466. Ribbon/Matrix Resin.
Sec. 74468. Fluoropolymer resin.
Sec. 74469. Zirconium 12 paint drier.
Sec. 74470. Zirconium 24 paint drier.
Sec. 74471. Drier accelerators.
Sec. 74472. Lemon oil.
Sec. 74473. Sulfonic acids, C14–17-sec-alkane, sodium salt.
Sec. 74474. Potassium ethyl octylphosphonate.
Sec. 74475. Intermediate in the production of industrial lubricants.
Sec. 74476. Polyether dispersant.
Sec. 74477. D-Glucopyranose.
Sec. 74478. 2-Dodecoxy-6-(hydroxymethyl)oxane-3,4,5-triol.
Sec. 74479. Mixtures of certain C12–14-alkyl ethers.
Sec. 74480. Manufacturing chemical.
Sec. 74481. Nonionic surfactant.
Sec. 74482. Chemical used in textile manufacturing.
Sec. 74483. Ethoxylated tristyrylphenol phosphate potassium salt.
Sec. 74484. Sodium polycarboxylate, aqueous solution.
Sec. 74485. Aqueous emulsion of a mixture of amine soaps and miscellaneous other additives.

Sec. 74486. Aqueous dispersion of a mixture of fatty amine and amide soaps and miscellaneous other additives.

Sec. 74487. Aqueous dispersion of a mixture of fatty amine and amide soaps and miscellaneous other additives.

Sec. 74488. Photographic gelatin.

Sec. 74489. Ice fountains (class 1.4G).

Sec. 74490. Magic candles containing magnesium powder.

Sec. 74491. Party snappers (Class 1.4G).

Sec. 74492. Fenpyroximate 5SC.

Sec. 74493. Pyrifluquinazon 20SC.

Sec. 74494. Imidacloprid and Musealure formulations.

Sec. 74495. Formulations of acephate and bifenthrin.

Sec. 74496. Fipronil.

Sec. 74497. Aluminum phosphide.

Sec. 74498. Magnaphos formulations.

Sec. 74499. Formulated oxamyl.

Sec. 74500. Formulated fungicides.

Sec. 74501. Certain fungicides.

Sec. 74502. Prothioconazole, Fluopyram, and Trifloxystrobin fungicides.

Sec. 74503. Prothioconazole, Metaaxyl, and Tebuconazole fungicides.

Sec. 74504. Mancozeb and Chlorothalonil formulations.

Sec. 74505. Mixtures of Picarbutrox and application adjuvants.

Sec. 74506. Mixtures of Tetraconazole and application adjuvants.

Sec. 74507. Mancozeb and Azoxystrobin formulations.

Sec. 74508. Mixtures of Cymoxanil and fumed dioxosilane.

Sec. 74509. Microthiol formulations.

Sec. 74510. Formulations of thienecarbazone-methyl, Iodosulfuron-methyl-sodium, and dicamba.

Sec. 74511. Thienecarbazone-methyl, Isoxadifenethyl, and Tembotrione herbicides.

Sec. 74512. Herbicides used on grasses.

Sec. 74513. Thienecarbazone-methyl, Isoxaflutole, and Cyprosulfamide herbicides.

Sec. 74514. Thienecarbazone-methyl and Iodosulfuron-methylsodium herbicides.

Sec. 74515. Thienecarbazone-methyl and Mefenpyr-diethyl herbicides.

Sec. 74516. Thifensulfuron-methyl and Tribenuron-methyl formulations.

Sec. 74517. Tribenuron-methyl formulations.

Sec. 74518. Chlorsulfuron and metsulfuron-methyl formulations.

Sec. 74519. Thifensulfuron-methyl and Fluroxypyr formulations.

Sec. 74520. Acifluorfen formulations.

Sec. 74521. S-Metolachlor and Mestroune herbicides.

Sec. 74522. Metribuzin formulations.

Sec. 74523. Pendimethaline and Metribuzine formulations.

Sec. 74524. Formulations of S-Metolachlor and Metribuzin.

Sec. 74525. Thifensulfuron-methyl and Tribemuron-methyl formulations.

Sec. 74526. Metsulfuron-methyl formulations.

Sec. 74527. Chlorimuron-ethyl formulations.

Sec. 74528. Mixtures of Bromoxynil octanoate and Bromoxynil heptanoate.

Sec. 74529. Sulfonyluron-methyl and Metsulfuron-methyl formulations.

Sec. 74530. Chlorimuron-ethyl and Tribenuron-methyl formulations.

Sec. 74531. Formulations containing Tiafenacil.

Sec. 74532. Diuron 80.

Sec. 74533. Flazasulfuron herbicides.
Sec. 74534. Thifensulfuron-methyl formulations.
Sec. 74535. Herbicide for farm and ranch use.
Sec. 74536. Propanal formulations.
Sec. 74537. Thifensulfuron formulations.
Sec. 74538. Tolpyralate and Nicosulfuron herbicides.
Sec. 74539. Mixtures of magnesium salts and application adjuvants.
Sec. 74540. Nisin formulations.
Sec. 74541. Certain fixatives.
Sec. 74542. Fuel oil additives: cold flow improvers containing poly(ethylene-co-
ethenyl acetate).
Sec. 74543. Fuel oil additives: cold flow improvers containing fumarate vinyl
acetate co-polymer.
Sec. 74544. Crude oil additives: cold flow improvers containing fumarate vinyl
acetate copolymer.
Sec. 74545. Pour point depressants.
Sec. 74546. Fuel oil additives: cold flow improvers containing poly (ethylene-co-
ethenyl acetate and vinyl 2-ethyl hexanoate).
Sec. 74547. Poly(isobutylene) hydroformylation products.
Sec. 74548. Input for rubber products.
Sec. 74549. Mixtures of oligomers as general antioxidants for rubber tires.
Sec. 74550. Benzene, 2,4-diisocyanato-1,3,5-tris(1-methylethyl)-, homopolymer.
Sec. 74551. Aromatic amine antioxidants.
Sec. 74552. Antioxidant blends.
Sec. 74553. Antioxidant blends to protect polymers.
Sec. 74554. Synthetic hydrotalcite coated with fatty acid and magnesium stear-
rate.
Sec. 74555. Silica scorch retarders and polymerization inhibitors.
Sec. 74556. Synthetic hydrotalcite.
Sec. 74557. Light stabilizers for construction products.
Sec. 74558. Light stabilizer for plastics.
Sec. 74559. Preparations of bis(2,4–dichlorobenzoyl) peroxide 50 percent paste.
Sec. 74560. Distilled tall oils.
Sec. 74561. Pyridine, alkyl derivatives.
Sec. 74562. Polyisocyanate crosslinking agents.
Sec. 74563. Bonding agent mixtures.
Sec. 74564. Liquid, chemically modified amine complex of boron trifluoride.
Sec. 74565. Phthalocyanine derivative.
Sec. 74566. Mixtures of Cocamidopropyl betaine, glycol distearate, Laureth-4,
and water.
Sec. 74567. Mixtures of tall oil mono-, di-, and triglycerides.
Sec. 74568. Tallow-bis(2-hydroxyethyl) amines.
Sec. 74569. Additive mixtures for metalworking fluids.
Sec. 74570. Naphthenic acids.
Sec. 74571. Hydroxytyrosol powders.
Sec. 74572. Secondary alcohol ethoxylates.
Sec. 74573. Ethylene glycol dimerate.
Sec. 74574. Two-part liquid silicone kits.
Sec. 74575. Hydrophobic precipitated silica.
Sec. 74576. Silane, trimethoxyethyl-, hydrolysis products.
Sec. 74577. 1,1,1-Trimethyl-N-(trimethylsilyl)silamamine hydrolysis products.
Sec. 74578. Waterborne epoxy curing agents.
Sec. 74579. Preparations based on 1-phenylicosane-1,3-dione.
Sec. 74580. Mixtures of 2-Mercaptopropionic acid, methyl ester, O-ethyl
dithiocarbonate.
Sec. 74581. Epoxy curing agents.
Sec. 74582. Aliphatic amine curing agents.
Sec. 74583. Non-halogenated flame retardants.
Sec. 74584. Ligaphob N 90.
Sec. 74585. Organomodified siloxane.
Sec. 74586. Methyl palmitate-stearate, hydrogenated.
Sec. 74587. Offine E1010.
Sec. 74588. Certain non-halogenated flame retardants.
Sec. 74589. Flame retardants.
Sec. 74590. Preparations based on acetyl hexapeptide-8 and pentapeptide-18.
Sec. 74591. Lithium silicium oxide.
Sec. 74592. Branched olefin from propylene polymerization.
Sec. 74593. Polypropylene pellets.
Sec. 74594. Propylene-ethylene copolymer.
Sec. 74595. Ethylene-propylene copolymers.
Sec. 74596. Benzene alkylated with polypropylene.
Sec. 74597. Chlorinated polyolefin.
Sec. 74598. Adsorbent resin.
Sec. 74599. Vinyl chloride-hydroxypropyl acrylate copolymer.
Sec. 74600. Vinyl chloride ethylene copolymer with hydrophilic properties.
Sec. 74601. Fluids with boiling points above 170 °C.
Sec. 74602. Formulations of functionalized perfluoropolyether.
Sec. 74603. Perfluoropolyether-urethane acrylate.
Sec. 74604. PVDF homopolymer/PVDF/CTFE copolymer mixtures.
Sec. 74605. Chemically modified PVDF.
Sec. 74606. Fluoropolymer, fluoroethylene-alkyl vinyl ether alternative copolymers.
Sec. 74607. Copolymer of vinyl acetate and higher vinyl esters.
Sec. 74608. Food-grade vinyl acetate copolymer.
Sec. 74609. Vinyl chloride ethylene with enhanced properties.
Sec. 74610. Vinyl acetate ethylene copolymer with enhanced properties.
Sec. 74611. Food-grade polyvinyl acetate homopolymers.
Sec. 74612. Acrylic acid/vinylsulphonate random copolymers.
Sec. 74613. Poly(methyl methacrylate) microspheres.
Sec. 74614. Methyl methacrylate crosspolymer microspheres.
Sec. 74615. Styrene acrylate copolymer with enhanced properties.
Sec. 74616. Copolymer for dental use.
Sec. 74617. Vinyl phosphonic acid, acrylic acid copolymer, 20 percent solution in water.
Sec. 74618. Polyacrylate 33.
Sec. 74619. AA/AMPS copolymer.
Sec. 74620. Flocculant dry polyacrylamides.
Sec. 74621. Sorbitol, propylene oxide, ethylene oxide polymer.
Sec. 74622. Trimethoxysilypropylcarbamate-terminated polyether.
Sec. 74623. Dimethoxymethylsilylpropylcarbamate-terminated polyether.
Sec. 74624. Curing agent is used in two- or three-parts epoxy systems.
Sec. 74625. Polyethylene glycol 450.
Sec. 74626. Medicinal intermediate for investigational use.
Sec. 74627. Pegetacoplan.
Sec. 74628. Aqueous solutions of carboxylic acid-copolymer-salt in water.
Sec. 74629. Aqueous solutions of a modified polymer bearing hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups.
Sec. 74630. Dimethylamine/epichlorohydrin/ethylenediamine copolymer.
Sec. 74631. Linear hydroxyl-terminated aliphatic polyethylene diol.
Sec. 74632. Short hollow PET fibers.
Sec. 74633. Polytetrahydrofuran.
Sec. 74634. Crystalline polyesters.
Sec. 74635. Liquid crystal polymers.
Sec. 74636. Branched polyesters.
Sec. 74637. High molecular weight co-polyester.
Sec. 74638. High molecular weight co-polyester.
Sec. 74639. Polyester-polyamide dispersants.
Sec. 74640. Nylon-12 micro-spheres.
Sec. 74641. Short nylon-66 fibers.
Sec. 74642. Short nylon 6 fibers, colored.
Sec. 74643. Short triangular nylon 6 fibers.
Sec. 74644. Short star-shaped nylon 6 fibers.
Sec. 74645. Short heart-shaped nylon 6 fibers.
Sec. 74646. PA510 polymer compounds.
Sec. 74647. MXD6 polymer compounds.
Sec. 74648. PA10T polymer compounds.
Sec. 74649. PA10T/10I polymer compounds.
Sec. 74650. Polyurethane aqueous resins.
Sec. 74651. Aqueous resin.
Sec. 74652. Aliphatic polyisocyanate.
Sec. 74653. IPDI and HDI based aliphatic polyisocyanate.
Sec. 74654. HDI/Trimethylol hexylacetone crosspolymer micro-spheres.
Sec. 74655. HDI/PPG/Polyeaprolactone crosspolymer micro-spheres.
Sec. 74656. Aromatic isocyanate prepolymer.
Sec. 74657. Blocked polyisocyanate containing solvent.
Sec. 74658. Polyisocyanate adduct for powder coatings.
Sec. 74659. Blocked polyisocyanate for use in can and coil applications.
Sec. 74660. Polydimethylsiloxane.
Sec. 74661. Silicone resins.
Sec. 74662. Methoxylfunctional methyl-phenyl polysiloxane.
Sec. 74663. Hydrogenpolysiloxane.
Sec. 74664. Methyl silicone resins.
Sec. 74665. Trimethylsiloxyxilicate.
Sec. 74666. Epoxy functional polydimethylsiloxane.
Sec. 74667. Polymethylhydrogensiloxane.
Sec. 74668. Vinyl terminated siloxanes.
Sec. 74669. Silicone hybrid resin (solvent free).
Sec. 74670. Hydrogenated polycyclodienes resin.
Sec. 74671. Water dispersable HDI based polyisocyanate.
Sec. 74672. Cyanate ester resins for high-end electronic, aerospace, and industrial applications.
Sec. 74673. Polyethyleneimine, component used in manufacturing medical devices.
Sec. 74674. Polyhexamid.
Sec. 74675. Ethylene-norbornene copolymer.
Sec. 74676. Cellulose powder.
Sec. 74677. Polymaltotriose.
Sec. 74678. Chitosan.
Sec. 74679. Plastic drinking straws.
Sec. 74680. Garden hoses.
Sec. 74681. Plastic fittings of perfluoralkoxy.
Sec. 74682. Low density polyethylene (LDPE) sheeting.
Sec. 74683. Biaxially oriented dielectric polypropylene film.
Sec. 74684. Biaxially oriented polypropylene (BOPP) capacitor-grade film.
Sec. 74685. Polyester capacitor-grade film.
Sec. 74686. Acid form membranes.
Sec. 74687. Melamine resin foam.
Sec. 74688. Infant bathtubs and basins, of plastics.
Sec. 74689. Boxes, cases, crates, and similar articles of plastics.
Sec. 74690. Nozzles, black, of polypropylene.
Sec. 74691. Tip/cap combinations of polyethylene.
Sec. 74692. Bottles made of LDPE.
Sec. 74693. Plastic nasal irrigator caps for neti pots.
Sec. 74694. Toy character bottle toppers.
Sec. 74695. Melamine platters, other than those presented in sets.
Sec. 74696. Melamine plates, other than those presented in sets.
Sec. 74697. Melamine bowls not presented in sets.
Sec. 74698. Melamine trays not presented in sets.
Sec. 74699. Plastic measuring cups and spoons in sets.
Sec. 74700. Liquid measuring cups.
Sec. 74701. Self-anchoring beverage containers.
Sec. 74702. PVC infant bathtub mats.
Sec. 74703. Reversible playmats.
Sec. 74704. Craft mats.
Sec. 74705. Hangers.
Sec. 74706. Infant bath rinsing cups.
Sec. 74707. Bathtub spout covers.
Sec. 74708. Infant teethers.
Sec. 74709. Lighted dog fetch toys.
Sec. 74710. Certain thermoplastic nylon 3-gang switch wallplates.
Sec. 74711. Manual plastic disposable cutlery dispensers.
Sec. 74712. Ear bulb syringes of clear silicone.
Sec. 74713. PVC inflatable pillows.
Sec. 74714. Self-inflatable queen air mattresses.
Sec. 74715. Plastic clip fasteners.
Sec. 74716. Self-venting spouts for diesel exhaust fluid.
Sec. 74717. Plastic pet carriers.
Sec. 74718. Plastic mixing tips.
Sec. 74719. Cable ties of plastics.
Sec. 74720. Flexible camera mountings.
Sec. 74721. Three-piece camera mount sets.
Sec. 74722. Magnetic swivel clips for cameras.
Sec. 74723. Helmet camera mounts.
Sec. 74724. Short extension poles for use with cameras.
Sec. 74725. Long extension poles for cameras.
Sec. 74726. Swivel mounts for cameras.
Sec. 74727. Tripod camera mounts.
Sec. 74728. Bulk hydraulic hoses.
Sec. 74729. Brake hydraulic hoses.
Sec. 74731. Disposable gloves.
Sec. 74732. Reusable gloves.
Sec. 74733. Dog and cat apparel.
Sec. 74734. Polycarbonate vanity cases.
Sec. 74735. Aluminum vanity cases.
Sec. 74736. Suitcases with outer surface of aluminum with built-in zipper locks.
Sec. 74737. Drawstring backpacks with zippered pocket.
Sec. 74738. Laminated recycled reusable shopping tote bags.
Sec. 74739. Tote bags of paper yarn.
Sec. 74740. Reusable shopping style tote bags.
Sec. 74741. Waterproof tote bags.
Sec. 74742. Waterproof duffle bags.
Sec. 74743. Waterproof zippered bags, without handles, of plastic sheeting.
Sec. 74744. Waterproof backpacks.
Sec. 74745. Waterproof waist packs.
Sec. 74746. Guitar cases.
Sec. 74747. Jewelry boxes.
Sec. 74748. Silicone rubber camera cases with straps.
Sec. 74749. Leather gloves with flip mitts for hunting.
Sec. 74750. Men's leather gloves valued at $18 or more per pair.
Sec. 74751. Belts of calf skin.
Sec. 74752. Bamboo engineered flooring: 12.5–12.9 mm thick.
Sec. 74753. Bamboo engineered flooring: 14.1–14.5 mm thick.
Sec. 74754. Bamboo engineered flooring: 15.7–16.1 mm thick.
Sec. 74755. Strand bamboo flooring: 12.5–12.9 mm thick.
Sec. 74756. Strand bamboo flooring: 14.1–14.5 mm thick.
Sec. 74757. Strand bamboo flooring: 10.9–11.3 mm thick.
Sec. 74758. Chopsticks made of bamboo.
Sec. 74759. Drying racks of wood.
Sec. 74760. Bamboo skewers.
Sec. 74761. Wood blinds with louvered slats.
Sec. 74762. 100 percent cotton woven crimped unbleached fabric.
Sec. 74763. Woven fabrics of cotton, containing 85 percent or more by weight of cotton, not more than 200 grams per square meter.
Sec. 74764. 100 percent cotton woven bleached fabric pieces, open weave.
Sec. 74765. Incontinence underpad fabrics of cotton.
Sec. 74766. Woven fabrics of cotton with an average yarn number between 55 and 60.
Sec. 74767. Woven fabric of cotton of yarn number 69 or higher.
Sec. 74768. Woven fabrics of cotton with an average yarn number exceeding 68.
Sec. 74769. Incontinence underpad fabrics, cotton, plain weave, of yarn number 42 or lower.
Sec. 74770. Incontinence underpad fabrics, cotton, plain weave, of yarn number between 43 and 68.
Sec. 74771. Incontinence underpad fabrics, bleached.
Sec. 74772. Incontinence underpad fabrics, printed.
Sec. 74773. Untwisted filament polyvinyl alcohol yarn, measuring 1,100 to 1,330 decitex.
Sec. 74774. Untwisted filament polyvinyl alcohol yarn.
Sec. 74775. Polypropylene (PP) monofilament.
Sec. 74776. Acrylic fiber tow with an average decitex of 0.9.
Sec. 74777. Black polyester bi-component fibers.
Sec. 74778. Acrylic staple fibers with an average decitex of 2.2, fiber length of 100 mm.
Sec. 74779. Modacrylic staple fibers not processed for spinning.
Sec. 74780. Short polypropylene fibers.
Sec. 74781. Polyoxadiazole fibers.
Sec. 74782. Artificial staple fibers of viscose rayon, 38–42 mm in length.
Sec. 74783. Artificial fibers of viscose rayon for the manufacture of feminine hygiene products.
Sec. 74784. Flame retardant rayon fibers, measuring 4.78 decitex.
Sec. 74785. Flame retardant rayon fibers, measuring 4.55 decitex.
Sec. 74786. Flame retardant rayon fibers, measuring 4.4 decitex.
Sec. 74787. Other flame retardant rayon fibers.
Sec. 74788. Cellulosic man-made viscose rayon staple fibers, measuring 1.3–1.5 decitex.
Sec. 74789. Viscose rayon staple fibers, measuring 1.5–1.67 decitex, with a fiber length of 38–42 mm.
Sec. 74790. Cellulosic man-made viscose rayon staple fibers, measuring 1.67–2 decitex.
Sec. 74791. Viscose rayon staple fibers, measuring 1–2 decitex, with a fiber length of 4–8 mm.
Sec. 74792. Viscose staple fibers used in textile, medical, or hygiene applications.
Sec. 74793. Viscose rayon staple fibers, measuring 1.51–2 decitex, with a fiber length of 8–16 mm.
Sec. 74794. Viscose rayon staple fibers, measuring 1–1.5 decitex, with a fiber length of 8–16 mm.
Sec. 74795. Flame retardant viscose rayon staple fibers, with a decitex of 4.7 mm and a fiber length of 51–60 mm.
Sec. 74796. Viscose rayon staple fibers for nonwoven production.
Sec. 74797. Black viscose rayon staple fibers.
Sec. 74798. Acrylic or modacrylic staple fibers with a decitex of 3–5.6.
Sec. 74799. Made up hand-cast string-drawn fishing nets.
Sec. 74800. Knitted carpets containing 75 percent or more of cotton, with a rubber backing.
Sec. 74801. Knitted carpets containing 75 percent or more by weight of polyester, with a rubber backing.
Sec. 74802. Faux leather fabrics.
Sec. 74803. Grass catcher bags.
Sec. 74804. Oxygenation membrane capillary material.
Sec. 74805. Textile knitted fabrics composed of micromodal and elastane.
Sec. 74806. Textile technical knitted fabrics combining technical cotton and elastane.
Sec. 74807. Textile knit fabrics of modal, cashmere, and spandex.
Sec. 74808. Women’s and girls’ dresses, knitted or crocheted, of synthetic fibers infused with minerals.
Sec. 74809. Women’s and girls’ skirts and divided skirts of synthetic fibers infused with minerals.
Sec. 74810. Women’s and girls’ knit cardigans or pullovers containing 70 percent or more of silk.
Sec. 74811. Men’s and boys’ knit cardigans or pullovers of linen.
Sec. 74812. Babies’ knit sweaters, pullovers, sweatshirts, waistcoats (vests), and cardigans, of artificial fibers.
Sec. 74813. Women’s and girls’ tops, knitted or crocheted, of man-made fibers infused with minerals.
Sec. 74814. Men’s and boy’s tops, knitted or crocheted, of man-made fibers infused with minerals.
Sec. 74815. Men’s 3 mm wetsuits.
Sec. 74816. Men’s 5.5 and 6.5 mm wetsuits.
Sec. 74817. Men’s 3.5 mm wetsuits.
Sec. 74818. Men’s 4.5 mm wetsuits.
Sec. 74819. Women’s 3 mm wetsuits.
Sec. 74820. Women’s 3.5 mm wetsuits.
Sec. 74821. Women’s 4.5 mm wetsuits.
Sec. 74822. Women’s 5.5 and 6.5 mm wetsuits.
Sec. 74823. Insulated handmuffs of knit polyester.
Sec. 74824. Men’s stockingfoot wader bottom subassemblies, of compressed neoprene.
Sec. 74825. Men's stockingfoot wader bottom subassemblies, of non-compressed neoprene.
Sec. 74826. Fishing wader pocket pouch assemblies.
Sec. 74827. Women's coats of man-made woven fibers.
Sec. 74828. Men's or boys' linen woven trousers.
Sec. 74829. Men's or boys' linen woven shorts.
Sec. 74830. Martial arts uniforms.
Sec. 74831. Women's dresses of woven viscose.
Sec. 74832. Girls' woven cotton corduroy trousers.
Sec. 74833. Women's woven taffeta shirts.
Sec. 74834. Babies' woven artificial fiber shirts and blouses.
Sec. 74835. Babies' artificial fiber woven jumpsuits, overalls, dresses, skirts, skirtalls, or clothing accessories.
Sec. 74836. Women's or girls' linen woven blouses, shirts and shirt-blouses, and sleeveless tank styles.
Sec. 74837. Women's or girls' linen woven washsuits, sunsuits, or one-piece playsuits.
Sec. 74838. Women's or girls' linen woven overalls or jumpsuits.
Sec. 74839. Women's shawls and similar goods, 100 percent silk.
Sec. 74840. Winter cycling gloves.
Sec. 74841. Mattress protectors with toppers.
Sec. 74842. Printed mattress protectors.
Sec. 74843. Lock pocket tents.
Sec. 74844. Dark room tents.
Sec. 74845. Air tube chambered tents.
Sec. 74846. Bi-component microfiber tube mop refills.
Sec. 74847. Microfiber duster refills.
Sec. 74848. RFID mop pads.
Sec. 74849. Microfiber cleaning cloths.
Sec. 74850. Microfiber mop pads.
Sec. 74851. Golf bag bodies with rain hoods and straps.
Sec. 74852. Pillow shells, constructed with gussets.
Sec. 74853. Golf bag body flats.
Sec. 74854. Bathtub elbow rests.
Sec. 74855. Door swings.
Sec. 74856. Under bed restraints.
Sec. 74857. Flat golf bag body components, without bottoms.
Sec. 74858. Bath kneeler.
Sec. 74859. Pillow shells, with oval jacquard weave.
Sec. 74860. Two-piece camera mount kits.
Sec. 74861. Sleeve covers.
Sec. 74862. Sports footwear for men, valued over $20 per pair.
Sec. 74863. Sports footwear for women, valued over $20 per pair.
Sec. 74864. Men's cycling shoes valued over $18 per pair.
Sec. 74865. Women's cycling shoes valued over $16 per pair.
Sec. 74866. Men's golf shoes with outers and uppers of rubber or plastics, valued over $20 per pair.
Sec. 74867. Golf shoes other than for men, with outers and uppers of rubber or plastics, valued over $20 per pair.
Sec. 74868. Winter cycling boots for men.
Sec. 74869. Winter cycling boots for women.
Sec. 74870. Men's protective active footwear with waterproof soles, valued over $26 per pair, covering the ankle.
Sec. 74871. Women's protective active footwear with waterproof soles, valued over $27 per pair, 15.35–25.4 cm in height.
Sec. 74872. Children’s protective active footwear with waterproof soles, valued over $18 per pair.
Sec. 74873. Men’s protective active footwear with waterproof soles, valued over $27 per pair, 15.35–25.4 cm in height.
Sec. 74874. Children’s footwear valued over $15 per pair.
Sec. 74875. Women’s protective active footwear, valued over $25 per pair, 15.35–25.4 cm in height.
Sec. 74876. Women’s rubber or plastic footwear covering the ankle with fox-like banding.
Sec. 74877. Cheer shoes covering the ankle.
Sec. 74878. Footwear for women, with 90 percent of the external surface of rubber or plastic, valued $15–$22 per pair.
Sec. 74879. Sideline cheer shoes.
Sec. 74880. Men’s athletic footwear, valued under $9 per pair.
Sec. 74881. Athletic footwear for women, valued not over $9 per pair.
Sec. 74882. Athletic footwear for children, valued not over $8 per pair.
Sec. 74883. Men’s golf shoes, with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics, not covering the ankle, valued $15 per pair or over.
Sec. 74884. Golf shoes other than for men, with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics, not covering the ankle, valued $15 per pair or over.
Sec. 74885. Men’s rubber/plastic footwear, valued not over $5 per pair.
Sec. 74886. Women’s rubber/plastic footwear, valued not over $6 per pair.
Sec. 74887. Children’s athletic shoes with glitter uppers.
Sec. 74888. Cheer shoes with sole less than 12 mm.
Sec. 74889. Men’s golf shoes with outers and uppers of rubber or plastics, valued over $19 per pair.
Sec. 74890. Golf shoes other than for men, outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics, valued over $19 per pair.
Sec. 74891. Men’s golf shoes, outer soles of rubber, plastics, leather or composition leather and uppers of leather (except pigskin uppers).
Sec. 74892. Men’s oxford work footwear with metal safety toe and internal metatarsal protection.
Sec. 74893. Oxford-style leather footwear with metal safety toe and static dissipating protection.
Sec. 74894. Women’s leather footwear, lined with pigskin with zipper, valued $47–$60 per pair.
Sec. 74895. Women’s leather footwear, lined with pigskin, valued $31–$40 per pair.
Sec. 74896. Women’s slip-on cow/calf hair footwear, valued $50–$60 per pair.
Sec. 74897. Women’s leather footwear lined with sheepskin.
Sec. 74898. Women’s leather slip-on footwear lined with sheep leather.
Sec. 74899. Women’s leather slip-on footwear lined with pigskin.
Sec. 74900. Women’s leather footwear, lined with pigskin, valued $21–$27 per pair.
Sec. 74901. Men’s mid-cut work footwear with composite safety toe and waterproof leather uppers.
Sec. 74902. Men’s leather upper footwear, San Crispino construction, valued over $32 per pair.
Sec. 74903. Men’s leather upper athletic footwear.
Sec. 74904. Women’s footwear with leather uppers, lined with pigskin, valued $37–$43 per pair.
Sec. 74905. Women’s footwear with leather uppers, lined with pigskin, valued $88–$102 per pair.
Sec. 74906. Women’s footwear with leather uppers, lined with pigskin, valued $24–$32 per pair.
Sec. 74907. Women’s footwear with leather uppers, lined with pigskin, valued $57–$62 per pair.
Sec. 74908. Women’s footwear with leather uppers, strap with closed toe and open heel.
Sec. 74909. Open toe women’s footwear, valued over $23 but not over $27 per pair.
Sec. 74910. Slip-on footwear for women, valued over $24 but not over $27 per pair.
Sec. 74911. Women’s footwear with leather uppers, lined with pigskin, closed toe or heel with functional zippers on sides.
Sec. 74912. Women’s footwear with leather uppers, lined with pigskin, closed toe or heel with zipper closure, height of 43–48 cm.
Sec. 74913. Women’s footwear with leather uppers, lined with pigskin covering the knee.
Sec. 74914. Women’s footwear with leather uppers, lined with pigskin, closed toe or heel with zipper closure, height of 48–52 cm.
Sec. 74915. Women’s footwear with leather uppers, open toe with strap and buckle, valued $14–$25 per pair.
Sec. 74916. Women’s slip-on footwear with bovine leather uppers.
Sec. 74917. Women’s footwear with leather uppers, lined with pigskin with adjustable laces.
Sec. 74918. Men’s waterproof leather footwear, valued $27 per pair or higher.
Sec. 74919. Men’s or boys’ golf shoes, valued $30 per pair or higher.
Sec. 74920. Competitive cheer shoes with leather uppers.
Sec. 74921. Children’s waterproof leather footwear, not covering the ankle, valued $14 per pair or higher.
Sec. 74922. Women’s footwear with leather uppers, open toe with strap and buckle, valued $12.50–$28 per pair.
Sec. 74923. Women’s footwear with leather uppers, closed toe with strap and buckle.
Sec. 74924. Women’s footwear with leather uppers, with strap and buckle, valued $27–$40 per pair.
Sec. 74925. Women’s footwear with leather uppers, with strap and buckle, valued $12.70–$18.70 per pair.
Sec. 74926. Children’s upper athletic footwear, valued not over $9 per pair.
Sec. 74927. Men’s athletic type footwear with uppers of textile materials of vegetable fibers and outer soles of rubber or plastic with textile flocking.
Sec. 74928. Athletic footwear for men, with a bellows tongue, valued over $6.50 but not over $12 per pair.
Sec. 74929. Athletic footwear for women, with a bellows tongue, valued over $6.50 but not over $12 per pair.
Sec. 74930. Athletic footwear for children, bellows tongue, valued over $6.50 but not over $12 per pair.
Sec. 74931. Athletic footwear for men, valued over $6.50 but not over $9 per pair.
Sec. 74932. Athletic footwear for children, valued over $6.50 but not over $9 per pair.
Sec. 74933. Men’s waterproof footwear, valued over $15 per pair, covering the ankle.
Sec. 74934. Men’s waterproof footwear, valued over $13 per pair, not covering the ankle.
Sec. 74935. Women's waterproof footwear, valued over $15 per pair, covering the ankle.
Sec. 74936. Women's waterproof footwear, valued over $13 per pair, not covering the ankle.
Sec. 74937. Cheer shoes with uppers of textile materials.
Sec. 74938. Men's golf shoes, uppers of textile materials.
Sec. 74939. Golf shoes other than for men, uppers of textile materials.
Sec. 74940. Women's footwear with uppers and 50 percent or more of the surface area of which is leather.
Sec. 74941. Shoe and boot covers.
Sec. 74942. Women's footwear with textile uppers, open toes or heels, valued $15–$30 per pair.
Sec. 74943. Men's textile upper footwear, with open toes or open heels, valued not over $12 per pair.
Sec. 74944. Women's textile upper footwear, with open toes or open heels, valued not over $12 per pair.
Sec. 74945. Children's textile upper footwear, with open toes or open heels, valued not over $12 per pair.
Sec. 74946. Oxford footwear with textile upper and composite toe, valued at $12–$20 per pair.
Sec. 74947. Oxford-style footwear for men or women with textile uppers, with an alloy safety toecap and static dissipating protection.
Sec. 74948. Oxford-style work footwear with steel safety toe and static dissipating protection.
Sec. 74949. Women's footwear, covering the ankle but not the knee, valued over $24 per pair.
Sec. 74950. Men's textile upper footwear, not covering the ankle, valued over $24 per pair.
Sec. 74951. Oxford footwear with textile uppers and composite toe, valued over $20 per pair.
Sec. 74952. Men's mid-cut footwear with a textile upper and a protective toe cap.
Sec. 74953. Women's footwear with leather soles and textile uppers, open toes or heels, valued $12–$24 per pair.
Sec. 74954. Footwear for women valued over $20 but not over $24 per pair.
Sec. 74955. Women's footwear with leather soles and textile uppers, valued $15–$20 per pair.
Sec. 74956. Women's footwear with leather soles and textile uppers, valued $20–$25 per pair.
Sec. 74957. Women's footwear with cork soles and textile uppers.
Sec. 74958. Men's footwear with felt soles, not covering the ankle, valued $20 per pair or higher.
Sec. 74959. Women's and girls' footwear with cork uppers, valued less than $25 per pair.
Sec. 74960. Women's footwear with cow/calf hair uppers, valued $35–$40 per pair, covering the ankle.
Sec. 74961. Women's footwear with cow/calf hair uppers, valued $35–$40 per pair, not covering the ankle.
Sec. 74962. Women's footwear with cow/calf hair uppers, valued $19–$25 per pair.
Sec. 74963. Women's footwear with cow/calf hair uppers, valued $50–$55 per pair.
Sec. 74964. Women's footwear, leather soles and rubber/plastic uppers, valued $16–$18 per pair.
Sec. 74965. Women’s footwear with cow/calf hair uppers, valued $19–$34 per pair.
Sec. 74966. Footwear for women, valued over $50 but not over $60 per pair.
Sec. 74967. Calf hair upper footwear.
Sec. 74968. Gaiters of man-made fibers.
Sec. 74969. Hats of vegetable fibers.
Sec. 74970. Hairnets.
Sec. 74971. Cotton knit hats, valued $8 or less.
Sec. 74972. Babies’ woven cotton hats.
Sec. 74973. Hats of man-made fiber, valued $5–$25.
Sec. 74974. Waterproof and insulated hats with ear flaps, valued over $15.
Sec. 74975. Fishing wading staffs.
Sec. 74976. Plastic plants for aquariums, not glued or bound.
Sec. 74977. Natural stone ledger tile of sandstone.
Sec. 74978. Marble mosaics and pebble tiles.
Sec. 74979. Natural stone limestone tiles.
Sec. 74980. Natural stone marble tiles.
Sec. 74981. Waterjet natural stone mosaic tile.
Sec. 74982. Marble entertaining and serveware.
Sec. 74983. Articles of marble for kitchen and dining room.
Sec. 74984. Natural stone ledger tiles of travertine.
Sec. 74985. Travertine decorative tile.
Sec. 74986. Limestone decorative tiles.
Sec. 74987. Blank, embossed, and printed stoneware coaster disks and trivets.
Sec. 74988. Rolled green glass sheets.
Sec. 74989. Framed rear-view mirrors.
Sec. 74990. Wall mirrors, unframed.
Sec. 74991. Wall mirrors, framed.
Sec. 74992. Stemware (crystalline) drinking glasses valued over $0.30 but not over $3 each, other than those presented in sets.
Sec. 74993. Double-walled insulated glass tumblers.
Sec. 74994. Diamond-shaped stemmed wine glasses.
Sec. 74995. Twisted-center stemless wine glass.
Sec. 74996. Crystalline drinking glasses, without stems, not in sets.
Sec. 74997. Double-walled insulated glass bowls.
Sec. 74998. Leaf-shaped glass decanters.
Sec. 74999. Set of four appetizer plates made of glass with steel caddy holder, valued at $2 each.
Sec. 75000. Spice rack with glass jars and wooden lids valued not over $3 each.
Sec. 75001. Glass lens blanks for infrared applications.
Sec. 75002. Hair accessories of glass beads, imitation pearls, and imitation stones, valued less than $7.
Sec. 75003. Filter bags with acid-resistant coating, of woven fiberglass laminated to ePTFE, weighing at least 325 g/m² but not over 350 g/m².
Sec. 75004. Fiberglass replacement wicks for outdoor garden torch.
Sec. 75005. Filter bags of woven fiberglass fabric laminated to an ePTFE, with a polytetrafluoroethylene coated backing, not acid resistant, weighing at least 721 g/m² but not over 771 g/m².
Sec. 75006. Silver catalyst.
Sec. 75007. Silver round blanks.
Sec. 75008. Ferroboron alloy.
Sec. 75009. Cast iron nonmalleable threaded main body combo castings for residential fuel oil tanks.
Sec. 75010. Cast iron nonmalleable threaded vent caps for residential fuel oil tanks.
Sec. 75011. Cast iron nonmalleable threaded bushings for residential fuel oil tanks.
Sec. 75012. Cast iron nonmalleable threaded tank adapters for residential fuel oil tanks.
Sec. 75013. Cast iron nonmalleable threaded fill alarm main body for residential fuel oil tanks.
Sec. 75014. Cast iron nonmalleable threaded fill box caps for residential fuel oil tanks.
Sec. 75015. Cast iron nonmalleable threaded leg flanges for residential fuel oil tanks.
Sec. 75016. Portable gas cooking stoves.
Sec. 75017. Portable outdoor cookers.
Sec. 75018. Self-anchored beverage containers.
Sec. 75019. Stainless steel handmade kitchen sinks.
Sec. 75020. Loose frame baskets.
Sec. 75021. Two-story fire escape ladders.
Sec. 75022. Three-story fire escape ladders.
Sec. 75023. Work support stands of steel.
Sec. 75024. Locking fixtures of iron or steel.
Sec. 75025. Stainless steel phone handle-and-stand accessories.
Sec. 75026. Circular and S-shaped stainless steel carabiners.
Sec. 75027. Pieces of refined unwrought copper cathode 99.9999 percent pure.
Sec. 75028. Ultra-thin and wide-width aluminum foil.
Sec. 75029. Etched capacitor aluminum foil of a thickness 0.018–0.126 mm.
Sec. 75030. Stove top coffee makers.
Sec. 75031. Aluminum shower caddies.
Sec. 75032. Step stools of aluminum.
Sec. 75033. Aluminum ladders.
Sec. 75034. Circular and S-shaped aluminum carabiners.
Sec. 75035. Stationary sprinklers of zinc.
Sec. 75036. Tungsten waste and scrap.
Sec. 75037. Cobalt alloys.
Sec. 75038. Certain gallium (Ga).
Sec. 75039. Niobium (columbium) rings no thicker than 20 mm.
Sec. 75040. Tungsten secondary raw material.
Sec. 75041. Gear-driven bolt cutters and pipe cutters.
Sec. 75042. Rotary cutters.
Sec. 75043. Food graters.
Sec. 75044. Hand tools for applying plastic clip fasteners to garments.
Sec. 75045. Steel workstations with vises adjustable by foot pedal.
Sec. 75046. Fixed carbide cutter and roller cone drill bits.
Sec. 75047. Rotary food graters.
Sec. 75048. Coffee presses.
Sec. 75049. Vacuum insulated coffee servers with a brew-through lid.
Sec. 75050. Vacuum insulated coffee servers with no lid.
Sec. 75051. Vacuum insulated coffee servers with fitted hinged lid.
Sec. 75052. Commercial vacuum insulated coffee servers with sight gauge.
Sec. 75053. Commercial vacuum insulated coffee servers with plastic base.
Sec. 75054. Commercial vacuum insulated coffee servers with plastic base and stand.
Sec. 75055. Craft knives with fixed pen-like or retractable blades.
Sec. 75056. Craft knives.
Sec. 75057. Blades for craft knives with non-fixed blades.
Sec. 75058. Ergonomic pinking shears.
Sec. 75059. Spring-action scissors.
Sec. 75060. Electronic locks for lockers.
Sec. 75061. Luggage locks of base metal, packaged for retail sale.
Sec. 75062. Key-operated door handles, push-pull-rotate.
Sec. 75063. Vent mounted magnetic mobile phone holder for automobiles.
Sec. 75064. Dash mounted magnetic mobile phone holder for automobiles.
Sec. 75065. Windshield mounted magnetic mobile phone holder for automobiles.
Sec. 75066. Steel latches with plastic plungers.
Sec. 75067. Non-key-operated door handles.
Sec. 75068. Curtain rings.
Sec. 75069. Brackets.
Sec. 75070. Curtain rods.
Sec. 75071. Curtain rod hardware.
Sec. 75072. Curtain tiebacks.
Sec. 75073. Curtain rod finials.
Sec. 75074. Curved shower rods.
Sec. 75075. Shower hooks and rings.
Sec. 75076. Straight shower rods.
Sec. 75077. Steel window rods.
Sec. 75078. Antitheft steel cases with digital locks.
Sec. 75079. Stainless steel hose kits.
Sec. 75080. Stainless steel hoses.
Sec. 75081. Wrist watch strap buckles not over 18 mm.
Sec. 75082. Wrist watch strap buckles over 18 mm.
Sec. 75083. Used cylinder heads.
Sec. 75084. Cylinder heads used solely or principally with certain engines.
Sec. 75085. Engine blocks.
Sec. 75086. Swirl assemblies for turbines.
Sec. 75087. Barrels for fuel mixing.
Sec. 75088. Injector assemblies for certain turbines.
Sec. 75089. Stem assemblies for certain turbines.
Sec. 75090. Tip assemblies for non-gas turbines.
Sec. 75091. High pressure fuel pumps.
Sec. 75092. Dry scroll vacuum pumps 364x333x485 mm.
Sec. 75093. Dry scroll vacuum pumps 297x260x420 mm.
Sec. 75094. Dry scroll vacuum pumps 254x260x420 mm.
Sec. 75095. Dry scroll vacuum pumps 181x140x358 mm.
Sec. 75096. Turbomolecular vacuum pumps.
Sec. 75097. Rotary vane vacuum pumps valued over $500 each.
Sec. 75098. Vacuum diffusion pumps valued over $900 each.
Sec. 75099. Hand- or foot-operated air pumps.
Sec. 75100. Roof vent fans.
Sec. 75101. 12-Amp corded electric leaf blowers.
Sec. 75102. Cordless battery powered leaf blowers not exceeding 20 volts.
Sec. 75103. Cordless battery powered leaf blowers between 20 and 60 V.
Sec. 75104. Fan assemblies for cab climate systems.
Sec. 75105. Aquarium air pumps.
Sec. 75106. Heat pumps for residential use.
Sec. 75107. Heat pumps (outdoor units) for split air conditioner systems.
Sec. 75108. High-wall indoor units.
Sec. 75109. Single-zone outdoor units.
Sec. 75110. Mini heat pumps for split air conditioner systems.
Sec. 75111. Multi-zone outdoor unit ductless systems.
Sec. 75112. Indoor units of split air conditioner systems.
Sec. 75113. Ductless 18000 BTU heat pumps, single zone inverter.
Sec. 75114. Single-phase heat pump.
Sec. 75115. Steel vacuum pitchers with plastic hinged lid.
Sec. 75116. Oil filters.
Sec. 75117. Battery powered nasal irrigators.
Sec. 75118. Struts to absorb vibration.
Sec. 75119. Table saws (25.4 cm.), operable corded and cordless.
Sec. 75120. Sliding miter saws (25.4 cm) with laser, corded and cordless.
Sec. 75121. Electromechanical rotary hammers, corded and cordless.
Sec. 75122. Electromechanical hammer impact drivers, corded and cordless.
Sec. 75123. Rotary hammer drill tools with self-contained electric motor.
Sec. 75124. Drill driver tools with self-contained electric motor.
Sec. 75125. Extruders.
Sec. 75126. Three-dimensional drawing pens.
Sec. 75127. Professional grade three-dimensional drawing pens.
Sec. 75128. Electric multi-functional blower vacuums.
Sec. 75129. Autosamplers (multisamplers) for liquid chromatographs.
Sec. 75130. Autosamplers (vialsamplers) for liquid chromatographs.
Sec. 75131. Hydraulic hammer assembly.
Sec. 75132. Segmented bladder-operated molds, with more than 25-inch rim diameter.
Sec. 75133. Used valves for directional control.
Sec. 75134. Keg spears with pressure release valves.
Sec. 75135. Multiport distribution controllers.
Sec. 75136. Subsea modular trees.
Sec. 75137. Flow selector unit-multi-port 6-branch engine crankshafts.
Sec. 75138. Engine crankshafts.
Sec. 75139. Turbocharger journal bearings.
Sec. 75140. Mid-range bearing housings.
Sec. 75141. Heavy duty bearing housings.
Sec. 75142. Fixed ration gear boxes.
Sec. 75143. Track drive gear boxes.
Sec. 75144. Swing bearing assembly.
Sec. 75145. Gears for use in machinery or within engines.
Sec. 75146. 14Y stepper motors.
Sec. 75147. Air door actuators.
Sec. 75148. Servo motors.
Sec. 75149. DC brushed rhombic winding NdFeb magnet motors, with output under 18.65 W.
Sec. 75150. DC brushed rhombic winding NdFeB magnet motors.
Sec. 75151. DC brushed rhombic winding AlNiCo magnet motors, with output under 18.65 W.
Sec. 75152. DC brushless rhombic winding NdFeB magnet motors, with output under 18.65 W.
Sec. 75153. DC brushed rhombic winding NdFeB magnet motors, with output over 18.65 but not over 37.5 W.
Sec. 75154. DC brushed rhombic winding AlNiCo magnet motors, with output over 18.65 W but not over 37.5 W.
Sec. 75155. DC brushless slotless rhombic winding NdFeB magnet motors output over 18.65 W but not over 37.5 W.
Sec. 75156. DC brushed rhombic winding NdFeB magnet motors output over 37.5 W but not over 74.6 W.
Sec. 75157. DC brushless slotless rhombic winding NdFeB magnet motors output over 37.5 W but not over 74.6 W.
Sec. 75158. Motors.
Sec. 75159. DC motors of an output exceeding 74.6 W but not exceeding 735 W.
Sec. 75160. DC motors, of an output exceeding 74.6 W but not exceeding 735 W.
Sec. 75161. DC brushed rhombic winding NdFeB magnet motors output over 74.6 W but not over 735 W.
Sec. 75162. DC brushless slotless rhombic winding NdFeB magnet motors output over 74.6 W but not over 735 W.
Sec. 75163. DC motors of an output exceeding 750 W but not exceeding 14.92 kW.
Sec. 75164. DC electric motor for non-aircraft gas turbines.
Sec. 75165. AC alternators.
Sec. 75166. AC alternators with copper windings.
Sec. 75167. Wound stators and rotor assemblies.
Sec. 75168. Rotors.
Sec. 75169. Stators for washing machines, with a 27-tooth design.
Sec. 75170. Stators for washing machines, with an 18-tooth design.
Sec. 75171. Rotors for washing machines, with a height of 60.8 mm.
Sec. 75172. Rotors for washing machines, with a height of 49 mm.
Sec. 75173. 6 V lead-acid storage batteries.
Sec. 75174. 12 V lead-acid storage batteries, used for the auxiliary source of power.
Sec. 75175. Lead-acid storage batteries, used for wheelchairs.
Sec. 75176. 12 V lead-acid storage batteries, rated at less than 15 ampere-hours.
Sec. 75177. 12 V lead-acid storage batteries, rated at 15 ampere-hours or more.
Sec. 75178. Cell box assemblies, weighing 15 kg or more but not over 18 kg.
Sec. 75179. Cell box assemblies, weighing 30 kg or more but not over 36 kg.
Sec. 75180. Cell box assemblies, weighing 36 kg or more but not over 49 kg.
Sec. 75181. Cell box assemblies NX.
Sec. 75182. Food processors with a capacity greater than 2.9 liters but not exceeding 3.1 liters.
Sec. 75183. Food processors with a capacity greater than 1.6 liters but not exceeding 2.2 liters.
Sec. 75184. Cordless hand blenders.
Sec. 75185. Cordless hand mixers.
Sec. 75186. Corded hand blenders.
Sec. 75187. Burr coffee grinders.
Sec. 75188. Electric food processors with bowl scraper.
Sec. 75189. Electric food processors with snap-locking lid.
Sec. 75190. Electric juice extractors.
Sec. 75191. Electric drink mixers.
Sec. 75192. Spiralizing food processors with a capacity equal to or greater than 2.36 liters but not exceeding 2.64 liters.
Sec. 75193. Spiralizing food processors with a capacity equal to or greater than 2.83 liters but not exceeding 3.07 liters.
Sec. 75194. Dicing food processors.
Sec. 75195. Compact food processor with smoothie function.
Sec. 75196. Juice extractors.
Sec. 75197. Integrated baby food making systems.
Sec. 75198. Electric juice mixers and grinders.
Sec. 75199. Ultrasonic humidifiers.
Sec. 75200. Automatic litterboxes, valued no more than $100.
Sec. 75201. Electric toothbrushes.
Sec. 75202. Ultrasonic cool/warm mist humidifiers with aromatherapy.
Sec. 75203. 2-in-1 can opener.
Sec. 75204. Food spiralizing devices.
Sec. 75205. Ceramic bowls.
Sec. 75206. Food grinders for certain electromechanical stand food mixers.
Sec. 75207. Pasta press extruders for certain stand food mixers.
Sec. 75208. Stainless steel bowls for certain electromechanical stand food mixers, with capacity greater than 4.2 liters but not exceeding 4.8 liters.
Sec. 75209. Stainless steel bowls for certain electromechanical stand food mixers, with capacity greater than 2.8 liters but not exceeding 3.4 liters.
Sec. 75210. Stainless steel bowls for certain electromechanical stand food mixers, with capacity greater than 5.6 liters but not exceeding 8.6 liters.
Sec. 75211. Pasta rollers and cutters for stand food mixers.
Sec. 75212. Glass bowls for certain electromechanical stand food mixers.
Sec. 75213. Body trimmers for detailed hair trimming.
Sec. 75214. Hair clipper sets.
Sec. 75215. Rechargeable trimmers for trimming human hair.
Sec. 75216. PCB assemblies for clippers and trimmers.
Sec. 75217. LED bicycle wheel spoke lights.
Sec. 75218. Bicycle rear lights.
Sec. 75219. Portable electric lamps.
Sec. 75220. Space heaters.
Sec. 75221. Microwave ovens with capacity not exceeding 22.5 liters.
Sec. 75222. Microwave ovens with capacity exceeding 22.5 liters but not exceeding 31 liters.
Sec. 75223. Low-profile microwave ovens with electronic opening mechanism and integral range hood.
Sec. 75224. Low-profile microwave ovens with push button opening mechanism and integral range hood.
Sec. 75225. Low-profile microwave ovens with electronic opening mechanism and without a range hood.
Sec. 75226. Searing grills.
Sec. 75227. Automatic drip coffee makers.
Sec. 75228. Espresso machines.
Sec. 75229. Coffee makers with dishwasher safe removable parts.
Sec. 75230. Single-service coffee makers with milk frothers.
Sec. 75231. Electric coffee makers with dual dispensers.
Sec. 75232. Electric coffee makers for brewing capsules.
Sec. 75233. Automatic or manual pour over coffee makers.
Sec. 75234. Removable reservoir coffeemakers.
Sec. 75235. Single serve coffee makers.
Sec. 75236. 2-way coffee makers with a 12-cup carafe and a pod brewer.
Sec. 75237. Rapid cold brew and hot coffee makers.
Sec. 75238. Electric kettles.
Sec. 75239. Electric toasters with even-toast feature.
Sec. 75240. Electric toasters with 6.5 inch slots.
Sec. 75241. Electric toasters with 37 mm wide slots, with an under-base cord wrap.
Sec. 75242. 2- and 4- slot toasters, not having a button to keep toaster contents warm after toasting.
Sec. 75243. 2-slot toasters, with a button to keep toaster content warm after toasting.
Sec. 75244. Electric toasters with double-slice slots.
Sec. 75245. Electric toasters with 37 mm wide slots, with a retractable cord.
Sec. 75246. Electric pressure cookers rated more than 800 W but not more than 1,000 W, with a capacity of not less than 5 liters.
Sec. 75247. Electric pressure cookers rated more than 1,200 W but not more than 1,400 W, with a capacity of less than 5 liters.
Sec. 75248. Electric pressure cookers rated more than 1,000 W but not more than 1,200 W, with a capacity of less than 5 liters.
Sec. 75249. Contoured heating pads.
Sec. 75250. Slow cookers with non-stick ceramic coated stoneware.
Sec. 75251. Heating pads.
Sec. 75252. Programmable slow cookers with digital display.
Sec. 75253. 8-Quart electric slow cookers.
Sec. 75254. Programmable slow cookers.
Sec. 75255. Electric slow cookers with locking lid.
Sec. 75256. Double flip waffle makers with removable grids.
Sec. 75257. Ice cream waffle cone and bowl makers.
Sec. 75258. Electric breakfast sandwich makers.
Sec. 75259. Pressure cookers.
Sec. 75260. 10-quart programmable slow cookers.
Sec. 75261. Polished stainless steel 1.5-quart tea kettles.
Sec. 75262. Egg bite makers.
Sec. 75263. Vacuum steel insulated coffee carafes, of a kind used with deep ultraviolet lithography machines.
Sec. 75264. Vacuum steel insulated carafes for household coffee machines, of a kind used with deep ultraviolet lithography machines.
Sec. 75265. Vacuum steel bodies with inner and outer steel layers.
Sec. 75266. Lamp-holder housings of plastic.
Sec. 75267. 660 W, 125 V, lamp-holder with two 15 amp outlets.
Sec. 75268. Combination duplex receptacle/outlet and USB charger, 15–20 amp, 125 V.
Sec. 75269. Range and dryer receptacles.
Sec. 75270. Residential grade receptacles.
Sec. 75271. Residential and commercial USB receptacles.
Sec. 75272. Power strips.
Sec. 75273. Surge protectors.
Sec. 75274. Programmable controllers for architectural lighting.
Sec. 75275. Electronic modular control panels for generators.
Sec. 75276. Power distribution modules and programmable controllers.
Sec. 75277. Glass capacitive touchscreen assemblies with LCD.
Sec. 75278. Lamps containing deuterium gas without radio-frequency identification (RFID).
Sec. 75279. Lamps containing deuterium gas with radio-frequency identification (RFID).
Sec. 75280. Fiber channel coaxial cables of silver-plated copper conductors and expanded ePTFE dielectrics.
Sec. 75281. Insulated coaxial cables, of a kind used with deep ultraviolet lithography machines.
Sec. 75282. Coaxial cables insulated with ePTFE, vapor sealed, of a kind used with deep ultraviolet lithography machines.
Sec. 75283. Coaxial cables insulated with ePTFE, non-vapor sealed, of a kind used with deep ultraviolet lithography machines.
Sec. 75284. Low speed automotive ethernet USB harnesses.
Sec. 75285. High speed autolink cable USB harnesses.
Sec. 75286. Insulated electric conductors, of a kind used with extreme ultraviolet lithography machines.
Sec. 75287. Insulated electric conductors, of a kind used with deep ultraviolet lithography machines.
Sec. 75288. Insulated electric conductors, of a kind used with optical instruments.
Sec. 75289. Rings, blocks, and other insulating fittings of quartz.
Sec. 75290. Front tire splash guards for vehicles.
Sec. 75291. Rear tire splash guards for vehicles.
Sec. 75292. Automatic gear boxes.
Sec. 75293. Suspension systems (struts) for off-highway trucks.
Sec. 75294. Suspension system stabilizer bars.
Sec. 75295. Tie rod assemblies.
Sec. 75296. Used axle housings.
Sec. 75297. Used parts for power trains.
Sec. 75298. Front windshield covers.
Sec. 75299. Expansion chambers.
Sec. 75300. Bicycle racks for car roofs.
Sec. 75301. High pressure fuel injector rails.
Sec. 75302. Stand-up bicycles, having both wheels exceeding 63.5 cm in diameter.
Sec. 75303. Elliptical cycles, with wheels not exceeding 63.5 cm in diameter.
Sec. 75304. Bicycle frames, other than of steel, valued $600 or less.
Sec. 75305. Internal gear bicycle hubs, other than two or three speeds.
Sec. 75306. Bicycle pedals other than clipless pedals.
Sec. 75307. Clipless bicycle pedals and parts thereof.
Sec. 75308. Carbon fiber bicycle seatposts.
Sec. 75309. Bicycle handlebar tape, other than silicon or leather tape.
Sec. 75310. Trailer eyes.
Sec. 75311. Dropper seatposts.
Sec. 75312. Bicycle fenders.
Sec. 75313. Bicycle handlebars.
Sec. 75314. Multi-functional steel carts.
Sec. 75315. Non-mechanically propelled industrial hand truck.
Sec. 75316. Moving dollies.
Sec. 75317. Paragliders, paraglider wings and paraglider harnesses.
Sec. 75318. Sailing catamarans and power catamarans.
Sec. 75319. Projection lenses.
Sec. 75320. Mounted optical lenses.
Sec. 75321. Objective lenses for broadcast cameras.
Sec. 75322. Objective lenses for cinema cameras.
Sec. 75323. Magnifying spectacles.
Sec. 75324. LCD television panel assemblies, with a video display measuring over 175.26 cm.
Sec. 75325. LCD television panel assemblies, with a video display measuring over 149.86 cm but not over 175.26 cm.
Sec. 75326. LCD television panel assemblies, with a video display measuring over 139.7 cm but not over 149.86 cm.
Sec. 75327. LCD television panel assemblies, with a video display measuring over 137.16 cm but not over 139.7 cm.
Sec. 75328. Housings designed for infrared lenses.
Sec. 75329. Electronic temperature indicators, weighing 14.2 g.
Sec. 75330. Electronic temperature indicators, weighing 64.4 g.
Sec. 75331. Electronic temperature indicators, weighing 430 g.
Sec. 75332. Global cargo trackers, weighing 660 g.
Sec. 75333. Temperature data monitors, weighing 115 g.
Sec. 75334. Temperature data monitors, weighing 138.9 g.
Sec. 75335. Temperature data monitors, weighing 133.2 g.
Sec. 75336. Parts and accessories of bicycle speedometers.
Sec. 75337. Wired remote controllers.
Sec. 75338. Analog/digital wrist watches.
Sec. 75339. Mechanical wrist watches.
Sec. 75340. Mechanical wrist watches with leather or other band.
Sec. 75341. Analog pocket watches.
Sec. 75342. Projection alarm clocks, non-atomic.
Sec. 75343. Projection atomic alarm clocks.
Sec. 75344. Analog wall clocks without thermometer, hygrometer, or barometer gauges.
Sec. 75345. Analog clocks with thermometer and hygrometer.
Sec. 75346. Atomic analog wall clocks.
Sec. 75347. Atomic digital clocks.
Sec. 75348. Analog kitchen timers.
Sec. 75349. Wrist watch movements having over one jewel and less than 7 jewels.
Sec. 75350. Watch movements having over 7 jewels and under 17 jewels.
Sec. 75351. Watch cases or "bodies" over 41 mm in diameter.
Sec. 75352. Watch cases or "bodies" not over 41 mm in diameter.
Sec. 75353. Watch case bezels, backs, and centers.
Sec. 75354. Watch case parts.
Sec. 75355. Stainless steel watch bracelets.
Sec. 75356. Watch dials.
Sec. 75357. Watch crowns.
Sec. 75358. Watch hands.
Sec. 75359. Acoustic guitars.
Sec. 75360. Console digital pianos.
Sec. 75361. Grand digital pianos.
Sec. 75362. Electronic 61-key keyboards.
Sec. 75363. Electric guitars and acoustic/electric guitars.
Sec. 75364. Memory foam travel pillows.
Sec. 75365. Lighting for wall installation.
Sec. 75366. Decorative bathroom fan assemblies (lighting fixtures) assemblies.
Sec. 75367. Metal household floor lamps.
Sec. 75368. Solar powered pathway lights, each measuring between 36.8 cm and 42 cm in height.
Sec. 75369. Solar powered pathway lights, each measuring between 45 cm and 48 cm in height.
Sec. 75370. Exterior exit viewing lights, dual beam.
Sec. 75371. LED flameless candles.
Sec. 75372. Aquarium LED light strands.
Sec. 75373. LED light modules for bathroom fans/lights.
Sec. 75374. Aquarium LED light sticks.
Sec. 75375. Aquarium LED light strips.
Sec. 75376. Decorative votive candle holders.
Sec. 75377. Candle jar shades.
Sec. 75378. Non-electrical lighting.
Sec. 75379. Outdoor garden or patio torches of bamboo construction.
Sec. 75380. Outdoor garden or patio torches of non-bamboo construction.
Sec. 75381. Indoor oil lamps with base of glass or metal.
Sec. 75382. Outdoor garden torches for tabletop use.
Sec. 75383. Glass lens arrays for spotlights.
Sec. 75384. Lamp shades.
Sec. 75385. Galvanized steel LED downlight housing frames.
Sec. 75386. Aluminum cylinders for LED lighting fixtures.
Sec. 75387. Galvanized steel brackets and plates for LED lighting fixtures.
Sec. 75388. Aluminum LED downlight reflectors.
Sec. 75389. Outdoor garden torch replacement canisters.
Sec. 75390. Iris subassemblies for moving lights.
Sec. 75391. Zoom modules for automated moving lights.
Sec. 75392. Golf club heads for fairway woods.
Sec. 75393. Golf club shafts for putters.
Sec. 75394. Steel golf club shafts, other than for putters.
Sec. 75395. Golf club shaft assemblies.
Sec. 75396. Graphite driver golf club shafts, extra stiff flex.
Sec. 75397. Graphite hybrid golf club shafts, extra stiff flex.
Sec. 75398. Graphite irons golf club shafts, extra stiff flex.
Sec. 75399. Graphite driver golf club shafts, regular, senior, adult, or ladies flex.
Sec. 75400. Graphite golf club driver shafts, stiff flex.
Sec. 75401. Graphite hybrid golf club shafts, regular, senior, adult, or ladies flex.
Sec. 75402. Graphite hybrid golf club shafts, stiff flex.
Sec. 75403. Graphite irons golf club shafts, regular, senior, adult, or ladies flex.
Sec. 75404. Graphite irons golf club shafts, stiff flex.
Sec. 75405. Pickleball paddles.
Sec. 75406. Pickleballs.
Sec. 75407. Exercise cycles.
Sec. 75408. Stationary trainers.
Sec. 75409. Multimodality fitness equipment, without integrated contact grip heart rate monitor.
Sec. 75410. Multimodality fitness equipment with integrated power sensor to measure the user's upper body power input.
Sec. 75411. Parts and accessories for treadmills.
Sec. 75412. Parts and accessories for ellipticals.
Sec. 75413. Parts and accessories for stationary exercise cycles.
Sec. 75414. Parts and accessories for weight training equipment.
Sec. 75415. Parts and accessories for certain exercise equipment machines.
Sec. 75416. Lateral elliptical machines.
Sec. 75417. Adjustable-weight kettlebells.
Sec. 75418. Adjustable-weight barbell.
Sec. 75419. Exercise cycles with dual-position handgrips.
Sec. 75420. Exercise cycles with single handgrips.
Sec. 75421. Upright exercise cycles.
Sec. 75422. Recumbent exercise cycles with touchscreen consoles.
Sec. 75423. Leaning exercise cycles.
Sec. 75424. Rod gyms, with vertical bench.
Sec. 75425. Rod and resistance gyms, with flat benches.
Sec. 75426. Foldable treadmills, with LCD consoles with control keypads.
Sec. 75427. Foldable treadmills, with touchscreen consoles measuring 44.5 cm or less.
Sec. 75428. Indoor cycling machines with wireless data touchscreen displays.
Sec. 75429. Indoor cycling machines with LCD consoles and two water bottle holders.
Sec. 75430. Indoor cycling machines with LCD consoles and single water bottle holder.
Sec. 75431. Recumbent elliptical machines.
Sec. 75432. Fitness equipment combining the functions of an elliptical and a stair stepper, weight over 90 kgs.
Sec. 75433. Foldable treadmills with touchscreen console greater than 44.4 cm.
Sec. 75434. Interactive indoor cycling exercise cycles.
Sec. 75435. Multimodality fitness equipment, with integrated contact grip heart rate monitors.
Sec. 75436. Fishing reels valued not over $2.70 each, pre-spooled, with rod and fishing line.
Sec. 75437. Fishing reels valued not over $2.70 each.
Sec. 75438. Hard artificial crankbaits.
Sec. 75439. Collapsible big game decoys.
Sec. 75440. Vacuum steel hinged lid pitchers, not exceeding 1 liter.
Sec. 75441. Vacuum insulated drinkware having a capacity exceeding 1 liter but not exceeding 2 liters.
Sec. 75442. Vacuum insulated drinkware having a capacity exceeding 2 liters but not exceeding 4 liters.
Sec. 75443. Vacuum glass lined steel coffee servers over 2 liters.
Sec. 75444. Vacuum glass lined steel coffee servers over 2 liters with lever dispensing.

PART II—EXISTING DUTY SUSPENSIONS AND REDUCTIONS

Sec. 75451. Extension of certain existing duty suspensions and reductions and other modifications.

PART III—EFFECTIVE DATE

Sec. 75461. Effective date.


TITLE V—AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

Sec. 76001. Authorization of additional appropriations.

TITLE VI—CUSTOMS USER FEES

Sec. 77001. Extension of customs user fees.

1 SEC. 70002. APPROPRIATE CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEES DEFINED.

2 In this division, the term “appropriate congressional committees” means the Committee on Finance of the Senate and the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives.
TITLE I—TRADING CONSISTENT WITH AMERICAN VALUES

Subtitle A—Preventing Importation of Goods Produced by Forced Labor

SEC. 71001. INVESTIGATIONS OF ALLEGATIONS OF GOODS PRODUCED BY FORCED LABOR.

Section 307 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1307) is amended—

(1) by striking “All” and inserting the following:

“(a) IN GENERAL.—All”;

(2) by striking “‘Forced labor’, as herein used, shall mean” and inserting the following:

“(c) FORCED LABOR DEFINED.—In this section, the term ‘forced labor’ means”; and

(3) by inserting after subsection (a), as designated by paragraph (1), the following:

“(b) FORCED LABOR DIVISION.—

“(1) IN GENERAL.—There is established in the Office of Trade of U.S. Customs and Border Protection a Forced Labor Division, which shall—

“(A) receive and investigate allegations of goods, wares, articles, or merchandise mined,
produced, or manufactured using forced labor; and

“(B) coordinate with other agencies to enforce the prohibition under subsection (a).

“(2) PRIORITIZATION OF INVESTIGATIONS.—In prioritizing investigations under paragraph (1)(A), the Forced Labor Division shall—

“(A) consult closely with the Bureau of International Labor Affairs of the Department of Labor and the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons of the Department of State; and

“(B) take into account—

“(i) the complicity of—

“(I) the government of the foreign county in which the instance of forced labor is alleged to have occurred; and

“(II) the government of any other country that has facilitated the use of forced labor in the country described in subclause (I);

“(ii) the ranking of the governments described in clause (i) in the most recent report on trafficking in persons required
by section 110(b)(1) of the Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 (22 U.S.C. 7107(b)(1));

“(iii) whether the good involved in the alleged instance of forced labor is included in the most recent list of goods produced by child labor or forced labor required by section 105(b)(1)(2)(C) of the Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act of 2005 (22 U.S.C. 7112(b)(2)(C)); and

“(iv) the effect taking action with respect to the alleged instance of forced labor would have in eradicating forced labor from the supply chain of the United States.

“(3) QUARTERLY BRIEFINGS REQUIRED.—Not less frequently than every 90 days, the Forced Labor Division shall provide briefings to the Committee on Finance of the Senate and the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives regarding—

“(A) allegations received under paragraph (1); and

“(B) the prioritization of investigations of such allegations under paragraph (2); and
“(C) progress made toward—

“(i) issuing withhold release orders
for goods, wares, articles, or merchandise
mined, produced, or manufactured using
forced labor; and

“(ii) making findings in and closing
investigations conducted under paragraph
(1).”.

SEC. 71002. PREVENTING IMPORTATION OF SEAFOOD AND
SEAFOOD PRODUCTS HARVESTED OR PRO-
DUCED USING FORCED LABOR.

(a) DEFINITIONS.—In this section:

(1) CHILD LABOR.—The term “child labor” has
the meaning given the term “worst forms of child
labor” in section 507 of the Trade Act of 1974 (19

(2) FORCED LABOR.—The term “forced labor”
has the meaning given that term in section 307 of

(3) HUMAN TRAFFICKING.—The term “human
trafficking” has the meaning given the term “severe
forms of trafficking in persons” in section 103 of
the Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 (22
(4) **Seafood.**—The term “seafood” means fish, shellfish, processed fish, fish meal, shellfish products, and all other forms of marine animal and plant life other than marine mammals and birds.

(5) **Secretary.**—The term “Secretary” means the Secretary of Commerce, acting through the Administrator of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.

(b) **Forced Labor in Fishing.**—

(1) **Rulemaking.**—Not later than one year after the date of the enactment of this Act, the Commissioner of U.S. Customs and Border Protection, in coordination with the Secretary, shall issue regulations regarding the verification of seafood imports to ensure that no seafood or seafood product harvested or produced using forced labor is entered into the United States in violation of section 307 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1307).

(2) **Strategy.**—The Commissioner of U.S. Customs and Border Protection, in coordination with the Secretary and the Secretary of the department in which the Coast Guard is operating, shall—

(A) develop a strategy for using data collected under Seafood Import Monitoring Program to identify seafood imports at risk of
being harvested or produced using forced labor; and

(B) publish information regarding the strategy developed under subparagraph (A) on the website of U.S. Customs and Border Protection.

(c) INTERNATIONAL ENGAGEMENT.—The United States Trade Representative, in coordination with the Secretary of Commerce, shall engage with interested countries regarding the development of compatible and effective seafood tracking and sustainability plans in order to—

(1) identify best practices;

(2) coordinate regarding data sharing;

(3) reduce barriers to trade in fairly grown or harvested fish; and

(4) end the trade in products that—

(A) are harvested or produced using illegal, unregulated, or unreported fishing, human trafficking, or forced labor; or

(B) pose a risk of fraud.
Subtitle B—Addressing Censorship and Barriers to Digital Trade

SEC. 71011. CENSORSHIP AS A TRADE BARRIER.

(a) In General.—Chapter 8 of title I of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2241 et seq.) is amended by adding at the end the following:

```
"SEC. 183. IDENTIFICATION OF COUNTRIES THAT DISRUPT DIGITAL TRADE.

"(a) In General.—Not later than 60 days after the date on which the National Trade Estimate is submitted under section 181(b), the United States Trade Representative (in this section referred to as the ‘Trade Representative’) shall identify, in accordance with subsection (b), foreign countries that are trading partners of the United States that engage in acts, policies, or practices that disrupt digital trade activities, including—

"(1) coerced censorship in their own markets or extraterritorially; and

"(2) other eCommerce or digital practices with the goal, or substantial effect, of promoting censorship or extrajudicial data access that disadvantages United States persons.

"(b) Requirements for Identifications.—In identifying countries under subsection (a), the Trade Representative shall identify only foreign countries that—
```
“(1) disrupt digital trade in a discriminatory or trade distorting manner with the goal, or substantial effect, of promoting censorship or extrajudicial data access;

“(2) deny fair and equitable market access to digital service providers that are United States persons with the goal, or substantial effect, of promoting censorship or extrajudicial data access; or

“(3) engage in coerced censorship or extrajudicial data access so as to harm the integrity of services or products provided by United States persons in the market of that country, the United States market, or other markets.

“(c) Designation of Priority Foreign Countries.—

“(1) In general.—The Trade Representative shall designate as priority foreign countries the foreign countries identified under subsection (a) that—

“(A) engage in the most onerous or egregious acts, policies, or practices that have the greatest impact on the United States; and

“(B) are not negotiating or otherwise making progress to end those acts, policies, or practices.
“(2) Revocations and Additional Identifications.—

“(A) In General.—The Trade Representative may at any time, if information available to the Trade Representative indicates that such action is appropriate—

“(i) revoke the identification of any foreign country as a priority foreign country under paragraph (1); or

“(ii) identify any foreign country as a priority foreign country under that paragraph.

“(B) Report on Reasons for Revocation.—The Trade Representative shall include in the semiannual report submitted to Congress under section 309(3) a detailed explanation of the reasons for the revocation under subparagraph (A) of the identification of any foreign country as a priority foreign country under paragraph (1) during the period covered by the report.

“(d) Publication.—The Trade Representative shall publish in the Federal Register a list of foreign countries identified under subsection (a) and foreign countries designated as priority foreign countries under subsection (c)
and shall make such revisions to the list as may be re-
quired by reason of action under subsection (c)(2).

“(e) Annual Report.—Not later than 30 days after
the date on which the Trade Representative submits the
National Trade Estimate under section 181(b), the Trade
Representative shall submit to the Committee on Finance
of the Senate and the Committee on Ways and Means of
the House of Representatives a report on actions taken
under this section during the one-year period preceding
that report, and the reasons for those actions, including—

“(1) a list of any foreign countries identified
under subsection (a); and

“(2) a description of progress made in decreas-
ing disruptions to digital trade.”.

(b) Sense of Congress.—It is the sense of Con-
gress that, in carrying out any revocations or identifica-
tions under section 183(c)(2)(A) of the Trade Act of 1974,
as added by subsection (a), the United States Trade Rep-
resentative may consider information contained in the
findings from the investigation of the United States Inter-
national Trade Commission entitled “Foreign Censorship:
Trade and Economic Effects on U.S. Businesses” (Inves-
tigation No. 332–585).
(c) **CLERICAL AMENDMENT.**—The table of contents for the Trade Act of 1974 is amended by inserting after the item relating to section 182 the following:

“Sec. 183. Identification of countries that disrupt digital trade.”.

**SEC. 71012. DESIGNATION OF OFFICIAL RESPONSIBLE FOR MONITORING UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES OF SUPPLIERS OF INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT.**

The United States Trade Representative shall designate an official within the Office of the United States Trade Representative with responsibility for monitoring unfair trade practices of suppliers of information and communications equipment, including those suppliers that are owned, controlled, or supported by a foreign government.

**SEC. 71013. NEGOTIATION OF DIGITAL TRADE AGREEMENTS.**

(a) **IN GENERAL.**—The United States Trade Representative shall consider the viability and utility of negotiating digital trade agreements with like-minded countries and to what degree such agreements may provide an opportunity to address digital barriers, deter censorship, promote the free flow of information, support privacy, protect sensitive information, protect communications regarding human and worker rights, and promote digitally enabled commerce.
(b) CONSULTATION.—With respect to any negotiations of an agreement facilitating digital trade, the Trade Representative shall consult closely and on a timely basis with the appropriate congressional committees, keep those committees fully apprised of those negotiations, and provide to those committees, including staff with appropriate security clearance, access to the text of any negotiating proposal of the United States not later than 5 business days before tabling the proposal in the negotiation.

Subtitle C—Protecting Innovators and Consumers

SEC. 71021. TECHNICAL AND LEGAL SUPPORT FOR ADDRESSING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS INFRINGEMENT CASES.

(a) IN GENERAL.—The head of any Federal agency may provide support, as requested and appropriate, to United States persons seeking technical, legal, or other support in addressing intellectual property rights infringement cases regarding the People’s Republic of China.

(b) UNITED STATES PERSON DEFINED.—In this section, the term “United States person” means—

(1) a United States citizen or an alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence to the United States; or
(2) an entity organized under the laws of the
United States or of any jurisdiction within the
United States, including a foreign branch of such an
entity.

SEC. 71022. IMPROVEMENT OF ANTI-COUNTERFEITING
MEASURES.

(a) INCREASED INSPECTIONS.—

(1) REPORT ON SEIZURES OF COUNTERFEIT
GOODS.—Not later than one year after the date of
the enactment of this Act, and annually thereafter,
the Commissioner of U.S. Customs and Border Pro-
tection shall submit to the Committee on Finance of
the Senate and the Committee on Ways and Means
of the House of Representatives a report on seizures
by U.S. Customs and Border Protection of counter-
feit goods during the one-year period preceding sub-
mission of the report, including the number of such
seizures disaggregated by category of good, source
country, and mode of transport.

(2) INCREASED INSPECTIONS OF GOODS FROM
CERTAIN COUNTRIES.—The Commissioner shall in-
crease inspections of imports of goods from each
source country identified in the report required by
paragraph (1) as one of the top source countries of
counterfeit goods, as determined by the Commissioner.

(b) Publication of Criteria for Notorious Markets List.—Not later than 2 years after the date of the enactment of this Act, and not less frequently than every 5 years thereafter, the United States Trade Representative shall publish in the Federal Register criteria for determining that a market is a notorious market for purposes of inclusion of that market in the list developed by the Trade Representative pursuant to section 182(e) of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2242(e)) (commonly known as the “Notorious Markets List”).

(c) Publication of Action Plans.—

(1) In general.—Not less frequently than annually, the Trade Representative shall publish on an publicly available internet website of the Office of the United States Trade Representative—

(A) the action plans for priority watch list countries under section 182(g)(1) of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2242(g)(1)) for that year; and

(B) for each priority watch list country with respect to which such an action plan is prepared, an assessment of the progress of the
country in meeting the benchmarks described in
subsection (D) of that section.

(2) Public Hearings.—Not less frequently
than annually, the Trade Representative shall hold
public hearings to track the progress of priority
watch list countries in meeting the benchmarks de-
scribed in subparagraph (D) of section 182(g)(1) of
the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2242(g)(1)) in-
cluded in their action plans under that section.

(3) Priority Watch List Country De-
finEd.—In this subsection, the term “priority watch
list country” means a country identified under sec-
tion 182(a)(2) of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C.
2242(a)(2)).

(d) Sharing of Information With Respect to
Suspected Violations of Intellectual Property
Rights.—Section 628A of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19
U.S.C. 1628a) is amended—

(1) in subsection (a)(1), by inserting “, packing
materials, shipping containers,” after “its pack-
aging” each place it appears; and

(2) in subsection (b)—

(A) in paragraph (3), by striking “; and”

and inserting a semicolon;
(B) in paragraph (4), by striking the period at the end and inserting “; and”; and

(C) by adding at the end the following:

“(5) any other party with an interest in the merchandise, as determined appropriate by the Commissioner.”.

SEC. 71023. REPORTS ON CHICKEN, BEEF, AND OTHER MEAT IMPORTS.

(a) AGRICULTURE REPORT ON CHICKEN.—Not later than 180 days after the date of the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Agriculture shall submit to the Committee on Finance of the Senate and the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives a report regarding the efforts of the Secretary to ensure the safety of imported processed chicken into the United States.

(b) REPORT ON COUNTRY-OF-ORIGIN LABELING.—Not later than one year after the date of the enactment of this Act, the United States Trade Representative, in conjunction with the Secretary of Agriculture, shall submit to the Committee on Finance of the Senate and the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives a report on the ruling issued by the World Trade Organization in 2015 on country-of-origin labeling for beef, pork, and other meat products that includes—
(1) an assessment of the impact of the ruling on—

(A) consumer awareness regarding the origin of meat consumed in the United States;

(B) agricultural producers in the United States; and

(C) the security and resilience of the food supply in the United States; and

(2) if the assessment under paragraph (1) indicates that the ruling or other market factors in the United States, including consolidation of meat processors, changes in diet and preferences, or other factors, have had a negative impact on consumers in the United States, agricultural producers in the United States, or the overall security and resilience of the food supply in the United States, recommendations for such legislative or administrative action as the Trade Representative, in conjunction with the Secretary of Agriculture, considers appropriate—

(A) to better inform consumers in the United States;

(B) to support agricultural producers in the United States; and
(C) to improve the security and resilience of the food supply in the United States.

SEC. 71024. JOINT ENFORCEMENT WITH ALLIES WITH RESPECT TO IMPORTATION OF GOODS MADE WITH STOLEN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Not later than 180 days after the date of the enactment of this Act, the United States Trade Representative, in coordination with the Secretary of State, should seek to enter into negotiations with representatives from Australia, Canada, the European Union, Japan, New Zealand, South Korea, and the United Kingdom to stop the importation of goods made with stolen intellectual property into the United States and countries that are allies of the United States.

(b) REPORT REQUIRED.—Not later than one year after the date of the enactment of this Act, the Trade Representative, in coordination with the Secretary of State, shall submit a report on the status of negotiations described in subsection (a) to—

(1) the Committee on Finance and Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate; and

(2) the Committee on Foreign Affairs and the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives.
SEC. 71025. SENSE OF CONGRESS AND REPORT ON ENSURING RELIABLE SUPPLY OF RARE EARTH MINERALS.

(a) Findings; Sense of Congress.—

(1) Findings.—Congress makes the following findings:

(A) The People’s Republic of China is the global leader in mining, refining, and component manufacturing of rare earth elements, producing approximately 85 percent of the world’s supply between 2011 and 2017.

(B) In 2019, the United States imported an estimated 80 percent of its rare earth compounds from the People’s Republic of China.

(C) On March 26, 2014, the World Trade Organization ruled that the People’s Republic of China’s export restraints on rare earth minerals violated its obligations under its protocol of accession to the World Trade Organization, thereby harming United States manufacturers and workers.

(D) The Chinese Communist Party has threatened to leverage the People’s Republic of China’s dominant position in the rare earth market to “strike back” at the United States.
(E) The Quadrilateral Security Dialogue is an effective partnership for reliable multilateral financing, development, and distribution of goods for global consumption, as evidenced by the Quad Vaccine Partnership announced on March 12, 2021.

(2) SENSE OF CONGRESS.—It is the sense of Congress that—

(A) the People’s Republic of China’s dominant share of the global rare earth mining market is a threat to the economic stability, well being, and competitiveness of key industries in the United States;

(B) the United States should reduce reliance on the People’s Republic of China for rare earth minerals through—

(i) strategic investments in development projects, production technologies, and refining facilities in the United States; or

(ii) in partnership with strategic allies of the United States that are reliable trading partners, including members of the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue; and

(C) the United States Trade Representative should initiate multilateral talks among the
countries of the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue
to promote shared investment and development
of rare earth minerals.

(b) Report Required.—

(1) In General.—Not later than 120 days
after the date of the enactment of this Act, the
United States Trade Representative, in consultation
with the officials specified in paragraph (3), shall
submit to the appropriate committees of Congress a
report on the work of the Trade Representative to
address the national security threat posed by the
People’s Republic of China’s control of nearly $2/3$ of
the global supply of rare earth minerals.

(2) Elements.—The report required by para-
graph (1) shall include—

(A) a description of the extent of the en-
gagement of the United States with the other
countries of the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue
to promote shared investment and development
of rare earth minerals during the period begin-
ning on the date of the enactment of this Act
and ending on the date of the report; and

(B) a description of the plans of the Presi-
dent to leverage the partnership of the coun-
tries of the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue to
produce a more reliable and secure global supply chain of rare earth minerals.

(3) OFFICIALS SPECIFIED.—The officials specified in this paragraph are the following:

(A) The Secretary of State.

(B) the Secretary of Commerce.

(C) The Chief Executive Officer of the United States International Development Finance Corporation.

(4) APPROPRIATE COMMITTEES OF CONGRESS DEFINED.—In this subsection, the term “appropriate committees of Congress” means—

(A) the Committee on Finance, the Committee on Foreign Relations, and the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources of the Senate; and

(B) the Committee on Ways and Means, the Committee on Foreign Affairs, and the Committee on Energy and Commerce of the House of Representatives.
Subtitle D—Ensuring a Level Playing Field

SEC. 71031. REPORT ON MANNER AND EXTENT TO WHICH
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA EXPLOITS HONG KONG TO CIRCUMVENT UNITED STATES LAWS AND PROTECTIONS.

Title III of the United States–Hong Kong Policy Act of 1992 (22 U.S.C. 5731 et seq.) is amended by adding at the end the following:

“SEC. 303. REPORT ON MANNER AND EXTENT TO WHICH
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA EXPLOITS HONG KONG TO CIRCUMVENT UNITED STATES LAWS AND PROTECTIONS.

“(a) IN GENERAL.—Not later than 180 days after the date of the enactment of this section, the Secretary of State and the United States Trade Representative shall jointly submit to the appropriate congressional committees a report on the manner and extent to which the Government of the People’s Republic of China uses the status of Hong Kong to circumvent the laws and protections of the United States.

“(b) ELEMENTS.—The report required by subsection (a) shall include the following:
“(1) In consultation with the Secretary of Commerce, the Secretary of Homeland Security, and the Director of National Intelligence—

“(A) an assessment of how the Government of the People’s Republic of China uses Hong Kong to circumvent export controls of the United States; and

“(B) a list of all significant incidents in which the Government of the People’s Republic of China used Hong Kong to circumvent those controls during the reporting period.

“(2) In consultation with the Secretary of the Treasury and the Secretary of Commerce—

“(A) an assessment of how the Government of the People’s Republic of China uses Hong Kong to circumvent antidumping or countervailing duties and duties under section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2411) on merchandise exported to the United States from the People’s Republic of China; and

“(B) a list of all significant incidents in which the Government of the People’s Republic of China used Hong Kong to circumvent those duties during the reporting period.
“(3) In consultation with the Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary of Homeland Security, and the Director of National Intelligence—

“(A) an assessment of how the Government of the People’s Republic of China uses Hong Kong to circumvent sanctions imposed by the United States or pursuant to multilateral regimes; and

“(B) a list of all significant incidents in which the Government of the People’s Republic of China used Hong Kong to circumvent those sanctions during the reporting period.

“(4) In consultation with the Secretary of Homeland Security and the Director of National Intelligence—

“(A) an assessment of how the Government of the People’s Republic of China uses formal or informal means to extradite or coercively move foreign nationals, including United States persons, from Hong Kong to the People’s Republic of China; and

“(B) a list of foreign nationals, including United States persons, who have been formally or informally extradited or coercively moved
from Hong Kong to the People’s Republic of China.

“(5) In consultation with the Secretary of Defense, the Director of National Intelligence, and the Director of Homeland Security—

“(A) an assessment of how the intelligence, security, and law enforcement agencies of the Government of the People’s Republic of China, including the Ministry of State Security, the Ministry of Public Security, and the People’s Armed Police, use the Hong Kong Security Bureau and other security agencies in Hong Kong to conduct espionage on foreign nationals, including United States persons, conduct influence operations, or violate civil liberties guaranteed under the laws of Hong Kong; and

“(B) a list of all significant incidents of such espionage, influence operations, or violations of civil liberties during the reporting period.

“(c) FORM OF REPORT; AVAILABILITY.—

“(1) FORM.—The report required by subsection (a) shall be submitted in unclassified form, but may include a classified index.
“(2) AVAILABILITY.—The unclassified portion of the report required by subsection (a) shall be posted on a publicly available internet website of the Department of State.

“(d) DEFINITIONS.—In this section:

“(1) APPROPRIATE CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEES.—The term ‘appropriate congressional committees’ means—

“(A) the Committee on Foreign Relations, the Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, the Committee on Finance, and the Select Committee on Intelligence of the Senate; and

“(B) the Committee on Foreign Affairs, the Committee on Financial Services, the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, and the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives.

“(2) FOREIGN NATIONAL.—The term ‘foreign national’ means a person that is neither—

“(A) an individual who is a citizen or national of the People’s Republic of China; or

“(B) an entity organized under the laws of the People’s Republic of China or of a jurisdiction within the People’s Republic of China.
“(3) **REPORTING PERIOD.**—The term ‘reporting period’ means the 5-year period preceding submission of the report required by subsection (a).

“(4) **UNITED STATES PERSON.**—The term ‘United States person’ means—

“(A) a United States citizen or an alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence to the United States; or

“(B) an entity organized under the laws of the United States or of any jurisdiction within the United States, including a foreign branch of such an entity.”.

**SEC. 71032. ASSESSMENT OF OVERCAPACITY OF INDUSTRIES IN THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA.**

(a) **REPORT ON OVERCAPACITY.**—

(1) **IN GENERAL.**—Not later than one year after the date of the enactment of this Act, and annually thereafter, the United States Trade Representative, in consultation with the Secretary of Commerce, shall submit to the Committee on Finance of the Senate and the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives a report on overcapacity of industries in the People’s Republic of China.
(2) ELEMENTS.—The report required by paragraph (1) shall include—

(A) a determination on whether overcapacity resulting from industrial policy exists in any major industry in the People’s Republic of China; and

(B) a description of the effects of that overcapacity on industry in the United States.

(b) BRIEFING.—Not later than 180 days after a positive determination of overcapacity under subsection (a)(2)(A), the Trade Representative shall brief the Committee on Finance of the Senate and the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives regarding the steps taken to address that overcapacity, which may include—

(1) discussions with allies;

(2) negotiations at an appropriate multilateral institution to which the United States is a party; and

(3) bilateral negotiations with the People’s Republic of China.

(c) DETERMINATION OF SUBSTANTIAL REDUCTION.—Not later than each of one year and two years after a briefing under subsection (b) with respect to a positive determination of overcapacity under subsection
(a)(2)(A), the Trade Representative shall submit to the Committee on Finance of the Senate and the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives a report containing a determination of whether the steps taken to address that overcapacity are likely to lead to a substantive reduction in that overcapacity.

SEC. 71033. DUTIES OF INTERAGENCY CENTER ON TRADE IMPLEMENTATION, MONITORING, AND ENFORCEMENT.

Section 141(h)(2) of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2171(h)(2)) is amended—

(1) by redesignating subparagraphs (C) and (D) as subparagraphs (D) and (E), respectively; and

(2) by inserting after subparagraph (B) the following:

“(C) investigating practices of countries that are major trading partners of the United States in order to identify and address violations of trade agreements and other practices that have systemic, diffuse impacts on the economy and workers of the United States or systemic impacts on the resiliency of multiple critical domestic supply chains;”.

SEC. 71034. BRIEFING ON REPORT RELATED TO PROCESS FOR EXCLUDING ARTICLES IMPORTED FROM THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA FROM CERTAIN DUTIES IMPOSED UNDER SECTION 301 OF THE TRADE ACT OF 1974.

Not later than 90 days after the publication by the Comptroller General of the United States of the report requested by Congress on July 16, 2019, for an audit into the process by which the United States Trade Representative has excluded articles imported from the People’s Republic of China from certain duties imposed under section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2411), the Trade Representative, or a designee of the Trade Representative, shall brief the appropriate congressional committees on the manner in which the Trade Representative is responding to the findings contained in that report.

TITLE II—ENSURING RESILIENCE IN CRITICAL SUPPLY CHAINS

SEC. 72001. FACILITATING TRADE IN ESSENTIAL SUPPLIES.

(a) In General.—The Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2101 et seq.) is amended by adding at the end the following:
“TITLE X—FACILITATING TRADE IN ESSENTIAL SUPPLIES

“SEC. 1001. DEFINITIONS.

“In this title:

“(1) COMMITTEE.—The term ‘Committee’ means the Committee on Trade in Essential Supplies established under section 1002.

“(2) CRISIS PREPAREDNESS.—The term ‘crisis preparedness’ means ensuring access to goods in the Strategic National Stockpile and goods necessary to ensure the continued functioning of critical infrastructure in a crisis.

“(3) CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE.—The term ‘critical infrastructure’ means systems and assets, whether physical or virtual, so vital to the United States that the incapacity or destruction of such systems and assets would have a debilitating impact on the national security of, or public health or safety in, the United States, or any combination of those matters.

“(4) ESSENTIAL MEDICAL SUPPLY.—The term ‘essential medical supply’ means any supply that is part of the Strategic National Stockpile.

“(5) ESSENTIAL SUPPLY.—The term ‘essential supply’ means any supply determined by the Trade
Representative to be critical to crisis preparedness, including essential medical supplies (including personal protective equipment), critical infrastructure items, and other supplies identified as essential by the Trade Representative under section 1003(b).

“(6) STRATEGIC NATIONAL STOCKPILE.—The term ‘Strategic National Stockpile’ means the stockpile established under Section 319F–2 of the Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. 247d–6b).

“(7) TRADE REPRESENTATIVE.—The term ‘Trade Representative’ means the United States Trade Representative.

“(8) UNITED STATES PERSON.—The term ‘United States person’ means—

“(A) a United States citizen or an alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence to the United States; or

“(B) an entity organized under the laws of the United States or of any jurisdiction within the United States.

“(9) UNRELIABLE PERSON.—The term ‘unreliable person’ means any entity or individual that the Trade Representative determines works in concert with, or under the influence of, an unreliable trading partner to engage in the theft or misappropriation of
intellectual property or trade secrets relating to an essential supply.

“(10) **UNRELIABLE TRADING PARTNER.**—The term ‘unreliable trading partner’ means any country the government of which the Trade Representative determines—

“(A) engages in systematic theft of intellectual property or trade secrets; or

“(B) is likely to utilize export restrictions or other measures to prevent the United States from importing an essential supply.

**SEC. 1002. COMMITTEE ON TRADE IN ESSENTIAL SUPPLIES IN THE UNITED STATES.**

“(a) **ESTABLISHMENT.**—There is established a committee, to be known as the ‘Committee on Trade in Essential Supplies in the United States’.

“(b) **MEMBERSHIP.**—The Committee shall be composed of the following:

“(1) The Trade Representative, who shall serve as the chairperson of the Committee.

“(2) The Secretary of Commerce.

“(3) The Secretary of Defense.

“(4) The Secretary of the Treasury.


“(6) The Secretary of State.
“(7) The Secretary of Health and Human Services.


“(9) The Secretary of Energy.

“(10) The Secretary of Transportation.

“(11) The heads of such other agencies as the Trade Representative considers appropriate.

“(e) Duties.—The Committee shall—

“(1) examine United States trade flows and supply chains for essential supplies;

“(2) prepare and submit reports in accordance with section 1003(e);

“(3) facilitate a whole-of-government strategy to ensure that the United States has reliable access to essential supplies from its trading partners; and

“(4) advise private United States enterprises that produce or procure essential supplies on recognizing potential threats to their supply chains by identifying unreliable trading partners and unreliable persons.

“SEC. 1003. IDENTIFICATION OF AND REPORT ON ACCESS TO ESSENTIAL SUPPLIES.

“(a) Public Comments.—
“(1) Solicitation.—Not later than 60 days after the date of the enactment of this title, the Trade Representative shall, on behalf of the Committee, publish a notice soliciting public comments to facilitate the identification of essential supplies under subsection (b) and the preparation of the report required by subsection (e).

“(2) Protection of business confidential information.—The Trade Representative shall ensure that any business confidential information that is submitted under this subsection is properly protected from disclosure.

“(b) Identification of essential supplies.—After reviewing the public comments submitted pursuant to subsection (a), the Trade Representative shall, in consultation with the other members of the Committee, identify supplies that are critical to crisis preparedness and are to be considered essential supplies for purposes of this title.

“(c) Report required.—Not later than one year after the date of the enactment of this title, and not less frequently than every 3 years thereafter for the following 9 years, the Committee shall submit to Congress a report—

“(1) identifying—
“(A) the major producers in the United States and abroad that produce essential supplies for the United States;

“(B) the duties applied by the United States and major trading partners to such supplies;

“(C) the aggregate trade flows of essential supplies from and into the United States; and

“(D) unreliable trading partners and unreliable persons that have stolen or misappropriated the intellectual property or trade secrets of United States persons with respect to essential supplies;

“(2) describing—

“(A) information on foreign trade barriers and other factors that may affect United States trade in essential supplies;

“(B) the current domestic manufacturing base and supply chains for essential supplies, including raw materials and other goods essential to the production of those supplies;

“(C) the ability of the United States to maintain readiness and to surge production of essential supplies in response to an emergency,
including by resorting to the Strategic National
Stockpile; and

“(D) the practices and acts of unreliable
trading partners and unreliable persons—

“(i) with respect to the theft or mis-
appropriation of intellectual property or
trade secrets; or

“(ii) that may threaten United States
investments in essential supplies;

“(3) identifying defense, intelligence, homeland,
economic, natural, geopolitical, or other contin-
gencies that may disrupt, strain, compromise, or
eliminate the supply chain for essential supplies;

“(4) assessing the resiliency and capacity of the
domestic manufacturing base and supply chains to
support the need for those essential supplies, includ-
ing any single points of failure in those supply
chains;

“(5) assessing flexible manufacturing capacity
available in the United States in cases of emergency;
and

“(6) making specific recommendations to en-
sure—

“(A) the supply of imported essential sup-
plies remains reliable, including through tariff
relief or enforcement actions against foreign trade barriers;

“(B) domestic stockpiles remain adequate for crisis preparedness;

“(C) domestic manufacturing capacity and supply chains remain resilient; and

“(D) United States persons can avoid risks presented by unreliable trading partners and unreliable persons.”.

“SEC. 1004. FACILITATING ACCESS TO ESSENTIAL MEDICAL SUPPLIES.

“(a) Authority to Reduce or Suspend Duties on Essential Medical Supplies.—

“(1) In general.—The President may reduce or suspend the collection of any duty on any essential medical supply for a period of not more than 180 days beginning on the date on which the President submits to the Committee on Finance of the Senate and the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives a certification that the reduction or suspension is necessary for crisis preparedness.

“(2) Limitation on subsequent action.—If the President reduces or suspends the collection of a duty on an essential medical supply under para-
graph (1), the President may not further reduce or suspend duties on that supply under that paragraph until the date this one year after the preceding reduction or suspension.

“(b) Temporary Suspension of Duties on Articles Needed to Combat the COVID–19 Pandemic.—

“(1) In General.—An article described in paragraph (2) entered, or withdrawn from warehouse for consumption, during the period specified in paragraph (4) shall enter the United States free of duty, including free of any duty that may be imposed as a penalty or otherwise imposed in addition to other duties, including any duty imposed pursuant to—

“(A) section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2411);

“(B) section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 (19 U.S.C. 1862); or


“(2) Articles Described.—An article is described in this paragraph if the article is—

“(A) classified under any of the statistical reporting numbers of the Harmonized Tariff
Schedule of the United States specified in paragraph (3); or

“(B) identified by the United States International Trade Commission, after the date of the enactment of this title, as an article related to the response to the coronavirus disease 2019 (commonly referred to as ‘COVID–19’) pandemic

“(3) **Statistical reporting numbers specified.**—The statistical reporting numbers specified in this paragraph are the following:

```
   "2207.10.6090 .......... 3808.94.5090 .......... 6505.00.9089
2208.90.8000 .......... 3821.00.0010 .......... 7311.00.0090
2804.40.0000 .......... 3821.00.0090 .......... 7324.90.0090
2847.00.0000 .......... 3822.00.1090 .......... 7613.00.0000
3002.10.0010 .......... 3822.00.5095 .......... 8419.20.0020
3002.15.0010 .......... 3923.21.0095 .......... 8705.90.0020
3002.15.0090 .......... 3923.29.0000 .......... 8705.90.0080
3002.19.0000 .......... 3926.20.1010 .......... 8713.10.0000
3002.20.0020 .......... 3926.20.1020 .......... 8713.90.0030
3002.20.0040 .......... 3926.20.9010 .......... 8713.90.0060
3002.20.0060 .......... 3926.20.9050 .......... 9004.90.0010
3002.20.0080 .......... 3926.90.9910 .......... 9004.90.0090
3003.10.0000 .......... 3926.90.9950 .......... 9018.11.3000
3003.20.0000 .......... 3926.90.9985 .......... 9018.11.6000
3003.50.0000 .......... 4015.11.0110 .......... 9018.11.9000
3003.90.0120 .......... 4015.11.0150 .......... 9018.12.0000
3003.90.0140 .......... 4015.19.0510 .......... 9018.19.4000
3003.90.0160 .......... 4015.19.0550 .......... 9018.19.5500
3003.90.0180 .......... 4015.19.1010 .......... 9018.19.7500
3003.90.0190 .......... 4015.90.0010 .......... 9018.31.0040
3004.10.1020 .......... 4015.90.0050 .......... 9018.31.0080
3004.10.1045 .......... 4818.50.0020 .......... 9018.31.0090
3004.10.5045 .......... 4818.50.0080 .......... 9018.32.0000
3004.10.5060 .......... 4818.90.0020 .......... 9018.39.0020
3004.20.0020 .......... 4818.90.0080 .......... 9018.39.0040
3004.20.0030 .......... 6116.10.6500 .......... 9018.39.0050
3004.20.0060 .......... 6210.10.9000 .......... 9018.90.3000
3004.40.0060 .......... 6210.10.9040 .......... 9020.00.6000
3004.60.0000 .......... 6210.10.9090 .......... 9020.00.8000
3004.90.1000 .......... 6210.10.9100 .......... 9019.20.0000
3004.90.9207 .......... 6210.10.9040 .......... 9020.00.6000
3004.90.9209 .......... 6210.50.3500 .......... 9020.00.9000
3004.90.9211 .......... 6210.50.7500 .......... 9022.12.0000
3004.90.9214 .......... 6216.00.5420 .......... 9025.19.8010
3004.90.9285 .......... 6307.90.6090 .......... 9025.19.8020
```
“(4) Period specified.—The period specified in this paragraph is the period—

“(A) beginning on the date that is 15 days after the date of the enactment of this title; and

“(B) ending on January 15, 2023.”.

(b) Clerical Amendment.—The table of contents for the Trade Act of 1974 is amended by adding at the end the following:

“TITLE X—FACILITATING TRADE IN ESSENTIAL SUPPLIES

“Sec. 1001. Definitions.

“Sec. 1002. Committee on Trade in Essential Supplies in the United States.

“Sec. 1003. Identification of and report on access to essential supplies.

“Sec. 1004. Facilitating access to essential medical supplies.”.

SEC. 72002. SUPPLY CHAIN DATABASE AND TOOLKIT.

(a) Establishment.—

(1) In general.—Not later than 180 days after the date of the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Commerce shall establish a database and online toolkit under which—

(A) United States businesses may voluntarily submit to the Secretary information on—

(i) the products produced by such businesses in the United States, which may
be finished goods or inputs for other goods;

(ii) the inputs required for such products, which may include, with respect to such an input—

(I) the specific geographic location of the production of the input, including if the input is sourced from the United States or a foreign country;

(II) the business name of a supplier of the input;

(III) information related to perceived or realized challenges in securing the input;

(IV) information related to the suspected vulnerabilities or implications of a disruption in securing the input, whether related to national security or the effect on the United States business; or

(V) in the case of an input sourced from a foreign country, information on—
(aa) why the input is sourced from a foreign country rather than in the United States; and

(bb) if the United States business would be interested in identifying an alternative produced in the United States;

(B) United States businesses may request and receive contact information or general information about a United States source or a foreign source for an input;

(C) United States businesses are able to specify—

(i) what information can be shared with other United States businesses;

(ii) what information should be shared only with the Department of Commerce; and

(iii) what information could be submitted to Congress or made available to the public; and

(D) the Secretary makes information provided under this paragraph available, subject to subparagraph (C), to enable other United
States businesses to identify inputs for their products produced in the United States.

(2) FORMAT; PUBLIC AVAILABILITY.—The Secretary shall—

(A) provide the database and online toolkit established under paragraph (1) on a publicly available website of the Department of Commerce; and

(B) ensure that the database and online toolkit are—

(i) searchable and filterable according to the type of information; and

(ii) presented in a user-friendly format.

(3) EXEMPTION FROM PUBLIC DISCLOSURE.—

Information submitted to the Secretary in relation to the database and online toolkit established under paragraph (1)—

(A) may not be considered public records and shall be exempt from any Federal law relating to public disclosure requirements; and

(B) may not be subject to discovery or admission as public information or evidence in judicial or administrative proceedings without the
(4) **REPORTING.**—

(A) **REPORT TO CONGRESS.**—Not later than 180 days after the date of the enactment of this Act, and every 180 days thereafter, the Secretary shall submit to Congress a report that includes—

(i) an assessment of the effectiveness of the database and online toolkit established under paragraph (1), including statistics regarding the number of new entries, total businesses involved, and any change in participation rate during the preceding 180-day period;

(ii) recommendations for additional actions to improve the database and online toolkit and participation in the database and online toolkit; and

(iii) such other information as the Secretary considers appropriate.

(B) **PUBLIC REPORT.**—Not later than one year after the date of the enactment of this Act, and annually thereafter, the Secretary shall post on a publicly available website of the De-
department of Commerce a report that sets forth—

(i) general statistics related to foreign and domestic sourcing of inputs used by United States businesses;

(ii) an estimate of the percentage of total inputs used by United States businesses obtained from foreign countries;

(iii) data on such inputs disaggregated by industry, geographical location, and size of operation; and

(iv) a description of the methodology used to calculate the statistics and estimates required by this paragraph.

(b) PUBLIC OUTREACH CAMPAIGN.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary shall carry out a national public outreach campaign—

(A) to educate United States businesses about the existence of the database and online toolkit established under subsection (a); and

(B) to facilitate and encourage the participation of such businesses in the database and online toolkit.
(2) Outreach Requirement.—In carrying out the campaign under paragraph (1), the Secretary shall—

(A) establish an advertising and outreach program directed to businesses, industries, State and local agencies, chambers of commerce, and labor organizations—

(i) to facilitate understanding of the value of an aggregated demand mapping system; and

(ii) to advertise that the database and online toolkit established under subsection (a) are available for that purpose;

(B) notify appropriate State agencies not later than 10 days after the date of the enactment of this Act regarding the development of the database and online toolkit; and

(C) post a notice on a publicly available website of the Department of Commerce and establish a social media awareness campaign to advertise the database and online toolkit.

(3) Coordination.—In carrying out the campaign under paragraph (1), the Secretary may coordinate with other Federal agencies and State or local agencies as appropriate.
(4) **Separate Accounting.**—

(A) **Budgetary Line Item.**—The Secretary shall include in the budget justification materials submitted to Congress in support of the Department of Commerce budget for fiscal years 2023 and 2024 (as submitted with the budget of the President under section 1105(a) of title 31, United States Code) specific identification, as a budgetary line item, of the amounts required to carry out the campaign under paragraph (1).

(B) **Prohibition on Commingling.**—Amounts appropriated to carry out this subsection may not be commingled with any other amounts appropriated to the Department of Commerce.

(c) **Use of Department of Commerce Resources.**—

(1) **In General.**—The Secretary—

(A) shall, to the maximum extent practicable, construct the database and online toolkit required by subsection (a), and related analytical features, using expertise within the Department of Commerce; and
(B) may, as appropriate, adopt new technologies and hire additional employees to carry out this section.

(2) **MINIMIZATION OF CONTRACTING.**—If the activities described in subparagraphs (A) and (B) of paragraph (1) cannot be completed without the employment of contractors, the Secretary should seek to minimize the number of contractors and the scope of the contract.

(d) **TERMINATION.**—This section shall terminate on September 30, 2025.

**TITLE III—IMPROVING TRANSPARENCY AND ADMINISTRATION OF TRADE PROGRAMS AND OVERSIGHT AND ACCOUNTABILITY OF TRADE AGENCIES**

**SEC. 73001. PROCESS FOR EXCLUSION OF ARTICLES FROM DUTIES UNDER SECTION 301 OF THE TRADE ACT OF 1974.**

(a) **ESTABLISHMENT OF GENERAL EXCLUSION PROCESS.**—

(1) **IN GENERAL.**—Title III of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2411 et seq.) is amended by inserting after section 305 the following:
“SEC. 305A. PROCESS FOR EXCLUSION OF ARTICLES FROM DUTIES.

“(a) Analysis of Alternative Action.—Subject to subsection (d), before taking action under section 301(b), the Trade Representative shall analyze the impact of the action on United States entities, particularly small entities, and consumers in the United States with a goal of mitigating the impact of duties on United States entities and consumers in the United States, including by evaluating alternatives or modifications to particular actions.

“(b) Process for Exclusion From Duties.—

“(1) In General.—Subject to subsection (d), the Trade Representative shall establish and maintain a process for exclusion requests from duties under section 301(b) unless the Trade Representative determines and certifies to the appropriate congressional committees that maintaining an exclusion process—

“(A) would impair the ability of the United States to maintain effective pressure to remove unreasonable or discriminatory practices burdening commerce in the United States; or

“(B) is impractical due to the low value of the duties imposed.

“(2) Briefing.—If the Trade Representative makes a certification under paragraph (1), not later
than 3 days before making the certification, the
Trade Representative shall brief the appropriate
congressional committees regarding the reasons for
the certification.

“(3) CONTINUED CERTIFICATION.—If the
Trade Representative makes a certification under
paragraph (1) with respect to duties under section
301(b), not less frequently than once every 180 days
while those duties are in effect, the Trade Rep-
resentative shall determine and certify to the appro-
priate congressional committees that the reasons for
forgoing an exclusion process with respect to those
duties continue to be present.

“(c) IMPLEMENTATION OF EXCLUSION PROCESS.—

“(1) IN GENERAL.—In implementing an exclu-
sion process required under subsection (b)(1), the
Trade Representative shall consider whether and
which criteria described in paragraph (2), and such
other criteria as the Trade Representative considers
appropriate under the circumstances, are appro-
priate to apply in the exclusion process.

“(2) CRITERIA DESCRIBED.—The criteria de-
scribed in this paragraph for exclusion of articles
from duties under section 301(b) include the fol-
lowing:
“(A) Whether the failure to grant the exclusion would result in severe economic harm to the requester.

“(B) Whether the article or a reasonable substitute is not commercially available to the requester.

“(C) Whether the imposition of the duty with respect to the article would unreasonably increase consumer prices for day-to-day items consumed by low- or middle-income families in the United States.

“(D) Whether the imposition of the duty would have an unreasonable impact on manufacturing output of the United States.

“(E) Whether the imposition of the duty would have an unreasonable impact on the ability of an entity to fulfill contracts or to build critical infrastructure.

“(F) Whether the failure to grant the exclusion is likely to result in a particular entity or entities having the ability to abuse a dominant market position.

“(d) EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN DUTIES.—This section shall not apply to duties imposed under section 301(b)
pursuant to a dispute resolution process under the World Trade Organization.

“(e) Publication of Notice.—Subject to subsection (d), not later than 90 days after imposing any duty under section 301(b), the Trade Representative, in consultation with such other Federal agencies as the Trade Representative considers appropriate, shall publish a notice in the Federal Register regarding the criteria that the Trade Representative will apply and the evidence it will evaluate in determining whether a request for exclusion from such duty satisfies the requirements of the exclusion process under subsection (b)(1).

“(f) Definitions.—In this section:

“(1) Appropriate Congressional Committees.—The term ‘appropriate congressional committees’ means—

“(A) the Committee on Finance of the Senate; and

“(B) the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives.

“(2) Severe Economic Harm.—The term ‘severe economic harm’, with respect to an exclusion from duties requested by a United States entity, includes circumstances under which failure to grant the exclusion would—
“(A) render the business of the entity unprofitable; or

“(B) result in a significant number or proportion of the workers employed by the entity becoming totally separated from employment.

“(3) SMALL ENTITIES.—The term ‘small entities’ has the meaning given the term ‘small entity’ in section 601 of title 5, United States Code.

“(4) UNITED STATES ENTITY.—The term ‘United States entity’ means an entity organized under the laws of the United States or of any jurisdiction within the United States, including a foreign branch of such an entity.”.

(2) CLERICAL AMENDMENT.—The table of contents for the Trade Act of 1974 is amended by inserting after the item relating to section 305 the following:

“Sec. 305A. Process for exclusion of articles from duties.”.

(b) ESTABLISHMENT OF EXCLUSION PROCESS FOR CERTAIN DUTIES RELATING TO PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the United States Trade Representative shall establish a process pursuant to which United States entities and associations of those enti-
ties may request the exclusion of articles from duties described in paragraph (2).

(2) DUTIES DESCRIBED.—The duties described in this paragraph are duties imposed pursuant to the investigation initiated under section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2411) on August 18, 2017, and with respect to which notice was published in the Federal Register on August 24, 2017 (82 Fed. Reg. 40213).

(3) IMPLEMENTATION OF EXCLUSION PROCESS.—In implementing the process established under paragraph (1) for exclusion of articles from duties described in paragraph (2), if the exclusion of the article can likely be administered by U.S. Customs and Border Protection—

(A) the Trade Representative shall exclude that article from the imposition of such a duty if the Trade Representative determines, following a request from a United States entity or an association of those entities, that the failure to grant the exclusion would result in severe economic harm to the requester;

(B) unless the Trade Representative determines that granting the exclusion would impair the ability of the United States to maintain ef-
fective pressure to remove an unreasonable or
discriminatory practice burdening United States
commerce, the Trade Representative shall ex-
clude that article from the imposition of such a
duty if the Trade Representative determines fol-
lowing a request from a United States entity or
an association of those entities that—

(i) the article or a reasonable sub-
stitute is not commercially available to the
requester;

(ii) the imposition of the duty with re-
spect to the article would unreasonably in-
crease consumer prices for day-to-day
items consumed by low- or middle-income
families in the United States;

(iii) the imposition of the duty would
have an unreasonable impact on manufac-
turing output of the United States;

(iv) the imposition of the duty would
have an unreasonable impact on the ability
of an entity to fulfill contracts or to build
critical infrastructure; or

(v) the failure to grant the exclusion
is likely to result in a particular entity or
entities having the ability to abuse a dominant market position; and

(C) the Trade Representative may identify other criteria relevant to determining whether the article shall be excluded from the imposition of such a duty.

(4) **Timeframe of exclusion and renewal.**—

(A) **Period of exclusion.**—An exclusion of an article requested under paragraph (1) from duties described in paragraph (2)—

(i) shall be for a period of 18 months; and

(ii) shall be decided—

(I) not later than 90 days before the duty is due to be paid; or

(II) if the Trade Representative determines that the request presents exceptionally complex issues or requires additional evidence, not later than 120 days before the duty is due to be paid.

(B) **Renewal.**—The Trade Representative shall allow applications for renewal of an exclusion under paragraph (1) to be submitted not
later than 90 days before the exclusion is set to expire.

(C) FAILURE TO ACT.—If the Trade Representative fails to decide an exclusion request under subparagraph (A)(ii) during the appropriate period set forth under that subparagraph, the exclusion request will be deemed to have been granted until the date that is 30 days after the Trade Representative publishes in the Federal Register a decision not to grant the request.

(5) WRITTEN REASONING.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—If the Trade Representative denies a request for an exclusion under paragraph (1), the Trade Representative shall provide to the requester of the exclusion a reasoned determination for denying the request.

(B) SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE.—A determination under subparagraph (A) shall be supported by substantial evidence from the administrative record.

(6) REVIEW.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—Not later than 180 days after the date of the enactment of this Act, and annually thereafter, the Comptroller
General of the United States shall conduct an audit of the exclusion process established under paragraph (1).

(B) ELEMENTS OF AUDIT.—Each audit required by subparagraph (A) shall—

(i) include a review of the process for—

(I) receiving and reviewing exclusion requests under paragraph (1);

(II) determining eligibility for an exclusion;

(III) applying relevant criteria for an exclusion; and

(IV) making determinations regarding whether to grant an exclusion;

(ii) examine the information provided to applicants prior to seeking an exclusion, as well as throughout the exclusion application process; and

(iii) analyze the timeliness of decisions, the consistency of decisions, and the internal review process for making decisions with respect to an exclusion.

(7) REGULATIONS.—
(A) IMPLEMENTATION OF PROCESS.—Not later than 120 days after the date of the enactment of this Act, The Trade Representative, in consultation with such other Federal agencies as the Trade Representative considers appropriate, shall prescribe regulations regarding the criteria that the Trade Representative will apply and the evidence the Trade Representative will evaluate in deciding whether any of the conditions in paragraph (3) have been satisfied with respect to an exclusion request under paragraph (1).

(B) SEVERE ECONOMIC HARM.—The Trade Representative shall prescribe regulations regarding the definition of severe economic harm under paragraph (8), including by setting forth the evidence necessary to establish that a business is unprofitable, that workers will be separated, and other circumstances in which severe economic harm may be demonstrated.

(8) DEFINITIONS.—In this subsection:

(A) SEVERE ECONOMIC HARM.—The term “severe economic harm”, with respect to an exclusion from duties requested by a United States entity or an association of those entities,
includes circumstances under which failure to
grant the exclusion would—

(i) render the business of the entity or
entities unprofitable; or

(ii) result in a significant number or
proportion of the workers employed by the
entity or entities becoming totally sepa-
rated from employment.

(B) UNITED STATES ENTITY.—The term
“United States entity” means an entity orga-
nized under the laws of the United States or of
any jurisdiction within the United States, in-
cluding a foreign branch of such an entity.

(e) TREATMENT OF CERTAIN EXCLUSIONS RELAT-
ING TO PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA.—

(1) REAUTHORIZATION OF EXCLUSIONS.—All
covered duty exclusions shall be reinstated for en-
tries filed on or before December 31, 2022.

(2) RETROACTIVE APPLICATION FOR CERTAIN
LIQUIDATIONS AND RELIQUIDATIONS.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding sec-
tion 514 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C.
1514) or any other provision of law and subject
to subparagraph (B), any entry of a covered ar-
ticle on which duties were paid under section
301(b) of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2411(b)) and to which a covered duty exclusion would have applied if the entry were made on December 31, 2020, that was made—

(i) after December 31, 2020, and

(ii) before the date of the enactment of this Act,

shall be liquidated or reliquidated as though such entry occurred on such date of enactment.

(B) REQUESTS.—A liquidation or reliquidation may be made under subparagraph (A) with respect to an entry of an article only if a request therefor is filed with U.S. Customs and Border Protection not later than 180 days after the date of the enactment of this Act that contains sufficient information to enable U.S. Customs and Border Protection—

(i) to identify and reconstruct the entry, if necessary; and

(ii) to verify that the article is a covered article.

(C) PAYMENT OF AMOUNTS OWED.—Any amounts owed by the United States pursuant to the liquidation or reliquidation of an entry of a covered article under subparagraph (A) shall be
paid, without interest, not later than 90 days
after the date of the liquidation or reliquidation
(as the case may be).

(3) DEFINITIONS.—In this subsection:

(A) COVERED ARTICLE.—The term “covered article” means an article that qualifies for
a covered duty exclusion from duties paid under
section 301(b) of the Trade Act of 1974 (19
U.S.C. 2411(b)) that was not granted by the
United States Trade Representative within 180
days of the date of liquidation of an entry con-
taining such an article.

(B) COVERED DUTY EXCLUSION.—The
term “covered duty exclusion” means a specific
article exclusion that was—

(i) granted in the investigation initi-
atated under section 301 of the Trade Act of
1974 (19 U.S.C. 2411) on August 18,
2017, and with respect to which notice was
published in the Federal Register on Au-
gust 24, 2017 (82 Fed. Reg. 40213); and
(ii) published in the Federal Register.

(C) ENTRY.—The term “entry” includes a
withdrawal from warehouse for consumption.
SEC. 73002. ENHANCED CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT OF THE UNITED STATES TRADE REPRESENTATIVE AND THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE.

(a) United States Trade Representative.—

(1) People’s Republic of China.—The United States Trade Representative shall submit to the appropriate congressional committees—

(A) not later than September 1, 2021, and every 180 days thereafter for the following 2 years, a confidential report describing—

(i) the implementation of the Economic and Trade Agreement Between the Government of the United States of America and the Government of China, dated January 15, 2020, including an identification of those provisions in the agreement that have yet to be implemented; and

(ii) progress toward addressing the issues identified in the report prepared by the Trade Representative dated March 22, 2018, and titled, “Findings of the Investigation into China’s Acts, Policies, and Practices Related to Technology Transfer, Intellectual Property, and Innovation under Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974”; and
(B) the text of any initial proposal for an
executive agreement or memorandum of under-
standing with the People’s Republic of China
intended to resolve an investigation with respect
to duties under section 301 of the Trade Act of
1974 (19 U.S.C. 2411) not later than 3 busi-
ness days before submitting the proposal to any
official of the People’s Republic of China.

(2) TRADE ENFORCEMENT TRUST FUND.—Sec-
tion 611(e) of the Trade Facilitation and Trade En-
forcement Act of 2015 (19 U.S.C. 4405(e)) is
amended—

(A) in the subsection heading, by striking
“REPORT” and inserting “REPORTS”;

(B) by striking “Not later than” and in-
serting “(1) REPORT AFTER ENTRY INTO
FORCE.—Not later than”; and

(C) by adding at the end the following:

“(2) REPORT ON USE OF FUNDS.—Not later
than July 1 of each year, the Trade Representative
shall submit to Congress a report that identifies the
use of any funds from the Trust Fund during the
one-year period preceding the date of the report, in-
cluding an identification of the specific enforcement
matter for which the funds were used.”.
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(b) DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE.—

(1) ANTIDUMPING OR COUNTERVAILING DU-
TIES.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—Not later than July 1 of each year, the Secretary of Commerce shall submit to the appropriate congressional com-
mittees a report that identifies any antidumping or countervailing duty determination under title VII of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S. C. 1671 et seq.) that in the year preceding the report was subject to a remand pursuant to an order from the United States Court of International Trade or a Chapter 10 Panel under the USMCA or that was found to be inconsistent with the obligations of the United States with the World Trade Organization.

(B) ELEMENTS.—With respect to each de-
termination under subparagraph (A), the Sec-
retary of Commerce shall indicate—

(i) the specific statutory requirement that the Court of International Trade or the Chapter 10 Panel found that the Sec-
retary failed to observe or the specific pro-
vision of the WTO Agreement that a dis-
pute settlement panel or Appellate Body
found to have been breached by the determination; and

(ii) whether or when the Secretary intends to comply with the order or obligations described in subparagraph (A), as the case may be.

(2) **National Security Tariffs.**—The Secretary of Commerce shall include in each report submitted under paragraph (1), if applicable, information regarding the operation of the process for exclusion from tariffs under section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 (19 U.S.C. 1862) during the year covered by the report, including—

(A) the approximate number of hours and employees of the Department of Commerce (full-time equivalent) working on that process;

(B) the number of requests for exclusion that have been pending for more than 120 days; and

(C) a list of all exclusions that have been decided, including by identifying whether the specific request for an exclusion was granted or not, and the time it took to decide the request.
(3) NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF ANTIDUMPING DUTY INVESTIGATION.—Section 734(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1673c(b)) is amended—

(A) by redesignating paragraphs (1) and (2) as subparagraphs (A) and (B) and moving those two subparagraphs, as so redesignated, two ems to the right;

(B) by striking “The administering authority” and inserting “(1) IN GENERAL.—The administering authority”; and

(C) by adding at the end the following:

“(2) NOTIFICATION TO CONGRESS.—The administering authority shall submit to Congress the text of any proposal to suspend an investigation under paragraph (1) not later than 3 business days before submitting the proposal to an interested party.”.

(c) DEFINITIONS.—In this section:

(1) APPELLATE BODY; DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PANEL.—the terms “Appellate Body” and “dispute settlement panel” have the meanings given those terms in section 121 of the Uruguay Round Agreements Act (19 U.S.C. 3531).
(2) USMCA.—The term “USMCA” means the Agreement between the United States of America, the United Mexican States, and Canada, which is—

(A) attached as an Annex to the Protocol Replacing the North American Free Trade Agreement with the Agreement between the United States of America, the United Mexican States, and Canada, done at Buenos Aires on November 30, 2018, as amended by the Protocol of Amendment to the Agreement Between the United States of America, the United Mexican States, and Canada, done at Mexico City on December 10, 2019; and

(B) approved by Congress under section 101(a)(1) of the United States–Mexico–Canada Agreement Implementation Act (19 U.S.C. 4511(a)).

(3) WTO Agreement.—The term “WTO Agreement” has the meaning given that term in section 2 of the Uruguay Round Agreements Act (19 U.S.C. 3501(9)).
SEC. 73003. ESTABLISHMENT OF INSPECTOR GENERAL OF THE OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES TRADE REPRESENTATIVE.

(a) DEFINITIONS.—Section 12 of the Inspector General Act of 1978 (5 U.S.C. App.) is amended—

(1) in paragraph (1), by striking “or the Director of the National Reconnaissance Office;” and inserting “the Director of the National Reconnaissance Office; or the United States Trade Representative;” and

(2) in paragraph (2), by striking “or the National Reconnaissance Office,” and inserting “the National Reconnaissance Office, or the Office of the United States Trade Representative.”

(b) APPOINTMENT OF INSPECTOR GENERAL.—Not later than 120 days after the date of the enactment of this Act, the President shall appoint an individual to serve as the Inspector General of the Office for the United States Trade Representative in accordance with section 3(a) of the Inspector General Act of 1978 (5 U.S.C. App.).

SEC. 73004. AUTHORITY OF U.S. CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION TO CONSOLIDATE, MODIFY, OR REORGANIZE CUSTOMS REVENUE FUNCTIONS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 412 of the Homeland Security Act of 2002 (6 U.S.C. 212(b)) is amended—
(1) in subsection (b)—

(A) in paragraph (1)—

(i) by striking “consolidate, discontinue,” and inserting “discontinue”; and

(ii) by inserting after “reduce the staffing level” the following: “below the optimal staffing level determined in the most recent Resource Allocation Model required by section 301(h) of the Customs Procedural Reform and Simplification Act of 1978 (19 U.S.C. 2075(h))”; and

(B) in paragraph (2), by inserting “, National Account Managers” after “Financial Systems Specialists”; and

(2) by adding at the end the following:

“(d) AUTHORITY TO CONSOLIDATE, MODIFY, OR REORGANIZE CUSTOMS REVENUE FUNCTIONS.—

“(1) IN GENERAL.—The Commissioner of U.S. Customs and Border Protection may, subject to subsection (b), consolidate, modify, or reorganize customs revenue functions delegated to the Commissioner under subsection (a), including by adding such functions to existing positions or establishing new or modifying existing job series, grades, titles,
or classifications for personnel, and associated support staff, performing such functions.

“(2) POSITION CLASSIFICATION STANDARDS.— At the request of the Commissioner, the Director of the Office of Personnel Management shall establish new position classification standards for any new positions established by the Commissioner under paragraph (1).”.

(b) TECHNICAL CORRECTION.—Section 412(a)(1) of the Homeland Security Act of 2002 (6 U.S.C. 212(a)(1)) is amended by striking “403(a)(1)” and inserting “403(1)”.

SEC. 73005. PROTECTION FROM PUBLIC DISCLOSURE OF PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN MANIFESTS.

(a) In General.—Paragraph (2) of section 431(c) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1431(c)) is amended to read as follows:

“(2)(A) The information listed in paragraph (1) shall not be available for public disclosure if—

“(i) the Secretary of the Treasury makes an affirmative finding on a shipment-by-shipment basis that disclosure is likely to pose a threat of personal injury or property damage; or
“(ii) the information is exempt under the provisions of section 552(b)(1) of title 5, United States Code.

“(B) The Secretary shall ensure that any personally identifiable information, including Social Security account numbers and passport numbers, is removed from any manifest signed, produced, delivered, or electronically transmitted under this section before access to the manifest is provided to the public.”.

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by subsection (a) shall take effect on the date that is 30 days after the date of the enactment of this Act.

SEC. 73006. SENSE OF CONGRESS ON LEADERSHIP AT WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION.

(a) FINDINGS.—Congress makes the following findings:

(1) The United States had led the formation, as well as reform, of rules governing the multilateral trading system since World War II.

(2) The United States is a founding member of the World Trade Organization (in this section referred to as the “WTO”) and a key architect of the organization.

(3) The United States secured important commitments in the WTO to facilitate trade in goods
and services, to prevent the application of non-scientific restrictions on United States agriculture, and to protect United States intellectual property.

(4) The United States uses the rules of the WTO to benefit workers, farmers, fishers, and businesses in the United States by facilitating access to the 90 percent of the world’s consumers who live outside the borders of the United States.

(5) The fundamental purpose of the WTO is to create space for members to negotiate with each other, and the WTO reserves to those members exclusively the right to negotiate and adopt rules that reduce and eliminate trade barriers and discriminatory treatment.

(6) The prompt settlement of disputes in which a member of the WTO considers that its rights are being impaired by the actions of another member is essential to the functioning of the WTO and the maintenance of a proper balance between the rights and obligations of members.

(7) The WTO’s dispute settlement function, including in particular the Appellate Body, has increasingly failed to enforce the rules of the WTO in a timely manner, and has usurped the negotiating prerogative of members by creating new obligations
and rights that are inconsistent with or not included in the rules negotiated by members.

(8) The creation of those obligations and rights undermines—

(A) the WTO’s negotiating function by discouraging members from making concessions; and

(B) the WTO’s dispute settlement function by encouraging overuse of the process and undermining its legitimacy, including by preventing free market economies from responding to globally trade distortive practices by non-market economies.

(9) The WTO does not have sufficient rules to discipline the distortive economic policies of non-market economies, such as policies relating to excess capacity and forced technology transfer, the special treatment those economies afford to state-owned enterprises, and their massive and opaque industrial subsidies.

(10) There is long-standing bipartisan support in Congress to reform the WTO to address those failings.

(11) The current presidential administration, as well as prior administrations, raised concerns about
the failings described in this subsection and have
made reform of the WTO a top priority of United
States trade policy.

(12) The United States urges WTO members to
work constructively with the United States to assess
the reasons why the existing WTO rules have proven
inadequate in order to create an atmosphere within
the WTO that is conducive to the development of
new rules less subject to jurisprudential drift.

(13) The guiding principle for reform of the
WTO, and the lens through which WTO members
should consider specific reform proposals, is the res-
toration of the WTO’s capability and capacity for
negotiation among members.

(14) The United States has achieved its trade
policy objectives through active leadership at the
WTO, and an absence of that leadership would be
filled by nonmarket economies that are hostile to a
host of United States interests.

(b) SENSE OF CONGRESS.—It is the sense of Con-
gress that—

(1) while the United States finds value and use-
fulness in the WTO, in order to fulfill the needs of
the United States and other free and open econo-
mics in the 21st century, significant reforms are needed;

(2) the United States must therefore continue to demonstrate leadership to achieve reforms that restore the effectiveness of the WTO’s—

(A) negotiating function;

(B) dispute settlement function so that it transparently, efficiently, and fully enforces outcomes negotiated by members rather than usurping their primacy by creating new rights or obligations; and

(C) rules for special and differential treatment to ensure those rules promote advancement for truly developing countries, rather than becoming tools for globally competitive countries, like the People’s Republic of China, to engage in protectionism and market distortions;

(3) the efforts to reform the negotiating function of the WTO should revitalize the negotiating function by providing confidence to members that the WTO operates according to the rules as negotiated and adopted by members;

(4) a revitalized negotiating function must include new rules that reflect the 21st century economy, further combat anticompetitive and protec-
tionist barriers, and ensure disputes are efficiently resolved;

(5) the United States Trade Representative should continue to lead efforts to work with WTO members to pursue reforms at the WTO that—

(A) ensure the dispute settlement mechanism faithfully applies the rules adopted by members, including by undertaking measures to ensure the WTO’s Appellate Body does not create new rights and obligations;

(B) improve public confidence in dispute settlement by promoting greater transparency and efficiency in the conduct of proceedings;

(C) redress the consistent failure by certain members to satisfy their notification obligations under various WTO agreements, including through measures that strengthen accountability;

(D) ensure rules for special and differential treatment are appropriately reserved for countries whose state of development and global competitiveness actually warrants such flexibility;

(E) create new rules and structures that can serve the interests of the United States
while promoting peace, prosperity, good governance, transparency, effective operation of legal regimes, the rule of law, and free enterprise; and

(F) expand upon the trilateral negotiations currently underway with Japan and the European Union; and

(6) the United States Trade Representative should explore and assess specific reform proposals, including—

(A) pursuing plurilateral agreements that further the interests of the United States while limiting the benefits accruing to countries that are not parties to those agreements;

(B) efforts to ensure that incorrect interpretations by the Appellate Body, including with respect to the Agreement on Safeguards, the Agreement on Implementation of Article VI of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994, and the Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures, are corrected, and not to be deemed precedential;

(C) new rules and norms to address practices of nonmarket economies, such as practices relating to state-owned enterprises, which cer-
tain countries often utilize for objectives that cause severe trade distortions; and

(D) better implementation of existing rules, such as the prohibition in paragraph 4 of Article XIV of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade on currency manipulation, to ensure that those rules are effective to preserve the rights of free market economies.

TITLE IV—PROMOTING AMERICAN COMPETITIVENESS

Subtitle A—Reauthorization and Reform of Generalized System of Preferences

SEC. 74001. MODIFICATION OF ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR BENEFICIARY DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.

(a) In General.—Section 502 of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2462) is amended—

(1) in subsection (b)(2)—

(A) by inserting after subparagraph (H) the following:

“(I) Such country has failed, in a manner affecting trade or investment—

“(i) to effectively enforce its environmental laws or regulations through a sus-
tained or recurring course of action or in-
action; or

“(ii) to adopt and maintain measures
implementing its obligations under com-
mon multilateral environmental agree-
ments.

“(J) Such country engages in gross viola-
tions of internationally recognized human rights
in that country (including any designated zone
in that country).”; and

(B) in the text following subparagraph (J)
(as inserted by subparagraph (A)), by striking
“and (H) (to the extent described in section
507(6)(D))” and inserting “(H) (to the extent
described in section 507(6)(D)), (I), and (J)”;
and

(2) in subsection (c)—

(A) in paragraph (6)(B), by striking “; and” and inserting a semicolon;

(B) in paragraph (7)—

(i) by striking “whether” and all that
follows through “afford” and inserting
“the extent to which such country is af-
fording”; and
(ii) by striking the period at the end and inserting a semicolon; and

(C) by adding at the end the following:

“(8) the extent to which such country is effectively enforcing its environmental laws and regulations and adopting and maintaining measures implementing its obligations under common multilateral environmental agreements;

“(9) the extent to which such country is achieving the goals described in section 3(b) of the Women’s Entrepreneurship and Economic Empowerment Act of 2018 (22 U.S.C. 2151–2(b));

“(10) the extent to which such country has established, or is making continual progress toward establishing—

“(A) the rule of law, political pluralism, and the right to due process, a fair trial, and equal protection under the law;

“(B) economic policies to reduce poverty, increase the availability of health care and educational opportunities, expand physical infrastructure, promote the development of private enterprise, and encourage the formation of capital markets through micro-credit or other programs; and
“(C) a system to combat corruption and bribery, such as signing and implementing the Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions, done at Paris December 17, 1997, and entered into force February 15, 1999 (TIAS 99–215); and
“(1) the extent to which such country—
“(A) has refrained from imposing, or has eliminated, digital trade barriers, including unnecessary or discriminatory data localization or data transfer restrictions; and
“(B) has taken steps in the digital environment to support consumer protections, the privacy of personal information, and open digital ecosystems.”.

(b) Modification of Withdrawal, Suspension, or Limitation Requirements.—Section 502 of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2462) is amended—
(1) in subsection (d)(1), in the second sentence—
(A) by striking “shall consider” and inserting the following: “shall—
“(A) consider”;
(B) by striking the period at the end and inserting “; and”; and
(C) by adding at the end the following:
“(B) hold a public hearing or provide for a period of not less than 30 days for submission of comments by the public.”; and
(2) in subsection (f)(2)—
(A) in the paragraph heading, by inserting “OR SUSPENSION” after “TERMINATION”;
(B) by inserting “or suspend” after “terminate” each place it appears; and
(C) by inserting “or suspension” after “termination”.

(e) Publication of Determinations Relating to Petitions for Review.—Section 502 of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2462) is amended by adding at the end the following:
“(g) Publication of Determinations Relating to Petitions for Review.—The United States Trade Representative shall publish in the Federal Register a notice of, and the rationale for, any determination of the Trade Representative with respect to a petition for review of the eligibility of a country for designation as a beneficiary developing country, including a determination—
“(1) to accept or deny such a petition;
“(2) to continue to review the eligibility of the
country; or
“(3) to withdraw, suspend, or limit the applica-
tion of duty-free treatment under this title with re-
spect to the country.”.

(d) DEFINITIONS.—Section 507 of the Trade Act of
1974 (19 U.S.C. 2467) is amended—

(1) in paragraph (4)—

(A) in subparagraph (D), by striking ‘‘; and’’ and inserting a semicolon;

(B) in subparagraph (E), by striking the
period at the end and inserting ‘‘; and’’; and

(C) by adding at the end the following:

“(F) the elimination of all forms of dis-
crimination with respect to occupation and em-
ployment.’’; and

(2) by adding at the end the following:

“(7) COMMON MULTILATERAL ENVIRONMENTAL
AGREEMENT.—

“(A) IN GENERAL.—The term ‘‘common
multilateral environmental agreement’, for pur-
poses of determining the eligibility of a country
for designation as a beneficiary developing
country under this title, means any agreement
specified in subparagraph (B) to which both the
United States and that country are full parties, including any current or future mutually agreed upon protocols, amendments, annexes, or adjustments to such an agreement.

“(B) AGREEMENTS SPECIFIED.—The agreements specified in this subparagraph are the following:


“(iv) The Convention on Wetlands of International Importance, Especially as Waterfowl Habitat, done at Ramsar February 2, 1971 (TIAS 11084).

“(v) The Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources,
done at Canberra May 20, 1980 (33 UST 3476).


SEC. 74002. SUPPLEMENTAL REVIEWS AND REPORTING.

(a) Assessment and Report on Compliance with Eligibility Requirements.—Section 502 of the Trade Act of 1974, as amended by section 74001, is further amended by adding at the end the following:

“(h) Assessment and Report on Compliance with Eligibility Requirements.—

“(1) In general.—The President shall—

“(A) on an annual basis—

“(i) conduct assessments of the compliance of an appropriate number of countries designated as beneficiary developing countries for purposes of this title in meeting or continuing to meet the eligibility requirements under this title; and
“(ii) make determinations with respect to whether to initiate full reviews of the practices of those countries to assess the continued eligibility of those countries for designation as beneficiary developing countries under this title; and

“(B) submit to Congress a report consisting of the results of such assessments and determinations.

“(2) Frequency.—The President shall conduct an assessment described in clause (i) of paragraph (1)(A) and make a determination described in clause (ii) of that paragraph with respect to each country designated as a beneficiary developing country for purposes of this title not less frequently than once every 3 years.”.

(b) Assessment of Effectiveness of Generalized System of Preferences in Strengthening and Maintaining Internationally Recognized Worker Rights and Women’s Entrepreneurship and Economic Empowerment.—

(1) Policy of the United States.—It is the policy of the United States to support gender equality and worker rights by promoting legal reforms that address legal, structural, and social barriers
that constrain the full and free economic participa-
tion of all workers in the global economy.

(2) AMENDMENT TO TRADE ACT OF 1974.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—Title V of the Trade
Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2461 et seq.) is amend-
ed by inserting after section 504 the following:

“SEC. 504A. ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTIVENESS IN
STRENGTHENING AND MAINTAINING INTER-
NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED WORKER RIGHTS
AND WOMEN’S ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND
ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT.

“(a) IN GENERAL.—Not later than 15 months after
the date of the enactment of this section, and every 2
years thereafter, the United States Trade Representative
and the Deputy Undersecretary of Labor for International
Affairs, in consultation with the policy advisory committee
on labor established under section 135(c)(1), shall jointly
submit to Congress an assessment of the effectiveness of
the administration of this title in maintaining or strength-
ening the efforts of beneficiary developing countries relat-
ing to the factors described in paragraphs (7) and (9) of
section 502(c).

“(b) METHODOLOGY AND SOURCES.—The assess-
ment required by subsection (a) shall include—
“(1) an explanation of the methodology and sources used to prepare the assessment; and

“(2) where relevant, citations to data, information, studies, and assessments that were used to prepare the assessment and were gathered, compiled, or developed by the United States Government, foreign governments, multilateral institutions, nongovernmental organizations, or educational institutions.

“(c) MEASUREMENT OF WOMEN’S ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT.—To support the measurement of women’s economic empowerment, the Trade Representative shall encourage and support the reporting by beneficiary developing countries of sex-disaggregated economic and business data, including the gathering of information consistent with the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, particularly the goals relating to gender equality and decent work.”.

(B) CLERICAL AMENDMENT.—The table of contents for the Trade Act of 1974 is amended by inserting after the item relating to section 504 the following:

“Sec. 504A. Assessment of effectiveness in strengthening and maintaining internationally recognized worker rights and women’s entrepreneurship and economic empowerment.”.

(c) UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION STUDY.—Not later than July 1, 2023, the United States International Trade Commission shall submit to
Congress a report that contains a study on rules of origin, utilization rates, and eligibility requirements for articles under the Generalized System of Preferences program under title V of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2461 et seq.), including an assessment of—

(1) the rate of utilization of the program by countries designated as least-developed beneficiary developing countries under section 502(a)(2) of that Act (19 U.S.C. 2462(a)(2));

(2) the effectiveness of the rules of origin of the program in—

(A) promoting trade benefits to least-developed beneficiary developing countries under the program; and

(B) preventing the transshipment of articles from countries that are not designated as beneficiary developing countries under section 502(a)(1) of that Act (19 U.S.C. 2462(a)(1));

and

(3) the requirements and procedures for designating articles as eligible articles under section 503 of that Act (19 U.S.C. 2463), including—

(A) the competitive need limitation under subsection (c)(2) of that section; and
(B) the process for waiving that limitation under subsection (d) of that section.

SEC. 74003. EXTENSION OF GENERALIZED SYSTEM OF PREFERENCES.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 505 of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2465) is amended by striking “December 31, 2020” and inserting “January 1, 2027”.

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply to articles entered on or after the 30th day after the date of the enactment of this Act.

(2) RETROACTIVE APPLICATION FOR CERTAIN LIQUIDATIONS AND RELIQUIDATIONS.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding section 514 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1514) or any other provision of law and subject to subparagraph (B), any entry of a covered article to which duty-free treatment or other preferential treatment under title V of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2461 et seq.) would have applied if the entry had been made on December 31, 2020, that was made—

(i) after December 31, 2020, and
(ii) before the effective date specified

in paragraph (1),
shall be liquidated or reliquidated as though
such entry occurred on the effective date speci-

fied in paragraph (1).

(B) REQUESTS.—A liquidation or reliqui-
dation may be made under subparagraph (A)
with respect to an entry only if a request there-
for is filed with U.S. Customs and Border Pro-
tection not later than 180 days after the date
of the enactment of this Act that contains suffi-
cient information to enable U.S. Customs and
Border Protection—

(i) to locate the entry; or

(ii) to reconstruct the entry if it can-
not be located.

(C) PAYMENT OF AMOUNTS OWED.—Any
amounts owed by the United States pursuant to
the liquidation or reliquidation of an entry of a
covered article under subparagraph (A) shall be
paid, without interest, not later than 90 days
after the date of the liquidation or reliquidation
(as the case may be).

(3) DEFINITIONS.—In this subsection:
(A) COVERED ARTICLE.—The term “covered article” means an article from a country that is a beneficiary developing country under title V of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2461 et seq.) as of the effective date specified in paragraph (1).

(B) ENTER; ENTRY.—The terms “enter” and “entry” include a withdrawal from warehouse for consumption.

Subtitle B—Temporary Duty Suspensions and Reductions

SEC. 74011. REFERENCE.

Except as otherwise expressly provided, whenever in this subtitle an amendment or repeal is expressed in terms of an amendment to, or repeal of, a chapter, subchapter, note, additional U.S. note, heading, subheading, or other provision, the reference shall be considered to be made to a chapter, subchapter, note, additional U.S. note, heading, subheading, or other provision of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States.

PART I—NEW DUTY SUSPENSIONS AND REDUCTIONS

SEC. 74021. SHELLED PINE NUTS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74022. LICORICE EXTRACT.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.19.02 Vegetable saps and extracts of licorice (provided for in subheading 1302.12.00) .......... 0.7% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

4 SEC. 74023. REFINED CARRAGEENAN.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.19.03 N-\{2-(4-{[3-Methylbutanoyl] amino}phenyl)}carbonyl\}hydrazino\}carbonothioyl\}3-nitrobenzamide (Carrageenan) (CAS No. 9000-07-1) (provided for in subheading 1302.39.00) .......... 2.4% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

7 SEC. 74024. IRISH DAIRY CHOCOLATE CRUMB.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.19.04 Chocolate crumb manufactured with fluid milk from Irish cows (provided for in subheading 1806.20.24) .......... 2.9% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

10 SEC. 74025. PEPPERONCINI, PRESERVED IN VINEGAR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.19.05 Pepperoncini, prepared or preserved by vinegar or acetic acid (provided for in subheading 2001.90.38) .......... 5.2% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```
1 **SEC. 74026. COCONUT WATER IN PET BOTTLES.**

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

3 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.19.06</th>
<th>Coconut water, not from concentrate, not containing added sugar or other sweetening matter, packaged for retail sale in polyethylene terephthalate bottles (provided for in subheading 2009.89.70)</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

4 **SEC. 74027. 9,11-OCTADECADIENOIC ACID.**

5 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

6 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.19.07</th>
<th>Conjugated linoleic acids (9Z,11E)-octadeca-9,11-dienoic acid (CAS No.2540–56–9), and (10E,12Z)-octadeca-10,12-dienoic acid (CAS No. 2420–56–6) (provided for in subheading 2106.90.98)</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

7 **SEC. 74028. LIQUID GALACTO-OLIGOSACCHARIDES.**

8 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

9 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.19.08</th>
<th>Liquid galacto-oligosaccharides (provided for in subheading 2106.90.98)</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

10 **SEC. 74029. BEVERAGE CONTAINING COCONUT WATER.**

11 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

12 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.19.09</th>
<th>Non-alcoholic beverage containing 10 percent or more of not-from-concentrate coconut water, with added flavors and stevia, packaged for retail sale (provided for in subheading 2202.10.00)</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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SEC. 74030. ANIMAL FEED ADDITIVE CONTAINING

GUANIDINOACETIC ACID.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.10 Feed additive preparation consisting of guanidinoacetic acid and starch (provided for in subheading 2309.90.95) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```

SEC. 74031. TUNGSTEN CONCENTRATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.11 Tungsten concentrate, presented as a dense, granular powder, in a range of colors from sandy brown to black/grey depending on the other elements present (provided for in subheading 2611.00.60) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```

SEC. 74032. PIPERYLENE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.12 Distillates (petroleum), C3-6, piperylene-rich (CAS No. 68477–35–0) (provided for in subheading 2710.12.90) 3.5% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```

SEC. 74033. NORMAL PARAFFIN M (ALKANES C10–C14).

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.13 A mixture of normal paraffin medium oils (alkanes, C10–14) (CAS No. 93924–67–3) (provided for in subheading 2710.99.90) 5.8% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```
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1 **SEC. 74034. NEODYMIUM (ND) METAL.**

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

3 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

4 9902.19.14 Neodymium metal (CAS No. 7440–00–8), whether or not intermixed or interalloyed (provided for in subheading 2805.30.00) ................. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.

4 **SEC. 74035. PRASEODYMIUM (PR) METAL.**

5 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

6 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

7 9902.19.15 Praseodymium metal (CAS No. 7440–10–0), whether or not intermixed or interalloyed (provided for in subheading 2805.30.00) ................. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.

7 **SEC. 74036. HEAVY RARE EARTH METALS, DYSPROSIUM (DY) METAL AND TERBIUM (TB) METAL.**

8 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

9 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

10 9902.19.16 Dysprosium metal (CAS No. 7429–91–6), terbium metal (CAS No. 7440–27–9), and heavy rare earth metals, whether or not intermixed or inter-alloyed (provided for in subheading 2805.30.00) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.

11 **SEC. 74037. SCANDIUM CRYSTAL.**

12 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

13 in numerical sequence the following new heading:
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1  SEC. 74038. HEXAFLUOROTITANIC ACID.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.18 Dihydrogen hexafluorotitanate(2-) (CAS No. 17439–11–1) (provided for in subheading 2811.19.61) ................. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

4  SEC. 74039. SILICA GEL CAT LITTER WITH TRAY.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.19 Cat litter of synthetic silica gel, not crystalline, imported with a disposable cardboard tray coated with polyvinyl chloride (provided for in subheading 2811.22.10) ................. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

7  SEC. 74040. DIOXOSILANE SPHERICAL PARTICLES (MEAN PARTICLE SIZE 0.046–0.054 MM).

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:
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1 SEC. 74041. SILICA GEL CAT LITTER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.21  Cat litter formulated from synthetic silica gel, put up for retail sale (provided for in subheading 2811.22.10) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

4 SEC. 74042. SULFURYL DICHLORIDE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.22  Sulfuryl dichloride (CAS No. 7791–25–5) (provided for in subheading 2812.19.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

7 SEC. 74043. FS-10D ACICULAR ELECTROCONDUCTIVE TIN OXIDE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.23  Dispersions of tin(IV) oxide (CAS No. 128592–90–9), doped with antimony pentoxide (CAS No. 1314–60–9), in water (provided for in subheading 2825.90.29) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```
1 **SEC. 74044. CERTAIN POTASSIUM FLUORIDE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.24 Potassium fluoride (CAS No. 7789–23–3), spray-dried, crystalline, granular or any dry form (provided for in subheading 2826.19.90) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```

4 **SEC. 74045. OTHER POTASSIUM FLUORIDE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.25 Potassium fluoride (CAS No. 7789–23–3) other than spray-dried, crystalline, granular or any dry form (provided for in subheading 2826.19.90) ................. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```

7 **SEC. 74046. LIPF6.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.26 Lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6) (CAS No. 21324–40–3) (provided for in subheading 2826.90.90) .......... 1.8% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```

10 **SEC. 74047. LIPO2F2.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.27 Lithium difluorophosphate (LiPO2F2) (CAS No. 24389–25–1) (provided for in subheading 2826.90.90) ...... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```
1 SEC. 74048. AMMONIUM FLUOROBORATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.28 Azanium; tetrafluoroborate (CAS No. 13826–83–0) (provided for in subheading 2826.90.90) ....................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023  
```

4 SEC. 74049. SODIUM TETRAFLUOROBORATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.29 Sodium tetrafluoroborate (CAS No. 13755–29–8) (provided for in subheading 2826.90.90) ....................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023  
```

7 SEC. 74050. FERRIC CHLORIDE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.30 Trichloroiron (CAS No. 7705–08–0) (provided for in subheading 2827.39.55) ....................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023  
```

10 SEC. 74051. FERROUS CHLORIDE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.31 Iron(2+); dichloride (CAS No. 7758–94–3) (provided for in subheading 2827.39.55) ....................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023  
```

13 SEC. 74052. CUPRIC CHLORIDE DIHYDRATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 **SEC. 74053. COPPER CHLORIDE ANHYDROUS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.19.33 | Copper(II) chloride anhydrous (CAS No. 7447–39–4) (provided for in subheading 2827.39.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

2 **SEC. 74054. MANGANESE CHLORIDE ANHYDROUS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.19.34 | Manganese(2+) dichloride (anhydrous manganese chloride) (CAS No. 7773–01–5) (provided for in subheading 2827.39.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

3 **SEC. 74055. MANGANESE CHLORIDE TETRAHYDRATE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.19.35 | Manganese(II) chloride tetrahydrate (CAS No. 13446–34–9) (provided for in subheading 2827.39.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

4 **SEC. 74056. REDUCING AGENT.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.19.36 | Acetic acid, 2-oxo-, reaction products with sodium dithionate (2:1) (CAS No. 1444365–63–2) (provided for in subheading 2831.10.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.37  Manganese(2+);carbonate
         (CAS No. 598–62–9) (provided for in subheading
         2836.99.50)  Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023
```

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.38  Potassium tetraborate (CAS No. 12045–78–2) (provided for in subheading 2840.20.00)
           Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023
```

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.39  Potassium pentaborate (CAS No. 12229–13–9) (provided for in subheading 2840.20.00)
           Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023
```

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.40  Azanium;thiocyanate (ammonium thiocyanate) (CAS No. 1762–95–4) (provided for in subheading 2842.90.10)
           Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023
```
1 SEC. 74061. MODIFIED AMINE COMPLEX OF BORON TRIFLUORIDE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.19.41  Propan-2-amine, compound with trifluoroborane, reaction products with 2-
  (butoxymethyl)oxirane (amine complex of boron trifluoride)
  (CAS No. 68478–97–7) (provided for in subheading 2842.90.90) ........................... Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

5 SEC. 74062. TRICHLOROSILANE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.19.42  Trichlorosilicon (CAS No. 10025–78–2) (provided for in subheading 2853.90.90) ........ Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

8 SEC. 74063. 1,3-DICHLOROPROPENE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.19.43  (E)-1,3-Dichloroprop-1-ene (CAS No. 542–75–6) (provided for in subheading 2903.29.00) ........................... 2.3%  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

11 SEC. 74064. HEXAFLUOROISOBUTYLENE (HFIB).

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.19.44  3,3,3-Trifluoro-2-
  (trifluoromethyl)prop-1-ene (CAS No. 382–10–5) (provided for in subheading 2903.39.20) ........................... Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```
1 SEC. 74065. \textit{1,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6-TRIDECAFLUORO-8-IODOOCTANE.}

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.19.45</th>
<th>1,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6-Tridecafluoro-8-iodooctane (CAS No. 2043–57–4) (provided for in subheading 2903.79.90)</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

5 SEC. 74066. ETHYL BENZYL CHLORIDE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.19.46</th>
<th>1-(Chloromethyl)-3-ethylbenzene (CAS No. 26968–58–1) (provided for in subheading 2903.99.80)</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

8 SEC. 74067. PERFLUOROALKYL SULFONATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.19.47</th>
<th>Potassium 1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,4-nonafluorobutane-1-sulphonate (CAS No. 29420–49–3) (provided for in subheading 2904.99.50)</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

11 SEC. 74068. D-MANNITOL.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.19.48</th>
<th>(2R,3R,4R,5R)-Hexane-1,2,3,4,5,6-hexol (D-Mannitol) (CAS No. 69–65–8) (provided for in subheading 2905.43.00)</th>
<th>2.9%</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

SEC. 74069. 3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,8,8,8-TRIDECAFLUOROOCTAN-1-OL.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

SEC. 74070. PHENYL ISOPROPANOL.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

SEC. 74071. HYDROXYTYROSOL.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

SEC. 74072. 1,6-DIHYDROXYNAPHTHALENE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

SEC. 74073. ANTIOXIDANT FOR PLASTICS AND RUBBER.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1 | **SEC. 74074. TOLUHYDROQUINONE (THQ).**
Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading: |
| 2 | **SEC. 74075. 1,1,1-TRIS(4-HYDROXYPHENYL)ETHANE.**
Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading: |
| 3 | **SEC. 74076. MPEG6-MESYLATE.**
Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading: |
| 4 | **SEC. 74077. MONOETHYLENE GLYCOL DIMETHYL ETHER.**
Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading: |
1 SEC. 74078. DIETHYLENE GLYCOL DIMETHYL ETHER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.57 1,2-Dimethoxyethane (CAS No. 110–71–4) (provided for in subheading 2909.19.60) ... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 *''.
```

4 SEC. 74079. DIETHYLENE GLYCOL DIBUTYL ETHER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.58 1-Methoxy-2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethane (CAS No. 111–96–6) (provided for in subheading 2909.19.60) ... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 *''.
```

7 SEC. 74080. TETRAETHYLENE GLYCOL DIMETHYL ETHER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.59 1-[2-(2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy)ethoxy]butane (CAS No. 112–73–2) (provided for in subheading 2909.19.60) ... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 *''.
```

10 SEC. 74081. GLYCOL DIETHER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.60 1-Methoxy-2-[2-[2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy]ethoxy]ethane (CAS No. 143–24–8) (provided for in subheading 2909.19.60) ... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 *''.
```

13 SEC. 74082. GLYCOL DIETHER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.61 1-Methoxy-3-(3-methoxypropoxy)propane (CAS No. 111109–77–4) (provided for in subheading 2909.49.60) ... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 *''.
```
SEC. 74082. DIGLYCIDYL RESORCINOL ETHER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.19.64 | 2-[[3-(Oxiran-2-ylnethoxyphenoxy)methoxy]methyl]oxirane (diglycidyl resorcinol ether) (CAS No. 101–90–6) (provided for in subheading 2910.90.20) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

SEC. 74083. ALLYL GLYCIDYL ETHER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.19.66 | 2-(Prop-2-enoxymethyl)oxirane (allyl glycidyl ether) (CAS No. 106–92–3) (provided for in subheading 2910.90.91) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

SEC. 74084. VINYL CYCLOHEXANE MONOXIDE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.19.67 | 3-Ethenyl-7-oxabicyclo[4.1.0]heptane (CAS No. 106–86–5) (provided for in subheading 2910.90.91) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

SEC. 74085. TECHNICAL GRADE OF BUTYL GLYCIDYL ETHER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.19.68 | Technical grade 2-butoxymethyl]oxirane (CAS No. 2426–08–6) (provided for in subheading 2910.90.91) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```
1 SEC. 74086. ALIPHATIC GLYCIDYL ETHER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.69 2-(2-Ethylhexoxymethyl)oxirane
(CAS No. 2461–15–6) (provided for in subheading 2910.90.91) Free  No change  No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

4 SEC. 74087. DIGLYCIDYL ETHER OF 1,4-BUTANEDIOL.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.70 2-[4-(Oxiran-2-y1methoxy-ylmethoxymethyl)oxirane (CAS No. 2425–79–8) (provided for in subheading 2910.90.91) Free  No change  No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

7 SEC. 74088. TECHNICAL GRADE OF THE GLYCIDYL ETHER OF CYCLOHEXANE DIMETHANOL.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.71 2-[4-(Oxiran-2-ylmethoxy-ylmethoxymethyl)cyclohexylmethoxymethyl]oxirane (1,4-bis(2,3-epoxypropoxy)-1-methoxymethyl)cyclohexane technical) (CAS No. 14228–73–0) (provided for in subheading 2910.90.91) Free  No change  No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

11 SEC. 74089. GLYCIDYL ESTER OF NEODECANOIC ACID.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Duty Status</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.19.72</td>
<td>2,3-Epoxypropyl neodecanoate (CAS No. 26761–45–5) (provided for in subheading 2910.90.91)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9902.19.73</td>
<td>4-Prop-2-ylbenzaldehyde (Cumaldehyde) (CAS No. 122–03–2) (provided for in subheading 2912.29.60)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9902.19.74</td>
<td>α-Methylcinnamaldehyde (CAS No. 101–39–3) (provided for in subheading 2912.29.60)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9902.19.75</td>
<td>Sodium;2-formylbenzenesulfonate (CAS No. 1008–72–6) (provided for in subheading 2913.00.50)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9902.19.76</td>
<td>Pentane-2,4-dione (Acetylacetone) (CAS No. 123–54–6) (provided for in subheading 2914.19.90)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SEC. 74094. ACETYL PROPYIONYL.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.77 Pentane-2,3-dione (CAS No. 600–14–6) (provided for in subheading 2914.19.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023.*
```

SEC. 74095. ALPHA IONONE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.78 (E)-4-(2,6,6-Trimethylcyclohex-2-en-1-yl)but-3-en-2-one (α-ionone) derived from natural sources (CAS No. 127–41–3) (provided for in subheading 2914.23.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023.*
```

SEC. 74096. 2,3,4,5 TETRAMETHYLCYCLOPENT-2-ENONE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.79 2,3,4,5-Tetramethylcyclopent-2-enone (CAS No. 54458–61–6) (provided for in subheading 2914.29.50) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023.*
```

SEC. 74097. MENTHONE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.80 Menthone ((2S,5R)-5-methyl-2-propan-2-ylcyclohexan-1-one) derived from natural sources (CAS No. 89–80–5) (provided for in subheading 2914.29.50) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023.*
```
SEC. 74098. L-CARVONE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.81  (5R)-2-Methyl-5-(prop-1-en-2-yl)cyclohex-2-en-1-one (L-carvone) (CAS No. 6485–40–1) (provided for in subheading 2914.29.50) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

SEC. 74099. BENZOIN.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.82  2-Hydroxy-1,2-diphenylethanone (Benzoin) (CAS No. 119–53–9) (provided for in subheading 2914.40.40) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

SEC. 74100. METHYL CYCLOPENTENOLONE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.83  Methyl cyclopentenolone (2-hydroxy-3-methylcyclopent-2-en-1-one) (CAS No. 80–71–7) (provided for in subheading 2914.40.90) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

SEC. 74101. 2,4-DIHYDROXY-1,5-DIBENZOYL BENZENE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.84  (4,6-Dihydroxy-1,3-phenylene)bis(phenylmethanone) (CAS No. 3088–15–1) (provided for in subheading 2914.50.30) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```
1. **SEC. 74102. DIFLUOROBENZOPHENONE (DFBP).**

   Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

   | 9902.19.85 | Bis(4-fluorophenyl)methanone (CAS No. 345–92–6) provided for in subheading 2914.79.40 | 2.3% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

2. **SEC. 74103. PTMI.**

   Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

   | 9902.19.86 | 2-Methyl-1-[4-(trifluoromethoxy)phenyl]propan-1-one (CAS No. 56425–84–4) provided for in subheading 2914.79.40 | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

3. **SEC. 74104. METRAFENONE.**

   Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

   | 9902.19.87 | (3-Bromo-6-methoxy-2-methylphenyl)(2,3,4-trimethoxy-6-methylphenyl)methanone (Metrafenone) (CAS No. 220899–03–6) provided for in subheading 2914.79.40 | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

4. **SEC. 74105. HEXACHLOROACETONE.**

   Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

   | 9902.19.88 | Hexachloroacetone; 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexachloropropan-2-one (CAS No. 116–16–5) provided for in subheading 2914.79.90 | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
1 SEC. 74106. FIRE SUPPRESSION AGENT.

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

3 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.19.89 | 1,1,2,2,4,5,5,5-nonafluoro-4-(trifluoromethyl)pentan-3-one (CAS No. 756–13–8) (provided for in subheading 2914.79.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

4 SEC. 74107. D(+)–10-CAMPHOR SULFONIC ACID.

5 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

6 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.19.90 | (1S,4R)-7,7-Dimethyl-2-oxo-1-bicyclo[2.2.1]heptan-3-methanesulfonic acid (CAS No. 3144–16–9) (provided for in subheading 2914.79.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

7 SEC. 74108. BENZYL ACETATE.

8 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

9 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.19.91 | Benzyl acetate (CAS No. 140–11–4) (provided for in subheading 2915.39.10) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

10 SEC. 74109. PROPYLENE GLYCOL DIACETATE.

11 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

12 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.19.92 | 2-Acetyloxypropyl acetate (CAS No. 623–84–7) (provided for in subheading 2915.39.47) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

13 SEC. 74110. ISOPROPENYL ACETATE.

14 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

15 in numerical sequence the following new heading:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><strong>SEC. 74111. DIA CET IN.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>in numerical sequence the following new heading:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prop-1-en-2-yl acetate (Iso-propenyl acetate) (CAS No. 108–22–5) (provided for in subheading 2915.39.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><strong>SEC. 74112. CO CO AM I NE.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>in numerical sequence the following new heading:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2-Acetyloxy-3-hydroxypropyl) acetate (CAS No. 25395–31–7) (provided for in subheading 2915.39.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td><strong>SEC. 74113. CAPRYLIC ACID 98%.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>in numerical sequence the following new heading:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decanoic acid (CAS No. 334–48–5) (provided for in subheading 2915.90.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td><strong>SEC. 74114. FINE ZINC MYRISTATE POWDER.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>in numerical sequence the following new heading:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zinc myristate powder, 99 percent is under 300 mesh (CAS No. 16260–27–8) (provided for in subheading 2915.90.50)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 SEC. 74115. FINE MAGNESIUM MYRISTATE POWDER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.98 Magnesium tetradecanoate powder (CAS No. 4086-70-8) (provided for in subheading 2915.90.50) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023`
```

4 SEC. 74116. DIPENTAERYTHRITYL HEXAHYDROXYSTEARATE/HEXASTEARATE/HEXAROSINATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.19.99 Dipentaerythritol mixed esters with stearate, 12-hydroxytetradecanoate and resinate, two acidic residues (CAS No. 208126-52-7) (provided for in subheading 2915.90.50) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023`
```

9 SEC. 74117. POLYGLYCERYL-2 TRIISOSTEARATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.20.01 [3-[2,3-bis(16-Methylheptadecanoyloxy)propoxy]-2-hydroxypropyl] 16-methylheptadecanoate (CAS No. 120486-24-0) (provided for in subheading 2915.90.50) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023`
```

12 SEC. 74118. NEOPENTYL GLYCOL DIETHYLHEXANOATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74119. ISONONYL ISONONATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.20.03 | 7-Methyloctyl 7-methyloctanoate (CAS No. 42131-25-9) (provided for in subheading 2915.90.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023
```

2 SEC. 74120. ACETYL CHLORIDE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.20.04 | Acetyl chloride (CAS No. 75-36-3) (provided for in subheading 2915.90.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023
```

3 SEC. 74121. POTASSIUM SORBATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.20.05 | Potassium,(2E,4E)-hexa-2,4-dienoate (Potassium sorbate) (CAS No. 24634-61-5) (provided for in subheading 2916.19.10) | 2% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023
```

4 SEC. 74122. VINYL CHLOROFORMATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.20.06 | Ethenyl carbonochloridate (Vinyl chloroformate) (CAS No. 5130-24-5) (provided for in subheading 2916.19.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023
```
1 SEC. 74123. PERMETHRIN.

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.20.07 (3-Phenoxyphenylmethyl 3-(2,2-dichlorovinyl)-2,2-dimethylcyclopropane-1-carboxylate (Permethrin) (CAS No. 52645–53–1) (provided for in subheading 2916.20.50) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ''.
```

4 SEC. 74124. SODIUM BENZOATE.

5 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.20.08 Micronized sodium benzoate (CAS No. 532–32–1) of a kind used as a polymer modifier (provided for in subheading 2916.31.11) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ''.
```

7 SEC. 74125. BENZOIC ACID, FLAKE.

8 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.20.09 Benzoic acid, flake (CAS No. 65–85–0) (provided for in subheading 2916.31.11) 4.3% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ''.
```

10 SEC. 74126. DIETHYLENE GLYCOL DIBENZOATE.

11 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.20.10 2-(2-Benzoyloxyethoxy)ethyl benzoate (CAS No. 120–55–8) (provided for in subheading 2916.31.30) 1% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ''.
```
1 **SEC. 74127. METHYL BENZOATE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.20.11 | Methyl benzoate (CAS No. 93–58–3) (provided for in subheading 2916.31.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

4 **SEC. 74128. M-NITROBENZOIC ACID SODIUM SALT.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.20.12 | Sodium; 3-nitrobenzoate (CAS No. 827–95–2) (provided for in subheading 2916.39.79) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

7 **SEC. 74129. P-NITROBENZOIC ACID.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.20.13 | 4-Nitrobenzoic acid (CAS No. 62–23–7) (provided for in subheading 2916.39.79) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

10 **SEC. 74130. 4-TERT BUTYLBENZOIC ACID.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.20.14 | 4-tert-Butylbenzoic acid (CAS No. 98–73–7) (provided for in subheading 2916.39.79) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

13 **SEC. 74131. SODIUM ADIPATE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74132. DIMETHYL SEBACATE (DMS).

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.20.16 Dimethyl sebacate (CAS No. 106-79-6) (provided for in subheading 2917.13.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```

4 SEC. 74133. DODECANEDIOIC ACID.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.20.17 Dodecanedioic acid (CAS No. 693-23-2) (provided for in subheading 2917.19.75) 2.8% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```

7 SEC. 74134. POLYHYDROXYSTEARIC ACID OF LOW ACID VALUE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.20.18 Acyclic polycarboxylic containing octadecanoic acid, 12-hydroxy, homopolymer, octadecanoate with an acid value less than 40 mg/g KOH (CAS No. 58128-22-6) (provided for in subheading 2917.19.70) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```

11 SEC. 74135. UNDECANEDIOIC ACID.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74136. HEXADECANEDIOIC ACID.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.20.19 Undecanedioic acid (CAS No. 1852–04–6) (provided for in subheading 2917.19.70) .... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

2 SEC. 74137. TETRADECANEDIOIC ACID.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.20.20 Hexadecanedioic acid (CAS No. 505–54–4) (provided for in subheading 2917.19.70) .... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

3 SEC. 74138. PENTADECANEDIOIC ACID.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.20.21 Pentadecanedioic acid (CAS No. 1460–18–0) (provided for in subheading 2917.19.70) .................. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

4 SEC. 74139. TRIDECANEDIOIC ACID.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.20.22 Tridecanedioic acid (CAS No. 505–52–2) (provided for in subheading 2917.19.70) ...... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```
SEC. 74140. METHYL 1-(METHOXYCAR-BONYL)CYCLOPROPANECARBOXYLATE (CPDM).

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

`````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````
1 SEC. 74144. TRIETHYL 2-HYDROXYPROPANE-1,2,3-TRICARBOXYLATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.20.28 | Triethyl 2-hydroxypropane-1,2,3-tricarboxylate (CAS No. 77–93–0) (provided for in subheading 2918.15.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

5 SEC. 74145. DIISOSTEARYL MALATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.20.29 | Carboxylic acid of bis(16-methylheptadecyl) 2-hydroxybutanedioate (CAS No. 81230–05–9) (provided for in subheading 2918.19.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

8 SEC. 74146. SALICYLIC ACID.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.20.30 | 2-Hydroxybenzoic acid (salicylic acid) (CAS No. 69–72–7) (provided for in subheading 2918.21.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

11 SEC. 74147. HEXYL SALICYLATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.20.31 | Hexyl 2-hydroxybenzoate (CAS No. 6259–76–3) (provided for in subheading 2918.23.20) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
SEC. 74148. ALPHA-KETOGLUTERIC ACID.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.20.32 Alpha-ketogluteric acid (2-oxopentanedioic acid) (CAS No. 328–50–7) (provided for in subheading 2918.30.90) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 *.
```

SEC. 74149. MCPB HERBICIDE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.20.33 4-(4-Chloro-2-methylphenoxy)butyric acid (CAS No. 94–81–5) (provided for in subheading 2918.99.18) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 *.
```

SEC. 74150. 2,4-D BUTOXYETHYLESTER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.20.34 2-Butoxyethyl 2-(2,4-dichlorophenoxy)acetate (CAS No. 1929–73–3) (provided for in subheading 2918.99.20) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 *.
```

SEC. 74151. 2-(2,4-DICHLOROPHENOXY)ACETIC ACID.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.20.35 2-(2,4-Dichlorophenoxy)acetic acid (CAS No. 94–75–7) (provided for in subheading 2918.99.20) 4.9% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 *.
```

SEC. 74152. DIGLYCOLIC ACID 98%.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1. **SEC. 74153. TRI-ISO-BUTYL PHOSPHATE (TIBP).**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.20.37 | Tris(2-Methylpropyl) phosphate (CAS No. 126–71–6) (provided for in subheading 2919.90.30) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

2. **SEC. 74154. TRIMETHYLPHOSPHITE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.20.38 | Trimethyl phosphate (CAS No. 121–45–9) (provided for in subheading 2920.23.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

3. **SEC. 74155. ORGANIC PHOSPHITE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.20.39 | 1,9-Dicyclohexyl-11-hydroxy-3,7-dimethyl-5H-benz[e][1,2]benzodioxaphosphocine (CAS No. 73912–21–7) (provided for in subheading 2920.90.20) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

4. **SEC. 74156. DIETHYL SULFATE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.20.40 | Diethyl sulfate (CAS No. 64–67–5) (provided for in subheading 2920.90.51) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
SEC. 74157. DIETHYL CARBONATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.20.41  Diethyl carbonate (CAS No. 105–58–8) (provided for in subheading 2920.90.51) ......... Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023
```

SEC. 74158. ETHYL METHYL CARBONATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.20.42  Ethyl methyl carbonate (CAS No. 623–53–0) (provided for in subheading 2920.90.51) .......... 2.7%  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023
```

SEC. 74159. TETRADECOXYCARBONYLOXY TETRADECYL CARBONATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.20.43  Tetradecoxycarbonyloxy tetradecyl carbonate (CAS No. 54220–22–7) (provided for in subheading 2920.90.51) ............... Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023
```

SEC. 74160. DICETYL PEROXYDICARBONATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.20.44  Hexadecoxycarbonyloxy hexadecyl carbonate (CAS No. 26322–14–5) (provided for in subheading 2920.90.51) ............... Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023
```
Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
   9902.20.45  Tetraethyl silicate (CAS No. 78–10–4) (provided for in subheading 2920.90.51) .... Free   No change   No change   On or before 12/31/2023 *.
```

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
   9902.20.46  2,4,4-Trimethylpentan-2-amine (CAS No. 107–45–9) (provided for in subheading 2921.19.61) ........ Free   No change   No change   On or before 12/31/2023 *.
```

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
   9902.20.47  Octadecan-1-amine (Octadecylamine) (CAS No. 124–30–1) (provided for in subheading 2921.19.61) .... Free   No change   No change   On or before 12/31/2023 *.
```

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
   9902.20.48  N’-(3-Aminopropyl)-N’-dodecylpropane-1,3-diamine (CAS No. 2372–82–9) (provided for in subheading 2921.29.00) ........ Free   No change   No change   On or before 12/31/2023 *.
```
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SEC. 74165. 1,10-DIAMINODECANE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
|   | 9902.20.49 | Decane-1,10-diamine (CAS No. 646–25–3) (provided for in subheading 2921.29.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

SEC. 74166. 1,5-PENTANEDIAMINE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
|   | 9902.20.50 | Pentane-1,5-diamine (CAS No. 462–94–2) (provided for in subheading 2921.29.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

SEC. 74167. DICYCLOHEXYLAMINE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
|   | 9902.20.51 | N-cyclohexylcyclohexanamine (CAS No. 101–83–7) (provided for in subheading 2921.30.30) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

SEC. 74168. AMANTADINE HYDROCHLORIDE 99%.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
|   | 9902.20.52 | Adamantan-1-amine hydrochloride having a purity of at least 99 percent (CAS No. 665–66–7) (provided for in subheading 2921.30.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

SEC. 74169. N,N-DIMETHYLANILINE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
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```
   9902.20.53     N,N-Dimethylaniline (CAS No. 121-69-7) (provided for in subheading 2921.42.10) ....... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.

1 SEC. 74170. PARANITROANILINE (PNA).

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

3 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
   9902.20.54     p-Nitroaniline (CAS No. 100-01-6) (provided for in subheading 2921.42.90) .......... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.

4 SEC. 74171. DICLORAN.

5 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

6 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
   9902.20.55     2,6-Dichloro-4-nitroaniline (Dicloran) (CAS No. 99-30-9) (provided for in subhead 2921.42.90) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.

7 SEC. 74172. N,N-DIMETHYL-P-TOLUIDINE.

8 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

9 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
   9902.20.56     N,N-Dimethyl-p-toluidine (CAS No. 99-97-8) (provided for in subheading 2921.43.08) ................ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.

10 SEC. 74173. PENDIMETHALIN TECHNICAL.

11 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

12 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
   9902.20.57     3,4-Dimethyl-2,6-dinitro-N-pentan-3-ylaniline (Pendimethalin) (CAS No. 40487–42–1) (provided for in subheading 2921.49.50) ....... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```
SEC. 74174. BENZYLDIMETHYLAMINE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.20.58  N,N-Dimethyl-1-phenylmethanamine (CAS No. 103–83–3) (provided for in subheading 2921.49.50) . Free       No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```

SEC. 74175. DIPHENYL DIPHENYLENE DIAMINE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.20.59  1-N,4-N-Diphenylbenzene-1,4-diamine (CAS No. 74–31–7) (provided for in subheading 2921.51.50) . Free       No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```

SEC. 74176. CURATIVE FOR EPOXY RESIN SYSTEMS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.20.60  4-[(4-Amino-3-methyl-5-propan-2-ylphenyl)methyl]-2-methyl-6-propan-2-ylaniline (CAS No. 16298–38–7) (provided for in subheading 2921.59.40) . Free       No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```

SEC. 74177. TFMB.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.20.61  4-[4-Amino-2-(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]-3-(trifluoromethyl)aniline (CAS No. 341–58–2) (provided for in subheading 2921.59.80) . Free       No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```
SEC. 74178. S-N-ALKYL-ANILIN.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
|   | 9902.20.62 | 2-Ethyl-N-((2S)-1-methoxypropan-2-yl)-6-methylaniline (CAS No. 118604–70–9) (provided for in subheading 2922.19.60) | . | . | 2.9% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

SEC. 74179. P-CRESIDINE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
|   | 9902.20.63 | 2-Methoxy-5-methylaniline (CAS No. 120–71–8) (provided for in subheading 2922.29.81) | . | . | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

SEC. 74180. IMINODIACETIC ACID.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
|   | 9902.20.64 | 2-(Carboxymethylamino)acetic acid (CAS No. 142–73–4) (provided for in subheading 2922.49.49) | . | . | 1% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

SEC. 74181. 11 AMINOUNDECANOIC ACID.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
|   | 9902.20.65 | 11-Aminoundecanoic acid (CAS No. 2432–99–7) (provided for in subheading 2922.49.49) | . | . | 2.6% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

SEC. 74182. L-ORNITHINE L-ASPARTATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 **SEC. 74183. IRON SODIUM DTPA.**

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

3 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902 20.66</th>
<th>(2S)-2-Aminobutanedioic acid;(2S)-2,5-aminopentanedioic acid (CAS No. 3230-94-2) (provided for in subheading 2922.49.49)</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2922.49.49</td>
<td>(2S)-2-Aminobutanedioic acid</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 **SEC. 74184. IRON GLYCINATE COMPLEX.**

6 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

7 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902 20.67</th>
<th>Sodium 2-(bis[{bis(carboxymethyl)amino}ethyl]amino)acetate iron (CAS No. 12389-75-2) (provided for in subheading 2922.49.80)</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2922.49.80</td>
<td>Sodium 2-(bis[{bis(carboxymethyl)amino}ethyl]amino)acetate iron</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9 **SEC. 74185. COPPER GLYCINATE COMPLEX.**

10 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

11 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

12

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902 20.68</th>
<th>Ferrate(2-), hexaaqua[μ-(glycinato-κO)xO]((glycinato-κO)bis[sulfato(2-)κO]-, dihydrogen (CAS No. 536974-51-3) (provided for in subheading 2922.49.80)</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2922.49.80</td>
<td>Ferrate(2-), hexaaqua[μ-(glycinato-κO)xO]((glycinato-κO)bis[sulfato(2-)κO]-, dihydrogen</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

13 **SEC. 74186. ZINC GLYCINATE COMPLEX.**

14 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

15 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

16

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902 20.69</th>
<th>Cuprate(1-), diquaglycinato-κO[sulfato(2-)κO]-, hydrogen (CAS No. 536974-51-5) (provided for in subheading 2922.49.80)</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2922.49.80</td>
<td>Cuprate(1-), diquaglycinato-κO[sulfato(2-)κO]-, hydrogen</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2023.74.187.</td>
<td>MANGANESE GLYCINATE COMPLEX.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

```
| 9902.20.71 | Manganese(2+) 2-amino-acetate (CAS No. 14281–77–7) (provided for in subheading 2922.49.80) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2023.74.188.</th>
<th>IRON SODIUM EDDHA.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

```
| 9902.20.72 | Iron sodium ethylenediaminehydroxyphthalic acid (sodium [[α,α′- (ethylenediamino)bis[2-hydroxybenzene-1-acetato(4-)]ferrate(1-)]] CAS No. 16455–61–1) (provided for in subheading 2922.50.35) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2023.74.189.</th>
<th>DMF-DMA.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

```
| 9902.20.73 | 1,1-Dimethoxy-N,N-dimethylmethanamine (CAS No. 4637–24–5) (provided for in subheading 2922.50.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2023.74.190.</th>
<th>MIXTURES OF DMSO AND TETRABUTYL AMMONIUM FLUORIDE.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

```
| 9902.20.74 | 1,1-Dimethoxy-N,N-dimethylmethanamine (CAS No. 4637–24–5) (provided for in subheading 2922.50.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```
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1  **SEC. 74191. BETAINES.**

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
```

4  **SEC. 74192. PROLONIUM CHLORIDE IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION.**

5 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
```

8  **SEC. 74193. N,N-DIMETHYLACETAMIDE.**

9 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
```
## SEC. 74194. N,N-DIMETHYLFORMAMIDE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.20.78 | N,N-Dimethylformamide (CAS No. 68–12–2) (provided for in subheading 2924.19.11) | 1.2% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

## SEC. 74195. DAAM.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.20.79 | N-(2-Methyl-4-oxo-2-pentanyl)acrylamide (CAS No. 2873–97–4) (provided for in subheading 2924.19.80) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

## SEC. 74196. L-ALANYL L-GLUTAMINE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.20.80 | L-Alanyl L-glutamine ((2S)-5-amino-2-[[2S]-2-aminopropanoyl]amino]-5-oxopentanoic acid) (CAS No. 39537–23–0) (provided for in subheading 2924.19.80) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

## SEC. 74197. GRANULAR ACRYLAMIDO-TERT-BUTYL SULFONIC ACID (ATBS).

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.20.81 | Granular 2-methyl-2-(prop-2-enylamino)propa-1-sulfonic acid (CAS No. 15214–89–8) (provided for in subheading 2924.19.80) | 6% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
1. **SEC. 74198. GLYCYL-L-GLUTAMINE HYDRATE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.20.82</th>
<th>Glycyl-L-glutamine hydrate ((2S)-5-amino-2-[2-aminoacetyl]amino]-5-oxopentanoic acid hydrate) (CAS No. 211446-46-7) (provided for in subheading 2924.19.80)</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

4. **SEC. 74199. NOVIFLUMURON.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.20.83</th>
<th>N-[[3,5-Dichloro-2-fluoro-4-(1,1,2,3,3,3-hexafluoropropoxy)phenyl]carbamoyl]-2,6-difluorobenzamide (Noviflumuron) (CAS No. 121451–02–3) (provided for in subheading 2924.21.20)</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

7. **SEC. 74200. PROPANIL TECHNICAL.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.20.84</th>
<th>N-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)propanamide (CAS No. 709–98–8) (provided for in subheading 2924.29.47)</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

10. **SEC. 74201. HEXAFLUMURON.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.20.85</th>
<th>N-[[3,5-Dichloro-4-(1,1,2,2-tetrafluoroethoxy)phenyl]carbamoyl]-2,6-difluorobenzamide (Hexaflumuron) (CAS No. 86479–06–3) (provided for in subheading 2924.29.47)</th>
<th>4.4%</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
SEC. 74202. STABILIZER FOR PLASTICS AND RUBBER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.20.86 | 3-(3,5-Ditert-butyl-4-hydroxyphenyl)-N-[3-[3-(3,5-ditert-butyl-4-hydroxyphenyl)propanoylamino]-propyl]propanamide (CAS No. 69851-61-2) (provided for in subheading 2924.29.71) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74203. 2-AMINO-5-CHLORO-N,3-DIMETHYLBENZAMIDE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.20.87 | 2-Amino-5-chloro-N,3-dimethylbenzamide (CAS No. 890707-28-5) (provided for in subheading 2924.29.71) | 6.1% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74204. GLYCYL-L-TYROSINE DIHYDRATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.20.88 | Glycyl-L-tyrosine dihydrate ((2S)-2-[[2-aminoacetamido]-3-(4-hydroxyphenoxy)propanoic acid] dihydrate) (CAS No. 39630-46-1) (provided for in subheading 2924.29.71) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74205. L-ALANYL-L-TYROSINE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.20.89 | L-Alanyl L-tyrosine ((2S)-2-[[2-aminoacetamido]-3-(4-hydroxyphenoxy)propanoic acid) (CAS No. 3061-88-9) (provided for in subheading 2924.29.71) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
SEC. 74206. ENZALUTAMIDE ITS-2.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.20.90 2-[3-Fluoro-4-(methylcarbamoyl)anilino]-2-methylpropanoic acid (CAS No. 1289942–66–0) (provided for in subheading 2924.29.71) ......................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

SEC. 74207. 4-BROMO-2-FLUORO-N-METHYLBENZAMIDE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.20.91 4-Bromo-2-fluoro-N-methylbenzamide (CAS No. 749927–69–3) (provided for in subheading 2924.29.71) .................................. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

SEC. 74208. N-BOC-1-AMINOCYCLOBUTANECARBOXYLIC ACID.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.20.92 1-[[(2-Methylpropan-2-yl)oxycarbonylamino]cyclobutane-1-carboxylic acid (CAS No. 120728–10–1) (provided for in subheading 2924.29.95) ......................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

SEC. 74209. N’-(1,3-DIMETHYLBUTYLIDENE)-3-HYDROXY-2-NAPHTHOHYDRAZIDE (BMH) (OIL TREATED).

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74210. GUANIDINE SULFAMATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.20.94</th>
<th>Guanidine sulfamic acid</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guanidine sulfamic acid (CAS No. 50979–18–5) (provided for in subheading 2925.29.90)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 SEC. 74211. LIQUID, BLOCKED CYCLOALIPHATIC DIAMINE USED AS CROSSLINKER FOR POLYISOCYANATE RESINS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.20.95</th>
<th>2-Methyl-N-[[1,3,3-trimethyl-5-(2-methylpropylideneamino)cyclohexyl]methyl]propan-1-imine (CAS No. 54914–37–3) (provided for in subheading 2925.29.90)</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-Methyl-N-[[1,3,3-trimethyl-5-(2-methylpropylideneamino)cyclohexyl]methyl]propan-1-imine (CAS No. 54914–37–3) (provided for in subheading 2925.29.90)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9 SEC. 74212. 3,4-DIFLUOROBENZONITRILE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.20.96</th>
<th>3,4-Difluorobenzonitrile (CAS No. 64248–62–0) (provided for in subheading 2926.90.41)</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3,4-Difluorobenzonitrile (CAS No. 64248–62–0) (provided for in subheading 2926.90.41)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subchapter II of chapter 99</td>
<td>is amended by inserting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in numerical sequence the following new heading:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 9902.20.97 | 2-Amino-5-cyano-N,3-dimethylbenzamide (CAS No. 890707-29-6) (provided for in subheading 2926.90.43) | 4.5% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

| 9902.20.98 | 2-[3-(Trifluoromethyl)phenyl]acetonitrile (CAS No. 2338-76-3) (provided for in subheading 2926.90.48) | ........................... Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

| 9902.20.99 | Methyl 2-[(1-methoxy-2-methyl-1-oxopropan-2-yl)diazoyl]-2-methylpropanoate (CAS No. 2589-57-3) (provided for in subheading 2927.00.40) | ........................... Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

| 9902.21.01 | 3-(3,5-Ditert-butyl-4-hydroxyphenyl)-N-[3-(3,5-ditert-butyl-4-hydroxyphenyl)-1-propanyl]propane-1,3-diamine (CAS No. 34067-78-8) (provided for in subheading 2928.00.25) | ........................... Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
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1 **SEC. 74217. BENZYL CARBAZATE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.21.02</th>
<th>Benzyl N-aminocarbamate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(CAS No. 5331–43–1) (provided for in subheading 2928.00.25)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 **SEC. 74218. BENZENE-1,3-DICARBOHYDRAZIDE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.21.03</th>
<th>Benzene-1,3-dicarbohydrazide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(CAS No. 2760–98–7) (provided for in subheading 2928.00.25)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 **SEC. 74219. INPUT FOR RESINS, COATINGS, AND OTHER PRODUCTS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.21.04</th>
<th>1,3-Bis(isocyanatomethyl)cyclohexane</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(CAS No. 38661–72–2) (provided for in subheading 2929.10.55)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 **SEC. 74220. ALDICARB.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.21.05</th>
<th>(E)-(2-Methyl-2-methylsulfanylpiperyliden- e)amino] N-methylcarbamate (Aldicarb)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(CAS No. 116–06–3) (provided for in subheading 2930.80.00)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 SEC. 74221. FLUBENDIAMIDE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.21.06 | 1-N-[4-(1,1,1,2,3,3,3-
Heptafluoropropan-2-yl)-2-
methylphenyl]-3-iso-2-N-(2-
methyl-1-
methylsulfonylprop-2-
y)benzene-1,2-dicarboxamide
(Flubendiamide) (CAS No.
272451–65–7) (provided for
in subheading 2930.90.10) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

4 SEC. 74222. BENZOBICYCLON.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.21.07 | 3-[2-Chloro-4-
(methylsulfonyl)benzyl]-4-
phenylsulfanyl-
Bicyclo[3.2.1]oct-3-en-2-one
(Benzobicyclon) (CAS No.
156963–66–5) (provided for
in subheading 2930.90.10) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

7 SEC. 74223. DIPHENYLSULFONE (DPS).

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.21.08 | Benzenesulfonylbenzene (CAS
No. 127–63–9) (provided for
in subheading 2930.90.29) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

10 SEC. 74224. PHENOLIC ANTIOXIDANT.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.21.09 | 2,4-
bis(Decylsulfanylmethyl)-6-
methylphenol (CAS No.
110675–26–8) (provided for
in subheading 2930.90.29) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```
1 SEC. 74225. PHENOLIC ANTIOXIDANT AND HEAT STABILIZER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.21.10 | 2-[2-[3-(3,5-ditert-Butyl-4-hydroxyphenyl)propanoyloxy]ethylsulfanyl]ethyl 3-(3,5-ditert-butyl-4-hydroxyphenyl)propanoate (CAS No. 41484-35-9) (provided for in subheading 2930.90.29) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

5 SEC. 74226. PHENYLCHLOROTHIOFORMATE (PTCFM).

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.21.11 | o-Phenyl chloromethanethioate (CAS No. 1005-56-7) (provided for in subheading 2930.90.29) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

8 SEC. 74227. METHYLENE BIS THIOCYANATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.21.12 | Thiocyanatomethyl thiocyanate (CAS No. 6317-18-6) (provided for in subheading 2930.90.30) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

11 SEC. 74228. OXAMYL.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.21.13 | Methyl (1Z)-2-(dimethylamino)-N-(methylcarbamoyloxy)-2-oxoethanimidothioate (CAS No. 23135-22-0) (provided for in subheading 2930.90.43) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
SEC. 74229. L-CYSTINE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.21.14 | (2R)-2-Amino-3-[(2R)-2-amino-2-carboxyethyl-1-disulfanyl]propanoic acid (CAS No. 56–89–3) (provided for in subheading 2930.90.49) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

SEC. 74230. L-CYSTEINE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.21.15 | (2R)-2-Amino-3-sulfanylpropanoic acid (L-cysteine) (CAS No. 52–90–4) (provided for in subheading 2930.90.49) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

SEC. 74231. N,N'-BIS-L-ALANYL-L-CYSTINE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.21.16 | 2-(2-Aminopropanoylamino)-3-[2-(2-aminopropanoylamino)-2-carboxyethyl-1-disulfanyl]propanoic acid (N,N'-bis-L-alanyl-L-cystine) (CAS No. 115888–13–6) (provided for in subheading 2930.90.49) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

SEC. 74232. LUBRICANT ADDITIVE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1. **SEC. 74233. SODIUM BENZENESULFINATE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

2. **SEC. 74234. THIO-ETHER BASED CO-STABILIZER FOR PLASTICS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

3. **SEC. 74235. L-CYSTEINE HYDRATE HYDROCHLORIDE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1  SEC. 74237. MONOAMMONIUM SALT OF GLYPHOSATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
```

2  SEC. 74238. THPC.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
```

3  SEC. 74239. FLAME RETARDANT FOR TEXTILES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
```

4  SEC. 74240. GLYPHOSATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
```


1 SEC. 74241. ETHEPHON.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.21.26 | (2-Chloroethyl)phosphonic acid (Ethephon) (CAS No. 16672–87–0) (provided for in subheading 2931.39.00) ……… | 2.4% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

4 SEC. 74242. BENZENE PHOSPHINIC ACID.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.21.27 | Phenylphosphinic acid (CAS No. 1779–48–2) (provided for in subheading 2931.39.00) ……… | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

7 SEC. 74243. HEDP.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.21.28 | Tetrasodium-1,1-diphosphonatoethanol (CAS No. 3794–83–0), in granule form, with a particle size of 250 µm to 850 µm (provided for in subheading 2931.39.00) ……… | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

10 SEC. 74244. TRIMETHYLCHLOROSILANE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.21.29 | Chloro(trimethyl)silane (CAS No. 75–77–4) (provided for in subheading 2931.90.90) ……… | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

13 SEC. 74245. CHLORO-(CHLOROMETHYL)-DIMETHYLSILANE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
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1 SEC. 74246. SILICONE FOR ELECTRONICS CLEANERS.

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
3 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

4 SEC. 74247. SILICON CARRIER FLUID FOR ACTIVE LOTIONS,
5 CREAMS.

6 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
7 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

8 SEC. 74248. VINYLTRIMETHOXYSILANE.

9 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
10 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

11 SEC. 74249. N-OCTYLTRIETHOXYSILANE.

12 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
13 in numerical sequence the following new heading:
Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.21.35 N-[(Butan-2-ylamino)-dimethylsilyl]butan-2-amine (CAS No. 93777–98–1) (provided for in subheading 2931.90.90) ................................ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

4  SEC. 74251. AQUEOUS SOLUTION OF POTASSIUM METHYL SILICONATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.21.36 Tripotassium; methyl(trioxido)silane in aqueous solution (CAS No. 31795–24–1) (provided for in subheading 2931.90.90) .......... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

8  SEC. 74252. OCTYLTRIMETHOXYSILANE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.21.37 Trimethoxy(2,4,4-trimethylpentyl)silane (CAS No. 34396–40–7) (provided for in subheading 2931.90.90) ................. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

11 SEC. 74253. OCTLYTRIETHOXYSILANE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
SEC. 74254. AMINO-PROPYL-TRIETHOXYSILANE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.21.39 | 3-Triethoxysilylpropan-1-amine (CAS No. 919–30–2) (provided for in subheading 9902.90.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

SEC. 74255. METHYLTRIS(SEC-BUTYLAMINO)SILANE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.21.40 | N-[Bis(butan-2-ylamino)methyl(2-hydroxyethoxymethyl)silyl]butan-2-amine (CAS No. 37697–65–7) (provided for in subheading 9902.90.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

SEC. 74256. METHYLTRIS(METHYLETHYLKETOXIMINO)SILANE (MOS).

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.21.41 | (E)-N-[Bis[(E)-butan-2-ylideneamino]oxy]-methyl(2-hydroxyethylamino)silyl]butan-2-imine (CAS No. 22984–54–9) (provided for in subheading 9902.90.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

SEC. 74257. HEPTAMETHYLTRISILOXANE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
| Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
| 9902.21.42 Methyl-bis(trimethylsilyl)disiloxane (CAS No. 1873-88-7) (provided for in subheading 2931.90.90) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 |

1 SEC. 74258. TETRAMETHYLDISILOXANE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.21.43 1,1,3,3-Tetramethyldisiloxane (CAS No. 3277-26-7) (provided for in subheading 2931.90.90) 1% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 |

4 SEC. 74259. DIMETHYLCHEMOSILANE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.21.44 Chloro(dimethyl)silicon (CAS No. 1066-35-9) (provided for in subheading 2931.90.90) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 |

7 SEC. 74260. DICHLOROMETHYLSILANE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.21.45 Dichloromethylsilane (CAS No. 75-54-7) (provided for in subheading 2931.90.90) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 |

10 SEC. 74261. TRIS(TFP)-METHYLCYCLO-TRISILOXANE DR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.21.46 2,4,6-Trimethyl-2,4,6-tris(3,3,3-trifluoropropyl)-1,3,5,2,4,6-trioctatriosiloxane (CAS No. 2374-14-3) (provided for in subheading 2931.90.90) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 |
Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.21.47 | 2,4,6,8-Tetakis(ethenyl)-2,4,6,8-tetramethyl-1,3,5,7,2,4,6,8-tetraoxatetrasilocane (CAS No. 2554-06-5) (provided for in subheading 2931.90.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.21.48 | Ethenyl-[ethenyl(dimethyl)silyl]oxy-dimethylsilane (CAS No. 2627-93-4) (provided for in subheading 2931.90.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.21.49 | Cyclopropanol, 2-(butyl(dimethyl)silyl)-1-methyl-1-(metanasulfonfyl) (CAS No. 1446996–86–6) (provided for in subheading 2931.90.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<p>| 9902.21.50 | 4-Hydroxy-2,5-dimethylfuran-3-one (CAS No. 3658–77–3) (provided for in subheading 2932.19.51) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subheading</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(4'R)-4&quot;-Deoxy-4&quot;, (methylamino)avermectin b1 benzoate (CAS No. 15556-91-8) provided for in subheading 2932.20.10</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(1R,2R,5S,8S,9S,10R,11S,12S)-5,12-Dihydroxy-11-methyl-6-methylidene-16-oxo-15-oxapentacyclo [9.3.2.15,8.01,10.02,8] heptadeca-13-ene-9-carboxylic acid (Gibberellic acid) (CAS No. 77-06-5) provided for in subheading 2932.20.50</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4-Methyl-2-(2-methylprop-1-enyl)oxane (CAS No. 16409-43-1) provided for in subheading 2932.99.90</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1,3-Dioxol-2-one (CAS No. 872-36-6) provided for in subheading 2932.99.90</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 SEC. 74270. KASUGAMYCIN TECHNICAL.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.21.55 | 2-Amino-2-[(2R,3S,5S,6R)-5-amino-2-methyl-6-[(2S,3S,5S,6R)-2,3,4,5,6-pentalhydroxy-cyclohexyl]-oxyan-3-yl][iminoacet acid][hydrochloride (CAS No. 19408-46-9) (provided for in subheading 2932.99.90) ...... Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

4 SEC. 74271. 2H-CYCLODODECA[B]PYRAN.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.21.56 | 3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14-Dodecahydro-2H-cyclododeca[b]pyran (CAS No. 32539-83-6) (provided for in subheading 2932.99.90) ........................... 1% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

7 SEC. 74272. BIXAFEN.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.21.57 | N-[2-(3,4-Dichlorophenyl)-4-fluorophenyl]-3-(difluoromethyl)-1-methylpyrazole-4-carboxamide (Fluxapyroxad) (CAS No. 907204-31-3) (provided for in subheading 2933.19.23) ... 5.7% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

10 SEC. 74273. FLUXAPYROXAD.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.21.58 | ⎯-3-(Difluoromethyl)-1-methyl-N-(3′,4′,5′-trifluorobiphenyl-2-yl)pyrazole-4-carboxamide (Fluxapyroxad) (CAS No. 907204-31-3) (provided for in subheading 2933.19.23) ...... 5.7% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
1 **SEC. 74274. 3,5 DIMETHYLPYRAZOLE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.21.59 | 3,5-Dimethyl-1H-pyrazole (CAS No. 67–51–6) (provided for in subheading 2933.19.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

2 **SEC. 74275. PYRACLONIL.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.21.60 | 1-(3-Chloro-4,5,6,7-tetrahydroxyrazolo[1,5-a]pyridin-2-yl)-5-[methyl(prop-2-ynyl)amino]pyrazole-4-carbonitrile (Pyraclonil) (CAS No. 158353–15–2) (provided for in subheading 2933.19.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

3 **SEC. 74276. IMIDAZOLIDINYL UREA.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.21.61 | 1-[3-(Hydroxymethyl)-2,5-dioxoimidazolidin-4-yl]-3-[3-(hydroxymethyl)-2,5-dioxoimidazolidin-4-yl]carbamoylurea (CAS No. 39236–46–9) (provided for in subheading 2933.21.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

4 **SEC. 74277. ALLANTOIN.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.21.62 | (2,5-Dioxoimidazolidin-4-yl)urea (CAS No. 97–59–6) (provided for in subheading 2933.21.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
SEC. 74278. EMULSIFIABLE CONCENTRATE OF IMAZALIL FUNGICIDE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subheading</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.21.63</td>
<td>Mixtures of (1-{2-(allyloxy)-2-[2,4-dichlorophenyl]ethyl}-1H-imidazole) (Imazalil) (CAS No. 35554-44-0) and application adjuvants (provided for in subheading 2933.29.35)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEC. 74279. TECHNICAL CYAZOFAMID FUNGICIDE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subheading</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.21.64</td>
<td>4-Chloro-2-cyano-N,N-dimethyl-5-[4-(4-methylphenyl)imidazole-1-sulfonamide (Cyazofamid) (CAS No. 120116-88-3) (provided for in subheading 2933.29.35)</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEC. 74280. IMAZALIL SULFATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subheading</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.21.65</td>
<td>1-{2-[2-(2,4-Dichlorophenyl)-2-prop-2-en-1-olyl]ethyl}-1H-imidazole sulfate (Imazalil sulfate) (CAS No. 58594-72-2) (provided for in subheading 2933.29.35)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEC. 74281. 1,2-DIMETHYLIMIDAZOLE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subheading</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.21.66</td>
<td>1,2-Dimethylimidazole (CAS No. 1739-84-0) (provided for in subheading 2933.29.90)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 **SEC. 74282. 2-METHYLIMIDAZOLE FLAKES.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9922.21.67 | 2-Methyl-1H-imidazole (CAS No. 693-98-1) (provided for in subheading 2933.29.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

4 **SEC. 74283. DIAZOLIDINYL UREA.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9922.21.68 | 1-[1,3-Bis(hydroxymethyl)-2,5-dioxoimidazolidin-4-yl]-1,3-bis(hydroxymethyl)urea (CAS No. 78491-02-8) (provided for in subheading 2933.29.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

7 **SEC. 74284. 1-(2-AMINOETHYL)IMIDAZOLIDIN-2-ONE (AEEU).**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9922.21.69 | 1-(2-Aminoethyl)imidazolidin-2-one (CAS No. 6281-42-1) (provided for in subheading 2933.29.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

10 **SEC. 74285. ZINC PYRITHIONE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9922.21.70 | Zinc-1-oxidopyridin-1-imid-2-thiolate (CAS No. 13462-42-17) (provided for in subheading 2933.39.21) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

13 **SEC. 74286. TECHNICAL PYRIOFENONE FUNGICIDE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74287. PICOXYSTROBIN.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.21.72 Methyl (E)-3-methoxy-2-[2-
| 6-(trifluoromethyl)pyridin-
| 2-yl]oxymethyl]phenyl]prop-
| 2-enolate (Picoxystrobin)  
| (CAS No. 117428–22–5) 
| (provided for in subheading 
| 2933.39.21) ................. 5.2% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

4 SEC. 74288. TRICLOPYR BEE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.21.73 2-Butoxyethyl 2-(3,5,6-
| trichloropyridin-2-
| yl)oxoacetate (CAS No. 
| 64700–56–7) (provided for in 
| subheading 2933.39.25) ..... 1.6% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

7 SEC. 74289. IMAZAPYR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.21.74 2-(4-Methyl-5-oxo-4-propan-
| 2-yl-1H-imidazol-2-
| yl)pyridine-3-carboxylic acid 
| (Imazapyr) (CAS No. 81344– 
| 34–1) (provided for in sub-
| heading 2933.39.25) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

10 SEC. 74290. TETRANILIPROLE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74291. CYANTRANILIPROLE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Status Before</th>
<th>Status After</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902 21.75</td>
<td>2-(3-Chloropyridin-2-yl)-N-[4-cyano-2-methyl-6-(methylcarbamoyl)phenyl]-5-[5-(trifluoromethyl)tetrazol-2-yl]methyl]pyrazole-3-carboxamide (CAS No. 1229654–66–3) (provided for in subheading 2933.39.27)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 SEC. 74292. CHLORANTRANILIPROLE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Status Before</th>
<th>Status After</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902 21.76</td>
<td>5-Bromo-2-(3-chloropyridin-2-yl)-N-[4-cyano-2-methyl-6-(methylcarbamoyl)phenyl]-pyrazole-3-carboxamide (Cyantraniliprole) (CAS No. 736994–63–1) (provided for in subheading 2933.39.27)</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 SEC. 74293. CHLORPYRIFOS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Status Before</th>
<th>Status After</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902 21.77</td>
<td>5-Bromo-N-[4-chloro-2-methyl-6-(methylcarbamoyl)phenyl]-2-(3-chloropyridin-2-yl)pyrazole-3-carboxamide (Chlorantraniliprole) (CAS No. 500008–45–7) (provided for in subheading 2933.39.27)</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 SEC. 74294. CHLORPYRIFOS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Status Before</th>
<th>Status After</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902 21.78</td>
<td>O,O-Diethyl O-(3,5,6-trichloropyridin-2-yl) phosphorothioate (Chlorpyrifos) (CAS No. 2921–88–2) (provided for in subheading 2933.39.27)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SEC. 74294. TECHNICAL CYCLANILIPROLE INSECTICIDE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.21.79 3-Bromo-N-[2-bromo-4-chloro-6-[[1-cyclo-
propylethyl]amino]carbonyl][phenyl]-1-(3-chloro-2-
pyridinyl)-1H-pyrazole-5-carboxamide (Cyclaniliprole) (CAS No.
1031756–98–5) (provided for in subheading 2933.39.27) ... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

SEC. 74295. REGORAFENIB.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.21.80 4-[4-[[4-Chloro-3-(trifluoromethyl)-
phenyl]carbamoylamino]-3-fluorophenoxy]-N-
methylpyridine-2-carboxamide monohydrate (Regorafenib) (CAS No. 1019206–88–2) (provided for in subheading 2933.39.41) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

SEC. 74296. N-BUTYL-TAD.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.21.81 N-Butyl-2,2,6,6-
tetramethylpiperidin-4-amine (CAS No. 36177–92–1) (pro-
vided for in subheading 2933.39.61) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

SEC. 74297. HINDERED AMINE LIGHT STABILIZER AND PHE-
NOLIC ANTIOXIDANT.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74298. 4-HYDROXY-TEMPO.
2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
3 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.21.83 | 4-Hydroxy-2,2,6,6-
|             | tetramethylpiperidinoxyl
|             | (CAS No. 2226–96–2) (pro-
|             | vided for in subheading
|             | 2933.39.61) ................. Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

4 SEC. 74299. 2,2,6,6-TETRAMETHYLPIPERIDIN-4-OL (TMP).
5 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
6 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.21.84 | 2,2,6,6-Tetramethylpiperidin-
|             | 4-ol (CAS No. 2403–88–5)
|             | (provided for in subheading
|             | 2933.39.61) ................. Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

7 SEC. 74300. 5-BROMO-2-(3-CHLOROPYRIDIN-2-YL)PYRAZOLE-
8 3-CARBOXYLIC ACID.
9 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
10 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.21.85 | 5-Bromo-2-(3-chloropyridin-
|             | 2-yl)pyrazole-3-carboxylic
|             | acid (CAS No. 500011–86–9)
|             | (provided for in subheading
|             | 2933.39.61) ................. 6.4% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

11 SEC. 74301. 2-CHLORO-5-(TRIFLUOROMETHYL)PYRIDINE.
12 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
13 in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74302. PICARBUTROX.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.21.86 2-Chloro-5-
(trifluoromethyl)pyridine
(CAS No. 52334–81–3) (pro-
vided for in subheading
2933.39.61) ..................... Free No change No change On or before
12/31/2023  
```

SEC. 74303. 5-AMINO-3-(TRIFLUOROMETHYL)
PICOLINONITRILE (T3630).

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.21.87 Tert-butyl N-[6-
[(Z)-[1-
methyltetrazol-5-yl]-
phenylmethyliden-
[3-oxymethyl]pyridin-2-
yl]carbamate (CAS No.
500207–04–5) (provided for
in subheading 2933.39.61) .... Free No change No change On or before
12/31/2023  
```

SEC. 74304. DEXTROMETHORPHAN HYDROBROMIDE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.21.89 Dextromethorphan
hydrobromide (monohydrate
(CAS No. 6700–34–1) or an-
hydrous (CAS No. 125–69–
9)) (provided for in sub-
heading 2933.49.26) .......... Free No change No change On or before
12/31/2023  
```

SEC. 74305. IPFLUFENOQUIN.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.21.88 5-Amino-3-
(trifluoromethyl)pyridine-2-
carbonitrile (T3630) (CAS
No. 573762–62–6) (provided
for in subheading 2933.39.61) ............. 3.5% No change No change On or before
12/31/2023  
```
199

| 9902 21.90 | 2-[2-(7,8-Difluoro-2-methylquinolin-3-yl)oxy-6-fluorophenyl]propan-2-ol (CAS No. 1314008-27-9) (provided for in subheading 2933.49.30) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74306. THQ.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902 21.91 | 1,2,3,4-Tetrahydroquinoline (CAS No. 635–46–1) (provided for in subheading 2933.49.70) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74307. PYRITHIOBAC SODIUM.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902 21.92 | Sodium 2-chloro-6-(4,6-dimethoxy-2-ylaminopyrimidin-2-yl)iminobenzoate (CAS No. 123343–16–8) (provided for in subheading 2933.59.10) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74308. LAROTRECTINIB SULFATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902 21.93 | (3S,N-[3-(2H)-2-(2,5-Difluorophenyl)pyrrolidin-1-yl]pyrazolo[1,5-a]pyrimidin-3-yl)3-hydroxypropylsulfonamide acid (Larotrectinib sulfate) (CAS No. 1223405-08-0) (provided for in subheading 2933.59.53) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74309. IBRUTINIB.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><strong>SEC. 74310. ORTHOSULFAMURON.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>in numerical sequence the following new heading:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><strong>SEC. 74311. 5-BROMOPYRIMIDINE.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>in numerical sequence the following new heading:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td><strong>SEC. 74312. BUTYLTHION.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>in numerical sequence the following new heading:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td><strong>SEC. 74313. P-1062.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>in numerical sequence the following new heading:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Relevant Chemicals:**
- 9902.21.94: 1-[(3R)-3-[4-Amino-3-(4-phenoxyphenyl)pyrazolo][3,4-d]pyrimidin-1-yl]prop-2-en-1-one (Ibrutinib) (CAS No. 936563-96-1) (provided for in subheading 2933.59.53) ........................... 5.1% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **
- 9902.21.95: 1-(4,6-Dimethoxypyrimidin-2-yl)-3-[2-(dimethylcarbamoyl)phenylsulfamoyl]urea (Orthosulfamuron) (CAS No. 213464-77-8) (provided for in subheading 2933.59.95) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **
- 9902.21.96: 5-Bromopyrimidine (CAS No. 4595-59-9) (provided for in subheading 2933.59.95) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **
- 9902.21.97: 4-Amino-6-tert-butyl-3-sulfanylidene-2H-1,2,4-triazin-5-one (Butylthion) (CAS No. 33509-43-2) (provided for in subheading 2933.69.60) ......................... 1% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **
Table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.21.98</td>
<td>4-(4,6-Bis(2,4-dimethylphenyl)-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl)benzene-1,3-diol (P 1062) (CAS No. 1668-53-7) (provided for in subheading 2933.69.60) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9902.21.99</td>
<td>Ethyl 2-chloro-3-[2-chloro-5-[[4-(difluoromethyl)-3-methyl-5-oxo-1,2,4-triazol-1-yl]-4-fluorophenyl]propanoate (Carfentrazone-ethyl) (CAS No. 128639-02-1) (provided for in subheading 2933.99.22) 3.3% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9902.22.01</td>
<td>2-(Benzotriazol-2-yl)-6-(2-phenylpropan-2-yl)-4-(2,4,4-trimethylpentan-2-yl)phenol (CAS No. 73936-91-1) (provided for in subheading 2933.99.79) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9902.22.02</td>
<td>Methyl 3-[3-(benzotriazol-2-yl)-5-tert-butyl-4-hydroxyphenyl]propanoate (CAS No. 84268-33-7) (provided for in subheading 2933.99.79) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 SEC. 74314. CARFENTRAZONE TECHNICAL.
2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

3

4 SEC. 74315. UV ABSORBER 928.
5 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

6

7 SEC. 74316. UV ABSORBER FOR INDUSTRIAL COATINGS.
8 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

9

10 SEC. 74317. UNICONAZOLE-P.
11 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substance</th>
<th>Fee Status</th>
<th>Tariff No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>CAS No.</th>
<th>On or before</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(4Z)-5-(4-Chlorophenyl)-2,2-dimethyl-4-(1H-1,2,4-triazol-1-yl)-4-hexen-3-ol (Uniconazole-P)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>9902.22.03</td>
<td>(1-Uniconazole-P) (CAS No. 83657-17-4) (provided for in subheading 2933.99.79)</td>
<td>83657–17–4</td>
<td>12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. **SEC. 74318. VCMMAE.**

   Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

2. **SEC. 74319. UVA 360.**

   Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

3. **SEC. 74320. TROFINETIDE.**

   Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74321. FLURAZOLE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.22.07  Benzy l 2-chloro-4-
(trifluoromethyl)-1,3-thiazole-
5-carboxylate (CAS No.
72850-64-7) (provided for in
subheading 2934.10.10) ........ Free No change No change On or before
12/31/2023 
```

4 SEC. 74322. OXATHIAPIPROLIN.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.22.08  1-(4-{4-[5-(2,6-
Difluorophenyl)-4,5-dihydro-
1,2-oxazol-3-yl]-1,3-thiazol-2-
yl}-1-piperidinyl)-2-[5-meth-
yl-3-(trifluoromethyl)-1H-
pyrazol-1-yl]ethanone
(Oxathiapiprolin) (CAS No.
1003318–67–9) (provided for
in subheading 2934.10.10) ... 5.5% No change No change On or before
12/31/2023 
```

7 SEC. 74323. CERTAIN ANTIMICROBIAL.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.22.09  2-Methyl-1,2-thiazol-3-one
(CAS No. 2682–20–4) (pro-
vided for in subheading
2934.10.90) ......................... Free No change No change On or before
12/31/2023 
```

10 SEC. 74324. RUBBER ACCELERATOR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
2-18

| 9902.21.10 | 2-(1,3-Benzothiazol-2-ylsulfanyl)-1,3-benzothiazole (CAS No. 120-78-5) (provided for in subheading 2934.20.10) | 2.5% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

1 **SEC. 74325. 2-AMINO BENZOTHIAZOLE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.22.11 | 1,3-Benzothiazol-2-amine (CAS No. 136-95-8) (provided for in subheading 2934.20.80) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

4 **SEC. 74326. TECHNICAL ISOFETAMID FUNGICIDE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.22.12 | 3-Methyl-N-[2-methyl-1-(2-methyl-4-propan-2-ylxoyphenyl)-1-oxopropan-2-yl][thiophene-2-carbonamide (Isofetamid) (CAS No. 875915-78-9) (provided for in subheading 2934.99.12) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

7 **SEC. 74327. CLOMAZONE TECHNICAL.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.22.13 | 2-[(2-Chlorophenyl)methyl]-4,4-dimethyl-1,2-oxazolin-3-one (Cloameleon) (CAS No. 81777-89-1) (provided for in subheading 2934.99.15) | 5.5% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

10 **SEC. 74328. NEM SALT.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74329. AMTC WET CAKE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

2 SEC. 74330. PHOTOINITIATOR 369.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

3 SEC. 74331. ISATOIC ANHYDRIDE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

4 SEC. 74332. OCLACITINIB MALEATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74333. THIENCARBAZONE-METHYL.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902 22 19 | Methyl 4-[(3-methoxy-4-methyl-5-oxo-1,2,4-triazole-1-carbonyl)sulfamoyl]-5-methylthiophene-3-carboxylate (Thiencarbazone-methyl) (CAS No. 317815-83-1) (provided for in subheading 2935.90.75) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

4 SEC. 74334. PENOXSULAM TECHNICAL HERBICIDE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902 22 20 | 2-(2,2-Difluoroethoxy)-N-(5,8-dimethoxy-1,2,4-triazolo[1,5-c][1,2,4]triazolo[1,5-c][1,2,4]triazole-1-carbonyl)sulfamoyl) methylbenzenesulfonamide (Penoxsulam) (CAS No. 219711-96-2) (provided for in subheading 2935.90.75) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

7 SEC. 74335. ETHYL 2-SULFAMOYLBENZOATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902 22 21 | Ethyl 2-[(Aminosulfonyl)benzoate (CAS No. 59777-72-9) (provided for in subheading 2935.90.75) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
1 SEC. 74336. SULFOSULFURON.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.22.22 | 1-(4,6-Dimethoxypyrimidin-2-yl)-3-(2-ethylsulfonylimidazo[1,2-a]pyridin-3-yl)sulfonylurea (Sulfosulfuron) (CAS No. 141776–32–1) (provided for in subheading 2935.90.75) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

2 SEC. 74337. PYRIMISULFAN.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.22.23 | (RS)-2′-[4,6-dimethoxypyrimidin-2-yl](hydroxy)methyl]-1,1-difluoro-6′-(methoxymethyl)methanesulfonanilide (Pyrimisulfan) (CAS No. 221205–90–9) (provided for in subheading 2935.90.95) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

3 SEC. 74338. PURIFIED STEVIOL GLYCOSIDE, REBAUDIOSIDE A.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.22.24 | Purified steviol glycosides, containing not less than 95 percent by weight rebaudioside A (19β-D-gluco pyranosyl-15-0-(β-D-gluco pyranosyl-1-3)-(β-D-gluco pyranosyl-1-2)-β-D-glucopyranosyl-13-hydroxykauren-16-en-19-oic acid) (CAS No. 58543–16–1) (provided for in subheading 2938.90.00) | 2.5% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
### SEC. 74339. GLUCOSYLATED STEVIOL GLYCOSIDES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.22.25</th>
<th>13-[(2-O-β-D-Glucopyranosyl-α-D-glucopyranosyl)oxy]kaur-16-en-18-oic acid β-D-glucopyranosyl ester (Steviosoide) (CAS No. 57817–89–7) (provided for in subheading 2938.90.00)</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### SEC. 74340. HYDROXYPROPYL GAMMA CYCLODEXTRIN.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.22.26</th>
<th>(2-Hydroxypropyl)-γ-cyclodextrin (hydroxypropylated γ-cyclodextrin) (CAS No. 128446–34–4) (provided for in subheading 2940.00.60)</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### SEC. 74341. HYDROXYPROPYLATED BETA CYCLODEXTRIN.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.22.27</th>
<th>2-Hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin (CAS No. 128446–35–5) (provided for in subheading 2940.00.60)</th>
<th>1%</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### SEC. 74342. METHYL BETA CYCLODEXTRIN.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.22.28 | Methyl β-cyclodextrin (CAS No. 128446–36–6) (provided for in subheading 2940.00.60) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
1 SEC. 74343. 2'-FUCOSYLLACTOSE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.22.29 (2R,3R,4R,5R)-4-
[(2S,3R,4S,5R,6R)-4,5-
Dihydroxy-6-
(hydroxymethyl)-3-
(2S,3S,4R,5S,6S)-3,4,5-
trihydroxy-6-methyloxan-2-
yl]oxyoxan-2-yl]oxy-2,3,5,6-
 tetrahydroxyhexanal (2'-
Fucosyllactose) (CAS No.
41263-94-9) (provided for in
subheading 2940.00.60) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023```

2 SEC. 74344. ASCORBYL GLUCOSIDE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.22.30 (2R)-2-
[(1S)-1,2-
Dihydroxyethyl]-3-hydroxy-4-
[(2R,3R,4S,5S,6R)-3,4,5-
trihydroxy-6-
(hydroxymethyl)oxan-2-
yl]oxy-2H-furan-5-one
(Ascorbyl glucoside) (CAS
No. 129499-78-1) (provided
for in subheading
2940.00.60) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023```

3 SEC. 74345. DIMETHYLAMINE BORANE (DMAB).

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.22.31 N-Methylmethanamine- borane (1:1) (CAS No. 74-94-2) (provided for in subheading 2942.00.50) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023```

4 SEC. 74346. ELDERBERRY EXTRACT CONCENTRATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
SEC. 74347. DISPERSE YELLOW 241.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.22.33  Disperse Yellow 241 (5-(3,4-Dichlorophenyl)diazene-1,1-dimethyl-3-hydroxy-1,4-dimethyl-6-oxopyridine-3-carbonitrile) (CAS No. 83249-52-9) (provided for in subheading 3204.11.35) ........................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 74348. DISPERSE ORANGE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.22.34  Disperse Orange (Acetic acid, cyano-[3-(6-methoxy-2-benzothiazyl)amino]-1H-imidol-1-ylene, pentyl ester) (CAS No. 173285-74-0) (provided for in subheading 3204.11.35) ........................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 74349. MIXTURES OF DISPERSE YELLOW FD11843 AND ACETIC ACID.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.22.35  Mixtures of Disperse Yellow FD11843 (acetic acid, 2-[3-(2-benzothiazolylamino)-1H-imidol-1-ylene)-2-cyanee, butyl ester (CAS No. 175285-73-9)) and acetic acid, [3-(2-benzothiazolylamino)-1H-imidol-1-ylene]cyano, 2-butonyethyl ester (CAS No. 175285-94-4) (provided for in subheading 3204.11.35) ... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```
1 SEC. 74350. DISPERSE BLUE 54.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.22.36 Disperse Blue 54 (1-Aminoo- 
4,8-dihydroxy-5- 
nitroanthraene-9,10-dione) 
(CAS No. 37203–97–7) (pro- 
vided for in subheading 
3204.11.35) ........................ Free  No change  No change  On or before 
12/31/2023''.
```

4 SEC. 74351. MIXTURES OF SEVERAL DISPERSE DYES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
Mixtures of 9,10-anthracenedione, 1,5(or 1,8)-dihydroxy-4-nitro-8(or 5)-phenylamino) (Disperse Blue 54 and 77) (CAS No. 37283–97–7), 1,5(or 1,8)-diamino-2-bromo-4,8(or 4,5)-dihydroxy-9,10-anthracenedione (Disperse Blue 81 (mixture of isomers)) (CAS No. 68134–65–6); re-action products of 3-pyridinecarbonitrile, 5-[2-(2-cyano-4-nitrophenyl)diazbenzyl]-2-[(2-2-hydroxyethyl)oxy]ethyl]amino]-4-methyl-6-(phenylamino) (Disperse Red 1042A) (CAS No. 149988–44–3) and 3-pyridinecarbonitrile, 5-[2-(2-cyano-4-nitrophenyl)diazbenzyl]-6-[(2-2-hydroxyethyl)oxy]ethyl]amino]-4-methyl-2-(phenylamino) (Disperse Red T-1042) (CAS No. 157428–29–6); 4-[(5-cyano-6-hydroxy-1,4-di-methyl-2-oxopyridin-3-yl)diazbenzyl]-N-(2-ethylhexyl)benzamide (Disperse Yellow 198) (CAS No. 30449–81–1); 4,11-diamino-2-(3-methoxypropyl)naphtho[2,3-f]isoindole-1,3,5,10-tetron (Disperse Blue 60 (MI)) (CAS No. 12217–80–0), and 4,11-diamino-2-[3-(2-methyleneythoxy)propyl]naptho[2,3-f]isoindole-1,3,5,10-tetron (Disperse Blue 60 (ME)) (CAS No. 65059–45–2) (provided for in subheading 3804.11.35) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023

1 SEC. 74352. MIXTURES OF 4 DISPERSE BLUE DYES.

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

3
SEC. 74353. MIXTURES OF 4 DYES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.22.38 | Disperse dye mixtures of Disperse Blue 77 (1-anilino-1,5-dihydroxy-8-nitroanthracene-9,10-dione) (CAS No. 20241–76–3); Disperse Blue 60 (M) (4,11-diamino-2-(3-methoxypropyl)napht[2,3-f]isoindole-1,3,5,10-tetrone) (CAS No. 12217–86–0); Disperse Blue 60 (ME) (4,11-diamino-2-[3-(2-methoxyethoxy)propyl]-1H-napht[2,3-f]isoindole-1,3,5,10(2H)-tetrone) (CAS No. 60059–45–2) and Disperse Blue 77/54 (1,8- and 1,5-Isomers) (1-anilino-4,8-dihydroxy-5-nitroanthracene-9,10-dione) (CAS No. 37203–97–7) (provided for in subheading 3204.11.35) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74354. DISPERSE RED 86.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.22.39 | Disperse dye mixtures of Solvent Yellow 163 (1,8-bis(phenylsulfanyl)anthracene-9,10-dione) (CAS No. 13676–91–0); Disperse Yellow FD11843 (acetic acid, 2-[3-(2-benzothiazolylamino)-1H-isoindol-1-ylidene]-2-cyano-, butyl ester) (CAS No. 173285–73–9); acetic acid, [3-(2-benzothiazolylamino)-1H-isoindol-1-ylidene]-2-cyano-, butyl ester (CAS No. 173285–74–0); Disperse Orange FC 84508 (acetic acid, 2-cyano-2-[3-[6-methoxy-2-benzothiazolylamino]-1H-isoindol-1-ylidene]-cyano, 2-butoxyethyl ester) (CAS No. 173285–94–4); Disperse Orange FC 84508 (acetic acid, 2-cyano-2-[3-[6-methoxy-2-benzothiazolylamino]-1H-isoindol-1-ylidene]-cyano, 2-butoxyethyl ester) (CAS No. 173285–74–0) and Disperse Yellow 163 (5-N-[2-cyanoethyl]-4-[2,6-dichloro-4-nitrophenyl]diazenyl[anilino]propanenitrile) (CAS No. 67923–43–7) (provided for in subheading 3204.11.35) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
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SEC. 74355. DISPERSE VIOLET 1.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
1  SEC. 74355. DISPERSE VIOLET 1.
2       Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
3       in numerical sequence the following new heading:
4  "11.50)  Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 74356. DISPERSE BLUE 60.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
1  SEC. 74356. DISPERSE BLUE 60.
2       Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
3       in numerical sequence the following new heading:
4  "11.50)  Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 74357. MIXTURES OF DISPERSE ORANGE 29, DISPERSE

RED 167:1, AND DISPERSE BLUE 56.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
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```
9902.22.43  Disperse dye mixtures of Disperse Orange 29 (4-[[2-methoxy-4-[4-nitrophenyl] diazenyl]phenyl] diazenyl[phenyl] (CAS No. 19680–42–1); Disperse Red 167:1 (2-[3-acetamido-N-(2-acetyloxyethyl)-4-[[2-chloro-4-nitrophenyl]diazenyl] anilino(ethyl acetate) (CAS No. 1533–78–4); Disperse Blue 56 (1,8-diamino-2-bromo-4,5-dihydroxyanthraene-9,10-dione) (CAS No. 68134–65–6) and acetic acid, 2-[[3-(2-benzothiazolylamino)-1H-isoxazol-5-yl]idene]-2-cyano-2-butoxyethyl ester (CAS No. 173285–94–4) (provided for in subheading 3204.11.50) ... Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

1 SEC. 74358. DISPERSE YELLOW 54.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.22.44  Disperse Yellow 54 (3-Hydroxy-2-(3-hydroxyquinolin-2-yl)inden-1-one) (CAS No. 17772–51–9) (provided for in subheading 3204.11.50) ........ Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

4 SEC. 74359. ACID VIOLET 48.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.22.45  Acid Violet 48 (Disodium 3-[[4-amino-9,10-dioxo-3-[2-sulfonato-2,4,4-trimethylpentan-2-yl]phenoxyl]anthracen-1-yl]amino]-2,4,6-trimethylbenzenesulfonate) (CAS No. 12220–51–8) (provided for in subheading 3204.12.17) ........ Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

7 SEC. 74360. ACID BLUE 280.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>216</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| 9902.22.46 | Acid Blue 280 (Sodium 2-[[4-(cylohexylamino)-9,10-
dioxaanthracen-1-yl]amino]-5-ethoxybenzenesulfonate) (CAS No. 68214-62-0) (provided for in subheading 3204.12.20) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

1 **SEC. 74361. ACID BROWN 282.**  
Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.22.47 | Acid Brown 282 (Disodium,chromium(3+);5-methyl-4-[(5-nitro-2-
oxophenyl)[diazenyl]-2-
phenylpyrazol-3-olate;[7-
nitro-3-oxido-4-[2-oxido-1,4-
dihydronaphthalen-1-
yl)[diazenyl][naphthalen-1-yl]
sulfate] (CAS No. 70236-60-1) (provided for in subheading 3204.12.20) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

4 **SEC. 74362. ACID RED 131.**  
Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.22.48 | Acid Red 131 (CAS No. 12234-99-0) (provided for in subheading 3204.12.20) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

7 **SEC. 74363. ACID RED 249.**  
Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.22.49 | Acid Red 249 (Disodium 3-
[[5-chloro-2-
phenoxyphenyl][diazenyl]-4-
hydroxy-5-](4-
methylphenyl)4-nitrophenylamino)naphthalene-
2,7-disulfonate) (CAS No. 6416-66-6) (provided for in subheading 3204.12.20) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
1 **SEC. 74364. ACID YELLOW 236.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.22.50 Acid Yellow 236 (CAS No. 77907–21–2) (provided for in subheading 3204.12.45) .......... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023  
```

2 **SEC. 74365. ACID RED 407.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.22.51 Acid Red 407 (CAS No. 146103–68–6) (provided for in subheading 3204.12.45) ... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023  
```

3 **SEC. 74366. ACID YELLOW 220.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.22.52 Acid Yellow 220 (tetrasodium,2-[[3-[(Z)-1-(2-chloro-6-methyl-1,3-dioxin-5-yl)diazenyl]-4-oxido-1-oxobut-2-ensulfonylamino]benzoate, co-balt(2+)) (CAS No. 70851–34–2) (provided for in subheading 3204.12.45) ............. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023  
```

4 **SEC. 74367. ACID YELLOW 232.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.22.53 Acid Yellow 232 (Chromium, 2-[4,5-dihydro-3-methyl-5-oxo-1-phenyl-1H-pyrazol-4-yl]diazenyl)benzoate 2-[2-(4,5-dihydro-3-methyl-5-oxo-1-phenyl-1H-pyrazol-4-yl]diazenyl]-5-sulfobenzoate lithium sodium complexes) (CAS No. 85828–89–3) (provided for in subheading 3204.12.45) .................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023  
```
Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

**SEC. 74368. ACID YELLOW 235.**

| 9902.22.54 | Acid Yellow 235 (CAS No. 90585-54-9) (provided for in subheading 3204.12.45) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

**SEC. 74369. ACID YELLOW 151.**

| 9902.22.55 | Acid Yellow 151 (Sodium, 2-[[Z]-1-anilino-3-oxido-1-oxobut-2-en-2-yl]diazenyl]-4-sulfamoylphenolate, cobalt(3+) (CAS No. 72496-88-9) (provided for in subheading 3204.12.45) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

**SEC. 74370. ACID VIOLET 43.**

| 9902.22.56 | Acid Violet 43 (Sodium 2-[[4-hydroxy-9,10-dioxoanthracen-1-yl]amino]-5-methylbenzenesulfonate) (CAS No. 4430-18-6) (provided for in subheading 3204.12.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

**SEC. 74371. ACID RED 33.**

| 9902.22.57 | Acid Red 33 (Disodium,5-amino-4-hydroxy-3-phenylazanenylnaphthalene-2,7-disulfonate) (CAS No. 5567-46-6) (provided for in subheading 3204.12.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
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1 SEC. 74372. ACID BLACK 52.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.22.58 | Acid Black 52 (Trisodiumchromium,3-hydroxy-
| 4-(2-hydroxynaphthalene-1-
| yldiazene)-7-
| nitronaphthalene-1-sulfonate) (CAS No. 5410-64-0) (pro-
| provided for in subheading 3204.12.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

4 SEC. 74373. ACID BLACK 2.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.22.59 | Acid Black 2 (Disodium 4-
| amino-5-hydroxy-3-[(E)-(4-
| nitrophenyl)diazenyl]-6-
| (E)-phenyldiazenyl]-2,7-
| naphthalenedisulfonate) (CAS No. 8005-03-6) (provided
for in subheading 3204.12.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

7 SEC. 74374. ACID GREEN 25.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.22.60 | Acid Green 25 (Disodium 5-
| methyl-2-[(4-(4-methyl-2-
| sulfonaitiono)hydroxy)amino]-9,10-
| disoxanthenesulfonate) (CAS No. 4403-90-1) (provided
for in subheading 3204.12.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

10 SEC. 74375. BASIC BROWN 23.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.22.61 | Basic Brown 23 (CAS No. 446876-48-8) (provided for
in subheading 3204.13.60) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
1 SEC. 74376. BASIC VIOLET 11:1 RHODAMINE DYE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902 22.62 Basic Violet 11:1 (Bis[6-(diethylamino)-N,N-diethyl-9-[2-(methoxycarbonyl)phenyl]-3H-xanthene-3-iminium]tetrachlorozincate(2-)) (CAS No. 73398–89–7) (CIN 45174) (provided for in subheading 3204.13.60) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

4 SEC. 74377. BASIC YELLOW 37.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902 22.63 Basic Yellow 37 (4[4-(diethylamino)benzenecarboximidoyl]-N,N-diethylaniline; hydrochloride) (CAS No. 6358–36–7) (provided for in subheading 3204.13.80) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

7 SEC. 74378. BASIC VIOLET 3.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902 22.64 Basic Violet 3 ([4-[bis[4-(dimethylamino)phenyl)methylidene]cyclohexa-2,5-dien-1-ylidene]-dimethylazanium;chloride) (CAS No. 548–62–9) (provided for in subheading 3204.13.80) .......... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

10 SEC. 74379. DIRECT ORANGE 118.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
SEC. 74380. DIRECT BLUE 86.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substance</th>
<th>CAS Number</th>
<th>Fee</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct Blue 86 (Copper; disodium; 2,13,20,29,38,40-hexaaza-[7,7]-diazanano[28.6.13.10.112.19.121, 28.04.9.0.13.16.0.22, 27.03.1.36] tetraenatetraacena-1(36),2,4(9),5,7,10(40), 11,13,15,17,19,21(38), 22(37),23,25,28,30,32,34-nonadecaene-6,24-disulfonate) (CAS No. 1330–38–7)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEC. 74381. DIRECT BLUE 199.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substance</th>
<th>CAS Number</th>
<th>Fee</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct Blue 199 (Copper, [29H,31H-phthalocyaninato[2-)κN29,K30,K31,K32]-, aminosulfonyl sulfoximino derivatives, sodium salts) (CAS No. 80295–11–7) (provided for in subheading 3204.14.30)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEC. 74382. DIRECT BLACK 168.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74383. DIRECT RED 227.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.22.69 Direct Red 227
(Hexasodium;4-hydroxy-5-[[1-[[1-[[4-[[4-[[4-[[8-hydroxy-7-phenyldiazenyl-3,6-
disulfonatophthalene-1-
yl]amino]-6-morpholin-4-yl-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl]amino]-2-
sulfonatophenyl]ethenyl]-3-
sulfonatoanilino]-6-
morpholin-4-yl,1,3,5-triazin-
2-yl]amino]3-
phenyldiazenyl) [file 2 of 3]  S.L.C.
```

SEC. 74384. DIRECT YELLOW 107.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.22.70 Direct Yellow 107 (3-[[3-
Methoxy-4-[[2-methoxy-4-[[3-
sulphophenyl]diazenyl]
phenyl]carbamoylamino]
phenyl]diazenyl]
benzenesulfonic acid) [file 2 of 3]  S.L.C.
```

SEC. 74385. DIRECT GREEN 26.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>SEC. 74386. DIRECT YELLOW 11.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in numerical sequence the following new heading:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>SEC. 74387. DIRECT ORANGE 15.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in numerical sequence the following new heading:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>SEC. 74388. DIRECT BROWN 44.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in numerical sequence the following new heading:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 **SEC. 74389. DIRECT RED 81.**

   Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

   "9902.22.74 Direct Brown 44 (Disodium; 4-[[2,4-diamino-5-[[3-[[2,4-diamino-5-[[4-sulfonatophenyl] diazenyl]phenyl]diazenyl]phenyl]diazenyl]phenyl]benzenesulfonate) (CAS No. 6252–62–6) (provided for in subheading 3204.14.50) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

4 **SEC. 74390. DIRECT YELLOW 142.**

   Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

   "9902.22.75 Direct Red 81 (Disodium; 7-benzamido-4-hydroxy-3-[[4-[[4-sulfonatophenyl]diazenyl]phenyl]diazenyl]naphthalene-2-sulfonate) (CAS No. 2610–11–9) (provided for in subheading 3204.14.50) ........ 2% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

7 **SEC. 74391. DIRECT RED 80.**

   Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:


1 **SEC. 74392. DIRECT RED 16.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.22.78 Direct Red 16, disodium salt (disodium;7-amino-4-hydroxy-3-[5-hydroxy-6-phenyl diazenyl-7-sulfononaphthalene-2-sulfonate] (CAS No. 6227-02-7) (provided for in subheading 3204.14.50) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

4 **SEC. 74393. DIRECT RED 254.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.22.79 Direct Red 254 (Disodium;7-amino-4-hydroxy-3-[4-[4-sulfonophenyl]diazenyl]phenyl]diazenyl)naphthalene-2-sulfonate) (CAS No. 6300-50-1) (provided for in subheading 3204.14.50) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

7 **SEC. 74394. COLORANT.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.22.80 Copper, µ-[3,3′-(1-oxido-1,2-diazenediyl)bisis[4-(hydroxyκO)-2,7-naphthalenedisulfonato]]di-, sodium (1:4) (CAS No. 75173-68-1) (provided for in subheading 3204.14.50) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

10 **SEC. 74395. DIRECT YELLOW 34.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
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1 SEC. 74396. VAT ORANGE 2 DYE POWDER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.22.82  Vat Orange 2 (1,2-Dihromopyranthrene-8,16-dione) (CAS No. 1324–35–2) (provided for in subheading 3204.15.20) ........................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

4 SEC. 74397. VAT VIOLET 13 DYE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.22.83  Vat Violet 13 (5,20-Diazaheptacyclo [16.12.0.03,16.04,13.06,11.019,28.021,26] triaconta-1(18),3(16),4(13),6,8,10,14,19(28),21,23,25,29-hecavene-2,12,17,27-tetraene) (CAS No. 4424–87–7) (CIN 68700) (provided for in subheading 3204.15.20) ........................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

7 SEC. 74398. VAT BROWN 3 DYE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902 22.84 VAT BROWN 3 (N-(28-Benamido-6,13,19,26-tetraoxo-16-azaheptacyclo[15.12.0.02,15.05,14.07,12.018,27.020,25]nonacosa-1(29),2(15),3,5(14),7(12),8,10,17,20,22,24,27-dodecane-8-y)(benzamide) (CAS No. 131-92-0) (provided for in subheading 3204.15.20) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

1 **SEC. 74399. VAT RED 10 DYE POWDER.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902 22.85 VAT RED 10 (2-(1-Amino-9,10-dioxoanthracen-2-yl)naphtal[2,3-f][1,3]benzoxazole-5,10-dione) (CAS No. 2379-79-5) (provided for in subheading 3204.15.30) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

4 **SEC. 74400. VAT BROWN 57 DYE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902 22.86 VAT BROWN 57 (CAS No. 12227-28-0) (providing for in subheading 3204.15.30) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

7 **SEC. 74401. VAT RED 31 DYE POWDER.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902 22.87 VAT RED 31 dye powder (1-Amino-2-[5-(1-amino-9,10-dioxoanthracen-2-yl)4,4-oxadiole-2-yl]anthraacen-9,10-dione) (CAS No. 52591-25-0) (CIN 60030) (provided for in subheading 3204.15.40) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```
SEC. 74402. DYE MIXTURES OF Vat Brown 3 and Vat Black 27.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.22.88 Disperse dye mixtures of Vat Brown 3 (N-(28-benzamido-6,13,19,26-tetraoxo-16-azaheptacyclo[15,12,0.0^2,15.0^5,14.0^7,12.0^18,27.0^20,25])nonacosa-1(29),2(15),3,5(14),7,12,8,10,17,20,22,24,27-dodecaen-8-yl)benzamide) (CAS No. 131–92–0) and Vat Black 27 (N-(28-benzamido-6,13,19,26-tetraoxo-16-azaheptacyclo[15,12,0.0^2,15.0^5,14.0^7,12.0^18,27.0^20,25])nonacosa-1(29),2,4,7,9,11,14,17,20,22,24,27-dodecaen-4-yl)benzamide) (CAS No. 2379–81–9) (provided for in subheading 3204.15.40)........................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023''.
```


Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.22.89 Vat Red 13 (15-Ethyl-12-(15-ethyl-8-oxo-14,15-diazatetraacyclo[7,6,1.0^2,7.0^11,13]hexadeca-1(16),2,4,6,9,11,13-heptano-14,15-diazatetraacyclo[7,6,1.0^2,7.0^11,13]hexadeca-1(16),2,4,6,9,11,13-heptano-8-one) (CAS No. 4203–77–4) (provided for in subheading 3204.15.80)........................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023''.
```

SEC. 74404. Vat Yellow 2 Dye Powder.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
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| 9902.22.90 | Vat Yellow 2 (6,16-Diphenyl-5,15-dithia-7,17-dianapentacyle [11,7,6.01;11,04,8.011,18] icosa-1(13),3(11),4(8),6.9,14(18),16,19-octaene-2,12-dione) (CAS No. 129–09–9) (provided for in subheading 3204.15.80) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

1 **SEC. 74405. VAT YELLOW 33 DYE.**

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

3 | 9902.22.91 | Vat Yellow 33 (N-(9,10-Dioxoanthracen-1-yl)-4-[[4-[[4-[(9,10-dioxoanthracen-1-yl)carbamoyl]phenyl]diazenyl][phenyl] benzamide] (CAS No. 12227–50–8) (provided for in subheading 3204.15.80) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

4 **SEC. 74406. VAT GREEN 1 DYE.**

5 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

6 | 9902.22.92 | Vat Green 1 (Anthra[9,1,2-cde]benzo[rat]pentaphene-5,10-dione, 16,17-dimethoxy-) (CAS No. 128–58–5) (CIN 59925) (provided for in subheading 3204.15.80) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

7 **SEC. 74407. VAT GREEN 3.**

8 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

9 | 9902.22.93 | Vat Green 3 (Anthra[2,1,9-mna]naphth[2,3-h]acridine-5,10,15(16H)-trione) (CAS No. 3271–76–9) (CIN 69500) (provided for in subheading 3204.15.80) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
SEC. 74408. VAT BLUE 6 DYE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.22.94  Vat Blue 6 (15,30-Dichloro-2,17-diazahexacyclo[16.12.0.03,16.04,13.06,11.019,28.021,26] triaconta-1(30),3,6,8,10,13,15,18,21,23,25,28-dodecaene-5,12,20,27-tetrone) (CAS No. 130-20-1) (provided for in subheading 3204.15.80) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023.
```

SEC. 74409. VAT BLUE 20 DYE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.22.95  Vat Blue 20 (Anthra[9,1,2-cde]benzo[rst]pentaphene-5,10-dione) (CAS No. 116–71–2) (CIN 59800) (provided for in subheading 3204.15.80) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023.
```

SEC. 74410. VAT VIOLET 1.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.22.96  Vat Violet 1 (Benzo[rst]phenanthro[10,1,2-cde]pentaphene-9,18-dione, dichloro-) (CAS No. 1324–55–6) (CIN 60010) (provided for in subheading 3204.15.80) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023.
```

SEC. 74411. VAT BROWN 1 DYE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1  **SEC. 74412. VAT BLACK 16 DYE.**  

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902 22.98 Vat Black 16 (8-
Aminononacyclo[18.10.2.22,5.03,16.04,13.06,  
11.017,31.022,27.028,32] 
tettratriaconta-
1(31),2,4,6(11),  
7,9,13,15,17,19,22,24,26,  
28(32),29,33-hexadecaene-
12,21-dione) (CAS No.  
26763–69–9) (provided for in sub-
heading 3204.15.80) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

4  **SEC. 74413. VAT BLACK 25.**  

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902 22.99 Vat Black 25 (Anthra[2,1,9-
mmnapth[2,3-h]aridine-
5,10,15(16H)-trione, 3-
[9,10-dihydro-9,10-dioxo-1-
anthracenyl]amine)-(CAS 
No. 4395–53–3) (CIN  
69525) (provided for in sub-
heading 3204.15.80) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

7  **SEC. 74414. VAT BLACK 27.**  

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902 23.01 Vat Black 27 (Benzenamide,  
N,N'-10,15,16,17-
tetrahydro-5,10,13,17-  
tetraoxo-5H-dinaphtho[2,3-
a2',3',5']carbazole-6,9-
diy[ben]) (CAS No. 2379-
81–9) (CIN 69005) (provided for in subheading  
3204.15.80) ................. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```
Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Reactive Yellow 145 (Tetrasodium-7-[2-(carbamoylamino)-4-[4-chloro-6-[3-(sulfatoxyethy)amino]-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl]amino]phenyl[diazoyl]naphthalene-1,3,6-trisulfonate) (CAS No. 80157-00-2) (provided for in subheading 3204.16.30)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Reactive Red 195 (Pentasodium 5-[4-chloro-6-[3-(sulfatoxyethy)amino]-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl]amino)-3-[1,5-disulfonatonaphthalene-2-yldiazenyl]4-hydroxynaphthalene-2,7-disulfonate) (CAS No. 77365-64-1) (provided for in subheading 3204.16.30)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Reactive Blue 49 (Trisodium 1-amino-4-[3-[4-chloro-6-(2-sulfatoxyanilino)-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl]amino]-2,4,6-trimethyl-5-sulfatoxyanilino]-9,10-dioxanthrarene-2-sulfonate) (CAS No. 72214-18-7) (provided for in subheading 3204.16.30)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEC. 74415. REACTIVE YELLOW 145.

SEC. 74416. REACTIVE RED 195.

SEC. 74417. REACTIVE BLUE 49.
1 SEC. 74418. REACTIVE BLUE 72.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.23.05 Reactive Blue 72 (Cuprate(2-), [C-][[3-][4-amino-6-chloro-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl]amino]-4-sulfophenyl[amino]sulfonyl]-C-(aminosulfonyl)-29H,31H-phthalocyanine-C-sulfonato(4-)-κN29,κN30,κN31,κN32], sodium (1:2)) (CAS No. 68967-01-1) (provided for in subheading 3204.16.30) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```

4 SEC. 74419. REACTIVE YELLOW 95 POWDER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.23.06 Reactive Yellow 95 (Tri-sodium 4-[[4-chloro-6-(3-sulfonatobenzenesulfonatoamino)-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl]amino]-2-[1-ethyl-6-hydroxy-4-methyl-2-oxo-5-(sulfonatomethyl)pyridin-3-yl]diazotryl]benzenesulfonate) (CAS No. 89923-43-3) (provided for in subheading 3204.16.30) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```

7 SEC. 74420. REACTIVE RED 245.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.23.07 Reactive Red 245 (Tetrasodium 5-[[4-chloro-6-(N-ethylanilino)-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl]amino]-4-hydroxy-3-[1,5-disulfonatobenzene-2-ylamino]naphthalene-2,7-disulfonate) (CAS No. 130201-57-9) (provided for in subheading 3204.16.30) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```

10 SEC. 74421. REACTIVE BROWN 11.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
SEC. 74422. MIXTURES OF REACTIVE BLACK 5 (NA) (FKP), REACTIVE SCARLET F01–0439, AND REACTIVE ORANGE 131.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>SEC. 74423. REACTIVE YELLOW F98–0159.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 **SEC. 74424. DYE MIXTURES OF REACTIVE ORANGE 131 AND REACTIVE SCARLET F07–0522.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.23.10 Reactive Yellow F98–0159 (benzenesulfonic acid, 2-[2-[2-[2-((aminocarbonyl)amino)-4-[12,6-difluoro-4-pyrimidinyl]-amino]phenyl]diazenyl]-5-[(2-sulfooxy)ethyl]sulfonyl]-, sodium salt (1:2)) (CAS No. 176449–21–1) (provided for in subheading 3204.16.30) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023```

5 **SEC. 74425. REACTIVE BLACK 31.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```

1 SEC. 74426. REACTIVE RED 120.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.23.13</th>
<th>Reactive Red 120</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(hexasodium 5-[[4-chloro-6-</td>
<td>Free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4]-[[4-chloro-6-[[8-hydroxy-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,6-disulfonato-7-[[2-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sulfonatophenyl]-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diazine</td>
<td>]napthalene-1-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yl][aminio]-1,3,5-triazin-2-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yl][aminio]-1,3,5-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>triazin-2-yl][aminio]-4-hy-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>droxy-3-[[2-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sulfonatophenyl]-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diazine][napthalene-2,7-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disulfonate) (CAS No.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68214-04-0) (provided for in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subheading 3204.16.50)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

2 SEC. 74427. REACTIVE BLUE 5.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.23.14 | Reactive Blue 5 (1-Amino-4-
|-------------|------------------|
| (1-[[3-[[4-chloro-6-
| [[3]-[[4-chloro-6-
| [[4-sulfophenyl]amino]-1,3,5-
| triazin-2-yl]amino]-4-
| sulfophenyl]amino]-9,10-
| dioxy-9,10-dihydro-2-
| anthracenesulfonic acid)|
| (CAS No. 16823-51-1) (pro-
| vided for in subheading|
| 3204.16.50)| Free | No change | No change |
| | | | On or before |
| | | | 12/31/2023 |
```

3 SEC. 74428. REACTIVE ORANGE 13.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.23.15</th>
<th>Reactive Orange 13 powder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| (trisodium 2-[[6-[[4-amino-6-
| chloro-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl]-
| methylamino]-1-hydroxy-3-
| sulfonatophenalen-2-
| yl]diazine][napthalene-1,5-
| disulfonate) (CAS No.| Free | No change | No change |
| 70816-89-6) (provided for in| | | On or before |
| subheading 3204.16.50) | | | 12/31/2023 |
```
1 **SEC. 74429. REACTIVE ORANGE 12.**

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

3 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

4 "9902.23.16 Reactive Orange 12 powder

5 (trisodium 7-[[4-[[4-amino-6-

6 chloro-1,3,5-triazin-2-

7 yl]amino]-2-

8 (carbonylaminomethylene)phenyl]diazenyl)naphthalene-

9 1,3,6-trisulfonate) (CAS No.

10 70161-14-7) (provided for in

11 subheading 3204.16.50) ....... Free No change No change On or before

12 12/31/2023 ".

6 **SEC. 74430. PIGMENT RED 177.**

7 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

8 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

9 "9902.23.17 Pigment Red 177 (1-amino-

10 4-(4-amino-9,10-

11 dioxaanthracen-1-

12 yl)anthraacene-9,10-dione) (pro-

vided for in subheading

13 3204.17.04) .................. Free No change No change On or before

14 12/31/2023 ".

7 **SEC. 74431. PIGMENT YELLOW 110.**

8 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

9 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

10 "9902.23.18 Pigment Yellow 110 (4,5,6,7-

11 tetrachloro-3-[[4-[[4,5,6,7-tet-

12 rachloro-3-oxoisoindol-1-

13 ylidene-

14 (amino)phenyl]iminooxindol-

15 1-one) (CAS No. 5590-18-1) (pro-

vided for in subheading

16 3204.17.04) .................. Free No change No change On or before

17 12/31/2023 ".

10 **SEC. 74432. PIGMENT YELLOW 147.**

11 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

12 in numerical sequence the following new heading:
**SEC. 74433. PIGMENT ORANGE 64.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
|   | 9902.23.20 | Pigment Orange 64 (5-[[6-
|   |   | methyl-2-oxo-1,3-
|   |   | dihydrobenzimidazol-5-
|   |   | ylidiazeryl]-1,3-diazinane-
|   |   | 2,4,6-trione) (CAS No.
|   |   | 72102–84–2) (provided for in
|   |   | subheading 3204.17.60) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
|   |   | ………. | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

**SEC. 74434. PIGMENT BLUE 29.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
|   | 9902.23.21 | Pigment Blue 29 (aluminum
|   |   | sodium orthosilicate
|   |   | trisulfane-1,3-diide (6:8:6:1))
|   |   | (CAS No. 57455–37–5) (pro-
|   |   | vided for in subheading
|   |   | 3204.17.60) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
|   |   | ………. | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

**SEC. 74435. PIGMENT VIOLET 15.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
|   | 9902.23.22 | Pigment Violet 15
|   |   | (hexaaluminum;hexasodium;
|   |   | tetraethylenesilicate)
|   |   | (CAS No. 12769–96–9) (pro-
|   |   | vided for in subheading
|   |   | 3204.17.60) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
|   |   | ………. | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

**SEC. 74436. PIGMENT BLUE 14.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:
| 9902.23.23 | Pigment Blue 14 (ethanaminium, N-(4-(bis(4-diethylamino)phenyl)methylene)-2,5-cyclohexadien-1-ylidene)-N-ethyl-, molybdatetungstatephosphate) (CAS No. 1325–88–8) (provided for in subheading 3204.17.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

1 **SEC. 74437. SOLVENT BLUE 97.**

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

3 | 9902.23.24 | Solvent Blue 97 (1,4-Bis(2,6-diethyl-4-methylamino)anthracene-9,10-dione) (CAS Nos. 61969–44–6 and 32724–62–2) (provided for in subheading 3204.19.11) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

4 **SEC. 74438. SOLVENT GREEN 5.**

5 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

6 | 9902.23.25 | Solvent Green 5 (bis(2-methylpropyl) perylene-3,9-dicarboxylate) (CAS No. 2744–50–5) (provided for in subheading 3204.19.11) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

7 **SEC. 74439. SOLVENT YELLOW 98.**

8 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

9 | 9902.23.26 | Solvent Yellow 98 (14-octadecyl-8-thia-14-azapentacyclo [10.6.2.0^2,7.0^9,19.0^16,20]icosatetraen-1(19),2,4,6,9,11,16(20),17-octaoctaene-13,15-dione) (CAS No. 12671–74–8) (provided for in subheading 3204.19.11) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
1 SEC. 74440. SOLVENT GREEN 7.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.23.27 Solvent Green 7 (trisodium 8-hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-
trisulfonate) (CAS No. 6358–69–6) (provided for in sub-
heading 3204.19.11) ............ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

4 SEC. 74441. SOLVENT RED 195.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.23.28 Solvent Red 195 (methyl 4-cyano-5-{[5-cyano-2,6-bis(3-
methoxypropylamino)-4-methylpyrrolin-3-yl]diazenyl}-3-methylthiophene-2-
carboxylate) (CAS No. 72968–71–9) (provided for in sub-
heading 3204.19.20) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

7 SEC. 74442. SOLVENT ORANGE 115.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.23.29 Solvent Orange 115 (7H-Benzimidazo[2,1-a]
benzo[1,4][2]benzothiopyrano[7,8,1-def]isoquinolin-7-one) (CAS No. 53304–32–8) (pro-
vided for in subheading 3204.19.20) ...................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

10 SEC. 74443. SPECIALTY DYES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
242

" 9902.23.30 White/bluish powder dye containing benzenesulfonamide, 2,2'-(1,1'-biphenyl)-4,4'-diylbis(1,1-ethenyl)bis[N-(3-hydroxypropyl)-, polymer with formaldehyde, arylmethylbenzenesulfonamide and 1,3,5-triazine-2,4,6-triamine (CAS No. 1191239–40–3) (provided for in subheading 3204.19.20) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

1 **SEC. 74444. SOLVENT GREEN 3.**

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

3 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

" 9902.23.31 Solvent Green 3 (1,4-bis(4-methylanilino)anthracene-9,10-dione) (CAS No. 128–80–3) (CIN 61565) (provided for in subheading 3204.19.25) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

4 **SEC. 74445. SOLVENT BLUE 36.**

5 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

6 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

" 9902.23.33 Solvent Blue 36 (1,4-bis(propan-2-ylamino)anthracene-9,10-dione) (CAS No. 14233–37–5) (provided for in subheading 3204.19.25) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

7 **SEC. 74446. MIXTURES OF SOLVENT GREEN 3.**

8 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

9 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

" 9902.23.34 Mixtures of Solvent Green 3 (1,4-bis(4-methylanilino)anthracene-9,10-dione) (CAS No. 128–80–3) (provided for in subheading 3204.19.25) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

9902.23.30 White/bluish powder dye containing benzenesulfonamide, 2,2'-(1,1'-biphenyl)-4,4'-diylbis(1,1-ethenyl)bis[N-(3-hydroxypropyl)-, polymer with formaldehyde, arylmethylbenzenesulfonamide and 1,3,5-triazine-2,4,6-triamine (CAS No. 1191239–40–3) (provided for in subheading 3204.19.20) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

1 **SEC. 74444. SOLVENT GREEN 3.**

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

3 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

" 9902.23.31 Solvent Green 3 (1,4-bis(4-methylanilino)anthracene-9,10-dione) (CAS No. 128–80–3) (CIN 61565) (provided for in subheading 3204.19.25) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

4 **SEC. 74445. SOLVENT BLUE 36.**

5 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

6 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

" 9902.23.33 Solvent Blue 36 (1,4-bis(propan-2-ylamino)anthracene-9,10-dione) (CAS No. 14233–37–5) (provided for in subheading 3204.19.25) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

7 **SEC. 74446. MIXTURES OF SOLVENT GREEN 3.**

8 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

9 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

" 9902.23.34 Mixtures of Solvent Green 3 (1,4-bis(4-methylanilino)anthracene-9,10-dione) (CAS No. 128–80–3) (provided for in subheading 3204.19.25) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
1 **SEC. 74447. SOLVENT RED 52.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.23.35 | Solvent Red 52 (3-methyl-6-[(4-methylphenyl)amino]-3H-naphtho[1,2,3-de]quinoline-2,7-dione) (CAS No. 81–39–0) (provided for in sub-heading 3204.19.25) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

2 **SEC. 74448. SOLVENT RED 149.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.23.36 | Solvent Red 149 (6-(cyclohexylamino)-3-methyl-3H-naphtho[1,2,3-de]quinoline-2,7-dione) (CAS No. 21295–57–8 or 71902–8–6) (provided for in sub-heading 3204.19.25) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

3 **SEC. 74449. SOLVENT RED 207.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.23.37 | Solvent Red 207 (1,5-bis(cyclohexylamino)anthraene-9,10-dione) (CAS No. 15958–68–6) (provided for in sub-heading 3204.19.25) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

4 **SEC. 74450. SOLVENT VIOLET 14.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.23.38 | Solvent Violet 14 (1,5-bis(4-methylaminoo)anthraene-9,10-dione) (CAS No. 8005–40–1) (provided for in sub-heading 3204.19.25) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
1 SEC. 74451. SOLVENT YELLOW 179.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.23.39 Solvent Yellow 179 (2-[[4-[[4-cyclohexylphenoxy]ethyl-ethylamino]-2-methylphenyl]methylidene]propanedinitrile) (CAS No. 54079–53–7) (provided for in subheading 3204.19.25) .... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ”.
```

4 SEC. 74452. SOLVENT YELLOW 131.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.23.40 Solvent Yellow 131 (2-(3-hydroxypropyl)-6-(3-hydroxypropylaminobenzal)isoquinoline-1,3-dione) (CAS No. 52821–24–6) (provided for in subheading 3204.19.25) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ”.
```

7 SEC. 74453. HOGEN BLUE XB-20.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.23.41 Synthetic organic coloring matter containing copper(II)phthalocyanine (CAS No. 147–14–8) (provided for in subheading 3204.19.40) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ”.
```

10 SEC. 74454. SOLVENT YELLOW 104.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.23.42 Solvent Yellow 104 (CAS No. 143476–34–0) (provided for in subheading 3204.19.40) .... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ”.
```
1 SEC. 74455. COMBINATION OF FLUORESCENT BRIGHTENERS 367 AND 371.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
   " 9902.23.43  Mixture of Fluorescent Brightener 367 (CAS No. 5089-22-5) and Fluorescent Brightener 371 (provided for in subheading 3204.20.80) ... Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

5 SEC. 74456. FLUORESCENT BRIGHTENER CBS-X.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
   " 9902.23.44  Disodium 2,2′-[biphenyl-4,4′-diylidiene-2,1-diyl][biphenyl-4,4′-diyl]dibenzenesulfonate (CAS No. 27344-41-8) of a kind used as a fluorescent brightening agent (provided for in subheading 3204.20.80) ... Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

8 SEC. 74457. OPTICAL BRIGHTENER SWN.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
   " 9902.23.45  7-(Diethylamino)-4-methylchromen-2-one (CAS No. 91-44-1) (provided for in subheading 3204.20.80) ... Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```


Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEC. 74459. FLUORESCENT BRIGHTENER 368.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEC. 74460. 1,4-BIS(2-CYANOSTYRYL)BENZENE.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SEC. 74461. CERTAIN MANUFACTURING INPUTS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.23.49 | 1-[3-(Dimethylamino)propyl]-4-methyl-6-oxo-3-pyridin-1-imino-1-oxypyridin-2-olate (CAS No. 104583-33-7) (provided for in subheading 3204.90.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74462. CERIUM SULFIDE PIGMENTS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.23.50 | Pigment preparations based on cerium sulfide or mixtures of cerium sulfide and lanthanum sulfide (CAS Nos. 12014-93-6 and 12031-49-1) (provided for in subheading 3206.49.60) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74463. MATTE PEARLESCENT PIGMENTS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.23.51 | Coloring matter of mica (CAS No. 12901-26-2) and titanium dioxide (CAS No. 13463-67-7), coated with submicron poly(methyl methacrylate) (CAS No. 9011-14-7) spheres to create a matte optical effect (provided for in subheading 3206.49.60) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74464. ANGLE-DEPENDENT INTERFERENCE PIGMENTS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74465. INORGANIC LUMILUX.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.23.53 | Inorganic products of a kind used as luminophores containing zinc sulfide (ZnS), copper chloride-doped (CAS No. 68611–70–1), dizinc silicate (CAS No. 68611–47–2), yttrium oxide sulfide (Y2O2S), europium-doped (CAS No. 68784–83–8), erbium sodium ytterbium fluoride (Er0.04NaYb0.96F4) (CAS No. 753489–08–6), dysprosium dioxide sulfide (CAS No. 12340–04–4), oxygen(2-)yttrium(3+) (CAS No. 1314–36–9), (CAS No. 1314–37–9) and erbium(III) oxide (CAS No. 12061–16–4) (provided for in subheading 3206.50.00) ................. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

4 SEC. 74466. RIBBON/MATRIX RESIN.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.23.54 | Optical fiber ribbon cable matrix resin, a polymer in the form of a liquid coating, with a density of approximately 1.12 kg/liter, viscosity of 3000 to 5000 cps at 25 °C, with elongation greater than 20 percent and tensile strength of 22 to 32 MPa (provided for in subheading 3208.20.00) ................. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 |
```
1 SEC. 74467. BONDING AGENT 2005.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.23.55 Solution as defined in note 4 to chapter 32, mixture of poly(toluene 2,4-diisocyanate) (CAS No. 26006–20–2), 2,4-diisocyanato-1-methylbenzene (CAS No. 584–84–9) and butyl acetate (CAS No. 123–86–4) (provided for in subheading 3208.90.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 *
```

4 SEC. 74468. FLUOROPOLYMER RESIN.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.23.56 Solution of high molecular weight fluoroethylene-alkyl vinyl ether (FEVE) alternative copolymer, containing 38 to 42 percent by weight of moderate OH number resin in a blend of cyclohexanone and aromatic hydrocarbon solvent, having a Tg of 20 °C (CAS No. 207691–69–8) (provided for in subheading 3208.90.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 *
```

7 SEC. 74469. ZIRCONIUM 12 PAINT DRIER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.23.57 Zirconium 12 paint drier, mixtures of naptha, petroleum, hydrotreated heavy (CAS No. 64742–48–9), zirconium 2-ethylhexanoate (CAS No. 22464–99–9), xylene (CAS No. 111–84–2), zirconium, bistearate-acetoxo- (CAS No. 5153–24–2) (provided for in heading 3211.80.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 *
```
1  **SEC. 74470. ZIRCONIUM 24 PAINT DRIER.**

2  Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

3  in numerical sequence the following new heading:

   "  9902.23.58  Zirconium 24 paint drier, mixtures of naptha, petroleum, hydrotreated heavy (CAS No. 64742–48–9), zirconium 2-ethylhexanoate (CAS No. 22464–99–9), nane (CAS No. 111–84–2), zirconium, bis(acetate-o)oxo (CAS No. 5153–24–2) (provided for in heading 3211.00.00) ................. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023".

4  **SEC. 74471. DRIER ACCELERATORS.**

5  Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

6  in numerical sequence the following new heading:

   "  9902.23.59  Prepared drier accelerators containing a mixture of cyclopentanone (CAS No. 120–92–3), cyclohexanone (CAS No. 108–94–1), and 2-pyrrolin-2-ylpyridine (CAS No. 366–18–7) (provided for in heading 3211.00.00)) .... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023".

7  **SEC. 74472. LEMON OIL.**

8  Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

9  in numerical sequence the following new heading:

   "  9902.23.60  Essential oils of lemon (CAS No. 8008–56–8) (provided for in subheading 3301.13.00) .................. 3.3% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023".

10 **SEC. 74473. SULFONIC ACIDS, C14–17-SEC-ALKANE, SODIUM SALT.**

11 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

12 in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 **SEC. 74474. POTASSIUM ETHYL OCTYLPHOSPHONATE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902 23.62 | Potassium, ethoxy(octyl)phosphinate (CAS No. 68134-28-1) (provided for in subheading 3402.11.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

2 **SEC. 74475. INTERMEDIATE IN THE PRODUCTION OF INDUSTRIAL LUBRICANTS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902 23.63 | (Z)-N-Methyl-N-(1-oxo-9-octadecenyl)glycine (N-oleylsarcosine) (CAS No. 110-25-8) surfactant (provided for in subheading 3402.11.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

3 **SEC. 74476. POLYETHER DISPERSANT.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902 23.64 | Oxirane, 2-methyl-, polymer with oxirane, mono[(diethylamino)alkyl] ether surfactant (CAS No. 68511-96-6) (provided for in subheading 3402.12.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

4 **SEC. 74477. D-GLUCOPYRANOSE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74478. 2-DODECOXY-6-(HYDROXYMETHYL)OXANE-3,4,5-TRIOL.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.23.65</th>
<th>(3R,4S,5R)-2-decoxy-6-</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(hydroxymethyl)oxane-3,4,5-triol (CAS No. 68515-79-1) (provided for in subheading 3402.13.20)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

2 SEC. 74479. MIXTURES OF CERTAIN C12–14-ALKYL ETHERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.23.66</th>
<th>(3R,4S,5R)-2-Dodecoxy-6-</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(hydroxymethyl)oxane-3,4,5-triol (CAS No. 110615-47-9) (provided for in subheading 3402.13.20)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

3 SEC. 74480. MANUFACTURING CHEMICAL.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.23.67</th>
<th>Mixtures of poly(oxy-1,2-ethanediyl), α-phosphono-ω-hydroxy-, C12-14-alkyl ethers (CAS No. 121158-63-2); poly(oxy-1,2-ethanediyl), α,ω-phosphinobis(ω-hydroxy-, di-C12-14-alkyl ethers (CAS No. 121158-61-0); poly(oxy-1,2-ethanediyl), α,ω-phosphinylidynetris(ω-hydroxy-, tri-C12-14-alkyl ethers (CAS No. 121158-62-1); alcohols C12-14, ethoxylated (CAS No. 68439-50-9) (provided for in subheading 3402.13.50)</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

SEC. 74481. NONIONIC SURFACTANT.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 253 | 9902.23.68 | Mixtures of fatty acids, eico, ethoxylated (CAS No. 61791–29–5) and butan-1-ol, ethane-1,2-diol, propane-1,2-diol (CAS No. 9038–95–3) surfactant (provided for in subheading 3402.13.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74482. CHEMICAL USED IN TEXTILE MANUFACTURING.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 253 | 9902.23.69 | D-Glucopyranose, oligomeric, C10–16-alkyl glycosides (CAS No. 110615–47–9); water (CAS No. 7732–18–5); and D-glucoopyranose, oligomeric, 2-ethylhexyl glycosides (CAS No. 141074–93–7) (provided for in subheading 3402.13.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74483. ETHOXYLATED TRISTYRYLPHENOL PHOSPHATE POTASSIUM SALT.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 253 | 9902.23.70 | Mixtures of sodium [1-carboxy-17-(dibutylamino)-17-oxoheptadecan-8-yl] sulfate (CAS No. 62893–93–0); sodium,18-hydroxy-18-oxoheptadecane-1-sulfonate (CAS No. 67989–94–1); sodium (Z)-octadec-9-enoate (CAS No. 143–19–1); and (Z)-N,N-dibutyloctadec-9-enamide (CAS No. 5834–80–1) (provided for in subheading 3402.90.10) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
254

1 **SEC. 74484. SODIUM POLYCARBOXYLATE, AQUEOUS SOLUTION.**

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

3 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

4

5 **SEC. 74485. AQUEOUS EMULSION OF A MIXTURE OF AMINE SOAPS AND MISCELLANEOUS OTHER ADDITIVES.**

6 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

7 in numerical sequence the following new heading:
9902.23.73 Mixtures of propane-1,2,3-triol (glycerol) (CAS No. 56–81–5); 2-octadec-9-enoxyethanol phosphoric acid (CAS No. 39464-69-2); tall oil fatty acid (CAS No. 61790–12–3); 2,3-bis[(Z)-12-hydroxyoctadec-9-enoxypropyl (Z)-12-hydroxyoctadec-9-enoate (castor oil) (CAS No. 8801–79–4); alcohols C16-18,18 unsaturated, ethoxylated (CAS No. 68920–66–1); 2-(2-hydroxyethylamino)ethanol (Diethanolamine) (CAS No. 111–42–2); distillates (petroleum), hydrotreated light napthenic (CAS No. 64742–65–0); phosphoric acid (CAS No. 7664–38–2); ethane-1,2-diamine (CAS No. 107–15–3); and 2H-benzotriazole (CAS No. 95–14–7) (provided for in subheading 3403.19.50) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023.

SEC. 74486. AQUEOUS DISPERSION OF A MIXTURE OF FATTY AMINE AND AMIDE SOAPS AND CELLULOSE OTHER ADDITIVES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

9902.23.74 Mixtures of (2E,4E,6E,8E,10E,12E)-pentadeca-2,4,6,8,10,12,14-heptaenoic acid (Fatty acids, C14-18 and C16-18-unsaturated) (CAS No. 67791–06–8); 2-octadec-9-enoxyethanol phosphoric acid (CAS No. 39464-69-2); distillates, petroleum, solvent-dewaxed heavy paraffinic (CAS No. 64742–65–0); alcohols C16-18,18 unsaturated, ethoxylated (CAS No. 68920–66–1); 2-(2-hydroxyethylamino)ethanol (Diethanolamine) (CAS No. 111–42–2); ethane-1,2-diamine (CAS No. 107–15–3); phosphoric acid (CAS No. 7664–38–2); amines, tallow alkyl, ethoxylated (CAS No. 61791–26–2); and 2H-benzotriazole (CAS No. 95–14–7) (provided for in subheading 3403.19.50) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023.
1 SEC. 74487. AQUEOUS DISPERSION OF A MIXTURE OF FATTY AMINE AND AMIDE SOAPS AND CELLANEOUS OTHER ADDITIVES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Tariff</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date of Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixtures of N-[(2-(octadecanoylamino)ethyl)octadecanamide (CAS No. 110-30-5), 2-(2-hydroxyethylamino)ethanol (CAS No. 111-42-2), phosphoric acid (CAS No. 7664-38-2), amines, tallow alkyl, ethoxylated (CAS No. 61791-26-2), fatty acids, C14-18 and C16-18-unsaturated (CAS No. 67701-06-8), and nonylphenol, branched, ethoxylated, phosphated (CAS No. 68412-55-3) (provided for in subheading 3403.99.00)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 SEC. 74488. PHOTOGRAPHIC GELATIN.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Tariff</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date of Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photographic gelatin (CAS No. 9000-70-8) (provided for in subheading 3503.00.55)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9 SEC. 74489. ICE FOUNTAINS (CLASS 1.4G).

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Tariff</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date of Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ice fountains (Class 1.4G) (CAS No. 9904-70-0) generating a jet of sparklers when lit (provided for in subheading 3604.10.90)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SEC. 74490. MAGIC CANDLES CONTAINING MAGNESIUM POWDER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.23.78 Magic candles containing magnesium powder (CAS No. 7439-95-4) that automatically relight themselves when blown out and emit spark effects when lit (provided for in subheading 3604.90.00) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 74491. PARTY SNAPPERS (CLASS 1.4G).

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.23.79 Snaps designed to make a loud noise when thrown to the ground (CAS No. 7761-88-8) (provided for in subheading 3604.90.00) ............. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 74492. FENPYROXIMATE 5SC.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.23.80 Mixtures of tert-butyl 4-[(E)-(1,3-dimethyl-5-phenoxypyrazol-4-yl)methylideneamino]oxymethylbenzoate (Fenpyroximate) (CAS No. 134098-61-6) and application adjuvants (provided for in subheading 3808.91.25) .... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 74493. PYRIFLUQUINAZON 20SC.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
| 9902.23.81 | 1. Mixture of 1-acetyl-6-(1,1,1,2,3,3,3-heptafluoropropan-2-yl)-3-(pyridin-3-ylmethylamino)-4H-quinazolin-2-one (Pyrifluquinazon) (CAS No. 337458-27-2) and application adjuvants (provided for in subheading 3808.91.25) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

### 1 SEC. 74494. IMIDACLOPRID AND MUSCALURE FORMULATIONS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.23.82 | 2. Product mixtures containing (NE)N-[1-[6-chloropyridin-3-yl)methyl]imidazolidin-2-ylidene]nitramide (Imidacloprid) (CAS No. 138261-41-3) and (Z)-tricos-9-ene (Muscalure) (CAS No. 27519-02-4) (provided for in subheading 3808.91.25) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

### 5 SEC. 74495. FORMULATIONS OF ACEPHATE AND BIFENTHRIN.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.23.83 | 3. Formulations of N-[methoxy(methylsulfanyl)phosphoryl]acetamide (Acephate) (CAS No. 30560-19-1) and (2-methyl-3-phenylphenyl)methyl (1R,3R)-3-[(Z)-2-chloro-3,3,3-trifluoroprop-1-enyl]-2,2-dimethylcyclopropane-1-carboxylate (Bifenthrin) (CAS No. 82657-04-3) (provided for in subheading 3808.91.25) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

### 9 SEC. 74496. FIPRONIL.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
**1 SEC. 74497. ALUMINUM PHOSPHIDE.**
Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.23.85 | Formulated aluminium phosphide (aluminiumhydridophosphate) (CAS No. 20859–73–8) (provided for in subheading 3808.91.30) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

**4 SEC. 74498. MAGNAPHOS FORMULATIONS.**
Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.23.86 | Formulations of magnesium phosphide (trimagnesiumphosphothioate) (Magnaphos) (CAS No.12057–74–8) (provided for in subheading 3808.91.30) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

**7 SEC. 74499. FORMULATED OXAMYL.**
Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.23.87 | Mixtures of methyl (1Z)-2-(dimethylaminoo)-N-(methylthioaminoxyhexyl)-2-oxoethanimidothioate (Oxamyl) (CAS No. 23135–22–0) and application adjuvants (provided for in subheading 3808.91.50) | 0.2% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
SEC. 74500. FORMULATED FUNGICIDES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.23.88 Mixtures of 2-(trichloronethyl)sulfanyl)-3a,4,7,7a-tetrahydroisoindole-1,3-dione (Captan) (CAS No. 135–06–2) and application adjuvants (provided for in subheading 3808.92.15) .... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 *.
```

SEC. 74501. CERTAIN FUNGICIDES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.23.89 Mixtures of (2Z)-2-[2-fluoro-5-(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]sulfanyl-2-[3-(2-methoxyphenyl)-1,3-thiazolidin-2-ylidene]acetonitrile (CAS No. 958647–10–4); 1-methylpyrrolidin-2-one (CAS No. 872–50–4) and polyoxyalkylene polystyryl phenyl ether (CAS No. 99734–09–5) (provided for in subheading 3808.92.15) .... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 *.
```

SEC. 74502. PROTHIOCONAZOLE, FLUOPYRAM, AND TRIFLOXYSTROBIN FUNGICIDES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.23.90 | Product mixtures containing 2-[2-(1-chlorocyclopropyl)-3-(2-chlorophenyl)-2-hydroxypropyl]-1H-1,2,4-triazole-3-thione (Prothioconazole) (CAS No. 178928–70–6), N-[2-[3-chloro-5-(trifluoromethyl)pyridin-2-yl]ethyl]-2-(trifluoromethyl)benzamide (Flupyrad潦se) (CAS No. 658066–35–4) and (2E)-2-methoxyimino-2-[2-[[3-(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]ethyl]ureido]acetate (Tebuconazole) (CAS No. 141517–21–7) (provided for in subheading 3808.92.15) ... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 |

1 SEC. 74503. PROTHIOCONAZOLE, METALAXYL, AND TEBUCONAZOLE FUNGICIDES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.23.91 | Product mixtures containing 2-[(2RS)-2-(1-chlorocyclopropyl)-3-(2-chlorophenyl)-2-hydroxypropyl]-2H-1,2,4-triazole-3(4H)-thione (Prothioconazole) (CAS No. 178928–70–6), methyl N-(2-methoxyacetyl)-N-(2,6-xylyl)-DL-alanine (Metalaxyl) (CAS No. 57837–19–1) and (RS)-1-p-chlorophenyl-4,4-dimethyl-3-(1H-1,2,4-triazol-1-ylmethyl)pentan-3-ol (Tebuconazole) (CAS No. 107534–96–3) (provided for in subheading 3808.92.15) ... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 |

5 SEC. 74504. MANCOZEB AND CHLOROTHALONIL FORMULATIONS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
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```
9902:23.92 Formulations of zinc; manganese(2+); N-(2-
(sulfocarbothioylamino)ethyl)carbamodithioate
(Mancorzeb) (CAS No. 8018–
01–7) and 2,4,5,6-
tetrachlorobenzene-1,3-
dicarbonitrile (Chlorothalonil)
(CAS No. 1687–45–6) (pro-
vided for in subheading
3808.92.15) ....................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

1 SEC. 74505. MIXTURES OF PICARBUTROX AND APPLICATION

2 ADJUVANTS.

3 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

4 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902:23.93 Mixtures of tert-butyl N-6-
[(Z)-(1-methyltetrazol-5-yl)-
phenylmethylene-]
amino)oxymethyl]pyridin-2-
yl]carbamate (Picarbutrox)
(CAS No. 500207–04–5) and
application adjuvants (pro-
vided for in subheading
3808.92.15) ....................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

5 SEC. 74506. MIXTURES OF TETRACONAZOLE AND APPLICA-

6 TION ADJUVANTS.

7 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

8 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902:23.94 Mixtures of 1-[2-(2,4-
dichlorophenyl)-3-(1,1,2,2-
tetrafluoroethoxy)propyl]-
1,2,4-triazole (Tetraconazole)
(CAS No. 112281–77–3) and
application adjuvants (pro-
vided for in subheading
3808.92.15) ....................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

9 SEC. 74507. MANCOZEB AND AZOXYSTROBIN FORMULA-

10 TIONS.

11 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

12 in numerical sequence the following new heading:
Formulations containing zinc; manganese(2+); N-[2-(sulfidocarbothioylamino)ethyl]carbamodithioate (Mancozeb) (CAS No. 8018–01–7) and methyl (E)-2-[2-[6-(2-cyanophenoxy)pyrimidin-4-yl]oxyphenyl]-3-methoxyprop-2-enoate (Azoxystrobin) (CAS No. 131860–33–8) (provided for in subheading 3808.92.28) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023.

---

1 SEC. 74508. MIXTURES OF CYMOXANIL AND FUMED DIOXOSILANE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Mixtures of (1E)-2-(ethylcarbamoylamino)-N-methoxy-2-oxoethanimidoyl cyanide (Cymoxanil) (CAS No. 57966–95–7), fumed dioxosilane (CAS No. 112945–52–5), and application adjuvants (provided for in subheading 3808.92.30) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023.

---

5 SEC. 74509. MICROTHIOL FORMULATIONS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Formulations of micronized sulfur (CAS No. 7704–34–9) (provided for in subheading 3808.92.30) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023.

---

8 SEC. 74510. FORMULATIONS OF THIENCARBAZONE-METHYL, IODOSULFURON-METHYL-SODIUM, AND DICAMBA.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
Product mixtures containing methyl 4-[(3-methoxy-4-methyl-5-oxo-1,2,4-triazole-1-carbonyl)sulfamoyl]-5-methylthiophene-3-carboxylate (Thiencarbazone-methyl) (CAS No. 317815–83–1); sodium,(5-iodo-2-methoxybenzoyl)azanide (Iodosulfuron-methyl-sodium) (CAS No. 144550–36–7) and 3,6-dichloro-2-methoxybenzoic acid (Dicamba) (CAS No.1918–00–9) (provided for in subheading 3808.93.15) ... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023.

SEC. 74511. THIENCARBAZONE-METHYL, ISOXADIFENETHYL, AND TEMBOTRIONE HERBICIDES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

SEC. 74512. HERBICIDES USED ON GRASSES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Mixtures Containing</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No Change</th>
<th>No Change</th>
<th>On or Before</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Methyl 4-[(3-methoxy-4-meth-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yl-5-eno-1,2,4-triazole-1-car-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bonyl]thioanisole]-5-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>methylthiophene-3-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carboxylate (Thiencarbazone-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>methyl) (CAS No. 317815-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83-1) and sodium (5-iodo-2-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>methoxy-carboxylphenyl]-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>benzyl]thioanisole]-5-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>methylcarbamoyl]azanide</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Iodosulfuron methylsodium)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CAS No. 144550-36-7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(provided for in subheading</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3808.93.15)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 SEC. 74515. THIENCARBAZONE-METHYL AND MEFENPYR-DIETHYL HERBICIDES.

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

3 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

4

5 SEC. 74516. THIFENSULFURON-METHYL AND TRIBENURON-METHYL FORMULATIONS.

6 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

7 in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74517. TRIBENURON-METHYL FORMULATIONS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.24.06 Formulations of methyl 2-[(4-methoxy-6-methyl-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl)-methylcarbamoylsulfamoyl]benzoate (Tribenuron-methyl) (CAS No. 101200–48–0) and application adjuvants (provided for in subheading 3808.93.15) ....................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ''.
```

4 SEC. 74518. CHLORSULFURON AND METSULFURON-METHYL FORMULATIONS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.24.07 Formulations of 1-(2-chlorophenyl)sulfonyl-3-(4-methoxy-6-methyl-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl)urea (Chlorsulfuron) (CAS No. 64902–72–3), methyl 2-[(4-methoxy-6-methyl-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl)carbamoylsulfamoyl] benzoate (Metsulfuron Methyl) (CAS No. 74223–64–6) and application adjuvants (provided for in subheading 3808.93.15) ....................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ''. 
```
SEC. 74519. THIFENSULFURON-METHYL AND FLUROXYPYR FORMULATIONS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.24.08 | Formulations of methyl 3-[(4-methoxy-6-methyl-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl)carbamoylsulfamoyl]thiophene-2-carboxylate (Thifensulfuron-methyl) (CAS No. 79277-27-3), 2-(4-amino-3,5-dichloro-6-fluoropyridin-2-yl)oxyacetic acid (Fluroxypyr) (CAS No. 69577-81-7) and application adjuvants (provided for in subheading 3808.93.15) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74520. ACIFLUROFEN FORMULATIONS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.24.09 | Formulations of sodium,5-[2-chloro-4-(trifluoromethyl)phenoxy]-2-nitrobenzoate (Acifluorfen) (CAS No. 62476-59-9) (provided for in subheading 3808.93.15) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74521. S-METOLACHLOR AND MESTRIONE HERBICIDES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.24.10 | Formulations of 2-chloro-N-(2-ethyl-6-methylphenyl)-N-[(2S)-1-methoxypropan-2-yl]acetamide (S-Metolachlor) (CAS No. 87392-12-9) and 4-amino-6-tert-butyl-3-methylisulfanyl-1,2,4-triazin-5-one (Mestrione) (CAS No. 21087-64-9) (provided for in subheading 3808.93.15) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
1 SEC. 74522. METRIBUZIN FORMULATIONS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.24.11 Formulations of 4-amino-6-tert-butyl-3-methylsulfanyl-1,2,4-triazin-5-one (Metribuzin) (CAS No. 21087–64–9) (provided for in subheading 3808.93.15) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 *.
```

4 SEC. 74523. PENDIMETHALINE AND METRIBUZINE FORMULATIONS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.24.12 Formulations of 3,4-di-methyl-2,6-dinitro-N-pentan-3-ylaniline (Pendimethaline) (CAS No. 40487–42–1) and 4-amino-6-tert-butyl-3-methylsulfanyl-1,2,4-triazin-5-one (Metribuzine) (CAS No. 21087–64–9) (provided for in subheading 3808.93.15) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 *.
```

8 SEC. 74524. FORMULATIONS OF S-METOLACHLOR AND METRIBUZIN.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.24.13 Formulations of 2-chloro-N-(2-ethyl-6-methylphenyl)-N-[[2S]-1-methoxypropan-2-yl]acetamide (S-Metolachlor) (CAS No. 87392–12–9) and 4-amino-6-tert-butyl-3-methylsulfanyl-1,2,4-triazin-5-one (Metribuzin) (CAS No. 21087–64–9) (provided for in subheading 3808.93.15) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 *.
```
SEC. 74525. THIFENSULFURON-METHYL AND TRIBENURON-METHYL FORMULATIONS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.24.14 Formulations of methyl 2-[[4-(methoxy-6-methyl-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl)-methylcarbamoyl]sulfamoyl]benzoate (Tribenuron-methyl) (CAS No. 101200-48-0) and 3-[[4-(methoxy-6-methyl-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl)carbamoylsulfamoyl]thiophene-2-carboxylic acid (Thifensulfuron) (CAS No. 79277-67-1) and application adjuvants (provided for in subheading 3808.93.13) .......... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 74526. METSULFURON-METHYL FORMULATIONS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.24.15 Formulations of methyl 2-[[4-(methoxy-6-methyl-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl)carbamoylsulfamoyl]benzoate (Metsulfuron-methyl) (CAS No. 74223-64-6) and application adjuvants (provided for in subheading 3808.93.13) ......... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 74527. CHLORIMURON-ETHYL FORMULATIONS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.24.16 Formulations of ethyl 2-[[4-chloro-6-methoxy-pyrimidin-2-yl]carbamoylsulfamoyl]benzoate (Chlorimuron-ethyl) (CAS No. 90982-32-4) and application adjuvants (provided for in subheading 3808.93.15) ................. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```
1 SEC. 74528. MIXTURES OF BROMOXYNIL OCTANOATE AND
BROMOXYNIL HEPTANOATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.24.17 Mixtures of 2,6-dibromo-4-
cyanophenyl octanoate (Bromoxynil octanoate) (CAS
No. 1689–99–2) and 2,6-
dibromo-4-cyanophenyl
heptanoate (Bromoxynil
heptanoate) (CAS No.
56634–95–8) (provided for in
subheading 3808.93.15) ........ Free No change No change On or before
12/31/2023 ```

5 SEC. 74529. SULFOMETURON-METHYL AND METSULFURON-
METHYL FORMULATIONS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.24.18 Formulations of methyl 2-
[4,6-dimethylpyrimidin-2-
yl]carbamoylsulfamoyl] ben-
zoate (Sulfometuron-methyl)
(CAS No. 74222–97–2) and
methyl 2-[4-methoxy-6-meth-
yl-1,3,5-triazin-2-
yl]carbamoylsulfamoyl] ben-
zoate (Metsulfuron-methyl)
(CAS No. 74223–64–6) and
application adjuvants (pro-
vided for in subheading
3808.93.15) ......................... Free No change No change On or before
12/31/2023 ```

9 SEC. 74530. CHLORIMURON-ETHYL AND TRIBENURON-
METHYL FORMULATIONS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
Formulations of ethyl 2-[(4-chloro-6-methoxypyrimidin-2-yl)carbamoylsulfamoyl] benzoate (Chlorimuron-ethyl) (CAS No. 99982–32–4) and methyl 2-[(4-methoxy-6-methyl-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl)methylcarbamoylsulfamoyl] benzoate (Tribenuron-methyl) (CAS No. 101200–48–0) and application adjuvants (provided for in subheading 3808.93.15) ........................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023  

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Formulations containing methyl 3-[2-(2-chloro-4-fluoro-5-[3-methyl-2,6-dioxo-4-(trifluoromethyl)pyrimidin-1-yl]phenyl) sulfanylpropanoylamino]propanoate (Tiafenacil) (CAS No. 1220411–29–9) (provided for in subheading 3808.93.15) ..................... 0.9% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Formulated products containing mixtures of 3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea (CAS No. 330–54–1) and application adjuvants (provided for in subheading 3808.93.15) .............. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74534. THIFENSULFURON-METHYL FORMULATIONS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Formulations of 1-(4,6-dimethoxypyrimidin-2-yl)-3-[3-(trifluoromethyl)pyridin-2-yl]sulfonylurea (Flazasulfuron) (CAS No. 104040–78–0) (provided for in subheading 3808.93.15) … Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

4 SEC. 74535. HERBICIDE FOR FARM AND RANCH USE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Formulations of methyl 3-[4-methoxy-6-methyl-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl]carbamoylsulfamoylthiophene-2-carboxylate (Thifensulfuron-methyl) (CAS No. 79277–27–3) and application adjuvants (provided for in subheading 3808.93.50) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

7 SEC. 74536. PROPANIL FORMULATIONS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Formulations of N-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)propanamide (Propanil) (CAS No. 709–98–8) (provided for in subheading 3808.93.50) … Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
1 SEC. 74537. THIFENSULFURON FORMULATIONS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
" 9902.24.26 Formulations of 3-[(4-methoxy-6-methyl-1,3,5-triazin-2-ylcarbamoylsulfamoyl)thiophene-2-carboxylic acid (Thifensulfuron) (CAS No. 79277-67-1) and application adjuvants (provided for in subheading 3808.93.50) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

4 SEC. 74538. TOLPYRALATE AND NICOSULFURON HERBICIDES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
" 9902.24.27 Formulations of (RS)-1-{1-ethyl-4-[4-mesy-3-(2-methoxyethoxy)-o-toluoyl]pyrazol-5-yloxy}ethyl methyl carbonate (Tolpyralate) (CAS No. 1101132-67-5) and 2-[(4,6-dimethoxy-2-pyrimidinyl)-N,N-dimethylypridine-3-carboxamide (Nicosulfuron) (CAS No. 111991-09-4) (provided for in subheading 3808.93.50) ......................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

8 SEC. 74539. MIXTURES OF MAGNESIUM SALTS AND APPLICATION ADJUVANTS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
" 9902.24.28 Mixtures of magnesium dinitrate (CAS No. 10377–60–3), 5-chloro-2-methyl-1,2-thiazol-3-one (CAS No. 26172–55–4), 2-methyl-1,2-thiazol-3-one (CAS No. 2682–20–4), magnesium dichloride (CAS No. 7786–30–3), and application adjuvants (provided for in subheading 3808.94.50) ......................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```
1 **SEC. 74540. NISIN FORMULATIONS.**

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

3 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.24.29  Nisin preparations including
  2.5 percent Nisin and 92 percent salt (CAS No. 1414–45–5) (provided for in sub-
  heading 3808.99.95) ........ Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023
```

4 **SEC. 74541. CERTAIN FIXATIVES.**

5 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

6 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.24.30  Dye fixative used in the textile industry containing
  benzenesulfonic acid, hydroxy-, sodium salt (1:1), polymer with formaldehyde
  and 4,4′-sulfonyldiphenol (CAS No. 71832–81–0) (pro-
  vided for in subheading 3809.91.00) ................ Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023
```

7 **SEC. 74542. FUEL OIL ADDITIVES: COLD FLOW IMPROVERS CONTAINING POLY(ETHYLENE-CO-ETHENYL ACETATE).**

8 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

9 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.24.31  Mixtures containing
  poly(ethylene-co-ethenyl acetate) (CAS No. 24937–78–8)
  used as a cold flow improver for fuel oil (provided for in
  subheading 3811.90.00) ........ Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023
```
Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.24.32 Mixtures containing fumarate vinyl acetate co-polymer (CAS No. 68954–13–2) used as a cold flow improver for fuel oils (provided for in subheading 3811.90.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.24.33 Mixtures containing fumarate vinyl acetate copolymer (CAS No. 68954–15–4 or 68954–14–3) used as a cold flow improver for crude oil (provided for in subheading 3811.90.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.24.34 Mixtures containing hydrophobic acrylic polymer (CAS No. 27029–57–8) used as a pour point depressant for crude oil (provided for in subheading 3811.90.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
SEC. 74546. FUEL OIL ADDITIVES: COLD FLOW IMPROVERS

CONTAINING POLY (ETHYLENE-CO-ETHENYL ACETATE AND VINYL 2-ETHYL HEXANOATE).

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.24.35 | Mixtures containing poly (ethylene-co-ethenyl acetate and vinyl 2-ethyl hexanoate) (CAS No. 52856-75-4) used as a cold flow improver for fuel oil (provided for in subheading 3811.90.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

SEC. 74547. POLY(ISOBUTYLENE) HYDROFORMYLATION PRODUCTS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.24.36 | Mixtures consisting of poly(isobutylene) hydroformylation products, reaction products with ammonia (CAS No. 337367-30-3), used in the production of gasoline detergent additive packages (provided for in subheading 3811.90.00) | 5% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

SEC. 74548. INPUT FOR RUBBER PRODUCTS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.24.37 | Mixtures of 3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea (CAS No. 330-54-1) with acrylate rubber (provided for in subheading 3812.10.10) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```
1 SEC. 74549. MIXTURES OF OLIGOMERS AS GENERAL ANTI-

OXIDANTS FOR RUBBER TIRES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.24.38 | Mixtures of oligomers of 2,2,4-trimethyl-1,2-
dihydroquinoline (CAS Nos. 147–47–7 and 26780–96–1) as general antioxidants for rubber tires (provided for in subheading 3812.31.00) | 4.4% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

5 SEC. 74550. BENZENE, 2,4-DIISOCYANATO-1,3,5-TRIS(1-

METHYLETHYL)-, HOMOPOLYMER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.24.39 | Benzene, 2,4-diisocyanato-1,3,5-tris(1-methylethyl)-, homopolymer (CAS No. 29963–44–8) (provided for in subheading 3812.39.60) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

9 SEC. 74551. AROMATIC AMINE ANTIOXIDANTS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.24.40 | Aromatic amine liquid antioxi-
dants for various polymers consisting of benzenamine, N-phenyl-, reaction products with 2,4,4-trimethylpentene (CAS No. 68411–46–1) (pro-
vided for in subheading 3812.39.60) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

12 SEC. 74552. ANTIOXIDANT BLENDS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
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| 9902.24.41 | Antioxidant blends for polymers consisting of tetrakismethylene (3,5-di-t-butyl-4-hydroxyhydrocinnamate) methane (CAS No. 6683–19–8) and tris (2, 4-di-t-butylphenyl) phosphate (CAS No. 31570–04–4) (provided for in subheading 3812.39.60) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

1 SEC. 74553. ANTIOXIDANT BLENDS TO PROTECT POLYMERS.

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

3 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.24.42 | Antioxidant blends for polymers consisting of N,N'-hexamethylene bis[3-(3,5-di-t-butyl-4-hydroxyphenyl)propionamide] (CAS No. 25128–74–7) and tris (2, 4-di-t-butylphenyl) phosphate (CAS No. 31570–04–4) (provided for in subheading 3812.39.60) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

4 SEC. 74554. SYNTHETIC HYDROTALCITE COATED WITH FATTY ACID AND MAGNESIUM STEARATE.

5 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

6 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.24.43 | Polyvinyl chloride stabilizers consisting of magnesium aluminum hydroxide carbonate (synthetic hydrotalcite) (CAS No. 11097–59–9) coated with fatty acids (CAS No. 67701–03–5) and magnesium stearate (CAS No. 91031–63–9) (provided for in subheading 3812.39.90) | 1.7% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

8 SEC. 74555. SILICA SCORCH RETARDERS AND POLYMERIZATION INHIBITORS.

9 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

10 in numerical sequence the following new heading:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>SEC. 74556. SYNTHETIC HYDROTALCITE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>in numerical sequence the following new heading:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>SEC. 74557. LIGHT STABILIZERS FOR CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>in numerical sequence the following new heading:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>SEC. 74558. LIGHT STABILIZER FOR PLASTICS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>in numerical sequence the following new heading:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS Code</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9902.24.47</td>
<td>Light stabilizer for plastics containing a mixture of (2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidinyl) polymer in 50 percent polypropylene (CAS No. 69447-45-8), 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-4-yl) octadecanoate (CAS No. 167078-06-0), and 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-4-ol (CAS No. 2403-88-5) (provided for in subheading 3812.39.90)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 SEC. 74559. PREPARATIONS OF BIS(2,4-DICHLOROBENZOYL) PEROXIDE 50 PERCENT PASTE.

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HS Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Tariff Rate</th>
<th>Import Duty</th>
<th>Export Duty</th>
<th>Effective Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.24.48</td>
<td>Preparations each used as an initiator (radical source) in the crosslinking of polymers consisting of bis(2,4-dichlorobenzoyl)peroxide (CAS No. 133-14-2) and silicone oil (provided for in subheading 3815.90.50)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 SEC. 74560. DISTILLED TALL OILS.

6 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HS Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Tariff Rate</th>
<th>Import Duty</th>
<th>Export Duty</th>
<th>Effective Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.24.49</td>
<td>Distilled tall oils containing more than 2 percent by weight rosin (CAS No. 8002-26-4) (provided for in subheading 3823.13.00)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8 SEC. 74561. PYRIDINE, ALKYL DERIVATIVES.

9 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HS Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Tariff Rate</th>
<th>Import Duty</th>
<th>Export Duty</th>
<th>Effective Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.24.50</td>
<td>Pyridine, alkyl derivatives (CAS No. 68391-11-7) (provided for in subheading 3824.99.28)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 **SEC. 74562. POLYISOCYANATE CROSSLINKING AGENTS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.24.51 | Polyisocyanate crosslinking agent tris(4-isocyanatophenoxy)-sulfanylfluorene-A5-phosphane (CAS No. 4151-51-3) (provided for in subheading 3824.99.28) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

2 **SEC. 74563. BONDING AGENT MIXTURES.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.24.52 | Mixture of phenol;propane-1-sulfonic acid (CAS No. 70775-94-9) and 1,3-diisocyanato-2-methylbenzene;2,4-diisocyanato-1-methylbenzene (CAS No. 31378-61-3) (provided for in subheading 3824.99.28) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

3 **SEC. 74564. LIQUID, CHEMICALLY MODIFIED AMINE COMPLEX OF BORON TRIFLUORIDE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.24.53 | Liquid, chemically modified amine complex of (benzylamine)trifluoroboron (CAS No. 686-99-1) (provided for in subheading 3824.99.28) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

4 **SEC. 74565. PHTHALOCYANINE DERIVATIVE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.24.55 Mixtures of 2-(3-(dodecanoylamino)propyl)-dimethylazaniumyl]acetate (Cocamidopropyl betaine) (CAS No. 61789–40–0); fatty acids, C16–18, esters with ethylene glycol (glycol distearate) (CAS No. 91031–31–1); alcohols C12–14, ethoxylated (Laureth-4) (CAS No. 68439–50–9) and oxidane (water) (CAS No. 7732–18–5) (provided for in subheading 3824.99.41) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.24.56 Mixtures of tall oil mono-, di-, and triglycerides (CAS No. 97722–02–6) (provided for in subheading 3824.99.41) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.24.57 Mixtures of tall oil mono-, di-, and triglycerides of a kind used for fuel additives (CAS No. 97722–02–6) (provided for in subheading 3824.99.41) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```
1 SEC. 74569. ADDITIVE MIXTURES FOR METALWORKING FLUIDS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
```

5 SEC. 74570. NAPHTHENIC ACIDS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.24.59  Naphthenic acids composed of 3-(1-ethylcyclopentyl)propanoic acid (CAS No. 1313–24–5) having an acidic fraction greater than 70 percent (provided for in subheading 3824.99.75) ......................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023  
```

8 SEC. 74571. HYDROXYTYROSOL POWDERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
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1 SEC. 74572. SECONDARY ALCOHOL ETHOXYLATES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.24.60 Mixtures containing (2R,3R,4R,5R)-2,3,4,5,6-pentahydroxyhexanal (CAS No. 9050-31-6 (less than 90 percent by weight)) and 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)benzene-1,2-diol (CAS No. 10597-60-1 (less than 25 percent by weight)) (provided for in subheading 3824.99.92) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023```

2 SEC. 74573. ETHYLENE GLYCOL DIMERATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.24.61 Mixtures of C12-14-sec- ondary ethoxylated alcohols with an average of less than 5 ethylene oxide monomer units (CAS No. 841131-50-6) (provided for in subheading 3824.99.92) 2.8% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023```

3 SEC. 74574. TWO-PART LIQUID SILICONE KITS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.24.62 Mixtures containing fatty acid polymer of a kind used as fuel additives (fatty acids, C18-unsaturated, dimers, polymers with ethylene glycol) (CAS No. 68082-28-0) (provided for in subheading 3824.99.92) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023```

Two-part liquid silicone kits (parts A and B) containing 58 to 70 percent by weight aluminum oxide (CAS No. 1344–28–1) treated with tetrapropyl silicate (CAS No. 682–01–9), 10 to 20 percent by weight ethenyl[ethenyl(dimethyl)silyl]oxy-dimethylsilane (CAS No. 68083–19–2), 5 to 15 percent by weight [di(methyl)silyl(trimethylsilyloxy)silyl]oxy-etethenyl-methyl-trimethylsilyloxysilane (CAS No. 67762–94–1), 5 to 15 percent by weight iron oxide (CAS No. 1309–37–1), 1 to 3 percent by weight bis(dimethylsilyloxy)dimethylsilane (CAS No. 70980–21–9) and 1 to 3 percent by weight [(ethenyl(dimethyl)silyl)oxy]-[(trimethylsilyl)oxy]-modified (CAS No. 68988–89–6) (provided for in subheading 3824.99.92) ............. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

1 SEC. 74575. HYDROPHOBIC PRECIPITATED SILICA.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

1 9902.24.64 Siloxanes and silicones, dimethyl, reaction products with silica (CAS No. 67762–90–7) (provided for in subheading 3824.99.92) ............. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

4 SEC. 74576. SILANE, TRIMETHOXYOCTYL-, HYDROLYSIS PRODUCTS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

1 9902.24.65 Dioxosilane, trimethoxy(ethyl)silane (CAS No. 92797–60–9) (provided for in subheading 3824.99.92) ......................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.24.66 | 1,1,1-Trimethyl-N-(trimethylsilyl)silanamine hydrolysis products with silica and 3-(trioctoxysilyl)-1-propanamine (CAS No. 199876-44-3) (provided for in subheading 3824.99.92) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.24.67 | Waterborne epoxy curing agents based on cycloaliphatic amine technology containing (3-aminomethyl-3,5,5-trimethylcyclohexylamine) (CAS No. 285513-2) (provided for in subheading 3824.99.92) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.24.68 | Preparations based on 1-phenyllicosane-1,3-dione (CAS No. 58446-52-9) (provided for in subheading 3824.99.92) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
1  SEC. 74580. MIXTURES OF 2-MERCAPTOPROPIONIC ACID,
2     METHYL ESTER, O-ETHYL DITHIOCARBONATE.
3
4     Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
5     in numerical sequence the following new heading:
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
### Non-halogenated flame retardants based on organic phosphinates aluminum diethylphosphinate (CAS No. 225789-38-8) phosphonic acid, aluminum salt (3:2) (CAS No. 56287-23-1) (provided for in subheading 3824.99.92) 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Fee</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### SEC. 74584. LIGAPHOB N 90.

1. Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Fee</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fatty acids, C16–18 and C18-unsaturated, sodium salts (CAS No. 68424-26-0) (provided for in subheading 3824.99.92)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### SEC. 74585. ORGANOMODIFIED SILOXANE.

4. Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Fee</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixtures of poly[oxy(methyl-1,2-ethanediyl][α-butyloxy]-hydroxy- (CAS No. 9003-13-8), polydimethylsiloxanes, di-Me, hydroxy-terminated, ethoxylated propoxylated (CAS No. 64365-23-7), and oxirane, 2-methyl, polymer with oxirane (CAS No. 9003-11-6) (provided for in subheading 3824.99.92)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### SEC. 74586. METHYL PALMITATE-STEARATE, HYDROGENATED.

7. Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Fee</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fatty acids, C16–18, methyl esters (methyl palmitate-stearate, hydrogenated) (CAS No. 85586-21-6) (provided for in subheading 3824.99.92)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 **SEC. 74587. OLFINE E1010.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.24.76 | Mixtures of ethane-1,2-diol;2,4,7,9-tetramethyldec-5-yne-4,7-diol (CAS No. 9014–85–1) (provided for in subheading 3824.99.92) | 1% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

2 **SEC. 74588. CERTAIN NON-HALOGENATED FLAME RETARDANTS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.24.77 | Non-halogenated flame retardants based on organic phosphinates aluminum,diethylphosphinate (CAS No. 225789–38–8) phosphoric acid,1,3,5-triazine-2,4,6-triamine (CAS No. 218768–84–4) (provided for in subheading 3824.99.92) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

3 **SEC. 74589. FLAME RETARDANTS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.24.78 | Non-halogenated flame retardant based on organic phosphinates aluminum,diethylphosphinate (CAS No. 225789–38–8) phosphoric acid,1,3,5-triazine-2,4,6-triamine (CAS No. 218768–84–4) boron zinc oxide (CAS No. 12767–90–7) (provided for in subheading 3824.99.92) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
SEC. 74590. PREPARATIONS BASED ON ACETYL HEXAPEPTIDE-8 AND PENTAPEPTIDE-18.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.24.79 Mixtures of propane-1,2,3-triol (CAS No. 56–81–5), (4S)-4-acetamido-5-[(2S)-1-[[[(2S)-1-[[((2S)-5-amino-1-[(2S)-1-[[((2S)-1-amino-5-[(diaminomethylideneamino)-1-oxopentan-2-yl]amino]-3-[(diaminomethylideneamino)-1-oxopentan-2-yl]amino]-1,5-dioxopentan-2-yl]amino]-4-methylsulfanyl-1-oxobutan-2-yl]amino]-4-carboxy-1-oxobutan-2-yl]amino]-5-oxopentanoic acid (CAS No. 616204–22–9); L-tyrosyl-D-alanylglycyl-L-phenylalanyl-L-leucine (CAS No. 64963–01–5); 2-hydroxypropane-1,2,3-tricarboxylic acid hydrate (CAS No. 5949–29–1); octane-1,2-diol (CAS No. 1117-86-8) and water (CAS No. 7732–18–5) (provided for in subheading 3824.99.92) ………… Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

SEC. 74591. LITHIUM SILICON OXIDE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.24.80 Lithium poly-silicate (lithium silicon oxide) in dark gray powdered form (CAS No. 12627–14–4) (provided for in subheading 3824.99.92) ………… 3.9% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

SEC. 74592. BRANCHED OLEFIN FROM PROPYLENE POLYMERIZATION.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74593. POLYPROPYLENE PELLETS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.24.81 Branched olefin from propylene polymerization (12-[(2S,3R)-3-octyloxiran-2-yl]decanoic acid) (CAS No. 9003-07-0) (provided for in subheading 3902.10.00), the foregoing other than polypropylene in pellet form, containing 1 percent or more but not over 10 percent by weight of mineral filler (talc) and 10 percent or more but not over 30 percent by weight of carbon powder .................. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

4 SEC. 74594. PROPYLENE-ETHYLENE COPOLYMER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.24.82 Polypropylene in pellet form, containing 1 percent or more but not over 10 percent by weight of mineral filler (talc) and 10 percent or more but not over 30 percent by weight of carbon powder (CAS No. 9003-07-0) (provided for in subheading 3902.10.00) ...... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

7 SEC. 74595. ETHYLENE-PROPYLENE COPOLYMERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 **SEC. 74596. BENZENE ALKYLATED WITH POLYPROPYLENE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.24.85 Benzene, polypropylene derivatives (CAS No. 68081-77-6) (provided for in subheading 3902.90.00) ........... 1.3% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

4 **SEC. 74597. CHLORINATED POLYOLEFIN.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.24.86 Chlorinated polyolefin (1-butene, polymer with ethene and 1-propene, chloro- and tetrahydro-2,5-dioxo-3-furanyl-terminated) (CAS No. 560096-07-3) (provided for in subheading 3902.90.00) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

7 **SEC. 74598. ADSORBENT RESIN.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.24.87 Poly(divinylbenzene-co-ethylstyrene) (CAS No. 9043-77-4) (provided for in subheading 3903.90.50) .... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

10 **SEC. 74599. VINYL CHLORIDE-HYDROXYPROPYL ACRYLATE COPOLYMER.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
2 SEC. 74600. VINYL CHLORIDE ETHYLENE COPOLYMER WITH HYDROPHIC PROPERTIES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.24.89 Mixtures containing by weight less than 70 percent of ethylene-vinyl chloride copolymer (CAS No. 25037–78–9) (provided for in subheading 3904.40.00) ............... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

5 SEC. 74601. FLUIDS WITH BOILING POINTS ABOVE 170 °C.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.24.90 1-Propene, 1,1,2,2-tetrafluoro-, oxidized, polymerized, reduced, fluorinated, ethyl esters, reduced (CAS No. 1573124–82–9) (provided for in subheading 3904.69.50), with boiling point above 170 °C ............... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

8 SEC. 74602. FORMULATIONS OF FUNCTIONALIZED PERFLUOROPOLYETHER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.24.91 Ethene, 1,1,2,2-tetrafluoro-, oxidized, polymerized, reduced, fluorinated, ethyl esters, reduced (CAS No. 1573124–82–9) (provided for in subheading 3904.69.50) ............... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```
Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.24.92 | Perfluoropolyether-urethane acrylate (2-propenoic acid, 2-hydroxyethyl ester, reaction products with 5-isocyanato-1-isocyanatomethyl-1,3,3-trimethylcyclohexane trimer and reduced Me esters of reduced polymerized, oxidized tetrafluoroethylene) (CAS No. 918664–08–1) present in a quantity comprising 60 percent or more but less than 70 percent by weight, the foregoing dissolved in 0.5 percent or more but less than 1 percent by weight of propan-2-ol (isopropyl alcohol) (CAS No. 67–63–0), 15 percent or more but less than 20 percent by weight of ethyl acetate (CAS No.141–78–6) and 10 percent or more but less than 15 percent by weight of butyl acetate (CAS No.123–86–4) (provided for in subheading 3904.69.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.24.93 | Mixtures of ethene, 1,1-difluoro-, homopolymer (CAS No. 24937–78–9) and ethene, 1-chloro-1,2,2-trifluoro-, polymer with 1,1-difluoroethene (CAS No. 9010–75–7) (provided for in subheading 3904.69.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74606. FLUOROPOLYMER, FLUOROETHYLENE-ALKYL VINYLETHER ALTERNATIVE COPOLYMERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
SEC. 74606. FLUOROPOLYMER, FLUOROETHYLENE-ALKYL VINYLETHER ALTERNATIVE COPOLYMERS.

1 SEC. 74606. FLUOROPOLYMER, FLUOROETHYLENE-ALKYL VINYLETHER ALTERNATIVE COPOLYMERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
1 9902.24.95 Chlorotrifluoroethylene-cyclohexyl vinyl ether-hydroxybutyl vinyl ether copolymer in flake or powder form, having a glass transition temperature of 51 °C (CAS No. 89461–13–2) (provided for in subheading 3904.69.50) ..................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

5 SEC. 74607. COPOLYMER OF VINYL ACETATE AND HIGHER VINYL ESTERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
SEC. 74607. COPOLYMER OF VINYL ACETATE AND HIGHER VINYL ESTERS.

5 SEC. 74607. COPOLYMER OF VINYL ACETATE AND HIGHER VINYL ESTERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
5 9902.24.96 Mixtures containing 50 percent by weight poly(vinyl acetate-co-vinyl laurate) (CAS No. 26354–30–3) and 50 percent by weight bis(2-ethylhexyl) adipate (CAS No. 103–23–1) (provided for in subheading 3905.19.00) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

9 SEC. 74608. FOOD-GRADE VINYL ACETATE COPOLYMER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
SEC. 74608. FOOD-GRADE VINYL ACETATE COPOLYMER.

9 SEC. 74608. FOOD-GRADE VINYL ACETATE COPOLYMER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9 9902.24.97 Dodecanoic acid, ethenyl ester, polymer with ethenyl acetate (CAS No. 26354–30–3) (provided for in subheading 3905.19.00) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```
SEC. 74609. VINYL CHLORIDE ETHYLENE WITH ENHANCED PROPERTIES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.24.98 | Mixtures containing by weight less than 75 percent of ethylene-vinyl acetate-vinyl chloride copolymer (CAS No. 25085–46–5) (provided for in subheading 3905.29.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74610. VINYL ACETATE ETHYLENE COPOLYMER WITH ENHANCED PROPERTIES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.24.99 | Mixtures containing not more than 75 percent by weight of poly(ethylene-co-ethenyl acetate) (CAS No. 24837–78–8), other than in aqueous dispersion (provided for in subheading 3905.29.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74611. FOOD-GRADE POLYVINYL ACETATE HOMOPOLYMERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.25.01 | Dodecanoic acid, ethenyl ester, polymer with ethenyl acetate (CAS No. 26354–30–3) (provided for in subheading 3905.29.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74612. ACRYLIC ACID/VINYLSULPHONATE RANDOM COPOLYMERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74613. POLY(METHYL METHACRYLATE) MICROSPHERES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.03 Poly(methyl methacrylate) granular or spherical microspheres, each with mean particle size of 1 to 25 µm (CAS No. 9011–14–7) (provided for in subheading 3906.10.00) ................................ Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023  
```

5 SEC. 74614. METHYL METHACRYLATE CROSSPOLYMER MICROSPHERES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.04 Composites of methyl methacrylate crosspolymer (methyl 2-methylprop-2-enoate;2-(2-methylprop-2-enoyloxy)ethyl 2-methylprop-2-enoate) (CAS No. 25777–71–3), entirely spherical micro-spheres with mean particle size of 1 to 25 µm and containing 7 to 10 percent by weight of dicalcium phosphate (CAS No. 7757–93–9) (provided for in subheading 3906.10.00) ................. Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023  
```

9 SEC. 74615. STYRENE ACRYLATE COPOLYMER WITH ENHANCED PROPERTIES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Tariff Item</th>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Quota</th>
<th>Tariff Item Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74616.1</td>
<td>Copolymer for dental use.</td>
<td>9902.25.05</td>
<td>Mixture containing less than 65 percent by weight of butyl 2-enoate-styrene (CAS No. 27767-47-9) (provided for in subheading 3906.90.50)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74616.2</td>
<td>Copolymer for dental use.</td>
<td>9902.25.06</td>
<td>Reacted copolymer of itaconic and acrylic acids, containing by weight over 90 percent 2-propenoic acid polymer with methylenebutanediic acid, and also containing ethyl acetate and tetrahydrofuran (CAS No. 25948-33-8) (provided for in subheading 3906.90.50)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74616.3</td>
<td>Vinyl phosphonic acid, acrylic acid copolymer, 20 percent solution in water.</td>
<td>9902.25.07</td>
<td>2-Propenoic acid, polymer with p-ethenylphosphonic acid, 20 percent solution in water (CAS No. 27936-88-5) (provided for in subheading 3906.90.50)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74616.4</td>
<td>Polyacrylate 33.</td>
<td>9902.25.08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SEC. 74616. COPOLYMER FOR DENTAL USE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

- "9902.25.06 Reacted copolymer of itaconic and acrylic acids, containing by weight over 90 percent 2-propenoic acid polymer with methylenebutanediic acid, and also containing ethyl acetate and tetrahydrofuran (CAS No. 25948-33-8) (provided for in subheading 3906.90.50) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023."

**SEC. 74617. VINYL PHOSPHONIC ACID, ACRYLIC ACID COPOLYMER, 20 PERCENT SOLUTION IN WATER.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

- "9902.25.07 2-Propenoic acid, polymer with p-ethenylphosphonic acid, 20 percent solution in water (CAS No. 27936-88-5) (provided for in subheading 3906.90.50) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023."

**SEC. 74618. POLYACRYLATE 33.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
" 9902.25.08  Mixtures of polyacrylate 33  (methyl methacrylate, poly-
meres with ethyl acrylate, poly-
ethylene glycol methacrylate  C16–22-alkyl ethers and poly-
ethylene-polypropylene glycol  methacrylate 2-(6,6-
dimethylbicyclo[3.1.1]hept-2-
ene-2-yl)ethyl ether) (CAS No. 1204525–16–5) and alcohols,  C10–16, ethoxylated, sul-
fates, ammonium salts (CAS  
No. 67762–19–0) (provided  
for in subheading  
3906.90.50) ........................... Free  No change  No change  On or before  
12/31/2023").

1 SEC. 74619. AA/AMPS COPOLYMER.

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting  
3 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

" 9902.25.09  Acrylic acid-2-acrylamide-2-
methyl propanesulfonic acid  
copolymer (prop-2-enic  
acid;2-(prop-2-
enyaminobutane-2-sulfonic  
acid) (CAS No. 40623–75–4)  
in granule form, with a par-
ticle size between 250 and  
850 µm (provided for in sub-
heading 3906.90.50)  ......... Free  No change  No change  On or before  
12/31/2023").

4 SEC. 74620. FLOCCULANT DRY POLYACRYLAMIDES.

5 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting  
6 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

" 9902.25.10  Flocculant dry  
polyacrylamides (prop-2- 
enamide) (CAS No. 9003– 
65–8) (provided for in sub-
heading 3906.90.50)  ......... Free  No change  No change  On or before  
12/31/2023").

7 SEC. 74621. SORBITOL, PROPYLENE OXIDE, ETHYLENE  
OXIDE POLYMER.

8 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting  
9 in numerical sequence the following new heading:
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| 9902.25.11 | OxaTane, 2-methyl, polymer with oxirane, ether with D-glucitol (6:1) (CAS Nos. 56449-65-9) (provided for in subheading 3907.20.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

1. **SEC. 74622. TRIMETHOXYSILYLPROPYLECARBAMATE-TERMINATED POLYETHER.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.12 Poly[[oxy(methyl-1,2-ethanediyl)], 6-[[((3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl)amino)carbonyl]-ω-(((3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl)amino)carbonyl)oxy]-ω-(CAS No. 216597-12-5) (provided for in subheading 3907.20.00) ......................... Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

5. **SEC. 74623. DIMETHOXY(METHYL)SILYLMETHYLCARBAMATE-TERMINATED POLYETHER.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.13 Poly[[oxy(methyl-1,2-ethanediyl)], 6- (((dimethoxymethylsilylmethyl)amino)carbonyl)-ω-(((((dimethoxymethylsilylmethyl)amino)carbonyloxyl)oxy)-ω-(CAS No. 611222-18-5) (provided for in subheading 3907.20.00) ......................... Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

11. **SEC. 74624. CURING AGENT IS USED IN TWO- OR THREE-PARTS EPOXY SYSTEMS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
SEC. 74625. POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL 450.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.15 Poly(oxy-1,2-ethanediyl), α- hydro-ω-hydroxy-ethane-1,2- diol, ethoxylated, PEG 450 (CAS No. 25322-68-3) (provided for in subheading 3907.20.00) ............. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ''. 
```

SEC. 74626. MEDICINAL INTERMEDIATE FOR INVESTIGATIONAL USE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.16 Poly(oxy-1,2-ethanediyl), α-[[{(2,5-dioxo-1-pyrrolidinyl)oxy}carbonyl]-ω-[[{(2,5-dioxo-1-pyrrolinyl)oxy}carbonyl]oxy]-de-NHS PEG40K} (CAS No. 122375-06-8) (provided for in subheading 3907.20.00) ... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ''. 
```

SEC. 74627. PEGCETACOPLAN.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.17 Poly(oxy-1,2-ethanediyl), α- hydro-ω-hydroxy-, 15,15′-diester with N-acetyl-L-isoleucyl-L-cysteinyl-L-valyl-L-methyl-L-tryptophyl-L- glutaminyl-L-ethylaspartyl-L-tryptophylglycyl-L-alanyl-L-histidyl-L-arginyl-L-seryl-L-threonyl-2-[2-(2-aminoethoxy)ethoxy]acetamido-L-lysylamide cyclic (2→12)-(disulfide) (Pegcetacoplan) (CAS No. 2019171-69-6) (provided for in subheading 3907.20.00) ... 5.9% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ''. 
```
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1 SEC. 74628. AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF CARBOXYLIC ACID-COPOLYMER-SALT IN WATER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.25.18 | Aqueous solutions containing by weight more than 35 percent of 2,5-furandione, polymer with α-[4-(ethoxy)butyl]-α-hydroxypoly(oxy-1,2-ethanediyl), sodium salt (CAS No. 250591-55-0) (provided for in subheading 3907.20.00) | 3% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

5 SEC. 74629. AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF A MODIFIED POLYMER BEARING HYDROPHILIC AND HYDROPHOBIC GROUPS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.25.19 | Aqueous solutions containing by weight more than 40 percent of 2,5-furandione, polymer with ethenylbenzene, hydrolyzed, 3-(dimethylamino)propyl imide, imide with polyethylene-polypropylene glycol 2-aminopropyl ether, 2,2'-[1,2-diazeneatediyl]bis(2-methylbutanenitrile)-initiated (CAS No. 1062609-13-5) (provided for in subheading 3907.20.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

10 SEC. 74630. DIMETHYLAMINE/EPICHLOROHYDRIN/ETHYLENEDIAMINE COPOLYMER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
**SEC. 74631. LINEAR HYDROXYL-TERMINATED ALIPHATIC POLYCARB DIOL.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.21   Poly(dimethyl carbonate-co-1,6-hexanediol) (CAS No. 101325–00–2) (provided for in subheading 3907.40.00) ........................................ Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

**SEC. 74632. SHORT HOLLOW PET FIBERS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.22   Hollow fibers of poly(ethylene terephthalate) (CAS No. 25038–59–9), having a viscosity number of 78 ml/g or higher, each fiber measuring 0.5 mm or more but not more than 5 mm in length (provided for in subheading 3907.61.00) ....................... Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

**SEC. 74633. POLYTETRAHYDROFURAN.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.23   Polytetrahydrofuran (CAS No. 25190–06–1) (provided for in subheading 3907.99.50) .................. Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

**SEC. 74634. CRYSTALLINE POLYESTERS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74635. LIQUID CRYSTAL POLYMERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.24 1,4-Benzenedicarboxylic acid, 1,4-dimethyl ester, polymer with 1,4-butanediol and α-hydro-ω-hydroxypoly(oxy-1,4-butanediyl) (CAS No. 9078-71-1) (provided for in subheading 3907.99.50) \ldots \ldots \quad Free \quad No \ change \quad No \ change \quad On \ or \ before 12/31/2023 
```

2 SEC. 74636. BRANCHED POLYESTERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.26 1,3-Benzenedicarboxylic acid, polymer with 1,3-dihydro-1,3-dioxo-5-isobenzofurancarboxylic acid, 1,4-dimethyl 1,4-benzendicarboxylate, 2,2-dimethyl-1,3-propanediol and 1,2-ethanediol (CAS No. 207346-22-3) (provided for in subheading 3907.99.50) \ldots \ldots \quad Free \quad No \ change \quad No \ change \quad On \ or \ before 12/31/2023 
```

3 SEC. 74637. HIGH MOLECULAR WEIGHT CO-POLYESTER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.27 1,4-Benzenedicarboxylic acid, 1,4-dimethyl ester, polymer with 1,4-butanediol and tricyclodecanedimethanol (CAS No. 490017-22-6) (provided for in subheading 3907.99.50) \ldots \ldots \quad Free \quad No \ change \quad No \ change \quad On \ or \ before 12/31/2023 
```
SEC. 74638. HIGH MOLECULAR WEIGHT CO-POLYESTER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.28  1,3-Benzenedicarboxylic acid polymer with 1,4-
benzenedicarboxylic acid, di-
methyl ester, 1,4-
cylohexanedimethanol, 2,2-
dimethyl-1,3-propanediol and
1,2-ethanediol (CAS No.
74239-60-4) (provided for in
subheading 3907.99.50) ....... Free No change No change On or before
12/31/2023 **.
```

SEC. 74639. POLYESTER-POLYAMIDE DISPERSANTS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.29 Dodecanoic acid, reaction
products with ethylenimine-2-
oxepanone polymer (CAS No.
132434-99-2) (provided for
in subheading 3907.99.50) ... Free No change No change On or before
12/31/2023 **.
```

SEC. 74640. NYLON-12 MICRO-SPHERES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.30 Nylon-12, entirely spherical
micro-spheres with mean par-
ticle size of 1 to 25 µm (CAS
No. 24937-16-4) (provided for
in subheading
3908.10.90) ......................... Free No change No change On or before
12/31/2023 **.
```

SEC. 74641. SHORT NYLON-66 FIBERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
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1. **SEC. 74642. SHORT NYLON 6 FIBERS, COLORED.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.32  Nylon 6 (CAS No. 25038–54–4) fibers, colored with pigments, measuring approximately 5.5 or more but not more than 22.2 decitex and having a fiber length each measuring 1 mm or more but not over 5 mm (provided for in subheading 3908.10.00)  Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023  
```

2. **SEC. 74643. SHORT TRIANGULAR NYLON 6 FIBERS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.33  Triangular nylon 6 (CAS No. 25038–54–4) fibers, measuring 2 or more but not more than 5 decitex and having a fiber length each measuring 0.5 mm or more but not over 2 mm (provided for in subheading 3908.10.00)  Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023  
```

3. **SEC. 74644. SHORT STAR-SHAPED NYLON 6 FIBERS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.34  Star-shaped nylon 6 (CAS No. 25038–54–4) fibers, measuring 50 or more but not more than 200 decitex and having a fiber length each measuring 0.5 mm or more but not over 5 mm (provided for in subheading 3908.10.00)  Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023  
```
1 SEC. 74645. SHORT HEART-SHAPED NYLON 6 FIBERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.25.35 | Heart-shaped nylon 6 (CAS No. 25038-54-4) fibers, measuring 150 denier and having a fiber length each measuring 0.5 mm or more but not over 2 mm (provided for in subheading 3908.10.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

4 SEC. 74646. PA510 POLYMER COMPOUNDS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.25.36 | Mixtures containing poly(imino-1,5-pentanediyldiimino(1,10-dioxo-1,10-decanediyl)) PA510 (CAS No. 105063-19-2) (provided for in subheading 3908.90.70) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

7 SEC. 74647. MXD6 POLYMER COMPOUNDS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.25.37 | Compounds in which hexanedioic acid, polymer with 1,3-benzeneadiynamine (MXD6) (CAS No. 23728-70-1) is the predominant polymer resin (provided for in subheading 3908.90.70) | 2.2% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

10 SEC. 74648. PA10T POLYMER COMPOUNDS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74649. PA10T/10I POLYMER COMPOUNDS.

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

3 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.25.38 | Compounds in which poly(iminocarbonyl-1,4-phenylene-carbonylimino-1,10-decanediyl) (PA10T) (CAS No. 24938-74-7) is the predominant polymer resin (provided for in subheading 3908.90.70) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

4 SEC. 74650. POLYURETHANE AQUEOUS RESINS.

5 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

6 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.25.39 | Compounds in which poly(iminocarbonyl-1,4-phenylene-carbonylimino-1,10-decanediyl)-co-(iminocarbonyl-1,3-phenylene-carbonylimino-1,10-decanediyl) (PA10T/10I) (CAS No. 106413-15-4) is the predominant polymer resin (provided for in subheading 3908.90.70) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

7 SEC. 74651. AQUEOUS RESIN.

8 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

9 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.25.40 | Butane-1,4-diol;1,6-diisocyanato-1,3,3-trimethylcyclohexane (CAS No. 107934-19-0) (provided for in subheading 3909.50.20) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
### SEC. 74652. ALIPHATIC POLYISOCYANATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.25.41 | Hexanedioic acid, polymer with 1,4-butandiol, 1,6-dioctylhexanobutane, 1,6-hexanediol and 5-isocyanato-1-(isocyanatomethyl)-1,3,3-trimethylcylohexane (CAS No. 153640–62–1) (provided for in subheading 3909.50.20) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

### SEC. 74653. IPDI AND HDI BASED ALIPHATIC POLYISOCYANATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.25.42 | 1,2,3-Propanetriol, polymer with 2,4-diisocyanato-1-methylhexane, 2-ethyl-2-(hydroxymethyl)-1,3-propanediol, methyloxirane and oxirane (CAS No. 127821–00–5) (provided for in subheading 3909.50.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

### SEC. 74654. HDI/TRIMETHYLOL HEXYLLACTONE CROSSPOLYMER MICRO-SPHERES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<p>| 9902.25.43 | Poly(oxy(methyl-1,2-ethanediyl)), α,ω-hydroxy-, polymer with 1,6-dioctylanobutane (CAS No. 9014–90–2) and cyclohexane, 5-isocyanato-1-(isocyanatomethyl)-1,3,3-trimethyl-, (CAS No. 54880–05–0) (provided for in subheading 3909.50.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Tariff</th>
<th>Commodity</th>
<th>Rate of Duty</th>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><strong>SEC. 74655. HDI/PPG/POLYCAPROLACTONE CROSSPOLYMER MICRO-SPHERES.</strong></td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:</td>
<td>9902.25.45</td>
<td>Hexamethylene diisocyanate (HDI)/trimethylol hexahydroxydipropylene crosspolymer (1,6-diisocyanatohexane;2-ethyl-2-(hydroxymethyl)propane-1,3-diol;oxepan-2-one) (CAS No. 129757-76-2), entirely spherical micro-spheres with mean particle size of 1 to 25 µm and coated with 1 to 3 percent by weight of silica (CAS No. 7631-86-9) (provided for in subheading 3909.50.50)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><strong>SEC. 74656. AROMATIC ISOCYANATE PREPOLYMER.</strong></td>
<td>9902.25.46</td>
<td>Isocyanic acid, polymethylenepolyphenylene ester, polymer with 2-methylcyclohexene and oxirane (CAS No. 67424-03-6) (provided for in subheading 3909.50.50)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1  SEC. 74657. BLOCKED POLYISOCYANATE CONTAINING SOL-
2 VENT.
3  Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
4  in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.47  Phenol, 4,4'-((1-
methylenebis(1,3-
diisocyanatobenzene),
1,1'-methylenebis-[4-
isocyanatobenzene], 2-
methyloloxirane and 2-
methyloloxirane polymer with
oxirane ether with 1,2,3-
propanetriol (3:1), Me Et ke-
tone oxime-blocked (CAS No.
634421-42-9) (provided for
in subheading 3909.50.50)  Free  No change  No change  On or before
12/31/2023  
```

5  SEC. 74658. POLYISOCYANATE ADDUCT FOR POWDER COAT-
6 INGS.
7  Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
8  in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.48  1,3-Bis((5-isocyanato-1,3,3-
trimethylecylohexyl)methyl)-
1,3-diazetidine-2,4-
dione:butane-1,4-diol (CAS
No. 72828-34-3) (provided
for in subheading
3909.50.50)  Free  No change  No change  On or before
12/31/2023  
```

9  SEC. 74659. BLOCKED POLYISOCYANATE FOR USE IN CAN
10 AND COIL APPLICATIONS.
11  Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
12  in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.49  Isocyanato-1-
(isocyanatomethyl)-1,3,3-
trimethylecylohexane
(Isophorone diisocyanate),
homopolymer, methyl ethyl
ketone oxime-blocked (CAS
No. 101570-26-9) (provided
for in subheading
3909.50.50)  Free  No change  No change  On or before
12/31/2023  
```
**SEC. 74660. POLYDIMETHYLSILOXANE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.25.50 | Polydimethylsiloxane (Dimethyl-
|            | bis(trimethylsilyloxy)silane) |
|            | (CAS No. 63148-62-9) (provided for in heading 3910.00.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

**SEC. 74661. SILICONE RESINS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.25.51 | Siloxanes and silicones, di-
|            | Me, polymers with Me PH silsesquioxanes (CAS No. 68440-81-3) (provided for in heading 3910.00.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

**SEC. 74662. METHOXYFUNCTIONAL METHYL-PHENYL POLYSILOXANE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.25.52 | Siloxanes and silicones, di-
|            | Me, polymers with PH silsesquioxanes, hydroxy- and methoxy-terminated (CAS No. 104780-72-5) (provided for in heading 3910.00.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

**SEC. 74663. HYDROGENPOLYSILOXANE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.25.53 | Dimethyl-[meth-
|            | yl(trimethylsilyloxy)silanyltrimethylsilyloxy)silane (CAS No. 68037-59-2) (provided for in heading 3910.00.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
SEC. 74664. METHYL SILICONE RESINS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.54 Siloxanes and silicones, di-Me, polymers with Me silsesquioxanes, ethoxy-terminated (CAS No. 68554-66-5) (provided for in heading 3910.00.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023”.
```

SEC. 74665. TRIMETHYLSILOXYSILICATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.55 Trihydroxy(trimethylsilyloxy)silane (CAS No. 56275-01-5) (provided for in heading 3910.00.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023”.
```

SEC. 74666. EPOXY FUNCTIONAL POLYDIMETHYLSILOXANE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.56 Methoxy-methyl-[3-[1-oxiran-2-y]propoxy]propyl]-trimethylolacetoxylanes (CAS No. 68440-71-1) (provided for in heading 3910.00.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023”.
```

SEC. 74667. POLYMETHYLHYDROGENSILOXANE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.57 Poly(methylhydrogen)siloxane (CAS No. 63148-57-2) (provided for in heading 3910.00.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023”.
```
Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.58 Siloxanes and silicones, di-Me, vinyl group-terminated (ethenyl-[eth-enyl(dimethyl)silyl]oxy-dimethylsilane) (CAS No. 68083–19–2) (provided for in heading 3910.00.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 */
```

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.59 Mixtures containing 85 percent or more by weight of silsesquioxanes, Me Ph, methoxy-terminated, polymers with epichlorohydrin, 4,4’-(1-methylethylidene)bis[cyclohexanol] and trimethyl (CAS No. 349656–42–4) and 10 percent or less by weight cyclohexanol, 4,4’-(1-methylethylidene)bis-, polymer with 2-(chloromethyl)oxirane (CAS No. 30583–72–3) (provided for in heading 3910.00.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 */
```

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.60 Hydrogenated polycyclopentadiene resin (1,3-Cyclopentadiene homopolymer, hydrogenated) (CAS No. 68432–00–3) (provided for in subheading 3911.10.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 */
```
1 SEC. 74671. WATER DISPERSABLE HDI BASED POLYISOCYANATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.25.61 Hexane, 1,6-diisocyanato-, homopolymer (CAS No. 28182-83-2) and cyclohexane, 5-isocyanato-1- (isocyanatomethyl)-1,3,3-trimethyl-homopolymer (CAS No. 53880-05-0) (provided for in subheading 3911.90.25) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

5 SEC. 74672. CYANATE ESTER RESINS FOR HIGH-END ELECTRONIC, AEROSPACE, AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.25.62 Cyanic acid, C,C′-[1-(1-methylethylidene)di-4,1-phenylene] ester, homopolymer (CAS No. 25722-66-1) (provided for in subheading 3911.90.45) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

10 SEC. 74673. POLYETHYLENEIMINE, COMPONENT USED IN MANUFACTURING MEDICAL DEVICES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.25.63 Polyethyleneimine (CAS No. 9002-98-6), of a kind used as a component for further manufacturing into a finished medical device (provided for in subheading 3911.90.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```
SEC. 74674. POLYHEXANIDE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.64 Poly (hexamethylenebiguanide) hydrochloride (Polyhexanide) (CAS No. 32289–58–0) (provided for in subheading 3911.90.90) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

SEC. 74675. ETHYLENE-NORBORNENE COPOLYMER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.65 Poly(ethylene-ran-(2-norbornene)), substantially amorphous, having a glass transition temperature less than 145 °C (CAS No. 26007–43–2) (provided for in subheading 3911.90.90) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

SEC. 74676. CELLULOSE POWDER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.66 Cellulose entirely spherical micro-spheres, each with mean particle size of 1 to 25 µm (CAS No. 9004–34–6) (provided for in subheading 3912.90.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

SEC. 74677. POLYMALTOTRIOSE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.67 Poly[6)-α-D-glucopyranosyl-(1->4)-α-D-glucopyranosyl-(1->4)-α-D-glucopyranosyl-(1->)] (Polymaltotriose) (CAS No. 9057–02–7) (provided for in subheading 3913.90.20) 1.3% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```
**1 SEC. 74678. CHITOSAN.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.25.68 | Chitosan (methyl N-[(2S,3R,4R,5S,6R)-5-[(2S,3R,4R,5S,6R)-3-amino-5-[(2S,3R,4R,5S,6R)-3-amino-5-[(2S,3R,4R,5S,6R)3-amino-4,5-dihydroxy-6-(hydroxymethyl)oxan-2-yl]oxy-4-hydroxy-6-(hydroxymethyl)oxan-2-yl]oxy-4-hydroxy-6-(hydroxymethyl)oxan-2-yl]oxy-4-hydroxy-6-(hydroxymethyl)oxan-2-yl]oxy-4-hydroxy-5-amino-6-[2R,3S,4R,5R,6S)5-amino-4,6-dihydroxy-2-(hydroxymethyl)oxan-3-yl]oxy-4-hydroxy-2-(hydroxymethyl)oxan-3-yl]oxy-4-hydroxy-6-(hydroxymethyl)oxan-3-yl]carbamate) (CAS No. 9012–76–4) (provided for in subheading 3913.90.20) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

**4 SEC. 74679. PLASTIC DRINKING STRAWS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.25.69 | Drinking straws of plastics, each measuring 8 mm or more in outside diameter and 20 cm or more in length (provided for in subheading 3917.32.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

**7 SEC. 74680. GARDEN HOSES.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
Garden hoses of plastics, constructed with a grade 304 stainless steel interlocking spiral band outer shell, flexible polyvinyl chloride (PVC) inner hose, having aluminum fittings with rubber grips, weighing not more than 2.8 kg, the foregoing whether or not presented with nozzle (provided for in subheading 3917.39.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023.

SEC. 74681. PLASTIC FITTINGS OF PERFLUORALKOXY.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Plastic fittings of perfluoralkoxy (PFA), of a kind used principally with machines and apparatus for the manufacture of semiconductors and flat panel displays of heading 8486 (provided for in subheading 3917.40.00, 3926.90.99 or 3923.50.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023.

SEC. 74682. LOW DENSITY POLYETHYLENE (LDPE) SHEETING.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Low density sheeting of polyethylene, measuring in width 3,810 mm, gauge 0.15 mm and length 2,000 meters, translucent solid with waxy color as presented (provided for in subheading 3920.10.00) 3.1% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023.

SEC. 74683. BIAXIALLY ORIENTED DIELECTRIC POLYPROPYLENE FILM.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
SEC. 74684. BIAXIALLY ORIENTED POLYPROPYLENE (BOPP) CAPACITOR-GRADE FILM.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.25.74 | Transparent coextruded biaxially oriented polypropylene film, capacitor-grade, presented in rolls of a width not exceeding 790 mm and of a thickness not exceeding 15 µm (provided for in subheading 3920.20.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74685. POLYESTER CAPACITOR-GRADE FILM.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.25.75 | Transparent coextruded biaxially oriented polyester film, capacitor-grade, presented in roll form, of a width not exceeding 790 mm and of a thickness not exceeding 15 µm (provided for in subheading 3920.62.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74686. ACID FORM MEMBRANES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.25.76 | Membranes of short side chain (Poly(tetrafluoroethylene-co-perfluorocyclopentene)(3-oxa-4-pentene sulfonic acid)) (CAS No. 1163733-25-2) (provided for in subheading 3920.99.20) | 4.1% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
1 SEC. 74687. MELAMINE RESIN FOAM.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HS Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Tariff Rate</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Effective Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.25.77</td>
<td>Foam of thermoset melamine resin, measuring 1,250 mm or more in width, 500 mm in height and 1,300 mm or more but not more than 3,100 mm in length, with a density not less than 4 and not more than 11 kg/m³ per EN ISO 845 specimen size 250 mm³ (provided for in subheading 3921.19.00)</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
<td>No change No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 SEC. 74688. INFANT BATHTUBS AND BASINS, OF PLASTICS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HS Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Tariff Rate</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Effective Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.25.78</td>
<td>Infant bathtubs and washbasins of plastics, each measuring not over 70 cm in length, 48 cm in width and 29 cm in height (provided for in subheading 3922.10.00)</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
<td>No change No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 SEC. 74689. BOXES, CASES, CRATES, AND SIMILAR ARTICLES OF PLASTICS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HS Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Tariff Rate</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Effective Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.25.79</td>
<td>Boxes, cases, crates and similar articles of plastics (provided for in subheading 3923.10.90), the foregoing specially shaped or fitted for the conveyance of lithography machines, apparatus or parts thereof for the manufacture of semiconductor devices or of electronic integrated circuits of subheading 8486.20.00 or 8486.90.00</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SEC. 74690. NOZZLES, BLACK, OF POLYPROPYLENE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.80 Nozzles of polypropylene, black in color, each measuring 4.5 mm in inside diameter, with an outer diameter of 29 mm and a height of 39.2 mm (provided for in subheading 3923.10.90) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 74691. TIP/CAP COMBINATIONS OF POLYETHYLENE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.81 Tips of low density polyethylene, each measuring 19.1 mm in height, with outer diameter of 18.4 mm, of a capacity of 20 ml and weighing not over 0.9 g; each such tip attached to a cap of high density polyethylene, measuring 16.2 mm, with outer diameter of 18.4 mm and weighing not over 1.3 g (provided for in subheading 3923.10.90) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 74692. BOTTLES MADE OF LDPE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.82 Bottles of low density polyethylene, each measuring 56 mm in height, having an outer diameter of 27 mm, with a bottle neck having an outer diameter of 16.2 mm, of a capacity of 20 ml, weighing not over 4 g (provided for in subheading 3923.30.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```
SEC. 74693. PLASTIC NASAL IRRIGATOR CAPS FOR NETI POTS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.25.83 | Nasal irrigator caps of plastics, designed for use on ceramic neti pots (provided for in subheading 3923.50.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

SEC. 74694. TOY CHARACTER BOTTLE TOPPERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.25.84 | Three-dimensional (3D) toy character bottle toppers of plastics, each consisting of a threaded bottle cap, a straw-like sipper and a 3D children's toy character from children's movies or television programs, having a diameter of at least 32 mm (provided for in subheading 3923.50.00) | 2.8% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

SEC. 74695. MELAMINE PLATTERS, OTHER THAN THOSE PRESENTED IN SETS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.25.85 | Melamine platters, other than those presented in sets (provided for in subheading 3924.10.20) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

SEC. 74696. MELAMINE PLATES, OTHER THAN THOSE PRESENTED IN SETS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 **SEC. 74697. MELAMINE BOWLS NOT PRESENTED IN SETS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.25.87</th>
<th>0.8%</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Melamine bowls, not presented in sets (provided for in subheading 3924.10.20)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

4 **SEC. 74698. MELAMINE TRAYS NOT PRESENTED IN SETS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.25.88</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Melamine trays, the foregoing other than those presented in sets (provided for in subheading 3924.10.30)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

7 **SEC. 74699. PLASTIC MEASURING CUPS AND SPOONS IN SETS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.25.89</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measuring cups, spoons, or combinations thereof, the foregoing of plastics, designed for table or kitchen use to measure ingredients, such goods presented in sets each containing from 4 to 12 pieces (provided for in subheading 3924.10.40)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

11 **SEC. 74700. LIQUID MEASURING CUPS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 **SEC. 74701. SELF-ANCHORING BEVERAGE CONTAINERS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delivery No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.25.91</td>
<td>Self-anchoring beverage containers of plastics, each with a base made from orange silicone, such base measuring no more than 60.4 mm (provided for in subheading 3924.10.40)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 **SEC. 74702. PVC INFANT BATHTUB MATS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delivery No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.25.92</td>
<td>Polyvinylchloride (PVC) infant bathtub mats, whale-shaped, each with non-slip surface, drainage-allowing perforations and suction cups on the bottom surface, of a length less than 76.2 cm and not over 39.4 cm in width (provided for in subheading 3924.90.10)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 **SEC. 74703. REVERSIBLE PLAYMATs.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delivery No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.25.93</td>
<td>Printed, cushioned mats, each with core of polyurethane foam and outer layer of thermoplastic polyurethane film, measuring approximately 218.4 cm by 152.1 cm and 11.5 mm in thickness when unrolled (provided for in subheading 3924.90.10)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 SEC. 74704. CRAFT MATS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.94 Craft mats of plastics, made of self-healing polycryl chloride designed to protect work surfaces and to withstand multiple cuts and scoring while providing linear and angular dimensioning guidelines for cutting projects (provided for in subheading 3924.90.56) .................. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

4 SEC. 74705. HANGERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.95 Molded plastic hangers of a width not exceeding 6.35 mm, coated or covered with a velvet-like, textile flocking material and incorporating a metal hook (provided for in subheading 3924.90.56) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

7 SEC. 74706. INFANT BATH RINISING CUPS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.25.96 Infant bath rinsing cups, of polypropylene plastics, each with interior fins and with a soft thermoplastic rubber lip designed to keep water from infant's forehead; not containing bisphenol A (BPA), polycryl chloride (PVC) and phthalate (provided for in subheading 3924.90.56) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

10 SEC. 74707. BATHTUB SPOUT COVERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74708. INFANT TEETHERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
" 9902.25.98  Infant teether of silicone,
   each measuring not over 10
   cm by 10 cm, weighing over
   0.05 kg and containing a sili-
   cone-encased disk of stainless
   steel (provided for in sub-
   heading 3924.90.56) ..........  Free  No change  No change  On or before
   12/31/2023 ".
```

4 SEC. 74709. LIGHTED DOG FETCH TOYS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
" 9902.25.99  Molded balls of thermoplastic
   rubber, with encased light-
   emitting diode (LED) lights,
   each battery-operated, meas-
   uring 64 mm in diameter,
   with a hardness of 40 Shore
   A per ASTM D2240 (pro-
   vided for in sub-
   heading 3924.90.56) ..........  Free  No change  No change  On or before
   12/31/2023 ".
```

7 SEC. 74710. CERTAIN THERMOPLASTIC NYLON 3-GANG SWITCH WALLPLATES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
" 9902.26.01  Thermoplastic nylon 3-gang
   switch wallplates, each meas-
   uring approximately 17.14
   cm by 12.4 cm (provided for
   in subheading 3925.90.00)   Free  No change  No change  On or before
   12/31/2023 ".
```
1 SEC. 74711. MANUAL PLASTIC DISPOSABLE CUTLERY DISPENSERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.26.02 | Dispensers designed to contain and release pieces of disposable cutlery of plastics, manually operated, each dispenser with press lever single-dispensing operation and designed to hold banded cartridges of same-branded (only) disposable cutlery, such dispensers designed to be wall mounted (provided for in subheading 3925.90.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

5 SEC. 74712. EAR BULB SYRINGES OF CLEAR SILICONE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.26.03 | Ear bulb syringes, each with tip and bulb of clear silicone and with polystyrene ring connector (provided for in subheading 3926.90.21) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

8 SEC. 74713. PVC INFLATABLE PILLOWS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.26.04 | Inflatable travel pillows of flexible polyvinyl chloride, the exterior of which may be flocked, each with a valve for inflation, such pillows measuring between 60 cm and 70 cm in length and 15 cm to 25 cm in width and weighing between 150 g and 190 g, the foregoing presented with an attached nylon flat cord measuring between 75 cm to 80 cm in length and 1 cm to 1.5 cm in width, and which may each have a cover of polyester (provided for in subheading 3926.90.75) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```
Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.26.05 Pneumatic air mattresses of polyvinyl chloride, each with a flocked surface and built-in 120 V electric pump, measuring approximately 205.7 cm by 157.5 cm by 54.6 cm, weighing 11.3 kg and valued $34 or more but not over $40 (provided for in subheading 3926.90.75) ............. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.26.06 Fasteners of nylon or of polypropylene, with a filament length of 2.5 mm or more but not over 127 mm, presented on clips each holding the quantity of 25, 50, 100 or 120 pieces, suitable for use in a mechanical attaching device (provided for in subheading 3926.90.85) ............. 3.6% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.26.07 Self-venting spouts or nozzles, threaded for connection to plastic containers on one end and fitted for connection to diesel exhaust fluid (DEF) tanks of diesel motor vehicles on the other, the foregoing presented without the containers (provided for in subheading 3926.90.99) ............. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```
1 **SEC. 74717. PLASTIC PET CARRIERS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.26.08 | Carrying cases of hard plastics, each with handle and door of plastics and with no door of metal, the foregoing designed for use for reptiles or amphibians and not for the housing or transport of mammals, measuring not over 381 mm on any side (provided for in subheading 3926.90.99) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

4 **SEC. 74718. PLASTIC MIXING TIPS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.26.09 | Plastic mixing tips, each consisting of a mixer housing, mixing elements and a retaining ring, each designed for use as a disposable mixing tip for two-part chemistries in the dental industry (provided for in subheading 3926.90.99) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

7 **SEC. 74719. CABLE TIES OF PLASTICS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.26.10 | Cable ties of nylon, measuring 20 cm or more but not more than 61 cm in length, sold in packs each containing not over 100 pieces and valued not over $1 per pack (provided for in subheading 3926.90.99) | 3.8% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

10 **SEC. 74720. FLEXIBLE CAMERA MOUNTINGS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 **SEC. 74721. THREE-PIECE CAMERA MOUNT SETS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.26.12 Sets each containing three camera mounts of plastics, such mounts designed for cameras of subheading 8525.80.40, with each set containing one mount incorporating an adjustable headstrap designed to encircle the forehead, one mount buoyant in water incorporating a handle designed to allow a user to grip with the hand and one mount in the form of a clip (provided for in subheading 3926.90.99) .................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

4 **SEC. 74722. MAGNETIC SWIVEL CLIPS FOR CAMERAS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.26.13 Camera mounts of plastics, designed to hold cameras of subheading 8525.80.40, each mount incorporating a clip and magnetic base, capable of rotating the camera 360 degrees on a plane (provided for in subheading 3926.90.99) .................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

7 **SEC. 74723. HELMET CAMERA MOUNTS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
SEC. 74724. SHORT EXTENSION POLES FOR USE WITH CAMERAS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.26.15 Extension poles of plastics, designed for use with cameras of subheading 8525.80.40, such poles not buoyant in water, each having an adjustable length greater than 11 cm and less than 23 cm and incorporating a collapsible tripod handle (provided for in subheading 3926.90.99) ... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 74725. LONG EXTENSION POLES FOR CAMERAS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.26.16 Extension poles of plastics, designed for use with cameras of subheading 8525.80.40, such poles not buoyant in water and without folding extension arms, each pole having an adjustable length between 23 cm and 56 cm and incorporating a collapsible tripod handle (provided for in subheading 3926.90.99) ... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 74726. SWIVEL MOUNTS FOR CAMERAS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:
Camera mounts of plastics, designed to hold cameras of subheading 8525.80.40, each mount containing a ball joint and capable of swiveling the camera 360 degrees without detaching the mount (provided for in subheading 3926.90.99) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023

SEC. 74728. BULK HYDRAULIC HOSES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Bulk hoses of vulcanized rubber, reinforced with metal, without fittings, designed for hydraulic use (provided for in subheading 4009.21.00) 1.6% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023

SEC. 74729. BRAKE HYDRAULIC HOSES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Brake hoses, with fittings, for the vehicles of subheading 8701.20 or headings 8702, 8703, 8704, 8705 or 8711, such hoses reinforced or otherwise combined only with textile materials (provided for in subheading 4009.32.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
SEC. 74730. BULK FABRIC/METAL-REINFORCED RUBBER HOSES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  " 9902.26.21 Hoses of vulcanized rubber (other than hard rubber), reinforced with both textile materials and metal, without fittings, presented in bulk and designed for hydraulic use (provided for in subheading 4009.41.80) .........................  Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 74731. DISPOSABLE GLOVES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  " 9902.26.22 Seamless disposable gloves of vulcanized rubber other than hard rubber, designed for household use, such gloves other than surgical or medical gloves (provided for in subheading 4015.19.10) ........  1.5% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 74732. REUSABLE GLOVES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  " 9902.26.23 Household reusable seamless gloves, of vulcanized rubber other than hard rubber (provided for in subheading 4015.19.10) .....................  1.2% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 74733. DOG AND CAT APPAREL.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 **SEC. 74734. POLYCARBONATE VANITY CASES.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  " 9902.26.25  Hard-sided polycarbonate vanity cases with zipper closure, such cases measuring 13 cm (including hinge) in width, 18.2 cm (including top ring) in height, at least 7 cm but not over 7.6 cm deep, each case weighing 167.26 grams or more but not over 184.27 grams (provided for in subheading 4202.12.21) ... Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

2 **SEC. 74735. ALUMINUM VANITY CASES.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  " 9902.26.26  Hard-sided vanity cases of aluminum, such cases with latch closure and measuring 13.8 cm in width (including hinge and latch), 18.2 cm in height (including top ring) and at least 7.5 cm but not over 7.6 cm in depth; the foregoing weighing at least 240.97 grams but not over 297.67 grams each (provided for in subheading 4202.19.00) ........ Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

3 **SEC. 74736. SUITCASES WITH OUTER SURFACE OF ALUMINUM WITH BUILT-IN ZIPPER LOCKS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
| 9902.26.27 | Suitcases with outer surface of aluminum, with 4 wheels, at least 1 handle, with built-in zipper locks of a type compliant with standards of the Transportation Security Administration keyed for opening with a universal master tool made and patented in the United States, the first side of the locks measuring 3.73 cm or more but not over 17.78 cm, the second side of the locks measuring 1.77 cm or more but not over 7.72 cm and the third side of the locks measuring 1.06 cm or more but not over 3.97 cm (provided for in subheading 4202.19.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

1 SEC. 74737. DRAWSTRING BACKPACKS WITH ZIPPERED POCKET.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.26.28 | Drawstring backpacks of 210D polyester and polyurethane blend man-made fabric, such backpacks measuring 33 cm in width and having a 3 mm polypropylene cord cinch closure with such cord knotted at the base of the bag via polypropylene webbing loops that measure 1.9 cm in width and are sewn into the side seams, the foregoing backpacks with a front diagonal pocket that measures 23 cm in width and has a closure that incorporates a zipper of nylon teeth and polyester tape that is 3.175 cm in width (provided for in subheading 4202.92.31) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

5 SEC. 74738. LAMINATED RECYCLED REUSABLE SHOPPING TOTE BAGS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
Shopping tote bags made from laminated 100 percent recycled PET fabric made from recycled plastic bottles, each bag having a width of 38.1 cm and shoulder straps with a length of 59.69 cm (provided for in subheading 4202.92.31), the foregoing other than goods described in heading 9902.12.39 or 9902.12.40.

Subheading 4202.92.31.

Tote bags of paper yarn, with or without closure, the foregoing with shoulder straps and with at least one side measuring more than 30.48 cm in length, designed for carrying personal effects (provided for in subheading 4202.92.33).

Subheading 4202.92.45.

Reusable shopping-style tote bags of plastic, each with handles, load capacity not over 13.61 kg and measuring at least 43.18 cm but not over 63.5 cm in width, at least 38.1 cm but not over 50.8 cm in height and 19.94 cm but not over 23.5 cm in depth (provided for in subheading 4202.92.45), the foregoing other than of woven man-made fiber fabric visibly coated on the outer surface with plastics.

Waterproof tote bags.
1 SEC. 74742. WATERPROOF DUFFLE BAGS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
" 9902.26.33 Waterproof duffle bags of woven man-made fiber fabric visibly coated on the outer surface with plastics, each with welded seams, a toothless plastic fully watertight zipper, a reinforced bottom and a separate watertight zippered compartment at the bottom (provided for in subheading 4202.92.45) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

4 SEC. 74743. WATERPROOF ZIPPERED BAGS, WITHOUT HANDLES, OF PLASTIC SHEETING.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
" 9902.26.34 Waterproof bags of clear thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) film and woven man-made fiber fabric visibly coated on the outer surface with plastics, each with welded seams and incorporating a toothless plastic fully watertight zipper closure; such bags measuring not over 26.2 cm wide, 27.0 cm high and 8.2 cm deep (provided for in subheading 4202.92.45), the foregoing without handles .... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```
1 **SEC. 74744. WATERPROOF BACKPACKS.**
2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
3 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.26.35 | Waterproof backpacks of woven man-made fiber fabric visibly coated on the outer surface with plastics, each with welded seams, a toothless plastic fully watertight zipper and a reinforced bottom, the foregoing not presented with a detachable front pouch having its own shoulder strap (provided for in subheading 4202.92.45) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

4 **SEC. 74745. WATERPROOF WAIST PACKS.**
5 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
6 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.26.36 | Waterproof waist packs of woven man-made fiber fabric visibly coated on the outer surface with plastics, each with welded seams and toothless plastic fully watertight zipper and adjustable waist strap (provided for in subheading 4202.92.45) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

7 **SEC. 74746. GUITAR CASES.**
8 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
9 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.26.37 | Guitar cases, each having a guitar-shaped (not rectangular) exterior, a polyester plush interior lining and a single carrying handle, such handle with a covering of a kind known as Tolex; the foregoing cases made from plywood covered with sheeting of plastics and incorporating 4 or 5 metal locking clasps and valued over $40 but not over $60 each (provided for in subheading 4202.92.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
1. SEC. 74747. JEWELRY BOXES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.26.38 Jewelry boxes constructed of
medium density fiberboard
(MDF) covered with sheeting
of plastics on the outer sur-
face, each box with an em-
bossed design covering more
than 50 percent of the exte-
rior and incorporating one
exterior window through
which the jewelry can be
viewed, the foregoing with
compartmentalized interior
sections lined with velvet
(provided for in subheading
4202.92.97) ...................... Free  No change  No change  On or before
12/31/2023
```

4. SEC. 74748. SILICONE RUBBER CAMERA CASES WITH
STRAPS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.26.39 Camera cases of silicone rub-
ber, designed to hold cameras
of subheading 8525.80.40,
each case containing openings
for the operation of the cam-
era and an adjustable nylon
strap and measuring not
more than 52 mm in height,
76 mm in width and 29 mm
in depth (provided for in sub-
heading 4202.99.90) ............ Free  No change  No change  On or before
12/31/2023
```

8. SEC. 74749. LEATHER GLOVES WITH FLIP MITTS FOR HUNTING.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:
SEC. 74750. MEN’S LEATHER GLOVES VALUED AT $18 OR MORE PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.26.41 Men’s full-fingered gloves with a palm side of leather and a backside of woven fabric comprising 89 percent or more but not over 95 percent by weight of man-made fibers and 5 percent or more but not over 11 percent by weight of elastomeric fibers, such fabric fully lined with a waterproof membrane, such gloves stuffed with synthetic microfiber for thermal insulation, with elasticized wrist and valued at $18 or more/pr, the foregoing other than gloves specially designed for use in sports (provided for in subheading 4203.29.30) ........................................ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

SEC. 74751. BELTS OF CALF SKIN.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.26.42 Belts of calf skin (provided for in subheading 4303.10.00) ......................................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```
342

1 Sec. 74752. Bamboo Engineered Flooring: 12.5–12.9 Mm Thick.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.26.43 Plywood flooring with a face ply of bamboo (Phyllostachys pubescens), such face ply measuring less than 4 mm in thickness; each flooring panel measuring at least 12.5 mm but not over 12.9 mm in thickness and at least 125.0 mm but not over 230.6 mm in width (provided for in subheading 4412.10.05) ............. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

5 Sec. 74753. Bamboo Engineered Flooring: 14.1–14.5 Mm Thick.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.26.44 Plywood flooring with a face ply of bamboo (Phyllostachys pubescens), such face ply measuring less than 4 mm in thickness; each flooring panel measuring at least 14.1 mm but not over 14.5 mm in thickness and at least 125.0 mm but not over 230.6 mm in width (provided for in subheading 4412.10.05) ............. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

9 Sec. 74754. Bamboo Engineered Flooring: 15.7–16.1 Mm Thick.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
Plywood flooring with a face ply of bamboo (Phyllostachys pubescens), such face ply measuring less than 4 mm; each flooring panel measuring at least 15.7 mm but not over 16.1 mm in thickness and at least 125.0 mm but not over 230.6 mm in width (provided for in subheading 4412.10.05) ............. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Strand bamboo flooring, tongued and grooved, continuously shaped along any of its ends, surface covered with a clear or transparent material which does not obscure the grain, texture or markings of the face ply; such flooring measuring at least 12.5 mm but not over 12.9 mm in thickness and at least 126.8 mm but not over 127.2 mm in width (provided for in subheading 4418.91.90) ........................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.26.47</td>
<td>Strand bamboo (Phyllostachys pubescens) flooring, tongued and grooved, continuously shaped along any of its ends, surface covered with a clear or transparent material which does not obscure the grain, texture or markings of the face ply, such flooring measuring at least 14.1 mm but not over 14.5 mm in thickness and at least 126.8 mm but not over 127.2 mm in width (provided for in subheading 4418.91.90)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. **SEC. 74757. STRAND BAMBOO FLOORING: 10.9–11.3 MM THICK.**

2. Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

3. **SEC. 74758. CHOPSTICKS MADE OF BAMBOO.**

4. Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

5. **SEC. 74759. DRYING RACKS OF WOOD.**

6. Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 **SEC. 74760. BAMBOO SKEWERS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.26.51 Skewers or sticks made of bamboo, the foregoing not over 31 cm in length (provided for in subheading 4421.91.60) ................. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

2 **SEC. 74761. WOOD BLINDS WITH LOUVERED SLATS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.26.52 Wood blinds with louvered boards (provided for in subheading 4421.99.40) .......... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

3 **SEC. 74762. 100 PERCENT COTTON WOVEN CRIMPED UN-**

7 **BLEACHED FABRIC.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.26.53 Woven fabrics wholly of cotton, unbleached, crimped, with yarn number between 43 and 68, presented folded into 3 layers, measuring less than 84 cm wide before folding and less than 28 cm wide after folding; weighing less than 25 g/m² before folding and less than 75 g/m² after folding (measuring 3 layers at once); piece length less than 76 cm; put up layered on rolls of up to 200 pieces per roll, with edges not attached in any way, such fabric easily unfolded (provided for in subheading 5208.11.40) ................. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```
SEC. 74763. WOVEN FABRICS OF COTTON, CONTAINING 85 PERCENT OR MORE BY WEIGHT OF COTTON, NOT MORE THAN 200 GRAMS PER SQUARE METER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.26.54 Woven fabrics of cotton, containing 85 percent or more by weight of cotton, weighing not more than 200 g/m², unbleached, satin weave or twill weave, 256 cm or greater in width, such fabrics having a thread count exceeding 200 or an average yarn number exceeding 68 (provided for in subheading 5208.19.20) .......... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

SEC. 74764. 100 PERCENT COTTON WOVEN BLEACHED FABRIC PIECES, OPEN WEAVE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.26.56 Fabrics wholly of cotton, bleached, open weave, average yarn number between 43 and 68 metric, weighing less than 60 g/m², presented folded in layers ranging in number from 2 to 16 layers, in pieces on rolls or stacked in a box, or on bolts, or continuous length on large rolls; measuring 89 cm to 92 cm in width before folding, folded widths between 22 cm and 42 cm in width, lengths vary depending upon packaging but ranging from 22 cm to 950 m (provided for in subheading 5208.21.40) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```
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SEC. 74765. INCONTINENCE UNDERPAD FABRICS OF COTTON.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Tariff Rate</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Effective Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.26.57</td>
<td>Woven fabrics wholly of cotton, bleached, twill weave, of single ply yarns, weighing between 132 and 140 g/m², measuring 182 to 194 cm in width, with 286 and 304 decitex in the warp and between 358 and 380 decitex in the filling, with 25 to 27 yarns per cm in the warp and 16 to 18 yarns per cm in the filling (provided for in subheading 5208.29.20)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 SEC. 74768. WOVEN FABRICS OF COTTON WITH AN AVERAGE YARN NUMBER EXCEEDING 68.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

2

3

4

5 SEC. 74769. INCONTINENCE UNDERPAD FABRICS, COTTON, PLAIN WEAVE, OF YARN NUMBER 42 OR LOWER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
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1 SEC. 74770. INCONTINENCE UNDERPAD FABRICS, COTTON, PLAIN WEAVE, OF YARN NUMBER BETWEEN 43 AND 68.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.26.61 Woven fabrics of cotton, of yarn number 42 or lower, containing by weight 77 percent to 83 percent of cotton and 17 percent to 23 percent of polyester, bleached, plain weave, weighing 165 to 175 g/m^2, measuring 182 to 194 cm in width, constructed with single ply yarns with 239 to 255 denier in the warp and with two ply yarns of 573 to 609 denier in the filling, 19 to 21 yarns per cm in the warp and 9 to 11 single yarns per cm in the filling (provided for in subheading 5210.21.40) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

6 SEC. 74771. INCONTINENCE UNDERPAD FABRICS, BLEACHED.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.26.62 Woven fabrics of cotton, of yarn numbers 43 to 68, such fabrics containing by weight 51 percent to 55 percent of cotton and 45 percent to 49 percent of polyester, bleached, plain weave of single ply yarns, weighing 99 to 105 g/m^2, measuring 182 to 194 cm in width, with 184 to 196 denier in the warp and filling, 29 to 31 yarns per cm in the warp and 19 to 21 yarns per cm in the filling (provided for in subheading 5210.21.60) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

1  SEC. 74770. INCONTINENCE UNDERPAD FABRICS, COTTON, PLAIN WEAVE, OF YARN NUMBER BETWEEN 43 AND 68.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.26.61 Woven fabrics of cotton, of yarn number 42 or lower, containing by weight 77 percent to 83 percent of cotton and 17 percent to 23 percent of polyester, bleached, plain weave, weighing 165 to 175 g/m^2, measuring 182 to 194 cm in width, constructed with single ply yarns with 239 to 255 denier in the warp and with two ply yarns of 573 to 609 denier in the filling, 19 to 21 yarns per cm in the warp and 9 to 11 single yarns per cm in the filling (provided for in subheading 5210.21.40) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

6  SEC. 74771. INCONTINENCE UNDERPAD FABRICS, BLEACHED.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.26.62 Woven fabrics of cotton, of yarn numbers 43 to 68, such fabrics containing by weight 51 percent to 55 percent of cotton and 45 percent to 49 percent of polyester, bleached, plain weave of single ply yarns, weighing 99 to 105 g/m^2, measuring 182 to 194 cm in width, with 184 to 196 denier in the warp and filling, 29 to 31 yarns per cm in the warp and 19 to 21 yarns per cm in the filling (provided for in subheading 5210.21.60) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

1  SEC. 74770. INCONTINENCE UNDERPAD FABRICS, COTTON, PLAIN WEAVE, OF YARN NUMBER BETWEEN 43 AND 68.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.26.61 Woven fabrics of cotton, of yarn number 42 or lower, containing by weight 77 percent to 83 percent of cotton and 17 percent to 23 percent of polyester, bleached, plain weave, weighing 165 to 175 g/m^2, measuring 182 to 194 cm in width, constructed with single ply yarns with 239 to 255 denier in the warp and with two ply yarns of 573 to 609 denier in the filling, 19 to 21 yarns per cm in the warp and 9 to 11 single yarns per cm in the filling (provided for in subheading 5210.21.40) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

6  SEC. 74771. INCONTINENCE UNDERPAD FABRICS, BLEACHED.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.26.62 Woven fabrics of cotton, of yarn numbers 43 to 68, such fabrics containing by weight 51 percent to 55 percent of cotton and 45 percent to 49 percent of polyester, bleached, plain weave of single ply yarns, weighing 99 to 105 g/m^2, measuring 182 to 194 cm in width, with 184 to 196 denier in the warp and filling, 29 to 31 yarns per cm in the warp and 19 to 21 yarns per cm in the filling (provided for in subheading 5210.21.60) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

1  SEC. 74770. INCONTINENCE UNDERPAD FABRICS, COTTON, PLAIN WEAVE, OF YARN NUMBER BETWEEN 43 AND 68.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.26.61 Woven fabrics of cotton, of yarn number 42 or lower, containing by weight 77 percent to 83 percent of cotton and 17 percent to 23 percent of polyester, bleached, plain weave, weighing 165 to 175 g/m^2, measuring 182 to 194 cm in width, constructed with single ply yarns with 239 to 255 denier in the warp and with two ply yarns of 573 to 609 denier in the filling, 19 to 21 yarns per cm in the warp and 9 to 11 single yarns per cm in the filling (provided for in subheading 5210.21.40) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

6  SEC. 74771. INCONTINENCE UNDERPAD FABRICS, BLEACHED.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.26.62 Woven fabrics of cotton, of yarn numbers 43 to 68, such fabrics containing by weight 51 percent to 55 percent of cotton and 45 percent to 49 percent of polyester, bleached, plain weave of single ply yarns, weighing 99 to 105 g/m^2, measuring 182 to 194 cm in width, with 184 to 196 denier in the warp and filling, 29 to 31 yarns per cm in the warp and 19 to 21 yarns per cm in the filling (provided for in subheading 5210.21.60) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

1  SEC. 74770. INCONTINENCE UNDERPAD FABRICS, COTTON, PLAIN WEAVE, OF YARN NUMBER BETWEEN 43 AND 68.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.26.61 Woven fabrics of cotton, of yarn number 42 or lower, containing by weight 77 percent to 83 percent of cotton and 17 percent to 23 percent of polyester, bleached, plain weave, weighing 165 to 175 g/m^2, measuring 182 to 194 cm in width, constructed with single ply yarns with 239 to 255 denier in the warp and with two ply yarns of 573 to 609 denier in the filling, 19 to 21 yarns per cm in the warp and 9 to 11 single yarns per cm in the filling (provided for in subheading 5210.21.40) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

6  SEC. 74771. INCONTINENCE UNDERPAD FABRICS, BLEACHED.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74772. INCONTINENCE UNDERPAD FABRICS, PRINTED.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.26.64  Woven fabrics of cotton, 3-
      thread or 4-thread twill, con-
      taining by weight 51 percent
      to 55 percent of cotton and
      45 percent to 49 percent of
      polyester, printed, made from
      single ply yarns, weighing 132 to
      140 g/m², measuring 182 to
      194 cm in width, with 162 to
      172 decitex in the warp and
      358 to 380 decitex in the fill-
      ing, 29 to 31 yarns per cm in
      the warp and 21 to 23 yarns
      per cm in the filling (pro-
      vided for in subheading
      5210.59.10) ........................... Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023  
```

4 SEC. 74773. UNTWISTED FILAMENT POLYVINYL ALCOHOL YARN, MEASURING 1,100 TO 1,330 DECITEX.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.26.65  Synthetic (polyvinyl alcohol)
      filament yarn, untwisted,
      measuring from 1,100 to
      1,330 decitex and consisting
      of 200 filaments (provided
      for in subheading
      5402.49.91) ........................... Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023  
```
1 SEC. 74774. UNTWISTED FILAMENT POLYVINYL ALCOHOL YARN.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.26.66 | Synthetic (polyvinyl alcohol) filament yarn, untwisted, measuring 1,330 to 2,070 decitex and consisting of between 600 and 1000 filaments (provided for in subheading 5402.49.91) | 0.5% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

5 SEC. 74775. POLYPROPYLENE (PP) MONOFILAMENT.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.26.67 | Synthetic monofilament of polypropylene, of 67 decitex or more and of which no cross-sectional dimension exceeds 1 mm (provided for in subheading 5404.12.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

8 SEC. 74776. ACRYLIC FIBER TOW WITH AN AVERAGE DECITEX OF 0.9.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.26.68 | Acrylic filament tow containing at least 85 percent but not more than 94 percent by weight of acrylonitrile units and 1 percent or more but not over 4 percent of water, raw white (undyed), crimped, with an average decitex of 0.9 (plus or minus 10 percent) and an aggregate filament measure in the tow bundle between 660,000 and 1,300,000 decitex, with a length greater than 2 m (provided for in subheading 5501.30.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```
SEC. 74777. BLACK POLYESTER BI-COMPONENT FIBERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.26.71 | Synthetic staple fibers, not carded, combed or otherwise processed for spinning, the foregoing comprising black polyester bi-component fibers measuring between 4.4 and 6.7 decitex and with fiber length between 50 and 51 mm; having an outer copolymer sheath that melts at a lower temperature than the core; the foregoing of a kind used for bonding fibers together (provided for in subheading 5503.20.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74778. ACRYLIC STAPLE FIBERS WITH AN AVERAGE DECITEX OF 2.2, FIBER LENGTH OF 100 MM.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.26.72 | Acrylic staple fibers containing at least 85 percent by weight of acrylonitrile units and 2 percent or more but not over 3 percent of water, raw white (undyed), crimped, with an average decitex of 2.2 (plus or minus 10 percent) and fiber length of 100 mm (plus or minus 10 percent) (provided for in subheading 5503.30.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74779. MODACRYLIC STAPLE FIBERS NOT PROCESSED FOR SPINNING.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Tariff</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date of Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><strong>SEC. 74780. SHORT POLYPROPYLENE FIBERS.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><strong>SEC. 74781. POLYOXADIAZOLE FIBERS.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td><strong>SEC. 74782. ARTIFICIAL STAPLE FIBERS OF VISCOSE RAYON, 38–42 MM IN LENGTH.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 SEC. 74783. ARTIFICIAL FIBERS OF VISCOSE RAYON FOR
THE MANUFACTURE OF FEMININE HYGIENE
PRODUCTS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

2

3

4

5

6 SEC. 74784. FLAME RETARDANT RAYON FIBERS, MEAS-
URING 4.78 DECITEX.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

7

8

9
SEC. 74785. FLAME RETARDANT RAYON FIBERS, MEASURING 4.55 DECITEX.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.26.79 Artificial staple fibers of viscose rayon, not carded, combed or otherwise processed for spinning, containing 28 percent or more but not over 33 percent by weight of silica measuring 4.55 decitex in lengths of 60 mm (provided for in subheading 5504.10.00) ................. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```

SEC. 74786. FLAME RETARDANT RAYON FIBERS, MEASURING 4.4 DECITEX.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.26.80 Artificial staple fibers of viscose rayon, not carded, combed or otherwise processed for spinning, each containing 28 percent or more but not over 33 percent by weight of silica, measuring 4.4 decitex and 60 mm in length (provided for in subheading 5504.10.00) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```

SEC. 74787. OTHER FLAME RETARDANT RAYON FIBERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74788. CELLULOSIC MAN-MADE VISCOSE RAYON STAPLE FIBERS, MEASURING 1.3–1.5 DECITEX.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.26.82 | Artificial staple fibers of viscose rayon, not carded, combed or otherwise processed for spinning, measuring 1.3 decitex but not over 1.5 decitex and having a fiber length each measuring 20 mm or more but not over 150 mm (provided for in subheading 5504.10.00), the foregoing other than fibers with a length of 38 mm or more but not over 42 mm | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

5 SEC. 74789. VISCOSE RAYON STAPLE FIBERS, MEASURING 1.5–1.67 DECITEX, WITH A FIBER LENGTH OF 38–42 MM.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
SEC. 74790. CELLULOSIC MAN-MADE VISCOS FIBERS, MEASURING 1.67–2 DECITEX.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.26.84 Artificial staple fibers of viscose rayon, not carded, combed or otherwise processed for spinning, measuring greater than 1.67 decitex but not over 2 decitex and having a fiber length each measuring 20 mm or more but not over 150 mm (provided for in subheading 5504.10.00), the foregoing other than fibers with a length of 38 mm or more but not over 42 mm Free Yes change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

SEC. 74791. VISCOS FIBERS, MEASURING 1–2 DECITEX, WITH A FIBER LENGTH OF 4–8 MM.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.26.85 Artificial staple fibers of viscose rayon, not carded, combed or otherwise processed for spinning, measuring 1 decitex or more but not over 2 decitex and having a fiber length each measuring 4 mm or more but less than 8 mm (provided for in subheading 5504.10.00) Free Yes change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```
SEC. 74792. VISCOSE STAPLE FIBERS USED IN TEXTILE, MEDICAL, OR HYGIENE APPLICATIONS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

9902.26.86 Staple fibers of viscose rayon, not carded, combed or otherwise processed for spinning, measuring over 2 decitex but not over 3.3 decitex and having a fiber length each measuring over 55 mm or more but not over 60 mm (provided for in subheading 5504.10.00) ........................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

SEC. 74793. VISCOSE RAYON STAPLE FIBERS, MEASURING 1.51–2 DECITEX, WITH A FIBER LENGTH OF 8–16 MM.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

9902.26.87 Artificial staple fibers of viscose rayon, not carded, combed or otherwise processed for spinning, measuring 1.51 decitex or more but not over 2.0 decitex and having a fiber length each measuring 8 mm or more but not over 16 mm (provided for in subheading 5504.10.00) ............. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

SEC. 74794. VISCOSE RAYON STAPLE FIBERS, MEASURING 1–1.5 DECITEX, WITH A FIBER LENGTH OF 8–16 MM.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74795. FLAME RETARDANT VISCOSE RAYON STAPLE FIBERS, WITH A DECITEX OF 4.7 MM AND A FIBER LENGTH OF 51–60 MM.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
```

6 SEC. 74796. VISCOSE RAYON STAPLE FIBERS FOR NONWOVEN PRODUCTION.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
```
1 SEC. 74797. BLACK VISCOSE RAYON STAPLE FIBERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.26.91 Artificial staple fibers, not carded, combed or otherwise processed for spinning, each black in color, having a decitex of 1.7 but not over 2, with cut length measuring 30 mm but not over 80 mm (provided for in subheading 5504.10.00), the foregoing other than fibers of 1.7 decitex or more but not over 1.8 decitex, with fiber length measuring 38 mm or more but not over 42 mm .............. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ™.
```

4 SEC. 74798. ACRYLIC OR MODACRYLIC STAPLE FIBERS WITH A DECITEX OF 3–5.6.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.26.92 Acrylic or modacrylic staple fibers, carded, combed or otherwise processed for spinning, containing by weight 92 percent or more of polyacrylonitrile, not more than 0.1 percent of zinc and 2 percent or more but not over 8 percent of water, undyed, with an average decitex of 3 to 5.6 (provided for in subheading 5506.30.00) ........................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ™.
```

8 SEC. 74799. MADE UP HAND-CAST STRING-DRAWN FISHING NETS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
SEC. 74800. KNITTED CARPETS CONTAINING 75 PERCENT OR MORE OF COTTON, WITH A RUBBER BACKING.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

SEC. 74801. KNITTED CARPETS CONTAINING 75 PERCENT OR MORE BY WEIGHT OF POLYESTER, WITH A RUBBER BACKING.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

SEC. 74802. FAUX LEATHER FABRICS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74803. GRASS CATCHER BAGS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.26.97 Grass catcher bags of man-made fiber fabric, used primarily with push lawn mowers, riding lawn mowers and chipper/shredder/vacuums (provided for in subheading 5911.90.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

4 SEC. 74804. OXYGENATION MEMBRANE CAPILLARY MATERIAL.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.26.98 Knitted or crocheted fabrics of polymethylpentene (PMP) oxygenation membrane capillary fibers, such fabrics consisting of PMP tubes arranged and secured in a knitted fabric of PMP (provided for in subheading 6003.30.60) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

8 SEC. 74805. TEXTILE KNITTED FABRICS COMPOSED OF MICROMODAL AND ELASTANE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
9902.26.99 9902.27.01

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.26.99</th>
<th>Knitted fabrics containing by weight 66 to 79 percent micromodal and 21 to 34 percent elastane, measuring over 30 cm in width, weighing 155 to 220 g/m², knitted with fine machine gauges of 44 to 50 (provided for in subheading 6004.10.00)</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

1 SEC. 74806. TEXTILE TECHNICAL KNITTED FABRICS COMBINING TECHNICAL COTTON AND ELASTANE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.27.01</th>
<th>Technical knitted fabrics containing by weight 71 percent technical cotton and 29 percent elastane, measuring 170 to 180 cm in width, weighing 160 to 200 g/m², valued at $14.50 or more per linear meter (provided for in subheading 6004.10.00)</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

5 SEC. 74807. TEXTILE KNIT FABRICS OF MODAL, CASHMERE, AND SPANDEX.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.27.02</th>
<th>Textile knitted fabric containing by weight 78 percent modal, 14 percent cashmere and 8 percent spandex, weighing 75 to 85 grams per square meter, with cuttable width of 130 to 140 cm, valued at not less than $17 per linear meter as presented (provided for in subheading 6006.43.00)</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
```
SEC. 74808. WOMEN'S AND GIRLS' DRESSES, KNITTED OR CROCHETED, OF SYNTHETIC FIBERS INFUSED WITH MINERALS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heading</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.27.05</td>
<td>Women's and girls' dresses, knitted or crocheted, of synthetic fibers infused with minerals including silica dioxide, titanium dioxide or aluminum oxide ground to a size not greater than 1 micron, such dresses specially designed for the sport of competitive cheerleading (provided for in subheading 6104.43.20)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEC. 74809. WOMEN'S AND GIRLS' SKIRTS AND DIVIDED SKIRTS OF SYNTHETIC FIBERS INFUSED WITH MINERALS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heading</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.27.06</td>
<td>Women's and girls' skirts and divided skirts of synthetic fibers infused with minerals including silica dioxide, titanium dioxide or aluminum oxide ground to a size not greater than 1 micron, such skirts or divided skirts specially designed for the sport of competitive cheerleading (provided for in subheading 6104.53.20)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEC. 74810. WOMEN'S AND GIRLS' KNIT CARDIGANS OR PULLOVERS CONTAINING 70 PERCENT OR MORE OF SILK.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
SEC. 74811. MEN’S AND BOYS’ KNIT CARDIGANS OR PULLOVERS OF LINEN.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

9902.27.10 Men’s or boys’ knitted or crocheted pullovers and cardigans, of linen, each with more than 9 stitches/2 cm, measured in the direction the stitches were formed, and an average of less than 10 stitches/linear cm in each direction counted on an area measuring at least 10 cm by 10 cm, such apparel articles that reach the waist (provided for in subheading 6110.90.90) ........................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .

SEC. 74812. BABIES’ KNIT SWEATERS, PULLOVERS, SWEATSHIRTS, WAISTCOATS (VESTS), AND CARDIGANS, OF ARTIFICIAL FIBERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

9902.27.11 Babies’ knitted or crocheted sweaters, pullovers, sweatshirts, waistcoats (vests) and cardigans, the foregoing of artificial fibers and other than those imported as parts of sets (provided for in subheading 6111.90.40) ........................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
SEC. 74813. WOMEN’S AND GIRLS’ TOPS, KNITTED OR CROCHETED, OF MAN-MADE FIBERS INFUSED WITH MINERALS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.27.15 | Women’s and girls’ tops, knitted or crocheted, of man-made fibers infused with minerals including silicon dioxide, titanium dioxide or aluminum oxide ground to a size not greater than 1 micron, such tops specially designed for the sport of competitive cheerleading (provided for in subheading 6114.30.10) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74814. MEN’S AND BOY’S TOPS, KNITTED OR CROCHETED, OF MAN-MADE FIBERS INFUSED WITH MINERALS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.27.16 | Men’s and boy’s tops, knitted or crocheted, of man-made fibers infused with minerals including silicon dioxide, titanium dioxide or aluminum oxide ground to a size not greater than 1 micron, such tops specially designed for the sport of competitive cheerleading (provided for in subheading 6114.30.10) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74815. MEN’S 3 MM WETSUITS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
| 9902.27.17 | Men’s full-body wetsuits, each made from three-layer fabric composed of a knitted outer layer of polyester and spandex bonded to a fleece knit pile inner layer of polyester and spandex with a center core of expanded rubber for its body, and a three-layer fabric composed of knitted inner and outer layers of polyester with a center core of expanded rubber for its sleeves, shoulders and lower legs, measuring no more than 3.4 mm in thickness in the torso, such wetsuits valued $97 or more but not over $130 each (provided for in subheading 6114.30.30) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

**1** SEC. 74816. MEN’S 5.5 AND 6.5 MM WETSUITS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.27.18 | Men’s full-body wetsuits, each made from three-layer fabric composed of a knitted outer layer of polyester and spandex bonded to a fleece knit pile inner layer of polyester and spandex with a center core of expanded rubber for its body, and a three-layer fabric composed of knitted inner and outer layers of polyester with a center core of expanded rubber for its sleeves, shoulders and lower legs, measuring 5.1 mm or more but not over 7 mm in thickness in the torso, such wetsuits valued $120 or more but not over $175 each (provided for in subheading 6114.30.30) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

**4** SEC. 74817. MEN’S 3.5 MM WETSUITS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1. **SEC. 74818. MEN'S 4.5 MM WETSUITS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.27.20</th>
<th>Men's full-body wetsuits,</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March 2023</td>
<td>made from a three-layer fabric composed of a knitted outer layer of polyester and spandex bonded to a fleece knitted pile inner layer of polyester and spandex with a center core of expanded rubber for its body, and a three-layer fabric composed of a knitted inner and outer layers of polyester with a center core of expanded rubber for its sleeves, shoulders and lower legs, measuring 4.1 mm or more but not over 5 mm in thickness in the torso, such wetsuits each valued at $105 or more but not over $160 each (provided for in subheading 6114.30.30)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. **SEC. 74819. WOMEN'S 3 MM WETSUITS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
Women’s full-body wetsuits, each made from three-layer fabric composed of a knitted outer layer of polyester and spandex bonded to a fleece knit pile inner layer of polyester and spandex with a center core of expanded rubber for its body, and a three-layer fabric composed of knitted inner and outer layers of polyester with a center core of expanded rubber for its sleeves, shoulders and lower legs, measuring no more than 3.4 mm in thickness in the torso, such wetsuits valued $97 or more but not over $130 each (provided for in subheading 6114.30.30) ................................ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 “.

SEC. 74820. WOMEN’S 3.5 MM WETSUITS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Women’s full-body wetsuits, made from three-layer fabric composed of a knitted outer layer of polyester and spandex bonded to a fleece knit pile inner layer of polyester and spandex with a center core of expanded rubber for its body, and a three-layer fabric composed of knitted inner and outer layers of polyester with a center core of expanded rubber for its sleeves, shoulders and lower legs, measuring 3.5 mm or more but not over 4 mm in thickness in the torso, such wetsuits each valued $102 or more but not over $150 (provided for in subheading 6114.30.30) ................................ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 “.

SEC. 74821. WOMEN’S 4.5 MM WETSUITS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
### SEC. 74822. WOMEN’S 5.5 AND 6.5 MM WETSUITS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.27.24 | Women’s full-body wetsuits, of three-layer fabric composed of a knitted outer layer of polyester and spandex bonded to a polyester and spandex fleece knitted pile inner layer with a center core of expanded rubber for its body, and a three-layer fabric composed of knitted inner and outer layers of polyester with a center core of expanded rubber for its sleeves, shoulders and lower legs with material measuring 5.1 mm or more but not over 7 mm in thickness in the torso, such wetsuits valued $120 or more but not over $175 each (provided for in subheading 6114.30.30) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

### SEC. 74823. INSULATED HANDMUFFS OF KNIT POLYESTER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
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1 SEC. 74824. MEN’S STOCKINGFOOT WADER BOTTOM SUB- 
2 ASSEMBLIES, OF COMPRESSED NEOPRENE.
3
4 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
5 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.27.25 Hand muffs of knitted fabrics of polyester laminated
  with plastics, such muffs stuffed with synthetic microfiber for thermal insu-
  lation, each with side openings having elastic closures, with
  one exterior pocket with zipper closures and weighing not
  more than 500 g (provided
  for in subheading
  6117.80.95) ....................... Free No change No change On or before
  12/31/2023
```

5 SEC. 74825. MEN’S STOCKINGFOOT WADER BOTTOM SUB-
6 ASSEMBLIES, OF NON-COMPRESSED NEO-
7 PRENE.
8
9 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
10 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.27.26 Men’s stockingfoot wader
  bottom subassemblies, con-
  structed from neoprene
  (originally measuring 6 mm
  to 8 mm in thickness) com-
  pressed to 4 mm in thickness,
  laminated on both sides with
  a knitted nylon fabric, whose
  height exceeds 20.5 cm; each
  such stockingfoot formed
  anatomically (provided for in
  subheading 6117.90.90) ......... Free No change No change On or before
  12/31/2023
```

```
  9902.27.27 Men’s stockingfoot wader
  bottom subassemblies, made
  from non-compressed neo-
  prene having a thickness of 4
  mm, laminated on both sides
  with a knitted nylon fabric,
  height exceeding 20.5 cm; each
  such stockingfoot formed anatomically (pro-
  vided for in subheading
  6117.90.90) ....................... Free No change No change On or before
  12/31/2023
```
SEC. 74826. FISHING WADER POCKET POUCH ASSEMBLIES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

9902.27.28 Pocket pouches, each with
outer shell of woven textile
fabric visibly coated with rubber or plastics and laminated
to an inner layer of knitted
fabric, with a zippered cargo
pocket and other pockets de-
signed to organize tippets
and leaders and with dual
entry zippers; the foregoing
designed to be affixed to a
fishing wader and not put up
for individual retail sale (pro-
vided for in subheading
6117.90.90) .................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

SEC. 74827. WOMEN'S COATS OF MAN-MADE WOVEN FIBERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

9902.27.35 Women's quilted water-resistant
coats, woven, of man-
made fibers, thigh length or
longer, with sleeves, with a
removable hood, with a full
front opening and closure
(provided for in subheading
6202.13.40) ...................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

SEC. 74828. MEN'S OR BOYS' LINEN WOVEN TROUSERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

9902.27.38 Men's or boys' woven tro-
sers, of linen (provided for in
subheading 6203.49.90) ...... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

SEC. 74829. MEN'S OR BOYS' LINEN WOVEN SHORTS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 **SEC. 74830. MARTIAL ARTS UNIFORMS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
```

2 **SEC. 74831. WOMEN'S DRESSES OF WOVEN VISCOSE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
```

3 **SEC. 74832. GIRLS' WOVEN COTTON CORDUROY TROUSERS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
```

4 **SEC. 74833. WOMEN'S WOVEN WAFFLE SHIRTS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
SEC. 74834. BABIES' WOVEN ARTIFICIAL FIBER SHIRTS AND BLOUSES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.27.44 Babies' woven blouses and shirts of artificial fibers, such garments that extend from the neck area to or below the waist, with or without sleeves, with full or partial or no front opening, without pockets and without tightening at the bottom, and except those imported as parts of sets (provided for in subheading 6209.90.10) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

SEC. 74835. BABIES' ARTIFICIAL FIBER WOVEN JUMPSUITS, COVERALLS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, SKIRTALLS, OR CLOTHING ACCESSORIES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.27.45 Babies' woven jumpsuits, coveralls, dresses, skirts, skirtalls or clothing accessories, the foregoing of artificial fibers and other than garments or accessories imported as parts of sets (provided for in subheading 6209.90.30) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```
1 SEC. 74836. WOMEN’S OR GIRLS’ LINEN WOVEN BLOUSES, SHIRTS AND SHIRT-BLOUSES, AND SLEEVE-LESS TANK STYLES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.27.48 | Women’s or girls’ woven blouses, shirts and shirt-blowes and sleeveless tank styles, the foregoing of linen and extending from the neck area to or below the waist, with or without sleeves, with full or partial opening or no opening, with pockets below the waist or tightening at the bottom (provided for in subheading 6211.49.80) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

2 SEC. 74837. WOMEN’S OR GIRLS’ LINEN WOVEN WASHSUITS, SUNSUITS, OR ONE-PIECE PLAYSUITS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.27.49 | Women’s or girls’ woven washsuits, sunsuits and one-piece playsuits, of linen (provided for in subheading 6211.49.80) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

3 SEC. 74838. WOMEN’S OR GIRLS’ LINEN WOVEN COVERALLS OR JUMPSUITS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.27.50 | Women’s or girls’ woven coveralls or jumpsuits, of linen (provided for in subheading 6211.49.80) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
1 SEC. 74839. WOMEN’S SHAWLS AND SIMILAR GOODS, 100 PERCENT SILK.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.27.51 | Women’s shawls, scarves and similar goods, wholly of silk, valued less than $7 each (provided for in subheading 6214.10.10) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74840. WINTER CYCLING GLOVES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.27.52 | Winter cycling gloves, each with woven outer shell of man-made fibers and a merino wool lining (provided for in subheading 6216.00.46) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74841. MATTRESS PROTECTORS WITH TOPPERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.27.53 | Mattress protectors, each with topper of knitted three-layer fabric wholly of polyester jersey and with total weight of 340 g/m², the bottom layer of such fabric laminated for waterproofing, white in color; the skirt of which comprises knitted fabric wholly of polyester with one-way stretch, bleached white, such skirt measuring 45 cm with elastic band measuring 1 cm in width around the bottom of each protector (provided for in subheading 6302.10.00) | 4.8% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74842. PRINTED MATTRESS PROTECTORS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
Mattress protectors, each with a body comprising knitted three-layer fabric weighing 530 g/m² and containing by weight 67 percent polyester and 33 percent polyethylene, the bottom layer of such fabric with laminate of thermoplastic polyurethane to provide waterproofing, the skirt of which comprises knitted fabric weighing 150 g/m² and containing by weight 92 percent polyester and 8 percent elastomeric fiber, such fabric having two-way stretch, measuring 38.1 cm in depth and with elastomeric band at the bottom of each protector, such mattress protectors printed, with silver satin cording around four sides (provided for in subheading 6302.10.00) .................. 4.1% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023''.

SEC. 74843. LOCK POCKET TENTS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Dome-shaped tents of woven fabric of polyester, each tent with attached polyethylene floor and fiberglass poles permanently attached to the rear bottom corners of the tent by means of polyvinyl chloride end connectors sewn into webbing straps, with the opposite ends having polyvinyl chloride ball-shaped caps that insert into mesh fabric pockets 10.7 cm to 12.1 cm long at the front bottom corners of the tent and attach to the tent at intervals via webbing straps with fitted plastic clips, the foregoing tents each valued at $19 or higher (provided for in subheading 6306.22.90) .................. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023''.

SEC. 74844. DARK ROOM TENTS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
```
| 9902.27.60 | Tents of woven fabric of polyester, with light-blocking dark pigment coating, such tents with attached polyethylene floor, measuring 144.7 cm by 213.3 cm or more but not over 426.8 cm by 304.8 cm, with a center height of at least 142.2 cm but not over 201 cm, each such tent valued at $30 or higher (provided for in subheading 6306.22.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

1. **SEC. 74845. AIR TUBE CHAMBERED TENTS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.27.61 | Air-filled tube structure tents of synthetic fibers, each measuring approximately 2.13 m wide by 2.31 m long by 2.34 m tall, with nylon mesh screens, clear vinyl plastic windows, magnetic flap closure and opaque sentinel luxe-taslan fabric curtains (provided for in subheading 6306.22.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

2. **SEC. 74846. BI-COMPONENT MICROFIBER TUBE MOP REPLACEMENTS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.27.62 | Replacement mop heads, constructed from circular knit bi-component microfiber fabric tubes containing by weight 65 to 90 percent of polyester and 10 to 35 percent of nylon, sewn together with raw edges enclosed, valued at least $2 but no more than $4 each (provided for in subheading 6307.10.20) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

3. **SEC. 74847. MICROFIBER DUSTER REFILLS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
### SEC. 74848. RFID MOP PADS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harmonize</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finished mop pads made from warp knit fabric containing by weight 60 percent</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>to 90 percent of polyester and 10 percent to 40 percent of nylon, weighing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>at least 300 g/m² but no more than 700 g/m², such mop pads each having an</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RFID chip permanently stitched inside them (provided for in subheading</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6307.10.20) ..............</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SEC. 74849. MICROFIBER CLEANING CLOTHS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harmonize</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Microfiber cloths made from warp knit fabric containing by weight 60 percent</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>to 90 percent of polyester and 10 percent to 40 percent of nylon, weighing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>at least 190 g/m² but no more than 360 g/m², such cloths having edges</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>finished with an overcast stitch, valued at least 40.06 but not more than</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40.90 each (provided for in subheading 6307.10.20) ................</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SEC. 74850. MICROFIBER MOP PADS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
Finished mop pads made from warp knit microfiber fabric containing by weight 60 percent to 90 percent of polyester and 10 percent to 40 percent of nylon, each weighing at least 300 g/m² but no more than 700 g/m² and valued at least $0.40 but no more than $4.90 (provided for in subheading 6307.10.20) ................ 2% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

SEC. 74851. GOLF BAG BODIES WITH RAIN HOODS AND STRAPS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Golf bag bodies made from woven fabric of man-made textile materials, each presented sewn together with pockets, with golf bag rain hood, sling; webbing clips and top and bottom collars (provided for in subheading 6307.90.96), the foregoing presented without dividers or bottoms .............................. 0.5% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

SEC. 74852. PILLOW SHELLS, CONSTRUCTED WITH GUSSETS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
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SEC. 74853. GOLF BAG BODY FLATS.

1 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

2 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

3

SEC. 74854. BATHTUB ELBOW RESTS.

4 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

5 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

6
Elbow pads of textile materials, with faux neoprene shell and foam inner layer, with non-slip backing with suction cups to attach to the bathtub containing no bisphenol-A (BPA) or phthalates, measuring approximately 40 cm in length by 10.2 cm in width by 15.9 cm in height (provided for in subheading 6307.90.98) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023.

1 **SEC. 74855. DOOR SWINGS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Door swings, each comprising two straps wholly of polypropylene and measuring approximately 1.52 m in length, such straps each having two cuffs wholly of velour, an acrylic bar with end caps wholly of polyurethane and two adjustable buckles wholly of polyoxymethylene (provided for in subheading 6307.90.98) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023.

4 **SEC. 74856. UNDER BED RESTRAINTS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Sets of bed restraints designed to restrain a bed’s occupant, each comprising four straps wholly of polypropylene and measuring approximately 1.37 m in length, such straps each connected by one large O-ring wholly of iron and having one small O-ring; each restraint with 4 cuffs wholly of velour; such cuffs each with one small O-ring wholly of iron attached to a carabiner hook wholly of zinc alloy and with two buckles wholly of polyoxymethylene, with a hook-and-loop fastener strap wholly of polyester (provided for in subheading 6307.90.98) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023.
1 SEC. 74857. FLAT GOLF BAG BODY COMPONENTS, WITHOUT BOTTOMS.

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heading</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot; 9902.27.75 Golf bag bodies made of woven fabric of man-made textile materials, sewn together with pockets and straps, each presented with attached rainhood, top, top wrap and dividers but without bottom (provided for in subheading 6307.90.98), the foregoing each presented without webbing clips or bottom collar</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 SEC. 74858. BATH KNEELELER.

4 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heading</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot; 9902.27.76 Knee pads of man-made fiber neoprene fabric, containing no bisphenol A (BPA) or phthalates, measuring approximately 43.2 cm in length by 28 cm in width by 3.3 cm in height (provided for in subheading 6307.90.98)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 SEC. 74859. PILLOW SHELLS, WITH OVAL JACQUARD WEAVE.

6 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
Pillow shells, each with body of fabric containing by weight 68 percent of polyester, 33 percent of polyethylene and 1 percent of elastomeric fibers and weighing 530 g/m², oval jacquard weave made from cooling yarns; the foregoing either (1) each with chamber partition of two-way stretch knitted jersey fabric containing by weight 92 percent of polyester and 8 percent of elastomeric fibers and weighing 150 g/m², with gusset wholly of polyester three-dimensional (3D) warp knit lined by a fabric wholly of microfiber polyester weighing 35 g/m², 30 thread count/cm²; or (2) with two-chamber construction, with 5 cm mesh gusset lined with fabric wholly of microfiber polyester, such mesh gusset embroidered on each long side, with both top and bottom chambers having an invisible SBS #4 zipper closure measuring approximately 55.9 cm at same long side, with interlayer two-way stretch jersey fabric partitioning such two chambers for a pillow size measuring 43 cm by 61 cm by 5 cm (provided for in subheading 6307.90.98) ............. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

1 SEC. 74860. TWO-PIECE CAMERA MOUNT KITS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Two-piece camera mount kits of textile materials, presented in sets, designed for cameras of subheading 8525.80.40, each set containing one chest harness of textile materials and one plastic mount designed to securely attach a camera onto tubes measuring 9 to 35 mm in diameter and incorporating a base capable of rotating the camera 360 degrees (provided for in subheading 6307.90.98) ............. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

4 SEC. 74861. SLEEVE COVERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1. **SEC. 74862. SPORTS FOOTWEAR FOR MEN, VALUED OVER $20 PER PAIR.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.27.79 | Sleeve covers of non-woven fabric of man-made fibers (provided for in subheading 6307.90.98) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

2. **SEC. 74863. SPORTS FOOTWEAR FOR WOMEN, VALUED OVER $20 PER PAIR.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.27.80 | Sports footwear with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics, valued over $20/pr, for men (provided for in subheading 6402.19.90), the foregoing other than golf or cycling footwear for men described in other provisions of this subchapter | 6.9% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

3. **SEC. 74864. MEN’S CYCLING SHOES VALUED OVER $18 PER PAIR.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.27.81 | Sports footwear with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics, valued over $20/pr, for persons other than men (provided for in subheading 6402.19.90), the foregoing other than golf or cycling footwear for persons other than men and described in other provisions of this subchapter | 7.6% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
1 SEC. 74865. WOMEN’S CYCLING SHOES VALUED OVER $16 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.27.83 Cycling shoes with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics, valued over $16/pr, for women, having a cleat mounting system on the sole for attaching to bicycle pedals (provided for in subheading 6402.19.90); the foregoing other than winter cycling boots for women Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023```

5 SEC. 74866. MEN’S GOLF SHOES WITH OUTERS AND UPPERS OF RUBBER OR PLASTICS, VALUED OVER $20 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.27.84 Golf shoes with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics, for men, such shoes whether designed to be worn on-course, off-course or both, the foregoing with spikes, sprigs, cleats, stops, clips, bars or the like intended to enhance traction and grip, valued over $20/pr (provided for in subheading 6402.19.90) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023```
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1 SEC. 74867. GOLF SHOES OTHER THAN FOR MEN, WITH
OUTERS AND UPPERS OF RUBBER OR PLAS-
TICS, VALUED OVER $20 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.27.85 | Golf shoes with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics, whether designed to be worn on- or off-course, the foregoing with spikes, spigs, cleats, stops, clips, bars or the like intended to enhance traction and grip, valued over $20/pr, for persons other than men (provided for in subheading 6402.19.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

6 SEC. 74868. WINTER CYCLING BOOTS FOR MEN.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.27.86 | Winter cycling boots for men, designed to be compatible with flat or clipless pedals, the foregoing with or without removeable liner, with boa closure system and lugged rubber outside with microglass inserts (provided for in subheading 6402.19.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

9 SEC. 74869. WINTER CYCLING BOOTS FOR WOMEN.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.27.87 | Winter cycling boots with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics, for women, designed to be compatible with flat or clipless pedals, with or without removeable liner, the foregoing with boa closure system and lugged rubber outside with microglass inserts (provided for in subheading 6402.19.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
SEC. 74870. MEN’S PROTECTIVE ACTIVE FOOTWEAR WITH WATERPROOF SOLES, VALUED OVER $26 PER PAIR, COVERING THE ANKLE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.27.88</td>
<td>Protective active footwear for men (except footwear with waterproof molded bottoms, including bottoms comprising an outer sole and all or part of the upper and except footwear with insulation that provides protection against cold weather) whose height from the bottom of the outer sole to the top of the upper does not exceed 15.34 cm, valued over $26/pr; where such protection is imparted by the use of a laminated textile and has openings in the bottom and/or side of the sole, or covered openings in the upper above the sole unit, or a combination thereof, designed to vent moisture (provided for in subheading 6402.91.42), the foregoing other than footwear described in heading 9902.13.95 .................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

SEC. 74871. WOMEN’S PROTECTIVE ACTIVE FOOTWEAR WITH WATERPROOF SOLES, VALUED OVER $27 PER PAIR, 15.35–25.4 CM IN HEIGHT.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
Footwear for women, with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics (other than footwear described in subheading note 1 to chapter 64) that is designed for outdoor activities, such as hiking shoes, trekking shoes, running shoes and trail running shoes, which provides protection against water where such protection is imparted by the use of a laminated textile and has openings in the bottom and/or side of the sole, or covered openings in the upper above the sole unit, or a combination thereof, designed to permit moisture vapor transport from under the foot, with or without insulation, whose height from the bottom is at least 15.35 cm and does not exceed 25.4 cm, valued over $27/pr (provided for in subheading 6402.91.50) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

SEC. 74872. CHILDREN'S PROTECTIVE ACTIVE FOOTWEAR WITH WATERPROOF SOLES, VALUED OVER $18 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Footwear for persons other than men or women, with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics (other than footwear described in subheading note 1 to chapter 64), that is designed for outdoor activities, such as hiking shoes, trekking shoes, running shoes and trail running shoes which provides protection against water where such protection is imparted by the use of a laminated textile and has openings in the bottom and/or side of the sole, or covered openings in the upper above the sole unit, or a combination thereof, designed to permit moisture vapor transport from under the foot, valued over $18/pr (provided for in subheading 6402.91.50) ... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
Section 74873. Men’s Protective Active Footwear with Waterproof Soles, Valued Over $27 Per Pair, 15.35–25.4 CM in Height.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

"9902.27.91 Footwear for men, with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics (other than footwear described in subheading note 1 to chapter 64), that is designed for outdoor activities, such as hiking shoes, trekking shoes, running shoes and trail running shoes, valued over $27/pr, which provides protection against water where such protection is imparted by the use of a laminated textile and has openings in the bottom and/or side of the sole, or covered openings in the upper above the sole unit, or a combination thereof, designed to permit moisture vapor transport from under the foot, with or without insulation, whose height from the bottom is at least 15.35 cm and does not exceed 25.4 cm (provided for in subheading 6402.91.50) ... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023.”

Section 74874. Children’s Footwear Valued Over $15 Per Pair.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
Footwear for persons other than men or women, with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics (other than footwear described in subheading note 1 to chapter 64), that is designed for outdoor activities, such as hiking shoes, trekking shoes, running shoes and trail running shoes, which provides protection against water that is imparted by the use of a laminated textile fabric, valued over $15/pr (provided for in subheading 6402.91.50); the foregoing, if valued over $18/pr, without openings in the bottom and/or side of the sole, or covered openings in the upper above the sole unit, or a combination thereof, designed to permit moisture vapor transport from under the foot ................................. Free  No change  No change On or before 12/31/2023

1. SEC. 74875. WOMEN'S PROTECTIVE ACTIVE FOOTWEAR, VALUED OVER $25 PER PAIR, 15.35–25.4 CM IN HEIGHT.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Footwear for women, with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics (other than footwear described in subheading note 1 to chapter 64), that is designed for outdoor activities, such as hiking shoes, trekking shoes, running shoes and trail running shoes, valued over $25/pr, which provides protection against water that is imparted by the use of a laminated textile fabric, with or without insulation, whose height from the bottom is at least 15.35 cm and does not exceed 25.4 cm (provided for in subheading 6402.91.50); the foregoing, if valued over $27/pr, has openings in the bottom and/or side of the sole, or covered openings in the upper above the sole unit, or a combination thereof, designed to permit moisture vapor transport from under the foot ................................. 17.4%  No change  No change On or before 12/31/2023
SEC. 74876. WOMEN’S RUBBER OR PLASTIC FOOTWEAR COVERING THE ANKLE WITH FOX-LIKE BANDING.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.27.94 | Women’s footwear with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics, with or without foxing or foxing-like band, such footwear covering the ankle, with closed toe or heel, valued over $6.50 but not over $12/pr, the foregoing other than sports footwear and protective or slip-on type footwear (provided for in subheading 6402.91.80) | 6.3% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74877. CHEER SHOES COVERING THE ANKLE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.27.95 | Women’s footwear with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics; such outer soles measuring not over 14 mm in thickness, such footwear covering the ankle, with a welded thermoplastic polyurethane external ankle brace in each shoe, valued over $12/pr and weighing not more than 0.5 kg/pr (provided for in subheading 6402.91.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74878. FOOTWEAR FOR WOMEN, WITH 90 PERCENT OF THE EXTERNAL SURFACE OF RUBBER OR PLASTIC, VALUED $15–$22 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74879. SIDELINE CHEER SHOES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
1 9902.27.97 Women's footwear with outer soles of rubber or plastics measuring not over 14 mm in thickness and with uppers of plastics, such footwear designed for use in cheerleading activities, weighing no more than 0.5 kg/pr (provided for in subheading 6402.99.31) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```

4 SEC. 74880. MEN'S ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR, VALUED UNDER $9 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
1 9902.27.98 Tennis shoes, basketball shoes, gym shoes, training shoes and the like, with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics, the foregoing for men, not covering the ankle and valued not over $9/pr (provided for in subheading 6402.99.31) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```

8 SEC. 74881. ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR FOR WOMEN, VALUED NOT OVER $9 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
1 9902.27.96 Footwear for women with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics, not covering the ankle, having uppers of which over 90 percent of the external surface area is rubber or plastics, such footwear other than tennis shoes, basketball shoes, gym shoes, training shoes and the like and other than work footwear, the foregoing valued $15/pr or higher and not over $22/pr (provided for in subheading 6402.99.31) 5.5% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HSN No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Tariff Rate</th>
<th>Place of Origin</th>
<th>Date of Implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.27.99</td>
<td>Tennis shoes, basketball shoes, gym shoes, training shoes and the like, with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics, for women, not covering the ankle, valued not over $9/pr (provided for in subheading 6402.99.31), the foregoing other than footwear for women designed for use in cheerleading activities</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. **SEC. 74882. ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR FOR CHILDREN, VALUED NOT OVER $8 PER PAIR.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HSN No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Tariff Rate</th>
<th>Place of Origin</th>
<th>Date of Implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.28.01</td>
<td>Tennis shoes, basketball shoes, gym shoes, training shoes and the like, with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics, for persons other than men or women, such footwear not covering the ankle and valued not over $8/pr (provided for in subheading 6402.99.31)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. **SEC. 74883. MEN'S GOLF SHOES, WITH OUTER SOLES AND UPPERS OF RUBBER OR PLASTICS, NOT COVERING THE ANKLE, VALUED $15 PER PAIR OR OVER.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HSN No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Tariff Rate</th>
<th>Place of Origin</th>
<th>Date of Implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.28.02</td>
<td>Men's golf shoes, designed to be worn on- or off-course, with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics, not covering the ankle, having uppers of which over 90 percent of the external surface area in rubber or plastics, valued $15/pr or higher (provided for in subheading 6402.99.31)</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SEC. 74884. GOLF SHOES OTHER THAN FOR MEN, WITH OUTER SOLES AND UPPERS OF RUBBER OR PLASTICS, NOT COVERING THE ANKLE, VALUED $15 PER PAIR OR OVER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.28.03 | Golf shoes, designed to be worn on- or off-course, with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics, not covering the ankle, having uppers of which over 90 percent of the external surface area is rubber or plastics, valued $15/pr or higher, for persons other than men (provided for in subheading 6402.99.31) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

SEC. 74885. MEN’S RUBBER/PLASTIC FOOTWEAR, VALUED NOT OVER $5 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.28.04 | Footwear for men, with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics, not covering the ankle, valued not over $5/pr, the foregoing other than house slippers, work footwear and tennis shoes, basketball shoes, gym shoes, training shoes and the like (provided for in subheading 6402.99.31) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

SEC. 74886. WOMEN’S RUBBER/PLASTIC FOOTWEAR, VALUED NOT OVER $6 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
## Footwear for women, with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics, not covering the ankle, valued not over $6/pr, the foregoing other than house slippers, work footwear and tennis shoes, basketball shoes, gym shoes, training shoes and the like (provided for in subheading 6402.99.31)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>On or before</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.28.05</td>
<td>Footwear for women, with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics, not covering the ankle, valued not over $6/pr, the foregoing other than house slippers, work footwear and tennis shoes, basketball shoes, gym shoes, training shoes and the like (provided for in subheading 6402.99.31)</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SEC. 74887. CHILDREN’S ATHLETIC SHOES WITH GLITTER UPPERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

- **Item** 9902.28.06
- **Description** Tennis shoes, basketball shoes, gym shoes, training shoes and the like, having a foxing or a foxing-like band, other than for men or women; such footwear with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics with such uppers entirely covered with glitter on the exterior surface, valued over $6.50 but not over $12/pr (provided for in subheading 6402.99.80)
- **Rate** Free
- **Change** No change
- **Change** No change
- **On or before** 12/31/2023

### SEC. 74888. CHEER SHOES WITH SOLE LESS THAN 12 MM.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

- **Item** 9902.28.07
- **Description** Women’s footwear with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics, each sole measuring not over 12 mm in thickness, the foregoing footwear designed for use in cheerleading activities, valued over $12/pr and weighing not over 0.5 kg/pr (provided for in subheading 6402.99.90)
- **Rate** 1%
- **Change** No change
- **Change** No change
- **On or before** 12/31/2023
SEC. 74889. MEN'S GOLF SHOES WITH OUTERS AND UPPERS OF RUBBER OR PLASTICS, VALUED OVER $19 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.28.08 Golf shoes for men, designed to be worn on- or off-course, with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics, valued over $19/pr (provided for in subheading 6402.99.90) ....... 7.1% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 74890. GOLF SHOES OTHER THAN FOR MEN, OUTER SOLES AND UPPERS OF RUBBER OR PLASTICS, VALUED OVER $19 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.28.09 Golf shoes with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics, designed to be worn on- or off-courses, such footwear valued over $19/pr, for persons other than men (provided for in subheading 6402.99.90) ................ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 74891. MEN'S GOLF SHOES, OUTER SOLES OF RUBBER, PLASTICS, LEATHER OR COMPOSITION LEATHER AND UPPERS OF LEATHER (EXCEPT PIGSKIN UPPERS).

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
SEC. 74892. MEN’S OXFORD WORK FOOTWEAR WITH METAL SAFETY TOE AND INTERNAL METATARSAL PROTECTION.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

SEC. 74893. OXFORD-STYLE LEATHER FOOTWEAR WITH METAL SAFETY TOE AND STATIC DISsipating PROTECTION.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
SEC. 74894. WOMEN'S LEATHER FOOTWEAR, LINED WITH PIGSKIN WITH ZIPPER, VALUED $47–$60 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
 9902.28.13 Footwear for women, with outer soles and uppers of leather, covering the ankle, each lined wholly or in part with pigskin, valued over $47 but not over $60/pr, whose height from the bottom of the outer sole to the top of the upper is over 43 cm, with a heel height over 60 mm (provided for in subheading 6403.51.90) ........................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023  
```

SEC. 74895. WOMEN'S LEATHER FOOTWEAR, LINED WITH PIGSKIN, VALUED $31–$40 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
 9902.28.14 Footwear for women, with outer soles and uppers of leather, covering the ankle, each lined wholly or in part with pigskin, with zipper closure, valued over $31 but not over $40/pr, whose height from the bottom of the outer sole to the top of the upper does not exceed 21 cm, with a heel height over 70 mm (provided for in subheading 6403.51.90) ........................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023  
```
1 SEC. 74896. WOMEN'S SLIP-ON COW/CALF HAIR FOOTWEAR, VALUED $50–$60 PER PAIR.

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

3

4

5 SEC. 74897. WOMEN'S LEATHER FOOTWEAR LINED WITH SHEEPSKIN.

6 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

7

8

9 SEC. 74898. WOMEN'S LEATHER SLIP-ON FOOTWEAR LINED WITH SHEEP LEATHER.

10 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
Footwear for women, with outer soles and uppers of leather, each with open toe and/or open heel, of the slip-on type, that is, held to the foot without the use of laces or buckles or other fasteners; lined wholly or in part of sheep leather; valued over $18 but not over $26/pr; with heel height over 60 mm but not over 90 mm (provided for in subheading 6403.59.90) ... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 */

1 SEC. 74899. WOMEN’S LEATHER SLIP-ON FOOTWEAR LINED WITH PIGSKIN.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Footwear for women with outer soles and uppers of leather; of the slip-on type, that is, held to the foot without the use of laces or buckles or other fasteners; with lining wholly or in part of pigskin; valued over $21 but not over $27/pr; heel height under 26 mm (provided for in subheading 6403.59.90) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 */

5 SEC. 74900. WOMEN’S LEATHER FOOTWEAR, LINED WITH PIGSKIN, VALUED $21–$27 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Footwear for women with outer soles and uppers of leather, with open toe and/or open heel and with buckle closure, with lining wholly or in part of pigskin, valued over $21 but not over $27/pr; with heel height over 60 mm but not over 90 mm (provided for in subheading 6403.59.90) ..................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 */
1. **SEC. 74901. MEN'S MID-CUT WORK FOOTWEAR WITH COMPOSITE SAFETY TOE AND WATERPROOF LEATHER UPPERS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heading</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Work footwear for men, with outer soles of rubber or plastics and uppers of leather, covering the ankle to a height of less than 15.24 cm, each incorporating a protective toe cap of materials other than metal and with waterproof leather upper (provided for in subheading 6403.91.60)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. **SEC. 74902. MEN'S LEATHER UPPER FOOTWEAR, SAN CRISPINO CONSTRUCTION, VALUED OVER $32 PER PAIR.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heading</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Footwear for men, with uppers of leather (other than pigskin) and outer soles of rubber or plastics (except vulcanized footwear and footwear with waterproof molded or vulcanized bottoms, including bottoms comprising an outer sole and all or part of the upper), valued over $32/ pr, covering the ankle but not covering the knee; other than work footwear, tennis shoes, basketball shoes, gym shoes, training shoes and the like, and other than footwear designed as a protection against water; the foregoing footwear incorporating a stitch-down footwear construction technique where upper material is flared outward and wrapped around and under the edge of an extended insole board and the upper is then stitched close to the last and cemented to the sole (provided for in subheading 6403.91.60)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SEC. 74903. MEN'S LEATHER UPPER ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR. Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.28.22 Tennis shoes, basketball shoes, gym shoes, training shoes and the like, for men, with uppers of leather (other than pigskin) and outer soles of rubber or plastics, in which elastic strips are attached to either side of the tongue and anchored beneath the insole (provided for in subheading 6403.91.60) .......... 7.6% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

SEC. 74904. WOMEN'S FOOTWEAR WITH LEATHER UPPERS, LINED WITH PIGSKIN, VALUED $37–$43 PER PAIR. Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.28.23 Footwear for women, with outer soles of rubber or plastics and uppers of leather, each with closed toe and closed heel, covering the ankle, zipper closure, lined wholly or in part with pigskin, whose height from the bottom of the outer sole to the top of the upper is over 42 cm but not over 49 cm, valued over $37 but not over $43/pr (provided for in subheading 6403.91.90) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

SEC. 74905. WOMEN'S FOOTWEAR WITH LEATHER UPPERS, LINED WITH PIGSKIN, VALUED $88–$102 PER PAIR. Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>9902.28.24</th>
<th>Footwear for women, with outer soles of rubber or plastics and uppers of leather, each with closed toe and closed heel, covering the ankle and calf of the leg, zipper closure, lined wholly or in part with pigskin, whose height from the bottom of the outer sole to the top of the upper is over 47 cm but not over 49 cm, valued over $88 but not over $102/pr (provided for in subheading 6403.91.90)</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

1. **SEC. 74906. WOMEN’S FOOTWEAR WITH LEATHER UPPERS, LINED WITH PIGSKIN, VALUED $24–$32 PER PAIR.**

2. Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

3. **SEC. 74907. WOMEN’S FOOTWEAR WITH LEATHER UPPERS, LINED WITH PIGSKIN, VALUED $57–$62 PER PAIR.**

4. Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
SEC. 74908. WOMEN'S FOOTWEAR WITH LEATHER UPPERS, STRAP WITH CLOSED TOE AND OPEN HEEL.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.28.27 Footwear for women, with outer soles of rubber or plastics and uppers of leather, each with closed toe and open heel, a strap covering the ankle and zipper closure, valued over $24 but not over $26/pr (provided for in subheading 6403.91.90) ....................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

SEC. 74909. OPEN TOE WOMEN'S FOOTWEAR, VALUED OVER $23 BUT NOT OVER $27 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.28.28 Footwear for women, with outer soles of rubber or plastics and uppers of leather, each with open toe, covering the ankle, having zipper closure at the medial side, lined wholly or in part with pigskin, whose height from the bottom of the outer sole to the top of the upper does not exceed 18 cm, valued over $23 but not over $27/pr (provided for in subheading 6403.91.90) ....................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```
SEC. 74910. SLIP-ON FOOTWEAR FOR WOMEN, VALUED OVER $24 BUT NOT OVER $27 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.28.29 | Footwear for women, with outer soles of rubber or plastics and uppers of leather, each with closed toe and closed heel, of the slip-on type, covering the ankle but not extending past the mid-calf, lined wholly or in part with pigskin, valued over $24 but not over $27/pr (provided for in subheading 6403.91.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74911. WOMEN’S FOOTWEAR WITH LEATHER UPPERS, LINED WITH PIGSKIN, CLOSED TOE OR HEEL WITH FUNCTIONAL ZIPPERS ON SIDES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.28.30 | Footwear for women, with outer soles of rubber or plastics and uppers of leather, each with closed toe and closed heel, covering the ankle, functional zipper on the medial side and a functional zipper on the lateral side, lined wholly or in part with pigskin, with foxing or foxing-like band, whose height from the bottom of the outer sole to the top of the upper does not exceed 14 cm, valued over $18 but not over $22/pr (provided for in subheading 6403.91.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
SEC. 74912. WOMEN’S FOOTWEAR WITH LEATHER UPPERS, LINED WITH PIGSKIN, CLOSED TOE OR HEEL WITH ZIPPER CLOSURE, HEIGHT OF 43–48 CM.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.28.31 Footwear for women, with outer soles of rubber or plastics and uppers of leather, each with closed toe and closed heel, covering the ankle, zipper closure, lined wholly or in part with pigskin, whose height from the bottom of the outer sole to the top of the upper is over 43 cm but not over 48 cm, valued over $43 but not over $57/pr (provided for in subheading 6403.91.90) ............. 4.8% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

SEC. 74913. WOMEN’S FOOTWEAR WITH LEATHER UPPERS, LINED WITH PIGSKIN COVERING THE KNEE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.28.32 Footwear for women, with outer soles of rubber or plastics and uppers of leather, each with closed toe and closed heel, covering the knee, zipper closure, lined wholly or in part with pigskin, valued over $40 but not over $45/pr (provided for in subheading 6403.91.90) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

SEC. 74914. WOMEN’S FOOTWEAR WITH LEATHER UPPERS, LINED WITH PIGSKIN, CLOSED TOE OR HEEL WITH ZIPPER CLOSURE, HEIGHT OF 48–52 CM.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
SEC. 74915. WOMEN'S FOOTWEAR WITH LEATHER UPPERS,
OPEN TOE WITH STRAP AND BUCKLE, VALUED $14–$25 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.28.34 | Footwear for women, with outer soles of rubber or plastics and uppers of leather, open toe, each with a strap that wraps around the leg and a functional buckle, valued over $14 but not over $25/pr (provided for in subheading 6403.91.90) | Free | No change | No change | 5.1% | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74916. WOMEN'S SLIP-ON FOOTWEAR WITH BOVINE LEATHER UPPERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.28.35 | Footwear for women, with outer soles of rubber or plastics and uppers of bovine leather, each with closed toe and closed heel, of the slip-on type and with elasticized straps around the ankle, such footwear valued over $12 but not over $14/pr (provided for in subheading 6403.91.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
SEC. 74917. WOMEN’S FOOTWEAR WITH LEATHER UPPERS, LINED WITH PIGSKIN WITH ADJUSTABLE LACES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.28.36 Footwear for women, with outer soles of rubber or plastics and uppers of leather, closed toe and heel, such footwear covering the ankle, having closure with adjustable laces, lined wholly or in part with pigskin, whose height from the bottom of the outer sole to the top of the upper is over 21 cm but not over 23 cm, with a heel height of at least 75 mm, valued over $36 but not over $38/pr (provided for in subheading 6403.91.90) ............. Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023  
```

SEC. 74918. MEN’S WATERPROOF LEATHER FOOTWEAR, VALUED $27 PER PAIR OR HIGHER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
### Footwear for Men, with Uppers of Leather (Other Than of Pigskin) and Outer Soles of Rubber or Plastics (Other Than House Slippers, Work Footwear, Tennis Shoes, Basketball Shoes, Gym Shoes, Training Shoes and the Like, and Other Than Slip-on Footwear), Such Footwear Not Covering the Ankle, Valued $27/pr or Higher, Designed to be Worn in Lieu of, but Not Over, Other Footwear as a Protection Against Water, Oil, Grease or Chemicals or Cold or Inclement Weather Where Such Protection Includes Protection Against Water That is Imparted by the Use of a Laminated Textile Fabric (Provided for in Subheading 6403.99.60), the Foregoing Other Than Footwear with Openings in the Bottom and/or Side of the Sole, or Covered Openings in the Upper Above the Sole Unit, or a Combination Thereof, Designed to Vent Moisture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>410</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. **SEC. 74919. MEN’S OR BOYS’ GOLF SHOES, VALUED $30 PER PAIR OR HIGHER.**

2. Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

3. in numerical sequence the following new heading:

4. Golf shoes for men, youths and boys, designed to be worn on- or off-course, with outer soles of rubber, plastics, leather or composition leather and uppers of leather (except pigskin uppers), valued $30/pr or higher, such footwear not covering the ankle, other than footwear which contains laminated textile with openings in the bottom and/or side of the sole or covered openings in the upper above the sole, or a combination thereof, designed to vent moisture (provided for in subheading 6403.99.60) …… 4.7% No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
1 SEC. 74920. COMPETITIVE CHEER SHOES WITH LEATHER UPPERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.28.39 | Women’s footwear with uppers of leather and outer soles of rubber or plastics, such soles measuring not over 9 mm in thickness, the foregoing designed for use in cheerleading activities, valued over $2.50/pr and weighing no more than 0.5 kg/pr (provided for in subheading 6403.99.90) ................. | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

5 SEC. 74921. CHILDREN’S WATERPROOF LEATHER FOOTWEAR, NOT COVERING THE ANKLE, VALUED $14 PER PAIR OR HIGHER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.28.40 | Footwear for persons other than men or women, with uppers of leather (other than of pigskin) and outer soles of rubber or plastics (other than house slippers, work footwear, tennis shoes, basketball shoes, gym shoes, training shoes and the like and other than slip-on footwear), not covering the ankle, valued $14/pr or higher; such footwear designed to be worn in lieu of, but not over, other footwear as a protection against water, oil, grease or chemicals or cold or inclement weather where such protection includes protection against water that is imparted by the use of a laminated textile fabric (provided for in subheading 6403.99.90) ..................... | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```
SEC. 74922. WOMEN'S FOOTWEAR WITH LEATHER UPPERS, OPEN TOE WITH STRAP AND BUCKLE, VALUED $12.50–$28 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.28.41 | Footwear for women, with outer soles of rubber or plastics and uppers of leather, each with open toe, a strap that covers less than 50 percent of the ankle bone and includes a functional buckle and a heel height of at least 40 mm but no higher than 110 mm, valued at $12.50 or more but not over $28/pr (provided for in subheading 6403.99.90) | 6.6% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74923. WOMEN'S FOOTWEAR WITH LEATHER UPPERS, CLOSED TOE WITH STRAP AND BUCKLE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.28.42 | Footwear for women, with outer soles of rubber or plastics and uppers of leather, each with closed toe, a strap that covers less than 50 percent of the ankle bone and includes a functional buckle, a heel height of at least 40 mm but no higher than 110 mm, valued at $16 or more but not over $20/pr (provided for in subheading 6403.99.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74924. WOMEN'S FOOTWEAR WITH LEATHER UPPERS, WITH STRAP AND BUCKLE, VALUED $27–$40 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74925. WOMEN’S FOOTWEAR WITH LEATHER UPPERS,

WITH STRAP AND BUCKLE, VALUED $12.70–$18.70 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

" 9902.28.44 Footwear for women, with
outer soles of rubber or plas-
tics and uppers of leather,
each with a strap that wraps
around the leg above the
ankle bone and includes a
functional buckle, a heel
height of at least 75 mm but
no higher than 105 mm, val-
ued at $12.70 or more but
not over $18.70/pr (provided
for in subheading 6403.99.90) ........................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

6 SEC. 74926. CHILDREN’S LEATHER UPPER ATHLETIC FOOT-

WEAR, VALUED NOT OVER $9 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

" 9902.28.45 Tennis shoes, basketball
shoes and the like, for per-
sons other than men or
women, such footwear with
uppers of leather and outer
soles of rubber or plastics,
valued over $2.50/pr but not
over $8/pr (provided for in
subheading 6403.99.90) ...... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ". 
SEC. 74927. MEN'S ATHLETIC TYPE FOOTWEAR WITH UPPERS OF TEXTILE MATERIALS OF VEGETABLE FIBERS AND OUTER SOLES OF RUBBER OR PLASTIC WITH TEXTILE FLOCKING.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.28.46 | Men's footwear with uppers of vegetable fibers and outer soles of rubber or plastics, having outer soles with textile materials having the greatest surface area in contact with the ground, of an athletic type, with or without foxing or foxing-like band, such footwear valued over $6.50 but not over $12/pr (provided for in subheading 6404.11.81) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74928. ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR FOR MEN, WITH A BELLOWS TONGUE, VALUED OVER $6.50 BUT NOT OVER $12 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.28.47 | Tennis shoes, basketball shoes, gym shoes, training shoes and the like, for men, with outer soles of rubber or plastics and uppers of textile materials other than vegetable fibers, such footwear having a bellows tongue, valued over $6.50 but not over $12/pr, such outer soles with textile materials having the greatest surface area in contact with the ground but not taken into account under the terms of additional U.S. note 5 to chapter 64 (provided for in subheading 6404.11.85) | 10.3% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
415

1 SEC. 74929. ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR FOR WOMEN, WITH A

2 BELLOWS TONGUE, VALUED OVER $6.50 BUT

3 NOT OVER $12 PER PAIR.

4 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

5 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.28.48 Tennis shoes, basketball
  shoes, gym shoes, training
  shoes and the like, for
  women, with outer soles of
  rubber or plastics and uppers
  of textile materials other than
  vegetable fibers, each having
  a bellows tongue, valued over
  $6.50 but not over $12/pr,
  such outer soles with textile
  materials having the greatest
  surface area in contact with
  the ground but not taken into
  account under the terms of
  additional U.S. note 5 to
  chapter 64 (provided for in
  subheading 6404.11.85) ......... 10% No change No change On or before
  12/31/2023 ''.
```

6 SEC. 74930. ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR FOR CHILDREN, BEL-

7 LOWS TONGUE, VALUED OVER $6.50 BUT NOT

8 OVER $12 PER PAIR.

9 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

10 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.28.49 Tennis shoes, basketball
  shoes, gym shoes, training
  shoes and the like, for
  persons other than men and
  women, such footwear with
  outer soles of rubber or plas-
  tics and uppers of textile ma-
  terials other than vegetable
  fibers, having a bellows
  tongue, valued over $6.50 but
  not over $12/pr, such outer
  soles with textile materials
  having the greatest surface
  area in contact with the
  ground but not taken into ac-
  count under the terms of ad-
  ditional U.S. note 5 to chap-
  ter 64 (provided for in sub-
  heading 6404.11.85) ............ 7.7% No change No change On or before
  12/31/2023 ''.
```
SEC. 74931. ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR FOR MEN, VALUED OVER $6.50 BUT NOT OVER $9 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.28.50  "Tennis shoes, basketball shoes, gym shoes, training shoes and the like, for men, with outer soles of rubber or plastics and uppers of textile materials other than vegetable fibers, in which elastic strips are attached to either side of the tongue and anchored beneath the insole, valued over $6.50 but not over $9/pr, such outer soles with textile materials having the greatest surface area in contact with the ground but not taken into account under the terms of additional U.S. note 5 to chapter 64 (provided for in subheading 6404.11.85) .................. 10.3%  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023."
```

SEC. 74932. ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR FOR CHILDREN, VALUED OVER $6.50 BUT NOT OVER $9 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.28.51  "Tennis shoes, basketball shoes, gym shoes, training shoes and the like, for persons other than men or women, such footwear with outer soles of rubber or plastics and uppers of textile materials other than vegetable fibers, in which elastic strips are attached to either side of the tongue and anchored beneath the insole, valued over $6.50 but not over $9/pr, such outer soles with textile materials having the greatest surface area in contact with the ground but not taken into account under the terms of additional U.S. note 5 to chapter 64 (provided for in subheading 6404.11.85) ........ 6.8%  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023."
```
SEC. 74933. MEN'S WATERPROOF FOOTWEAR, VALUED
OVER $15 PER PAIR, COVERING THE ANKLE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.28.52 Footwear for men, with outer soles of rubber and uppers of textile materials (except vulcanized footwear and footwear with waterproof molded or vulcanized bottoms, including bottoms comprising an outer sole and all or part of the upper, and except footwear designed to be protective that is incomplete in its condition as imported), each with closed toe and closed heel, covering the ankle, lace-up, athletic type, valued over $15/pr, other than ski boots, cross country ski footwear and snowboard boots; such footwear designed to be worn in lieu of, but not over, other footwear as a protection against water, oil, grease or chemicals or cold or inclement weather where such protection is imparted by the use of a laminated textile in the upper (provided for in subheading 6404.11.90) .......... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023```

SEC. 74934. MEN'S WATERPROOF FOOTWEAR, VALUED
OVER $13 PER PAIR, NOT COVERING THE ANKLE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
418

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HSN</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.28.53</td>
<td>Footwear for men, with outer soles of rubber and uppers of textile materials (except vulcanized footwear and footwear with waterproof nodded or vulcanized bottoms, including bottoms comprising an outer sole and all or part of the upper, and except footwear designed to be protective that is incomplete in its condition as imported), each with closed toe and closed heel, not covering the ankle, lace-up, athletic type, valued over $13/pr; other than ski boots, cross country ski footwear and snowboard boots; the foregoing footwear designed to be worn in lieu of, but not over, other footwear as a protection against water, oil, grease or chemicals or cold or inclement weather where such protection is imparted by the use of a laminated textile in the upper (provided for in subheading 6404.11.90)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

1. **SEC. 74935. WOMEN'S WATERPROOF FOOTWEAR, VALUED OVER $15 PER PAIR, COVERING THE ANKLE.**

2. Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

3. in numerical sequence the following new heading:
footwear for women, with outer soles of rubber and uppers of textile materials (except vulcanized footwear and footwear with waterproof molded or vulcanized bottoms, including bottoms comprising an outer sole and all or part of the upper, and except footwear designed to be protective that is incomplete in its condition as imported), each with closed toe and closed heel, covering the ankle, lace-up, athletic type, valued over $15/pr; other than ski boots, cross country ski footwear and snowboard boots; the foregoing footwear designed to be worn in lieu of, but not over, other footwear as a protection against water, oil, grease or chemicals or cold or inclement weather where such protection is imparted by the use of a laminated textile in the upper (provided for in subheading 6404.11.90) ................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023.

1 SEC. 74936. WOMEN’S WATERPROOF FOOTWEAR, VALUED

OVER $13 PER PAIR, NOT COVERING THE

ANKLE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:
| 9902.28.55 | Footwear for women, with outer soles of rubber and uppers of textile materials (except vulcanized footwear and footwear with waterproof molded or vulcanized bottoms, including bottoms comprising an outer sole and all or part of the upper, and except footwear designed to be protective that is incomplete in its condition as imported), each with closed toe and closed heel, below the ankle, lace-up, athletic type, valued over $13/pr, other than ski boots, cross country ski footwear and snowboard boots; such footwear designed to be worn in lieu of, but not over, other footwear as a protection against water, oil, grease or chemicals or cold or inclement weather where such protection is imparted by the use of a laminated textile in the upper (provided for in subheading 6404.11.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

1  **SEC. 74937. CHEER SHOES WITH UPPERS OF TEXTILE MATERIALS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.28.56 | Footwear for women, with outer soles of rubber or plastics measuring not over 14 mm in thickness and with uppers of textile materials, such footwear designed for use in cheerleading activities, valued over $12/pr and weighing no more than 0.5 kg/pr (provided for in subheading 6404.11.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

5  **SEC. 74938. MEN’S GOLF SHOES, UPPERS OF TEXTILE MATERIALS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
SEC. 74939. GOLF SHOES OTHER THAN FOR MEN, UPPERS OF TEXTILE MATERIALS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.28.58 Golf shoes other than for men, designed to be worn on- or off-course, with outer soles of rubber or plastics and uppers of textile materials, the foregoing with spikes, sprigs, cleats, stops, clips, bars or the like intended to enhance traction and grip, valued over $15/pr or higher, other than footwear which contains laminated textile with openings in the bottom and/or side of the sole or covered openings in the upper above the sole, or a combination thereof, designed to vent moisture (provided for in subheading 6404.11.90) ........................... 2.1% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 74940. WOMEN’S FOOTWEAR WITH TEXTILE UPPERS AND 50 PERCENT OR MORE OF THE SURFACE AREA OF WHICH IS LEATHER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
Footwear for women, with outer soles of rubber or plastics and uppers of textile materials, having uppers of which over 50 percent of the external surface area (including any leather accessories or reinforcements) is leather, the foregoing other than sports footwear, tennis shoes, basketball shoes, training shoes and the like (provided for in subheading 6404.19.15) ................. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 

Footwear comprising shoe and boot covers, each measuring 10 cm or more in length and less than 50 cm in length and 10 cm or more in height and less than 50 cm in height, with outer soles of plastics and uppers of non-woven fabric (provided for in subheading 6404.19.20) .......... 23.7 % No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 

SEC. 74941. SHOE AND BOOT COVERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

SEC. 74942. WOMEN'S FOOTWEAR WITH TEXTILE UPPERS, OPEN TOES OR HEELS, VALUED $15–$30 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
Footwear with outer soles of rubber or plastics, with uppers of textile material other than vegetable fibers and having outer soles with textile materials having the greatest surface area in contact with the ground, but not taken into account under the terms of additional note U.S. note 5 to chapter 64, with open toes or open heels or of the slip-on type, weighing 10 percent or more of rubber or plastics, valued $15/pr or higher but not more than $30/pr, the foregoing for women (other than house slippers) (provided for in subheading 6404.19.37) ........................... 11.3% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 

SEC. 74943. MEN'S TEXTILE UPPER FOOTWEAR, WITH OPEN TOES OR OPEN HEELS, VALUED NOT OVER $12 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Footwear for men, with open toes or open heels, other than house slippers, the foregoing with outer soles of rubber or plastics and uppers of textile materials, such uppers consisting of straps not exceeding 26 mm in width and having no heel straps, valued not over $12/pr (provided for in subheading 6404.19.39) ........ 16.4% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 

SEC. 74944. WOMEN'S TEXTILE UPPER FOOTWEAR, WITH OPEN TOES OR OPEN HEELS, VALUED NOT OVER $12 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
"9902.28.63  Footwear for women, with open toes or open heels and other than house slippers, such footwear with outer soles of rubber or plastics and uppers of textile materials, such uppers consisting of straps not exceeding 26 mm in width and having no heel straps, valued not over $12/pr (provided for in subheading 6404.19.39) ................ 30.2%  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 **.

1  SEC. 74945. CHILDREN’S TEXTILE UPPER FOOTWEAR, WITH OPEN TOES OR OPEN HEELS, VALUED NOT OVER $12 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

"9902.28.64  Footwear for persons other than men or women, such footwear with open toes or open heels (other than house slippers), with outer soles of rubber or plastics and uppers of textile materials, with straps not exceeding 20 mm in width and having no heel straps, valued not over $12/pr (provided for in subheading 6404.19.39) ............... 20.2%  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 **.

6  SEC. 74946. OXFORD FOOTWEAR WITH TEXTILE UPPER AND COMPOSITE TOE, VALUED AT $12–$20 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

"9902.28.65  Footwear for men or women, with outer soles of rubber or plastics and uppers of textile materials, not covering the ankle, valued over $12/pr but not over $20/pr, each incorporating a protective toe cap of materials other than metal (provided for in subheading 6404.19.90) ...................... 0.2%  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 **.
SEC. 74947. OXFORD-STYLE FOOTWEAR FOR MEN OR WOMEN WITH TEXTILE UPPERS, WITH AN ALLOY SAFETY TOECAP AND STATIC DISsipating PROTECTION.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.28.66 Footwear for men or women, with outer soles of rubber or plastics and uppers of textile materials, not covering the ankle, valued over $12/pr, each incorporating a protective toe cap of alloy materials and with electrostatic dissipating properties meeting ASTM F2413 standards with an ESD classification of SD-10 (provided for in subheading 6404.19.90) .......... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

SEC. 74948. OXFORD-STYLE WORK FOOTWEAR WITH STEEL SAFETY TOE AND STATIC DISSIPATING PROTECTION.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.28.67 Footwear for men or women, with outer soles of rubber or plastics and uppers of textile materials, not covering the ankle, valued at over $12/pr, incorporating a protective toe cap of steel and with electrostatic dissipating properties meeting ASTM F2413 standards with an ESD classification of SD-10 (provided for in subheading 6404.19.90) ... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```
SEC. 74949. WOMEN'S FOOTWEAR, COVERING THE ANKLE
BUT NOT THE KNEE, VALUED OVER $24 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.28.68</th>
<th>Footwear for women, with outer soles of rubber or plastics and uppers of textile materials, valued over $24/pr, covering the ankle but not covering the knee (provided for in subheading 6404.19.90)</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

SEC. 74950. MEN'S TEXTILE UPPER FOOTWEAR, NOT COVERING THE ANKLE, VALUED OVER $24 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.28.69</th>
<th>Footwear for men, with outer soles of rubber or plastics and uppers of textile materials, not covering the ankle, valued over $24/pr (provided for in subheading 6404.19.90)</th>
<th>7.6%</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

SEC. 74951. OXFORD FOOTWEAR WITH TEXTILE UPPERS AND COMPOSITE TOE, VALUED OVER $20 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74952. MEN'S MID-CUT FOOTWEAR WITH A TEXTILE UPPER AND A PROTECTIVE TOE CAP.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

"9902.28.70 Footwear for men or women, with outer soles of rubber or plastics and uppers of textile materials, not covering the ankle, valued over $20/pr, incorporating a protective toe cap of materials other than metal (provided for in subheading 6404.19.90) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

5 SEC. 74953. WOMEN'S FOOTWEAR WITH LEATHER SOLES AND TEXTILE UPPERS, OPEN TOES OR HEELS, VALUED $12–$24 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

"9902.28.72 Footwear for women with outer soles of leather or composition leather and uppers of textile materials, each with open toe and/or open heel, not over 50 percent by weight of textile materials and rubber or plastics with at least 10 percent by weight being rubber or plastics, valued over $12.00 but not over $24.00/pr (provided for in subheading 6404.20.40) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
1. SEC. 74954. FOOTWEAR FOR WOMEN VALUED OVER $20 BUT
   NOT OVER $24 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.28.73  Footwear for women with
outer soles of leather or com-
position leather and uppers of
textile materials, with closed
toe and closed heel, not over
50 percent by weight of tex-
tile materials and rubber or
plastics with at least 10 per-
cent by weight being rubber
or plastics; such footwear
with a heel counter of pig
suede and a zipper at the
back of the shoe, each shoe
featuring at least one strap
that wraps around the leg
above the ankle and does not
cover the ankle; the foregoing
valued over $20 but not over
$24/pr (provided for in sub-
heading 6404.20.40) ............. Free No change No change On or before
12/31/2023 ''.
```

5. SEC. 74955. WOMEN'S FOOTWEAR WITH LEATHER SOLES
   AND TEXTILE UPPERS, VALUED $15–$20 PER
   PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.28.74  Footwear for women with
outer soles of leather or com-
position leather and uppers of
textile materials, not else-
where specified or included,
valued over $15 but not over
$20/pr; the foregoing other
than footwear containing less
than 10 percent by weight of
rubber or plastics and other
than containing 50 percent or
less by weight of textile mate-
rials and rubber or plastics
with at least 10 percent by
weight being rubber or plas-
tics (provided for in sub-
heading 6404.20.60) ............. Free No change No change On or before
12/31/2023 ''.
```
SEC. 74956. WOMEN'S FOOTWEAR WITH LEATHER SOLES AND TEXTILE UPPERS, VALUED $20–$25 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.28.75 Footwear for women, with outer soles of leather or composition leather and uppers of textile materials, not elsewhere specified or included, valued over $20 but less than $25/pr; the foregoing other than footwear containing less than 10 percent by weight of rubber or plastics and other than containing 50 percent or less by weight of textile materials and rubber or plastics with at least 10 percent by weight being rubber or plastics (provided for in subheading 6404.20.60) ................ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

SEC. 74957. WOMEN'S FOOTWEAR WITH CORK SOLES AND TEXTILE UPPERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.28.76 Footwear for women, with uppers of textile materials and outer soles of cork or agglomerated cork, each with open toe and/or open heel, valued over $13 but not over $18/pr (provided for in subheading 6405.20.90) .......... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

SEC. 74958. MEN'S FOOTWEAR WITH FELT SOLES, NOT COVERING THE ANKLE, VALUED $20 PER PAIR OR HIGHER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
Footwear for men, with uppers of which over 30 percent of the external surface is polyurethane measuring 0.25 mm in thickness, with cemented outer soles of which over 50 percent of the external surface is felt, having the characteristics required for normal use, including durability and strength, the foregoing not covering the ankle and valued $20/pr or higher (provided for in subheading 6405.20.90) ......... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

1 SEC. 74959. WOMEN’S AND GIRLS’ FOOTWEAR WITH CORK UPPERS, VALUED LESS THAN $25 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Women’s and girls’ footwear with uppers of cork (other than disposable and designed for one-time use), valued less than $25/pr (provided for in subheading 6405.90.90) ......... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

5 SEC. 74960. WOMEN’S FOOTWEAR WITH COW/CALF HAIR UPPERS, VALUED $35–$40 PER PAIR, COVERING THE ANKLE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Footwear for women, with uppers of cow or calf hair and outer soles of rubber or plastics, such footwear with closed toe and heel, covering the ankle, with a lace closure, having an upper with exterior surface area over 80 percent cow or calf hair, valued over $35 but not over $40/pr (provided for in subheading 6405.90.90) .................. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
SEC. 74961. WOMEN’S FOOTWEAR WITH COW/CALF HAIR UPERS, VALUED $35–$40 PER PAIR, NOT COVERING THE ANKLE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Table: 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heading</th>
<th>Tariff Rate</th>
<th>Country of Origin</th>
<th>Time Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.28.80</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEC. 74962. WOMEN’S FOOTWEAR WITH COW/CALF HAIR UPERS, VALUED $19–$25 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Table: 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heading</th>
<th>Tariff Rate</th>
<th>Country of Origin</th>
<th>Time Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.28.81</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEC. 74963. WOMEN’S FOOTWEAR WITH COW/CALF HAIR UPERS, VALUED $50–$55 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subheading</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Tariff Rate</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.28.82</td>
<td>Footwear for women, with uppers of cow or calf hair and outer soles of rubber or plastics, such footwear covering the ankle, with zipper closure, with exterior surface area over 70 percent cow or calf hair, valued over $50 but not over $55/pr (provided for in subheading 6405.90.90)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9902.28.83</td>
<td>Footwear for women, with uppers of rubber or plastics and outer soles of composition leather, with open toe and/or heel, valued over $16 but not over $18/pr (provided for in subheading 6405.90.90)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9902.28.84</td>
<td>Footwear for women, with uppers of cow or calf hair and outer soles of rubber or plastics, such footwear covering the ankle, with zipper or buckle closure, with exterior surface area over 90 percent of cow or calf hair, valued over $19 but not over $34/pr (provided for in subheading 6405.90.90)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 SEC. 74964. WOMEN'S FOOTWEAR, LEATHER SOLES AND RUBBER/PLASTIC UPPERS, VALUED $16–$18 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

2 SEC. 74965. WOMEN'S FOOTWEAR WITH COW/CALF HAIR UPPERS, VALUED $19–$34 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
SEC. 74966. FOOTWEAR FOR WOMEN, VALUED OVER $50
BUT NOT OVER $60 PER PAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.28.85 Footwear of the slip-on type, for women, with uppers of cow or calf hair and outer soles of rubber or plastics, such footwear with closed toe and heel, covering the ankle, having an upper with exterior surface area over 90 percent cow or calf hair, whose height from the bottom of the outer sole to the top of the upper is over 42 cm, valued over $50 but not over $60/pr (provided for in subheading 6405.90.90) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023```

SEC. 74967. CALF HAIR UPPER FOOTWEAR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.28.86 Footwear with uppers of calf hair (provided for in subheading 6405.90.90), the foregoing other than goods described in any other heading of this subchapter 3.1% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023```

SEC. 74968. GAITERS OF MAN-MADE FIBERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.28.87 Woven gaiters of man-made fibers, not containing elastomeric fiber, seamless, each with full front hook-and-loop closure, boot lace loop attachment, with webbing or cord at the top for tightening and boot strap at the bottom (provided for in subheading 6406.90.15) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023```
1 SEC. 74969. HATS OF VEGETABLE FIBERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.28.88 | Hats and other headgear of vegetable fibers, of unspun fibrous vegetable materials or of paper yarn, sewed (provided for in subheading 6504.00.30) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

4 SEC. 74970. HAIRNETS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.28.89 | Hair-nets (provided for in subheading 6505.00.01) | 1% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

7 SEC. 74971. COTTON KNIT HATS, VALUED $8 OR LESS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.28.90 | Women’s and girls’ hats and other headgear, of cotton, knitted, other than visors or hats that provide no covering for the crown of the head; such goods valued up to $8 each (provided for in subheading 6505.00.15); the foregoing other than hats and other headgear described in subheading 9902.14.63 | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

10 SEC. 74972. BABIES’ WOVEN COTTON HATS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.28.91 | Babies’ headwear of cotton, not knitted (provided for in subheading 6505.00.20) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```
1 SEC. 74973. HATS OF MAN-MADE FIBER, VALUED $5–$25.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.28.92 | Hats and other headgear, of man-made fibers, knitted or crocheted or made up from knitted or crocheted fabrics in the piece (but not in strips), not in part of braid, each valued at least $5 but not more than $12 (provided for in subheading 6505.00.60) | 6.4% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

2 SEC. 74974. WATERPROOF AND INSULATED HATS WITH EAR FLAPS, VALUED OVER $15.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.28.93 | Dome-shaped hats, of man-made fibers, each with ear flaps constructed entirely of 2-layer laminate consisting of woven face fabric wholly of polyester and expanded polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) membrane, each such hat fully lined with woven ripstop fabric wholly of nylon, the crown and earflaps having insulation wholly of polyester, adjustable by a 2 mm elastic cord covered in a braided textile sheath and back cord lock; such hats valued over $15 each (provided for in subheading 6505.00.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

3 SEC. 74975. FISHING WADING STAFFS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
436

| 9902.28.94 | Wading sticks of carbon fiber, each measuring 3.5 cm to 4.5 cm in diameter, adjustable from approximately 129.5 cm to 142.2 cm in length and weighing 227 g; the foregoing not put up for sale in pairs (provided for in heading 6602.90.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

1 SEC. 74976. PLASTIC PLANTS FOR AQUARIUMS, NOT GLUED OR BOUND.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.28.95 | Foliage and flowers of plastics, representing desert or underwater plants, each inserted directly into a base or suction cup, measuring not over 55.88 cm in height, not assembled by gluing or similar means or by binding with flexible materials such as wire, paper, textile materials or foil; the foregoing presented put up for retail sale as goods designed for a household terrarium or aquarium (provided for in subheading 6702.10.40) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

5 SEC. 74977. NATURAL STONE LEDGER TILE OF SANDSTONE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.28.96 | Natural stone tiles of sandstone; such cut pieces each measuring less than 6.985 cm in width and 6.985 cm in length and collectively glued together or to a mesh backing to form a panel; such finished tiles measuring 15.24 cm or more but not over 40.64 cm in width and 45.72 cm or more but not over 60.96 cm in length (provided for in subheading 6802.10.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
SEC. 74978. MARBLE MOSAIC AND PEBBLE TILES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.28.97 Marble mosaic and pebble tiles, each with the individual mosaic and pebble pieces measuring 50.8 mm in width and ranging from 50.8 mm to 152.4 mm in length, each tile measuring approximately 304.8 mm wide and 304.8 mm long (provided for in subheading 6802.10.00) ........ 2.6% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 74979. NATURAL STONE LIMESTONE TILES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.28.98 Natural stone tiles made of limestone quarried from India with a surface area greater than 101.6 mm square and ranging in size from 50.8 to 304.8 mm in width and 152.4 mm to 406.44 mm in length, the foregoing honed and 12.7 mm in thickness (provided for in subheading 6802.91.05) ........................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 74980. NATURAL STONE MARBLE TILES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.28.99 Natural stone tiles made of marble quarried from Greece, Italy, Turkey, and Spain, each tile with a surface area greater than 101.6 mm², the foregoing in sizes ranging from 50.8 to 304.8 mm in width and 152.4 mm to 406.44 mm in length (provided for in subheading 6802.91.05) ................. 1% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```
1 SEC. 74981. WATERJET NATURAL STONE MOSAIC TILE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subheading</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.29.01</td>
<td>Waterjet cut mosaic tiles, composed of natural marble stone, such marble stone tiles measuring more than 7 cm in width and more than 7 cm in length and covering over 50 percent of the surface area, in combination with tiles of glass, metal, mother of pearl or other materials, with surface faces honed or polished and edges worked beyond simple straight cuts and affixed to a mesh backing, having a width not less than 22.86 cm but not more than 45.72 cm and a length not less than 20.32 cm but not more than 45.72 cm (provided for in subheading 6802.91.15)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

4 SEC. 74982. MARBLE ENTERTAINING AND SERVEWARE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subheading</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.29.02</td>
<td>Serving trays, serving boards, cake stands, bowls, pastry boards, rolling pins and similar articles of marble, for preparing or serving food (provided for in subheading 6802.91.15)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

7 SEC. 74983. ARTICLES OF MARBLE FOR KITCHEN AND DINING ROOM.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subheading</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.29.03</td>
<td>Coasters, trivets, paper towel holders, napkin holders and similar articles of marble, the foregoing designed for use in the home and not for contact with food (provided for in subheading 6802.91.13)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```
SEC. 74984. NATURAL STONE LEDGER TILES OF TRAVERTINE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.29.04 | Natural stone tiles of travertine, each composed of small, cut pieces of travertine, such cut pieces each measuring less than 69.85 mm in width and 68.85 mm in length and collectively glued to a mesh backing; such finished tiles measuring 152.4 mm or more but not over 406.4 mm in width and 457.2 mm or more but not over 609.6 mm in length (provided for in subheading 6802.91.25) | | | | | 9.6% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74985. TRAVERTINE DECORATIVE TILE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.29.05 | Travertine decorative tiles with smooth-satin finish, rectangular-shaped, each tile measuring 50.8 mm or more but not more than 203.2 mm in width and 101.6 mm or more but not more than 304.8 mm in length (provided for in subheading 6802.91.25) | | | | | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 74986. LIMESTONE DECORATIVE TILES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.29.06 | Limestone decorative tiles each with smooth-satin finish and rectangular-shaped stones, each tile measuring in size from 12.7 mm to 101.6 mm in width and 152.4 mm to 406.4 mm in length (provided for in subheading 6802.91.25) | | | | | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
1 SEC. 74987. BLANK, EMBOSSED, AND PRINTED STONEWARE COASTER DISKS AND TRIVETS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.29.07 Blank, embossed and printed stoneware coaster disks and trivets (provided for in subheading 6912.00.48) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```

5 SEC. 74988. ROLLED GREEN GLASS SHEETS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.29.08 Rolled glass in sheets, of a yellow-green color not colored throughout the mass, not finished or edged-worked, textured on one surface imparted by the rolling process, imported in sheets of a width not exceeding 1,600 mm and a length not exceeding 900 mm, having a thickness not exceeding 6 mm (provided for in subheading 7003.19.00) 0.2% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```

8 SEC. 74989. FRAMED REAR-VIEW MIRRORS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.29.09 Framed rear-view mirrors, such goods comprising parts of machines of heading 8429 or vehicles of heading 8701, 8704 or 8430, such mirrors measuring not over 929 cm² in reflecting area and not containing LED or fluorescent lighting (provided for in subheading 7009.10.00) 1.4% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```

11 SEC. 74990. WALL MIRRORS, UNFRAMED.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Tariff Rate</th>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Customs Duty</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Glass mirrors, unframed, each greater than 5,000 cm² in reflecting area, not containing LED or fluorescent lighting, designed for mounting on the wall (provided for in subheading 7009.91.50)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Glass mirrors, framed, each greater than 5,000 cm² in reflecting area, not containing LED or fluorescent lighting, designed for mounting on the wall (provided for in subheading 7009.92.50)</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Stemware (crystalline) drinking glasses valued over $0.30 but not over $3 each other than those presented in sets (provided for in subheading 7013.28.20)</td>
<td>21.2%</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Double-walled drinking glasses of specially tempered borosilicate glass, with or without handles (provided for in subheading 7013.37.05)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SEC. 74994. DIAMOND-SHAPED STEMMED WINE GLASSES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.29.14</td>
<td>Hexagonal, stemmed wine glasses, each with diamond-shaped base and made from specially toughened borosilicate glass (provided for in subheading 7013.37.05)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

SEC. 74995. TWISTED-CENTER STEMLESS WINE GLASS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.29.15</td>
<td>Stemless wine glasses, each with twisted center indentation, of specially tempered borosilicate glass (provided for in subheading 7013.37.05)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

SEC. 74996. CRYSTALLINE DRINKING GLASSES, WITHOUT STEMS, NOT IN SETS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.29.16</td>
<td>Crystalline drinking glasses without stems, valued over $0.30 but not over $3 each, other than those presented in sets (provided for in subheading 7013.37.20)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

SEC. 74997. DOUBLE-WALLED INSULATED GLASS BOWLS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 74998. LEAF-SHAPED GLASS DECANTERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

"9902.29.18  Leaf-shaped decanters of pressed and toughened (specially tempered) borosilicate glass (provided for in subheading 7013.49.10) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

4 SEC. 74999. SET OF FOUR APPETIZER PLATES MADE OF GLASS WITH STEEL CADDY HOLDER, VALUED AT $2 EACH.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

"9902.29.19  Set of four appetizer plates made of glass with steel caddy holder valued at $2 each (provided for in subheading 7013.49.20) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

9 SEC. 75000. SPICE RACK WITH GLASS JARS AND WOODEN LIDS VALUED NOT OVER $3 EACH.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

"9902.29.20  Spice racks, each presented with glass jars and wooden lids, valued not over $3 each (provided for in subheading 7013.49.20) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
5 SEC. 75002. HAIR ACCESSORIES OF GLASS BEADS, Imitation Pearls, and Imitation Stones, Valued Less Than $7.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.29.22 | Hair accessories of glass beads, imitation pearls and imitation stones valued less than $7 (provided for in subheading 7018.90.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

10 SEC. 75003. FILTER BAGS WITH ACID-RESISTANT COATING, OF WOVEN FIBERGLASS LAMINATED TO EPTFE, WEIGHING AT LEAST 325 G/M² BUT NOT OVER 350 G/M².

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
Filter bags with acid-resistant coating; such bags of woven fiberglass fabric laminated to an expanded polytetrafluoroethylene (ePTFE) membrane, coated with an acid-resistant on its backing, weighing at least 325 g/m\(^2\) but not over 350 g/m\(^2\); the foregoing with a burst strength of 4137 kPA (600 psi) or higher per ASTM D3786 (provided for in subheading 7019.90.10) ............. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Replacement wicks exclusively of fiberglass for garden, patio and table top burning torches of subheading 9405.50, the foregoing for outdoor use (provided for in subheading 7019.90.10) .............. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Filter bags of woven fiberglass fabric laminated to an ePTFE, with a polytetrafluoroethylene coated backing, not acid resistant, weighing at least 721 g/m\(^2\) but not over 771 g/m\(^2\).
**1 SEC. 75006. SILVER CATALYST.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.29.26 | Silver exceeding 99.9 percent purity, in spherical shapes formed from silver anodes in an electrochemical process, such shapes with surface areas of 80 mm$^3$ or greater (CAS No. 7440-22-4) and ready for use as catalysts (provided for in subheading 7106.91.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

**4 SEC. 75007. SILVER ROUND BLANKS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.29.27 | Silver round blanks (CAS No. 7440-22-4), semimanufactured and weighing not more than 1,000 grams (provided for in subheading 7106.92.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

**7 SEC. 75008. FERROBORON ALLOY.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.29.28 | Ferroboron alloys in powders, lumps, granules or chunks (provided for in subheading 7202.99.80) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```
1 **SEC. 75009. CAST IRON NONMALLEABLE THREADED MAIN BODY COMBO CASTINGS FOR RESIDENTIAL FUEL OIL TANKS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
```

```
```

2 **SEC. 75010. CAST IRON NONMALLEABLE THREADED VENT CAPS FOR RESIDENTIAL FUEL OIL TANKS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
```

```
```

3 **SEC. 75011. CAST IRON NONMALLEABLE THREADED BUSHINGS FOR RESIDENTIAL FUEL OIL TANKS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
```

```
```
SEC. 75012. CAST IRON NONMALLEABLE THREADED TANK ADAPTERS FOR RESIDENTIAL FUEL OIL TANKS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
" 9902.29.32 Threaded tank adapters of nonmalleable cast iron designed for residential fuel oil tanks (provided for in subheading 7307.11.00) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 75013. CAST IRON NONMALLEABLE THREADED FILL ALARM MAIN BODY FOR RESIDENTIAL FUEL OIL TANKS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
" 9902.29.33 Fittings of nonmalleable cast iron, each comprising the main body of a fill alarm designed for residential fuel oil tanks (provided for in subheading 7307.11.00) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 75014. CAST IRON NONMALLEABLE THREADED FILL BOX CAPS FOR RESIDENTIAL FUEL OIL TANKS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
" 9902.29.34 Threaded fill box caps of nonmalleable cast iron designed for residential fuel oil tanks (provided for in subheading 7307.11.00) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```
SEC. 75015. CAST IRON NONMALLEABLE THREADED LEG FLANGES FOR RESIDENTIAL FUEL OIL TANKS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.29.35 Threaded leg flanges of non-malleable cast iron designed for residential fuel oil tanks (provided for in subheading 7307.11.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

SEC. 75016. PORTABLE GAS COOKING STOVES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.29.36 Portable propane gas camping stoves, each with one adjustable burner rated to generate up to 10,000 British thermal units (BTUs) of power, with casing of steel and pan support of steel covered with porcelain, the foregoing valued $4 or more but not over $20 each (provided for in subheading 7321.11.10) 1.2% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

SEC. 75017. PORTABLE OUTDOOR COOKERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.29.37 Portable outdoor cookers, fueled by natural gas or propane, put up in sets for retail sale (provided for in subheading 7321.11.10) 1.2% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

SEC. 75018. SELF-ANCHORED BEVERAGE CONTAINERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
### SEC. 75019. STAINLESS STEEL HANDMADE KITCHEN SINKS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.29.39 | Handmade, top mounted, residential kitchen sinks of stainless steel, consisting of 1 or 2 bowls, 0.64 mm or more but not exceeding 1.2 mm in thickness, 13.97 cm or more but not exceeding 25.4 cm in depth, 43.18 cm or more but not exceeding 55.88 cm in width, and 68.58 cm or more but not exceeding 83.82 cm in length (provided for in subheading 7324.10.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

### SEC. 75020. LOOSE FRAME BASKETS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.29.40 | Steel wire loose frame basket (provided for in subheading 7326.20.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

### SEC. 75021. TWO-STORY FIRE ESCAPE LADDERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 75022. THREE-STORY FIRE ESCAPE LADDERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.29.42 Fire escape ladders of iron or steel, measuring 4.4 m or more but not more than 7.4 m in length when fully extended, with a ladder load rating of 170 kg and designed to be hung from a window sill measuring 15 cm or more but not over 33 cm in width; such ladders each composed of window brackets and rungs (stairs) of steel and webbing of nylon that connect the rungs to each other and to the window bracket; with slip resistant rungs and stabilizers, the foregoing designed for residential use and valued not over $47 each (provided for in subheading 7326.90.86) ... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 *.
```

4 SEC. 75023. WORK SUPPORT STANDS OF STEEL.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.29.43 Portable work support stands of steel, each with a hand-tightened clamp (provided for in subheading 7326.90.86) ... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 *.
```
452

1. SEC. 75024. LOCKING FIXTURES OF IRON OR STEEL.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.29.44 | Locking fixtures of iron and steel, the foregoing designed to secure moving parts of lithography machine modules or apparatus, and parts thereof (provided for in subheading 7326.90.86) Free | No change | No change On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

4. SEC. 75025. STAINLESS STEEL PHONE HANDLE-AND-STAND ACCESSORIES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.29.45 | Mobile phone handle-and-stand accessories of stainless steel, each comprising two circular slabs measuring 4 mm in thickness, with adhesive on one side of one circular slab, the slabs connected by an adjustable arm; valued not over $4.50 each (provided for in subheading 7326.90.86) Free | No change | No change On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

8. SEC. 75026. CIRCULAR AND S-SHAPED STAINLESS STEEL CARABINERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.29.46 | Carabiners or rings made of stainless steel, with a spring-loaded gate used to connect and secure non-load bearing components, valued no more than $10 (provided for in subheading 7326.90.86) 1% | No change | No change On or before 12/31/2023 |
```
SEC. 75027. PIECES OF REFINED UNWROUGHT COPPER CATHODE 99.9999 PERCENT PURE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7403.11.00</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

SEC. 75028. ULTRA-THIN AND WIDE-WIDTH ALUMINUM FOIL.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7607.11.30</th>
<th>1.9%</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

SEC. 75029. ETCHED CAPACITOR ALUMINUM FOIL OF A THICKNESS 0.018–0.126 MM.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9902.29.49 Etched capacitor foil of aluminum, 0.018 mm or more but not over 0.126 mm in thickness, electrochemically oxidized ('formed') and containing 99.8 percent or more by weight of aluminum, of a kind used for manufacturing electrolytic capacitors (provided for in subheading 7607.19.10)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. **SEC. 75030. STOVE TOP COFFEE MAKERS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9902.29.50 Kitchen stove top coffee makers of aluminum, each with a capacity not exceeding 3 liters (provided for in subheading 7615.10.71)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. **SEC. 75031. ALUMINUM SHOWER CADDIES.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9902.29.51 Shower caddies made of aluminum wire with a dimension of 12 mm by 8 mm or less, designed to be hung over shower heads to hold bath accessories (provided for in subheading 7615.20.00)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. **SEC. 75032. STEP STOOLS OF ALUMINUM.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9902.29.52 Step stools of aluminum, each having three steps, of a width of no less than 22 cm, with a folding safety bar and rubber non-slip feet (provided for in subheading 7616.99.51)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. **SEC. 75033. **
1 SEC. 75033. ALUMINUM LADDERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.29.53  Articulated ladders of aluminum with a ladder load rating of 137 kg consisting of one or more pairs of locking joints and extendable sections, valued not over $100 (provided for in subheading 7616.99.51) ................. 1.5%  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 
```

4 SEC. 75034. CIRCULAR AND S-SHAPED ALUMINUM CARABINERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.29.54  Carabiner or rings of aluminum, either single or double, each with a spring-loaded gate used to connect and secure non-load bearing components, valued no more than $3.25 (provided for in subheading 7616.99.51) ............. Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 
```

8 SEC. 75035. STATIONARY SPRINKLERS OF ZINC.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.29.55  Household irrigation sprinklers of zinc, designed to stay in one spot during use, with no moving irrigation arms and no adjustable watering patterns on the outside, of maximum dimension of 11 cm by 8.1 cm by 3.2 cm (provided for in subheading 7907.00.10) ................. Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 
```

11 SEC. 75036. TUNGSTEN WASTE AND SCRAP.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
| 9902.29.56 | Tungsten ( wolfram) waste and scrap (provided for in subheading 8101.97.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

1 **SEC. 75037. COBALT ALLOYS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.29.57 | Cobalt alloys (provided for in subheading 8105.20.30) | 2.8% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

4 **SEC. 75038. CERTAIN GALLIUM (GA).**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.29.58 | Gallium (CAS No. 7440–55–3) (provided for in subheading 8112.92.10), the foregoing other than goods described in heading 9902.15.12 | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

7 **SEC. 75039. NIOBIUM (COLUMBIUM) RINGS NO THICKER THAN 20 MM.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.29.59 | Rings of Niobium ( columbi um) (other than un-wrought, waste and scrap and powders), measuring not over 20 mm in thickness (provided for in subheading 8112.99.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

11 **SEC. 75040. TUNGSTEN SECONDARY RAW MATERIAL.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>9902.29.60</th>
<th>Used cermet and articles thereof, including waste and scrap, the foregoing imported for the extraction of tungsten (provided for in heading 8113.00.00)</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9902.29.61</td>
<td>Pipe cutters and bolt cutters, each with a gear-driven mechanism (provided for in subheading 8203.40.30)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9902.29.62</td>
<td>Rotary cutting hand tools, of iron or steel, designed to cut fabrics and craft materials, each with a replaceable circular blade and plastic handle with blade lock (provided for in subheading 8265.51.30)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9902.29.63</td>
<td>Food graters with blades or working surfaces of base metal, with nonworking parts of plastic, such graters not exceeding 31 cm in overall length (provided for in subheading 8265.51.30)</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 SEC. 75041. GEAR-DRIVEN BOLT CUTTERS AND PIPE CUTTERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

2

3

4

5 SEC. 75042. ROTARY CUTTERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

6

7

8 SEC. 75043. FOOD GRATERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

9

10
SEC. 75044. HAND TOOLS FOR APPLYING PLASTIC CLIP FASTENERS TO GARMENTS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.29.64 Hand tools of plastics, designed for insertion and application of plastic clip fasteners, such hand tools each with an outer body and internal mechanism of plastics, containing a replaceable hollow steel needle with an outside diameter measuring less than 2.4 mm through which a fastener is fed and inserted into the intended target material (provided for in subheading 8205.59.80) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023```

SEC. 75045. STEEL WORKSTATIONS WITH VISES ADJUSTABLE BY FOOT PEDAL.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.29.65 Clamping workstations, each with steel vise, adjustable by foot pedal lever, weighing less than 20 kg, with a jaw width between 0 and 94 cm (provided for in subheading 8205.70.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023```

SEC. 75046. FIXED CARBIDE CUTTER AND ROLLER CONE DRILL BITS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 75047. ROTARY FOOD GRATERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

2 SEC. 75048. COFFEE PRESSES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

3 SEC. 75049. VACUUM INSULATED COFFEE SERVERS WITH A BREW-THROUGH LID.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:
| 9902.29.69 | Vacuum insulated coffee servers with liners of steel, each with a capacity over 2 liters, having a brew-through lid, feet attached to the base and a hole at bottom of server for lever faucet attachment (provided for in heading 8210.00.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

1. **SEC. 75050. VACUUM INSULATED COFFEE SERVERS WITH NO LID.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.29.70 | Vacuum insulated coffee servers with liners of steel, each with a capacity over 2 liters, presented with base with feet but no lid and with a hole at bottom of server for lever faucet attachment (provided for in heading 8210.00.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

2. **SEC. 75051. VACUUM INSULATED COFFEE SERVERS WITH FITTED HINGED LID.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.29.71 | Vacuum insulated coffee servers, each with outer layer and liner of steel, with a capacity over 2 liters, with tightly fitted hinged lid with a center hole designed to allow brewed beverages to pass directly into such server with top lever action for dispensing and steel base plate (provided for in heading 8210.00.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

3. **SEC. 75052. COMMERCIAL VACUUM INSULATED COFFEE SERVERS WITH SIGHT GAUGE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 75053. COMMERCIAL VACUUM INSULATED COFFEE SERVERS WITH PLASTIC BASE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.29.72 Commercial vacuum insulated coffee servers, each with outer layer and liner of steel, plastic base, a capacity over 2 liters, plastic carrying handle, bottom lever faucet, see-through contents window and a brew-thru lid (provided for in heading 8210.00.00) ... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

5 SEC. 75054. COMMERCIAL VACUUM INSULATED COFFEE SERVERS WITH PLASTIC BASE AND STAND.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.29.73 Commercial vacuum insulated coffee servers, each with outer layer and liner of steel, plastic base, capacity over 2 liters, plastic carrying handle, bottom lever faucet and brew-thru lid (provided for in heading 8210.00.00) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

9 SEC. 75055. CRAFT KNIVES WITH FIXED PEN-LIKE OR RETRACTABLE BLADES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.29.74 Commercial vacuum insulated coffee servers, each with outer layer and liner of steel, with plastic base and stand, with a capacity over 2 liters, with plastic carrying handle, with bottom lever faucet and brew-thru lid (provided for in heading 8210.00.00) .......... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```
1 **SEC. 75056. CRAFT KNIVES.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
```

2 **SEC. 75057. BLADES FOR CRAFT KNIVES WITH NON-FIXED BLADES.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
```

3 **SEC. 75058. ERGONOMIC PINKING SHEARS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 75059. SPRING-ACTION SCISSORS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
2 9902.29.79 Scissors, each with a spring-action design that also features a slide lock and with only 1 loop handle, valued over $1.75/dozen (provided for in subheading 8213.00.90), the foregoing other than goods described in heading 9902.15.30 ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

4 SEC. 75060. ELECTRONIC LOCKS FOR LOCKERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
5 9902.29.80 Electronically actuated locks, of a kind used for locking furniture, each enclosed in metal housing and operated by a keypad or radio-frequency identification device (RFID), such goods each containing a key slot to operate the lock with an electronic key with a built-in power jumper (provided for in subheading 8301.30.00) ... 1.6% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

7 SEC. 75061. LUGGAGE LOCKS OF BASE METAL, PACKAGED FOR RETAIL SALE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 75062. KEY-OPERATED DOOR HANDLES, PUSH-PULL-ROTATE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.29.82 Door locks, locksets and other locks of base metal, key-operated, suitable for use with interior or exterior doors, but excluding garage, overhead or sliding doors; such locks capable of unlatching door knobs or levers by pushing, pulling or rotating (provided for in subheading 8301.40.60) ........... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ``.
```

5 SEC. 75063. VENT MOUNTED MAGNETIC MOBILE PHONE HOLDER FOR AUTOMOBILES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.29.83 Hands-free cell phone mounts of base metal, suitable for mounting cell phones to the air vents of motor vehicles, each with a 25 mm diameter polished steel ball securely mounted on an aluminum die cast base containing a two-prong lever-release clip and a ring-shaped magnet socket filled with a silicone pad (provided for in subheading 8302.30.30) .................... 1.3% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ``.
```

2

3

4

7

8
### SEC. 75064. DASH MOUNTED MAGNETIC MOBILE PHONE HOLDER FOR AUTOMOBILES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Tariff Rate</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Effective Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.29.84</td>
<td>Hands-free cell phone mounts of base metal, suitable for mounting cell phones to the dashboard of motor vehicles, each with a 25 mm diameter polished steel ball securely mounted on a machined aluminum base with adhesive material and a ring-shaped magnet socket filled with a silicone pad (provided for in subheading 8302.30.30)</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SEC. 75065. WINDSHIELD MOUNTED MAGNETIC MOBILE PHONE HOLDER FOR AUTOMOBILES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Tariff Rate</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Effective Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.29.85</td>
<td>Hands-free cell phone mounts of base metal, suitable for mounting cell phones to the windshield of motor vehicles, each with a 25 mm diameter polished steel ball securely mounted on a stamped and formed aluminum arm with a 72 mm diameter suction device and a ring-shaped magnet socket filled with a silicone pad (provided for in subheading 8302.30.30)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SEC. 75066. STEEL LATCHES WITH PLASTIC PLUNGERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
" 9902.29.86  Steel latches, each measuring 5 cm in length and designed to secure the steps of a recreational vehicle in a locked position, such latches each containing a plunger of plastic measuring 1.7 cm by 1.5 cm and a compression spring (provided for in subheading 8302.30.30) .................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

1 SEC. 75067. NON-KEY-OPERATED DOOR HANDLES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

" 9902.29.87  Non-key-operated door handle assemblies, of base metal, suitable for use with interior or exterior doors, excluding garage, overhead or sliding doors; the foregoing with handles capable of opening a door by pushing, pulling or rotating (provided for in subheading 8302.41.60) ............... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

4 SEC. 75068. CURTAIN RINGS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

" 9902.29.88  Curtain or drapery rings of base metal, specially designed for use with curtain or drapery rods, presented in sets of 10 rings (provided for in subheading 8302.41.60) .......... 2.2% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

7 SEC. 75069. BRACKETS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

" 9902.29.89  Brackets of iron or steel, of aluminum or of zinc, such brackets specially designed for use with curtain or drapery rods (provided for in subheading 8302.41.60) .......... 2.5% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
1 SEC. 75070. CURTAIN RODS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.29.90  Telescoping curtain rods of base metal, whether or not presented with mounting hardware (provided for in subheading 8302.41.60) ........................... 1.8%  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

4 SEC. 75071. CURTAIN ROD HARDWARE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.29.91  Endcaps of base metal, specially designed for use with curtain or drapery rods (provided for in subheading 8302.41.60) ........................... Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

7 SEC. 75072. CURTAIN TIEBACKS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.29.92  Tiebacks of base metal, specially designed for use with curtains or drapes (provided for in subheading 8302.41.60) ........................... Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

10 SEC. 75073. CURTAIN ROD FINIALS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.29.93  Finials of base metal, specially designed for use with curtain or drapery rods (provided for in subheading 8302.41.60) ........................... Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```
1 SEC. 75074. CURVED SHOWER RODS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.29.94 Curved shower rods of stainless steel and aluminum, each capable of being installed by tension or by mounting with wall brackets (provided for in subheading 8302.41.60) ........ 0.8% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

4 SEC. 75075. SHOWER HOOKS AND RINGS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.29.95 Shower curtain hooks or rings, the foregoing of aluminum, of iron or steel or of zinc (provided for in subheading 8302.41.60) ............. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

7 SEC. 75076. STRAIGHT SHOWER RODS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.29.96 Straight shower rods, of aluminum or stainless steel, either designed to be mounted by means of tension or incorporating a dual mount permitting the mounting by either tension or by use of a bracket (provided for in subheading 8302.41.60) ............. 1.1% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

10 SEC. 75077. STEEL WINDOW RODS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.29.97 Tension or screw-mount curtain or drapery rods, made of closed tubing of steel (provided for in subheading 8302.41.60), the foregoing other than telescoping curtain rods of base metal ............. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```
1 SEC. 75078. ANTITHEFT STEEL CASES WITH DIGITAL LOCKS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

|        | 9902.29.98 | Reinforced safes of welded steel, each weighing 11.8 kg or less, valued $19 or more but not over $38, with digital lock (provided for in heading 8303.00.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

5 SEC. 75079. STAINLESS STEEL HOSE KITS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

|        | 9902.29.99 | Mechanical kits each containing flexible hoses of base metal with fittings, clamps, manifolds and other hardware designed for use with machines and apparatus of subheading 8486.20.00 (provided for in subheading 8307.10.30) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

8 SEC. 75080. STAINLESS STEEL HOSES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

|        | 9902.30.01 | Flexible stainless steel hoses with fittings, designed for use with machines and apparatus of subheading 8486.20.00 (provided for in subheading 8307.10.30); the foregoing not presented in kits containing goods described in other subheadings | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

11 SEC. 75081. WRIST WATCH STRAP BUCKLES NOT OVER 18 MM.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 75082. WRIST WATCH STRAP BUCKLES OVER 18 MM.
2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
3 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
   9902.30.03 Buckles of stainless steel, of
    a kind used for wrist watch
    straps measuring over 18 mm
    (provided for in subheading
    8308.90.60) ........................ Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 *.
```

4 SEC. 75083. USED CYLINDER HEADS.
5 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
6 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
   9902.30.04 Used cast-iron cylinder heads
    designed for use in spark-ignition internal combustion
    piston engines (provided for in subheading 8409.91.99) ......................................................... 0.8%  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 *.
```

7 SEC. 75084. CYLINDER HEADS USED SOLELY OR PRINCIPALLY WITH CERTAIN ENGINES.
8 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
9 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
   9902.30.05 Cast-iron cylinder heads for
    use solely or principally with
    engines of heading 8708,
    such engines designed to be
    installed in vehicles classifiable
    in subheading 8701.20 or 8704.23 and with bore
    greater than 126 mm (provided for in subheading
    8409.99.91) ........................ Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 *.
```
1 SEC. 75085. ENGINE BLOCKS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.30.06 Engine blocks, each weighing over 272 kg but not over 317 kg, for compression-ignition internal combustion piston engines (diesel or semi-diesel engines), such engines each having a cylinder capacity of approximately 12.4 liters and for vehicles of subheading 8701.20 or 8704.23 (provided for in subheading 8409.99.91) ........................ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ''.
```

4 SEC. 75086. SWIRLER ASSEMBLIES FOR TURBINES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.30.07 Swirler assemblies, designed to be used in non-aircraft gas turbines (provided for in subheading 8411.99.90) ........................ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ''.
```

7 SEC. 75087. BARRELS FOR FUEL MIXING.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.30.08 Barrels of nickel alloy, for fuel mixing within non-aircraft gas turbines of heading 8411 (provided for in subheading 8411.99.90) ........................ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ''.
```

10 SEC. 75088. INJECTOR ASSEMBLIES FOR CERTAIN TURBINES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
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1. SEC. 75089. STEM ASSEMBLIES FOR CERTAIN TURBINES.
   - Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

2. SEC. 75090. TIP ASSEMBLIES FOR NON-GAS TURBINES.
   - Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

3. SEC. 75091. HIGH PRESSURE FUEL PUMPS.
   - Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
SEC. 75092. DRY SCROLL VACUUM PUMPS 364X333X485 MM.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.30.13 | Dry scroll vacuum pumps, measuring approximately 364 mm in height, 333 mm in width and 485 mm in length, valued over $1,000 each (provided for in subheading 8414.10.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 75093. DRY SCROLL VACUUM PUMPS 297X260X420 MM.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.30.14 | Dry scroll vacuum pumps, measuring approximately 297 mm in height, 260 mm in width and 420 mm in length, valued over $1,000 each (provided for in subheading 8414.10.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 75094. DRY SCROLL VACUUM PUMPS 254X260X420 MM.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.30.15 | Dry scroll vacuum pumps, each measuring approximately 254 mm in height, 260 mm in width and 420 mm in length and valued over $1,000 (provided for in subheading 8414.10.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 75095. DRY SCROLL VACUUM PUMPS 181X140X358 MM.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 75096. TURBOMOLECULAR VACUUM PUMPS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.30.17 | Turbomolecular vacuum pumps, valued over $1,000 each (provided for in subheading 8414.10.00) | | | | |
| | | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

4 SEC. 75097. ROTARY VANE VACUUM PUMPS VALUED OVER $500 EACH.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.30.18 | Rotary vane vacuum pumps, incorporating vanes mounted to a rotor inside a cavity, such pumps valued over $500 each (provided for in subheading 8414.10.00) | | | | |
| | | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

8 SEC. 75098. VACUUM DIFFUSION PUMPS VALUED OVER $900 EACH.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.30.19 | Vacuum diffusion pumps, using a high speed jet of vapor to direct gas molecules, valued over $900 each (provided for in subheading 8414.10.00) | | | | |
| | | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
SEC. 75099. HAND- OR FOOT-OPERATED AIR PUMPS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.30.20 Hand- or foot-operated air pumps (provided for in subheading 8414.20.00) ............. 2.8% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 75100. ROOF VENT FANS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.30.21 Ventilation fans, designed for permanent installation on the rooftop of recreational and specialty vehicles, each consisting of an electric D/C motor with an output wattage over 9 W but not exceeding 28 W, a plastic fan blade of a diameter between 15.24 cm and 30.48 cm and a base plate (provided for in subheading 8414.51.30) ............. 2.8% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 75101. 12-AMP CORDED ELECTRIC LEAF BLOWERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.30.22 Electric centrifugal blowers, of a kind used solely or principally for blowing leaves, each with a self-contained A/C electric motor not exceeding 12 A and an output not exceeding 1.45 kW (provided for in subheading 8414.59.65) .................. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 75102. CORDLESS BATTERY POWERED LEAF BLOWERS NOT EXCEEDING 20 VOLTS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 75103. CORDLESS BATTERY POWERED LEAF BLOWERS BETWEEN 20 AND 60 V.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
" 9902.30.24 Centrifugal blowers of a kind used solely or principally for blowing leaves, each powered by a self-contained DC lithium-ion battery greater than 20 V but not exceeding 60 V, and of an output greater than 0.04 kW but not exceeding 0.12 kW (provided for in subheading 8414.59.65) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ",
```

5 SEC. 75104. FAN ASSEMBLIES FOR CAB CLIMATE SYSTEMS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
" 9902.30.25 Centrifugal fans designed to be used in cab climate systems, for heating, cooling or air circulation units in machinery or vehicles of headings 8429, 8701 or 8704 (provided for in subheading 8414.59.65) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ",
```

8 SEC. 75105. AQUARIUM AIR PUMPS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1. **SEC. 75106. HEAT PUMPS FOR RESIDENTIAL USE.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.30.26 | Air pumps designed for use in aquarium tanks having a volume of 3.78 liters or more but not over 1,135.7 liters, such pumps with housings of plastics and feet of rubber, powered by 120 V AC (provided for in subheading 8414.80.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

2. **SEC. 75107. HEAT PUMPS (OUTDOOR UNITS) FOR SPLIT AIR CONDITIONER SYSTEMS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.30.27 | Heat pumps designed for residential use, each with copper piping, an aluminum plate-fin heat exchanger, a rotary inverter compressor and a fan covered with galvanized steel sheets, such pumps measuring between 555 mm and 702 mm in height, between 770 mm and 845 mm in width and between 300 mm and 363 mm in depth (provided for in subheading 8415.90.80) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

| 9902.30.28 | Heat pumps (outdoor units) designed for use with split air conditioner systems for residential use, such units consisting of copper piping, an aluminum plate-fin heat exchanger, a rotary inverter compressor and a fan, all of which is covered with galvanized steel sheets to form units measuring between 701 mm and 810 mm in height, between 845 mm and 946 mm in width and between 335 mm and 386 mm in depth (provided for in subheading 8415.90.80) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
1 SEC. 75108. HIGH-WALL INDOOR UNITS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.30.29 Heat pumps designed for residential use, consisting of a fan coil, electrical circuit boards, electrical components and motors, covered in a molded plastic casing, such heat pumps measuring between 280 mm and 343 mm in height, between 835 mm and 1,186 mm in width and between 198 mm and 258 mm in depth (provided for in subheading 8415.90.80) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023.
```

4 SEC. 75109. SINGLE-ZONE OUTDOOR UNITS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.30.30 Heat pumps designed for residential use, each consisting of a rotary compressor, a fan coil and aluminum plate-fin heat exchanger, covered in galvanized steel, such heat pumps measuring between 300 mm and 322 mm in depth, 770 mm in width and 555 mm in height (provided for in subheading 8415.90.80) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023.
```

7 SEC. 75110. MINI HEAT PUMPS FOR SPLIT AIR CONDITIONER SYSTEMS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 **SEC. 75111. MULTI-ZONE OUTDOOR UNIT DUCTLESS SYSTEMS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.30.31 Heat pumps (outdoor units) designed for use with split air conditioner systems for residential use, such units each consisting of copper piping, aluminum plate-fin heat exchanger, a rotary inverter compressor and a pair of fans, all of which is covered with galvanized steel sheets to form units measuring 1,327.15 mm in height, 901.7 mm in width and 400 mm in depth (provided for in subheading 8415.90.80) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

5 **SEC. 75112. INDOOR UNITS OF SPLIT AIR CONDITIONER SYSTEMS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.30.33 Indoor units of split air conditioner systems, designed for use with ducted systems, consisting of motors, pumps and fans covered in steel casing, such units measuring approximately 1,400 mm in width, 447 mm in height and 896 mm in depth (provided for in subheading 8415.90.80) .................. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```
SEC. 75113. DUCTLESS 18000 BTU HEAT PUMPS, SINGLE ZONE INVERTER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.30.34 Heat pumps designed for residential use with ductless air conditioning machines, each with a motor, a fan, brazed tubes and aluminum plate-fin heat exchanger and covered in sheet metal, such heat pumps measuring between approximately 551.2 mm and 1,341.12 mm in height, between 779.8 mm and 899.2 mm in width and between 289.6 mm and 680.7 mm in depth (provided for in subheading 8415.90.80) ............... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

SEC. 75114. SINGLE-PHASE HEAT PUMP.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.30.35 Heat pumps designed for residential use with both ducted and ductless systems, each with two fans, finned tube and hermetic rotary compressor and covered in galvanized steel, measuring 154.9 cm in height, 101.1 cm in width and 37.1 cm in depth (provided for in subheading 8415.90.80) ................ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

SEC. 75115. STEEL VACUUM PITCHERS WITH PLASTIC HINGED LID.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 **SEC. 75116. OIL FILTERS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harmonized Tariff Schedule Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Duty Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.30.37</td>
<td>Oil filters for use solely or principally with diesel engines, such engines producing 63 kW of power (provided for in subheading 8421.23.00)</td>
<td>Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

2 **SEC. 75117. BATTERY POWERED NASAL IRRIGATORS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harmonized Tariff Schedule Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Duty Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.30.38</td>
<td>Battery-operated personal nasal irrigators (provided for in subheading 8424.89.90)</td>
<td>Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

3 **SEC. 75118. STRUTS TO ABSORB VIBRATION.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harmonized Tariff Schedule Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Duty Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.30.39</td>
<td>Spring struts designed to absorb vibration in household-or laundry-type washing machines, such struts each measuring in overall length 350 mm or more but not over 380 mm and in diameter approximately 35 mm or more but not over 40 mm, with 8 mm threads at each end (provided for in subheading 8450.90.60)</td>
<td>Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```
1 SEC. 75119. TABLE SAWS (25.4 CM.), OPERABLE CORDED AND CORDLESS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.30.40 | Brushless table saws for working wood, cork, bone, hard rubber, hard plastics or similar hard materials, each capable of being powered by either a 36 V DC lithium-ion battery or by AC power, with blade measuring 25.4 cm (provided for in subheading 8465.91.00), the foregoing other than goods described in any other heading of this subchapter | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

5 SEC. 75120. SLIDING MITER SAWS (25.4 CM) WITH LASER, CORDED AND CORDLESS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.30.41 | Brushless miter sawing machines, each capable of being powered by either a 36 V DC lithium-ion battery or by AC power, not numerically controlled, for working wood, cork, bone, hard rubber, hard plastics or similar hard materials, with 25.4 cm blade, capable of adjusting bevel of cut, with laser guides and slide rail (provided for in subheading 8465.91.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

9 SEC. 75121. ELECTROMECHANICAL ROTARY HAMMERS, CORDED AND CORDLESS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1  SEC. 75122. ELECTROMECHANICAL HAMMER IMPACT DRIVERS, CORDED AND CORDLESS.

2  Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

3  in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.30.42 Rotary hammer tools, of a
kind for working in the hand,
each with self-contained
brushless electromechanical
motor, each tools capable of
performing drilling and chis-
eling and of being powered
both by a 36 V DC lithium-
ion battery and by AC power,
with a minimum speed of 260
RPM and a maximum speed
of 590 RPM (provided for in
subheading 8467.21.00) ........ 0.9% No change No change On or before
12/31/2023  ".
```

5  SEC. 75123. ROTARY HAMMER DRILL TOOLS WITH SELF-

6  CONTAINED ELECTRIC MOTOR.

7  Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

8  in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.30.43 Hand-held brushless
electromechanical impact
drivers, designed to drive
screws at varying speeds,
each capable of being pow-
ered by a 36 V DC lithium-
ion battery or by AC power
as required by the user (pro-
vided for in subheading
8467.21.00) ....................... Free No change No change On or before
12/31/2023  ".
```

```
9902.30.44 Rotary drill and hammer
tools with self-contained elec-
tric motor, each with pneu-
matic hammering mechanism
designed to engage with car-
bide drill bits and an
electromechanical mechanism
that separates the drive from
the internal gearings, each
with rated amperage that
does not exceed 9 A, and
with triaxial vibration values,
measured in accordance with
European Norm 60745, that
does not exceed 17 m/s² (pro-
vided for in subheading
8467.21.00) .................... 0.5% No change No change On or before
12/31/2023  ".
```
SEC. 75124. DRILL DRIVER TOOLS WITH SELF-CONTAINED ELECTRIC MOTOR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.30.45 Drill driver tools with self-contained electric motor, each encased in a rubberized glass-fiber reinforced casing that engages a smooth or slotted shank drill-bit, powered by 10.8 V, 21.6 V or 120 V, with rated amperage that does not exceed 12 A, and with triaxial vibration values, measured in accordance with European Norm 60745, that does not exceed 3.5 m/s² (provided for in subheading 8467.21.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

SEC. 75125. EXTRUDERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.30.46 Extruders, designed for processing thermoplastics, with a screw size of 6.4 cm or greater (provided for in subheading 8477.20.00) 2.2% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

SEC. 75126. THREE-DIMENSIONAL DRAWING PENS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.30.47 Three-dimensional (3D) drawing devices, each with an exterior on/off switch, dual control buttons to activate the device’s motor or control speed of extruding filament, removable metal nozzle and removable maintenance panel, such drawing devices measuring between 10 mm and 50 mm in length and between 5 mm and 20 mm in width (provided for in subheading 8477.80.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```
1 SEC. 75127. PROFESSIONAL GRADE THREE-DIMENSIONAL DRAWING PENS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.30.48 Three-dimensional (3D) drawing devices, each with dual control buttons to activate the device's motor or control the direction of the extruding filament, an exterior liquid crystal display (LCD), a magnetically affixed removable panel and removable metal nozzle, such drawing devices measuring between 5 cm and 15 cm in length and between 1 cm and 3 cm in width (provided for in subheading 8477.80.00) ... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

5 SEC. 75128. ELECTRIC MULTI-FUNCTIONAL BLOWER VACU-UMS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.30.49 Electromechanical appliances capable of blowing, vacuuming and mulching, each with a self-contained AC electric motor not exceeding 12 A and an output not exceeding 1.45 kW (provided for in subheading 8479.89.65) ................. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

9 SEC. 75129. AUTOSAMPLERS (MULTISAMPLERS) FOR LIQ-UID CHROMATOGRAPHS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
SEC. 75130. AUTOSAMPLERS (VIALSAMPLERS) FOR LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

SEC. 75131. HYDRAULIC HAMMER ASSEMBLY.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

SEC. 75132. SEGMENTED BLADDER-OPERATED MOLDS, WITH MORE THAN 25-INCH RIM DIAMETER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
“ 9902.30.53 Segmented bladder-operated molds, designed to be used for molding/forming and curing “green tires” with a rim diameter measuring over 63.5 cm (provided for in subheading 8480.79.90), such tires for off-the-road use ....... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023”.

1 SEC. 75133. USED VALVES FOR DIRECTIONAL CONTROL.

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

“ 9902.30.54 Used hydraulic directional control valves (provided for in subheading 8481.20.00) ......... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023”.

4 SEC. 75134. KEG SPEARS WITH PRESSURE RELEASE VALVES.

6 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

“ 9902.30.55 Keg spears, each with automatic (not hand operated) relief valve designed to release pressure at approximately 30 bar (provided for in subheading 8481.40.00) ............. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023”.

8 SEC. 75135. MULTIPORT DISTRIBUTION CONTROLLERS.

9 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

“ 9902.30.56 Solenoid actuated valves equipped with multiple apparatus (up to two sub multi-port distribution controllers) for electrical control and 6, 8, 10 or 16 ports for variable refrigerant flow all of which is covered in a galvanized steel plate box with white powder coating, such valves measuring 323.85 mm in height and between 939.8 mm and 1,181.1 mm in width (provided for in subheading 8481.80.90) .................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023”.

"
1 SEC. 75136. SUBSEA MODULAR TREES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.30.57 Subsea trees, each comprising an assembly of valves, capable of regulating and containing the hydrocarbon flow from a well, such trees also capable of preventing the release of hydrocarbons from a well into the environment (provided for in subheading 8481.80.90) ................................ 1.5% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

4 SEC. 75137. FLOW SELECTOR UNIT-MULTI-PORT 6-BRANCH ENGINE CRANKSHAFTS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.30.58 Solenoid actuated control valves consisting of brazed copper pipes and galvanized steel plates, each designed for use with residential heat pumps and fan coils and measuring 215.9 mm in height, 1,056.64 mm in width and 568.96 mm in length (provided for in subheading 8481.80.90) ................................ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

8 SEC. 75138. ENGINE CRANKSHAFTS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.30.59 Engine crankshafts used in engines under headings 8407 or 8408, such crankshafts weighing between 275 kg and 650 kg, or between 100 kg and 130 kg (provided for in subheading 8483.10.30), the foregoing other than goods described in heading 9902.15.96 ................................ 1.5% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```
1 **SEC. 75139. TURBOCHARGER JOURNAL BEARINGS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
   9902.30.60 Journal bearings, each designed to support and permit free rotation of a rotor within a turbocharger (provided for in subheading 8483.30.80) . . . Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 . . .
```

4 **SEC. 75140. MID-RANGE BEARING HOUSINGS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
   9902.30.61 Mid-range bearing housings, shell cast and sand molded, of gray cast iron, machine finished and designed for compression-ignition internal combustion diesel engines with cylinder capacities of 5.9 liters or more but not exceeding 10 liters, each bearing housing with an overall length between 55 mm and 135 mm and weighing at least 6 kg but not over 25 kg (provided for in subheading 8483.30.80) . . . Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 . . .
```

7 **SEC. 75141. HEAVY DUTY BEARING HOUSINGS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
   9902.30.62 Heavy duty bearing housings, shell cast and sand molded of gray cast iron, machine finished, designed for compression-ignition internal combustion diesel engines, such engines with cylinder capacity of 10 liters or more but not exceeding 16 liters, each bearing housing with an overall length between 55 mm and 135 mm and weighing 6 kg or more but not exceeding 25 kg (provided for in subheading 8483.30.80) . . . Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 . . .
```
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1  SEC. 75142. FIXED RATION GEAR BOXES.

2  Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

3  in numerical sequence the following new heading:

"  9902.30.63  Fixed ratio gearboxes de-

4  signed for use with gener-

5  ating sets of heading 8502

6  (provided for in subheading

7  8483.40.50) ...................... 2.4%  No change  No change  On or before

8  12/31/2023 ".

4  SEC. 75143. TRACK DRIVE GEAR BOXES.

5  Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

6  in numerical sequence the following new heading:

"  9902.30.64  Track drive gear boxes, de-

7  signed for use in machinery

8  of heading 8429 or 8436

9  (provided for in subheading

10  8483.40.50) ...................... 1.5%  No change  No change  On or before

11  12/31/2023 ".

7  SEC. 75144. SWING BEARING ASSEMBLY.

8  Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

9  in numerical sequence the following new heading:

"  9902.30.65  Geared swing bearing assem-

10  blies, of a kind used to rotate

11  the cab of machinery de-

12  scribed in subheading

13  8429.52.10 (provided for in

14  subheading 8483.90.50) ...... 1.5%  No change  No change  On or before

15  12/31/2023 ".

10  SEC. 75145. GEARS FOR USE IN MACHINERY OR WITHIN EN-

11  GINES.

12  Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

13  in numerical sequence the following new heading:
| 9902.30.66 | Transmission timing gears or gear drive gears, the foregoing of alloy steel and designed to be used in machinery or within an engine, such gears each weighing between 1.885 kg and 500 kg, measuring between 30 mm and 505 mm in diameter and between 15 mm and 285 mm in width (provided for in subheading 8483.90.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

1. **SEC. 75146. 14Y STEPPER MOTORS.**

2. Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

3. in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.30.67 | Electric DC stepper motors of an output under 18.65 W, measuring between 20 mm and 39 mm in length (provided for in subheading 8501.10.40) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

4. **SEC. 75147. AIR DOOR ACTUATORS.**

5. Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

6. in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.30.68 | Air door actuator DC motor of an output under 18.65 W for heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) climate-control systems (provided for in subheading 8501.10.40) | 2.1% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

7. **SEC. 75148. SERVO MOTORS.**

8. Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

9. in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 75149. DC BRUSHED RHOMBIC WINDING NDFEB MAGNET MOTORS, WITH OUTPUT UNDER 18.65 W.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
```

SEC. 75150. DC BRUSHED RHOMBIC WINDING NDFEB MAGNET MOTORS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
```
SEC. 75151. DC BRUSHED RHOMBIC WINDING ALNICO MAGNET MOTORS, WITH OUTPUT UNDER 18.65 W.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.30.72</th>
<th>Electric DC, brushed ironless core motors with rhombic winding and AlNiCo magnets, each motor with an output under 18.65 W (provided for in subheading 8501.10.40)</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

SEC. 75152. DC BRUSHLESS RHOMBIC WINDING NDFEB MAGNET MOTORS, WITH OUTPUT UNDER 18.65 W.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.30.73</th>
<th>Electric DC, brushless slotless motors with rhombic winding and NdFeB magnets, each motor with an output under 18.65 W and a diameter exceeding 8 mm (provided for in subheading 8501.10.40)</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

SEC. 75153. DC BRUSHED RHOMBIC WINDING NDFEB MAGNET MOTORS, WITH OUTPUT OVER 18.65 BUT NOT OVER 37.5 W.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.30.74</th>
<th>Electric DC, brushed, ironless core motors with rhombic winding and NdFeB magnets, each motor with an output of 18.65 W or more but not exceeding 37.5 W (provided for in subheading 8501.10.60)</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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1 SEC. 75154. DC BRUSHED RHOMBIC WINDING ALNICO MAGNET MOTORS, WITH OUTPUT OVER 18.65 W BUT NOT OVER 37.5 W.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>heading</th>
<th>description</th>
<th>rate</th>
<th>change</th>
<th>change</th>
<th>date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.30.75</td>
<td>Electric DC, brushed ironless core motors with rhombic winding and AlNiCo magnets, each motor with an output of 18.65 W or more but not exceeding 37.5 W (provided for in subheading 8501.10.60)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 SEC. 75155. DC BRUSHLESS SLOTLESS RHOMBIC WINDING NdFeB MAGNET MOTORS OUTPUT OVER 18.65 W BUT NOT OVER 37.5 W.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>heading</th>
<th>description</th>
<th>rate</th>
<th>change</th>
<th>change</th>
<th>date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.30.76</td>
<td>Electric DC, brushless slotless motors consisting of rhombic winding and NdFeB magnets, each with an output of 18.65 W or more but not exceeding 37.5 W (provided for in subheading 8501.10.60)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11 SEC. 75156. DC BRUSHED RHOMBIC WINDING NdFeB MAGNET MOTORS OUTPUT OVER 37.5 W BUT NOT OVER 74.6 W.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
SEC. 75157. DC BRUSHLESS SLOTSLESS RHOMBIC WINDING

NDFEB MAGNET MOTORS OUTPUT OVER 37.5 W BUT NOT OVER 74.6 W.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

SEC. 75158. MOTORS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

SEC. 75159. DC MOTORS OF AN OUTPUT EXCEEDING 74.6 W BUT NOT EXCEEDING 735 W.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
| Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading: |
| " 9902.30.80 DC motors of an output exceeding 74.6 W but not exceeding 735 W, weighing 2.6 kg, measuring 155 mm in length, each equipped with an electronic power steering control module with an exterior surface of carbon steel coated on both sides with an aluminum-silicon alloy; where the three phase neutral point is external to the motor and located within the control module as certified by the importer (provided for in subheading 8501.31.40) | 2.5% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

1 **SEC. 75160. DC MOTORS, OF AN OUTPUT EXCEEDING 74.6 W BUT NOT EXCEEDING 735 W.**

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

3 | " 9902.30.81 DC motors, of an output exceeding 74.6 W but not exceeding 735 W, each valued not over $18 (provided for in subheading 8501.31.40); the foregoing excluding products described in heading 9902.16.07 and DC motors with rhombic winding and NiFeB magnets | 3.3% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

5 **SEC. 75161. DC BRUSHED RHOMBIC WINDING NDFEB MAGNET CORE MOTORS OUTPUT OVER 74.6 W BUT NOT OVER 735 W.**

6 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

7 | " 9902.30.82 Electric DC, brushed ironless core motors with rhombic winding and NiFeB magnets, each motor with an output exceeding 74.6 W but not exceeding 735 W (provided for in subheading 8501.31.40); the foregoing excluding products described in heading 9902.16.07 | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
SEC. 75162. DC BRUSHLESS SLOTLESS RHOMBIC WINDING

NDFEB MAGNET MOTORS OUTPUT OVER 74.6 W BUT NOT OVER 735 W.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.30.83 | Electric DC, brushless slotless motors containing rhombic winding and NdFeB magnets, each motor of an output exceeding 74.6 W but not exceeding 735 W (provided for in subheading 8501.31.40); the foregoing excluding products described in heading 9902.16.07 .......... | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 75163. DC MOTORS OF AN OUTPUT EXCEEDING 750 W BUT NOT EXCEEDING 14.92 KW.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.30.84 | DC motors of an output exceeding 750 W but not exceeding 14.92 kW, each weighing 3.04 kg or more but not over 3.37 kg, each measuring 187 mm or more in length but not over 198 mm, each equipped with an electronic power steering control module with an exterior surface of carbon steel coated on both sides with an aluminum-silicon alloy, in which the three phase neutral point is external to the motor and located within the control module as certified by the importer (provided for in subheading 8501.32.20) .......... | 2.1% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 75164. DC ELECTRIC MOTOR FOR NON-AIRCRAFT GAS TURBINES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
### SEC. 75165. AC ALTERNATORS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

|
| 9902.30.85 | Electric DC motors of an output exceeding 750 W but not exceeding 14.92 kW, such motors used in non-aircraft gas turbines (provided for in subheading 8501.32.20) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

### SEC. 75166. AC ALTERNATORS WITH COPPER WINDINGS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.30.86 | AC alternators with copper windings for diesel engines, gas engines or turbines, each weighing approximately between 57 kg and 250 kg, and rated from 1 kVA to 75 kVA (provided for in subheading 8501.61.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

### SEC. 75167. WOUND STATORS AND ROTOR ASSEMBLIES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<p>| 9902.30.88 | Stators and rotors for the goods of heading 8501, for motors over 18.65 W, such motors being used in oilfield electrical submersible pumps (ESPs) (provided for in subheading 8503.00.65) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HS Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Tariff Rate</th>
<th>Rate Change</th>
<th>At Date</th>
<th>On or before</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.30.89</td>
<td>Rotors suitable for motors of heading 8501 exceeding 18.65 W but not over 735 W (provided for in subheading 8503.00.65)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 **SEC. 75169. STATORS FOR WASHING MACHINES, WITH A 27-TOOTH DESIGN.**

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HS Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Tariff Rate</th>
<th>Rate Change</th>
<th>At Date</th>
<th>On or before</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.30.90</td>
<td>Stators for brushless permanent magnet alternating current three-phase motors exceeding 18.65 W but not exceeding 735 W, with a 27 tooth design, each having a variable speed range of zero to 1,200 revolutions per minute and having the capability of producing starting torque up to 5.7 kg-m; the foregoing stators for use in laundry appliances and each having a helical wrapped lamination, overmolded resin construction, a 4.2 to one tooth length/width ratio, and having the capability of 68 A-weighted decibel sound levels, each stator having a diameter of 260.6 mm and a maximum height of 58 mm (provided for in subheading 8503.00.65)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 **SEC. 75170. STATORS FOR WASHING MACHINES, WITH AN 18-TOOTH DESIGN.**

6 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
| 9902.30.91 | Stators for brushless permanent magnet alternating current three-phase motors exceeding 18.65 W but not over 735 W, with an 18 tooth design, each having a variable speed range of zero to 900 revolutions per minute and having the capability of producing starting torque of up to 1.1 kg-m, the foregoing stators each having a nested helical wrapped lamination, an overmolded resin construction, and the capability of 60 A-weighted decibel sound levels, and having a diameter of 208 mm and a height of 45 mm (provided for in subheading 8503.00.65) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 75171. ROTORS FOR WASHING MACHINES, WITH A HEIGHT OF 60.8 MM.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.30.92 | Rotors for brushless permanent magnet alternating current three-phase motors exceeding 18.65 W but not over 735 W, each with 24 poles and a variable speed range of zero to 1,200 revolutions per minute and having the capability of producing starting torque of up to 5.7 kg-m, the foregoing rotors designed for use in a laundry appliance, with an overmolded resin construction and 20 percent contour discreet magnets capable of 68 A-weighted decibel sound levels, with a diameter of 296 mm and a height 60.8 mm (provided for in subheading 8503.00.65) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 75172. ROTORS FOR WASHING MACHINES, WITH A HEIGHT OF 49 MM.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harmonized System Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rates</th>
<th>Effective Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.30.93</td>
<td>Rotors for brushless permanent magnet AC 3-phase motors exceeding 18.65 W but not over 735 W, with 24 poles, a variable speed range of zero to 900 revolutions per minute, producing starting torque of up to 1.1 kg-m, with an overmolded resin construction, designed to mount directly to the transmission input shaft, and including a flux ring for an electro-magnetic shifter, with a diameter of 236 mm and a height 49 mm (provided for in subheading 8503.00.65)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 **SEC. 75173. 6 V LEAD-ACID STORAGE BATTERIES.**

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

3 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harmonized System Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rates</th>
<th>Effective Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.30.94</td>
<td>6 V Lead-acid storage batteries, with a maximum length of 17 cm, maximum width of 9 cm and maximum height of 17 cm, of a kind used for the source of power for medical devices (provided for in subheading 8507.20.80)</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 **SEC. 75174. 12 V LEAD-ACID STORAGE BATTERIES, USED FOR THE AUXILIARY SOURCE OF POWER.**

5 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

6 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harmonized System Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rates</th>
<th>Effective Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.30.95</td>
<td>12 V Lead-acid storage batteries, of a kind used for the auxiliary source of power for burglar or fire alarms and similar apparatus of subheading 8531.10.00 (provided for in subheading 8507.20.80)</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 SEC. 75175. LEAD-ACID STORAGE BATTERIES, USED FOR
2 WHEELCHAIRS.
3 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
4 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.30.96 | 12 V Lead-acid storage batteries, of a kind used for the
| source of power for wheelchairs and mobility scooters
| of subheading 8713.90.00
| (provided for in subheading
| 8507.20.80) | 3.1% | No change | No change | On or before
| 12/31/2023 |
```

5 SEC. 75176. 12 V LEAD-ACID STORAGE BATTERIES, RATED
6 AT LESS THAN 15 AMPERE-HOURS.
7 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
8 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.30.97 | 12 V Lead-acid storage batteries, with a maximum
| length of 20 cm, maximum
| width of 10 cm and max-
| imum height of 10 cm, rated
| at less than 15 ampere-hours,
| of a kind used for the source
| of power for medical devices
| (provided for in subheading
| 8507.20.80) | 3% | No change | No change | On or before
| 12/31/2023 |
```

9 SEC. 75177. 12 V LEAD-ACID STORAGE BATTERIES, RATED
10 AT 15 AMPERE-HOURS OR MORE.
11 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
12 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.30.98 | 12 V Lead-acid storage batteries, with a maximum
| length of 35 cm, maximum
| width of 18 cm and max-
| imum height of 25 cm, rated
| at 15 ampere-hours or more,
| of a kind used for the source
| of power for medical devices
| (provided for in subheading
| 8507.20.80) | 3.1% | No change | No change | On or before
| 12/31/2023 |
```
SEC. 75178. CELL BOX ASSEMBLIES, WEIGHING 15 KG OR MORE BUT NOT OVER 18 KG.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.30.99 Lithium-ion battery cell boxes having aluminum cases, of a kind used for electrically powered motorcycles of heading 8711, containing numerous individual lithium-ion battery cells, such cell boxes having a minimum specific energy density of 175 watt-hour per kg, a minimum volumetric specific energy of 380 watt-hour per liter and weighing 15 kg or more but not over 18 kg (provided for in subheading 8507.60.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023`'
```

SEC. 75179. CELL BOX ASSEMBLIES, WEIGHING 30 KG OR MORE BUT NOT OVER 36 KG.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.31.01 Lithium-ion battery cell boxes having aluminum cases, of a kind used for electrically powered motorcycles of heading 8711, containing numerous individual lithium-ion battery cells, such cell boxes having a minimum specific energy density of 168 watt-hour per kg, a minimum volumetric specific energy of 370 watt-hour per liter and weighing 30 kg or more but not over 36 kg (provided for in subheading 8507.60.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023`'
```

SEC. 75180. CELL BOX ASSEMBLIES, WEIGHING 36 KG OR MORE BUT NOT OVER 49 KG.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 75181. CELL BOX ASSEMBLIES NX.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.31.03 | Lithium-ion battery cell boxes having aluminum cases, of a kind used for electrically powered motorcycles of heading 8711, containing numerous individual lithium-ion battery cells, such cell boxes having a minimum specific energy density of 210 watt-hour per kg, a minimum volumetric specific energy of 445 watt-hour per liter and weighing 18 kg or more but not over 30 kg (provided for in subheading 8507.60.00) .......................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

4 SEC. 75182. FOOD PROCESSORS WITH A CAPACITY GREATER THAN 2.9 LITERS BUT NOT EXCEEDING 3.1 LITERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
Electromechanical food processors, of a kind used for domestic purposes, with a self-contained electric motor with a minimum of two speeds and a sealable clear plastic bowl, the foregoing having a capacity greater than 2.9 liters but not exceeding 3.1 liters, each lid being attached to the plastic bowl with a hinge, the foregoing food processors having three paddle buttons, each button featuring an indicator light (provided for in subheading 8509.40.00) .......... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 “.

1 SEC. 75183. FOOD PROCESSORS WITH A CAPACITY GREATER THAN 1.6 LITERS BUT NOT EXCEEDING 2.2 LITERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Electromechanical food processors, of a kind used for domestic purposes, with a self-contained electric motor with a minimum of two speeds and a sealable clear plastic bowl, the foregoing having a capacity greater than 1.6 liters but not exceeding 2.2 liters, each lid being attached to the plastic bowl with a hinge, the foregoing food processors having three paddle buttons, each button featuring an indicator light (provided for in subheading 8509.40.00) .......... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 “.

6 SEC. 75184. CORDLESS HAND BLENDERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
**SEC. 75185. CORDLESS HAND MIXERS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.31.07 | Electromechanical cordless handheld food mixers, of a kind used for domestic purposes, each with a self-contained motor and a rechargeable lithium ion battery, the foregoing having at least seven speed options, a battery indicator light, and a handle containing a chrome plated speed control lever and a plastic button for ejecting beaters, each food mixer with the ability to stand on one end unassisted (provided for in subheading 8509.40.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

**SEC. 75186. CORDED HAND BLENDERS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.31.08 | Electromechanical domestic corded handheld food and beverage blending devices, each with a self-contained electric motor and a plastic housing with a brushed aluminum trim band and a removable stainless steel blending arm, the foregoing not having a non-removable rechargeable lithium ion battery (provided for in subheading 8509.40.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
1 SEC. 75187. BURR COFFEE GRINDERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States (HTS)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>On or before</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.31.09</td>
<td>Electromechanical burr coffee grinders, of a kind used for domestic purposes, each with an aluminum trim band, internal portafilter holder that can accommodate multiple sizes of portafilters, a self-contained electric motor, the foregoing coffee grinders having one clear plastic top storage vessel and one clear plastic bottom storage vessel, having a rotary lever for selecting grind size immediately below the top storage vessel and a grinding enclosure containing a liquid crystal display, control buttons and a rotating knob for selecting desired coffee amount (provided for in subheading 8509.40.00)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

2 SEC. 75188. ELECTRIC FOOD PROCESSORS WITH BOWL SCRAPER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States (HTS)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>On or before</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.31.10</td>
<td>Electromechanical food processors of a kind used for domestic purposes, each containing an electric motor with an output wattage not exceeding 450 W, a processing bowl with a capacity no greater than 1.9 liters, a twist-locking lid, a built-in bowl scraper controlled by a rotating handle on the lid, a stainless steel S-blade for chopping and mixing and a reversible disc for slicing and shredding (provided for in subheading 8509.40.00)</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```
SEC. 75189. ELECTRIC FOOD PROCESSORS WITH SNAP-LOCKING LID.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.31.11 | Electromechanical food processors of a kind used for domestic purposes, each containing an electric motor with an output wattage not exceeding 500 W, a processing bowl with a capacity greater than 1.9 liters but not exceeding 2.88 liters, a lid-locking mechanism incorporating one or more clips, a stainless steel S-blade for chopping and mixing and a blade for slicing and shredding (provided for in subheading 8509.40.00) | 2.6% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

SEC. 75190. ELECTRIC JUICE EXTRACTORS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.31.12 | Electromechanical juice extractors of a kind used for domestic purposes, each containing an electric motor with an output wattage of 800 W or greater, a chute measuring 7.62 cm in width, a pulp bin and a mesh filtering basket with an integrated cutting blade designed to separate pulp from juice (provided for in subheading 8509.40.00) | 3.3% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

SEC. 75191. ELECTRIC DRINK MIXERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
Electromechanical drink mixers of a kind used for domestic purposes, each including two-speed settings, a tiltable mixing head, a stainless steel mixing cup with a capacity no greater than 0.83 liters and no more than one spindle (provided for in subheading 8509.40.00)........................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

SEC. 75192. SPIRALIZING FOOD PROCESSORS WITH A CAPACITY EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN 2.36 LITERS BUT NOT EXCEEDING 2.64 LITERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Electromechanical food processors of a kind used for domestic purposes, each containing an electric motor with an output wattage not exceeding 450 W, a capacity equal to or greater than 2.36 liters but not exceeding 2.64 liters, a twist-locking lid, spiral blade, ribbon blade, reversible stainless steel disc and stainless steel S-blade attachments (provided for in subheading 8509.40.00), the foregoing without a locking arm designed to secure the lid or a dough kneading blade Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

SEC. 75193. SPIRALIZING FOOD PROCESSORS WITH A CAPACITY EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN 2.83 LITERS BUT NOT EXCEEDING 3.07 LITERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
9902.31.15 Electromechanical food processors of a kind used for domestic purposes, each containing an electric motor with an output wattage not exceeding 450 W, a capacity equal to or greater than 2.83 liters but not exceeding 3.07 liters, a locking arm designed to secure the lid, a pour spout, spiral blade, ribbon blade, reversible stainless steel disk, S-blade and a dough blade designed for kneading (provided for in subheading 8509.40.00), the foregoing not including an attachment designed for dicing | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

1 SEC. 75194. DICING FOOD PROCESSORS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

9902.31.16 Electromechanical food processors of a kind used for domestic purposes, each containing an electric motor with an output wattage not exceeding 600 W, a capacity of at least 3.31 liters, a locking arm designed to secure the lid, a pour spout, an attachment designed for dicing, a slicing blade, a shredding disc, a S-blade and a dough blade designed for kneading (provided for in subheading 8509.40.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

4 SEC. 75195. COMPACT FOOD PROCESSOR WITH SMOOTHIE FUNCTION.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

9902.31.17 Electromechanical food processors of a kind used for domestic purposes, each containing an electric motor with an output wattage not exceeding 250 W, a capacity not exceeding 0.94 liters and two clamps designed to secure the lid (provided for in subheading 8509.40.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```

9902.31.18 Electromechanical domestic
juice extractors, each with a
self-contained electric motor
with an output wattage not
exceeding 1100 W, an 8.89
cm wide chute and a pitcher
with a capacity no greater
than 1 liter (provided for in
subheading 8509.40.00) ........ Free No change No change On or before
12/31/2023 **

SEC. 75197. INTEGRATED BABY FOOD MAKING SYSTEMS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```

9902.31.19 Integrated baby food making
systems, such systems includ-
ing: (i) an electromechanical
nutrient extractor of a kind
used for domestic purposes to
puree baby food, each with a
self-contained electric motor
with a maximum output
wattage of 200 W and two
interchangeable blade assem-
bles; (ii) an open-topped
batch bowl with a capacity of
0.94 liters; (iii) a single-
serve, double-handed tip-
proof cup with a capacity of
0.29 liters and a twist-off lid;
(iv) six single-serve storage
cups, each with a capacity of
0.05 liters and twist-off lids
with numerical dials; (v) a
spatula; and (vi) a freezer
cup with a six-cup grid and a
lid (provided for in sub-
heading 8509.40.00) .......... Free No change No change On or before
12/31/2023 **

SEC. 75198. ELECTRIC JUICE MIXERS AND GRINDERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 75199. ULTRASONIC HUMIDIFIERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.31.20 | Electromechanical combination food grinders, juicers and mixers of a kind used for domestic purposes, each consisting of a base with a self-contained electric motor with an output wattage not exceeding 1,400 W, a stainless-steel blade assembly, and three interchangeable stainless-steel square jars with a capacity of 0.5 liters or more and not exceeding 1.5 liters, the foregoing with lids fitted with gaskets and locking tabs (provided for in subheading 8509.40.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

2 SEC. 75200. AUTOMATIC LITTERBOXES, VALUED NO MORE THAN $100.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.31.22 | Litterboxes, each with self-contained electric motor powered by an external adapter that plugs into a wall socket or electrical outlet and may have batteries for back-up, such devices which rake and/or disperse cat waste into a compartment after a certain amount of time has passed once the mechanism is triggered by cat entering the litterbox, the foregoing designed for domestic use, valued no more than $100 (provided for in subheading 8509.80.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
1 SEC. 75201. ELECTRIC TOOTHBRUSHES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.31.23 Battery-operated electric toothbrushes (provided for in subheading 8509.80.50) .......... 3.6% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

2 SEC. 75202. ULTRASONIC COOL/WARM MIST HUMIDIFIERS WITH AROMATHERAPY.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.31.24 Ultrasonic humidifiers with self-contained electric motor, with options for warm or cool mist, four output settings, having a 3.785 liter tank capacity, a drawer for aromatherapy oils, with a rectangular base measuring 23.6 cm by 22.1 cm by 23.9 cm, weighing no more than 5 kg empty and valued $15 or more but not over $19 (provided for in subheading 8509.80.50) .................. 0.8% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

3 SEC. 75203. 2-IN-1 CAN OPENER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.31.25 Hand-held battery-operated automatic can openers, each with self-contained electric motor, such can openers with a weight not exceeding 1.36 kg exclusive of extra interchangeable parts or detachable auxiliary devices (provided for in subheading 8509.80.50) .................. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

4 SEC. 75204. FOOD SPIRALIZING DEVICES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
### 1 SEC. 75205. CERAMIC BOWLS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.31.26 | Food spiraling devices of a kind used for domestic purposes, designed for use on electromechanical food stand mixers, such devices designed for peeling, coring and slicing fruits and vegetables and capable of cutting such food into spiral strands and shapes, the foregoing with four or more interchangeable cutting blades and a peeling blade (provided for in subheading 8509.90.55) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

### 4 SEC. 75206. FOOD GRINDERS FOR CERTAIN ELECTROMECHANICAL STAND FOOD MIXERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.31.28 | Food grinding devices designed for use on electromechanical domestic food stand mixers, each having a molded plastic or metal housing with a singular stainless steel blade, and an auger (provided for in subheading 8509.90.55) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
SEC. 75207. PASTA PRESS EXTRUDERS FOR CERTAIN STAND FOOD MIXERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.31.29 Pasta-making devices designed for use on electromechanical domestic stand food mixers, each having a molded plastic housing with metal auger and cutting arm, the foregoing having five interchangeable steel discs for forming various pasta shapes (provided for in subheading 8509.90.55) ....... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```

SEC. 75208. STAINLESS STEEL BOWLS FOR CERTAIN ELECTROMECHANICAL STAND FOOD MIXERS, WITH CAPACITY GREATER THAN 4.2 LITERS BUT NOT EXCEEDING 4.8 LITERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.31.30 Stainless steel bowls designed for use on electromechanical stand food mixers, each having a capacity greater than 4.2 liters but not exceeding 4.8 liters (whether or not having a single stainless steel vertically oriented welded handle), the foregoing each having a rolled top edge and welded stainless steel base with four protrusions designed to interlock with a stand food mixer base (provided for in subheading 8509.90.55) ..................... 0.7% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```
SEC. 75209. STAINLESS STEEL BOWLS FOR CERTAIN ELECTROMECHANICAL STAND FOOD MIXERS,
WITH CAPACITY GREATER THAN 2.8 LITERS BUT NOT EXCEEDING 3.4 LITERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.31.31 Stainless steel bowls designed for use on electromechanical stand food mixers, each having a capacity greater than 2.8 liters but not exceeding 3.4 liters (whether or not having a single stainless steel vertically oriented welded handle), the foregoing each having a rolled top edge and welded stainless steel base with four protrusions designed to interlock with a stand food mixer base (provided for in subheading 8509.90.55) ....................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023`.
```

SEC. 75210. STAINLESS STEEL BOWLS FOR CERTAIN ELECTROMECHANICAL STAND FOOD MIXERS,
WITH CAPACITY GREATER THAN 5.6 LITERS BUT NOT EXCEEDING 8.6 LITERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.31.32 Stainless steel bowls designed for use on electromechanical stand food mixers, each having a capacity greater than 5.6 liters but not exceeding 8.6 liters (whether or not having a single stainless steel vertically oriented welded handle), the foregoing each having a rolled edge and two welded stainless steel side brackets with circular holes designed to interlock with the arm of the stand mixer (provided for in subheading 8509.90.55) ....................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023`.
```
SEC. 75211. PASTA ROLLERS AND CUTTERS FOR STAND FOOD MIXERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.31.33 Metal pasta rolling and cutting devices designed for use on electromechanical food stand mixers, each not having a molded plastic housing (provided for in subheading 8509.90.55) ........................... 1% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 `.```

SEC. 75212. GLASS BOWLS FOR CERTAIN ELECTROMECHANICAL STAND FOOD MIXERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.31.34 Glass bowls designed for use on electromechanical stand food mixers, each having a capacity greater than 4.5 liters but not exceeding 4.9 liters, the foregoing each having a base with four protrusions designed to interlock with a stand food mixer base (provided for in subheading 8509.90.55) ........................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 `.```

SEC. 75213. BODY TRIMMERS FOR DETAILED HAIR TRIMMING.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.31.35 Hair clippers, with self-contained electric motor, vertical reciprocating stamped stainless steel blade and aluminum housing (provided for in subheading 8510.20.90) ........................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 `.```
1 SEC. 75214. HAIR CLIPPER SETS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 518.
| " 9902.31.36 Hair clipper sets, with self-
| contained electric motor,
| comprised of blade guide
| combs and one or more hair
| clippers, wherein at least one
| clipper is corded, has a non-
| detachable ground steel blade
| and is used for human hair,
| all put up in sets for retail
| sale, valued at $5 or less
| (provided for in subheading
| 8510.20.90) ....................... Free  No change  No change  On or before
| 12/31/2023 ".

4 SEC. 75215. RECHARGEABLE TRIMMERS FOR TRIMMING

HUMAN HAIR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 519.
| " 9902.31.37 Hair clipper set, with self-
| contained electric motor,
| comprised of blade guide
| combs, detailers and one or
| more hair clippers, wherein at
| least one clipper has a re-
| chargeable lithium-ion bat-
| tery, a detachable ground
| steel blade and is used for
| human hair, all put up in
| sets for retail sale, valued at
| $6 or less (provided for in
| subheading 8510.20.90) ...... Free  No change  No change  On or before
| 12/31/2023 ".

8 SEC. 75216. PCB ASSEMBLIES FOR CLIPPERS AND TRIM-

MERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 75217. LED BICYCLE WHEEL SPOKE LIGHTS.

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
2 9902.31.39 Bicycle signaling lights, consisting of one light-emitting diode (LED), measuring between 2.54 to 12.192 cm in width and 2.54 to 4.572 cm in height, with mechanism to attach to wheel spokes, each light valued not more than $4 (provided for in subheading 8512.10.40) ......................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

4 SEC. 75218. BICYCLE REAR LIGHTS.

5 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
5 9902.31.40 Electrical visual signaling equipment of a kind used as taillights on bicycles (provided for in subheading 8512.10.40) ......................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

7 SEC. 75219. PORTABLE ELECTRIC LAMPS.

8 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
7 9902.31.41 Portable battery powered, handheld LED lantern, other than lighting equipment of heading 8512, having a collapsible plastic body, measuring not greater than 22 cm in height (provided for in subheading 8513.10.40) .... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```
1 **SEC. 75220. SPACE HEATERS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.31.42 Fan-forced, portable electric space heaters, each having a power consumption of not more than 1.5 kW and weighing more than 1.5 kg but not more than 17 kg, whether or not incorporating a humidifier or air filter (provided for in subheading 8516.29.00) ... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

4 **SEC. 75221. MICROWAVE OVENS WITH CAPACITY NOT EXCEEDING 22.5 LITERS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.31.43 Microwave ovens of a kind used for domestic purposes, each having a capacity not exceeding 22.5 liters (provided for in subheading 8516.50.00) ........................... 1.7% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

8 **SEC. 75222. MICROWAVE OVENS WITH CAPACITY EXCEEDING 22.5 LITERS BUT NOT EXCEEDING 31 LITERS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.31.44 Microwave ovens of a kind used for domestic purposes, each having a capacity exceeding 22.5 liters but not exceeding 31 liters (provided for in subheading 8516.50.00) ........................... 1.7% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```
SEC. 75223. LOW-PROFILE MICROWAVE OVENS WITH ELECTRONIC OPENING MECHANISM AND INTEGRAL RANGE HOOD.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.31.45 Microwave ovens with integral range hoods, of a kind used for domestic purposes, each having a height not exceeding 28 cm and having oven capacity greater than 31 liters but not exceeding 32 liters and containing a glass turntable plate with a diameter greater than 30 cm but not exceeding 31 cm, the foregoing ovens with a width greater than 75 cm but not exceeding 77 cm and having two interior fan motors and an electronic opening mechanism (provided for in subheading 8516.50.00) ......... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ``
```

SEC. 75224. LOW-PROFILE MICROWAVE OVENS WITH PUSH BUTTON OPENING MECHANISM AND INTEGRAL RANGE HOOD.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.31.46 Microwave ovens with integral range hoods, of a kind used for domestic purposes, each having a height not exceeding 28 cm, each having oven capacity greater than 31 liters but not exceeding 32 liters and containing a glass turntable plate with a diameter greater than 30 cm but not exceeding 31 cm, the foregoing ovens with a width greater than 75 cm but not exceeding 77 cm, and having a single interior fan motor and a push-button opening system (provided for in subheading 8516.50.00) ......... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ``
```
SEC. 75225. LOW-PROFILE MICROWAVE OVENS WITH ELECTRONIC OPENING MECHANISM AND WITHOUT A RANGE HOOD.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
```

SEC. 75226. SEARING GRILLS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
```

SEC. 75227. AUTOMATIC DRIP COFFEE MAKERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 75228. ESPRESSO MACHINES.

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

3 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
2  9902.31.50 Electromechanical espresso
makers of a kind used for do-
menic purposes, each with an
uminum trim band, each in-
orporating a removable
water tank with a handle and
having a metal or plastic en-
closure containing seven indi-
cator lights and four chrome
plated control buttons, the
foregoing with two tempera-
ture sensors to regulate water
temperature (provided for in
subheading 8516.71.00) ....... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

4 SEC. 75229. COFFEE MAKERS WITH DISHWASHER SAFE RE-

5 MOVABLE PARTS.

6 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

7 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
2  9902.31.51 Automatic drip electric
coffeemakers, each with
latch-release removable and
dishwasher safe water res-
ervoir with a 2.83 liter capac-
ity, brew basket and
showerhead, valued not over
$19 (provided for in sub-
heading 8516.71.00) ......... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```
1 SEC. 75230. SINGLE-SERVICE COFFEE MAKERS WITH MILK FROTHERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.31.52 Electrothermic coffee machines of a kind used for domestic purposes, designed to brew single servings using coffee capsules, each having a loading lever containing both stainless steel and plastic and a milk frother with a fold-up power base (provided for in subheading 8516.71.00), the foregoing excluding coffee makers with a removable reservoir ........................................ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

5 SEC. 75231. ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKERS WITH DUAL DISPENSERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.31.53 Electrothermic coffee machines of a kind used for domestic purposes, each with two dispensers to allow brewing using capsules and ground coffee, with a spent capsule collection bin and a single removable reservoir with a capacity equal to or greater than 1.65 liters (provided for in subheading 8516.71.00) ........................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

9 SEC. 75232. ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKERS FOR BREWING CAPSULES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
### 1 SEC. 75233. AUTOMATIC OR MANUAL POUR OVER COFFEE MAKERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.31.55</th>
<th>Electrothermic coffee machines of a kind used for domestic purposes, each capable of brewing multiple servings using an automatic drip or manual pour over with a capacity equal to or greater than 1.89 liters, the foregoing including a glass carafe, a cone-shaped brew basket and a permanent filter (provided for in subheading 8516.71.00)</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### 5 SEC. 75234. REMOVABLE RESERVOIR COFFEEMAKERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9902.31.56</th>
<th>Electrothermic automatic drip coffee makers of a kind used for domestic purposes, each capable of brewing multiple servings and incorporating a removable water tank with a handle, the foregoing excluding coffee makers with dome-shaped housing or designed for permanent installation into a wall, cabinet or shelf and excluding coffee makers designed to utilize coffee capsules or pods (provided for in subheading 8516.71.00); the foregoing excluding coffee makers with a brew button in the coffee maker base</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>No change</th>
<th>On or before 12/31/2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
SEC. 75235. SINGLE SERVE COFFEE MAKERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.31.57 Electrothermic coffee machines of a kind used for domestic purposes, capable of brewing single servings using coffee capsules or ground coffee, each with not more than one water reservoir with a capacity not exceeding 0.41 liters, the foregoing including a coffee ground filter basket (provided for in subheading 8516.71.00) ........................................... 3\% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 75236. 2-WAY COFFEE MAKERS WITH A 12-CUP CARAFE AND A POD BREWER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.31.58 Electrothermic coffee machines of a kind used for domestic purposes, each with dual dispensers to allow brewing single serving or multiple servings using capsules and ground coffee, a glass carafe with a capacity not exceeding 2.83 liters, and two separate non-removable water reservoirs, the foregoing without a spent capsule collection bin (provided for in subheading 8516.71.00) .......... 3.2\% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 75237. RAPID COLD BREW AND HOT COFFEE MAKERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.31.59 Electrothermic coffee machines of a kind used for domestic purposes, designed to brew both cold or hot coffee using coffee grounds with a rotating knob to select between settings (provided for in subheading 8516.71.00) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```
SEC. 75238. ELECTRIC KETTLES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

9902.31.60 Electrothermic kettles of a kind used for domestic purposes, each with a stainless-steel construction, 1.7-liter capacity, pop-up lid, removable mesh filters, and a handle having a transparent capacity indicator, the foregoing having a base with digital Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) panned controls, including variable temperature settings (provided for in subheading 8516.71.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023.

SEC. 75239. ELECTRIC TOASTERS WITH EVEN-TOAST FEATURE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

9902.31.61 Electrothermic toasters of a kind used for domestic purposes, each toaster measuring 28.19 cm in length, 17.3 cm in width and 20.32 cm in height and incorporating two single-slice toaster slots measuring 13.7 cm in length at the top of the toaster, with a slide-out crumb tray, the foregoing with a function designed to turn off the center heating element after a certain toasting time has elapsed (provided for in subheading 8516.72.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023.

SEC. 75240. ELECTRIC TOASTERS WITH 6.5 INCH SLOTS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 75241. ELECTRIC TOASTERS WITH 37 MM WIDE SLOTS, WITH AN UNDER-BASE CORD WRAP.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.31.63 Electrothermic toasters of a kind used for domestic purposes, each incorporating two single-slice toaster slots measuring 37 mm in width at the top of the oven, with a slide-out crumb tray, under-base cord wrap, toast shade selector and a programmable setting to hold the toast in the slot for three minutes after toasting (provided for in subheading 8516.72.00) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

5 SEC. 75242. 2- AND 4- SLOT TOASTERS, NOT HAVING A BUTTON TO KEEP TOASTER CONTENTS WARM AFTER TOASTING.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
529

```
9902.31.64 Electrothermic toasters, of a kind used for domestic purposes, with two or four toaster slots, each toaster slot with a width exceeding 3.8 cm but not exceeding 4 cm, the foregoing toasters each having one or two plastic buttons used to eject toaster contents and one or two plastic buttons used to lower power to heating elements for desired toasting, each toaster not having a button to keep toaster contents warm after toasting or a button to defrost, the foregoing toasters having one or two plastic knobs, each knob with no more than five options for selecting different degrees of shading, and a manual lift lever (provided for in subheading 8516.72.00) ............. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

1 SEC. 75243. 2-SLOT TOASTERS, WITH A BUTTON TO KEEP TOASTER CONTENT WARM AFTER TOASTING.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.31.65 Electrothermic toasters, of a kind used for domestic purposes, each with two toaster slots, each toaster slot with a width exceeding 3.8 cm but not exceeding 4 cm, the foregoing toasters each having singular plastic buttons used to defrost, eject toaster contents, lower power to heating elements for desired toasting, and to keep toaster contents warm at the end of a completed toasting cycle, and each toaster having one plastic knob to select up to six varying degrees of shading, and a manual lift lever (provided for in subheading 8516.72.00) ................. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

5 SEC. 75244. ELECTRIC TOASTERS WITH DOUBLE-SLICE SLOTS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 75245. ELECTRIC TOASTERS WITH 37 MM WIDE SLOTS, WITH A RETRACTABLE CORD.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

2 SEC. 75246. ELECTRIC PRESSURE COOKERS RATED MORE THAN 800 W BUT NOT MORE THAN 1,000 W, WITH A CAPACITY OF NOT LESS THAN 5 LITERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tariff Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change Type</th>
<th>Effective Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.31.68</td>
<td>Electrothermic pressure cookers of a kind used for domestic purposes, with a capacity of not less than 5 liters and rated from 800 W to 1,000 W (provided for in subheading 8516.79.00); the foregoing excluding pressure cookers with a lift-out steaming rack designed for roasting/steaming, extra lid gasket, measuring cup and paddle and variable temperature settings</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9902.31.69</td>
<td>Electrothermic pressure cookers of a kind used for domestic purposes, with a capacity of less than 5 liters and rated more than 1,200 W but not more than 1,400 W (provided for in subheading 8516.79.00)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. **SEC. 75247. ELECTRIC PRESSURE COOKERS RATED MORE THAN 1,200 W BUT NOT MORE THAN 1,400 W, WITH A CAPACITY OF LESS THAN 5 LITERS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tariff Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change Type</th>
<th>Effective Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.31.69</td>
<td>Electrothermic pressure cookers of a kind used for domestic purposes, with a capacity of less than 5 liters and rated more than 1,200 W but not more than 1,400 W (provided for in subheading 8516.79.00)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

2. **SEC. 75248. ELECTRIC PRESSURE COOKERS RATED MORE THAN 1,000 W BUT NOT MORE THAN 1,200 W, WITH A CAPACITY OF LESS THAN 5 LITERS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tariff Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change Type</th>
<th>Effective Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.31.70</td>
<td>Electrothermic pressure cookers of a kind used for domestic purposes, with a capacity of less than 5 liters, rated more than 1,000 W but not more than 1,200 W (provided for in subheading 8516.79.00)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```
1 SEC. 75249. CONTOURED HEATING PADS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.31.71 Electric heating pads with contoured shape measuring 38.1 cm in height and 60.96 cm in width, with removable waist strap that adjusts up to 2.16 m in circumference, with cut pile knit outer surface and four heat settings, valued not over $12, such heating pads not worn on or about the person (provided for in subheading 8516.79.00) ....... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

4 SEC. 75250. SLOW COOKERS WITH NON-STICK CERAMIC COATED STONEWARE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.31.72 Slow cookers with capacity from 5.678 liters to 6.624 liters, each having a stone ware insert with a ceramic-based nonstick coating, a locking gasket glass lid, digital control with three temperature settings and cooking timer, the foregoing valued over $15 but not over $22 (provided for in subheading 8516.79.00) ................ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

8 SEC. 75251. HEATING PADS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.31.73 Electrothermic heating pads of nonwoven polyester with stamp welding, having a power consumption of not more than 50 W and weighing 0.635 kg, measuring 50.8 cm by 60.96 cm; the foregoing with a removable knit 100 percent polyester fleece cover, valued between $15 and $109 (provided for in subheading 8516.79.00) ....... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```
SEC. 75252. PROGRAMMABLE SLOW COOKERS WITH DIGITAL DISPLAY.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.31.74 Electrothermic slow cookers of a kind used for domestic purposes, each with a litho-wrapped steel exterior and the following features: (i) a locking glass lid, (ii) a removable oval stoneware cooking pot with a capacity not exceeding 5.68 liters, and (iii) a single digital display with a knob used to control time and temperature settings, the foregoing without a thermometer probe (provided for in subheading 8516.79.00) ....... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 75253. 8-QUART ELECTRIC SLOW COOKERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.31.75 Electrothermic slow cookers of a kind used for domestic purposes, each with a litho-wrapped steel exterior and the following features: (i) a non-locking glass lid, (ii) a removable oval stoneware cooking pot, (iii) a volume capacity of 7.57 liters or greater, and (iv) three heat settings (keep warm, low, and high), the foregoing without a digital display or thermometer probe (provided for in subheading 8516.79.00) ....... 0.1% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 75254. PROGRAMMABLE SLOW COOKERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 **SEC. 75255. ELECTRIC SLOW COOKERS WITH LOCKING LID.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

2

```
9902.31.76 Electrothermic slow cookers of a kind used for domestic purposes, each with a litho-
wrapped exterior and the fol-
lowing features: (i) non-lock-
ing glass lid, (ii) a digital
control panel, and (iii) a fea-
ture designed to automati-
cally reduce temperature at
the end of the cooking cycle,
the foregoing without a timer
display or thermometer probe
(provided for in subheading
8516.79.00) ......................... 0.7% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

3

```
9902.31.77 Electrothermic slow cookers of a kind used for domestic purposes, each with a litho-
wrapped exterior and the fol-
lowing features: (i) a capacity
not exceeding 4.73 liters, (ii)
a glass lid, (iii) a removable
oval stoneware cooking pot,
and (iv) a locking lid (pro-
vided for in subheading
8516.79.00), the foregoing
without a knob used to con-
trol time and temperature
settings ............................ 0.8% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

4 **SEC. 75256. DOUBLE FLIP WAFFLE MAKERS WITH REMOV-
ABLE GRIDS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

5

```
9902.31.78 Electrothermic rotating waf-
fle makers of a kind used for
domestic purposes, each with
two sets of double-sided
round cooking plates, non-
stick removable grids, a drip
tray, and a locking handle
(provided for in subheading
8516.79.00) ......................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 
```

6
SEC. 75257. ICE CREAM WAFFLE CONE AND BOWL MAKERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.31.79 | Electrothermic ice cream waffle cone and bowl makers of a kind used for domestic purposes, each with two round non-stick cooking plates (provided for in subheading 8516.79.00), the foregoing including a plastic cone roller and a bowl mold | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 75258. ELECTRIC BREAKFAST SANDWICH MAKERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.31.80 | Electrothermic sandwich cookers of a kind used for domestic purposes, each designed to be used with round bread and incorporating a cooking plate for eggs (provided for in subheading 8516.79.00); the foregoing excluding goods described in heading 9902.16.57 | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 75259. PRESSURE COOKERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.31.81 | Electrothermic pressure cookers of a kind used for domestic purposes, with a stainless-steel construction with a capacity of not less than 5.67 liters and an output wattage not exceeding 1,000 W, a lift-out steaming rack designed for roasting/steaming, extra lid gasket and a measuring cup and paddle, the foregoing with variable temperature settings (provided for in subheading 8516.79.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
1 SEC. 75260. 10-QUART PROGRAMMABLE SLOW COOKERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.31.82 | Electrothermic slow cookers of a kind used for domestic purposes with a capacity greater than 7.57 liters but not exceeding 9.46 liters, each with a full-color litho-wrapped exterior, glass lid, removable round aluminum cooking pot, and a digital control display, the foregoing without a thermometer probe (provided for in subheading 8516.79.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

2 SEC. 75261. POLISHED STAINLESS STEEL 1.5-QUART TEA KETTLES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.31.83 | Tea kettles of stainless steel, polished, each with a capacity of 1.41 liters (provided for in subheading 8516.79.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

3 SEC. 75262. EGG BITE MAKERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.31.84 | Electrothermic bite-sized egg makers, of a kind used for domestic purposes, each incorporating two circular cooking plates and a removable cover (provided for in subheading 8516.79.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
SEC. 75263. VACUUM STEEL INSULATED COFFEE CARAFES, OF A KIND USED WITH DEEP ULTRAVIOLET LITHOGRAPHY MACHINES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.31.85 Vacuum insulated coffee carafes used with commercial coffee machines, with interior and exterior of stainless steel, each with a capacity over 1 liter but not over 2 liters and plastic brew-through lid for direct brewing commercial coffee machines provided for in subheading 8419.81 (provided for in subheading 8516.90.90) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

SEC. 75264. VACUUM STEEL INSULATED CARAFES FOR HOUSEHOLD COFFEE MACHINES, OF A KIND USED WITH DEEP ULTRAVIOLET LITHOGRAPHY MACHINES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.31.86 Vacuum insulated carafes for coffee makers of a kind used for domestic purposes, with interior and exterior of stainless steel, each with a capacity over 1 liter but not over 2 liters with brew through top for direct brewing (provided for in subheading 8516.90.90) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

SEC. 75265. VACUUM STEEL BODIES WITH INNER AND OUTER STEEL LAYERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
|  | 9902.31.87 | Vacuum vessel bodies, each with exterior layer of steel and vacuum liner of steel, with a capacity over 2 liters and a bottom port and top opening, the foregoing presented without top cover and bottom base (provided for in subheading 8516.90.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

1. **SEC. 75266. LAMP-HOLDER HOUSINGS OF PLASTIC.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

|  | 9902.31.88 | Lamp-holder housings of plastics, containing sockets for screw-in Edison base (provided for in subheading 8536.61.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

4. **SEC. 75267. 660 W, 125 V, LAMP-HOLDER WITH TWO 15 AMP OUTLETS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

|  | 9902.31.89 | Lamp-holders, rated for 660 W and 125 V, each with two 15 amp outlets (provided for in subheading 8536.61.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

8. **SEC. 75268. COMBINATION DUPLEX RECEPTACLE/OUTLET AND USB CHARGER, 15–20 AMP, 125 V.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

|  | 9902.31.90 | Dual-use electrical wall outlets incorporating one or more built-in Universal Serial Bus (USB) chargers, rated at 15–20 amp and 125 V (provided for in subheading 8536.69.80) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

"
SEC. 75269. RANGE AND DRYER RECEPTACLES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.31.91 Electrical receptacles consisting of straight blade outlets for mounting in walls, made of thermoplastic and steel, measuring not more than 3.4 cm in depth, 10.7 cm in height and 6.4 cm in width (provided for in subheading 8536.69.80) ......... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 75270. RESIDENTIAL GRADE RECEPTACLES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.31.92 Electrical receptacles of thermoplastic and steel, consisting of two outlets for mounting in walls, each weighing not more than 58.1 g, and measuring not more than 2.5 cm in depth, 10.7 cm in height and 3.4 cm in width (provided for in subheading 8536.69.80) ............. 1.4% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 75271. RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL USB RECEPTACLES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.31.93 Dual-use electrical wall outlets incorporating one or more built-in Universal Serial Bus (USB) chargers, made of a polycarbonate shell with steel framing and screws and internal circuit boards, weighing not more than 136.1 grams, and not exceeding 10.7 cm in height, 4.4 cm in width, and 4.3 cm in depth (provided for in subheading 8536.69.80) .................. 1.5% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```
1 SEC. 75272. POWER STRIPS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.31.94 6-outlet power strips of type B sockets of 125 V, with 14 gauge cord measuring 76.2 to 91.44 cm in length, the foregoing without surge protection (provided for in subheading 8537.10.91) ............. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```

4 SEC. 75273. SURGE PROTECTORS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.31.95 6-outlet power strips of type B sockets of 125 V, with 14 gauge cord measuring 60.96 to 91.44 cm in length, with 400–10,180 joule rating for surge protection (provided for in subheading 8537.10.91) . Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```

7 SEC. 75274. PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS FOR ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.31.96 Programmable controllers for architectural lighting effects and displays, with ethernet, digital visual interface (DVI) and DB9 ports, each in an aluminum enclosure without keyboard, capable of controlling greater than 3,000 control channels of lighting and of pixel mapping light-emitting diode (LED) arrays (provided for in subheading 8537.10.91) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```
### SEC. 75275. ELECTRONIC MODULAR CONTROL PANELS FOR GENERATORS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heading</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.31.97</td>
<td>Programmable electronic modular control panels, designed for monitoring and controlling generators and generating sets of heading 8501 and 8502, operating at a voltage not exceeding 1,000 V, and equipped with electrical control apparatus of heading 8535 or 8536, such as circuit breakers, auxiliary contactors, and relays, which provide a front panel user interface, such as control switches and/or a touch screen, for the electrical control and monitoring of the generator or generating set (provided for in subheading 8537.10.91)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SEC. 75276. POWER DISTRIBUTION MODULES AND PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heading</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.31.98</td>
<td>Power distribution modules and programmable controllers, for a voltage not exceeding 1,000 V (provided for in subheading 8537.10.91), the foregoing of a kind used with machines and apparatus for the manufacture or inspection of semiconductor devices of subheading 8486.20.00</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SEC. 75277. GLASS CAPACITIVE TOUCHSCREEN ASSEMBLIES WITH LCD.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 75278. LAMPS CONTAINING DEUTERIUM GAS WITHOUT

RADIO-FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION (RFID).

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

2
3
4
5 SEC. 75279. LAMPS CONTAINING DEUTERIUM GAS WITH

RADIO-FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION (RFID).

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

6
7
8
9 SEC. 75280. FIBER CHANNEL COAXIAL CABLES OF SILVER-

PLATED COPPER CONDUCTORS AND EX-

PANDED EPTFE DIELECTRICS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 75281. INSULATED COAXIAL CABLES, OF A KIND USED
2 WITH DEEP ULTRAVIOLET LITHOGRAPHY MACHINES.
3 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
4 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.32.03 Fiber channel coaxial cables of silver-plated copper conductors and expanded polytetrafluoroethylene (ePTFE) dielectrics, jacketed with fluoropolymers, such bulk cables having an operating temperature ranging from minus 55 °C to 200 °C (provided for in subheading 8544.20.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023."
```

6 SEC. 75282. COAXIAL CABLES INSULATED WITH EPTFE,
7 VAPOR SEALED, OF A KIND USED WITH DEEP
8 ULTRAVIOLET LITHOGRAPHY MACHINES.
9 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
10 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.32.04 Insulated coaxial cables, each with a polyvinyl chloride outer coating, an outside diameter of 4 mm or more but not over 10 mm, a length of 180 cm or more but not over 270 cm (provided for in subheading 8544.20.00), the foregoing of a kind used with medical ultrasonic scanning apparatus of subheading 9018.12.00 1% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023."
```
SEC. 75283. COAXIAL CABLES INSULATED WITH EPTFE, NON-VAPOR SEALED, OF A KIND USED WITH DEEP ULTRAVIOLET LITHOGRAPHY MACHINES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.32.06 | Coaxial cables insulated with expanded polytetrafluoroethylene (ePTFE), non-vapor sealed (provided for in subheading 8544.20.00) | 3% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

SEC. 75284. LOW SPEED AUTOMOTIVE ETHERNET USB HARNESS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.32.07 | USB 2.0 cable assemblies for automotive infotainment applications, 30 V AC (RMS)/30 V DC, rated current of 1 amp max/circuit, each with USB 4- or 5-wire cable, with or without drain wire, with USCAR-30 5-circuit plug, inline, or 4-circuit STD A receptacle connectors, solder terminated at both ends, for use as low speed Ethernet components such as in-vehicle database, display, sensors and cameras (provided for in subheading 8544.30.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

SEC. 75285. HIGH SPEED AUTOLINK CABLE USB HARNESS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
USB 2.0 cable assemblies for automotive infotainment applications, 30 V AC (RMS)/30 V DC, rated current of 1 amp max/circuit, each with USB 4-wire cable, with drain wire, USCAR-30 5-circuit plug or inline, 4-circuit illuminated STD A receptacle-connector, solder terminated at both ends, where the illumination is up to 1.0 FL, fixed or dimmable, for use as low speed Ethernet components such as in-vehicle databus, display, sensors and cameras (provided for in subheading 8544.30.00) ............. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.

SEC. 75286. INSULATED ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS, OF A KIND USED WITH EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET LITHOGRAPHY MACHINES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Electrical cables and cable bundles for a voltage not exceeding 1,000 V, fitted with connectors (provided for in subheading 8544.42.90), the foregoing of a kind used with Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) Lithography machines and apparatus for the manufacture of semiconductor devices (provided for in subheading 8486.20.00) 0.9% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.

SEC. 75287. INSULATED ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS, OF A KIND USED WITH DEEP ULTRAVIOLET LITHOGRAPHY MACHINES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
| \(9902.32.10\) | Electrical cables and cable bundles for a voltage not exceeding 1,000 V, fitted with connectors (provided for in subheading 8544.42.90), the foregoing of a kind used with Deep Ultraviolet (DUV) Lithography machines and apparatus for the manufacture of semiconductor devices of subheading 8486.20.00 | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 75288. INSULATED ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS, OF A KIND USED WITH OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

SEC. 75289. RINGS, BLOCKS, AND OTHER INSULATING FITTINGS OF QUARTZ.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

SEC. 75290. FRONT TIRE SPLASH GUARDS FOR VEHICLES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
SEC. 75291. REAR TIRE SPLASH GUARDS FOR VEHICLES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subheading</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>On or before</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.32.14</td>
<td>Rear tire splash guards of thermoplastic polyolefin, composed of 85 to 87 percent ethylene propylene and 9 to 11 percent talc (provided for in subheading 8708.29.50)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEC. 75292. AUTOMATIC GEAR BOXES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subheading</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>On or before</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.32.15</td>
<td>Automatic gear boxes used for vehicles of headings 8701 and 8704, other than goods described in heading 9902.17.01, each with 14 speeds and torque ratings of 280 kg/m (provided for in subheading 8708.40.11)</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEC. 75293. SUSPENSION SYSTEMS (STRUTS) FOR OFF-HIGHWAY TRUCKS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subheading</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>On or before</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.32.16</td>
<td>Struts used in suspension systems for vehicles of headings 8704 (provided for in subheading 8708.80.16)</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEC. 75294. SUSPENSION SYSTEM STABILIZER BARS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIC</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>On or before</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.32.17</td>
<td>Suspension system stabilizer bars of alloy steel, weighing between 35 and 44 kg, designed for use in Class 7 and Class 8 heavy duty trucks only (provided for in subheading 8708.80.65)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. **SEC. 75295. TIE ROD ASSEMBLIES.**

2. Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

3. 9902.32.18 | Tie rod assemblies of steering columns and steering boxes; parts thereof (provided for in subheading 8708.94.75) | 0.4% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

4. **SEC. 75296. USED AXLE HOUSINGS.**

5. Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

6. 9902.32.19 | Used axle housings (spindles) for vehicles of heading 8704 (provided for in subheading 8708.99.68) | Free  | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

7. **SEC. 75297. USED PARTS FOR POWER TRAINS.**

8. Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

9. 9902.32.20 | Used final drive and wheel assemblies for power trains, such final drive and wheel assemblies consisting of planetary gear reduction final drives and wheel assemblies, brake discs or rotors and a wheel hub for vehicles of heading 8704 (provided for in subheading 8708.99.68) | 2%    | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

10. **SEC. 75298. FRONT WINDSHIELD COVERS.**

11. Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
SEC. 75299. EXPANSION CHAMBERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.32.22 Expansion chambers, each consisting of a blow molded tube shaped HDPE plastic body, measuring approximately 59.89 cm in width, 73.17 cm in length and 26.46 cm in height, designed for permanent welding to a gasoline or diesel fuel tank body (provided for in subheading 8708.99.81) ........................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

SEC. 75300. BICYCLE RACKS FOR CAR ROOFS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.32.23 Roof mounted bicycle rack trays for motor vehicles, such trays designed to transport bicycles (provided for in subheading 8708.99.81) ........................... 2.4% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

SEC. 75301. HIGH PRESSURE FUEL INJECTOR RAILS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.32.24 High pressure fuel injector rails made of steel alloy used to transport fuel from a pump to fuel injectors on a diesel engine principally used in articles under heading 8702 or 8704 (provided for in subheading 8708.99.81) ........................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```
### SEC. 75302. STAND-UP BICYCLES, HAVING BOTH WHEELS EXCEEDING 63.5 CM IN DIAMETER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.32.25 | Stand-up bicycles each with no seat, no seat tube, and no seat stay, designed to be pedaled by a user in a standing position only, such bicycles having both wheels exceeding 63.5 cm in diameter (provided for in subheading 8712.90.35) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

### SEC. 75303. ELLIPTICAL CYCLES, WITH WHEELS NOT EXCEEDING 63.5 CM IN DIAMETER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.32.26 | Cycles, each either with two wheels or with three wheels and having all wheels exceeding 63.5 cm in diameter; all the foregoing propelled by laterally mounted pedals designed to be pushed in an alternative elliptical step motion (provided for in subheading 8712.90.50) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

### SEC. 75304. BICYCLE FRAMES, OTHER THAN OF STEEL, VALUED $600 OR LESS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.32.27 | Bicycle frames, other than of steel, valued not over $600 each (provided for in subheading 8714.91.30) | 2.8% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
### SEC. 75305. INTERNAL GEAR BICYCLE HUBS, OTHER THAN TWO OR THREE SPEEDS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.32.28 Variable speed internal gear hubs for bicycles, other than two or three speed hubs (provided for in subheading 8714.93.28) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

### SEC. 75306. BICYCLE PEDALS OTHER THAN CLIPLESS PEDALS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.32.29 Flat pedals and parts thereof (provided for in subheading 8714.96.10), the foregoing excluding clipless bicycle pedals and parts thereof | 5.7% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

### SEC. 75307. CLIPLESS BICYCLE PEDALS AND PARTS THEREOF.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.32.30 Clipless bicycle pedals and parts thereof (provided for in subheading 8714.96.10) | 3.8% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

### SEC. 75308. CARBON FIBER BICYCLE SEATPOSTS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.32.31 Seat posts of carbon fiber, such seat posts designed for use on bicycles (provided for in subheading 8714.99.80) | 1% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
5 SEC. 75309. BICYCLE HANDLEBAR TAPE, OTHER THAN SILICON OR LEATHER TAPE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.32.32 | Handlebar tape, other than of silicon or of leather, such tape designed for use on bicycles (provided for in subheading 8714.99.80) | 4.2% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

5 SEC. 75310. TRAILER CYCLES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.32.33 | Trailer cycles with a steel or aluminum frame, a single wheel measuring approximately 50-52 cm, a seat, a crankset, pedals and a handlebar designed for child riders (provided for in subheading 8714.99.80) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

8 SEC. 75311. DROPPER SEATPOSTS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.32.34 | Bicycle seatposts of aluminum with an internal mechanism to adjust saddle height while riding using a remote lever control (provided for in subheading 8714.99.80) | 5% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

11 SEC. 75312. BICYCLE FENDERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.32.35 | Bicycle fenders other than of steel (provided for in subheading 8714.99.80) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```
1 SEC. 75313. BICYCLE HANDLEBARS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.32.36 Bicycle handlebars, other than steel bicycle handlebars with a stem clamp diameter of 25.4 millimeters or less (provided for in subheading 8714.99.80) .................................. 5.6% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

2 SEC. 75314. MULTI-FUNCTIONAL STEEL CARTS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.32.37 Multi-functional carts of steel, not mechanically propelled, each with a capacity less than 0.125 cubic meters, such carts designed to function as a combined dolly, wheelbarrow and work cart (provided for in subheading 8716.80.50) ............... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

3 SEC. 75315. NON-MECHANICALLY PROPELLED INDUSTRIAL HAND TRUCK.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.32.38 Four wheeled non-motorized carts constructed primarily of base metal, such carts designed to move lithography equipment modules, apparatus and parts thereof (provided for in subheading 8716.80.50) ...................... 0.3% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

4 SEC. 75316. MOVING DOLLIES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
| 1  | SEC. 75317. PARAGLIDERS, PARAGLIDER WINGS AND PARAGLIDER HARNESSSES. |
| 2  | Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading: |
| 3  | " 9902.32.40 Paragliders, paraglider wings, and paraglider harnesses (provided for in heading 8804.00.00) ................. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 " |

| 5  | SEC. 75318. SAILING CATAMARANS AND POWER CATAMARANS. |
| 6  | Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading: |
| 7  | " 9902.32.41 Sailboats, for pleasure or sports, with an auxiliary motor, exceeding 9.2 m in length (provided for in subheading 8903.91.00) ............. 1.2% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 " |

| 9  | SEC. 75319. PROJECTION LENSES. |
| 10 | Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading: |
1 **SEC. 75320. MOUNTED OPTICAL LENSES.**

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

3 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

4 **SEC. 75321. OBJECTIVE LENSES FOR BROADCAST CAMERAS.**

5 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

6 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

7 **SEC. 75322. OBJECTIVE LENSES FOR CINEMA CAMERAS.**

8 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

9 in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 75323. MAGNIFYING SPECTACLES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.32.46 Magnifying spectacles consisting of spectacle frames with convex lenses worn to enlarge images (provided for in subheading 9004.90.00) .... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

4 SEC. 75324. LCD TELEVISION PANEL ASSEMBLIES, WITH A VIDEO DISPLAY MEASURING OVER 175.26 CM.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.32.47 Liquid crystal display (LCD) television panel assemblies, each with a video display diagonal measuring over 175.26 cm (provided for in subheading 9013.80.90) .... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

8 SEC. 75325. LCD TELEVISION PANEL ASSEMBLIES, WITH A VIDEO DISPLAY MEASURING OVER 149.86 CM BUT NOT OVER 175.26 CM.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.32.48 Liquid crystal display (LCD) television panel assemblies, each with a video display diagonal measuring over 149.86 cm but not over 175.26 cm (provided for in subheading 9013.80.90) .... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```
SEC. 75326. LCD TELEVISION PANEL ASSEMBLIES, WITH A VIDEO DISPLAY MEASURING OVER 139.7 CM BUT NOT OVER 149.86 CM.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.32.49 | Liquid crystal display (LCD) television panel assemblies, each with a video display diagonal measuring over 139.7 cm but not over 149.86 cm (provided for in subheading 9013.80.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 75327. LCD TELEVISION PANEL ASSEMBLIES, WITH A VIDEO DISPLAY MEASURING OVER 137.16 CM BUT NOT OVER 139.7 CM.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.32.50 | Liquid crystal display (LCD) television panel assemblies, each with a video display diagonal measuring over 137.16 cm but not over 139.7 cm (provided for in subheading 9013.80.90) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 75328. HOUSINGS DESIGNED FOR INFRARED LENSES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.32.51 | Lens housings of aluminum alloy, with or without anodization, designed for infrared lenses with diameters not less than 10 mm and not more than 100 mm (provided for in subheading 9013.90.80) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
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1 SEC. 75329. ELECTRONIC TEMPERATURE INDICATORS,
2 WEIGHING 14.2 G.
3 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
4 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.32.52 | Electrical data monitors, of a kind used to measure ambient
| temperature, each designed for single use, with customizable
| alarm settings, liquid crystal display (LCD) screen, enclosed
| in plastic housing measuring 4.1 cm by 4.9 cm by 0.8 cm,
| weighing 14.2 g (provided for in subheading 9025.80.10) ....... |
| Free       | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

5 SEC. 75330. ELECTRONIC TEMPERATURE INDICATORS,
6 WEIGHING 64.4 G.
7 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
8 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.32.53 | Electrical data monitors, of a kind used for measuring ambient
| temperatures and designed for single use, each with a programmable
| alarm and liquid crystal display (LCD) screen, enclosed in a
| plastic housing, measuring 98.9 mm in length, 58 mm in width,
| 17.7 mm in height and weighing 64.4 g (provided for in subheading
| 9025.80.10) .......... | Free       | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

9 SEC. 75331. ELECTRONIC TEMPERATURE INDICATORS,
10 WEIGHING 430 G.
11 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
12 in numerical sequence the following new heading:
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SEC. 75332. GLOBAL CARGO TRACKERS, WEIGHING 660 G.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

SEC. 75333. TEMPERATURE DATA MONITORS, WEIGHING 115 G.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
SEC. 75334. TEMPERATURE DATA MONITORS, WEIGHING

138.9 G.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.32.57 Electrical data monitors, each with sensors to measure temperature, light and location and each capable of transmitting such data using cellular 3G networks, of a kind used in the transportation of goods, enclosed in a plastic housing measuring 101 mm by 65 mm by 29 mm, weighing 138.9 g (provided for in subheading 9025.80.10) ....... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

SEC. 75335. TEMPERATURE DATA MONITORS, WEIGHING

133.2 G.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.32.58 Electrical data monitors, each with sensors to measure temperature, light and location and each capable of transmitting such data using cellular 2G networks, of a kind used in the transportation of goods, enclosed in a plastic housing measuring 101 mm by 65 mm by 29 mm, weighing 133.2 g (provided for in subheading 9025.80.10) ....... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

SEC. 75336. PARTS AND ACCESSORIES OF BICYCLE SPEEDMETERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.32.59 Parts and accessories of bicycle speedometers (provided for in subheading 9029.90.40) ................. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

1 **SEC. 75337. WIRED REMOTE CONTROLLERS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.32.60 Thermostats designed for use with indoor fan coils, each with a screen, six buttons, electrical components and covered in a plastic coating, such thermostats measuring 190.5 mm in length, 287.02 mm in width and 157.5 mm in height (provided for in subheading 9032.10.00) Free No change No change 12/31/2023
```

4 **SEC. 75338. ANALOG/DIGITAL WRIST WATCHES.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.32.61 Analog/digital wrist watches (other than those of heading 9101), electrically operated, whether or not incorporating a stop watch facility, such watches having no jewels or only one jewel in the movement and with bracelet other than of textile material or of base metal (provided for in subheading 9102.19.40) Free No change No change 12/31/2023
```

7 **SEC. 75339. MECHANICAL WRIST WATCHES.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.32.62 Mechanical wrist watches (other than those of heading 9101), with automatic winding, having over 17 jewels in the movement, with bracelet of stainless steel, whether or not gold- or silver-plated (provided for in subheading 9102.21.70) Free No change No change 12/31/2023
```
1 SEC. 75340. MECHANICAL WRIST WATCHES WITH LEATHER
OR OTHER BAND.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.32.63 Mechanical wrist watches (other than those of heading 9101), with automatic winding, having over 17 jewels in the movement, such watches with bracelet other than of textile material or of base metal (provided for in subheading 9102.21.90) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

5 SEC. 75341. ANALOG POCKET WATCHES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.32.64 Analog pocket watches (other than those of heading 9101), electrically operated, having no jewels or only one jewel in the movement (provided for in subheading 9102.91.40) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

8 SEC. 75342. PROJECTION ALARM CLOCKS, NON-ATOMIC.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.32.65 Electrically-operated alarm clocks, such clocks capable of displaying time, date, indoor humidity and indoor temperature, the foregoing including an integrated Universal Serial Bus (USB) charging port and a projection unit that projects time, whether or not also capable of projecting temperature (provided for in subheading 9105.11.40) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

11 SEC. 75343. PROJECTION ATOMIC ALARM CLOCKS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
Electrically-operated atomic alarm clocks, such clocks capable of displaying time, date and temperature, the foregoing including an integrated Universal Serial Bus (USB) charging port and a projection unit that projects both time and temperature (provided for in subheading 9105.11.40) ................................................................. Free No change No change 12/31/2023 

1 SEC. 75344. ANALOG WALL CLOCKS WITHOUT THERMOMETER, HYGROMETER, OR BAROMETER GAUGES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Analog wall clocks, each with a diameter measuring between 35 cm to 62 cm (provided for in subheading 9105.21.80), the foregoing without thermometer, hygrometer or barometer gauges ................................ Free No change No change 12/31/2023 

6 SEC. 75345. ANALOG CLOCKS WITH THERMOMETER AND HYGROMETER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

Analog clocks, each with a temperature gauge and a humidity gauge and a diameter measuring between 20 cm and 62 cm (provided for in subheading 9105.21.80) .......... Free No change No change 12/31/2023 

10 SEC. 75346. ATOMIC ANALOG WALL CLOCKS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 **SEC. 75347. ATOMIC DIGITAL CLOCKS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Tariff</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.32.70</td>
<td>Electrically-operated atomic clocks, each with one or more opto-electronic displays to provide time, date and temperature, whether or not such clocks have an alarm function or a moon phase display, the foregoing each with openings on the back for wall-mounting and a pull-out stand for placement on flat surfaces (provided for in subheading 9105.91.40)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 **SEC. 75348. ANALOG KITCHEN TIMERS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Tariff</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.32.71</td>
<td>Analog kitchen timers, not battery or AC powered, each with dimensions not exceeding 6 cm by 12 cm by 24 cm, such timers designed to count down from 60 minutes and shut off automatically (provided for in subheading 9106.90.85)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 **SEC. 75349. WRIST WATCH MOVEMENTS HAVING OVER ONE JEWEL AND LESS THAN 7 JEWELS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
|   | 9902.32.72 | Complete watch movements, unassembled, having over one jewel but not over 7 jewels, measuring less than 33.8 mm in diameter (provided for in subheading 9110.11.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

**SEC. 75350. WATCH MOVEMENTS HAVING OVER 7 JEWELS AND UNDER 17 JEWELS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

|   | 9902.32.73 | Complete watch movements, unassembled, having over 7 jewels but not over 17 jewels, measuring less than 33.8 mm in diameter (provided for in subheading 9110.11.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

**SEC. 75351. WATCH CASES OR “BODIES” OVER 41 MM IN DIAMETER.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

|   | 9902.32.74 | Watch cases of stainless steel, other than gold- or silver-plated, each measuring over 41 mm in width or diameter (provided for in subheading 9111.20.40) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

**SEC. 75352. WATCH CASES OR “BODIES” NOT OVER 41 MM IN DIAMETER.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

|   | 9902.32.75 | Watch cases of stainless steel, other than gold- or silver-plated, each measuring not over 41 mm in width or diameter (provided for in subheading 9111.20.40) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
Sec. 75353. Watch case bezels, backs, and centers.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.32.76</td>
<td>Watch case bezels, backs and centers, the foregoing not of precious metal or of metal clad with precious metal (provided for in subheading 9111.90.50)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sec. 75354. Watch case parts.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.32.77</td>
<td>Parts of watch cases, not of precious metal or of metal clad with precious metal, the foregoing other than watch bezels, backs and centers (provided for in subheading 9111.90.70)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sec. 75355. Stainless steel watch bracelets.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.32.78</td>
<td>Watch bracelets of stainless steel, whether or not gold- or silver-plated, valued over $100 per dozen (provided for in subheading 9113.20.40)</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sec. 75356. Watch dials.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.32.79</td>
<td>Watch dials, not exceeding 50 mm in width (provided for in subheading 9114.30.40)</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SEC. 75357. WATCH CROWNS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
```

SEC. 75358. WATCH HANDS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
```

SEC. 75359. ACOUSTIC GUITARS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
```

SEC. 75360. CONSOLE DIGITAL PIANOS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
```
1 **SEC. 75361. GRAND DIGITAL PIANOS.**  
2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting  
3 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Tariff Rate</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.32.84</td>
<td>Grand pianos, digital, each with one 88-key hammer action keyboard and valued $100 or more (provided for in subheading 9207.10.00)</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 **SEC. 75362. ELECTRONIC 61-KEY KEYBOARDS.**  
5 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting  
6 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Tariff Rate</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.32.85</td>
<td>Electronic 61-key musical single keyboard instruments, each with folding stand and stool, weighing approximately 5.4 kg and valued $48 or more but not over $55 (provided for in subheading 9207.10.00)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 **SEC. 75363. ELECTRIC GUITARS AND ACOUSTIC/ELECTRIC GUITARS.**  
8 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting  
9 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Tariff Rate</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.32.86</td>
<td>Electric guitars, designed to be amplified electronically, valued over $40 but not more than $200 per unit (provided for in subheading 9207.90.00)</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11 **SEC. 75364. MEMORY FOAM TRAVEL PILLOWS.**  
12 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting  
13 in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 75365. LIGHTING FOR WALL INSTALLATION.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.32.88 | Electrical lighting fittings, of base metal other than of brass, such goods designed for permanent wall installation (provided for in subheading 9405.10.60) | 7% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

4 SEC. 75366. DECORATIVE BATHROOM FAN ASSEMBLIES

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.32.89 | Decorative bathroom fan globe assemblies (lighting fixtures), with base metal and glass, acrylic or polycarbonate lens or globe, the foregoing designed to be used exclusively for exhaust fan lights (provided for in subheading 9405.10.80) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

8 SEC. 75367. METAL HOUSEHOLD FLOOR LAMPS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.32.90 | Electric household floor standing lamps, of base metal other than brass, each with an E26 socket (provided for in subheading 9405.20.60) | 5.7% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
SEC. 75368. SOLAR POWERED PATHWAY LIGHTS, EACH MEASURING BETWEEN 36.8 CM AND 42 CM IN HEIGHT.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.32.91 | Solar powered pathway lights, of base metal other than of brass, having glass lenses, each measuring between 45 cm and 48 cm in height, containing a rechargeable 900 milliampere-hour (mAh) battery and LED lamp (provided for in subheading 9405.40.60) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 75369. SOLAR POWERED PATHWAY LIGHTS, EACH MEASURING BETWEEN 45 CM AND 48 CM IN HEIGHT.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.32.92 | Solar powered pathway lights, of base metal other than of brass, having glass lenses, measuring between 36.8 cm and 42 cm in height, each containing a rechargeable 800 milliampere-hour (mAh) battery and a light-emitting diode (LED) lamp (provided for in subheading 9405.40.60) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 75370. EXTERIOR EXIT VIEWING LIGHTS, DUAL BEAM.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
571

" 9902.32.93 Exterior exit viewing lights, of aluminum alloy, round in shape, with a diameter not more than 12.5 cm and a weight not over 0.3 kg, each containing a two light emitting diode, printed circuit board and electrical connector, the foregoing configured to be mounted to the exterior of an aircraft and designed for illuminating the ground contact areas for personnel in the event of an emergency landing (provided for in subheading 9405.40.60) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

1 SEC. 75371. LED FLAMELESS CANDLES.

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

" 9902.32.94 Light-emitting diode (LED) flameless pillar-shaped candles, of unscented wax, each incorporating a timer, with realistic flame movement and with remote control (provided for in subheading 9405.40.84) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

4 SEC. 75372. AQUARIUM LED LIGHT STRANDS.

5 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

" 9902.32.95 Light-emitting diode (LED) low voltage lighting designed for use with aquarium tanks, each with from one to ten LED modules with three LED arrays, with power source and plastic housing to protect circuitry (provided for in subheading 9405.40.84) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

7 SEC. 75373. LED LIGHT MODULES FOR BATHROOM FANS/ LIGHTS.

9 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
SEC. 75374. AQUARIUM LED LIGHT STICKS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.32.97  Light-emitting diode (LED) low voltage light sticks designed for use with aquarium tanks, ranging in length from 4 cm to 70 cm, including single and double light sticks with power source, with LED arrays distributed along the length of the stick, LEDs and circuitry protected by a clear plastic sealed tube (provided for in subheading 9405.40.84) ......... Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 75375. AQUARIUM LED LIGHT STRIPS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.32.98  Light-emitting diode (LED) low voltage light strips designed for use with aquarium tanks, having protective housings of plastics or of aluminum, with LED arrays arranged in rows and columns, presented with power source, with plastic lens to protect circuitry (provided for in subheading 9405.40.84) ........ 1.7%  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

SEC. 75376. DECORATIVE VOTIVE CANDLE HOLDERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>Heading</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>TARIFF</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9902.32.99 Decorative candle holders other than of brass, each</td>
<td>measuring 5 cm to 17.2 cm in height and 5 cm to 15.25 cm in diameter,</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>weighing 6.2 g or more but not more than 2.7 kg, valued over $8.50 but</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>not over $815 each (provided for in subheading 9405.50.40)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9902.33.01 Decorative candle holder shades, other than of brass, each</td>
<td>designed to fit on the top of a jar style candle holder (provided for in</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>subheading 9405.50.40)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9902.33.02 Non-electrical lamps (luminaires) designed for wall</td>
<td>mounting, of base metal other than of brass, each having a glass sleeve,</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>the foregoing not including candle lamps (provided for in subheading</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9405.50.40)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9902.33.03 Outdoor garden torches, each comprising a dried bamboo</td>
<td>pole supporting a compartment holding a fuel canister and wick, measuring</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.75 m to 1.6 m in height (provided for in subheading 9405.50.40)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. **SEC. 75377. CANDLE JAR SHADES.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

2. **SEC. 75378. NON-ELECTRICAL LIGHTING.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

3. **SEC. 75379. OUTDOOR GARDEN OR PATIO TORCHES OF BAMBOO CONSTRUCTION.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 75380. OUTDOOR GARDEN OR PATIO TORCHES OF NON-BAMBOO CONSTRUCTION.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.33.04 Outdoor garden torches, of any single material including base metal (other than brass), glass, ceramic or resin or a combination thereof; but not of bamboo; each incorporating a reservoir for fuel and a wick (provided for in subheading 9405.50.40) ........ 0.8% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

5 SEC. 75381. INDOOR OIL LAMPS WITH BASE OF GLASS OR METAL.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.33.05 Oil lamps, with a base of metal (other than of brass) or of glass, each lamp with wick holder, glass chimney and flat or round wick (provided for in subheading 9405.50.40) ... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

9 SEC. 75382. OUTDOOR GARDEN TORCHES FOR TABLETOP USE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.33.06 Outdoor garden torches for tabletop use, such torches of bamboo, metal other than brass, glass, ceramic or resin, each incorporating a woven wick (provided for in subheading 9405.50.40) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".
```

13 SEC. 75383. GLASS LENS ARRAYS FOR SPOTLIGHTS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 **SEC. 75384. LAMP SHADES.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.33.07 | Glass lens arrays, each molded to form 60 individual lenses on one side, each such lens measuring 10 mm in diameter, with a smooth reverse side, designed for insertion into an LED light fixture (provided for in subheading 9405.31.60) ................ | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 **|

2

3

4 **SEC. 75385. GALVANIZED STEEL LED DOWNLIGHT HOUSING FRAMES.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.33.08 | Shades for lamps (luminaires), of vegetable fibers (provided for in subheading 9405.99.40) ................ | 4.8% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 **|

5

6

7

8 **SEC. 75386. ALUMINUM CYLINDERS FOR LED LIGHTING FIXTURES.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.33.09 | Cylinders of aluminum, designed for light emitting diode (LED) lighting fixtures (provided for in subheading 9405.99.40) ................ | 4% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 **|
1. **SEC. 75387. GALVANIZED STEEL BRACKETS AND PLATES FOR LED LIGHTING FIXTURES.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.33.11 | Brackets and plates of galvanized steel, designed for use with light emitting diode (LED) lighting fixtures (provided for in subheading 9405.99.40) | 3.5% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

2. **SEC. 75388. ALUMINUM LED DOWNLIGHT REFLECTORS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.33.12 | Reflectors of aluminum, designed for light emitting diode (LED) downlights (provided for in subheading 9405.99.40) | 3.5% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

3. **SEC. 75389. OUTDOOR GARDEN TORCH REPLACEMENT CANISTERS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.33.13 | Canisters designed for outdoor garden torches, of base metal other than brass, each incorporating a wick and flameguard (provided for in subheading 9405.99.40) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

4. **SEC. 75390. IRIS SUBASSEMBLIES FOR MOVING LIGHTS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
SEC. 75391. ZOOM MODULES FOR AUTOMATED MOVING LIGHTS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

SEC. 75392. GOLF CLUB HEADS FOR FAIRWAY WOODS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

SEC. 75393. GOLF CLUB SHAFTS FOR PUTTERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
SEC. 75394. STEEL GOLF CLUB SHAFTS, OTHER THAN FOR PUTTERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.33.18 | Golf club shafts of steel, other than those designed for use with putters (provided for in subheading 9506.39.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 75395. GOLF CLUB SHAFT ASSEMBLIES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.33.19 | Golf club shaft assemblies, each comprising a graphite golf shaft with a grip attached by adhesive tape and a loft adapter attached by glue (provided for in subheading 9506.39.00), the foregoing other than goods described in any other heading of this subchapter | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

SEC. 75396. GRAPHITE DRIVER GOLF CLUB SHAFTS, EXTRA STIFF FLEX.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.33.20 | Golf club shafts of graphite, designed for use with driver and/or fairway wood clubs, the foregoing measuring from approximately 106.7 cm to 121.9 cm, of extra stiff flexibility as denoted by a letter code of “X” or “TX” imprinted on the shaft (provided for in subheading 9506.39.00), the foregoing other than goods described in any other heading of this subchapter | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
579

1 SEC. 75397. GRAPHITE HYBRID GOLF CLUB SHAFTS, EXTRA

2 STIFF FLEX.

3 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

4 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
```

5 SEC. 75398. GRAPHITE IRONS GOLF CLUB SHAFTS, EXTRA

6 STIFF FLEX.

7 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

8 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
```

9 SEC. 75399. GRAPHITE DRIVER GOLF CLUB SHAFTS, REG-

10 ULAR, SENIOR, ADULT, OR LADIES FLEX.

11 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

12 in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 **SEC. 75400. GRAPHITE GOLF CLUB DRIVER SHAFTS, STIFF**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.33.24 Golf club shafts of graphite, designed for use with driver and/or fairway wood clubs, each measuring from approximately 106.7 cm to 121.9 cm, of stiff flexibility denoted by a letter code “S”, “SR”, “TS”, “6.0”, “6.5” or “F4” imprinted on the shaft (provided for in subheading 9506.39.00), the foregoing presented without loft adapter ..................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

5 **SEC. 75401. GRAPHITE HYBRID GOLF CLUB SHAFTS, REGULAR, SENIOR, ADULT, OR LADIES FLEX.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 75402. GRAPHITE HYBRID GOLF CLUB SHAFTS, STIFF FLEX.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

2 Golf club shafts of graphite, designed for use with hybrid clubs, the foregoing measuring approximately 101.6 cm to 106.6 cm in length, of stiff flexibility as denoted by a letter code of “S”, “SR”, “TS”, “6.0”, “6.5”, or “F4” imprinted on the shaft (provided for in subheading 9506.39.00) ....... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 “.

5 SEC. 75403. GRAPHITE IRONS GOLF CLUB SHAFTS, REGULAR, SENIOR, ADULT, OR LADIES FLEX.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

5 Golf club shafts of graphite, designed for use with irons meaning the foregoing measuring from approximately 88.9 cm to 101.5 cm, each having regular, light, senior, adult, and/or ladies flexibility as denoted by a letter code of “R”, “L”, “A”, “M”, “AM”, “F2”, “F3”, “5.0”, “5.5”, or “Senior” imprinted on the shaft (provided for in subheading 9506.39.00) .......... 2.9% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 “.
1 SEC. 75404. GRAPHITE IRONS GOLF CLUB SHAFTS, STIFF FLEX.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tariff Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Tariff</th>
<th>Tariff</th>
<th>Tariff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.33.28</td>
<td>Golf club shafts of graphite, designed for use with irons, each measuring from approximately 88.9 cm to 101.5 cm, of stiff flexibility as denoted by a letter code of “S”, “SR”, “TS”, “6.0”, “6.5” or “F4” imprinted on the shaft (provided for in subheading 9506.39.00), the foregoing other than goods described in any other heading of this subchapter</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 SEC. 75405. PICKLEBALL PADDLES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tariff Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Tariff</th>
<th>Tariff</th>
<th>Tariff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.33.29</td>
<td>Pickleball paddles or rackets (provided for in subheading 9506.59.80)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8 SEC. 75406. PICKLEBALLS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tariff Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Tariff</th>
<th>Tariff</th>
<th>Tariff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.33.39</td>
<td>Noninflatable hollow pickleballs, each measuring not over 19 cm in diameter (provided for in subheading 9506.69.40)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11 SEC. 75407. EXERCISE CYCLES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 75408. STATIONARY TRAINERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.33.32 Bicycle stationary trainers, designed to hold bicycles upright and off-ground, each with 2 sections: a front stand with a clamp to attach to a bicycle's steering column and a molded plastic piece to capture the front wheel, and a rear section that attaches to the bicycle's rear axle having a resistance unit on which the rear wheel sits (provided for in subheading 9506.91.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```

4 SEC. 75409. MULTIMODALITY FITNESS EQUIPMENT, WITHOUT INTEGRATED CONTACT GRIP HEART RATE MONITOR.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.33.33 Fitness equipment, each with pivoting handles and foot pedals that perform alternating movements which combine the motions of a stepper and an elliptical machine, driving simultaneously a radial fan and magnetic brake in the base, such equipment without integrated contact grip heart rate monitor and weighing less than 90 kg (provided for in subheading 9506.91.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023
```
1 SEC. 75410. MULTIMODALITY FITNESS EQUIPMENT WITH INTEGRATED POWER SENSOR TO MEASURE THE USER’S UPPER BODY POWER INPUT.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.33.34 Fitness equipment, each unit with pivoting handles and foot pedals that allow the user to perform alternating movements which combine the motions of a stepper and an elliptical machine, and driving simultaneously a radial fan and magnetic brake in the base; each weighing less than 90 kg and equipped with integrated contact grip heart rate monitor and integrated power sensor to measure the user’s upper body power input (provided for in subheading 9506.91.00) ........ Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 
```

6 SEC. 75411. PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR TREADMILLS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.33.35 Parts and accessories (other than display consoles) of treadmills (provided for in subheading 9506.91.00) ........ Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 
```

9 SEC. 75412. PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR ELLIPTICALS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.33.36 Parts and accessories (other than display consoles) of elliptical fitness machines that use a forward and backward pedaling motion with adjustable vertical incline (provided for in subheading 9506.91.00) ........ Free  No change  No change  On or before 12/31/2023 
```
SEC. 75413. PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR STATIONARY EXERCISE CYCLES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.33.37 Parts and accessories (other than display consoles) of stationary exercise cycles (provided for in subheading 9506.91.00) .................. 1.2% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 `.
```

SEC. 75414. PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR WEIGHT TRAINING EQUIPMENT.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.33.38 Parts of and accessories for dumbbells and other weight and strength training equipment (for example, resistance gyms) (provided for in subheading 9506.91.00) ............ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 `.
```

SEC. 75415. PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR CERTAIN EXERCISE EQUIPMENT MACHINES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.33.39 Parts of and accessories for (other than display consoles) indoor aerobic fitness equipment, other than such goods for treadmills, stationary exercise cycles and ellipticals using forward and backward pedaling motion with adjustable vertical incline (provided for in subheading 9506.91.00) ............. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 `.
```

SEC. 75416. LATERAL ELLIPTICAL MACHINES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 75417. ADJUSTABLE-WEIGHT KETTLEBELLS.

2 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

3 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.33.41 Adjustable-weight kettlebells,
  each with rotating dial for selecting interlocking integrated
  weight plates within a designated weight range and
  presented with a separable base for holding unused
  weight plates (provided for in subheading 9506.91.00) ... Free No change No change On or before
  12/31/2023 ".
```

4 SEC. 75418. ADJUSTABLE-WEIGHT BARBELL.

5 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

6 in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.33.42 Adjustable-weight barbells,
  each with rotating selection end dials for selecting interlocking,
  integrated weight plates within a designated weight range, whether or not
  also including additional weight plates, adjustable-weight curl bar or specially
  designed stand (provided for in subheading 9506.91.00) ... Free No change No change On or before
  12/31/2023 ".
```

7 SEC. 75419. EXERCISE CYCLES WITH DUAL-POSITION HAND-GRIPS.

8 Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting

9 in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 75420. EXERCISE CYCLES WITH SINGLE HANDGRIPS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.33.44 Stationary wind-resistance exercise cycles, each with pivoting handlebars and single horizontal handgrips, with rotating foot pedals that drive a large, caged axial fan (provided for in subheading 9506.91.00), the foregoing other than goods described in any other heading of this subchapter ............................. 0.5% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ^.
```

4 SEC. 75421. UPRIGHT EXERCISE CYCLES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.33.45 Upright stationary exercise cycles, each having an enclosed magnetic brake system, fitted with connectors for and designed to incorporate a touchscreen console, whether or not presented with the touchscreen console (provided for in subheading 9506.91.00), the foregoing other than goods described in any other heading of this subchapter ............................. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ^.
```

7 SEC. 75422. RECUMBENT EXERCISE CYCLES WITH TOUCHSCREEN CONSOLES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
| 9902.33.46 | Recumbent stationary exercise cycles, each having an enclosed magnetic brake system, fitted with connectors for and designed to incorporate a touchscreen console, whether or not presented with such touchscreen console (provided for in subheading 9506.91.00), the foregoing other than goods described in any other heading of this subchapter | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

1 SEC. 75423. LEANING EXERCISE CYCLES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.33.47 | Stationary exercise cycles, each comprising a bicycle component connected to a base frame by pivots designed to partially rotate the bicycle component on a longitudinal axis, moving it side-to-side in response to the shifting weight of the user to simulate the rocking motion of an outdoor road bicycle (provided for in subheading 9506.91.00), the foregoing other than goods described in any other heading of this subchapter | 1.1% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |

4 SEC. 75424. ROD GYMS, WITH VERTICAL BENCH.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

| 9902.33.48 | Full-body strength training fitness equipment (home gyms), each incorporating a vertical bench, a removable, adjustable seat, an attached backrest and a detachable leg extension/leg curl attachment, the foregoing each with interchangeable hand grips to connect to a cable and pulley system designed to employ flexible resistance rods, whether or not presented with such flexible rods (provided for in subheading 9506.91.00) | Free | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
SEC. 75425. ROD AND RESISTANCE GYMS, WITH FLAT BENCHES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.33.49 Full-body strength training fitness equipment (home gyms), each with flat bench, sliding seat and removable backrest, equipped with interchangeable hand grips to connect to a cable and pulley system designed to employ flexible resistance rods or torsion resistance plates, whether or not presented with rods or plates (provided for in subheading 9506.91.00) ........ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ''.
```

SEC. 75426. FOLDABLE TREADMILLS, WITH LCD CONSOLES WITH CONTROL KEYPADS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.33.50 Foldable treadmills, each with a button-release locking mechanism required for folding the running deck for storage and releasing from the storage position for use, capable of wireless data exchange and incorporating a liquid crystal display console with control keypad (provided for in subheading 9506.91.00) .................. Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ''.
```

SEC. 75427. FOLDABLE TREADMILLS, WITH TOUCHSCREEN CONSOLES MEASURING 44.5 CM OR LESS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
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" 9902.33.51  Foldable treadmills, each equipped with a button-release locking mechanism required for folding the running deck for storage and releasing from the storage position for use, capable of wireless data exchange and incorporating a touchscreen console having a diagonal display size measuring 44.5 cm or less (provided for in subheading 9506.91.00) Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

1 SEC. 75428. INDOOR CYCLING MACHINES WITH WIRELESS DATA TOUCHSCREEN DISPLAYS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

" 9902.33.52  Stationary indoor cycling exercise cycles, each with a frame designed to simulate the user’s body position and pedaling of an outdoor road bicycle, with visible flywheel, equipped with an adjustable magnetic brake to resist rotation of the flywheel, manual emergency braking mechanism and interactive touchscreen display capable of wireless data exchange and two water bottle holders (provided for in subheading 9506.91.00), the foregoing other than goods described in any other heading of this subchapter ......................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 ".

5 SEC. 75429. INDOOR CYCLING MACHINES WITH LCD CON- SOLES AND TWO WATER BOTTLE HOLDERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
1 SEC. 75430. INDOOR CYCLING MACHINES WITH LCD CONSOLES AND SINGLE WATER BOTTLE HOLDER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
  9902.33.54 Stationary indoor cycling exercise cycles, each with frame designed to simulate the user’s body position and pedaling of an outdoor road bicycle, with visible flywheel, equipped with an adjustable friction pad brake to resist rotation of the flywheel, manual emergency braking mechanism, liquid crystal display console and single water bottle holder (provided for in subheading 9506.91.00), the foregoing other than goods described in any other heading of this subchapter ............... Free 1.4% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 **.
```

5 SEC. 75431. RECUMBENT ELLIPTICAL MACHINES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HS Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Tariff</th>
<th>On or before</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.33.55</td>
<td>Recumbent seated fitness equipment, each with pivoting closed-loop handles that perform alternating movements and foot pedals that move in an elliptical motion, driving a resistance assembly in the base, with optional-use stationary foot supports for enhanced upper body workout (provided for in subheading 9506.91.00)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9902.33.56</td>
<td>Fitness equipment, each with pivoting handles and foot pedals that perform alternating movements combining the motions of a stepper and an elliptical machine, driving simultaneously a radial fan and magnetic brake in the base, equipped with a lever for the manual adjustment of resistance levels, weighing over 90 kgs (provided for in subheading 9506.91.00)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9902.33.57</td>
<td>Foldable treadmills, each equipped with a button-release locking mechanism required for folding the running deck for storage and releasing the deck from the storage position for use; such treadmills capable of wireless data exchange and each incorporating a touchscreen console having a diagonal display measuring over 44.4 cm (provided for in subheading 9506.91.00)</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. **SEC. 75432. FITNESS EQUIPMENT COMBINING THE FUNCTIONS OF AN ELLIPTICAL AND A STAIR STEPPER, WEIGHT OVER 90 KGS.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

2. **SEC. 75433. FOLDABLE TREADMILLS WITH TOUCHSCREEN CONSOLE GREATER THAN 44.4 CM.**

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:
SEC. 75434. INTERACTIVE INDOOR CYCLING EXERCISE CYCLES.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.33.58 Interactive indoor cycling exercise cycles, capable of wireless data exchange, simulating the movement of outdoor cycling, employing dynamic inertia magnetic resistance and an electromotor brake system within an enclosed plastic four-legged base and incorporating curved drop handlebars with electronic gear shifters, dual interactive air fans, tablet mount and a workout session performance display (provided for in subheading 9506.91.00), the foregoing other than goods described in any other heading of this subchapter ......................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 "`
```

SEC. 75435. MULTIMODALITY FITNESS EQUIPMENT, WITH INTEGRATED CONTACT GRIP HEART RATE MONITORS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.33.59 Fitness equipment, each with pivoting handles and foot pedals that perform alternating movements which combine the motions of a stepper and an elliptical machine, driving simultaneously a radial fan and magnetic brake in the base, the foregoing weighing less than 90 kg and equipped with integrated contact grip heart rate monitor (provided for in subheading 9506.91.00) ............ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 "`
```
1. SEC. 75436. FISHING REELS VALUED NOT OVER $2.70 EACH, PRE-SPOOLED, WITH ROD AND FISHING LINE.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.33.60 | Fishing rods, each presented with a fishing reel valued not over $2.70 each, pre-spooled with fishing line, the foregoing put up for retail sale as a complete kit each comprising one rod and one reel (whether or not containing other accessories), with each kit having an aggregate value of no more than $30 (provided for in subheading 9507.30.20) | 5.9% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

5. SEC. 75437. FISHING REELS VALUED NOT OVER $2.70 EACH.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.33.61 | Fishing reels valued not over $2.70 each (provided for in subheading 9507.30.20) | 5.7% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```

8. SEC. 75438. HARD ARTIFICIAL CRANKBAITS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
| 9902.33.62 | Artificial baits of rigid plastics, each with two or more treble hooks attached and with wire loops at the top or front end for attaching fishing line, such baits shaped to approximate bait fish, whether or not having a plastic lip at the bottom front end, the foregoing put up for retail sale and valued not over $20 each, such goods excluding baits with a blunt front end and excluding baits with a torpedo shape (provided for in subheading 9507.90.70) | 3.8% | No change | No change | On or before 12/31/2023 |
```
SEC. 75439. COLLAPSIBLE BIG GAME DECOYS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<p>| | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.33.63</td>
<td>Foldable decoys, each depicting birds or wildlife, constructed from two or more layers of printed textile fabric of polyester supported by a metal spring band system (provided for in subheading 9507.90.80)</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEC. 75440. VACUUM STEEL HINGED LID PITCHERS, NOT EXCEEDING 1 LITER.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<p>| | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.33.64</td>
<td>Insulated thermal pitchers, each with stainless steel interior and exterior, with hinged stainless steel lid, no separate base and a capacity not exceeding 1 liter (provided for in subheading 9617.00.10)</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEC. 75441. VACUUM INSULATED DRINKWARE HAVING A CAPACITY EXCEEDING 1 LITER BUT NOT EXCEEDING 2 LITERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting
in numerical sequence the following new heading:

<p>| | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9902.33.65</td>
<td>Stainless steel vacuums insulated drinkware, double-walled, and complete with cases, having a capacity exceeding 1 liter but not exceeding 2 liters (provided for in subheading 9617.00.30)</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>On or before 12/31/2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SEC. 75442. VACUUM INSULATED DRINKWARE HAVING A CAPACITY EXCEEDING 2 LITERS BUT NOT EXCEEDING 4 LITERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.33.66 Stainless steel vacuum insulated drinkware, double-walled, having a capacity exceeding 2 liters but not exceeding 4 liters, complete with cases (provided for in subheading 9617.00.40) .......... 4.9% No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```

SEC. 75443. VACUUM GLASS LINED STEEL COFFEE SERVERS OVER 2 LITERS.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.33.67 Insulated coffee servers, each with exterior of stainless steel and vacuum liner of glass, with a hinged brew-through lid with push-button dispensing, such servers with seamless design and without separate base; the foregoing with capacity over 2 liters (provided for in subheading 9617.00.40) ..................... Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```

SEC. 75444. VACUUM GLASS LINED STEEL COFFEE SERVERS OVER 2 LITERS WITH LEVER DISPENSING.

Subchapter II of chapter 99 is amended by inserting in numerical sequence the following new heading:

```
9902.33.68 Insulated vacuum coffee servers, each with exterior layer of stainless steel and liner of glass, with a hinged brew-through lid with lever action dispensing, such servers without separate base; the foregoing with capacity over 2 liters (provided for in subheading 9617.00.40) ............ Free No change No change On or before 12/31/2023 .
```
PART II—EXISTING DUTY SUSPENSIONS AND REDUCTIONS

SEC. 75451. EXTENSION OF CERTAIN EXISTING DUTY SUSPENSIONS AND REDUCTIONS AND OTHER MODIFICATIONS.

(a) Extensions.—Each of the following headings is amended by striking the date in the effective period column and inserting “12/31/2023”:

(1) Heading 9902.01.01 (relating to frozen, boiled glutinous corn).

(2) Heading 9902.01.02 (relating to mustard seed oil).

(3) Heading 9902.01.03 (relating to unsweetened cocoa powder).

(4) Heading 9902.01.09 (relating to pepperoncini preserved in brine).

(5) Heading 9902.01.11 (relating to dried strawberries).

(6) Heading 9902.01.18 (relating to isododecane).

(7) Heading 9902.01.22 (relating to nitrosylsulfuric acid).

(8) Heading 9902.01.24 (relating to sulfamic acid).

(9) Heading 9902.01.26 (relating to certain spherical particles of silicon dioxide).
(10) Heading 9902.01.27 (relating to
dioxosilane spherical particles (mean particle size
0.007–0.020 mm)).

(11) Heading 9902.01.29 (relating to certain
silicon dioxide spherical particles (mean particle size
28–45 micrometers)).

(12) Heading 9902.01.33 (relating to thionyl
chloride).

(13) Heading 9902.01.36 (relating to hydroxyl-
amine free base).

(14) Heading 9902.01.37 (relating to hydroxyl-
amine sulphate).

(15) Heading 9902.01.40 (relating to tin(IV)
oxide).

(16) Heading 9902.01.41 (relating to ammo-
nium bifluoride).

(17) Heading 9902.01.46 (relating to potas-
sium bifluoride).

(18) Heading 9902.01.52 (relating to cesium
chloride).

(19) Heading 9902.01.53 (relating to cesium
iodide).

(20) Heading 9902.01.54 (relating to sodium
sulfides).
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1  (21) Heading 9902.01.55 (relating to sodium thiosulfate).
2
3  (22) Heading 9902.01.57 (relating to sodium hypophosphite).
4
5  (23) Heading 9902.01.58 (relating to monopotassium phosphate).
6
7  (24) Heading 9902.01.59 (relating to ammonium polyphosphate).
8
9  (25) Heading 9902.01.63 (relating to sodium ferrocyanide).
10
11 (26) Heading 9902.01.68 (relating to sodium thioeyanate).
12
13 (27) Heading 9902.01.69 (relating to silver sodium zirconium hydrogenphosphate).
14
15 (28) Heading 9902.01.75 (relating to yttrium oxide).
16
17 (29) Heading 9902.01.76 (relating to ytterbium trifluoride powder).
18
19 (30) Heading 9902.01.77 (relating to titanium hydride).
20
21 (31) Heading 9902.01.79 (relating to lithium aluminum hydride).
22
23 (32) Heading 9902.01.81 (relating to n-butyl chloride).
(33) Heading 9902.01.82 (relating to 1,6-dichlorohexane).

(34) Heading 9902.01.83 (relating to allyl bromide).

(35) Heading 9902.01.84 (relating to DCP).

(36) Heading 9902.01.86 (relating to o-dichlorobenzene).

(37) Heading 9902.01.89 (relating to 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene).

(38) Heading 9902.01.91 (relating to o-chlorobenzyl chloride (oCBC)).

(39) Heading 9902.01.92 (relating to dichlorotoluene).

(40) Heading 9902.01.93 (relating to 2-chloro-6-fluorobenzylchloride).

(41) Heading 9902.01.98 (relating to lithium p-styrenesulfonate).

(42) Heading 9902.01.99 (relating to monomer used in water treatment).

(43) Heading 9902.02.01 (relating to para toluene sulfonic acid).

(44) Heading 9902.02.03 (relating to methanesulfonyl chloride).

(45) Heading 9902.02.04 (relating to 4-chloro-3,5-dinitrobenzotrifluoride).
(46) Heading 9902.02.05 (relating to 2-methyl-5-nitrobenzenesulfonic acid).

(47) Heading 9902.02.06 (relating to triflic acid).

(48) Heading 9902.02.07 (relating to triflic anhydride).

(49) Heading 9902.02.08 (relating to potassium perfluoroethyl cyclohexanesulphonate).

(50) Heading 9902.02.09 (relating to 2-octanol solvent).

(51) Heading 9902.02.11 (relating to sodium methylate powder).

(52) Heading 9902.02.12 (relating to magnesium tert-butoxide).

(53) Heading 9902.02.13 (relating to propargyl alcohol).

(54) Heading 9902.02.15 (relating to 1,2-pentanediol).

(55) Heading 9902.02.16 (relating to 2,5-dimethylhexane-2,5-diol).

(56) Heading 9902.02.19 (relating to α-naphthol).

(57) Heading 9902.02.21 (relating to 2-phenylphenol).
(58) Heading 9902.02.22 (relating to Preventol ON extra preservative).

(59) Heading 9902.02.26 (relating to 2,2′-methylene-bis-(4-methyl-6-tert-butylphenol)).

(60) Heading 9902.02.27 (relating to 2,2′-(2-methylpropylidene)bis[4,6-dimethyl-phenol]).

(61) Heading 9902.02.28 (relating to 4,4′-butylidenebis(3-methyl-6-tert-butylphenol)).

(62) Heading 9902.02.29 (relating to 2,5-bis(1,1-dimethylpropyl)-1,4-benzenediol).

(63) Heading 9902.02.30 (relating to tris(2′-methyl-4′-hydroxy-5′-t-butylphenyl)butane).

(64) Heading 9902.02.32 (relating to ortho nitro phenol).

(65) Heading 9902.02.33 (relating to 3-trifluoromethyl-4-nitrophenol).

(66) Heading 9902.02.37 (relating to allyl pentaerythritol).

(67) Heading 9902.02.38 (relating to t-butyl cumyl peroxide).

(68) Heading 9902.02.39 (relating to dicumyl peroxide).

(69) Heading 9902.02.40 (relating to cumene hydroperoxide).
(70) Heading 9902.02.44 (relating to 3,7-dimethylocta-2,6-dienal).
(71) Heading 9902.02.47 (relating to cyclobutanecarboxaldehyde).
(72) Heading 9902.02.50 (relating to TBMB).
(73) Heading 9902.02.51 (relating to 7-hydroxycitronellal).
(74) Heading 9902.02.52 (relating to 2,4-disulfobenzaldehyde).
(75) Heading 9902.02.53 (relating to p-(trifluoromethyl)benzaldehyde).
(76) Heading 9902.02.55 (relating to (E)-4-(2,6,6-trimethyl-1-cyclohexen-1-yl)-3-bute).
(77) Heading 9902.02.57 (relating to 1,3-cyclohexanedione).
(78) Heading 9902.02.61 (relating to 5-chloro-1-indanone).
(79) Heading 9902.02.64 (relating to 2,4-dihydroxybenzophenone).
(80) Heading 9902.02.67 (relating to amalanthraquine (AAQ)).
(81) Heading 9902.02.68 (relating to nitroanthraquinone).
(82) Heading 9902.02.74 (relating to dichloroacetyl chloride).
(83) Heading 9902.02.79 (relating to dilauroyl peroxide).

(84) Heading 9902.02.84 (relating to erotonic acid).

(85) Heading 9902.02.88 (relating to 4-nitrobenzoyl chloride).

(86) Heading 9902.02.89 (relating to methyl cinnamate).

(87) Heading 9902.02.90 (relating to peroxide used in silicone rubber).

(88) Heading 9902.02.91 (relating to oxalic acid).

(89) Heading 9902.02.96 (relating to himic anhydride).

(90) Heading 9902.02.99 (relating to BPDA-U).

(91) Heading 9902.03.06 (relating to hydroxypivalic acid neopentyl glycol ester).

(92) Heading 9902.03.10 (relating to gallic acid).

(93) Heading 9902.03.19 (relating to prohexadione calcium).

(94) Heading 9902.03.21 (relating to Dichlorprop-p).

(95) Heading 9902.03.22 (relating to 2,4-DB).
(96) Heading 9902.03.29 (relating to DEDC).
(97) Heading 9902.03.30 (relating to input for high performance films).
(98) Heading 9902.03.33 (relating to (+)-abscisic acid).
(99) Heading 9902.03.38 (relating to tolclofos methyl).
(100) Heading 9902.03.40 (relating to DMHP).
(101) Heading 9902.03.42 (relating to antioxidant/stabilizer).
(102) Heading 9902.03.43 (relating to Fosetyl-Al).
(103) Heading 9902.03.44 (relating to Perkadox 16).
(104) Heading 9902.03.48 (relating to 2-ethylhexylamine).
(105) Heading 9902.03.51 (relating to N,N'-bis(3-aminopropyl)ethylenediamine).
(106) Heading 9902.03.53 (relating to N,N-diethyl-1,3-propanediamine).
(107) Heading 9902.03.54 (relating to 2,4-dichloroaniline).
(108) Heading 9902.03.55 (relating to 4-chloro-2-nitroaniline).
(109) Heading 9902.03.59 (relating to 2,6-

dichloroaniline).

(110) Heading 9902.03.60 (relating to N-ethyl-

N-benzyl aniline).

(111) Heading 9902.03.62 (relating to p-

chloroaniline).

(112) Heading 9902.03.64 (relating to ethyl

benzyl aniline sulfonic acid).

(113) Heading 9902.03.67 (relating to p-tolu-

idine).

(114) Heading 9902.03.68 (relating to

Benfluralin).

(115) Heading 9902.03.72 (relating to

Butralin).

(116) Heading 9902.03.73 (relating to 4-

amino-3-methylbenzenesulfonic acid).

(117) Heading 9902.03.74 (relating to 2,4-xyli-

dine).

(118) Heading 9902.03.75 (relating to mixed

xylidines).

(119) Heading 9902.03.76 (relating to dodecyl

aniline mixed isomers).

(120) Heading 9902.03.78 (relating to amino

methyl benzene).
(121) Heading 9902.03.79 (relating to 2-ethyl-
6-methylaniline).
(122) Heading 9902.03.90 (relating to
dipropoxy-p-toluidine).
(123) Heading 9902.03.95 (relating to RODA).
(124) Heading 9902.03.96 (relating to 4-
methoxy-2-methylidiphenylamine).
(125) Heading 9902.04.04 (relating to 4-
chlorophenylglycine).
(126) Heading 9902.04.05 (relating to 2-
amino-5-sulfobenzoic acid).
(127) Heading 9902.04.09 (relating to inter-
mediate used in herbicides).
(128) Heading 9902.04.10 (relating to man-
ganese disodium EDTA).
(129) Heading 9902.04.11 (relating to sar-
cosine, sodium salt).
(130) Heading 9902.04.12 (relating to copper
disodium EDTA).
(131) Heading 9902.04.13 (relating to sodium
lauriminodipropinonate).
(132) Heading 9902.04.18 (relating to lecithin
derived from sunflower).
(133) Heading 9902.04.19 (relating to lecithin
derived from soybeans).
(134) Heading 9902.04.24 (relating to tetra-n-butylurea).

(135) Heading 9902.04.26 (relating to certain crosslinking agent for powder coatings).

(136) Heading 9902.04.31 (relating to Linuron).

(137) Heading 9902.04.32 (relating to carboxyamide function compounds).

(138) Heading 9902.04.33 (relating to Chlorpropham).

(139) Heading 9902.04.37 (relating to Zoxamide).

(140) Heading 9902.04.41 (relating to Cyclanilide).

(141) Heading 9902.04.44 (relating to Napropamide).

(142) Holding 9902.04.47 (relating to Mandestrobin technical).

(143) Heading 9902.04.50 (relating to MMTDCA).

(144) Heading 9902.04.53 (relating to 2-chloroacetoacetanilide (AAOCA)).

(145) Heading 9902.04.54 (relating to acetoacetyl-2,5-dimethoxy-4-chloroanilide).
Heading 9902.04.72 (relating to Cyfluthrin (excluding β-Cyfluthrin)).

Heading 9902.04.73 (relating to Cypermethrin).

Heading 9902.04.75 (relating to Alpha-Cypermethrin technical).

Heading 9902.04.83 (relating to aminoazobenzene-p-sulfonic acid).

Heading 9902.04.91 (relating to Daminozide).

Heading 9902.04.92 (relating to aminoguanidine bicarbonate).

Heading 9902.04.95 (relating to p-chlorophenylisocyanate).

Heading 9902.04.96 (relating to phenylisocyanate).

Heading 9902.04.99 (relating to Thiobencarb).

Heading 9902.05.01 (relating to EPTC).

Heading 9902.05.02 (relating to Phosmet).

Heading 9902.05.06 (relating to active ingredient for fungicide).

Heading 9902.05.10 (relating to 4,6-bis(ethylthiomethyl)-o-cresol).
(159) Heading 9902.05.11 (relating to 4,4′-thiobis 2-1,1-dimethylethyl-5-methyl-phenol).

(160) Heading 9902.05.13 (relating to thiobis(6-tert-butyl-4-methylphenol)).

(161) Heading 9902.05.21 (relating to thioglycolic acid).

(162) Heading 9902.05.22 (relating to 2-mercaptoethanol).

(163) Heading 9902.05.30 (relating to triphenylphosphine).

(164) Heading 9902.05.31 (relating to Fenbutatin oxide).

(165) Heading 9902.05.33 (relating to ultraviolet dye).

(166) Heading 9902.05.38 (relating to MSMA).

(167) Heading 9902.05.55 (relating to Ethofumesate).

(168) Heading 9902.05.56 (relating to Carbosulfan Technical).

(169) Heading 9902.05.57 (relating to Helional).

(170) Heading 9902.05.58 (relating to reaction mixture of (rel-2R,4R)-tetrahydro (pyranol)).

(171) Heading 9902.05.61 (relating to Fenpyroximate).
(172) Heading 9902.05.64 (relating to Tolfenpyrad).
(173) Heading 9902.05.65 (relating to Penflufen).
(174) Heading 9902.05.75 (relating to Fenamidone).
(175) Heading 9902.05.81 (relating to Boscalid).
(176) Heading 9902.05.93 (relating to Triclopyr).
(177) Heading 9902.05.96 (relating to Mepiquat chloride).
(178) Heading 9902.05.98 (relating to Saltidin).
(179) Heading 9902.06.03 (relating to Pyridalyl).
(180) Heading 9902.06.08 (relating to 2-acetylnicotinic acid).
(181) Heading 9902.06.09 (relating to light stabilizer).
(182) Heading 9902.06.12 (relating to 5-methylpyridine-2,3-dicarboxylic acid (5-MPDC)).
(183) Heading 9902.06.26 (relating to Quinaldine).
(184) Heading 9902.06.28 (relating to Terbacil).
(185) Heading 9902.06.29 (relating to Bispyribac sodium).
(186) Heading 9902.06.36 (relating to Pirimiphos-methyl).
(187) Heading 9902.06.42 (relating to phenyl(4,6-dimethoxy-pyrimidin-2-yl)carbamate).
(188) Heading 9902.06.43 (relating to Methylidouracil).
(189) Heading 9902.06.48 (relating to 2-amino-4,6-dimethylpyrimidine).
(190) Heading 9902.06.50 (relating to cyanuric chloride).
(191) Heading 9902.06.55 (relating to Simazine).
(192) Heading 9902.06.62 (relating to tris (2-hydroxyethyl) isocyanurate (THEIC)).
(193) Heading 9902.06.63 (relating to 2-amino-4-methoxy-6-methyl-1,3,5-triazine).
(194) Heading 9902.06.64 (relating to 4-methoxy-N,6-dimethyl-1,3,5-triazin-2-amine).
(195) Heading 9902.06.65 (relating to triallyl cyanurate).
(196) Heading 9902.06.71 (relating to Fenbucconazole fungicide).

(197) Heading 9902.06.72 (relating to Fenazaquin).

(198) Heading 9902.06.74 (relating to Pyridaben).

(199) Heading 9902.06.79 (relating to Triticonazole).

(200) Heading 9902.06.83 (relating to Carbendazim).

(201) Heading 9902.06.86 (relating to Tetraconazole).

(202) Heading 9902.06.92 (relating to 2-[3-(2H-benzotriazol-2-yl)-4-hydroxyphenyl]ethyl methacrylate).

(203) Heading 9902.06.96 (relating to PolyAziridine PZ-33).

(204) Heading 9902.06.98 (relating to 5-amino-1,2-dihydro-3H-1,2,4-triazole-3-thione).

(205) Heading 9902.07.09 (relating to 2-mercaptobenzothiazole).

(206) Heading 9902.07.10 (relating to corrosion inhibitor).

(207) Heading 9902.07.11 (relating to 2-amino 4-methyl benzothiazole).
(208) Heading 9902.07.12 (relating to accelerator for rubber production).

(209) Heading 9902.07.17 (relating to Carboxin).

(210) Heading 9902.07.18 (relating to 1,2-benzisothiazolin-3(2H)-one,2-butyl).

(211) Heading 9902.07.19 (relating to 4-[3-(4-chlorophenyl)-3-(3,4-dimethoxyph)].

(212) Heading 9902.07.23 (relating to Bentazon).

(213) Heading 9902.07.25 (relating to Topramezone).

(214) Heading 9902.07.34 (relating to OBPA).

(215) Heading 9902.07.48 (relating to 2-amino-3-cyanothiophene).

(216) Heading 9902.07.49 (relating to Tebuthiuron technical).

(217) Heading 9902.07.51 (relating to performance fluid).

(218) Heading 9902.07.52 (relating to Etridiazole).

(219) Heading 9902.07.59 (relating to para-toluene sulphonyl hydrazide).

(220) Heading 9902.07.61 (relating to Sulfometuron-methyl).
(221) Heading 9902.07.63 (relating to Tosyl-4-CPP).
(222) Heading 9902.07.64 (relating to Asulam).
(223) Heading 9902.07.67 (relating to methyl 2-(aminosulfonyl) benzoate).
(224) Heading 9902.07.68 (relating to methyl 3-sulfamoylthiophene-2-carboxylate).
(225) Heading 9902.07.69 (relating to 3-(ethylsulfonyl)-2-pyridinesulfonamide).
(226) Heading 9902.07.70 (relating to carbamic acid, N-[[3-[(dimethyl...]-, phenyl ester).
(227) Heading 9902.07.81 (relating to black carrot color concentrate).
(228) Heading 9902.07.82 (relating to purple sweet potato color concentrate).
(229) Heading 9902.07.83 (relating to red cabbage color concentrate).
(230) Heading 9902.07.84 (relating to red radish color concentrate).
(231) Heading 9902.08.09 (relating to Disperse Blue 77).
(232) Heading 9902.08.11 (relating to Disperse Red 60).
(233) Heading 9902.08.16 (relating to Acid Black 194).
(234) Heading 9902.08.18 (relating to acid dye for Pigment Red 144).
(235) Heading 9902.08.39 (relating to indigo, Vat Blue 1).
(236) Heading 9902.08.40 (relating to Pigment Orange 43/Vat Orange 7).
(237) Heading 9902.08.43 (relating to Vat Blue 19).
(238) Heading 9902.08.45 (relating to Vat Blue 1, reduced).
(239) Heading 9902.08.46 (relating to isoviolanthrone-Vat Violet 10).
(240) Heading 9902.08.47 (relating to Vat Blue 4).
(241) Heading 9902.08.57 (relating to Reactive Red 180).
(242) Heading 9902.08.61 (relating to G500 blue crude).
(243) Heading 9902.08.65 (relating to Solvent Orange 63).
(244) Heading 9902.08.69 (relating to Solvent Red 179).
(245) Heading 9902.08.71 (relating to Solvent Violet 13 (CI 60725)).

(246) Heading 9902.08.72 (relating to Solvent Yellow 195).

(247) Heading 9902.08.73 (relating to Solvent Yellow 163).

(248) Heading 9902.08.74 (relating to Solvent Red 227).

(249) Heading 9902.08.75 (relating to Solvent Red 169).

(250) Heading 9902.08.76 (relating to Solvent Yellow 114).

(251) Heading 9902.08.77 (relating to Solvent Orange 60).

(252) Heading 9902.08.78 (relating to Solvent Red 135).

(253) Heading 9902.08.79 (relating to Solvent Blue 35).

(254) Heading 9902.08.81 (relating to 2,4-dinitrophenol).

(255) Heading 9902.08.84 (relating to optical brightener).

(256) Heading 9902.08.85 (relating to whitening agent).
(257) Heading 9902.08.87 (relating to organic luminescent pigments and dyes).

(258) Heading 9902.08.88 (relating to phosphorescent pigments zinc sulfide, copper doped).

(259) Heading 9902.09.01 (relating to cold pressed grapefruit oil).

(260) Heading 9902.09.02 (relating to oil of lemon eucalyptus (OLE)).

(261) Heading 9902.09.03 (relating to ADV 7800 S-ME).

(262) Heading 9902.09.04 (relating to surfactant).

(263) Heading 9902.09.05 (relating to ADV 7850 A-ME).

(264) Heading 9902.09.06 (relating to ADV 7800 S-W).

(265) Heading 9902.09.09 (relating to certain esters).

(266) Heading 9902.09.12 (relating to surfactant used in pesticides).

(267) Heading 9902.09.14 (relating to sparklers).

(268) Heading 9902.09.17 (relating to poly pale ester 10).
(269) Heading 9902.09.18 (relating to Dymerex).

(270) Heading 9902.09.26 (relating to Tetrachlorvinfos formulations).

(271) Heading 9902.09.27 (relating to mixtures of Clofentezine).

(272) Heading 9902.09.32 (relating to zinc phosphate formulations).

(273) Heading 9902.09.39 (relating to formulated Methomyl).

(274) Heading 9902.09.47 (relating to mixtures of Oxathiapiprolin).

(275) Heading 9902.09.65 (relating to product for post-harvest fruit treatment).

(276) Heading 9902.09.67 (relating to mixtures of Famoxadone, Cymoxanil, and application adjuvants).

(277) Heading 9902.09.73 (relating to Ziram).

(278) Heading 9902.09.74 (relating to Thiram).

(279) Heading 9902.09.82 (relating to Dodine mixtures.)

(280) Heading 9902.09.83 (relating to packs used in fruit treatment).
Heading 9902.09.91 (relating to Pyraflufen ethyl 40 percent (ET MB 40)).

Heading 9902.09.97 (relating to Napropamide formulations).

Heading 9902.09.98 (relating to Sulfometuron-methyl formulations).

Heading 9902.10.16 (relating to granular herbicide).

Heading 9902.10.18 (relating to Fosamine).

Heading 9902.10.20 (relating to 5-amino-1,3-dihydro-2H-benzimidazol-2-one).

Heading 9902.10.26 (relating to mixture used in vulcanization).

Heading 9902.10.34 (relating to reaction products of phosphorus trichloride).

Heading 9902.10.38 (relating to potassium methylate solution).

Heading 9902.10.39 (relating to additive for use in dish cleaning formulations).

Heading 9902.10.43 (relating to glycol ester).

Heading 9902.10.46 (relating to lauryl-cetyl alcohol).
(293) Heading 9902.10.52 (relating to polymer ester blend).

(294) Heading 9902.10.53 (relating to CE-1618BL methyl palmitate/oleate).

(295) Heading 9902.10.58 (relating to specialty monomers).

(296) Heading 9902.10.60 (relating to sodium ethylate).

(297) Heading 9902.10.63 (relating to synthetic acid washed beta zeolite powder).

(298) Heading 9902.10.70 (relating to amorphous alpha olefin with high softening point).

(299) Heading 9902.10.71 (relating to polymethylpentene (PMP) polyolefin copolymer).

(300) Heading 9902.10.72 (relating to light stabilizer).

(301) Heading 9902.10.73 (relating to non-functionalized polybutadiene).

(302) Heading 9902.10.78 (relating to vinyl chloride-hydroxypropyl acrylate copolymer).

(303) Heading 9902.10.80 (relating to S02F melt processable resin).

(304) Heading 9902.10.85 (relating to material used in paper coatings).
(305) Heading 9902.10.89 (relating to esters for use in coatings).

(306) Heading 9902.10.92 (relating to lubricant for use in media).

(307) Heading 9902.10.94 (relating to ingredient used in transdermal patches).

(308) Heading 9902.10.99 (relating to vinyl acetate-alkenoic acid copolymer).

(309) Heading 9902.11.03 (relating to product used in coatings and adhesives).

(310) Heading 9902.11.05 (relating to polymeric sulfonic acid).

(311) Heading 9902.11.06 (relating to 2-propenoic acid, sodium salt).

(312) Heading 9902.11.07 (relating to poly(butyl methacrylate).

(313) Heading 9902.11.08 (relating to poly(ethyl acrylate-co-methyl methacrylate)).

(314) Heading 9902.11.09 (relating to poly(methacrylic acid-co-methyl methacrylate) 1:1).

(315) Heading 9902.11.10 (relating to poly(methyl acrylate-co-methyl methacrylate).

(316) Heading 9902.11.17 (relating to sorbitol diglycidyl ether epoxide resin).
(317) Heading 9902.11.20 (relating to linear aliphatic polycarbonate polyester).

(318) Heading 9902.11.30 (relating to products for enhancing optical transparency).

(319) Heading 9902.11.31 (relating to polyamide powders).

(320) Heading 9902.11.32 (relating to formulation for use in thermoplastic injection molding).

(321) Heading 9902.11.33 (relating to formulation for use in plastics applications).

(322) Heading 9902.11.35 (relating to Phenol, 4-(1,1-dimethylethyl)-,polymer with formaldehyde).

(323) Heading 9902.11.38 (relating to polyurethane hardener).

(324) Heading 9902.11.39 (relating to H12MDI based aliphatic polyisocyanate).

(325) Heading 9902.11.40 (relating to TDI based blocked aromatic polyisocyanate).

(326) Heading 9902.11.41 (relating to self-cross linking, stoving polyurethane resin).

(327) Heading 9902.11.46 (relating to aliphatic/aromatic polyisocyanate copolymer).

(328) Heading 9902.11.47 (relating to TDI based aromatic polyisocyanate).
(329) Heading 9902.11.48 (relating to water-dispersible HDI based polyisocyanate).

(330) Heading 9902.11.58 (relating to industrial nitrocellulose (damped alcohol content of 33–37%)).

(331) Heading 9902.11.60 (relating to propylene glycol alginate (PGA)).

(332) Heading 9902.11.61 (relating to alginic acid and other alginates).

(333) Heading 9902.11.63 (relating to sodium hyaluronate).

(334) Heading 9902.11.64 (relating to weak acid cation ion-exchange resin).

(335) Heading 9902.11.65 (relating to weak acid macroporous cation ion-exchange resins).

(336) Heading 9902.11.87 (relating to regenerated cellulose sheets for industrial sponges).

(337) Heading 9902.11.95 (relating to single wrapped cutlery joined by a skewer).

(338) Heading 9902.11.98 (relating to plastic pet crate pan).

(339) Heading 9902.12.01 (relating to boxing and mixed martial arts gloves of plastic).

(340) Heading 9902.12.06 (relating to plastic non-skid base rings for toilet brush caddies).
(341) Heading 9902.12.12 (relating to headstraps and quickclips for cameras).

(342) Heading 9902.12.16 (relating to frame mounts for cameras).

(343) Heading 9902.12.17 (relating to large tube mounts for cameras).

(344) Heading 9902.12.21 (relating to replacement camera doors).

(345) Heading 9902.12.22 (relating to seatpost camera mounts).

(346) Heading 9902.12.23 (relating to adhesive camera mounts).

(347) Heading 9902.12.27 (relating to sets of assorted plastic camera mounts).

(348) Heading 9902.12.35 (relating to life jackets for pets).

(349) Heading 9902.12.37 (relating to doll diaper bags).

(350) Heading 9902.12.40 (relating to doll carriers without windows).

(351) Heading 9902.12.53 (relating to plastic cases for electronic games or accessories).

(352) Heading 9902.12.60 (relating to boxing and mixed martial arts gloves of leather).
(353) Heading 9902.12.64 (relating to women’s leather belts valued at $7 or more).

(354) Heading 9902.12.66 (relating to woven bamboo products).

(355) Heading 9902.12.67 (relating to woven wood products).

(356) Heading 9902.12.69 (relating to cashmere, not carded or combed).

(357) Heading 9902.12.70 (relating to camel hair, not carded or combed).

(358) Heading 9902.12.71 (relating to camel hair).

(359) Heading 9902.12.72 (relating to noils of camel hair).

(360) Heading 9902.12.73 (relating to cashmere, carded or combed).

(361) Heading 9902.12.74 (relating to camel hair, carded or combed).

(362) Heading 9902.12.75 (relating to yarn of carded cashmere, with a yarn count of 19.35 metric or higher).

(363) Heading 9902.12.76 (relating to yarn of carded cashmere, with a yarn count of less than 19.35 metric).
(364) Heading 9902.12.77 (relating to yarn of carded camel hair).

(365) Heading 9902.12.78 (relating to yarn of combed cashmere or yarn of camel hair).

(366) Heading 9902.12.79 (relating to woven fabric of carded vicuna hair of a weight not exceeding 300 g/m²).

(367) Heading 9902.12.83 (relating to production roll bleached woven cotton gauze).

(368) Heading 9902.12.84 (relating to bleached pique fabric).

(369) Heading 9902.12.85 (relating to dyed pique fabric).

(370) Heading 9902.12.89 (relating to high tenacity single rayon yarn with a decitex equal to or greater than 1,000).

(371) Heading 9902.12.90 (relating to high tenacity single rayon yarn with a decitex less than 1,000).

(372) Heading 9902.12.91 (relating to high tenacity multiple or cabled rayon yarn).

(373) Heading 9902.12.92 (relating to single yarn of viscose rayon).

(374) Heading 9902.12.93 (relating to twisted yarn of viscose rayon).

(376) Heading 9902.12.98 (relating to acrylic fiber tow with an average decitex of between 2 and 5).

(377) Heading 9902.12.99 (relating to acrylic filament tow with an average decitex of 2.2).

(378) Heading 9902.13.01 (relating to acrylic fiber tow with an average decitex of 3.3).

(379) Heading 9902.13.05 (relating to acrylic filament tow with a decitex of 3.3).

(380) Heading 9902.13.06 (relating to acrylic or modacrylic staple fibers, not processed).

(381) Heading 9902.13.07 (relating to modacrylic staple fibers with an average decitex of 2.2 and a fiber length of 38 mm).

(382) Heading 9902.13.08 (relating to modacrylic staple fibers with an average decitex of 2.2 and a fiber length of 51 mm).

(383) Heading 9902.13.09 (relating to modacrylic staple fibers with an average decitex of 1.7 and a fiber length of 51 mm).

(384) Heading 9902.13.10 (relating to acrylic staple fibers with an average decitex of 1.3 and a fiber length of 38 mm).
(385) Heading 9902.13.11 (relating to acrylic staple fibers with an average decitex of 1.3 and a fiber length of 40 mm).

(386) Heading 9902.13.12 (relating to synthetic staple fibers not processed for spinning).

(387) Heading 9902.13.13 (relating to acrylic staple fibers with a fiber length between 40 and 47.5 mm and a solar reflectance index less than 10).

(388) Heading 9902.13.14 (relating to acrylic staple fibers with a fiber length between 40 and 47.5 mm and a solar reflectance index between 10 and 30).

(389) Heading 9902.13.16 (relating to acrylic staple fibers with a fiber length between 48 and 60 mm and a solar reflectance index less than 10).

(390) Heading 9902.13.17 (relating to acrylic staple fibers with a fiber length between 48 and 60 mm and a solar reflectance index between 10 and 30).

(391) Heading 9902.13.18 (relating to acrylic staple fibers with a fiber length between 48 and 60 mm and a solar reflectance index greater than 30).

(392) Heading 9902.13.22 (relating to modified acrylic flame retardant staple fiber with a decitex of 3.9).
(393) Heading 9902.13.25 (relating to cellulosic man-made viscose rayon staple fiber).

(394) Heading 9902.13.27 (relating to certain staple fibers of viscose rayon).

(395) Heading 9902.13.30 (relating to flame retardant viscose rayon staple fibers, with decitex of 3.3 and length of 60 mm).

(396) Heading 9902.13.32 (relating to flame retardant viscose rayon staple fibers, with a decitex of 2.2 and length of 38 mm).

(397) Heading 9902.13.37 (relating to acrylic or modacrylic staple fibers, processed and with a decitex of 11.0).

(398) Heading 9902.13.39 (relating to rayon top).

(399) Heading 9902.13.40 (relating to woven fabrics of certain synthetic fibers).

(400) Heading 9902.13.43 (relating to heat exchange capillary material).

(401) Heading 9902.13.48 (relating to men’s or boys’ silk knit pullovers and cardigans).

(402) Heading 9902.13.52 (relating to neoprene guard socks).
(403) Heading 9902.13.55 (relating to boys’ woven manmade fiber coats, 36 percent or more of wool).

(404) Heading 9902.13.70 (relating to batting gloves of manmade fibers).

(405) Heading 9902.13.72 (relating to fishing wader pocket pouches).

(406) Heading 9902.13.73 (relating to nylon wool packs).

(407) Heading 9902.13.86 (relating to bee nets).

(408) Heading 9902.13.87 (relating to camera chest harnesses).

(409) Heading 9902.13.90 (relating to camera wrist strap mounts).

(410) Heading 9902.13.95 (relating to men’s protective active footwear with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastic).

(411) Heading 9902.13.96 (relating to women’s protective active shoes, covering the ankle).

(412) Heading 9902.13.97 (relating to women’s protective active footwear, valued over $26 per pair, covering the ankle).

(413) Heading 9902.14.05 (relating to footwear made on a base or platform of wood).
(414) Heading 9902.14.12 (relating to women’s protective active footwear, not covering the ankle, valued over $24 per pair).

(415) Heading 9902.14.13 (relating to women’s protective active footwear, not covering the ankle, valued over $26 per pair).

(416) Heading 9902.14.16 (relating to children’s footwear with waterproof soles, not covering the ankle, valued over $18 per pair).


(418) Heading 9902.14.23 (relating to men’s waterproof leather footwear, valued at $29 per pair or higher).

(419) Heading 9902.14.25 (relating to women’s Oxford-style composite safety toe footwear).

(420) Heading 9902.14.26 (relating to footwear for other persons, with leather uppers, valued at $20 per pair or higher).

(421) Heading 9902.14.34 (relating to ski boots and snowboard boots).

(422) Heading 9902.14.37 (relating to men’s boots for fishing waders).

(423) Heading 9902.14.48 (relating to house slippers with textile uppers).
(424) Heading 9902.14.56 (relating to removable footwear neoprene cuffs).

(425) Heading 9902.14.63 (relating to hats containing less than 23 percent or more of wool).

(426) Heading 9902.14.67 (relating to plastic plants for aquariums/terrariums).

(427) Heading 9902.14.76 (relating to polished wired glass in retangular sheets).

(428) Heading 9902.14.77 (relating to meniscus-shaped drawn glass-ceramic discs).

(429) Heading 9902.14.79 (relating to transparent glass-ceramic cookware).

(430) Heading 9902.14.85 (relating to chopped strands of glass).

(431) Heading 9902.14.89 (relating to strips consisting of silver and tin).

(432) Heading 9902.14.98 (relating to small metal wire crates for dogs).

(433) Heading 9902.15.05 (relating to side press wringer handles).

(434) Heading 9902.15.07 (relating to isosceles triangle wire).

(435) Heading 9902.15.10 (relating to zinc punches).
(436) Heading 9902.15.12 (relating to gallium unwrought in solid form).

(437) Heading 9902.15.15 (relating to gear driven one-handed pruners).

(438) Heading 9902.15.17 (relating to swivel head grass shears).

(439) Heading 9902.15.30 (relating to pet grooming scissors).

(440) Heading 9902.15.34 (relating to manicure and pedicure sets).

(441) Heading 9902.15.45 (relating to cast iron crankcases).

(442) Heading 9902.15.46 (relating to cylinder heads used solely or principally with marine compression ignition engines).

(443) Heading 9902.15.47 (relating to pistons).

(444) Heading 9902.15.49 (relating to high pressure pumps).

(445) Heading 9902.15.55 (relating to exhaust fans for permanent installation).

(446) Heading 9902.15.57 (relating to household range hoods).

(447) Heading 9902.15.58 (relating to pre-assembled pedestal fan column assemblies).
(448) Heading 9902.15.59 (relating to grilles for exhaust fans).

(449) Heading 9902.15.66 (relating to pressure distillation columns).

(450) Heading 9902.15.68 (relating to mobile sprinklers).

(451) Heading 9902.15.75 (relating to benchtop band saws).

(452) Heading 9902.15.76 (relating to certain stationary band saws).

(453) Heading 9902.15.77 (relating to tilting arbor table saws).

(454) Heading 9902.15.78 (relating to certain table saws with 10 inch (25.4 cm) blade).

(455) Heading 9902.15.80 (relating to drill presses).

(456) Heading 9902.15.81 (relating to electrical rotary drill, hammer and chiseling tools).

(457) Heading 9902.15.89 (relating to telescope mirror segment support assemblies).

(458) Heading 9902.15.93 (relating to regulator valves).

(459) Heading 9902.15.97 (relating to used camshafts and crankshafts for diesel engines).
(460) Heading 9902.15.99 (relating to crankshaft bearings).

(461) Heading 9902.16.03 (relating to flexplates for engines).

(462) Heading 9902.16.11 (relating to motor assemblies for air circulator electric fans).

(463) Heading 9902.16.12 (relating to motors for high wattage fans).

(464) Heading 9902.16.13 (relating to alternating current multiphase submersible pump motors with output between 3 kilowatts and 14.92 kilowatts).

(465) Heading 9902.16.14 (relating to alternating current multiphase submersible pump motors with output between 149.2 kilowatts and 150 kilowatts).

(466) Heading 9902.16.15 (relating to alternating current generators for exercise equipment).

(467) Heading 9902.16.26 (relating to electromechanical knives.)

(468) Heading 9902.16.28 (relating to automatic food feeders for dogs and cats).

(469) Heading 9902.16.30 (relating to automatic fish feeders).
(470) Heading 9902.16.39 (relating to alternators).

(471) Heading 9902.16.42 (relating to bulb heaters with or without a fan).

(472) Heading 9902.16.49 (relating to microwave ovens with 53 to 55 liter capacity and integral range hood).

(473) Heading 9902.16.50 (relating to microwave ovens with 58 to 60 liter capacity and integral range hoods).

(474) Heading 9902.16.52 (relating to microwave ovens with 53 to 55 liter capacity, glass turntable plate, and integral range hood).

(475) Heading 9902.16.53 (relating to microwave ovens with 56 to 58 liter capacity and integral range hood).

(476) Heading 9902.16.54 (relating to microwave ovens with rectangular plate and integral range hood).

(477) Heading 9902.16.55 (relating to vertical waffle makers).

(478) Heading 9902.16.56 (relating to multifunction grills).

(479) Heading 9902.16.57 (relating to electric sandwich grillers).
(480) Heading 9902.16.64 (relating to front-loading coffee makers).

(481) Heading 9902.16.66 (relating to built-in coffee machines).

(482) Heading 9902.16.75 (relating to programmable slow cookers with thermometer probe).

(483) Heading 9902.16.76 (relating to electric pressure cookers rated more than 1000W but not more than 1200W, with a capacity of not less than 5 liters).

(484) Heading 9902.16.77 (relating to electric rice cookers).

(485) Heading 9902.16.78 (relating to electric pressure cookers rated more than 1200W but not more than 1400W, with a capacity of not less than 5 liters).

(486) Heading 9902.16.81 (relating to candle warmers).

(487) Heading 9902.16.90 (relating to chassis or shelving containing backplane).

(488) Heading 9902.16.95 (relating to mirror segment controller sensors).

(489) Heading 9902.17.03 (relating to used gear boxes for certain vehicles).
(490) Heading 9902.17.07 (relating to stand-up bicycles, having both wheels not exceeding 63.5 cm in diameter).

(491) Heading 9902.17.08 (relating to elliptical cycles, with wheels not exceeding 63.5 cm in diameter).

(492) Heading 9902.17.17 (relating to swim goggles).

(493) Heading 9902.17.19 (relating to LCD television panel assemblies, with a video display measuring not over 58.42 cm).

(494) Heading 9902.17.20 (relating to LCD television panel assemblies, with a video display measuring over 58.42 cm but not over 78.74 cm).

(495) Heading 9902.17.21 (relating to LCD television panel assemblies, with a video display measuring over 78.74 cm but not over 81.28 cm).

(496) Heading 9902.17.22 (relating to LCD television panel assemblies, with a video display measuring over 81.28 cm but not over 99.06 cm).

(497) Heading 9902.17.23 (relating to LCD television panel assemblies, with a video display measuring over 99.06 cm but not over 101.6 cm).

(498) Heading 9902.17.28 (relating to bicycle speedometers).
(499) Heading 9902.17.47 (relating to light emitting diode (LED) hanging lamps with total internal reflection).

(500) Heading 9902.17.49 (relating to electric table or desk light emitting diode (LED) task lamps with ball joints).

(501) Heading 9902.17.52 (relating to exterior emergency lights).

(502) Heading 9902.17.53 (relating to wing illumination lights).

(503) Heading 9902.17.54 (relating to lantern globes of extruded borosilicate glass).

(504) Heading 9902.17.56 (relating to golf club driver heads with a loft of 9.5 degrees).

(505) Heading 9902.17.64 (relating to golf club heads with a loft greater than 56 degrees).

(506) Heading 9902.17.65 (relating to golf club putter heads).

(507) Heading 9902.17.70 (relating to tennis rackets, strung).

(508) Heading 9902.17.72 (relating to racquetball rackets).

(509) Heading 9902.17.73 (relating to squash rackets).
(510) Heading 9902.17.76 (relating to leather
basketballs).

(511) Heading 9902.17.78 (relating to
racquetballs).

(512) Heading 9902.17.84 (relating to speed
bags and related equipment).

(513) Heading 9902.17.86 (relating to certain
bluetooth enabled adjustable dumbbells).

(514) Heading 9902.17.92 (relating to boxing
and mixed martial arts protective equipment).

(515) Heading 9902.17.94 (relating to fishing
reels valued more than $2.70 but not more than
$8.45, pre-spooled, with rod).

(516) Heading 9902.17.95 (relating to hair-
slides with imitation pearls or stones).

(b) Modification to Article Descriptions.—

(1) Coconut water in paper cartons.—

Heading 9902.01.15 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “Coconut water, not from con-
centrate, not containing added sugar or other
sweetening matter, packaged for retail sale in
paper-based cartons (provided for in subheading
2009.89.70)”;} and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(2) FLAVORED COCONUT WATER.—Heading 9902.01.16 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Coconut water not from concentrate, flavored, packaged for retail sale (provided for in subheading 2009.89.70)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(3) HYPOPHOSPHOROUS ACID 50%.—Heading 9902.01.23 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Hypophosphorous acid 50 percent (phosphinic acid) (CAS No. 6303–21–5) (provided for in subheading 2811.19.61)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(4) POTASSIUM FLUOROBORATE.—Heading 9902.01.47 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Potassium fluoroborate (CAS No. 14075–53–7) (provided for in subheading 2826.90.90)”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(5) POTASSIUM FLUOROTITANATE.—Heading 9902.01.48 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Potassium fluorotitanate (Dipotassium hexafluorotitanate(2-)) (CAS No. 16919–27–0) (provided for in subheading 2826.90.90)”;

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(6) POTASSIUM FLUOZIRCONATE.—Heading 9902.01.49 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Dipotassium; hexafluorozirconium(2-) (potassium fluozirconate) (CAS No. 16923–95–8) (provided for in subheading 2826.90.90)”;

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(7) ZIRCONIUM BASIC CARBONATE.—Heading 9902.01.61 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Zirconium basic carbonate (zirconium(4+) dicarbonate) (CAS No. 57219–
644

(8) O-CHLOROTOLUENE.—Heading 9902.01.95 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “2-Chlorotoluene (CAS No. 95–49–8) (provided for in subheading 2903.99.80)”;

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(9) LEUCOQUINIZARIN.—Heading 9902.02.25 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Leucoquinizarin as 1,4,9,10-tetrahydroxyanthracene (CAS No. 476–60–8),

2,3-dihydro-9,10-dihydroxyanthracene-1,4-dione (CAS No. 17648–03–2) or 2,3-dihydro-1,4-dihydroxy-9,10-anthracenedione (CAS No. 40498–13–3) (provided for in subheading 2907.29.90 or 2914.69.90)”;

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(10) **ANISALDEHYDE.**—Heading 9902.02.49 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “p-Anisaldehyde (4-methoxybenzaldehyde) (CAS No. 123–11–5) (provided for in subheading 2912.49.10)”;

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(11) **METHYLIONONE.**—Heading 9902.02.56 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “(E)-1-(2,6,6-trimethylcyclohex-2-en-1-yl)pent-1-en-3-one (Methylionone) (CAS No. 1335–46–2) (provided for in subheading 2914.23.00)”;

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(12) **ITACONIC ACID.**—Heading 9902.02.95 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Itaconic acid (2-methylidenebutanedioic acid) (CAS No. 97–65–4) (provided for in subheading 2917.19.70)”;

and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(13) 4-SULFO-1,8-NAPHTHALIC ANHYDRIDE POTASSIUM SALT.—Heading 9902.02.97 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Potassium 1,3-dioxo-1H,3H-benzo[de]isochromene-6-sulfonate (CAS No. 71501–16–1) (provided for in subheading 2917.39.04)”;

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(14) NTCDA.—Heading 9902.03.01 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “1,4,5,8-Naphthalenetetracarboxylic dianhydride (NTCDA) (CAS No. 81–30–1) (provided for in subheading 2917.39.70)”;

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(15) STABILIZER OF FOAMS.—Heading 9902.03.11 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Octyl 3-(3,5-ditert-butyl-4-hydroxyphenyl)propanoate (CAS No. 125643–
61–0) (provided for in subheading 2918.29.65); and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(16) **HINDERED PHENOLIC ANTIOXIDANT.**— Heading 9902.03.25 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Triethylene glycol bis[3-(3-tert-butyl-4-hydroxy-5-methyl-phenyl)propionate] (CAS No. 36443–68–2) (provided for in subheading 2918.99.43)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(17) **D-HPPA.**—Heading 9902.03.28 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “(R)-(+)2-(4-Hydroxyphenoxy)propionic acid (CAS No. 94050–90–5) (provided for in subheading 2918.99.43)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(18) **TETRACHLORVINFOS.**—Heading 9902.03.35 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: "[(Z)-2-Chloro-1-(2,4,5-
trichlorophenyl)ethenyl] dimethyl phosphate (Tetrachlorvinfos) (CAS No. 22248–79–9) (pro-
vided for in subheading 2919.90.30)"; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(19) PROPARGITE.—Heading 9902.03.41 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: "2-[4-(2-Methyl-2-
propanyl)phenoxy]cyclohexyl 2-propyn-1-yl sul-
fite (Propargite) (CAS No. 2312–35–8) (pro-
vided for in subheading 2920.90.10)"; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(20) 2-CHLORO-4-TOLUIDINE (2-CAT).—Heading 9902.03.69 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: "3-Chloro-4-methylaniline (o-
chloro-p-toluidine) (CAS No. 95–74–9) (pro-
vided for in subheading 2921.43.90)"; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(21) m-TOLUIDINE.—Heading 9902.03.70 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “m-Toluidine (CAS No. 108–44–1) (provided for in subheading 2921.43.90)”;

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(22) FLUMETRALIN.—Heading 9902.03.77 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “N-[(2-Chloro-6-fluorophenyl)methyl]-N-ethyl-2,6-dinitro-4-(trifluoromethyl)aniline (Flumetralin) (CAS No. 62924–70–3) (provided for in subheading 2921.49.45)”;

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(23) 4,4'-METHYLENE BIS O-CHLORO ANILINE.—Heading 9902.03.83 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “4,4’-Methylenebis(2-chloroaniline) (CAS No. 101–14–4) (provided for in subheading 2921.59.08)”;

and
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(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(24) PHENOL, $2,2'$-[(1S...)]BIS[6-(1,1-

DIMETHYLYLETHYL)].—Heading 9902.03.86 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “2,2'-[(1S,2S)-1,2-Diphenyl-

1,2-ethanediyl]bis(iminomethylene)bis[6-(1,1-

dimethylethyl)phenol] (CAS No. 481725–63–7)

(provided for in subheading 2921.59.40)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(25) TRIS[2-{2,4,8,10-TETRA-TERT-BUTYLDIBE

(AO 12)].—Heading 9902.03.89 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “2-{

[2,4,8,10-Tetrakis(2-methyl-

2-propanyl)diben-

zo[d,f][1,3,2]dioxaphosphepin-6-yloxy]-N,N-

bis(2-{

[2,4,8,10-tetra-

kis(2-methyl-2-

propanyl)dibenzo[d,f][1,3,2]dioxaphos-

pepin-

6-yloxy}ethyl)ethanamine (CAS No. 80410–

33–9) (provided for in subheading

2922.19.60)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(26) L-LYSINE HYDRATE.—Heading 9902.04.03 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “L-Lysine hydrate (1:1) (CAS No. 39665–12–8) (provided for in subheading 2922.41.00)” ; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(27) NON-GENETICALLY MODIFIED LECITHIN OF RAPESEED.—Heading 9902.04.17 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Lecithin derived from non-genetically modified rapeseed (CAS No. 8002–43–5) (provided for in subheading 2923.20.20)” ; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(28) N,N,N′,N′-TETRAKIS(2-HYDROXYETHYL)HEXANEDIAMIDE.—Heading 9902.04.27 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “N,N,N′,N′-tetakis(2-hydroxyethyl)hexanediamide (CAS No. 6334–25–4) (provided for in subheading 2924.19.80)” ; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(29) METALAXYL.—Heading 9902.04.36 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Methyl 2-(N-(2-methoxyacetyl)-2,6-dimethylanilino)propanoate (Metalaxyl) (CAS No. 57837–19–1) (provided for in subheading 2924.29.47)” ; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(30) CARBARYL.—Heading 9902.04.39 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “1-Naphthalenyl methylcarbamate (Carbaryl) (CAS No. 63–25–2) (provided for in subheading 2924.29.47)” ; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(31) MANDIPROPAMID.—Heading 9902.04.45 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “2-(4-Chlorophenyl)-N-{2-[3-methoxy-4-(2-propyn-1-yloxy)phenyl]ethyl}-2-
(2-propyn-1-yloxy)acetamide (Mandipropamid)
(CAS No. 374726–62–2) (provided for in subheading 2924.29.47)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(32) FENHEXAMID.—Heading 9902.04.46 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “N-(2,3-Dichloro-4-hydroxyphenyl)-1-methyleclohexanecarbamate (Fenhexamid) (CAS No. 126833–17–8) (provided for in subheading 2924.29.47)”;

and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(33) 2,5-BIS[(1,3-DIOXOBUTYL)AMINO]BENZENESULFONIC ACID.—Heading 9902.04.51 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “2,5-Bis(3-oxobutanoylamino)benzenesulfonic acid (CAS No. 70185–87–4) (provided for in subheading 2924.29.71)” ; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(34) P-AMINO BenZAMIDE.—Heading 9902.04.55 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “p-Aminobenzamide (4-Aminobenzamide) (CAS No. 2835–68–9) (provided for in subheading 2924.29.77)” ; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(35) TRANS-N-BOC ACID.—Heading 9902.04.57 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Trans-4-[(2-Methyl-2-propanyl)oxy]carbonyl)cyclohex-ane-carboxylic acid (CAS No. 53292–89–0) (provided for in subheading 2924.29.95)” ; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(36) FLUMICLORAC PENTYL ESTER.—Heading 9902.04.62 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Pentyl [2-chloro-5-(1,3-dioxo-1,3,4,5,6,7-hexahydro-2H-isoindol-2-yl)-4-fluorophenoxy]acetate (Flumiclora c pentyl ester) (CAS No. 87546–18–7) (provided for in subheading 2925.29.60)” ; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(37) ESFENVALERATE.—Heading 9902.04.74 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “(S)-Cyano(3-phenoxyphenyl)methyl(S)-4-chloro-α-(1-methylylethyl)benzeneacetate (Esfenvalerate) (CAS No. 66230–04–4) (provided for in subheading 2926.90.30)”;

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(38) ZETA-CYPERMETHRIN.—Heading 9902.04.76 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “(S)-Cyano-(3-phenoxyphenyl)methyl (+)cis-3-(2,2-dichloroethenyl)-2,2-dimethyleclopropanecarboxylate and (S)-cyano-(3-phenoxyphenyl)methyl (+)trans-3-(2,2-dichloroethenyl)-2,2-dimethyleclopropanecarboxylate (Zeta-cypermethrin) (CAS No. 1315501–18–8) (provided for in subheading 2926.90.30)”;

and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(39) **Fenpropathrin.**—Heading 9902.04.78 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “\(\alpha\)-Cyano-3-phenoxybenzyl 2,2,3,3-tetramethylcyclopropanecarboxylate (Fenpropathrin) (CAS No. 39515–41–8) (provided for in subheading 2926.90.30)” ; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(40) **Phthalodinitrile.**—Heading 9902.04.79 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Benzene-1,2-dicarbonitrile (Phthalodinitrile) (CAS No. 91–15–6) (provided for in subheading 2926.90.43)” ; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(41) **Diphenylacetonitrile.**—Heading 9902.04.80 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “2,2-Diphenylacetonitrile (CAS No. 86–29–3) (provided for in subheading 2926.90.48)” ; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(42) IPN.—Heading 9902.04.81 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Isophthalonitrile (1,3-dicyanobenzene) (CAS No. 626–17–5) (provided for in subheading 2926.90.48)”;

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(43) Trifloxystrobin.—Heading 9902.04.86 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Methyl (E)-methoxyimino-\{(E)-2-[1-(\alpha,\alpha,\alpha \text{-trifluoro-m-} \text{tolyl}) ethylideneaminoxy]-o-tolyl\}acetate (Trifloxystrobin) (CAS No. 141517–21–7) (provided for in subheading 2928.00.25)”;

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(44) Cyfluifenamid.—Heading 9902.04.87 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “(1Z)-N-{(Z)-[(Cyclopropylmethoxy)imino][2,3-difluoro-6-\{(trifluoromethyl)phenyl\}methyl]-2-}
phenylethanimidic acid (Cyflufenamid) (CAS No. 180409–60–3) (provided for in subheading 2928.00.25)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(45) **TEBUFENOZIDE.**—Heading 9902.04.88 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “N’-(4-Ethylbenzoyl)-3,5-dimethyl-N-(2-methyl-2-propanyl)benzohydrazide (Tebufenozide) (CAS No. 112410–23–8) (provided for in subheading 2928.00.25)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(46) **CARBONOHYDRAZIDE.**—Heading 9902.04.89 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “1,3-Diaminourea (CAS No. 497–18–7) (provided for in subheading 2928.00.50)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(47) **ADH.**—Heading 9902.04.93 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Hexanedihydrazide (adipic
dihydrazide) (CAS No. 1071–93–8) (provided for in subheading 2928.00.50); and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(48) ORGANIC CHEMICALS.—Heading 9902.04.94 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Bitolylene diisocyanate (3,3′-dimethylbiphenyl-4,4′-diyl diisocyanate) (CAS No. 91–97–4) (provided for in subheading 2929.10.20)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(49) PCM.—Heading 9902.04.97 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Ethyl [4-chloro-2-fluoro-5-[[[methyl(1-methylethyl)amino]sulfonyl]amino]carbonyl]phenyl]carbamate (CAS No. 874909–61–2) (provided for in subheading 2929.90.15)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(50) PROFENOFOSS.—Heading 9902.05.04 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “O-4-Bromo-2-chlorophenyl O-ethyl S-propyl phosphorothioate (Profenofos) (CAS No. 41198–08–7) (provided for in subheading 2930.90.10)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(51) DCDPS, DICHLOORODIPHENYSULFONE.— Heading 9902.05.14 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “1-Chloro-4-(4-chlorophenyl)sulfonylbenzene (CAS No. 80–07–9) (provided for in subheading 2930.90.29)”;

and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(52) CAPTAN TECHNICAL.—Heading 9902.05.19 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “2-[(Trichloromethyl)sulfanyl]-3a,4,7,7a-tetrahydro-1H-isoidole-1,3(2H)-dione (Captan) (CAS No. 133–06–2) (provided for in subheading 2930.90.43)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.


(53) PENTAERYTHRITOL TETRAKIS (β-
LAURYLTHIOPROPIONATE).—Heading 9902.05.23 is
amended—

(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “3-{
[Dodecylsulfanyl]propanoyl}oxy}-2,2-bis({[3-
dodecylsulfanyl]propanoyl}oxy)methyl)propyl 3-
(dodecylsulfanyl)propanoate) (CAS No. 29598–
76–3) (provided for in subheading
2930.90.91)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and insert-
ing “12/31/2023”.

(54) DINOTEFURAN.—Heading 9902.05.45 is
amended—

(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “1-Methyl-2-nitro-3-(oxolan-3-
ylmethyl)guanidine (Dinotefuran) (CAS No.
165252–70–0) (provided for in subheading
2932.19.51)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and insert-
ing “12/31/2023”.

(55) COUMAPHOS.—Heading 9902.05.47 is
amended—

(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “3-Chloro-7-
diethoxyphosphinothioyloxy-4-methylchroomen-2-one (Coumaphos) (CAS No. 56–72–4) (provided for in subheading 2932.20.10)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(56) SPIROMESIFEN.—Heading 9902.05.48 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “[2-Oxo-3-(2,4,6-trimethylphenyl)-1-oxaspiro[4.4]non-3-en-4-yl] 3,3-dimethylbutanoate (Spiromesifen) (CAS No. 283594–90–1) (provided for in subheading 2932.20.10)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(57) BRODIFACOUM.—Heading 9902.05.50 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “4-Hydroxy-3-(3-(4’-bromo-4-biphenyl)-1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-1-naph-thyl)coumarin (Brodifacoum) (CAS No. 56073–10–0) (provided for in subheading 2932.20.10)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(58) Sodium erythorbate.—Heading

9902.05.54 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Sodium erythorbate (sodium (2R)-2-[(2R)-4,5-dihydroxy-3-oxo-2,3-dihydro-2-furanyl]-2-hydroxyethanolate) (CAS No. 6381–77–7) (provided for in subheading 2932.20.50)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(59) Pyraclostrobin technical.—Heading

9902.05.67 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Methyl N-(2-[[1-(4-chlorophenyl)pyrazol-3-yl]oxymethyl]-phenyl)-(N-methoxy)carbamate (Pyraclostrobin) (CAS No. 175013–18–0) (provided for in subheading 2933.19.23)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(60) Triflumizole technical.—Heading

9902.05.74 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “(E)-4-Chloro-α,α,α-trifluoro-N-(1-imidazol-1-yl-2-propoxyethyldene)-o-tolu-
idine (Triflumizole) (CAS No. 99387–89–0) (provided for in subheading 2933.29.35)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(61) **FLUOPYRAM.—** Heading 9902.05.80 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “N-[2-[3-Chloro-5-(trifluoromethyl)pyridin-2-yl]ethyl]-2-(trifluoromethyl)benzamide (Fluopyram) (CAS No. 658066–35–4) (provided for in subheading 2933.39.21)” ; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(62) **CLODINAFOP-PROPARGYL.—** Heading 9902.05.91 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “2-Propyn-1-yl (2R)-2-{4-[(5-chloro-3-fluoro-2-pyridinyl)oxy]phenoxy}propanoate (Clofopropargyl) (CAS No. 105512–06–9) (provided for in subheading 2933.39.25)” ; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
665

(63) ACETAMIPRID TECHNICAL.—Heading 9902.05.99 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “(E)-N1-[(6-Chloro-3-pyridyl)methyl]-N2-cyano-N1-methyl-acetamidine (Acetamiprid) (CAS No. 135410–20–7) (provided for in subheading 2933.39.27)” ; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(64) PYRIPROXYFEN.—Heading 9902.06.04 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “2-[[1-(4-Phenoxyphenoxy)-2-propanyl]oxy]pyridine (Pyriproxyfen) (CAS No. 95737–68–1) (provided for in subheading 2933.39.27)” ; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(65) CERTAIN LIGHT STABILIZER.—Heading 9902.06.14 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “N-[6-[formyl-(2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-4-yl)amino]hexyl]-N-(2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-4-yl)formamide
(CAS No. 124172–53–8) (provided for in sub-heading 2933.39.61)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(66) \( N,N'\)-Bis\((2,2,6,6\text{-tetramethyl}-4\text{-piperidinyl})\)isoph.—Heading 9902.06.16 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “\( N,N'\)-Bis\((2,2,6,6\text{-tetramethyl}-4\text{-piperidinyl})\)isophthalamide (CAS No. 42774–15–2) (provided for in subheading 2933.39.61)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(67) UV ABSORBER.—Heading 9902.06.17 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “3-Dodecyl-1-(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidinyl)-2,5-pyrrolidinedione (CAS No. 79720–19–7) (provided for in subheading 2933.39.61)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(68) ACYLATED STERICALLY HINDERED LIGHT STABILIZER.—Heading 9902.06.18 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “1-(1-Acetyl-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidinyl)-3-dodecyl-2,5-pyrrolidinedione (CAS No. 106917–31–1) (provided for in subheading 2933.39.61)” ; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(69) PYRIMETHANIL.—Heading 9902.06.32 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “4,6-Dimethyl-N-phenylpyrimidin-2-amine (Pyrimethanil) (CAS No. 53112–28–0) (provided for in subheading 2933.59.15)” ; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(70) BENZYLADENINE.—Heading 9902.06.33 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “N-Benzyl-3H-purin-6-amine (Benzyladenine) (CAS No. 1214–39–7) (provided for in subheading 2933.59.15)” ; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(71) PYRIFLUQUINAZON.—Heading 9902.06.40 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “1-Acetyl-1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-3-[(3-pyridylmethyl)amino]-6-[1,2,2,2-tetrafluoro-1-(trifluoromethyl) ethyl] quinazolin-2-one (Pyrifluquinazon) (CAS No. 337458–27–2) (provided for in subheading 2933.59.70)”;

and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(72) HEXAZINONE.—Heading 9902.06.52 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “3-Cyclohexyl-6-dimethylamino-1-methyl-1,3,5-triazine-2,4(1H,3H)-dione (Hexazinone) (CAS No. 51235–04–2) (provided for in subheading 2933.69.60)”;

and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(73) PYMETROZINE.—Heading 9902.06.53 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “6-Methyl-4-{(1E)-pyridin-3-ylmethylene}amino}-4,5-dihydro-1,2,4-triazin-
3(2H)-one (Pymetrozine) (CAS No. 123312–89–0) (provided for in subheading 2933.69.60)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(74) LOW VOLATILE HYDROXYPHENYL TRIAZINE UV ABSORBER.—Heading 9902.06.59 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “2-(4,6-Diphenyl-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl)-5-(hexyloxy)phenol (CAS No. 147315–50–2) (provided for in subheading 2933.69.60)” ; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(75) VERY LOW VOLATILE HYDROXYPHENYL TRIAZINE UV ABSORBER.—Heading 9902.06.60 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “2-[4,6-Di(4-biphenylyl)-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl]-5-[(2-ethylhexyl)oxy]phenol (CAS No. 204583–39–1) (provided for in subheading 2933.69.60)” ; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(76) **TERBUTRYN.**—Heading 9902.06.61 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “(4E)-4-(Ethylimino)-N-(2-methyl-2-propanyl)-6-(methylsulfanyl)-1,4-dihydro-1,3,5-triazin-2-amine (Terbutryn) (CAS No. 886–50–0) (provided for in subheading 2933.69.60)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(77) **BONDING AGENT FOR POLYESTER-REINFORCED RUBBER PRODUCTS.**—Heading 9902.06.69 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “N,N′-(Methylenedi-p-phenylene)bis[hexahydro-2-oxo-1H-azepine-1-carboxamide] (CAS No. 54112–23–1) (provided for in subheading 2933.79.15)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(78) **MYCLOBUTANIL TECHNICAL FUNGICIDE.**—

Heading 9902.06.70 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “2-(4-Chlorophenyl)-2-(1H-1,2,4-triazol-1-ylmethyl)hexanenitrile
(Myclobutanil) (CAS No. 88671–89–0) (provided for in subheading 2933.99.06)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(79) TRIAMIDEFON.—Heading 9902.06.75 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “1-(4-Chlorophenoxy)-3,3-dimethyl-1-(1,2,4-triazol-1-yl)butan-2-one (Triadimefon) (CAS No. 43121–43–3) (provided for in subheading 2933.99.22)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(80) PYRAZIFLUMID.—Heading 9902.06.76 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “N-(3′,4′-Difluorobiphenyl-2-yl)-3-(trifluoromethyl)pyrazine-2-carboxamide (Pyraziflumid) (CAS No. 942515–63–1) (provided for in subheading 2933.99.22)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(81) ECONEA TECHNICAL.—Heading 9902.06.88 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “4-Bromo-2-(4-chlorophenyl)-5-(trifluoromethyl)-1H-pyrrole-3-carbonitrile (Tralopyril) (CAS No. 122454–29–9) (provided for in subheading 2933.99.22)” ; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(82) ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT ABSORBER.—Heading 9902.06.89 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “2-(Benzotriazol-2-yl)-4,6-bis(2-methylbutan-2-yl)phenol (CAS No. 25973–55–1) (provided for in subheading 2933.99.79)”;

and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(83) 2-(2H-BENZOTRIAZOL-2-YL)-4,6-BIS(1-METHYL-1-PHENYLETHYL)PHENOL.—Heading 9902.06.90 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “2-(Benzotriazol-2-yl)-4,6-bis(2-phenylpropan-2-yl)phenol (CAS No. 70321–86–7) (provided for in subheading 2933.99.79)”;

and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(84) ISAVUCONAZONIUM SULFATE.—Heading 9902.07.03 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “(2-{[(1-)2R,3R)-3-[4-(4-)Cyanophenyl)-1,3-thiazol-2-yl]-2-
(2,5-difluorophenyl)-2-hydroxybutyl]-1H-1,2,4-
triazol-4-ium-4-
vl}ethoxy)carbonyl](methyl)amino}-3-
pyridinyl)methyl N-methylglycinate hydrogen sulfate (Isavuconazonium Sulfate) (CAS No. 946075–13–4) (provided for in subheading 2934.10.10)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(85) ETHABOXAM.—Heading 9902.07.08 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “N-[Cyano(2-thienyl)methyl]-4-
ethyl-2-(ethylamino)-1,3- thiazole-5-carboxamide (Ethaboxam) (CAS No. 162650–77–3) (pro-
vided for in subheading 2934.10.90)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(86) **PROPICONAZOLE.**—Heading 9902.07.16 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “1-[[2-(2,4-Dichlorophenyl)-4-propyl-1,3-dioxolan-2-yl]-methyl]-1H-1,2,4-triazole (Propiconazole) (CAS No. 60207–90–1) (provided for in subheading 2934.99.12); and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(87) **ETOXAZOLE.**—Heading 9902.07.35 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “2-(2,6-Difluorophenyl)-4-[2-ethoxy-4-(2-methyl-2-propanyl)phenyl]-4,5-dihydro-1,3-oxazole (Etoxazole) (CAS No. 153233–91–1) (provided for in subheading 2934.99.18); and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(88) **FLUCARBAZONE-SODIUM.**—Heading 9902.07.65 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Sodium [(3-methoxy-4-methyl-5-oxo-4,5-dihydro-1H-1,2,4-triazol-1-yl)carbonyl]{[2-(trifluorometh-
oxy)phenyl[sulfonyl]azanide (Flucarbazone-sodium) (CAS No. 181274–17–9) (provided for in subheading 2935.90.75)”;

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(89) **IMAZOSULFURON.**—Heading 9902.07.71 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “2-Chloro-N-[(4,6-dimethoxy-2-pyrimidinyl)carbamoyl]imidazo[1,2-a]pyridine-3-sulfonamide (Imazosulfuron) (CAS No. 122548–33–8) (provided for in subheading 2935.90.75)”;

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(90) **PURIFIED STEVIOL GLYCOSIDE, REBAUDIOSIDE M.**—Heading 9902.07.76 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “(4-α)-13-[(O-β-D-Glucopyranosyl-(1-2)-O-[β-D-glucopyranosyl-(1-3)]-β-D-glucopyranosyl)oxy]-kaur-16-oic acid O-β-D-glucopyranosyl-(1-2)-O-[β-D-glucopyranosyl-(1-3)]-β-D-glucopyranosyl ester
(Rebaudioside M) (CAS No. 1220616-44-3)
(provided for in subheading 2938.90.00)”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(91) Trehalose.—Heading 9902.07.78 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “Trehalose (α-D-glucopyranosyl
α-D-glucopyranoside dihydrate) (CAS No.
6138-23-4) (provided for in subheading
2940.00.60)”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(92) Chlorophyllin.—Heading 9902.07.80 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “Chlorophyllin-copper complex
(CAS No. 11006-34-1) (provided for in sub-
heading 2942.00.50)”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(93) Disperse Blue 56.—Heading 9902.07.85 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “Disperse Blue 56 (1,5-
diarnino-2-bromo-4,8-dihydroxy-9,10-
anthraquinone) (CAS No. 68134–65–6) (pro-
vided for in subheading 3204.11.10”); and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(94) Disperse Blue 284.—Heading 9902.07.86 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “Disperse Blue 284 (({4-[(E)-
(3,5-dinitro-2-thienyl)diazenyl|phenyl}imino)di-
2,1-ethanediyl diacetate) (CAS No. 42783–06–
2) (provided for in subheading 3204.11.10”);
and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(95) Mixture of Disperse Blue 60 M, Dis-
perse Blue 60 ME.—Heading 9902.07.88 is amend-
ed—

(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “Mixtures of 4,11-diamino-2-
(3-methoxypropyl)-1H-Naph-
tho[2,3-f]isoindole-1,3,5,10(2H)-tetrone (Disperse Blue
60 M) (CAS No. 12217–80–0) and 4,11-
diamino-2-[3-(2-methoxyeth-
 oxy)propyl]-1H-
naphtho[2,3-f]isoindole-1,3,5,10(2H)-tetrone
(Disperse Blue 60 ME) (CAS No. 65059–45–2) (provided for in subheading 3204.11.35)” ;
and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(96) MIX OF DISPERSE BLUE 77, 56, 60M, 60ME,

77.—Heading 9902.07.89 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of 1-anilino-4,5-
dihydroxy-8-nitro-9,10-anthraquinone (Disperse Blue 77) (CAS No. 20241–76–3); 1,5-diamino-
2-bromo-4,8-dihydroxy-9,10-anthraquinone (Disperse Blue 56) (CAS No. 68134–65–6);
4,11-diamino-2-(3-methoxypropyl)-1H-naphtho[2,3-f]isoindole-1,3,5,10(2H)-tetrone (Disperse Blue 60 M) (CAS No. 12217–80–0) and 4,11-diamino-2-[3-(2-
methoxyethoxy)propyl]-1H-naphtho[2,3-f]isoindole-1,3,5,10(2H)-tetrone (Disperse Blue 60 ME) (CAS No. 65059–45–2) (provided for in subheading 3204.11.35)” ; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(97) MIXTURE OF DISPERSE YELLOW 64, 211,

42, AND 54.—Heading 9902.07.90 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of 2-(4-Bromo-3-hydroxy-2-quinoliny1)-1H-indene-1,3(2H)-dione (Disperse Yellow 64) (CAS No. 10319–14–9); 5-[(E)-(4-Chloro-2-nitrophenyl)diazene1yl]-1-ethyl-6-hydroxy-4-methyl-2-oxo-1,2-dihydro-3-pyridinecarbonitrile (Disperse Yellow 211) (CAS No. 70528–90–4); 4-Anilino-3-nitro-N-phenylbenzenesulfonamide (Disperse Yellow 42) (CAS No. 5124–25–4) and 2-(3-Hydroxy-2-quinoliny1)-1H-indene-1,3(2H)-dione (Disperse Yellow 54) (CAS No. 7576–65–0) (provided for in subheading 3204.11.35)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(98) DYE MIXTURE.—Heading 9902.07.92 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of Disperse Yellow 163 (3,3’-{4-[(E)-(2,6-Dichloro-4-nitrophenyl)diazene1yl]phenyl}imino)dipropanenitrile) (CAS No. 67923–43–7); Solvent Yellow 163 (1,8-Bis(phenylthio)anthracene-9,10-dione) (CAS No. 13676–91–0); Disperse Blue 56 (1,5-
Diamino-2-bromo-4,8-dihydroxy-9,10-anthraquinone) (CAS No. 68134–65–6); Disperse Blue 77 (1-Anilino-4,5-dihydroxy-8-nitro-9,10-anthraquinone) (CAS No. 20241–76–3); Disperse Red 1042A (5-[2-(2-Cyano-4-nitrophenyl)diazenyl]-2-[[2-(2-hydroxyethoxy)ethyl]amino]-4-methyl-6-(phenylamino)-3-pyridinecarbonitrile) (CAS No. 149988–44–3); Disperse Red 1042B (5-[2-(2-Cyano-4-nitrophenyl)diazenyl]-6-[[2-(2-hydroxyethoxy)ethyl]amino]-4-methyl-2-(phenylamino)-3-pyridine carbonitrile) (CAS No. 137428–29–6); Disperse Blue 60 M (4,11-Diamino-2-(3-methoxypropyl)-1H-naphtho[2,3-f]isoindole-1,3,5,10(2H)-tetrone) (CAS No. 12217–80–0) and Disperse Blue 60 ME (4,11-Diamino-2-[3-(2-methoxyethoxy)propyl]-1H-naphtho[2,3-f]isoindole-1,3,5,10(2H)-tetrone) (CAS No. 65059–45–2) (provided for in subheading 3204.11.35)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(99) MIXTURE OF DISPERSE ORANGE T9601, etc.—Heading 9902.07.93 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of Disperse Orange 288 (3-(Benzyl(4-[(4-nitrophenyl)diazenyl]phenyl)amino)propanenitrile) (CAS No. 96662–24–7); Disperse Blue 291:1 (N-{2-[(E)-(2-Bromo-4,6-dinitrophenyl)diazenyl]-5-(diallylamino)-4-methoxyphenyl}acetamide) (CAS No. 51868–46–3) and Disperse Violet 93:1 (N-{2-[(E)-(2-Bromo-4,6-dinitrophenyl)diazenyl]-5-(diethylamino)phenyl}acetamide) (CAS No. 52697–38–8) (provided for in subheading 3204.11.35)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(100) MIXTURES OF SOLVENT YELLOW 163 AND OTHER PRODUCTS.—Heading 9902.07.94 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of Solvent Yellow 163 (1,8-Bis(phenylsulfanyl)-9,10-anthraquinone) (CAS No. 13676–91–0); Disperse Blue 56 (1,5-Diamino-2-bromo-4,8-dihydroxy-9,10-anthraquinone) (CAS No. 68134–65–6); Disperse Red 167:1 (4-
(Acetylamino)-4-[(2-chloro-4-
nitrophenyl)azo]phenyl}imino)diethane-2,1-diyl
 diacetate) (CAS No. 1533–78–4); Disperse Orange
 29 (4-{(2-Methoxy-4-{(4-
nitrophenyl)diazenyl}phenyl}diazenyl)phenol)
 (CAS No. 19800–42–1); Disperse Red 1042A
 (5-{2-(2-Cyano-4-nitrophenyl)diazenyl]-2-[[2-(2-
hydroxyethoxy)ethyl]amino]-4-methyl-6-
(phenylamino)-3-pyridinecarbonitrile) (CAS No.
 149988–44–3); Disperse Red 1042B (5-{(2-
Cyano-4-nitrophenyl)diazenyl]-6-[[2-(2-
hydroxyethoxy)ethyl]amino]-4-methyl-2-
(phenylamino)-3-pyridine carbonitrile) (CAS
 No. 137428–29–6); Disperse Blue 60 M (4,11-
Diamino-2-(3-methoxypropyl)-1H-naphtho[2,3-
f]isoindole-1,3,5,10(2H)-tetrone) (CAS No.
 12217–80–0) and Disperse Blue 60 ME (4,11-
Diamino-2-[3-(2-methoxyethoxy)propyl]-1H-
naphtho[2,3-f]isoindole-1,3,5,10(2H)-tetrone)
 (CAS No. 65059–45–2) (provided for in sub-
heading 3204.11.35)”; and
 (B) by striking “12/31/2020” and insert-
ing “12/31/2023”.

(101) TEXTILE DYE MIXTURES.—Heading

9902.07.95 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of Disperse Blue ANT (Br) (N-[5-(acetylamino)-4-[2-(2-bromo-4,6-dinitrophenyl)diazenyl]-2-methoxy-phenyl]-N-(2-methoxy-2-oxoethyl)-glycine, methyl ester) (CAS No. 88938–51–6); Disperse Green GNA (N-[5-(acetylamino)-2-methoxy-4-[2-(5-nitro-2,1-benzisothiazol-3-yl)diazenyl]phenyl]-N-(2-methoxy-2-oxoethyl)-glycine, methyl ester) (CAS No. 1235882–84–4); Disperse Yellow FC60954 (4-[2-(5-cyano-1,6-dihydro-2-hydroxy-1,4-dimethyl-6-oxo-3-pyridinyl)diazenyl]benzoic acid, 2-phenoxyethyl ester) (CAS No. 88938–37–8); Disperse Red DYNS 2246 (N-[4-[2-(2-cyano-4-nitrophenyl)diazenyl]phenyl]-N-(phenylmethyl)-B-alanine, 2-oxopropyl ester) (CAS No. 1021394–33–1); and Disperse Yellow DYLA 1306 (1,2-dihydro-6-hydroxy-1,4-dimethyl-5-[2-[2-nitro-4-(phenylmethoxy)phenyl]diazenyl]-2-oxo-3-pyridinecarbonitrile) (CAS No. 1613451–37–8) (provided for in subheading 3204.11.35)”’; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.


(102) Mixtures of Disperse Blue 77 and Disperse Blue 60 M.—Heading 9902.07.96 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of Disperse Blue 77 (1-anilino-4,5-dihydroxy-8-nitro-9,10-anthraquinone) (CAS No. 20241–76–3) and Disperse Blue 60 M (4,11-diamino-2-(3-methoxypropyl)-1H-naphtho[2,3-f]isoindole-1,3,5,10(2H)-tetrone) (CAS No. 12217–80–0) (provided for in subheading 3204.11.35)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(103) Disperse Yellow 184:1.—Heading 9902.07.97 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Disperse Yellow 232 (3-(5-chloro-2-benzoxazolyl)-7-(diethyl-amino)-2H-1-benzopyran-2-one) (CAS No. 35773–43–4) (provided for in subheading 3204.11.35)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(104) Mixtures of Disperse Blue Ant (BR) and other dyes.—Heading 9902.07.98 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of Disperse Blue ANT (Br) (N-[5-(acetylamino)-4-[2- (2-bromo-4,6-dinitrophenyl)diazenyl]-2-methoxyphenyl]-N- (2-methoxy-2-oxoethyl)-glycine, methyl ester) (CAS No. 88938–51–6); Disperse Green GNA (N-[5-(acetylamino)-2-methoxy-4-[2-(5-nitro-2,1-benzisothiazol-3-yl)diazenyl]phenyl]-N-(2-methoxy-2-oxoethyl)-glycine, methyl ester) (CAS No. 1235882–84–4); Disperse Yellow FC60954 (4-[2-(5-cyano-1,6-dihydro-2-hydroxy-1,4-dimethyl-6-oxo-3-pyridinyl)diazenyl]benzoic acid, 2-phenoxyethyl ester) (CAS No. 88938–37–8) and Disperse Red DYNS 2246 (N-[4-[2-(2-cyano-4-nitrophenyl)diazenyl]phenyl]-N-(phenylmethyl)-B-alanine, 2-oxopropyl ester) (CAS No. 1021394–33–1) (provided for in sub-heading 3204.11.35)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(105) MIXTURES OF DISPERSE BLUE 60 M AND OTHER PRODUCTS.—Heading 9902.08.01 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of Disperse Blue 60
M (4,11-diamino-2-(3-methoxy-propyl)-1H-naphtho[2,3-f]isoindole-1,3,5,10(2H)-tetrone) (CAS No. 12217–80–0); Disperse Blue 60 ME (4,11-diamino-2-[3-(2-methoxy-ethoxy)propyl]-1H-naphtho[2,3-f]isoindole-1,3,5,10(2H)-tetrone) (CAS No. 65059–45–2) and Disperse Blue 1771 (8E)-8-\{[2-(dibutylamino)-4-phenyl-1,3-thiazol-5-yl]imino\}-2-(3-heptanyl)-7-methyl-5-oxo-5,8-dihydro[1,2,4]triazolo[1,5-a]pyridine-6-carbonitrile (CAS No. 169324–83–8) (provided for in subheading 3204.11.35)’’;
and
(B) by striking ‘‘12/31/2020’’ and inserting ‘‘12/31/2023’’.

(106) Mixtures of Disperse Blue 7 and other dyes.—Heading 9902.08.03 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: ‘‘Mixtures of Disperse Blue 77 (1-anilino-4,5-dihydroxy-8-nitro-9,10-anthraquinone) (CAS No. 20241–76–3); Disperse Red 1042A (5-[2-(2-Cyano-4-nitrophenyl)diazenyl]-2-[[2-(2-hydroxyethoxy)ethyl]amino]-4-methyl-6-(phenylamino)-3-pyridinecarbonitrile) (CAS No. 149988–44–3); Disperse Red 1042B (5-[(2-
cyano-4-nitrophenyl)diazenyl]-6-[[2-(2-
hydroxyethoxy)ethyl]amino]-4-methyl-2-
(phenylamino)-3-pyridine carbonitrile) (CAS
No. 137428–29–6) and Disperse Orange
FC84508 (Cyano[3-[(6-methoxy-2-
benzothiazolyl)amino]-1H-isooindol-1-
ylidene]acetic acid, pentyl ester) (CAS No.
173285–74–0) (provided for in 3204.11.35)”;
and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(107) MIX OF DISPERSE YELLOW 163, ETC. (DX
BLACK HLA-E).—Heading 9902.08.04 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “Mixtures of Disperse Yellow
163 (3,3’-(4’-[2,6-dichloro-4-nitrophenyl)diazenyl] phenyl) imino)
dipropanenitrile) (CAS No. 67923–43–7); Dis-
perse Red 167:1 (3-(acetylamino)-4-[(2-chloro-
4-nitrophenyl)azo]phenyl) imino) diethane-2,1-
diyl diacetate) (CAS No. 1533–78–4); Disperse
red 60 (1-amino-4-hydroxy-2-phenoxy-9,10-
anthracenedione) (CAS No. 17418–58–5); Dis-
perse Blue 77 (1-anilino-4,5-dihydroxy-8-nitro-
9,10-anthraquinone) (CAS No. 20241–76–3);
Disperse Blue 56 (1,5-diamino-2-bromo-4,8-dihydroxy-9,10-anthraquinone) (CAS No. 68134–65–6); Disperse Blue 214 E (4,8-diamino-2-(4-ethoxyphenyl)-1,5-dihydroxy-9,10-anthraquinone) (CAS No. 15114–15–5) and Disperse Blue 214 EE (4,8-diamino-2-[4-(2-ethoxyethoxy)phenyl]-1,5-dihydroxy-9,10-anthraquinone) (CAS No. 23119–35–9) (provided for in subheading 3204.11.35)); and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(108) MIX OF DISPERSE RED 356, 367, & H111030.—Heading 9902.08.05 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of Disperse Red 356 (3-phenyl-7-(4-propoxyphe- nyl)furo[2,3-f][1]benzofuran-2,6-dione) (CAS No. 79694–17–0); Disperse Red 367 ([4-(2,6-dihydro-2,6-dioxo-7-phenylbenzo[1,2-b:4,5-b′]difuran-3-yl]phenoxy]-acetic acid, 2-ethoxyethyl ester) (CAS No. 126877–05–2) and Disperse Red H1111030 ([4-[2,6-dihydro-2,6-dioxo-7-(4-propoxyphe- nyl)benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b′]difuran-3-yl]phenoxy]-acetic acid, 2-ethoxyethyl ester)
(CAS No. 126877–06–3) (provided for in subheading 3204.11.35)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(109) MIX OF DISPERSE RED 1042A & DISPERSE RED 1042B.—Heading 9902.08.06 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of Disperse Red 1042A (5-[2-(2-cyano-4-nitro-phenyl)diazenyl]-2-[[2-(2-hydroxyethoxy)ethyl]amino]-4-methyl-6-(phenylamino)-3-pyridine carbonitrile) (CAS No. 149988–44–3) and Disperse Red 1042B (5-[(2-cyano-4-nitrophenyl)diazenyl]-6-[[2-(2-hydroxyethoxy)ethyl]amino]-4-methyl-2-(phenylamino)-3-pyridine carbonitrile) (CAS No. 137428–29–6) (provided for in subheading 3204.11.35)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(110) MIX OF DISPERSE BLUE 77, 60 M, & DISPERSE YELLOW 71.—Heading 9902.08.07 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of Disperse Blue 77 (1-anilino-4,5-dihydroxy-8-nitro-9,10-
anthraquinone) (CAS No. 20241–76–3); Disperse Blue 60 M (4,11-diamino-2-(3-methoxypropyl)-1H-naphtho[2,3-f]isoindole-1,3,5,10(2H)-tetrone) (CAS No. 12217–80–0); and Disperse Yellow 71 (9 (or 10)-Methoxy-7H-benzimidazo[2,1-a]benz[de]isoquinolin-7-one) (CAS No. 68296–59–3) (provided for in subheading 3204.11.35)”); and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(111) **Disperse Yellow 64.**—Heading 9902.08.12 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Disperse Yellow 64 (2-(4-bromo-3-hydroxy-2-quinolinyl)-1H-indene-1,3(2H)-dione) (CAS No. 10319–14–9) (provided for in subheading 3204.11.50)”); and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(112) **Mix of Disperse Blue 73 A & Disperse Blue 73 P.**—Heading 9902.08.13 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of Disperse Blue 73 A (1,5-diamino-4,8-dihydroxy(4-methoxyphenyl)-9,10-anthracenedione) (CAS
No. 31288–44–5) and Disperse Blue 73 P (1,5-diamino-4,8-dihydroxy(4-hydroxyphenyl)-9,10-anthracenedione) (CAS No. 31529–83–6) (provided for in subheading 3204.11.50)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(113) **Acid Red 92 (Phloxine Disodium Salt).**—Heading 9902.08.14 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Acid Red 92 (disodium 2,3,4,5-tetrachloro-6-(2,4,5,7-tetra bromo-6-oxido-3-oxo-3H-xanthen-9-yl)benzoate) (Phloxine B) (CAS No. 18472–87–2) (provided for in subheading 3204.12.20)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(114) **Solvent Blue 182.**—Heading 9902.08.15 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Acid Blue 182 (disodium 4-[4-acetyl(methyl)amino]-2-sulfonatoanilino]-1-amino-9,10-dioxoanthracene-2-sulfonate) (CAS No. 72152–54–6) (provided for in subheading 3204.12.20)”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(115) SANODAL DEEP BLACK HBL.—Heading 9902.08.19 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Tetrasodium [7-amino-3-[(3-chloro-2-hydroxy-5-nitrophenyl)azo]-4-hydroxy-2-naphthalenesulfonato(3-)][6-amino-4-hydroxy-3-[(2-hydroxy-5-nitro-3-sulfophenyl)azo]-2-naphthalene-sulfonato(4-)]-chromate(4-)
(Sanodal Deep Black HBL) (CAS No. 184719–87–7) (provided for in subheading 3204.12.45)” ; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(116) ACID RED 182.—Heading 9902.08.20 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Acid Red 182 (sodium [4-(hydroxy-κO)-3-[[2-(hydroxy-κO)-1-naphthyl]diazenyl]benzenesulfonamidato(2-)][4-hydroxy-3-[[2-(hydroxy-κO)-1-naphthyl]diazenyl]benzenesulfonamidato(2-)]cobaltate(1-)) (CAS No. 58302–43–5) (provided for in subheading 3204.12.45)” ; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and insert-
ing “12/31/2023”.

(117) ACID ORANGE 67.—Heading 9902.08.21
is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “Sodium 4-\{(3-[(E)-(2-methyl-
4-\{(4-methylphenyl)sulfonyl]
oxy\}phenyl)diazenyl\}phenyl\}amino\}-3-
nitrobenzenesulfonate (Acid Orange 67) (CAS
No. 12220–06–3) (provided for in subheading
3204.12.45)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and insert-
ing “12/31/2023”.

(118) ACID BLUE 324.—Heading 9902.08.22 is
amended—

(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “Sodium 4-\{(3-
acetamidophenyl)amino\}-1-amino-9,10-
dioxo-
9,10-dihydro-2-anthracenesulfonate (Acid Blue
324) (CAS No. 70571–81–2) (provided for in
subheading 3204.12.45)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and insert-
ing “12/31/2023”.

(119) ACID BLUE 171.—Heading 9902.08.23 is
amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Acid Blue 171 (sodium [6-(amino-κN)-5-[2-[2-(hydroxy-κO)-4-nitrophenyl]diazenyl-κN1]-N-methyl-2-naphthalenesulfonamidato(2-)][6-(amino-κN)-5-[2-[2-(hydroxy-κO)-4-nitrophenyl]diazenyl-κN1]-2-naphthalenesulfonato(3-)]-Cobaltate(2-) (1:2) (1:2)) (CAS No. 75314–27–1) (provided for in subheading 3204.12.45)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(120) Mixtures of Acid Black 220 A and Acid Black 220 B.—Heading 9902.08.24 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of Acid Black 220 A (chromate(2-), [3-hydroxy-4-[(2-hydroxy-1-naphthalenyl)azo]-7-nitro-1-naphthalenesulfonato(3-)] [1-[(2-hydroxy-5-nitrophenyl)azo]-2-naphthalenolato(2-)], lithium sodium) (CAS No. 85828–76–8) and Acid Black 220 B (chromate(2-), [3-hydroxy-4-[(2-hydroxy-1-naphthalenyl)azo]-7-nitro-1-naphthalenesulfonato(3-)] [N-[7-hydroxy-8-[(2-hydroxy-5-nitrophenyl)azo]-1-
naphthalenyl|acetamidato(2-)|-, lithium sodium) (CAS No. 85828–75–7) (provided for in subheading 3204.12.45)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(121) ACID RED 87 (EOSINE DISODIUM SALT).— Heading 9902.08.25 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Acid Red 87 (eosine disodium salt) (disodium 2-(2,4,5,7-tetrabromo-6-oxido-3-oxoxanthen-9-yl)benzoate) (CAS No. 17372–87–1) (provided for in subheading 3204.12.50)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(122) ACID DYES; ACID BLUE 9.—Heading 9902.08.26 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Acid Brilliant Blue FCF FOOD Blue No. 1 (Acid Blue 9) (disodium 2-({4-[ethyl(3-sulfonatobenzyl)amino]phenyl} {4-[ethyl(3-sulfonatobenzyl)iminio]cyclohexa-2,5-dien-1-ylidene}methyl) benzenesulfonate) (CAS No. 3844–45–9) (provided for in subheading 3204.12.50)”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(123) Acid Blue 80.—Heading 9902.08.27 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Acid Blue 80 (disodium 3,3′-[(9,10-dioxo-9,10-dihydroanthracene-1,4-diyl)diiminobis(2,4,6-trimethylbenzenesulfonate) (CAS No. 4474–24–2) (provided for in subheading 3204.12.50)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(124) Basic Yellow 40 Dye.—Heading 9902.08.29 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Basic Yellow 40 (2-[7-(diethylamino)-2-oxo-2H-chromen-3-yl]-1,3-dimethyl-1H-3,1-benzimidazol-3-ium chloride) (CAS No. 29556–33–0) (provided for in subheading 3204.13.10)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(125) Basic Red 1:1.—Heading 9902.08.31 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Basic Red 1:1 (3,6-bis (ethylamino)-9-[2-(methoxycarbonyl) phenyl]-2,7-dimethylxanthenium chloride) (CAS No. 3068–39–1) (provided for in subheading 3204.13.80)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(126) DIRECT BLUE 71.—Heading 9902.08.35 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Direct Blue 71 (tetrasodium 3-[(E)-{4-[(E)-{4-[(E)-(6-amino-1-hydroxy-3-sulfonato-2-naphthyl) diazenyl]-6-sulfonato-1-naphthyl} diazenyl]-1-naphthyl}diazenyl]-1,5-naphthalenedisulfonate) (CAS No. 4399–55–7) (provided for in subheading 3204.14.50)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(127) DIRECT BLUE 279.—Heading 9902.08.36 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Direct Blue 279 (4-N-(5,8-dimethoxy-2,4-dimethylquinolin-6-yl)-1-N,1-N-diethylpentane- 1,4-diamine) (CAS No. 72827–
698
(128) **DIRECT VIOLET 51.**—Heading 9902.08.37 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Disodium 7-anilino-3-[(E)-{4-[(E)-(2,4-dimethyl-6-sulfonatophenyl) diazenyl]-2-methoxy-5-methylphenyl} diazenyl]-4-hydroxy-2-naphthalenesulfonate (Direct Violet 51) (CAS No. 5489–77–0) (provided for in subheading 3204.14.50)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(129) **DIRECT VIOLET 9 CRUDE.**—Heading 9902.08.38 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Disodium 7-anilino-4-hydroxy-3-{[2-methoxy-5-methyl-4-[(4-sulfonatophenyl) diazenyl] phenyl} diazenyl]-2-naphthalenesulfonate (Direct Violet 9) (CAS No. 6227–14–1) (provided for in subheading 3204.14.50)”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(130) VAT RED 15.—Heading 9902.08.41 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Vat Red 15 (bisbenzimidazo[2,1-b:1’,2’-j]benzo[lmn][3,8]phenanthroline-6,9-dione) (CAS No. 4216–02–8) (provided for in subheading 3204.15.30)”;

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(131) VAT BLUE 66.—Heading 9902.08.42 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Vat Blue 66 (9,10-anthracenedione,1,1’-[(6-phenyl-1,3,5-triazine-2,4-diyl)diimino]bis(3”-acetyl-4-amino-)) (CAS No. 32220–82–9) (provided for in subheading 3204.15.30)”;

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(132) REACTIVE BLUE 19.—Heading 9902.08.48 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Reactive Blue 19 (Disodium 1-amino-9,10-dioxo-4-[(3-[[2-(sulfonatooxy)ethyl] sulfonyl] phenyl) amino]-9,10-dihydro-2-anthracenesulfonate) (CAS No. 2580–78–1) (provided for in subheading 3204.16.20)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(133) MIXTURES OF REACTIVE BLUE 19 AND REACTIVE BLUE 187.—Heading 9902.08.50 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of Reactive Blue 19 (1-amino-9,10-dihydro-9,10-dioxo-4-[[3-[[2-(sulfooxy)ethyl]sulfonyl] phenyl] amino]-2-anthracenesulfonic acid, sodium salt (1:2)) (CAS No. 2580–78–1) and Reactive Blue 187 (1,1′-[(6,13-dichloro-4,11-disulfo-3,10-triphenodioxazinediy1) bis [imino-2,1-ethanediylimino][6-[(2,5-disulfophenyl) amino]-1,3,5-triazine-4,2-diyl]] bis [3-carboxy-, bis(inner salt), hexasodium salt) (CAS No. 79771–28–1) (provided for in subheading 3204.16.30)” ; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(134) REACTIVE BLUE FC75311.—Heading

9902.08.51 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Reactive Blue FC75311 (sodium [2-[[2-[[2-[3-[4-fluoro-6-phenyl][2-[[2-(sulfooxy)ethyl]sulfonyl]ethyl]amino]-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl]amino]-2-(hydroxy-κO)-5-sulfophenyl]diazenyl-κN]phenylmethyl]diazenyl-κN]-4-sulfobenzoato (6-)-κO]-cuprate(4-) (CAS No. 156830–72–7) (provided for in subheading 3204.16.30)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(135) REACTIVE YELLOW F00-0155.—Heading

9902.08.52 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Reactive Yellow F00-0155 (1H-xantheno[2,1,9-def]isoquinoline-5,9-disulfonic acid, 2,3-dihydro-1,3-dioxo-2-[3-[[2-(sulfooxy)ethyl]sulfonyl]phenyl]-, potassium sodium salt (1:?:?:)) (CAS No. 1309975–18–5) (provided for in subheading 3204.16.30)”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(136) **MIXTURES OF REACTIVE RED 198 AND REACTIVE RED 239.**—Heading 9902.08.53 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of Reactive Red 198 (5-[[4-chloro-6-[(3-sulfophenyl) amino]-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl] amino]-4-hydroxy-3-[[4-[[2-(sulfoxy)ethyl] sulfonyl]phenyl]azo]-2,7-naphthalenedisulfonic acid, sodium salt (1:?)) (CAS No. 78952–61–1) and Reactive Red 239 (2-[[2-8-[[4-chloro-6-[[4-[[2-(sulfoxy)ethyl] sulfonyl] phenyl]amino]-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl]amino]-1-hydroxy-3,6-disulfo-2-naphthalenyl][diazenyl]-1,5-naphthalenedisulfonic acid, sodium salt (1:5)) (CAS No. 89157–03–9) (provided for in subheading 3204.16.30)”;

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(137) **REACTIVE BLUE 187.**—Heading 9902.08.54 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Reactive Blue 187 (1,1′-
[(6,13-dichloro-4,11-disulfo-3,10-
triphenodioxazinediyld) bis [imino-2,1-
ethanediylimino [6-[(2,5-disulfophenyl) amino]-
1,3,5-triazine-4,2-diyl]]] bis [3-
carboxylatopyridinium], dihydroxide, bis (inner
salt), hexasodium salt) (CAS No. 79771–28–1)
(provided for in subheading 3204.16.30)”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(138) REACTIVE ORANGE 131.—Heading
9902.08.55 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “Reactive Orange 131 (2,4-
diamino-3-[4-(2-sulfoxyethylsulfonyl)-phenylazo]
-5-[4-(2-sulfoxyethylsulfonyl)-2-sulfophenylazo]-
benzenesulfonic acid, potassium sodium salt)
(CAS No. 187026–95–5) (provided for in
3204.16.30)”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(139) REACTIVE BLACK 5.—Heading
9902.08.56 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “Reactive Black 5 (tetrasodium
4-amino-5-hydroxy-3,6-bis
[(4-{[2-}
(sulfonatoxy)ethyl] sulfonyl] phenyl)diazeny]-
2,7-naphthalenedisulfonate) (CAS No. 17095–
24–8) (provided for in subheading
3204.16.50)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(140) COPPER PHTHALOCYANINE
MONOSULFONATE.—Heading 9902.08.60 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “Copper phthalocyanine
monosulfonate (hydrogen [29H,31H-
phthalocyaninesulphonato (3-)-N29, N30, N31,
N32]cuprate(1-)), not ready for use as pigment
(CAS No. 28901–96–4) (provided for in sub-
heading 3204.17.60)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(141) PIGMENT INTERMEDIATE.—Heading
9902.08.62 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “Mixture of nonchlorinated cop-
per phthalocyanine blue crude not ready for use
as pigment (CAS No. 147–14–8) (30–40 per-
cent by weight) and chlorinated copper
phthalocyanine blue crude not ready for use as pigment (CAS No. 68987–63–3) (60–70 percent by weight) (provided for in subheading 3204.17.60)”); and

   (B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

   (142) Copper phthalocyanine green 7.— Heading 9902.08.63 is amended—

   (A) by amending the article description to read as follows:

   “[1,2,3,4,8,9,10,11,15,16,17,18,22,23,25-
   Pentadecachloro-29,31-dihydro-5H, 26H-
   phthalocyaninato (2-) -κ2 N29, N31] copper
   (CAS No. 1328–53–6) (provided for in sub-
   heading 3204.17.90)”); and

   (B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

   (143) Copperchloro PCN crude for pigment making.—Heading 9902.08.64 is amended—

   (A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Copper chlorophthalocyanine,
   crude not ready for use as pigment (CAS No. 12239–87–1) (provided for in subheading
   3204.17.90)”); and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(144) SOLVENT YELLOW 160:1.—Heading 9902.08.66 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Solvent Yellow 160:1 (3-(5-chloro-1,3-benzoxazol-2-yl)-7-(diethylamino)chromen-2-one) (CAS No. 35773–43–4) (provided for in subheading 3204.19.11)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(145) SOLVENT BLUE 104.—Heading 9902.08.70 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Solvent Blue 104 (1,4-bis(mesitylamino)-9,10-anthraquinone) (CAS No. 116–75–6) (provided for in subheading 3204.19.20)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(146) MONO OR DIPHTHALIMIDO METHYL COPPER PHTHALOCYANINE.—Heading 9902.08.82 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mono or diphthalimido methyl copper phthalocyanine ([2-(29H, 31H-phthalocyaninylimethyl) -1H -isoindole-1,3 (2H)-dionato (2-)-N29, N30, N31, N32] copper) (CAS No. 42739–64–0) (provided for in sub-heading 3204.19.50)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(147) SOLUBILIZED SULPHUR BLACK 1.—Heading 9902.08.83 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Solubilized Sulphur Black 1 (CAS No. 1326–83–6) (provided for in sub-heading 3204.19.50)”;

and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(148) PHTHALOCYANINE BLUE ADDITIVE.—

Heading 9902.08.86 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “N, N-Dimethyl-N-octadecyl-1-octadecanaminium-(Sp-4-2)- [29H, 31H-phthaloeycyanine-2- sulfonato- N29, N30,N31, N32] cuprate (phthaloeycyanine blue additive)
(CAS No. 70750–63–9) (provided for in subheading 3204.90.00); and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(149) PIGMENT YELLOW 184.—Heading 9902.08.89 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Pigment Yellow 184 (bismuth vanadium oxide) (CAS No. 14059–33–7) (provided for in subheading 3206.49.60); and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(150) POLYMERIC WETTING AGENT.—Heading 9902.09.11 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of 1-butanol (CAS No. 71–36–3); 1-propano-2-propanol (mixed isomers) (CAS No. 1569–01–3); siloxanes and silicones, dimethyl, 3-hydroxypropyl methyl, ethoxylated propoxylated (CAS No. 68937–55–3); 2-methyloxirane, oxirane, 3-prop-2-enoxyp-1-ene (CAS No. 9041–33–2); urea, polymer with formaldehyde, methylated (CAS No. 68071–45–4); 2-propanol (CAS No. 67–63–0); 2-amino-2-methyl-1-propanol (CAS No.
124–68–5); 2-methyl-2-(methylamino)-1-propanol (CAS No. 27646–80–6); methanol (CAS No. 67–56–1) and water (CAS No. 7732–18–5) (provided for in subheading 3402.19.50”); and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(151) PARTY POPPER.—Heading 9902.09.15 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Party poppers (Class 1.4G) (provided for in subheading 3604.90.00)”); and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(152) β-CYFLUTHRIN FORMULATIONS.—Heading 9902.09.19 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Product mixtures containing (RS)-α-cyano-4-fluoro-3-phenoxybenzyl (1RS,3RS,1RS,3SR)-3-(2,2-dichlorovinyl)-2,2-dimethylcyclopropanecarboxylate (β-Cyfluthrin) (CAS No. 68359–37–5) (provided for in subheading 3808.91.25)”); and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(153) **IMIDACLOPRID AND β-CYFLUTHRIN FORMULATIONS.**—Heading 9902.09.21 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Product mixtures containing 1-(6-chloro-3-pyridinyl)methyl-N-nitroimidazolidin-2-yldeneamine (Imidacloprid) (CAS No. 138261–41–3) and (RS)-α-cyano-4-fluoro-3-phenoxybenzyl (1RS, 3RS;1RS, 3SR)-3-(2,2-dichlorovinyl)-2,2-dimethyleclopropane carboxylate (β-Cyfluthrin) (CAS No. 68359–37–5) (provided for in subheading 3808.91.25)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(154) **ACEQUINOCYL.**—Heading 9902.09.28 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of 3-dodecyl-1,4-dioxo-1,4-dihydronaphthalen-2-yl acetate (CAS No. 57960–19–7) (Acequinocyl) and application adjuvants (provided for in subheading 3808.91.25)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(155) **Gamma-cyhalothrin Formulations.**—

Heading 9902.09.30 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures containing Cyano (3-phenoxyphenyl) methyl 3-[ (1Z)-2-chloro-3,3,3-trifluoro-1-propen-1-yl] -2,2-dimethylcyclopropanecarboxylate (gamma-cyhalothrin) and application adjuvants (CAS No. 76703–62–3) (provided for in subheading 3808.91.25)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(156) **Azadirachtin.**—Heading 9902.09.33 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures containing dimethyl (2aR,3S,4S,4aR,5S,7aS,8S,10R,10aS, 10bR)-10-acetoxy-3,5-dihydroxy-4[(1aR, 2S, 3aS, 6aS, 7S, 7aS)-6a-hydroxy-7a-methyl-3a,6a,7,7a-tetrahydro-2,7-methanofuro [2,3-b] oxireno[ec]oxepin-1a(2H)-yl]-4-methyl-8-{[(2E)-2-methylbut-2-enoyl] oxy} octahydro-1H-naphtho [1,8a-c:4,5-b′e′] difuran-5,10a (8H)-dicarboxylate (Azadirachtin) (CAS No. 11141–
712

17–6) (provided for in subheading 3808.91.50)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and insert-
ing “12/31/2023”.

(157) INSECTICIDES, AROMATIC OR MODIFIED
AROMATIC.—Heading 9902.09.38 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “Mixtures of 1-methyl-2-nitro-
3-(oxolan-3-ylmethyl)guanidine (Dinotefuran)
(CAS No. 165252–70–0) with application adju-
vants (provided for in subheading 3808.91.50)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(158) METALAXYL, PENFLUFEN, AND
PROTHIOCONAZOLE FUNGICIDES.—Heading
9902.09.40 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “Product mixtures containing
methyl N-(2-methoxyacetyl)-N-(2,6-xylyl)-DL-
alaninate (Metalaxyl) (CAS No. 57837–19–1),
5-fluoro-1,3-dimethyl-N-[2-(4-methylpentan-2-
yl) phenyl]-1H-pyrazole-4-carboxamide
(Penflufen) (CAS No. 494793–67–8) and 2-
[(2RS)-2-(1-chlorocyclopropyl)-3-(2-
chlorophenyl)-2-hydroxypropyl]-2H-1,2,4-tri-azole-3(4H)-thione (Prothioconazole) (CAS No. 178928–70–6) (provided for in subheading 3808.92.15)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(159) Fluoxastrobin Formulations.—Heading 9902.09.41 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Product mixtures containing (E)-{2-[6-(2-chlorophenoxy)-5-fluoropyrimidin-4-yloxy] phenyl} (5,6-dihydro-1,4,2-dioxazin-3-yl) methanone O-methyloxime (Fluoxastrobin) (CAS No. 361377–29–9) (provided for in subheading 3808.92.15)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(160) Fluopyram and Tebuconazole Formulations.—Heading 9902.09.48 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Product mixtures containing N-{2-[3-chloro-5-(trifluoromethyl)-2-pyridinyl]ethyl}-2-(trifluoromethyl) benzamide (Fluopyram) (CAS No. 658066–35–4) and 1-(4-chlorophenyl)-4,4-dimethyl-3-(1H-1,2,4-
triazol-1-ylmethyl) pentan-3-ol (Tebuconazole) (CAS No. 107534–96–3) (provided for in subheading 3808.92.15)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(161) **TRIFLOXYSTROBIN AND TEBUCONAZOLE FORMULATIONS.**—Heading 9902.09.53 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Product mixtures containing methyl (E)-methoxyimino-{(E)-2-[1-(α,α,α-trifluoro-m-tolyl) ethylideneaminoxy]-o-tolyl}acetate (Trifloxystrobin) (CAS No. 141517–21–7) and (RS)-1-p-chlorophenyl-4,4-dimethyl-3-(1H-1,2,4-triazol-1-ylmethyl) pentan-3-ol (Tebuconazole) (CAS No. 107534–96–3) (provided for in subheading 3808.92.15)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(162) **FLUOPYRAM + PYRIMETHANIL FORMULATIONS.**—Heading 9902.09.54 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Product mixtures containing N-[2-[3-chloro-5-(trifluoromethyl)pyridin-2-
(Fluopyram) (CAS No. 658066–35–4) and 4,6-dimethyl-N-phenyl-2-pyrimidinamine
(Pyrinmethanil) (CAS No. 53112–28–0) (provided for in subheading 3808.92.15)”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(163) FLUOPYRAM AND TRIFLOXYSTROBIN FORMULATIONS.—Heading 9902.09.55 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Product mixtures containing
N-[2-[3-chloro-5-(trifluoromethyl)pyridin-2-yl]ethyl]-2-(trifluoromethyl) benzamide
(Fluopyram) (CAS No. 658066–35–4) and
methyl (E)-methoxyimino-{(E)-2-[1-(α,α,α-trifluoro-m-tolyl) ethylideneaminoxy]-o-tolyl}
acetate (Trifloxystrobin) (CAS No. 141517–21–7) (provided for in subheading 3808.92.15)”;
and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(164) TRIFLOXYSTROBIN FORMULATIONS.—
Heading 9902.09.57 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Product mixtures containing methyl (2E)-(methoxyimino)[2-([[(E)-{1-[3-}(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]ethylidene}amino]oxy}methyl)phenyl]acetate (Trifloxystrobin) (CAS No. 141517–21–7) (provided for in subheading 3808.92.15)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(165) Fluopyram and Prothioconazole Formulations.—Heading 9902.09.58 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Product mixtures containing N-[2-[3-chloro-5-(trifluoromethyl)pyridin-2-yl]ethyl]-2-(trifluoromethyl) benzamide (Fluopyram) (CAS No. 658066–35–4) and (RS)-2-[2-(1-chlorocyclopropyl)-3-(2-chlorophenyl)-2-hydroxypropyl]-2,4-dihydro-1,2,4-triazole-3-thione (Prothioconazole) (CAS No. 178928–70–6) (provided for in subheading 3808.92.15)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
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(166) PROTHIOCONAZOLE FORMULATIONS.—

Heading 9902.09.59 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Product mixtures containing 2-[2-(1-chlorocyclopropyl)-3-(2-chlorophenyl)-2-hydroxypropyl]-1,2-dihydro-3H-1,2,4-triazole-3-thione (Prothioconazole) (CAS No. 178928-70-6) (provided for in subheading 3808.92.15)”;

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(167) FLUOPYRAM FORMULATIONS.—Heading 9902.09.61 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of N-[2-[3-chloro-5-(trifluoromethyl) pyridin-2-yl]ethyl]-2-(trifluoromethyl) benzamide (Fluopyram) (CAS No. 658066-35-4) (provided for in subheading 3808.92.15)”;

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(168) FLUOPYRAM AND IMIDACLOPRID FORMULATIONS.—Heading 9902.09.62 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of N-[2-[3-chloro-5-
(169) **IPRODIONE AND TRIFLOXYSTROBIN FORMULATIONS.**—Heading 9902.09.70 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures containing 3-(3,5-dichlorophenyl)-N-isopropyl-2,4-dioxo-1-imidazolidinecarboxamide (Iprodione) (CAS No. 36734–19–7) and methyl (2E)-(methoxyimino)[2-({[(E)-{1-[3-(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]ethylidene}amino]oxy}methyl)phenyl]acetate (Trifloxystrobin) (CAS No. 141517–21–7) (provided for in subheading 3808.92.15)”;

and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(170) **TETRACONAZOLE AND AZOXYSTROBIN.**—

Heading 9902.09.71 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of 1-[2-(2,4-dichlorophenyl)-3-(1,1,2,2-tetrafluoroethoxy)-propyl]-1H-1,2,4-triazole (Tetraconazole) (CAS No. 112281–77–3), methyl (2E)-2-(2-\{6-(2-cyanophenoxy)-4-pyrimidinyl\}oxy)phenyl)-3-methoxyacrylate (Azoxystrobin) (CAS No. 131860–33–8) and application adjuvants (provided for in subheading 3808.92.15)”;

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(171) Mixtures of at least 95 percent by weight allyl isothiocyanate and application adjuvants.—Heading 9902.09.75 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of at least 95 percent by weight allyl isothiocyanate (3-isothiocyanato-1-propene) (CAS No. 57–06–7), and application adjuvants (provided for in subheading 3808.92.28)”;

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(172) Polyoxin D zinc salt.—Heading 9902.09.79 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Formulations of zinc 1-
{(2R,3R,4S,5R)-5-[(S)-{(2S,3S,4S)-2-amino-5-
carbamoyloxy)-3,4-dihydroxypentanoyl] amino}{(carboxylato)methyl}-3,4-
dihydroxytetrahydro-2-furanyl}-2,4-dioxo-
1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-5-pyrimidinecarboxylate
(Polyoxin D zinc salt) (CAS No. 146659–78–1)
(provided for in subheading 3808.92.50)”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(173) FORAMSULFURON FORMULATIONS.—
Heading 9902.09.87 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of 2-[[[(4,6-
dimethoxy-2-
pyrimidinyl)amino]carbonyl]amino]sulfonyl]-4-
(formylamino)-N,N-dimethylbenzamide
(Foramsulfuron) (CAS No. 173159–57–4) and application adjuvants (provided for in sub-
heading 3808.93.15)”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(174) INDAZIFLAM AND RIM-SULFURON FORMULATIONS.—Heading 9902.09.90 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Product mixtures containing N-\[(1R,2S)-2,6-dimethyl-2,3-dihydro-1H-inden-1-yl]-6-\[(1R)-1-fluoroethyl\] -1,3,5-triazine-2,4-diamine (Indaziflam) (CAS No. 950782-86-2) and N-\[(4,6-dimethoxy-2-pyrimidinyl) carbamoyl\] -3-(ethylsulfonfonyl)-2-pyridinesulfonamide (Rimsulfuron) (CAS No. 122931-48-0) (provided for in subheading 3808.93.15)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(175) PACLOBUTRAZOL FORMULATIONS.—

Heading 9902.09.92 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of (2RS, 3RS)-1-(4-chlorophenyl)-4,4-dimethyl-2-(1H-1,2,4-triazol-1-yl)pentan-3-ol (Paclobutrazol) (CAS No. 76738-62-0) and application adjuvants (provided for in subheading 3808.93.15)”); and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(176) PROSULFURON.—Heading 9902.09.93 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of N-\((4\text{-methoxy-6-methyl-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl})\)carbamoyl\}-2\-\((3,3,3\text{-trifluoropropyl})\) benzenesulfonamide (Prosulfuron) (CAS No. 94125–34–5) and application adjuvants (provided for in subheading 3808.93.15)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(177) Mixtures of rimsulfuron.—Heading 9902.10.03 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of N-\(\[(4,6\text{-dimethoxy-2-pyrimidinyl} \) amino\} carbonyl\}\)-3-(ethylsulfonyl)-2-pyridinesulfonamide (Rimsulfuron) (CAS No. 122931–48–0) and application adjuvants (provided for in subheading 3808.93.15)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(178) Certain herbicides for use on cereals.—Heading 9902.10.04 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Product mixtures containing methyl 4-\((3\text{-methoxy-4-methyl-5-oxo-4,5-}
dihydro-1H-1,2,4-triazol-1-yl)carbonyl] sulfamoyl}-5-methyl-3-thiophencarboxylate

(Thiencarbazone-methyl) (CAS No. 317815–83–1), methyl 2-{{(4,6-dimethoxy-2-pyrimidinyl) carbamoyl] sulfamoyl}-4-{{[(methylsulfonyl)amino]methyl} benzoate

(Mesosulfuron-methyl) (CAS No. 208465–21–8) and diethyl 1-(2,4-dichlorophenyl)-5-methyl-4,5-dihydro-1H-pyrazole -3,5-dicarboxylate

(Mefenpyr-diethyl) (CAS No. 135590–91–9) (provided for in subheading 3808.93.15)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(179) HERBICIDES FOR WEED CONTROL IN GRASSY AREAS.—Heading 9902.10.11 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures containing methyl 4-{{(3-methoxy-4-methyl-5-oxo-4,5-dihydro-1H-
1,2,4-triazol-1-yl) carbonyl] sulfamoyl}-5-methyl-3-thiophencarboxylate (Thiencarbazone-
methyl) (CAS No. 317815–83–1); 2-{{(4,6-
Dimethoxy-2-pyrimidinyl) carbamoyl] sulfamoyl}-4-formamido-N,N-dimethylbenzamide
(Foramsulfuron) (CAS No. 173159–57–4); and

methyl 3-chloro-5-{{(4,6-dimethoxy-2-
(180) MIXTURES OF ORTHOSULFAMURON.— Heading 9902.10.12 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of 1-(4,6-dimethoxypyrimidin-2-yl)-3-[2-dimethylcarbamoyl] phenylsulfamoyl] urea (Orthosulfamuron) (CAS No. 213464–77–8) and application adjuvants (provided for in subheading 3808.93.15).”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(181) PROPARGITE MIXTURES.—Heading 9902.10.19 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures containing 2-[4-(2-methyl-2-propanyl)phenoxy]cyclohexyl 2-propyn-1-yl sulfite (CAS No. 2312–35–8) (Propargite)
and application adjuvants (provided for in subheading 3808.99.95)”); and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(182) MIXTURES USED IN RUBBER PRODUCTION.—Heading 9902.10.28 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of zinc dicyanato diamine ((T-4)-diamminebis(cyanato-κN)-zinc) (CAS No. 122012–52–6) with an elastomer binder of ethylene-propylene-diene monomer and ethyl vinyl acetate, and dispersing agents (provided for in subheading 3812.10.50)”); and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(183) ANTIDEGRADANTS.—Heading 9902.10.31 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Antioxidizing preparations for rubber consisting of a mixture of 1,3-dihydro-4-methyl-2H-benzimidazole-2-thione and 1,3-dihydro-5-methyl-2H-benzimidazole-2-thione, in the form of zinc salts (CAS No. 61617–00–3) (provided for in subheading 3812.39.60)”); and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(184) ANTIOXIDIZING PREPARATIONS.—Heading 9902.10.32 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Antioxidizing preparations for plastics containing 2,4-dimethyl-6-(1-methylpentadecyl)phenol (CAS No. 134701–20–5) (provided for in subheading 3812.39.60)”;

and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(185) PHENOL, 4-METHYL-, REACTION PRODUCTS.—Heading 9902.10.35 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “4-Methylphenol-tricyclo[5.2.2.02,6]undecane (1:1) (CAS No. 68610–51–5) (provided for in subheading 3812.39.60)”;

and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(186) PRODUCT USED IN AGRICULTURAL FILM.—Heading 9902.10.36 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Hindered amine light and
thermal stabilizers for plastics containing 1,6-hexanediamine,N1,N6-bis(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidinyl)-, polymer with 2,4,6-trichloro-1,3,5-triazine, reaction products with 3-bromo-1-propene,N-butyl-1-butanamine and N-butyl-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidinamine, oxidized, hydrogenated (CAS No. 247243–62–5) (provided for in subheading 3812.39.90)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(187) Light Stabilizer/UV-Absorber for Coatings.—Heading 9902.10.50 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Preparations based on N-(2-ethoxyphenyl)-N’-[4-(10-methylundecyl)phenyl]ethanediame (CAS No. 82493–14–9) (provided for in subheading 3824.99.28)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(188) Mixtures of C5–C18 Perfluorocarbon Alkanes, Perfluorocarbon Amines, and Perfluorocarbon Ethers.—Heading 9902.10.57 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of C5–C18
perfluorocarbon alkanes, perfluorocarbon amines, and/or perfluorocarbon ethers (CAS No. 86508–42–1) (provided for in subheading 3824.99.92)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(189) METHOXYSILANATED AMORPHOUS POLY
ALPHA OLEFIN.—Heading 9902.10.69 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Silane, ethenyltrimethoxy-, reaction products with 1-butene-ethylene-propene polymer (CAS No. 832150–35–3) (provided for in subheading 3902.30.00)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(190) ACID FORM DISPERSION.—Heading 9902.10.79 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Poly(1,1,2,2-tetrafluoro-2-[(trifluoroethenyl)oxy]ethanesulfonylethene-co-tetrafluoroethylene) (CAS No. 1163733–25–2) (provided for in subheading 3904.69.50)”;

and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(191) **Fluoropolymer lithium salt powder.**—Heading 9902.10.81 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: "Poly(1,1,2,2-tetrafluoro-2-
[(trifluoroethenyl)oxy]ethanesulfonyl fluoride-co-tetrafluoroethylene) lithium salt (CAS No. 1687740–67–5) (provided for in subheading 3904.69.50)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(192) **Fluoropolymer, polyvinyl, ammonium salt.**—Heading 9902.10.82 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: "Poly(1,1,2,2-tetrafluoro-2-
[(trifluoroethenyl)oxy]ethanesulfonyl fluoride-co-tetrafluoroethylene) ammonium salt (CAS No. 1126091–34–6) (provided for in subheading 3904.69.50)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(193) **Electroactive polymer.**—Heading 9902.10.83 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: "1,1,2-Trifluoroethene-1,1-
difluoroethene (1:1) (Vinylidene fluoride-
trifluoroethylene copolymer) (CAS No. 28960–
88–5) (provided for in subheading
3904.69.50)”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(194) TERPOLYMER USED IN SENSORS.—Heading
9902.10.84 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “Poly(1,1-difluoroethene-co-1-
chloro-1,2,2-trifluoroethene-co
-1,1,2-trifluoroethene) (CAS No. 81197–12–8) (pro-
vided for in subheading 3904.69.50)”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(195) CERTAIN MIXTURE FOR USE IN
GREASES.—Heading 9902.10.87 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “Mixture of poly(1-
[difluoro(trifluoromethoxy)methoxy]-1,1,2,2-
tetrafluoro -2-(trifluoromethoxy)ethane) (CAS
No. 69991–61–3) and
Perfluoropolymethylisopropyl ether (CAS No.
69991–67–9) (provided for in subheading
3904.69.50)”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(196) ADDITIVE FOR RUST PREVENTION.—

Heading 9902.10.90 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “1-Propene, 1,1,2,3,3,3-Hexafluoro-, oxidized, polymerized, reduced, hydrolized reaction products with ammonia (CAS No. 370097–12–4) (provided for in subheading 3904.69.50)”;

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(197) MOLD RELEASE AGENT.—Heading 9902.10.95 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Ethene, tetrafluoro, oxidized, polymerized, reduced, methyl esters, reduced, ethoxylated (CAS No. 162492–15–1) (provided for in subheading 3904.69.50)”;

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(198) POLYVINYL FORMAL RESIN.—Heading 9902.11.02 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Polyvinyl formal resin
(ethanol; [(ethenyloxy)methoxy]ethene (CAS Nos. 63450–15–7, 63148–64–1, and 9003–33–2) (provided for in subheading 3905.91.10)”;
and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(199) SOIL ENHANCER.—Heading 9902.11.11 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Starch-g-poly (propenamide-co-2-propenoic acid) potassium salt (CAS No. 863132–14–3) (provided for in subheading 3906.90.50)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(200) UV LIGHT ABSORBER.—Heading 9902.11.12 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of α-(3-(3-(2H-benzotriazol-2-yl)-5-(1,1-dimethylethyl)-4-hydroxyphenyl) -1-oxopropyl)-ω-hydroxy-poly(oxy-1,2-ethanediyl) (CAS No. 104810–48–2); α-(3-(3-(2H-benzotriazol-2-yl)-5-(1,1-dimethylethyl)-4-hydroxyphenyl) -1-oxopropyl)-ω-(3-(3-(2H-benzotriazol-2-yl) -5-(1,1-
dimethylethyl) -4-hydroxyphenyl) -1-oxopropoxy)-poly (oxy-1,2-ethanediyl) (CAS No. 104810–47–1) and polyethylene glycol (CAS No. 25322–68–3) (provided for in subheading 3907.20.00)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(201) HIGH-PERFORMANCE DISPERSANT USE IN CONCRETE.—Heading 9902.11.13 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Oxirane, 2-methyl-, polymer with oxirane, monoether with 1,2-propanediol mono(2-methyl-2-propenoate) (CAS No. 220846–90–2) (provided for in subheading 3907.20.00)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(202) HDI-BASED POLYISOCYANATE.—Heading 9902.11.49 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Poly(1,6-diisocyanatohexane)-block-polyethylene-block-poly (1-butoxypropan-2-ol) (CAS No. 125252–47–3) (provided for in subheading 3911.90.90)”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(203) IPDI BASED ALIPHATIC POLYISOCYANATE.—Heading 9902.11.50 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “N,N,N′-[2,4,6-Trioxo-1,3,5-triazine-1,3,5(2H,4H,6H)-triyl] tris [methylenetri(3,5,5-trimethyl-3,1-cyclohexanediyl)] tris [hexahydro-2-oxo-1H-azepine-1-carboxamide] (CAS No. 68975–83–7) in organic solvent (provided for in subheading 3911.90.90)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(204) HDI BASED ALIPHATIC POLYISOCYANATE.—Heading 9902.11.51 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “3,5-Dimethyl-1H-pyrazole-oligo(hexamethylene diisocyanate) in solvents (CAS No. 163206–31–3) (provided for in subheading 3911.90.90)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(205) Strips of 100% EPTFE SEALANT 3

Strips of 100% EPTFE SEALANT 3 mm < 30 mm.—Heading 9902.11.79 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Strips wholly of expanded poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) (CAS No. 9002–84–0), noncellular, with adhesive backing, of a thickness greater than 3 mm but not over 30 mm, presented rolled in spools, certified by the importer as having a tensile strength of 24.1 MPa or higher per ASTM F-152 (provided for in subheading 3916.90.50)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(206) E-PTFE SHEETS 1.6 MM ≤ 3.00 MM FOR SEALANTS.—Heading 9902.11.88 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Expanded poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) nonadhesive cellular sheets, of a thickness greater than 1.5 mm but not more than 3 mm, certified by the importer as having a tensile strength of at least 48.3 MPa per ASTM F-152 (CAS No. 9002–84–0) (provided for in subheading 3921.19.00)”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(207) E-PTFE SHEETS 3.1 MM ≤ 6.00 MM FOR SEALANTS.—Heading 9902.11.89 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Expanded poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) nonadhesive cellular sheets, of a thickness greater than 3 mm but not more than 6 mm, certified by the importer as having a tensile strength of at least 48.3 MPa per ASTM F-152 (CAS No. 9002–84–0) (provided for in subheading 3921.19.00)”;

and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(208) PLASTIC HANDLES FOR COOLERS.—Heading 9902.12.02 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Handles of plastics for coolers (provided for in subheading 3926.90.25)”;

and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(209) GOLF BAG COMPONENT TOP BOTTOM DIVIDER.—Heading 9902.12.05 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Plastic components of a kind used as one-piece internal top and bottom dividers for golf bags (provided for in subheading 3926.90.99)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(210) PLASTIC LIP FOR DUSTPANS.—Heading 9902.12.07 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Cut-to-shape pieces or profiles of polyvinyl chloride plastics, the foregoing designed to be attached to the edge of a dustpan tray having contact with the floor or other surface, rigid and flexible in form, each measuring 24.77 cm to 30 cm in length and 1.35 cm to 1.87 cm in width, valued not over $0.09 each (provided for in subheading 3926.90.99)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(211) THREE-WAY CAMERA MOUNTS.—Heading 9902.12.11 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Accessories of plastics for cameras of subheading 8525.80.40, each incor-
porating a handheld camera grip, folding exten-
sion arms and a tripod screwed into the base of
the handle the foregoing measuring between 50
and 53 cm when fully extended without the tri-
pod, 62 to 65 cm when fully extended with the
tripod and 18 to 21 cm when folded and col-
lapsed (provided for in subheading
3926.90.99)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and insert-
ing “12/31/2023”.

(212) BUOYANT PISTOL GRIP CAMERA
MOUNTS.—Heading 9902.12.13 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “Accessories of plastics, de-
signed for use with cameras of subheading
8525.80.40; such goods measuring between 14
cm and 17 cm in length, buoyant in water, each
incorporating a handle designed to allow a user
to grip with the hand, an adjustable hand-strap
and an adjustable thumb screw designed to per-
mit mounting of the camera and adjusting the
viewing angle of the camera on a pivot (pro-
vided for in subheading 3926.90.99)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and insert-
ing “12/31/2023”.
(213) **SUCTION CUP CAMERA MOUNTS.**—Heading 9902.12.14 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mounts of plastics, engineered to attach to cameras of subheading 8525.80.40; designed to attach to flat surfaces by means of a round suction cup measuring between 8 and 10 cm in diameter; each incorporating x, y and z-directional pivots to adjust the camera’s viewpoint (provided for in subheading 3926.90.99)”;

and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(214) **RUBBER PET TOYS COVERED WITH FELT.**—Heading 9902.12.31 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Toys for pets, of noncellular vulcanized rubber other than hard rubber, each with felt textile covering, without holes (provided for in subheading 4016.99.20)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(215) **CAMERA DIVE HOUSINGS.**—Heading 9902.12.51 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Camera cases of transparent polycarbonate plastics, designed to encase cameras of subheading 8525.80.40; each incorporating buttons for the operation of the camera, an opaque plastic base that clips into a camera mount, a thumb-screw on the base mount that allows for adjustment of the camera viewing angle on a pivot, a silicon gasket in the door of the case that allows for waterproof operation of the camera at a depth of more than 40 m but not more than 60 m, a flat and optically coated glass lens and a heat sink to dissipate camera heat (provided for in subheading 4202.99.90)”;

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(216) WOVEN FABRIC OF CARDED VICUNA HAIR OF A WEIGHT EXCEEDING 300 G/M².—Heading 9902.12.80 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Woven fabrics of carded vicuna hair, containing 85 percent or more by weight of vicuna hair and of a weight exceeding
300 g/m² (provided for in subheading 5111.19.60)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(217) WOVEN FABRIC OF COMBED VICUNA HAIR

OF A WEIGHT NOT EXCEEDING 200 G/M².—Heading 9902.12.81 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Woven fabrics of combed vicuna hair, such fabrics containing 85 percent or more by weight of vicuna hair, of a weight not exceeding 200 g/m² (provided for in subheading 5112.11.60)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(218) WOVEN FABRIC OF COMBED VICUNA HAIR

OF A WEIGHT EXCEEDING 200 G/M².—Heading 9902.12.82 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Woven fabrics of combed vicuna hair, such fabrics containing 85 percent or more by weight of vicuna hair and of a weight exceeding 200 g/m² (provided for in subheading 5112.19.95)”; and
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(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(219) Fusible Bonding and Separation Yarn.—Heading 9902.12.88 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Synthetic filament yarn (other than sewing thread) not put up for retail sale, single, with a twist exceeding 50 turns/m, of nylon or other polyamides, measuring 23 or more but not over 840 decitex, each formed from 4 to 68 filaments and containing 10 percent or more by weight of nylon 12 (provided for in subheading 5402.51.00)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(220) Polyacrylonitrile Tow with an Average Decitex of 2.75.—Heading 9902.13.02 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Acrylic filament tow (polyacrylonitrile tow), containing by weight 92 percent or more of polyacrylonitrile, not more than 0.01 percent of zinc and 2 percent or more but not over 8 percent of water, dyed, presented in the form of bundles of crimped product each
containing 214,000 filaments (plus or minus 10 percent) with an average decitex of 2.75 (plus or minus 10 percent) and length greater than 2 meters (provided for in subheading 5501.30.00)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(221) POLYACRYLONITRILE TOW WITH AN AVERAGE DECITEX OF 3.3.—Heading 9902.13.03 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Acrylic filament tow (polyacrylonitrile tow) containing by weight 92 percent or more of polyacrylonitrile, not more than 0.01 percent of zinc and 2 percent or more but not over 8 percent of water, dyed, presented in the form of bundles of crimped product each containing 214,000 filaments (plus or minus 10 percent) with an average decitex of 3.3 (plus or minus 10 percent) and length greater than 2 meters (provided for in subheading 5501.30.00)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(222) Acrylic staple fibers not processed for spinning.—Heading 9902.13.20 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Acrylic staple fibers (polyacrylonitrile staple), not dyed and not carded, combed or otherwise processed for spinning, containing by weight 92 percent or more of polyacrylonitrile, not more than 0.01 percent of zinc and 2 percent or more but not over 8 percent of water, with a decitex of 5 to 5.6, with a fiber shrinkage of 0 to 22 percent and with a cut fiber length of 80 mm to 150 mm (provided for in subheading 5503.30.00)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(223) Modified acrylic flame retardant staple fiber with a decitex of 2.7.—Heading 9902.13.21 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Modacrylic staple fibers, not carded, combed or otherwise processed for spinning, containing over 35 percent and less than 85 percent by weight of acrylonitrile, 2.7 decitex (plus or minus 2 percent), natural in
color, with fiber length between 38 mm and 120
mm (provided for in subheading 5503.30.00)’’;
and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(224) ACRYLIC FIBER STAPLE, DYED.—Heading
9902.13.23 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “Acrylic staple fiber
(polyacrylonitrile staple), dyed, not carded,
combed or otherwise processed for spinning, the
foregoing containing by weight 92 percent or
more of polyacrylonitrile, not more than 0.01
percent of zinc and 2 percent or more but not
over 8 percent of water, with a decitex of 3.3
to 5.6, a fiber shrinkage from 0 to 22 percent
(provided for in subheading 5503.30.00)”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(225) FLAME RETARDANT RAYON FIBERS, 4.7
DECITEX.—Heading 9902.13.29 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “Artificial staple fibers of vis-
cose rayon, not carded, combed or otherwise
processed for spinning, each containing 28 per-
746
cent or more but not over 33 percent by weight
of silica, measuring 4.7 decitex and 60 mm in
length (provided for in subheading
5504.10.00)”;

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and insert-
ing “12/31/2023”.

(226) ACRYLIC STAPLE FIBERS PROCESSED
AND WITH A DECITEX OF 2.75 TO 3.3.—Heading
9902.13.36 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “Acrylic staple fibers, carded,
combed or otherwise processed for spinning,
containing by weight 92 percent or more of
polyacrylonitrile, not more than 0.01 percent of
zinc and 2 percent or more but not over 8 per-
cent of water, dyed or raw white (undyed), with
an average decitex of 2.75 to 3.30 (plus or
minus 10 percent) (provided for in subheading
5506.30.00)”;

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and insert-
ing “12/31/2023”.

(227) ACRYLIC STAPLE FIBERS PROCESSED
AND WITH A DECITEX OF 5.0 TO 5.6.—Heading
9902.13.38 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Acrylic staple fibers, carded, combed or otherwise processed for spinning, containing by weight 92 percent or more of polyacrylonitrile, not more than 0.01 percent of zinc and 2 percent or more but not over 8 percent of water, dyed, with an average decitex of 5.0 to 5.6 (provided for in subheading 5506.30.00)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(228) Neoprene Wading Socks.—Heading 9902.13.51 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Socks with uppers comprising neoprene measuring 2.5 mm in thickness and covered on both sides with jersey knitted fabric of nylon; such socks with underfoots of breathable neoprene measuring 2.5 to 3 mm in thickness and covered on both sides with a jersey knitted fabric of nylon; the foregoing each formed anatomically so as to be designed for the wearer’s left or right foot (provided for in subheading 6115.96.90)”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(229) TRAINING GLOVES.—Heading 9902.13.53 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Training gloves of vulcanized rubber other than of hard rubber (provided for in subheading 4015.19.50) or of synthetic textile materials (provided for in subheading 6116.93.08), such gloves of textile materials knitted or crocheted”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(230) BRAKE SEGMENTS.—Heading 9902.13.82 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Nonwoven radial segment and chordal orientation brake segments of oxidized polyacrylonitrile fibers, made up and presented as cut otherwise than into squares or rectangles, such segments formed by needling web and unidirectional tow fabrics together, the foregoing designed for use in aircraft braking systems (provided for in subheading 6307.90.98)”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(231) **Sports and Athletic Footwear for Women.**—Heading 9902.14.32 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Women’s sports footwear; tennis shoes, basketball shoes, gym shoes, training shoes and the like, with outer soles of rubber or plastics and uppers of textile materials, such uppers of which over 50 percent of the external surface area (including any leather accessories or reinforcements such as those mentioned in note 4(a) to chapter 64) is leather (provided for in subheading 6404.11.20)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(232) **Men’s Boots for Fishing Waders with Felt Outsoles.**—Heading 9902.14.53 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Footwear for men, with vulcanized uppers of neoprene measuring 7 mm in thickness, covered with a polyester knit fleece on the interior and coated with rubber on the exterior; such footwear measuring (from the
base of the inner sole to the top of the upper) 

20.32 cm or more but not over 25.4 cm in 
height, with felt outsoles; the foregoing water-
proof, valued at $40/pr or higher and with each 

boot having a slit in the top of upper collar to 
allow boot to be affixed to a fishing wader (pro-
vided for in subheading 6405.20.90)”; and 

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and insert-
ing “12/31/2023”.

(233) CATALYTIC CONVERTER NEEDLED BLAN-

KET MATS WITH A THICKNESS OF 10 MM OR MORE 
AND NOT OVER 3 PERCENT OF Binder.—Heading 
9902.14.70 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to 
read as follows: “Catalytic converter needled 
blanket mats of ceramic fibers, containing over 
65 percent by weight of aluminum oxide and 
not over 3 percent of acrylic latex organic bind-
er, of a basis weight greater than or equal to 
1745 g/m², measuring 10.0 mm or more in 
thickness; the foregoing presented in bulk, 
sheets or rolls, designed for use in motor vehi-
cles of heading 8703 (provided for in sub-
heading 6806.10.00)”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(234) Catalytic converter blanket mats with a thickness between 5 mm and 9.9 mm and not over 3 percent of binder.—Heading 9902.14.71 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Catalytic converter needled blanket mats of ceramic fibers, containing over 65 percent by weight of aluminum oxide and not over 3 percent by weight of acrylic latex or organic binder, of a basis weight less than 1745 g/m², measuring 5 mm or more but not over 9.9 mm in thickness; presented in bulk, sheets or rolls, designed for use in motor vehicles of heading 8703 (provided for in subheading 6806.10.00)”.; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(235) Catalytic converter needled blanket mats with a thickness between 5 mm and 9.9 mm and between 3 and 7 percent of binder.—Heading 9902.14.72 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Catalytic converter needled
blanket mats of ceramic fibers containing over 65 percent by weight of aluminum oxide, containing an acrylic latex organic binder of greater than 3 percent and less than 7 percent by weight, of a basis weight less than 1745 g/m², measuring at least 5 mm or no more than 9.9 mm in thickness, in bulk, sheets or rolls, designed for motor vehicles of heading 8703 (provided for in subheading 6806.10.00)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(236) CATALYTIC CONVERTER NEEDLED BLANKET MATS WITH A THICKNESS OF 10 MM OR MORE AND BETWEEN 3 AND 7 PERCENT BINDER.—Heading 9902.14.73 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Catalytic converter needled blanket mats of ceramic fibers, containing over 65 percent by weight of aluminum oxide and 3 percent or more but less than 7 percent by weight of acrylic latex organic binder, measuring 10.0 mm or more in thickness, of a basis weight greater than or equal to 1745 g/m²; presented in bulk, sheets or rolls, designed for use
in motor vehicles of heading 8703 (provided for in subheading 6806.10.00)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(237) **CERTAIN SILVER WIRE.**—Heading 9902.14.88 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Silver wire, containing 90 percent or more by weight of silver, but not more than 93 percent by weight of silver, and containing 6 percent or more by weight of tin oxide, but not more than 9 percent by weight of tin oxide (provided for in subheading 7106.92.50)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(238) **METAL GAUZES.**—Heading 9902.14.90 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Gauzes containing platinum, palladium and rhodium (provided for in subheading 7115.10.00)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.


(239) Strips consisting of silver and copper and zinc.—Heading 9902.14.91 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: "Clad strips of silver, further worked than semimanufactured, each containing 54 percent or more but not over 56 percent by weight of silver; having three layers with one layer containing 87 percent or more but not over 89 percent by weight of silver and 1.1 percent or more but not over 3 percent of tin, a second layer containing 99.9 percent or more by weight of silver, and a third layer containing 14.5 percent or more but not over 15.5 percent by weight of silver, 79 percent or more but not over 81 percent of copper and 4.8 percent or more but not over 5.2 percent of phosphorus; measuring 15.65 mm in width and 0.95 mm in thickness, presented in coils (provided for in subheading 7115.90.40)"; and

(B) by striking "12/31/2020" and inserting "12/31/2023".

(240) Germanium unwrought in ingot form.—Heading 9902.15.13 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: "Ingots of germanium, un-
wrought, each weighing 0.5 kg or more but less
than 2 kg (provided for in subheading
8112.92.60)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and insert-
ing “12/31/2023”.

(241) Tweezers.—Heading 9902.15.18 is
amended—

(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “Tweezers (provided for in sub-
heading 8203.20.20)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and insert-
ing “12/31/2023”.

(242) Nail clippers, nail nippers and nail
files.—Heading 9902.15.33 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “Nail nippers and clippers and
nail files, the foregoing other than nail nippers
and clippers with one or both blades having
rounded edged cut-outs and designed for use in
cutting nails of dogs, cats or other small pets
(including birds, rabbits, ferrets, hamsters,
guinea pigs or gerbils) (provided for in sub-
heading 8214.20.30)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and insert-
ing “12/31/2023”.
(243) PORTABLE AIR CONDITIONER.—Heading 9902.15.63 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Air conditioning machines, each incorporating a refrigerating unit, mounted on wheels or castors, rated at less than 3.52 kW per hour (provided for in subheading 8415.82.01)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(244) ELECTRIC CYLINDRICAL COFFEE GRINDERS.—Heading 9902.16.25 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Electromechanical domestic cylindrical coffee grinders, each operated by pushing the plastic cover into the base, the foregoing having a removable stainless steel bowl with a capacity of more than 0.1 liter and not exceeding 0.2 liter (provided for in subheading 8509.40.00)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(245) HANDHELD ELECTRIC CAN OPENERS.—

Heading 9902.16.32 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Hand-held battery-operated automatic can openers, each with self-contained electric motor, such can openers weighing not over 20 kg exclusive of extra interchangeable parts or detachable auxiliary devices (provided for in subheading 8509.80.50)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(246) FOOD BEATERS DESIGNED TO ATTACH TO HANDHELD MIXERS.—Heading 9902.16.33 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Stainless steel food beaters, designed for use solely on electromechanical hand-held food mixers suitable for domestic purposes (provided for in subheading 8509.90.55)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(247) LAMP-HOLDER HOUSINGS OF PORCELAIN.—Heading 9902.16.89 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Lamp-holder housings of por-
celain, containing sockets (provided for in sub-heading 8536.61.00)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(248) **Cathode-ray tubes.**—Heading 9902.16.94 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Cathode-ray data/graphic display tubes, color, with a phosphor dot screen pitch smaller than 0.4 mm and with less than 90-degree deflection (provided for in subheading 8540.40.10)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(249) **Zee cages.**—Heading 9902.17.11 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: ““Z”-shaped water bottle holders (cages) of alloy or composite material, designed for use on bicycles (provided for in sub-heading 8714.99.80)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(250) **Optical attenuators.**—Heading 9902.17.27 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Optical attenuators designed to reduce the power level of an optical signal, either in free space or in an optical fiber, such instruments or apparatus specifically designed for telecommunications (provided for in subheading 9013.80.90)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(251) Ski bindings, valued not more than $55 each.—Heading 9902.17.55 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Ski bindings (other than for cross-country skis), valued not over $55 each (provided for in subheading 9506.12.80)”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(c) Modification to Duty Rates.—

(1) Artichokes, in vinegar.—Heading 9902.01.04 is amended—

(A) by striking “7.2%” and inserting “Free”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(2) ARTICHOKEs, OTHER THAN IN VINEGAR.— Heading 9902.01.10 is amended—

(A) by striking “12.7%” and inserting “12%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(3) NICOTINE GUM.—Heading 9902.01.13 is amended—

(A) by striking “5.8%” and inserting “5.7%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(4) ISOHEXADECANE.—Heading 9902.01.19 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “1%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(5) SODIUM.—Heading 9902.01.20 is amended—

(A) by striking “2.5%” and inserting “Free”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
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(6) Sodium containing not more than 200 ppm of calcium.—Heading 9902.01.21 is amend-
ed—

(A) by striking “0.7%” and inserting “3.6%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(7) Hydrazine 64%.—Heading 9902.01.38 is

amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “0.1%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(8) Germanium dioxide (GeO2).—Heading 9902.01.39 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “1%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(9) Sodium tungstate dihydrate.—Heading 9902.01.67 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “2.1%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(10) MONOCHLOROBENZENE.—Heading 9902.01.85 is amended—
(A) by striking “3.9%” and inserting “3.8%”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(11) P-DICHLOROBENZENE.—Heading 9902.01.87 is amended—
(A) by striking “2.7%” and inserting “4.4%”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(12) P-CHLOROBENZOTRIFlUORIDE.—Heading 9902.01.88 is amended—
(A) by striking “4.3%” and inserting “4.7%”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(13) METHANESULFONIC ACID.—Heading 9902.02.02 is amended—
(A) by striking “0.8%” and inserting “0.7%”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(14) **LEAF ALCOHOL.**—Heading 9902.02.14 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “1%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(15) **RESORCINOL.**—Heading 9902.02.23 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “4.7%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(16) **OXYFLUORFEN.**—Heading 9902.02.35 is amended—

(A) by striking “0.8%” and inserting “3.5%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(17) **GLYOXAL.**—Heading 9902.02.45 is amended—

(A) by striking “0.2%” and inserting “Free”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
4-PROPYL BENZALDEHYDE (NPBAL).—

Heading 9902.02.46 is amended—

(A) by striking “2.8%” and inserting “4.2%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

4-(1,1-DIMETHYLETHYL)-ALPHA-M(LYSMERAL EXTRA).—Heading 9902.02.48 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “2.3%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

DIETHYL KETONE.—Heading 9902.02.54 is amended—

(A) by striking “0.2%” and inserting “1.7%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

CYCLOPENTANONE.—Heading 9902.02.59 is amended—

(A) by striking “1.7%” and inserting “Free”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(22) HYDROXYLMETHYLPENTANONE.—Heading 9902.02.63 is amended—

(A) by striking “1%” and inserting “2.8%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(23) ETFBO.—Heading 9902.02.71 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “1.7%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(24) SORBIC ACID.—Heading 9902.02.83 is amended—

(A) by striking “2.6%” and inserting “2.5%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(25) BENZOYL CHLORIDE.—Heading 9902.02.87 is amended—

(A) by striking “2%” and inserting “2.9%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(26) **SEBACIC ACID.**—Heading 9902.02.93 is amended—

(A) by striking “2%” and inserting “2.9%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(27) **DIMETHYL MALONATE OR DMM.**—Heading 9902.02.94 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “1.6%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(28) **PYROMELLITIC DIANHYDRIDE.**—Heading 9902.03.02 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “4.3%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(29) **O-ACETYLSALICYLIC ACID (ASPIRIN).**—Heading 9902.03.07 is amended—

(A) by striking “1.9%” and inserting “2.2%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.


(30) Methyl sal.—Heading 9902.03.08 is amended—

(A) by striking “2.3%” and inserting “3.4%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(31) PHBA.—Heading 9902.03.09 is amended—

(A) by striking “2%” and inserting “3.4%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(32) Plastic additive.—Heading 9902.03.14 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “3%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(33) MCPA.—Heading 9902.03.23 is amended—

(A) by striking “2.5%” and inserting “4.2%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(34) Dimethyl Carbonate.—Heading 9902.03.46 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “1.2%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(35) Perfluorocarbons for Performance Fluid.—Heading 9902.03.50 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “0.7%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(36) 3,5-Difluorooaniline.—Heading 9902.03.57 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “1.5%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(37) Trifluralin.—Heading 9902.03.65 is amended—

(A) by striking “4%” and inserting “1.2%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.


(38) ETHALFLURALIN.—Heading 9902.03.66 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “1.3%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(39) O-TOLUIDINE.—Heading 9902.03.71 is amended—

(A) by striking “5.5%” and inserting “5.8%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(40) MPDA.—Heading 9902.03.80 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “5.4%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(41) 4-ADPA (4-AMINODIPHENYLAMINE).— Heading 9902.03.82 is amended—

(A) by striking “4.6%” and inserting “5.3%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.


(42) 4,4’-DIAMINOSTILBENE-2,2’-DISULFONIC
ACID.—Heading 9902.03.84 is amended—
(A) by striking “1.5%” and inserting “4.3%”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(43) PRODIAMINE.—Heading 9902.03.87 is amended—
(A) by striking “1.6%” and inserting “4.1%”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(44) P-CRESIDINE SULFONIC ACID.—Heading 9902.03.98 is amended—
(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “4%”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(45) CHOLINE HYDROXIDE.—Heading 9902.04.16 is amended—
(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “0.6%”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.


(46) DIURON.—Heading 9902.04.30 is amended—

(A) by striking “0.4%” and inserting “3.8%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(47) METOLACHLOR.—Heading 9902.04.35 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “5.3%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(48) FLUTOCHLOR.—Heading 9902.04.40 is amended—

(A) by striking “1.5%” and inserting “1.4%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(49) MEFENOXAM.—Heading 9902.04.42 is amended—

(A) by striking “4.2%” and inserting “5.5%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
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(50) FLUFENACET-ALCOHOL.—Heading 9902.04.48 is amended—

(A) by striking “3.9%” and inserting “3.7%; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(51) 2-(TRIFLUOROMETHYL)BENZAMIDE.—Heading 9902.04.49 is amended—

(A) by striking “4.2%” and inserting “Free”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(52) METHYL-4-TRIFLUOROMETHOXYPHENYL-N-(CHL.) CARBamate.—Heading 9902.04.52 is amended—

(A) by striking “2%” and inserting “2.5%; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(53) GUANIDINOACETIC ACID.—Heading 9902.04.64 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “1.6%; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
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(54) Chlorothalonil.—Heading 9902.04.65

is amended—

(A) by striking “5%” and inserting “5.6%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(55) Bromoxynil octanoate.—Heading 9902.04.67 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “3.4%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(56) Bifenazate technical.—Heading 9902.04.85 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “3.7%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(57) Mesotrione.—Heading 9902.05.03 is amended—

(A) by striking “6.2%” and inserting “6.1%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.


(58) 2-(Methylthio)-4-(trifluoromethyl)benzoic acid.—Heading 9902.05.08 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “5.4%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(59) Acephate.—Heading 9902.05.16 is amended—

(A) by striking “3.2%” and inserting “Free”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(60) Methomyl.—Heading 9902.05.18 is amended—

(A) by striking “5%” and inserting “Free”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(61) Allyl isothiocyanate.—Heading 9902.05.26 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “1.0”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(62) PMIDA.—Heading 9902.05.29 is amended—
   (A) by striking “2.5%” and inserting “2.9%”; and
   (B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(63) TRIPHENYL Tin HYDROXIDE.—Heading 9902.05.32 is amended—
   (A) by striking “Free” and inserting “3.2%”; and
   (B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(64) PBA SOLID (PHENYL BORONIC ACID).—Heading 9902.05.34 is amended—
   (A) by striking “4.6%” and inserting “1.9%”; and
   (B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(65) SEDAXANE.—Heading 9902.05.68 is amended—
   (A) by striking “Free” and inserting “6.2%”; and
   (B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(66) TECHNICAL FLUAZINAM FUNGICIDE.—

Heading 9902.05.83 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “3.5%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(67) IMAZETHAPYR.—Heading 9902.05.86 is amended—

(A) by striking “2.2%” and inserting “4.3%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(68) FLURIDONE.—Heading 9902.05.87 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “0.1%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(69) BICYCLOPYRONE.—Heading 9902.05.88 is amended—

(A) by striking “4%” and inserting “2.5%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
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(70) Clopyralid technical. — Heading
9902.05.89 is amended—
(A) by striking “1.4%” and inserting
“3.2%;” and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(71) Aminopyralid technical. — Heading
9902.05.92 is amended—
(A) by striking “4.1%” and inserting
“3.5%;” and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(72) Fluroxypyr technical. — Heading
9902.05.94 is amended—
(A) by striking “1.6%” and inserting
“4.6%;” and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(73) 2,3-Dichloro-5-(trifluoromethyl)pyridine. — Heading
9902.06.07 is amended—
(A) by striking “2.5%” and inserting
“5.3%;” and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.


(74) 2,3-pyridinedicarboxylic acid.—Heading 9902.06.13 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “2.9%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(75) Food and feed preservative.—Heading 9902.06.22 is amended—

(A) by striking “1.2%” and inserting “2.1%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(76) Cloquintocet-mexyl.—Heading 9902.06.24 is amended—

(A) by striking “4.2%” and inserting “Free”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(77) Cyprodinil technical.—Heading 9902.06.31 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “3.2%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.


(78) AMINOCYCLOPYRACHLOR.—Heading 9902.06.37 is amended—
(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “3.8%”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(79) DMDS.—Heading 9902.06.45 is amended—
(A) by striking “1%” and inserting “Free”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(80) METRIBUZIN.—Heading 9902.06.51 is amended—
(A) by striking “1.9%” and inserting “3.2%”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(81) ATRAZINE.—Heading 9902.06.54 is amended—
(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “2.7%”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(82) 1,2,4-TRIAZOLE.—Heading 9902.06.97 is amended—

(A) by striking “2.8%” and inserting “5.1”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(83) OXADIAZON.—Heading 9902.07.13 is amended—

(A) by striking “1.3%” and inserting “3.7”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(84) FLUDIOXONIL TECHNICAL.—Heading 9902.07.15 is amended—

(A) by striking “5%” and inserting “4.7”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(85) THIDIAZURON.—Heading 9902.07.24 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “4.8”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
FLUPYRADIFURONE.—Heading 9902.07.32 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “0.1%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

PENTHIOPYRAD.—Heading 9902.07.47 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “4.1%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

CYPROSULFAMIDE.—Heading 9902.07.56 is amended—

(A) by striking “5%” and inserting “1.6%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

SULFENTRAZONE.—Heading 9902.07.60 is amended—

(A) by striking “5.4%” and inserting “6%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(90) COLD PRESSED ORANGE OIL.—Heading 9902.08.99 is amended—
(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “1%”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(91) INSTANT PRINT FILM.—Heading 9902.09.16 is amended—
(A) by striking “3.1%” and inserting “3.2%”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(92) FLUPYRADIFURONE FORMULATIONS.—
Heading 9902.09.20 is amended—
(A) by striking “4.2%” and inserting “Free”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(93) SPIROMESIFEN FORMULATIONS.—Heading 9902.09.23 is amended—
(A) by striking “1.0%” and inserting “Free”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(94) FLONICAMID.—Heading 9902.09.29 is amended—
   (A) by striking “Free” and inserting “4.9%”; and
   (B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(95) ABAMECTIN.—Heading 9902.09.34 is amended—
   (A) by striking “Free” and inserting “2.3%”; and
   (B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(96) ACEPHATE FORMULATIONS.—Heading 9902.09.35 is amended—
   (A) by striking “1.8%” and inserting “3.1%”; and
   (B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(97) QUINOXYFEN FUNGICIDE.—Heading 9902.09.66 is amended—
   (A) by striking “1.6%” and inserting “1.8%”; and
   (B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(98) Copper hydroxide and copper oxychloride.—Heading 9902.09.76 is amended—
   (A) by striking “Free” and inserting “0.4%”; and
   (B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(99) 1,1’-Dimethyl-4,4’-bipyridinium dichloride.—Heading 9902.09.94 is amended—
   (A) by striking “4.6%” and inserting “5.8%”; and
   (B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(100) Formulated pyri-thiobac-sodium.—Heading 9902.10.07 is amended—
   (A) by striking “1.0%” and inserting “Free”; and
   (B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(101) Herbicide mixture.—Heading 9902.10.15 is amended—
   (A) by striking “Free” and inserting “1.7%”; and
   (B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(102) Plasticizer.—Heading 9902.10.30 is amended—
(A) by striking “3.2%” and inserting “3.9%;” and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(103) Palm fatty acid distillate (“PFAD”).—Heading 9902.10.44 is amended—
(A) by striking “1.4%” and inserting “0.9%;” and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(104) Iminosuccinate.—Heading 9902.10.55 is amended—
(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “1%;” and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(105) Vinylacetate-vinylchloride copolymer.—Heading 9902.10.75 is amended—
(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “0.9%;” and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(106) COMPOUNDS USED IN LUBRICANTS.—

Heading 9902.10.88 is amended—

(A) by striking “2.4%” and inserting “2.1%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(107) POLYVINYLASTACETATE FOR FOOD USE.—

Heading 9902.10.98 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “1.2%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(108) MIXTURES FOR USE IN PAPER COATINGS.—Heading 9902.11.14 is amended—

(A) by striking “0.3%” and inserting “Free”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(109) HINDERED AMINE LIGHT STABILIZER.—

Heading 9902.11.21 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “0.3%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(110) **Hydrogenated polymers of norbornene derivatives.**—Heading 9902.11.43 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “1.5%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(111) **Modified ethylene-norbornene copolymer.**—Heading 9902.11.54 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “0.6%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(112) **Industrial nitrocellulose (damped alcohol content of 28-32%).**—Heading 9902.11.57 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “2%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(113) **Sodium alginate.**—Heading 9902.11.59 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “2.3%”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(114) ACRYLIC FILMS.—Heading 9902.11.85 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “0.6%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(115) PLASTIC ORNAMENTATION FOR AQUARIUMS.—Heading 9902.11.99 is amended—

(A) by striking “0.5%” and inserting “Free”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(116) QUICK CLAMPS.—Heading 9902.12.08 is amended—

(A) by striking “0.2%” and inserting “1.5%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(117) HIGH-QUALITY BULL HIDES.—Heading 9902.12.34 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “0.2%”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(118) DOLL CARRIERS WITH WINDOWS.—Heading 9902.12.39 is amended—

(A) by striking “4.0%” and inserting “Free”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(119) BATTING GLOVES OF LEATHER.—Heading 9902.12.58 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “0.1%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(120) LEATHER GLOVES WITH FOURCHETTES.—Heading 9902.12.61 is amended—

(A) by striking “9.2%” and inserting “7.6%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(121) LEATHER GLOVES WITHOUT FOURCHETTES.—Heading 9902.12.62 is amended—

(A) by striking “13.4%” and inserting “13.1%”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(122) Acrylic staple fibers with a fiber length between 40 and 47.5 mm and a solar reflectance index greater than 30.—Heading 9902.13.15 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “0.5%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(123) Rayon staple fibers for use in goods of heading 9619.—Heading 9902.13.28 is amended—

(A) by striking “1.7%” and inserting “2.6%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(124) Mechanics’ work gloves with Fourchettes.—Heading 9902.13.71 is amended—

(A) by striking “9.8%” and inserting “7%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(125) Sleeping bag shells.—Heading 9902.13.80 is amended—
(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “0.2%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(126) WORK FOOTWEAR FOR WOMEN.—Heading 9902.14.07 is amended—

(A) by striking “2.5%” and inserting “Free”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(127) WORK FOOTWEAR FOR MEN.—Heading 9902.14.08 is amended—

(A) by striking “3.6%” and inserting “1.3%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(128) MEN’S PROTECTIVE ACTIVE FOOTWEAR, NOT COVERING THE ANKLE.—Heading 9902.14.11 is amended—

(A) by striking “9.4%” and inserting “11%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(129) Men’s Oxford work footwear with composite safety toe.—Heading 9902.14.21 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “2.6%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(130) Men’s and boys’ house slippers with leather uppers.—Heading 9902.14.22 is amended—

(A) by striking “5.7%” and inserting “5%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(131) Women’s waterproof leather footwear, valued at $29 per pair or higher.—Heading 9902.14.27 is amended—

(A) by striking “2.9%” and inserting “Free”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(132) Women’s house slippers with leather uppers.—Heading 9902.14.28 is amended—

(A) by striking “7.9%” and inserting “4.4%”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(133) Women’s footwear with textile uppers, open toes or heels, valued $10–$14.99 per pair.—Heading 9902.14.43 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “12.2%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(134) Men’s footwear, covering the ankle but not the knee, valued over $24 per pair.—Heading 9902.14.49 is amended—

(A) by striking “8.1%” and inserting “Free”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(135) Opaque glass-ceramic cookware.—Heading 9902.14.80 is amended—

(A) by striking “7.1%” and inserting “Free”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(136) Liquid-filled glass bulbs.—Heading 9902.14.87 is amended—
(A) by striking “1.8%” and inserting “1%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(137) **SCREW ANCHORS.**—Heading 9902.14.94 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “3.5%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(138) **STAINLESS STEEL HANDLES FOR COOKWARE.**—Heading 9902.14.96 is amended—

(A) by striking “1.5%” and inserting “Free”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(139) **LARGE METAL WIRE CRATES FOR DOGS.**—Heading 9902.14.99 is amended—

(A) by striking “1.4%” and inserting “2%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(140) **METAL WIRE CAGES FOR PETS OTHER THAN DOGS.**—Heading 9902.15.01 is amended—
(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “1.7%”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(141) Used compression-ignition internal combustion engines.—Heading 9902.15.41 is amended—
(A) by striking “1.5%” and inserting “1.7%”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(142) Connecting rods.—Heading 9902.15.44 is amended—
(A) by striking “0.4%” and inserting “Free”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(143) Used fuel pumps.—Heading 9902.15.50 is amended—
(A) by striking “0.6%” and inserting “1.2%”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(144) Exhaust fans for permanent installation.—Heading 9902.15.54 is amended—
(A) by striking “4.1%” and inserting “2%”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(145) **SELF-CONTAINED PORTABLE AIR CONDITIONER.**—Heading 9902.15.64 is amended—

(A) by striking “1.8%” and inserting “Free”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(146) **TABLE SAWS.**—Heading 9902.15.74 is amended—

(A) by striking “1.2%” and inserting “1.7%”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(147) **VEHICLE STABILITY CONTROL ACTUATOR ASSEMBLIES.**—Heading 9902.15.85 is amended—

(A) by striking “2.3%” and inserting “1.5%”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(148) **VALVE-TYPE FUEL INJECTORS.**—Heading 9902.15.91 is amended—
(A) by striking “0.5%” and inserting “1.1%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(149) **NEW CRANKSHAFTS.**—Heading 9902.15.96 is amended—

(A) by striking “0.6%” and inserting “Free”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(150) **POWER BACK DOOR ACTUATOR ASSEMBLIES.**—Heading 9902.16.06 is amended—

(A) by striking “1.7%” and inserting “Free”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(151) **DIRECT CURRENT PUMP MOTORS.**— Heading 9902.16.07 is amended—

(A) by striking “2.8%” and inserting “Free”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(152) **MOTORS FOR LOW WATTAGE FANS.**—

Heading 9902.16.10 is amended—
(A) by striking “0.3%” and inserting “1.6%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(153) USED STARTERS.—Heading 9902.16.38 is amended—

(A) by striking “0.4%” and inserting “Free”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(154) USED ALTERNATORS.—Heading 9902.16.40 is amended—

(A) by striking “1.6%” and inserting “Free”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(155) ELECTRIC STEAM IRONS.—Heading 9902.16.46 is amended—

(A) by striking “1.0%” and inserting “Free”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(156) MICROWAVE HOODS WITH A PLASTIC HANDLE.—Heading 9902.16.47 is amended—
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(A) by striking “0.5%” and inserting “0.7%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(157) MICROWAVE HOODS WITH A METAL HANDLE.—Heading 9902.16.48 is amended—

(A) by striking “1.2%” and inserting “1.4%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(158) CARAFE-LESS COFFEE MAKERS.—Heading 9902.16.65 is amended—

(A) by striking “0.4%” and inserting “Free”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(159) TOASTER OVENS WITH A POP-UP TOASTER FEATURE.—Heading 9902.16.67 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “1.4%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(160) ELECTRIC PRESSURE COOKERS RATED MORE THAN 800W BUT NOT MORE THAN 1000W,
800

WITH A CAPACITY OF LESS THAN 5 LITERS.—Heading 9902.16.79 is amended—

(A) by striking “0.4%” and inserting “Free”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(161) FLAT PANEL LCD TELEVISIONS FOR EXERCISE EQUIPMENT.—Heading 9902.16.85 is amended—

(A) by striking “3.6%” and inserting “3%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(162) MOTOR VEHICLE CHASSIS WITH CAB AND ONLY AN ELECTRIC MOTOR FOR PROPULSION FOR THE TRANSPORT OF GOODS.—Heading 9902.16.97 is amended—

(A) by striking “23.9%” and inserting “20.9%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(163) USED GEAR BOXES FOR CERTAIN VEHICLES FOR THE TRANSPORTATION OF GOODS.— Heading 9902.17.01 is amended—
(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “0.9%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(164) NEW GEAR BOXES.—Heading 9902.17.02 is amended—

(A) by striking “2.1%” and inserting “1.2%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(165) BICYCLE DISC BRAKES.—Heading 9902.17.10 is amended—

(A) by striking “6.7%” and inserting “8.8%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(166) BABY STROLLERS.—Heading 9902.17.13 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “2.8%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(167) LCD TELEVISION PANEL ASSEMBLIES, WITH A VIDEO DISPLAY MEASURING OVER 101.6 CM
BUT NOT OVER 124.46 CM.—Heading 9902.17.24 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “2.8%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(168) LCD TELEVISION PANEL ASSEMBLIES, WITH A VIDEO DISPLAY MEASURING OVER 124.46 CM BUT NOT OVER 137.16 CM.—Heading 9902.17.25 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “0.3%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(169) LIGHT EMITTING DIODE (LED) LAMPS, MOUNTING OPTIONS, BASES, CLAMPS, MOUNTS.—Heading 9902.17.48 is amended—

(A) by striking “3.0%” and inserting “Free”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(170) GOLF CLUB DRIVER HEADS WITH A LOFT OVER 9.5 DEGREES.—Heading 9902.17.57 is amended—
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(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “3.5%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(171) GOLF CLUB DRIVER HEADS WITH A LOFT UNDER 9.5 DEGREES.—Heading 9902.17.58 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “1.6%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(172) GOLF CLUB HYBRID HEADS.—Heading 9902.17.60 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “1.2%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(173) GOLF CLUB WEDGE HEADS WITH A LOFT OF 56 DEGREES OR LESS.—Heading 9902.17.61 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “1.9%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(174) GOLF CLUB IRON HEADS OF 8-IRONS AND 9-IRONS.—Heading 9902.17.63 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “1.4%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(175) TENNIS RACKET FRAMES, UNSTRUNG.—

Heading 9902.17.71 is amended—

(A) by striking “0.4%” and inserting “1.2%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(176) VOLLEYBALLS.—Heading 9902.17.74 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “2.1%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(177) BASKETBALLS OTHER THAN LEATHER OR RUBBER.—Heading 9902.17.75 is amended—

(A) by striking “3.1%” and inserting “3.2%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(178) **Rubber Basketballs.**—Heading 9902.17.77 is amended—

(A) by striking “2.5%” and inserting “1.6%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(179) **Fishing Rods, One-Piece, of Both Fiberglass and Carbon Fiber.**—Heading 9902.17.93 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “4.3%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(180) **Hair-Slides Without Imitation Pearls or Stones.**—Heading 9902.17.96 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “8.6%”; and

(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(181) **Eyelash Curlers.**—Heading 9902.17.97 is amended—

(A) by striking “Free” and inserting “0.7%”; and
(B) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(d) Modifications to Article Descriptions and Rates of Duty.—

(1) Minced pimiento stuffed green olives.—Heading 9902.01.07 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Olives, green in color, stuffed with minced pimiento, the foregoing in brine and presented in glass containers, other than place packed (provided for in subheading 2005.70.25)”;

(B) by striking “Free” and inserting “1.9%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(2) Vinyl neodecanoate.—Heading 9902.02.78 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Vinyl neodecanoate (vinyl 7,7-dimethyloctanoate) (CAS No. 51000–52–3) (provided for in subheading 2915.90.18)”;

(B) by striking “Free” and inserting “1.1%”; and
(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(3) BIFENTHRIN.—Heading 9902.02.86 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “2-Methylbiphenyl-3-ylmethyl (1RS,3RS)-3-[(Z)-2-chloro-3,3,3-trifluoroprop-1-enyl]-2,2-dimethylcyclopropanecarboxylate (Bifenthrin) (CAS No. 82657–04–3) (provided for in subheading 2916.20.50)”;

(B) by striking “2.4%” and inserting “3.3%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(4) TRINEXAPAC-ETHYL.—Heading 9902.03.31 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Ethyl (RS)-4-cyclopropyl(hydroxy)methylene-3,5-dioxocyclohexanecarboxylate (Trinexapac-ethyl) (CAS No. 95266–40–3) (provided for in subheading 2918.99.50)”;

(B) by striking “Free” and inserting “2.5%”; and
(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(5) 3,3’ DICHLOROBENZIDINE DIHYDROCHLORIDE.—Heading 9902.03.88 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “3,3’-Dichlorobenzidine dihydrochloride (3,3’-Dichloro-4,4’-biphenyldiamine dihydrochloride) (CAS No. 612–83–9) (provided for in subheading 2921.59.80)”;

(B) by striking “Free” and inserting “0.8%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(6) 4-(4-AMINOPHENOXY)ANILINE.—Heading 9902.04.01 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “4-(4-Aminophenoxy)aniline (CAS No. 101–80–4) (provided for in subheading 2922.29.81)”;

(B) by striking “1.3%” and inserting “3.3%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
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(7) S-METOLACHLOR.—Heading 9902.04.43 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “2-Chloro-N-(2-ethyl-6-methylphenyl)-N-[(1S)-2-methoxy-1-methylethyl]acetamide ((S)-Metolachlor) (CAS No. 87392–12–9) (provided for in subheading 2924.29.47)”;

(B) by striking “6.0%” and inserting “6.3%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(8) COMPOUND USED IN POLYMER PRODUCTION.—Heading 9902.04.58 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “1,1′-[1,3-Phenylenebis(methylene)]bis(3-methyl-1H-pyrrole-2,5-dione) (CAS No. 119462–56–5) (provided for in subheading 2925.19.42)”;

(B) by striking “Free” and inserting “2.7%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.


2-METHOXYETHYL(RS)-2-(4-TERT-
(CYFLUMETOFEN).—Heading 9902.04.66 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “2-Methoxyethyl 2-cyano-2-[4-
(2-methyl-2-propanyl)phenyl]-3-oxo-3-[2-
(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]propanoate
(Cyflumetafen) (CAS No. 400882–07–7) (provided for in subheading 2926.90.25)”;

(B) by striking “Free” and inserting “1.5%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(10) β-CYFLUTHRIN.—Heading 9902.04.70 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Cyano-(4-fluoro-3-
phenoxyphenyl)methyl 3-(2,2-dichloroethenyl)-
2,2-dimethylcyclopropane-1-carboxylate (β-
Cyfluthrin) (CAS No. 68359–37–5) (provided for in subheading 2926.90.30)”;

(B) by striking “3.4%” and inserting “Free”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(11) Deltamethrin.—Heading 9902.04.71 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: "[(S)-Cyano-(3-phenoxyphenyl)methyl] (1R,3R)-3-(2,2-dibromoethenyl)-2,2-dimethylcyclopropane-1-carboxylate (Deltamethrin) (CAS No. 52918–63–5) (provided for in subheading 2926.90.30)";

(B) by striking "1.8%" and inserting "4.3%"; and

(C) by striking "12/31/2020" and inserting "12/31/2023".

(12) Methoxyfenozide Technical Insecticide.—Heading 9902.04.84 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: "N-(3,5-Dimethylbenzoyl)-3-methoxy-2-methyl-N-(2-methyl-2-propanyl)benzohydrazide (Methoxyfenozide) (CAS No. 161050–58–4) (provided for in subheading 2928.00.25)";

(B) by striking "3.2%" and inserting "5.4%"; and

(C) by striking "12/31/2020" and inserting "12/31/2023".
(13) N-BUTYLTHIOPHOSPHORIC TRIAMIDE

(NBPT).—Heading 9902.04.98 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “N-Butylthiophosphoric triamide (CAS No. 94317–64–3) (provided for in subheading 2929.90.50)”;

(B) by striking “Free” and inserting “5.1%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(14) CLETHODIM.—Heading 9902.05.05 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “2-[1-({[(2E)-3-Chloro-2-propen-1-yl]oxy}amino)propylidene]-5-[2-(ethylsulfany1)propyl]-1,3-cyclohexanedione (Clethodim) (CAS No. 99129–21–2) (provided for in subheading 2930.90.10)”;

(B) by striking “Free” and inserting “3.9%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(15) AE 747 ETHER.—Heading 9902.05.07 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “2-Chloro-4-(methylsulfonyl)-3-((2,2,2-trifluoroethoxy)methyl) benzoic acid (CAS No. 120100–77–8) (provided for in subheading 2930.90.29)”;
(B) by striking “5.7%” and inserting “6%”; and
(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(16) THIODICARB.—Heading 9902.05.15 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Methyl (1E)-N-[methyl-[methyl-[(E)-1-methyl sulfanylethylideneamino] oxy carbonylamino] sulfanyl car bamoyl]oxyethanimidothioate (Thiodicarb) (CAS No. 59669–26–0) (provided for in subheading 2930.90.43)”;
(B) by striking “Free” and inserting “3.6%”; and
(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(17) GLUFOSINATE-AMMONIUM.—Heading 9902.05.37 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “2-amino-4-[hydroxy(methyl)phosphoryl]butanoic acid; azane (Glufosinate Ammonium) (CAS No. 77182–82–2) (provided for in subheading 2931.39.00)”;

(B) by striking “1.5%” and inserting “3.5%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(18) **Pyraflufen-ethyl.**—Heading 9902.05.63 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Ethyl 2-chloro-5-(4-chloro-5-difluoromethoxy-1-methyl-1H-pyrazol-3-yl)-4-fluorophenoxyacetate (Pyraflufen-ethyl) (CAS. No 129630–19–9) (provided for in subheading 2933.19.23)”;

(B) by striking “Free” and inserting “2.2%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(19) **Fipronil.**—Heading 9902.05.66 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “(RS)-5-Amino-1-[2,6-dichloro-
4-(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]-4-
(trifluoromethylsulfinyl)-1H-pyrazole-3-
carbonitrile (Fipronil) (CAS No. 120068–37–3) 
(provided for in subheading 2933.19.23)”;

(B) by striking “4.4%” and inserting “5.4%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(20) SOLATENOL.—Heading 9902.05.69 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “N-[9-(Dichloromethylidene)-
1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-1,4-methano-
naphthalen-5-yl]-3-(difluoromethyl)-1-methyl-1H-pyrazole-4-
carboxamide (Benzovindiflupyr) (CAS No. 1072957–71–1) (provided for in subheading 2933.19.23)”;

(B) by striking “4.0%” and inserting “4.3%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(21) TECHNICAL TOLPYRALATE HERBICIDE.—

Heading 9902.05.71 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “1-[[1-Ethyl-4-[3-(2-
methoxyethoxy)-2-methyl-4-
(methylsulfonyl)benzoyl]-1H-pyrazol-5-
yl]oxy]ethyl methyl carbonate (Tolpyralate)
(CAS No. 1101132–67–5) (provided for in sub-
heading 2933.19.23)”;

(B) by striking “Free” and inserting
“3.7%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting
“12/31/2023”.

(22) IPRODIONE.—Heading 9902.05.73 is
amended—

(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “3-(3,5-Dichlorophenyl)-N-isop-
propyl-2,4-dioxoimidazolide-1-carboxamide
(Iprodione) (CAS No. 36734–19–7) (provided
for in subheading 2933.21.00)”;

(B) by striking “2.0%” and inserting
“1.4%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting
“12/31/2023”.

(23) FLUOPICOLIDE.—Heading 9902.05.79 is
amended—

(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “2,6-Dichloro-N-[3-chloro-5-
(trifluoromethyl)-2-pyridylmethyl]benzamide
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(24) P I C L O R A M   T E C H N I C A L.—Heading 9902.05.90 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “4-Amino-3,5,6-trichloro-2-
pyridinecarboxylic acid (CAS No. 1918–02–1) (provided for in subheading 2933.39.25)”;

(B) by striking “4.3%” and inserting “5.1%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(25) I M I D A C L O P R I D.—Heading 9902.05.97 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “N-[1-[(6-Chloropyridin-3-
yl)methyl]-4,5-dihydroimidazol-2-yl]nitramide (Imidacloprid) (CAS No. 138261–41–3) (pro-
vided for in subheading 2933.39.27)”;

(B) by striking “4.3%” and inserting “5.4%”; and
818

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(26) **2-CYANOPYRIDINE.**—Heading 9902.06.20 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “2-Cyanopyridine (2-Pyridinecarbonitrile) (CAS No. 100-70-9) (provided for in subheading 2933.39.91)”;

(B) by striking “2.3%” and inserting “3.2%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(27) **QUINCLORAC.**—Heading 9902.06.23 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “3,7-dichloroquinoline-8-carboxylic acid (Quinclorac) (CAS No. 84087-01-4) (provided for in subheading 2933.49.30)”;

(B) by striking “Free” and inserting “3.1%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(28) **AZOXYSTROBIN.**—Heading 9902.06.30 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Methyl (2E)-2-(2-{[6-(2-
cyanophenoxy)pyrimidin-4-yl]oxy}phenyl)-3-
methoxyacrylate (Azoxystrobin) (CAS No. 131860–33–8) (provided for in subheading 2933.59.15)”;

(B) by striking “6.2%” and inserting “5.9%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(29) DEDS.—Heading 9902.06.41 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “5-Ethoxy-2-[(5-ethoxy-7-
fluoro-[1,2,4]triazolo[1,5-c]pyrimidin-2-
yl)disulfanyl]-7-fluoro-[1,2,4]triazolo[1,5-
c]pyrimidine (CAS No. 166524–75–0) (pro-
vided for in subheading 2933.59.70)”;

(B) by striking “0.6%” and inserting “5%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(30) SPIROTETRAMAT.—Heading 9902.06.67 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: "[3-(2,5-Dimethylphenyl)-8-methoxy-2-oxo-1-azaspiro[4.5]dec-3-en-4-yl] ethyl carbonate (Spirotetramat) (CAS No. 203313–25–1) (provided for in subheading 2933.79.08)";

(B) by striking “3.2%” and inserting “1%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(31) CYPROCONAZOLE.—Heading 9902.06.77 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: "[α-(4-Chlorophenyl)-α-(1-cyclopropylethyl)-1H-1,2,4-triazole-1-ethanol (Cyproconazole) (CAS No. 94361–06–5) (provided for in subheading 2933.99.22)";

(B) by striking “Free” and inserting “1.3%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(32) TEBUCONAZOLE.—Heading 9902.06.78 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: "(RS)-1-p-Chlorophenyl-4,4-di-
methyl-3-(1H-1,2,4-triazol-1-ylmethyl)pentan-3-ol (Tebuconazole) (CAS No. 107534–96–3) (provided for in subheading 2933.99.22)”;

(B) by striking “Free” and inserting “4.4%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(33) Metconazole.—Heading 9902.06.80 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “5-[(4-Chlorophenyl)methyl]-2,2-dimethyl-1-(1,2,4-triazol-1-ylmethyl)cyclopentan-1-ol (Metconazole) (CAS No. 125116–23–6) (provided for in subheading 2933.99.22)”;

(B) by striking “1.6%” and inserting “Free”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(34) Prothioconazole.—Heading 9902.06.81 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “2-[(2RS)-2-(1-Chlorocyclopropyl)-3-(2-chlorophenyl)-2-hydroxypropyl]-2H-1,2,4-triazole-3(4H)-thione
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(B) by striking “Free” and inserting “1.3%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(37) HEXYTHIAZOX.—Heading 9902.06.99 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “(4RS,5RS)-5-(4-chlorophenyl)-N-cyclohexyl-4-methyl-2-oxo-1,3-thiazolidine-3-carboxamide (Hexythiazox) (CAS No. 78587–05–0) (provided for in subheading 2934.10.10)”;

(B) by striking “1.8%” and inserting “2.4%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(38) CLOTHIANIDIN.—Heading 9902.07.06 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “(E)-1-(2-Chloro-1,3-thiazol-5-ylmethyl)-3-methyl-2-nitroguanidine (Clothianidin) (CAS No. 210880–92–5) (provided for in subheading 2934.10.90)”;

(B) by striking “6.1%” and inserting “5.9%”; and
(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(39) THIAMETHOXAM.—Heading 9902.07.07 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Thiamethoxam (3-(2-chloro-5-thiazolylmethyl)tetrahydro-5-methyl-N-nitro-1,3,5-oxadiazin-4-imine) (CAS No. 153719–23–4) (provided for in subheading 2934.10.90)”;

(B) by striking “2.5%” and inserting “6%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(40) DIFENOCONAZOLE.—Heading 9902.07.14 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “1-(2-[2-Chloro-4-(4-chlorophenoxy)phenyl]-4-methyl-1,3-dioxolan-2-yl)methyl)-1H-1,2,4-triazole (Difenoconazole) (CAS No. 119446–68–3) (provided for in subheading 2934.99.12)”;

(B) by striking “4.6%” and inserting “5.6%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(41) Fluoxastrobin.—Heading 9902.07.21 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “(E)-1-[2-[6-(2-Chlorophenoxy)-5-fluoropyrimidin-4-yl]oxyphenyl]-1-(5,6-dihydro-1,4,2-dioxazin-3-yl)-N-methoxymethanimine (Fluoxastrobin) (CAS No. 361377–29–9) (provided for in subheading 2934.99.12)”;

(B) by striking “Free” and inserting “2.7%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(42) Isoxaflutole.—Heading 9902.07.22 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “(5-Cyclopropyl-1,2-oxazol-4-yl)-[2-methylsulfonyl-4-(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]methanone (Isoxaflutole) (CAS No. 141112–29–0) (provided for in subheading 2934.99.15)”;

(B) by striking “5.5%” and inserting “4.8%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(43) **Pinoxaden.**—Heading 9902.07.26 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “8-(2,6-Diethyl-4-methylphenyl)-1,2,4,5-tetrahydro-7-oxo-7H-pyrazolo[1,2-d][1,4,5]oxadiazepin-9-yl-2,2-dimethylpropanoate (Pinoxaden) (CAS No. 243973–20–8) (provided for in subheading 2934.99.15)”;

(B) by striking “5.4%” and inserting “Free”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(44) **Isoxaben Technical Herbicide.**—Heading 9902.07.27 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “2,6-Dimethoxy-N-[3-(3-methyl-3-pentanyl)-1,2-oxazol-5-yl]benzamide (Isoxaben) (CAS No. 82558–50–7) (provided for in subheading 2934.99.15)”;

(B) by striking “3.1%” and inserting “2.7%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
FLUTHIAZAMETHYL.—Heading 9902.07.29 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Methyl [[2-chloro-4-fluoro-5[[tetrahydro-3-oxo-1H,3H-[1,3,4]thiadiazol-3-ylidene)amino]phenyl]thio]acetate (Fluthiacet-methyl technical) (CAS No. 117337–19–6) (provided for in subheading 2934.99.15)”;

(B) by striking “Free” and inserting “3%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

FLUMIOXAZIN.—Heading 9902.07.30 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “[2-[7-Fluoro-3-oxo-4-(2-propyn-1-yl)-3,4-dihydro-2H-1,4-benzoxazin-6-yl]-4,5,6,7-tetrahydro-1H-isoindole-1,3(2H)-dione (Flumioxazin) (CAS No. 103361–09–7) (provided for in subheading 2934.99.15)”;

(B) by striking “6.1%” and inserting “5.6%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(47) **Buprofezin.**—Heading 9902.07.31 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: ‘‘(2Z)-3-Isopropyl-2-[(2-methyl-2-propanyl)imino]-5-phenyl-1,3,5-thiadiazinan-4-one (Buprofezin) (CAS No. 69327–76–0 or 953030–84–7) (provided for in subheading 2934.99.16)’’;

(B) by striking ‘‘1.4%’’ and inserting ‘‘Free’’; and

(C) by striking ‘‘12/31/2020’’ and inserting ‘‘12/31/2023’’.

(48) **Sarolaner.**—Heading 9902.07.38 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: ‘‘1-{5′-[(5S)-5-(3,5-Dichloro-4-fluorophenyl)-4,5-dihydro-5-(trifluoromethyl)-1,2-oxazol-3-yl]-1H,3′H-spiro[azetidine-3,1′-2,1]benzofuran]-1-yl}-2-mesylethanone (Sarolaner) (CAS No. 1398609–39–6) (provided for in subheading 2934.99.30)’’;

(B) by striking ‘‘Free’’ and inserting ‘‘4.5%’’; and

(C) by striking ‘‘12/31/2020’’ and inserting ‘‘12/31/2023’’.
ISOXADIFEN-ETHYL.—Heading

9902.07.43 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Ethyl 5,5-diphenyl-4H-1,2-oxazole-3-carboxylate (Isoxadifen-ethyl) (CAS No. 163520–33–0) (provided for in subheading 2934.99.39)”;

(B) by striking “4.0%” and inserting “5.6%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

PYROXASULFONE TECHNICAL.—Heading

9902.07.53 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “3-({[5-(Difluoromethoxy)-1-methyl-3-((trifluoromethyl)-1H-pyrazol-4-yl)methyl]sulfonyl}-5,5-dimethyl-4,5-dihydro-1,2-oxazole (Pyroxasulfone) (CAS No. 447399–55–5) (provided for in subheading 2934.99.90)”;

(B) by striking “3.5%” and inserting “6.3%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
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(51) **TRIASULFURON.**—Heading 9902.07.57 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “2-(2-Chloroethoxy)-N-[(4-methoxy-6-methyl-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl)carbamoyl]benzenesulfonamide (Triasulfuron) (CAS No. 82097–50–5) (provided for in subheading 2935.90.75)”;

(B) by striking “0.4%” and inserting “Free”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(52) **TRIFLOXYSULFURON.**—Heading 9902.07.58 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Sodium 4,6-dimethoxy-2-[(3-(2,2,2-trifluoroethoxy)pyridin-2-yl)sulfonyl]carbamoylimino]-2H-pyrimidin-1-ide (Trifloxysulfuron-sodium) (CAS No. 199119–58–9) (provided for in subheading 2935.90.75)”;

(B) by striking “4.6%” and inserting “4.9%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(53) Copper phthalocyanine blue crude.—Heading 9902.08.59 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Copper phthalocyanine ((Phthalocyanato(2-))-copper), not ready for use as pigment (PCN Blue Crude) (CAS No. 147–14–8) (provided for in subheading 3204.17.20)”;

(B) by striking “3.3%” and inserting “3%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(54) Spirotetramat formulations.—Heading 9902.09.24 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Product mixtures containing (5s, 8s)-3-(2,5-dimethylphenyl)-8-methoxy-2-oxo-1-azaspiro [4.5] dec-3-en-4-yl ethyl carbonate (Spirotetramat) (CAS No. 203313–25–1) (provided for in subheading 3808.91.25)”;

(B) by striking “5.2%” and inserting “Free”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(55) Prothioconazole and Tebuconazole Formulations.—Heading 9902.09.50 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Product mixtures containing 2-[(2RS)-2-(1-chlorocyclopropyl)-3-(2-chlorophenyl)-2-hydroxypropyl]-2H-1,2,4-triazole-3 (4H)-thione (Prothioconazole) (CAS No. 178928–70–6) and (RS)-1-p-chlorophenyl-4,4-dimethyl-3-(1H-1,2,4-triazol-1-ylmethyl) pentan-3-ol (Tebuconazole) (CAS No. 107534–96–3) (provided for in subheading 3808.92.15)”;

(B) by striking “4.9%” and inserting “3.2%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(56) Trifloxystrobin and Prothioconazole Formulations.—Heading 9902.09.51 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Product mixtures containing methyl (E)-methoxyimino-{(E)-2-[1-(α,α,α-trifluoro-m-tolyl) ethyldeneaminoxy]-o-tolyl}acetate (Trifloxystrobin) (CAS No.}
(B) by striking “4.0%” and inserting “Free”; and
(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(57) Propoxycarbazone-sodium formulations.—Heading 9902.09.85 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Product mixtures containing sodium \{[2-(methoxycarbonyl) phenyl]sulfonyl\} [(4,5-dihydro-4-methyl-5-oxo-3-propoxy-1H-1,2,4-triazol-1-yl) carbonyl] azanide (Propoxycarbazone sodium) (CAS No. 181274–15–7) (provided for in subheading 3808.93.15)”;
(B) by striking “3.8%” and inserting “Free”; and
(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(58) Herbicide for broadleaf weeds.—

Heading 9902.09.86 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Product mixtures containing (5-hydroxy-1,3-dimethyl-1H-pyrazol-4-yl)[2- (methylsulfonyl)-4-(trifluoromethyl) phenyl] methanone (Pyrasulfotole) (CAS No. 365400–11–9); (2,6-dibromo-4-cyanophenyl) octanoate (Bromoxynil Octanoate) (CAS No. 1689–99–2); 2,6-dibromo-4-cyanophenyl heptanoate (Bromoxynil Heptanoate) (CAS No. 56634–95–8); and diethyl 1-(2,4-dichlorophenyl)-5-methyl-4,5-dihydro-1H-pyrazole-3,5-dicarboxylate (Mefenpyr-diethyl) (CAS No. 135590–91–9) (provided for in subheading 3808.93.15)”;

(B) by striking “3.7%” and inserting “2.6%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(59) Asulam Sodium Salt Formulations.— Heading 9902.09.96 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures of methyl sulfanilylcarbamate, sodium salt (Asulam sodium salt) (CAS No. 2302–17–2) and application adjuvants (provided for in subheading 3808.93.15)”;
(B) by striking “2.0%” and inserting
“3.7%”; and
(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting
“12/31/2023”.

(60) ISOXAFUTOLE AND CYPROSULFAMIDE
FORMULATIONS.—Heading 9902.10.01 is amend-
ed—

(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “Mixtures containing 5-
cyclopropyl-4-(2-mesyl-4-trifluoromethylbenzoyl)
isoazole (Isoxaflutole) (CAS No. 141112–29–
0) and N-({4-[(cyclopropylamino) car-
bonyl]phenyl} sulfonyl)-2-methoxybenzamide
(Cyprosulfamide) (CAS No. 221667–31–8)
(provided for in subheading 3808.93.15)”;

(B) by striking “2.5%” and inserting
“5%”; and
(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting
“12/31/2023”.

(61) ISOXADIFEN-ETHYL AND TEMBOTRIONE
FORMULATIONS.—Heading 9902.10.02 is amend-
ed—

(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “Product mixtures containing
ethyl 5,5-diphenyl-4H-1,2-oxazole-3-carboxylate
(Isoxadifen-ethyl) (CAS No. 163520–33–0) and
2-{2-chloro-4-(methylsulfonyl)-3-[(2,2,2-
trifluoroethoxy)methyl]benzoyl} -1,3-
cyclohexanedione (Tembotrione) (CAS No.
335104–84–2) (provided for in subheading
3808.93.15)”;

(B) by striking “1.3%” and inserting
“Free”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting
“12/31/2023”.

(62) Indaziflam Formulations.—Heading
9902.10.09 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “Mixtures containing N-
[(1R,2S)-2,6-dimethyl-2,3-dihydro-1H-inden-1-
yl]-6-[(1R)-1-fluoroethyl]-1,3,5-triazine-2,4-
diamine (Indaziflam) (CAS No. 950782–86–2)
and application adjuvants (provided for in sub-
heading 3808.93.15)”;

(B) by striking “5.6%” and inserting
“5.1%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting
“12/31/2023”.

(63) Herbicide Mixtures.—Heading
9902.10.10 is amended—
(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Mixtures containing 2,5-di-
methyl-4-[2-methylsulfonyl-4-(trifluoromethyl)benzoyl]-1H-pyrazol-3-one (Pyrasulfotole) (CAS No. 365400–11–9); 2,6-
dibromo-4-cyanophenyl octanoate (Bromoxynil Octanoate) (CAS No. 1689–99–2); methyl 4-
{(3-methoxy-4-methyl-5-oxo-4,5-dihydro -1H-
1,2,4-triazol-1-yl) carbonyl] sulfamoyl}-5-methyl-
3-thiophencarboxylate (Thiencarbazone-Methyl) (CAS No. 317815–83–1); and diethyl 1-(2,4-dichlorophenyl)-5-methyl-4,5-dihydro-1H-
pyrazole -3,5-dicarboxylate (Mefenpyr-diethyl) (CAS No. 135590–91–9) (provided for in sub-
heading 3808.93.15);”;

(B) by striking “3.6%” and inserting “2.6%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(64) PRODUCT USED AS LUBRICANT OR MOLD RELEASE MATERIAL.—Heading 9902.10.93 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Ethene, 1,1,2,2-tetrafluoro-,
reduced (CAS No. 88645–29–8) (provided for in subheading 3904.69.50)”;

(B) by striking “2.1%” and inserting “Free”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(65) Heat-curable epoxy resin mixtures.—Heading 9902.11.15 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Heat-curable epoxy resin mixtures containing more than 30 percent by weight of 4,4’-(9H-fluorene-9,9-diyl)bis(2-chloroaniline) (CAS No. 107934–68–9) as a curing agent (provided for in subheading 3907.30.00)”;

(B) by striking “Free” and inserting “3.4%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(66) Polymer of 1,4-benzenedicarboxylic acid with 1,4-butanediol and hexanedioic acid.—Heading 9902.11.23 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Polymer of 1,4-benzenedicarboxylic acid with 1,4-butanediol
and hexanedioic acid (CAS No. 60961–73–1) (provided for in subheading 3907.99.50)”;

(B) by striking “1.6%” and inserting “3.6%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(67) **Set of plastic cutlery wrapped in paper.**—Heading 9902.11.96 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Cutlery of plastics, presented with quantities of identical cutlery items joined together by paper wrapping or paper banding designed for ease of loading in a fully enclosed dispensing system (provided for in subheading 3924.10.40)”;

(B) by striking “Free” and inserting “1.8%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(68) **Acrylic filament tow with a decitex of 5 to 56.**—Heading 9902.13.04 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Acrylic filament tow containing 85 percent or more by weight of acrylonitrile units and 2 percent or more but not
more than 8 percent of water, dyed, such tow
with a decitex of 5 to 5.6, an aggregate fila-
ment measure in the tow bundle between
660,000 and 1,200,000 and a length greater
than 2 m (provided for in subheading
5501.30.00)”;

(B) by striking “Free” and inserting
“1.5%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting
“12/31/2023”.

(69) MODACRYLIC STAPLE FIBER WITH A
DECITEX OF 1.7 AND A FIBER LENGTH OF 38MM.—

Heading 9902.13.19 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “Modacrylic staple fibers con-
taining by weight 2 percent or more but not
over 3 percent of water, not pigmented (ecru),
crimped, with a decitex of 1.7 and fiber length
of 38 mm (provided for in subheading
5503.30.00)”;

(B) by striking “Free” and inserting
“0.6%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting
“12/31/2023”.
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(70) **HAND-TuftED WOOL CARPETS.**—Heading 9902.13.42 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Carpets and other textile floor coverings, tufted, whether or not made up, of wool or fine animal hair, hand-hooked, that is, in which the tufts were inserted by hand or by means of a hand tool that is not power-driven (provided for in subheading 5703.10.20)”;

(B) by striking “5.8%” and inserting “5.3%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(71) **WOMEN’S FOOTWEAR MADE ON A BASE OR PLATFORM OF WOOD.**—Heading 9902.14.20 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Footwear for women, with outer soles of rubber or plastics and uppers of leather, made on a base or platform of wood (provided for in subheading 6403.99.20)”;

(B) by striking “1.4%” and inserting “Free”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.
(72) Scissors, valued over $1.75 per dozen.—Heading 9902.15.31 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Scissors, valued over $1.75/dozen, each with stainless steel blades, one small loop handle and one larger loop handle and with an overall length of less than 17 cm, the foregoing other than those scissors designed for use in pet grooming and presented with attached retail labeling or put up for retail sale as goods designed to cut pet hair (provided for in subheading 8213.00.90)”;

(B) by striking “4.2%” and inserting “2.5%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(73) Tire assembly machines.—Heading 9902.15.82 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Machinery for molding, assembling or otherwise forming uncured, unvulcanized rubber (green) tires (provided for in subheading 8477.59.01), the foregoing to be used in production of new pneumatic tires designed in all sizes for motor cars (such tires of
subheadings 4011.10.10 and 4011.10.50),
buses and trucks (such tires of subheadings
4011.20.10 and 4011.20.50), motorcycles (such
tires of subheading 4011.40.00) and agricul-
tural, forestry, construction or industrial vehi-
cles (such tires of subheadings 4011.70.00,
4011.80.10, 4011.80.20, 4011.80.80,
4011.90.10, 4011.90.20 and 4011.90.80)”;

(B) by striking “2.5%” and inserting
“2.1%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting
“12/31/2023”.

(74) FUEL INJECTORS.—Heading 9902.15.94
is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “Fuel injectors (other than
used), each incorporating a valve and a micro-
stamped orifice hole, certified by the importer
as designed to deliver fuel to the combustion
chamber of a gasoline engine with a pressure
not exceeding 120 MPa (1200 bar) (provided
for in subheading 8481.80.90)”;

(B) by striking “1.9%” and inserting
“1.3%”; and
(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(75) SUBSEA FLOW MODULES.—Heading 9902.15.95 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Valves, capable of operating at pressures of 68.94 MPa or more (provided for in subheading 8481.80.90), for controlling production flow through a subsea tree, each valve mounted in a module that can be unlocked by a remotely operated underwater vehicle for subsequent removal and replacement”;

(B) by striking “Free” and inserting “0.4%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(76) USED TRANSMISSIONS.—Heading 9902.16.01 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Used fixed ratio speed chang- ers (provided for in subheading 8483.40.50), other than transmissions for the vehicles of headings 8701, 8702, 8703, 8704 and 8705”;

(B) by striking “1.9%” and inserting “Free”; and
(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(77) MOTOR ASSEMBLIES FOR ELECTRIC BOX FANS.—Heading 9902.16.08 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “AC electric motors of an output exceeding 37.5 W but not exceeding 74.6 W, single phase, each equipped with a capacitor, rotary speed control mechanism and a motor mounting cooling ring (provided for in subheading 8501.40.20)”;

(B) by striking “Free” and inserting “1.1%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(78) MOTOR ASSEMBLIES FOR OSCILLATING FANS.—Heading 9902.16.09 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “AC electric motors of an output exceeding 37.5 W but not exceeding 72 W, single phase, each equipped with a capacitor, a speed control mechanism, and a motor mount of plastics and a self-contained gear mechanism for oscillation (provided for in subheading 8501.40.20)”;
(B) by striking “2.0%” and inserting “2.3%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(79) ELECTRIC MULTI-COOKERS.—Heading 9902.16.74 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Electrothermic multifunctional cookers (multicookers) of a kind used for domestic purposes, each incorporating a timer and designed to prepare foods by various methods, including boiling, simmering, baking, frying, roasting or stewing (provided for in subheading 8516.79.00), the foregoing without a thermometer probe”;

(B) by striking “Free” and inserting “2.3%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

(80) BABY STROLLER SYSTEMS.—Heading 9902.17.14 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to read as follows: “Baby strollers, each with chassis presented with removable seat and removable bassinet, with the seat designed to be at-
attached to the chassis base plate, with the seat
backrest designed to allow a child to be in a re-
clining position or to be supported at varying
backrest angles; the foregoing not including any
such stroller with a tilting or tilted seat only
(provided for in subheading 8715.00.00)”;

(B) by striking “Free” and inserting
“2.5%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting
“12/31/2023”.

(81) IRON HEAD GOLF CLUBS.—Heading
9902.17.59 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “Golf club heads designed for
clubs designated as 1-irons, 2-irons, 3-irons, 4-
irons or 5-irons (provided for in subheading
9506.39.00)”;

(B) by striking “1.0%” and inserting
“2.1%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting
“12/31/2023”.

(82) GOLF CLUB IRON HEADS OF 6-IRONS AND
7-IRON.—Heading 9902.17.62 is amended—

(A) by amending the article description to
read as follows: “Golf club heads designed for
clubs designated as 6-irons and 7-irons (provided for in subheading 9506.39.00)”;

(B) by striking “1.0%” and inserting “2.4%”; and

(C) by striking “12/31/2020” and inserting “12/31/2023”.

PART III—EFFECTIVE DATE

SEC. 75461. EFFECTIVE DATE.

(a) In General.—The amendments made by this subtitle apply to articles entered on or after the date that is 120 days before the date of the enactment of this Act.

(b) Retroactive Application.—

(1) In General.—Notwithstanding section 514 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1514) or any other provision of law and subject to paragraph (2), any entry of an article classifiable under a heading of subchapter II of chapter 99 of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States added or amended by this subtitle—

(A) that was made—

(i) on or after the date that is 120 days before the date of the enactment of this Act, and

(ii) before the date of the enactment of this Act, and
(B) to which a lower rate of duty would apply if the entry were made on or after such date of enactment, shall be liquidated or reliquidated as though such entry occurred on such date of enactment.

(2) REQUESTS.—A liquidation or reliquidation may be made under paragraph (1) with respect to an entry only if a request therefor is filed with U.S. Customs and Border Protection not later than 180 days after the date of the enactment of this Act that contains sufficient information to enable U.S. Customs and Border Protection—

(A) to locate the entry; or

(B) to reconstruct the entry if it cannot be located.

(3) PAYMENT OF AMOUNTS OWED.—Any amounts owed by the United States pursuant to the liquidation or reliquidation of an entry of a covered article under subparagraph (A) shall be paid, without interest, not later than 90 days after the date of the liquidation or reliquidation (as the case may be).

(c) DEFINITIONS.—In this section, the terms “enter” and “entry” include a withdrawal from warehouse for consumption.

SEC. 75471. REAUTHORIZATION OF AMERICAN MANUFACTURING COMPETITIVENESS ACT OF 2016.


(b) Content of Petitions.—Section 3(b)(2)(E)(i) of such Act is amended to read as follows:

“(i) the classification of the article under chapters 1 through 97 of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States that has been used or will be used by the importer, to be included in the amendment to subchapter II of chapter 99 of that Schedule;”.

(e) Report.—Section 4(a) of such Act is amended by striking “12 months” and all that follows through “tariff bill” and inserting “18 months after the date on which
the duty suspensions and reductions included in a miscellaneous tariff bill take effect’’.

TITLE V—AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

SEC. 76001. AUTHORIZATION OF ADDITIONAL APPROPRIATIONS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—There are authorized to be appropriated to the head of each agency specified in subsection (b) such sums as may be necessary for the agency to carry out the responsibilities of the agency under this title.

(b) AGENCIES SPECIFIED.—The agencies specified in this subsection are the following:

(1) The Office of the United States Trade Representative.

(2) The Department of Commerce.

(3) The Department of the Treasury.

(4) U.S. Customs and Border Protection.

TITLE VI—CUSTOMS USER FEES

SEC. 77001. EXTENSION OF CUSTOMS USER FEES.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 13031(j)(3) of the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985 (19 U.S.C. 58c(j)(3)) is amended—

(1) in subparagraph (A), by striking ‘‘September 30, 2030’’ and inserting ‘‘August 7, 2031’’; and
(2) in subparagraph (B)(i), by striking “September 30, 2030” and inserting “August 7, 2031”.

(b) Rate for Merchandise Processing Fees.—

Section 503 of the United States-Korea Free Trade Agreement Implementation Act (Public Law 112–41; 19 U.S.C. 3805 note) is amended by striking “September 30, 2030” and inserting “August 7, 2031”.